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Editorial Preface
From the Desk of Managing Editor…
It may be difficult to imagine that almost half a century ago we used computers far less sophisticated than current
home desktop computers to put a man on the moon. In that 50 year span, the field of computer science has
exploded.
Computer science has opened new avenues for thought and experimentation. What began as a way to simplify the
calculation process has given birth to technology once only imagined by the human mind. The ability to communicate
and share ideas even though collaborators are half a world away and exploration of not just the stars above but the
internal workings of the human genome are some of the ways that this field has moved at an exponential pace.
At the International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications it is our mission to provide an outlet for
quality research. We want to promote universal access and opportunities for the international scientific community to
share and disseminate scientific and technical information.
We believe in spreading knowledge of computer science and its applications to all classes of audiences. That is why we
deliver up-to-date, authoritative coverage and offer open access of all our articles. Our archives have served as a
place to provoke philosophical, theoretical, and empirical ideas from some of the finest minds in the field.
We utilize the talents and experience of editor and reviewers working at Universities and Institutions from around the
world. We would like to express our gratitude to all authors, whose research results have been published in our journal,
as well as our referees for their in-depth evaluations. Our high standards are maintained through a double blind review
process.
We hope that this edition of IJACSA inspires and entices you to submit your own contributions in upcoming issues. Thank
you for sharing wisdom.
Thank you for Sharing Wisdom!
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Abstract—The credit scoring aim is to classify the customer
credit as defaulter or non-defaulter. The credit risk analysis is
more effective with further boosting and smoothing of the
parameters of models. The objective of this paper is to explore
the credit score classification models with an imputation
technique and without imputation technique. However, data
availability is low in case of without imputation because of
missing values depletion from the large dataset. On the other
hand, imputation based dataset classification accuracy with
linear method of ANN is better than other models. The
comparison of models with boosting and smoothing shows that
error rate is better metric than area under curve (AUC) ratio. It
is concluded that artificial neural network (ANN) is better
alternative than decision tree and logistic regression when data
availability is high in dataset.
Keywords—Credit score data mining; classification; artifical
neural network; imputation

I.

INTRODUCTION

In 2006 Taiwan faced credit flow crises as matter of fact to
propel in market the bank has over issued cash and credit
regardless of their ability to repayments, overconsumptions
history. This situation blows consumer and finance rapport
badly. The well down financial system crisis on downstream
and risk management on upstream. The purpose of risk
management is to enforce checks on consumer ability to repay
bills thus reduce damage and consumer’s credit repayment
uncertainty.
A lender commonly makes two types of decisions: first,
whether to grant credit to a new application or not, and
second, how to deal with existing application, including
whether to increase their credit limits or not [1]. Scoring
model is better alternative for traditional model but model is
not perfect-sometimes a bad application will receive high
score and accepted, therefore, model is needed. There are
various methods testing in past and in this literature that group
into parameterized and non-parameterized methods. In this
direction, [2]-[3] highlighted the importance of artificial
neural network (ANN) and support vector machine (SVM)
towards credit scoring as a better alternative of conventional
approaches. Further from analysis point of view this literature
is not focusing on ensemble methods or hybrid models’ due to
complexity of design. Although, admired the complexity of
ensemble models and utilized for multiple tasks [4].

The non-parameterize model logistic regression is not
perfectly suitable for the classification than parameterized
models. These models are decision trees [5]-[7] and artificial
neural networks [8]-[10]. Here, ultimate focus is to elaborate
the importance of parameters of models with smoothing and
boosting with the dataset imputation. This research will
further interrogate the existing approaches to find the better
smoothing and boosting model with respect to imputation
technique.
II.

RELATED WORK

The work of author [11] has proven that area ratio (AUC)
is better metric in accuracy than error rate compared with
decision tree, logistic and ANN. It was concluded that ANN is
better in performance in area ratio metric regardless of over
consumed computation. Our approach further analyzed the
existing work in depth to prove that boosting and smoothing
of models worked well for these core approaches especially
for ANN, which is better determiner of metric accuracy. That
is the reason, why we contradict the existing approach because
existing approach undertake the same dataset without
treatment of missing values with imputation technique. Our
work is continuation of the existing work to prove that neural
network on similar dataset performed better when imputation
technique applied over smoothing and boosting of models.
III.

OVERVIEW OF EXISTING WORK

A. Decision Tree
Decision trees allow creating a tree-based classification
model. Decision trees can graphically illustrate other choices
that can be made and enable the decision maker is to identify
the best situation in a circumstance. Common algorithms for
decision tree induction include ID3, C4.5, CART, CHAID and
QUEST [12]. In [13], author says that the decision rules
should maximize a divergence measure of the difference in
default risk between the two subsets. The splitting is repeated
until no group can be split into two subgroups which are
statistically different. According to [14], there are three major
tasks of a classification tree: 1) how to partition the data at
each step; 2) when to stop partitioning; and 3) how to predict
the value of y for each x in partition.
B. Logistic Regression
Logistic regression analysis is the multivariate technique,
which allow to estimate the probability that an event occurs or
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TABLE I.

not, by predicting a binary dependent outcome from a set of
independent variables. The logit model is a widely used
statistical parametric model for modelling binary dependent
variable. The logit model for credit scoring is presented with
comparisons with other models including conventional one
[15].

Variable
Limit_
BAL
Sex

C. Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
ANN is an information processing model resembling
connections structure in the synapses. It consists of many
nodes (also called neurons or units) by links. The feed-forward
neural network with back propagation (BP) is widely used for
credit scoring, where the neurons receive signals from prelayer and output them to the next layers without feedback.

Education

Marital Status

According to [16], made a comparison of neural networks
and linear scoring models in the credit union environment and
the results indicated that neural network had better
performance for correctly classifying bad loans than LR
model. Besides, ANN need many training samples and long
learning time. In [17], found that ANN has a higher accuracy
rate by comparing with Logistic regression and discriminate
analysis.
IV.

PROPOSED SOLUTION AND DATASET

This section is discussing about boosting and smoothing
criteria for each model with parameters. The purpose of the
approach parametrization is to evaluate the different
conventional models to improve the accuracy of classification.
The dataset chosen from UCI website as shown below, it is
about 2006 Taiwan faced credit flow crises thus result of
repayments evidences are required. All the dependent and
independent variables are given in Table 1. Later the models
feed by opted strong and moderately correlated variables after
data insight analysis technique, because, these variables are
not necessarily correlated to each other thus prune from
dataset eventually after correlational test. The categorical
variables sex, education, marital status and age and continues
variable Limit_BAL eventually have weak correlation with
other independent variables, therefore, not included as input to
the models. The final set of 19 independent variables has
given as input to the models from Table 1.
A. Arificial Neural Network (ANN)
According to [18], it has presented credit scoring by
integrating back propagation neural networks with linear
method. Linear model (1) and non-linear model (2) definitions
are as follows:

 

y h xi w  wT x


a     ljk akl 1 blj 


k


CREDIT SCORE RELETED VARIABLES
Description

Scale of variable

Amount of the given credit
(NT dollar)
Gender
(1 = male;
2 = female).
Education
(1 = graduate school;
2 = university;
3 = high school;
4 = others).
Marital status
(1 = married; 2 = single;
3 = others).

Continuous
Interval
Categorical
Nominal

Categorical
Nominal

Categorical
Nominal

Age

Age (year).

Continues
Interval

Pay_0 to Pay_6

April to September

Categorical

Bill_AMT1
to BILL_AMT6
Pay_AMT1
to PAY_AMT6

Amount of bill statement
(NT dollar)
Amount of previous payment
(NT dollar)
Default payment
(Yes = 1,
No = 0)

Continues
Interval
Continues
Interval

Y

Dichotomous

To find the best model, the gradual increment of hidden
nodes with settings of 5 hidden followed by 2 hidden layers
are involving better for the result accuracy. There are 19 input
parameters of all three models, where, ANN-l is single layer
default model, ANN-H model train with minimum hidden
layers and ANN-L model is train with linear model without
any activation function. The results are shown as in Table 2,
where, ANN-L performed slightly better than all other models
ANN-l and ANN-H with accuracy metrics error rate and area
under curve (AUC).
B. Decision Tree (DT)
In [19] author says, the decision rules should maximize a
divergence measure of the difference in default risk between
the two subsets. The splitting is repeated until no group can be
split into two subgroups which are statistically different.
According to [20], there are three major tasks of a
classification tree: (i) how to partition the data at each step, (ii)
when to stop partitioning and (iii) how to predict the value of
y for each x in partition. The decision tree [21] purpose is to
find the optimal sub-tree that gives bad and good credit based
on overall accuracy and error rate. This paper evaluated result
using C4.5 classification, which formulate classification tree
based on principle of entropy (1) and information gain
principle (2).

c
E ( S )    p log 2 pi
i 1

(1)

E T , X   P c E  c 
cX
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TABLE II.

STATISTICS OF ANN

Error Rate

Model

AUC

Training

Testing

Training

Testing

ANN - 1

75.22

76.0

69.5

70.0

ANN -H

78.11

80.22

73.6

76.33

ANN -L

78.81

81.46

73.6

78.03

TABLE III.

STATISTICS OF DT

Error Rate

Model

AUC

Training

Testing

Training

Testing

Default

79.75

78.48

75.89

73.25

Pruning

79.58

78.52

75.33

72.83

Boosting 10%
Boosting 100%

80.57
80.0

78.79
78.69

77.31
76.27

73.84
73.09

Table III: Default DT, Pruning DT, Boosting 10% , Boosting 100%

TABLE IV.

STATISTICS OF LOGISTIC REGRESSION

Error Rate

Model
Default

AUC

Training

Testing

Training

Testing

77.76

81.22

73.4

77.91

Table IV: Regression Classification

The split of tree based on pure values evaluated by
measures entropy and information gain. The result evaluated
and compared among four model configurations as in Table 3.
It was presented that boosting 10% of decision tree model is
better in terms of accuracy than all other configuration such as
booting 100%, pruning and default DT model.

In [28], propose a new approach to clustering that divides
the data features into observed features, which are known for
all objects, and constraining features, which contain missing
values. We generate a set of constraints based on the known
values for the constraining feature. Based on our observation,
we found high percentage of missing values in our dataset,
therefore, we implemented similar technique of k-mean
clustering for imputation to diminish the missing percentage in
dataset to gain accuracy. We evaluated the result with all best
models chosen after boosting and smoothing.
Fig. 1 below shows that k-mean imputation with ANNlinear model outperformed all other models in accuracy of
error rate metric. Similarly, logistic regression slightly
performed less ANN-Linear but, better than other model DT
in error metric and AUC metric. Here, it was clearly notable
that error metric is better metric for accuracy gain of the
model in all comparisons. On the same note, we evaluated all
models comparatively without imputation, which means
contain more empty values.
No imputation results are shown in Fig. 2 below which
comprehends the result for training dataset, it clearly reveals
that DT shown significance over ANN. It was also evident
that in test dataset ANN-Linear performed better than DT with
no imputation technique; further below given table shows the
test dataset comparison between models (Table 5).

C. Logistic Regression
According to [22], it was the first paper published
investigates the logistic regression (LR) with discriminant
analysis applied to credit scoring. Its results shows LR
exhibiting higher accuracy rates, however, neither method was
found to be sufficiently good to be cost effective for his
problem. LR was also applied by [23] to a commercial loan
evaluation process (exploring several models using random
effects for bank branches).

P   ßx 

Eq. Logistic Regression

In Table 4, logistic regression error rate metric
considerably evaluated results better than AUC for bad and
good credit. The area under curve (AUC) metric accuracy is
77.91, on the opposite, error rate metric test accuracy 81.22 is
far better than AUC.
V.

Fig. 1. The graph shows the comparisons between models with Error Rate
Metric and AUC with imputation.

RESULT DISCUSSION

Researchers either consciously or by default in a statistical
analysis drop the variables that have in-complete data. As an
alternative to complete-case analysis, researchers may in a
plausible value for the missing observations, such as using the
mean of the observed cases on that variable [24]. But, here
this research is focus on nearest distance based imputation
technique. Besides, k-mean there are many statisticians
recently advocated methods that are based on distributional
models for the data (such as maximum likelihood and multiple
imputation). More literature has been published in the
statistical literature on missing data [25]-[27].

Fig. 2. The graph shows the comparisons between models with Error Rate
Metric and AUC without Imputation.
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TABLE V.
Model without
Imputation

NO IMPUTATION COMPARISONS

Error Rate

[5]

AUC

Training

Testing

Training

Testing

Decision Tree
Boosting 10%

88.14

89.57

86.53

79.09

Logistic model

86.36

90.29

78.90

86.18

ANN-LINEAR

88.04

90.99

83.13

87.90

[7]

It was evident by all comparisons with imputation and
without imputation technique that ANN performed better
when data is in piece fully available for analysis into depth of
model such as in case of imputation technique of K-mean. Kmean fill the values with nearest neighbor thus increase data
availability that increases the accuracy rate of classification of
ANN. But, in case of without imputation dataset lacks the
volume in the form of missing values thus DT performed
better than other model in training dataset but in test dataset
ANN still performed better over low volume of dataset.
VI.

CONCLUSION

[2]

[3]

[4]

[8]
[9]
[10]

[11]

[12]
[13]
[14]

This paper examines the major classification techniques in
data mining and compares the performance of classification.
The novel imputation method of k-mean improvised to avoid
the data loss, for the first time, is presented for the similar
dataset and its comparison with no imputation technique.
Obviously, error rate is more sensitive than AUC, because, it
is more appropriate criterion to measure the classification
accuracy of models. Artificial neural networks linear model
performs classification accurately than the other models in
comparison to imputation and without imputation. Artificial
neural networks model is also shown the best performance in
no imputation test dataset but performed second last in case of
training dataset. It shown more accuracy in case of availability
of data like in imputation based dataset accuracy is better than
all models. From the perspective of risk control, estimating
the client risks without imputation is more meaningful than
imputation on classification. It was also concluded that,
artificial neural networks model is more reliable to be
employed for credit scoring for bad and good clients’
awareness. In future. big scoring and its impact can be tested
with larger dataset using ANN ensemble or hybrid approach to
cater the multiple tasks 1) feature selection; 2) classification.
Because conventional credit score techniques inherit with
narrow scope that is not perfect model because it only
analyzes customer payment history but unable to justify
customer characters, nature and credibility by the help of
external source for instance, social media.
[1]

[6]
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Abstract—The use of wireless technology via smartphone
allows designing smartphone applications based on OBD-II for
increasing environment sensing. However, uploading of vehicle’s
diagnostics data via car driver’s tethered smart phone attests a
long Internet latency when a large number of concurrent users
use the remote mobile crowdsensing server application
simultaneously, which increases the communication cost. The
large volume of data would also challenge the traditional data
processing framework. This paper studies design functionalities
of mobile crowdsensing architecture applied to vehicle-based
sensing for handling a huge amount of sensor data collected by
those vehicle-based sensors equipped with a smart device
connected to the OBD-II interface. The proposed MobiSenseCar
uses Node.js, a web server architecture based on single-thread
event loop approach and Apache Hive platform responsible for
analyzing vehicle’s engine data. The Node.js is 40% faster than
the traditional web server side features thread-based approach.
Experiment results show that MapReduce algorithm is highly
scalable and optimized for distributed computing. With this
mobile crowdsensing architecture it was possible to monitor
information of car’s diagnostic system condition in real time,
improving driving ability and protect the environment by
reducing vehicle emissions.
Keywords—Mobile crowdsensing;
services; hadoop; hiveQL; OBD-II
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INTRODUCTION

Mobile crowdsensing refers to a new paradigm that allows
a certain number of individuals to collectively share data and
extract information so as to measure and map phenomena of
common interests [1]. Improvements in terms of smart device
capabilities and communication technologies allow
crowdsensing solutions to emerge as significant strategies to
revolutionize environment sensing. If vehicular mobility is
adopted, the sensing capabilities can be further increased by
connecting smart devices to vehicles using the On Board
Diagnostic interface (OBD-II) or provided directly by smart
vehicles through vehicle-to-vehicle or vehicle-to-infrastructure
communications [2].
Remote On-line Vehicle Diagnostics (ROVD) is such a
telematics service that provides opportunities to constantly
monitor the vehicle diagnostics system remotely [3]. ROVD
integrates the capability of computing unit to identify a fault or
a possibility of a fault in an automobile and transmit vehicle

trouble codes to a remote central processing center or public
cloud computing [3]. Thus, ROVD replaces wireless
technology over short distances or cable between on-board
vehicle‟s connector and vehicle‟s monitoring system by mobile
network based data [4]. These vehicle monitoring systems
move into a remote data center owned by car manufacturers for
instance. ROVD also adds the event-driven intelligence in
which the vehicle determines when it is necessary to inform
changes in the vehicle‟s status [4].
The number of mobile crowdsensing vehicle‟s diagnostics
applications (MCVDAs) has increased in the automotive
market [3]. These MCVDAs ensure that the messages received
from the vehicle‟s engine reach the smartphone through the
Bluetooth wireless interface and the smartphone‟s wireless
communication modules transmit the received packets to the
remote data center. Thus, these applications may play an
important role in reducing the number of accidents and
allowing the automotive industry to use data generated from an
automotive electronic system to make new models of cars in
the future. Another advantage is that it allows Original
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) or its service partner to
inform the driver whether he can continue his journey safely or
whether he requires assistance from a near repair shop. This
helps prevent vehicle breakdown by detecting the vehicle
problems at an early stage.
The transmission of vehicle‟s diagnostics data via car
driver‟s tethered smart phone increases the cost in
communication by looking at the amount of generated data in
order of a few gigabytes per hour per vehicle [5]. As a
consequence, the vehicle commercial company or car
manufacturers and automobile ecosystem would have to
support the lifetime cost of diagnostics data. It is not
reasonable for the car manufactures or OEM to support
communication cost when they cannot control the usage of the
mobile application delivered to the car owner. The data
transmission may not only increase cost communication but
also internet latency when the architecture of the remote web
server may not process concurrent requests from a large
number of drivers uploading their vehicle‟s diagnostics data
simultaneously. For example, the driver would interrupt the
uploading of a vehicle‟s engine diagnostics data when he (she)
uses other applications installed on his (her) smart phone due to
the unexpected communication latency. In this case, the OEM
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or its service partner would not be able to start a diagnosis
session remotely, and therefore, leave the driver with
possibility of not receiving any assistance. Furthermore, the
enormous quantities of vehicle‟s diagnosis data generated by
the MCVDA may challenge its analysis making it difficult for
the car manufacturers‟ technicians to figure out the cause of
vehicle breakdown quickly, for instance.
The connectivity inside the vehicle may be established.
However, due to the mobility of vehicles and the lack of a
reliable connection, a real-time uploading would be
unsuccessful. For this, the pushing technique from a temporary
storage should be used on the mobile application to the remote
server for realizing data replication after a certain distance of
driving.
This study proposed a mobile crowdsensing architecture for
designing MCVDA that relies on the tethered connectivity
model, component-based mobile applications, Client-Server
Architecture and data processing framework for processing
volume of both structured and unstructured data. Therefore, the
tethered connectivity model carries the smart phone inside the
vehicle. The smart phone is used as a modem via wired,
Bluetooth or Wi-Fi as communications technologies. The
component-based mobile application and Client-Server
Architecture feature have the ability to process a large number
of requests from multiple drivers simultaneously. The proposed
Client-Server Architecture prevents blocking and long
execution requests that may increase communication cost. To
solve the limitation of blocking running requests, the ClientServer architecture handles them using a single-thread event
loop web server-side called Node.js [6], [7]. The data
processing model is implemented using Big data technology
which provides infrastructure that can manage and process
vehicle-based sensing data, thus enabling to enhance safety and
driving experience. The implantation of Big data includes
Hadoop, an open source distributed platform for storing and
processing data. This Hadoop includes the Hadoop Distributes
File System (HDFS) which provides Application Program
Interfaces (APIs) for MapReduce applications to read and write
data in a parallel manner [8].
The main contribution of this work is as follows:
 Design components based mobile client server
computing architecture is introduced for implementing
the MCVDA application called MobiSenseCar which is
based on Android. The design of the MobiSenseCar, a
mobile application allows the managing of the issue of
concurrent clients‟ requests and replication of vehicle‟s
diagnostic data on a temporary SQLite database on a
mobile application to solve the issue of unreliable
connectivity.
 A novel analytical model is based on big data
technology for monitoring vehicle‟s diagnostics data.
In-vehicle‟s diagnostic data is stored in HDFS;
analyzing jobs are executed by queries in HiveQL
language, and the queries will be transferred into
MapReduce progress.
 Investigate the performance of data acquisition platform
which consists of a Client-Server Architecture that

includes backend server, web programming framework
and database that can support a large and increasing
number of concurrent clients‟ requests. The
performance metrics are throughput, response time and
error rate to compare web applications developed using
JavaScript and JavaServelet.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, the
related work is discussed in Section II, then focus on the
background of technology of event-driven approach, Node.js
and Big Data technology in Section III. This section elaborates
a general system design model for MobiSenseCar based on
web server with Node.js and Hadoop. Next, the paper takes an
isolated look at different stages of this model and gets to know
their relevant components approaches to adopt in Section IV.
In Section V, it discusses the results of the implementation of a
MobiSenseCar mobile application based on Android that
features different components of the proposed mobile client
server computing architecture. In Section VI, it briefs the
simulation, experimentation and analysis of results of the
proposed mobile crowdsensing architecture. The conclusion in
Section VII sums up the architecture for a diagnosis of the
status of a vehicle‟s engine and the advantages of deploying
applications based on tethered connectivity model for
leveraging heterogeneous crowdsourced data from MCVDA.
II.

RELATED WORK

Currently there are few ad hoc solutions to smart phone
based sensing vehicle monitoring systems. Therefore,
prototype model includes on-board computer, wireless
communication link, vehicle monitor server, and vehicle status
browser. Below the paper proceeds by describing briefly the
different smart phone based mobile crowdsensing architecture
for monitoring the car as a sensing platform.
Prashanth et al. [9] made an architecture that leverages
sensors besides GPS-accelerometer and microphone, in
particular to glean rich information such as the quality of the
road or the noisiness or traffic. They proposed algorithms to
virtually reorient a disoriented accelerometer along a canonical
set of axes and then use simple threshold-based heuristics to
detect bumps and potholes and braking. Their study focus on
the use of sensing components in the smart phone applied to
proposed algorithms for detecting potholes. A similar
application is PotHole [10] which can identify holes in streets
using the crowdsourced vibration and position data collected
from smartphone.
Recently, both Derick et al. [11], Eren et al. [12] and
Mohamed et al. [13] propose a driving style recognition
application using smartphone as a sensor platform. The
evaluation in [11] proves that classical Dynamic Time Warping
algorithm can accurately detect events with a very limited
training set. In [12], safe or unsafe optimal path detection
algorithm and Bayesian classification applied to vehicle data
detect the driver behavior, and then increase safety while
driving.
Jules et al. [14] present a formal model for accident
detection that combines sensors and context data. They showed
how smartphone sensors, network connections, and web
services can be used to provide situational awareness to first
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responders. The contribution of their work provides empirical
results demonstrating the efficacy of different approaches
employed by smartphone accident detection systems to prevent
false positives.
There is another interesting work which proposes driver
behavior profiling using smartphone [15]. This work analyzed
how smartphone sensors can be used for identifying maneuvers
and propose a platform that is able to detect risky driving
events independently from the mobile device and vehicle. In
this work, the fuzzy logic event detection mechanism is
implemented in an Android application. The authors state that
the approach intends to use the DoIP protocol to perform
vehicle diagnostics data exchange synchronously over a TCP
connection over wireless communication and information
infrastructures.
The design prototype proposed in the above studies has
some drawbacks. The first drawback is that the design
prototype proposed in [10], [11], [14], [15] does not take into
consideration the impact of a large amount of generated data.
How and where to preprocess and aggregate Controller Area
Network (CAN) data is also an important question which was
not addressed. Furthermore, there is no performance evaluation
of Client-Server Architecture designed to handle a large
number of requests submitted from participatory vehicle –
based sensing platform. The second drawback is about the
integration of the data processing framework for analyzing a
huge amount of vehicle‟s diagnostics data generated by
MCVDA that would enhance decision making.
At one of the range, there is rich commercial vehicle‟s
telematics application as mentioned in the white paper
published by Oracle. In that white paper, the Oracle for the
Connected Vehicle highlights how their Octo Telematics
solution architecture would turn data generated by vehicles into
business, therefore enhancing the value of vehicle‟s diagnostics
data [16]. Thus, the proposed Octo telematics solution relies on
the embedded “clear box” of sensors used to collect on-board
vehicle‟s data, and then uploads them to the central message
system where a mechanism of validation meshes unto the
insurance company‟s framework.
III.

BACKGROUND OF TECHNOLOGY

The purpose of this section is to provide an introduction
and background to areas immediately tied to this work. It
describes the characteristics of some important fields that
should be taken into consideration when conducting this kind
of studies. First, it describes the characteristics of the
connectivity models inside vehicles that might provide a
feasible integration of solution based on them. Secondly, it
provides the reader with a short introduction to server-side
scripting to respond to network and concurrent requests.
Finally, it describes the big data technology and its related
framework to process large data sets of information.
A. Communication Solution Inside Vehicles
The wireless communication technologies built-in or
brought in the vehicle will enable the automotive world to

afford new applications such as navigation, billing facilities,
and fleet management. The success of new in-car telematics
applications and services can be realizable through the V2I
(Vehicle-to Infrastructure) data exchange with network
operators [17]. The connectivity inside the vehicle may be
established by the network operator in three ways: embedded
solution, tethered solution and integrated solution [17].
 The embedded solution: it includes both connectivity
and intelligence that are built into the vehicle. For this
kind of connectivity, the in-car telematics services
proposed by the auto makers will force them to build
TCU (Telematics Control Units) into the vehicle within
a SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) card to connect to
the network in order to make calls, and receive texts for
instance.
 The tethered solution: The tethered connectivity model
stands on the obligation of carrying the smart phone
inside the vehicle. This smart phone is used as a modem
via wires, Bluetooth or Wi-Fi.
 The integrated solution: integrated solution is
considered as an integration of the smart phone
application into the vehicle to enable the driver to
access telematics or cloud-based applications and their
features safely while driving.
The research work done on the growth of connectivity
model inside the vehicle and published by the World Leading
Knowledge Partners to the Automotive industry [17] states that
tethered solutions will grow more and eventually peak in
developed USA and Europe market by the end of the decade
[17]. As embeddedness is considered to be the seamless and
reliable solution for the future in-car telematics service, USA
and Europe markets are interested in tethered solution for the
only reason that tethered solutions are considered as short-term
solutions to customers‟ unwillingness to pay a second
communication cost for vehicle-related connectivity in the car
on the top of their mobile phone communication bill [17].
B. Server-side Scripting Approach
The architecture of web server-side and its scripting
approach must inherit features that allow responding to an
increasing number of network requests from the end-users.
Thread-based scripting approach has been used to implement
web application to respond to the clients‟ requests. However,
web server based on the thread-based approach might perform
inefficiently as the number of incoming network requests
increases. Therefore, many industries such as eBay, LinkedIn,
etc. have started to adopt event-driven programming as an
option to respond to a large number of concurrent requests and
achieve scalability more operationally.1 In this sub section, it
first describes the thread-based scripting approach and its
limitations. As an option to overcome limitations of threadbased scripting, it discusses the key features of the event-driven
scripting approach and the benefits of the recent server-side
platform based on event-driven scripting called Node.js.

1

https://www.codefactoryacademy.com/posts
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Fig. 1. A Conceptual Model for an event-driven architecture. Each incoming
client request is handled by the single-thread event loop. Event handlers do
trigger I/O actions that result in a new event later asynchronously.

Fig. 3. Overview of the functional components-based Mobile Crowd
Sensing and computing architecture for MobiSenseCar application. The
components are divided in two type. The first type of components are
designed to be implement on the Smartphone The second type of components
is to manage the MobiSenseCar Data center-Wired SOA infrastructure.

Fig. 2. Operation phases in Map/Reduce programming mode [22].

Thread based approach identities each incoming request or
tasks using a separate – thread. This thread-based architecture
relies on the per-connection process model where a dedicated
process for handling a connection is setup [18]. The thread
descriptor is shared among all processes and each process stops
up for a new connection, treats the connection and then delays
for the next connection [18]. As a consequence, at a given
time, the server finds itself in situation having the same number
of threads as the number of requests [19]. Therefore, the
application server would not scale efficiently when there are
many threads or network requests [19].
Event-driven scripting approach attests as an option to
synchronous blocking I/O (Input/Output). As shown in Fig. 1,
the event-driven approach queues both new requests and
blocking I/O requests. The single-thread executes an event loop
by setting up a simple mapping of all requests. The event loop
gradually dequeuing request from the queue, then processing
the request, finally taking the next request or waiting for new
requests submitted. The event-driven script is referred to
asynchronous programming. This means that the statements
inside the scripts are not necessarily executed in the order of
being written in the code. Usually, no single statement will
ever block the next line of code. In fact, even if the next line
statement takes a long time to complete, the rest of the program
will continue to run normally. At that time, the program will
wait for some resource to complete its long-running tasks and
when it is done, a callback function is called. For instance, in
the case of a server-side web application, this paradigm allows
for handling enormous load capabilities because it does not
need to wait for a long running request to finish. Instead, the
server can start beginning performing the next request and
return to finish the previous request when callback result
occurs. The server is never blocked, so it is suitable to handle a
high number of concurrent requests.

One of the advantages of Node.js over thread-based
framework is that it has a built-in single-thread event loop and
non-blocking model [20]. The second advantage is that Node.js
allows event-driven paradigm which is the key on which
interactive Node.js applications are constructed. Node.js
features the event-handler that creates events and the main loop
executes the appropriate event. The event handlers in Node.js
are known as callback functions. Therefore, callback functions
are eventually executed on completion of the non-blocking
operation. So, when the event loop in Node.js receives the
completion feedback, it executes the callbacks.
C. Apache Hadoop for Big Data
Yahoo, Google, and Facebook have extended their services
to web-significance due to the amount of data collected on a
daily basis. The data collected on line have overpowered the
capabilities of the traditional IT architecture [21]. In order to
extract the valuable data for decision making, they published
open access papers and released code for core infrastructure
responsible for distributed storage and processing into open
source. Among these components, Apache Hadoop [22] has
rapidly emerged on the top of components capable of
aggregating, transforming, and analyzing server logs and a
large volume of unstructured data.
Apache Hadoop is an open source distributed software
platform for storing and processing data. It is written in Java,
and runs on a cluster of industry-standard servers configured
with direct-attached storage [21]. The structure and principal
components of Apache Hadoop framework are described in
details in the book “Hadoop The Definitive Guide by Tom
White(foreword by Doug Cutting)” [23]. The distributed
processing framework known as MapReduce (Fig. 2) is central
to the scalability of Apache Hive. MapReduce helps
programmers solve data-parallel problems. It splits the input
data-set into multiple chunks, each of which is assigned a map
task that can process the data in parallel. Map tasks functions
read the input as a set of (key, value) pairs and produces a set
of (key, value) pairs as result. The MapReduce framework
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shuffles and sorts outputs of the map tasks, forwarding the
intermediate (key, value) pairs to the reduce tasks, which joins
together and produces final results. MapReduce uses
JobTracker and TaskTracker mechanisms to schedule tasks,
monitor them, and restart any task that fails [21].
The Apache Hadoop platform also includes the HDFS
(Hadoop Distributed File System). The HDFS is designed for
scalability and fault tolerance. HDFS stores large files by
splitting them into blocks (64MB). Beside MapReduce and
HDFS, Apache Hadoop also includes many other components,
some of them are very useful for analysis and modeling data:
1) Apache Flume 2 is a distributed system for collecting,
aggregating, and moving large amounts of data from multiple
sources into HDFS or another central data store; 2) Apache
Sqoop [24], is a tool for transferring data between Hadoop and
relational databases. You can use Sqoop to import data from a
MySQL into HDFS, run MapReduce on the data, and export
them back into a Relational Database Management System
(RDBMS); 3) Apache Hive [24] and Apache Pig [24] hold
programming languages that make simpler development of
applications using the MapReduce framework. HiveQL is a
dialect of Structured Query Language (SQL) that supports a
subset of SQL as query syntax. Although slower in running,
HiveQL scripts are being actively enhanced for low-latency
queries on Apache HBase [24] and HDFS. In contrast, Pig
Latin is a procedural programming language that provides
high-level abstractions for MapReduce. Open Database
Connectivity/Java Database Connectivity (ODBC/JDBC) 3
Connectors for HBase and Hive are proprietary components
expected in distributions for Apache Hadoop software. They
provide connectivity with SQL applications by translating
traditional SQL queries into HiveQL commands that run on the
data set in HDFS or HBase.

IV. DESIGN OF MOBISENSECAR APPLICATION FOR VEHICLE
DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING IN VEHICLE-BASED
SENSING
This section covers the key functional components of
designing functional components for vehicle data acquisition
and processing in vehicle-based sensing. It outlines the models
for building and deploying MobiSenseCar on a smart phone
within Android.
A. Tethered Solution for the Proposed MobiSenseCar
The design is based on the choice of database, web server
architecture, the manner in which vehicle‟s diagnosis data are
transmitted to the remote data center through a service based
on Representation State Transfer (REST) called RESTful
framework, and the mechanisms used for event-driven
approach
to
handle
multiple
Hypertext
Transfer
Protocol(HTTP) requests from the MobiSenseCar application.
The tethering solution reinforce the implementation of
MobiSenseCar based Mobile Crowd Sensing and Computing
(MCSC) [25]. This means that the driver can access the
Internet anywhere, connect to the remote data center based
cloud computation and services via the internet over wireless
communication technology. In this study, the tethered solution
based on MCSC includes several approaches that provide the
essential platforms for allowing monitoring of car‟s diagnostic
system, thus enhancing driving convenience. The tether
application on the driver‟s smart phone will work through
normal communication cost subscription SIM to transmit
vehicle‟s diagnosis data to the remote diagnosis data center via
wireless communication technology. In order to prevent
continuous transmission of vehicle‟s data continuously to the
MobiSenseCar data center, the MobiSenseCar application
would have the functionality to store the engine‟s status data
into embedded application‟s SQLite database on Android [26].
The architecture of the MobiSenseCar‟s web service server
is event-driven and can improve scalability for efficient
handling of several requests simultaneously. The aim of
adopting event-driven server-side architecture is to prevent
blocking and long running requests that may increase cost.
Certainly, the adoption of event-driven web architecture to
build web-based mobile application would permit car drivers to
safely open and access existing mobile apps on their
smartphone while the MobiSenseCar tasks are running in
background such as uploading of vehicle‟s diagnosis system
data stored in the embedded application‟s SQLite database to
the MobiSenseCar data center.

Fig. 4. Application Architecture delineating the various processing modules
and interaction flow between them.
2
3

Apache Flume,https://flume.apache.org
Sqoop connector, https://sqoop.apache.org

B. Overview of Functional Components for MobiSenseCar
The functional components of the architecture proposed in
this study are developed around a set of high-level functional
areas common to most developers of mobile application based
MCSC. Fig. 3 shows the overview of the functional
components-based mobile client server computing architecture
for MobiSenseCar. The overview of Fig. 3 is explained as
follows. First, the MobiSenseCar interface enables registration
of car owner‟s profile and the unique identification of the OBD
scan tool 4 and several services in order to enable the real
4

ScanToolnet,https://www.scantool.net/
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monitoring of the status of his (her) vehicle‟s engine. Second,
Android RESTful web service routes the collection of vehicle‟s
diagnosis data to the MobiSenseCar data center.
The Push Notification message handles warning
notifications about OBD-II (check Engine Light) Trouble
Codes. Third, the SQLite temporary stores the vehicle data
while the car is driving in order to prevent the real-time
transmission of this data. Many mobile applications rely on
distributed key-value stores like SQLite for low latency access
to data [27]. However, this SQLite database has the advantage
of storage, consultation of SQLite‟s tables of vehicle‟s
diagnostics data, GPS location, and notification message tables
as fast as possible. Thus, drivers cannot be adversely impacted
by the execution of other smart phone applications. In addition,
the MobiSenseCar mobile apps has service that allows the car
driver to use a non-persistent store for recording information
related to its vehicle‟s diagnosis data such as SD memory card.
This non-persistent store offers later monitoring against the
corresponding fault of the vehicle‟s engine.
The SQLite‟s warning notification table maintains a
mapping of unique identification-specific Id of mobile device
that is used to identify the car driver for whom the warning
message is concerned. The warning notification message is
directly delivered using identification-specific Id of the mobile
device. The GPS location table is essential when an urgent
intervention is required in order to help drivers who face
breakdown of their car. The collection of vehicle‟s diagnosis,
warning message and GPS locations can be useful when
evaluating the performance of vehicles sold, refining targeting,
and adjusting deployment decisions on making new cars.
Therefore, vehicle‟s diagnostics data are left entirely transient
in the key-value store or kept more permanently in a movable
hard disk. The decision is largely reflective to the car owner‟s
tolerance for data loss.

delineating the various processing modules. Functional
components of MobiSenseCar explained in the previous
section constitute the basis of the proposed system design of
MobiSenseCar. The user agent is responsible for controlling
the whole application state and integrating push notification
using XMPP server. The user agent authorizes the delivery of
notification. The user agent initializes the configured
smartphone‟s sensors. Each sensor is executed in a separate
thread. Resource allocated to each sensor communicates with
the corresponding sensors. The engine information and
diagnostics troubles codes (CAN bus data) are temporarily
stored in the MobiSenseCar application database (an android
SQLite database). The context-aware selection module
implemented the dynamic context-aware selection of which
sensor data to be discarded. Based on the parameters from the
context-aware selection module, a query is formed through it,
the matched data stored on the SQLite database are replicated
to the remote MobiSenseCar data center through
SymmetricDS.7 For example, when the car driver connects to
the internet or activates internet connection through the
smartphone‟s data plan, he (she) in turn transmits vehicle‟s
engine data to the MobiSensecar data center using
SymmetricDS. Therefore, in order to monitoring the car‟s
diagnostics system continuously and seamlessly, a web serverside solution based on Node.js enables the availability of
vehicle‟s engine data for sharing purposes. The Node.js is
responsible for handling data transmitted to a NoSQL database
(MongoDB database).

On the MobiSenseCar data center-wired SOA
infrastructure, Node.js web server based on the event-driven
architecture interacts directly with NoSQL database
(MongoDB)5 through the framework designed for inserting and
retrieving data. Hence, the effectiveness of fault detection
algorithms run using MapReduce framework make it possible
to analyze and process the huge volume of vehicle‟s
diagnostics data. The storage module consists of NoSQL
database such as MongoDB that avoids traditional table-based
relational database structure. The particular suitability of a
NoSQL database depends on the problem it is designed to
manage. For big data and real-time web applications, the data
structures used by NoSQL databases are also viewed as “more
flexible” than the relational database tables.6
C. Processing Modules for MobiSenseCar
The system design focus on the implementation of a
MobiSenseCar Application using OBD-II scan tool, mobile
device wireless communication technology, and OEM wireless
SOA infrastructure. This OEM wireless SOA infrastructure
integrates web service management, and big data analytics
infrastructures. Fig. 4 shows the application architecture
5
6

https://github.com/mongodb/mongo-hadoop/releases
http://www.allthingsdistributed.com/2012/01/amozon-dynamodb.html

Fig. 5. Flowchart of engine status information collection algorithm.

7
https://www.itcentralstation.com/comparisons/ibm-infospheredatabase_vs_jumpmind-symmetricds
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application console designed for displaying current OBD-II
parameters read out. The OBD-II message format consists of 1byte priority, target address, source address header, 7 byte data,
and checksum. It is basically used as a protocol for SAE-J1850
and ISO [28]. The CAN OBD message format consists of ID
bits (11or 29), DLC, 7 data bytes, and checksum 9 (CRC-15
processing method).

Fig. 6. Main Software Components of handling vehicle-based sensing data
on the MobiSenseCar data center.

D. Bluetooth OBD-II Protocol Structure for Engine Status
Information Collection
The system design of the MobiSenseCar service allows the
driver confirming the status of engine in real-time via his (her)
mobile device or web browser using a portal web site designed
to retrieve the current vehicle‟s status information. Drivers may
always check the status of the engine with a smart phone. For
business purpose with the car manufacturer and vehicle
commercial companies, the driver can transfer the current
vehicle‟s status information to the MobiSenseCar data center.
The engine status information collection algorithm is shown in
Fig. 5.
In this study, it used an On-Board Diagnostic simulator
called OBD-II simulator (ECUsim2000). 8 With this
ECUsim2000 simulator, the communication test is conducted
in the same way as an actual car was developed and tested. The
hardware architecture includes the ECUsim 2000 OBD-II ECU
simulator for reading the performance using OBD-PIDs code
make up in the android application such as speed, revolutions
per minute (RPM), intake temperature, coolant temperature. As
shown in Fig. 5, the proposed system architecture includes
Bluetooth communication between the ECU simulator
(ECUsim 2000) and the Bluetooth interface that supports all
OBD-II protocols and receiver (mobile) devices. The
ECUsim2000 is designed to ensure integrity of supporting all
OBD-II protocol in order to read OBD-II parameters clearly.
Hence, the flow of data acquisition is followed by receiving
byte for OBD-PID request when the message address matches.
Subsequently, the value of request OBD-II parameter is
transmitted via Bluetooth communication. At the receiver side,
a smart phone plots the received engine‟s diagnostics data. The
different value of OBD-II parameters are calculated in a human
readable form and displayed on the MobiSenseCar mobile
8

https://www.scantool.net/ecusim-2000.html

E. Deployment of Web-Side Based Node.js and MongoDB
Database for Handling Vehicle-Based Sensing Data
The Node.js presents several advantages in terms of
processing multiple connections or tasks concurrently. In our
study, Node.js has influenced our choice of the web server
architecture. Therefore, the MobiSenseCar application consists
of collecting the vehicle sensing and transferring them to the
remote MobiSenseCar center for further processing. The car‟s
diagnosis system data need to be stored or hosted on a
computer which is connected to the internet known to us as a
Web Server. It serves to handle incoming requests from the
web browsers (clients), and then responds by sending the
required data through a web server program. As shown in
Fig. 6, the router is the component that organizes routing
between theMobiSenseCar‟s main pages. The router is
configured to listen to every event so that when such an event
is triggered, the router is notified which in effect tells to issue
the URL request to the server. The models implement both
business logic and data attributes.
Considering that the application has several collections of
models, for example a list of current CAN bus data on the
vehicle sensing data page, multiple rows of CAN bus data in
the vehicle sensing data page, etc. It makes sense to
encapsulate these models in separate modules (collections).
This way, a collection is a holder for multiple coherent models.
The motivation for this is that the collections can also work as
active records, in that they can be responsible for fetching and
maintaining a particular set of vehicle sensing data or CAN bus
data from the database, regarding the collection of models they
control. The view handles all the user-interactions that happen
inside the HTML, it represents. The view is responsible for
rendering its HTML templates.
Let now see how Node.js handles blocking I/O requests
since MobiSenseCar application involves an important number
of concurrent requests. These requests consist of transferring
car sensing data such as vehicle‟s diagnostic data to the
MobiSenseCar center. The Node.js event model uses event
handler. This event handler comes on with great results until
you run into the development of functions that involve
blocking I/O. The blocking I/O is defined as a request that
stops the execution of the current thread and delays for a
response before continuing. With Node.js, the event model
work is scheduled in advance as a function with a callback to
the event queue.
MongoDB is a technology that is revolutionizing database
usage. Together, the two tools (Node.js and MongoDB) are a
powerful combination to the fact that they both employ
JavaScript and JSON. We will need to install Mongoose, which
is the library that Node.js uses to communicate with
9

http://smartdata.usbid.com/datasheets/usbid/2000/2000-q4/j1850 wp.pdf.
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MongoDB. The web service functions on Node.js would
collect data from the vehicle when the OBD connector is
paired with the MobiSenseCar application based on Android
platform. Thus, through 3 or 4G LTE and HTTP protocols,
data are transferred over the internet in JSON exchange format
for easily processing on the web server with Node.

F. Formal Representation of the Proposed Analysis Model
Big Data and its Architecture
The proposed analysis model using Hadoop framework is
based on a data-driven approach. This approach consists of
collecting data sets uploaded from vehicles. Those data are
then monitored based on different aspects of activity of the
vehicles that we quote as “Events”. The first event relates the
vehicle‟s movement and journey trip. The second event is the
collection of vehicle‟s diagnostic data while the driver is
driving.
The processing of the data acquired from the
MobiSenseCar is divided into four phases as shown in Fig. 7:

Fig. 7. Architecture and components of analysis model Based Big data
analytics.

Fig. 8. Design of processing model for Monitoring and Analysing Vehicle‟
data based sensing using Hadoop and MapReduce parallelization.

1) Import data from MySQL to Hadoop clusters.
2) Loading data from HDFS to Apache Hive.
3) Analysis through Hadoop MapReduce framework.
4) Upload outcome files in JSON format from HDFS to
the web server.
Firstly, the import data from MySQL to HDFS consists of
importing data from MySQL into Sqoop. Sqoop is an opensource tool that allows users to extract data from a relational
database into Hadoop for further processing [24]. The
MongoDB Connector for Hadoop provides the ability to use
MongoDB as input and/or an output destination [29].
Secondly, the loading data from HDFS to Hive is performed by
Apache Sqoop. It keeps parallelizing import across multiple
mappers. The import data into Apache Hive relies on the sake
of efficiency that has a post processing step where Hive table is
created and loaded. When the data is loaded into HIVE from
HDFS directory, Hive moves the Sqoop replication table which
is viewed as a directory into its warehouse rather than just
copying data. Thirdly, Hive queries feature join patterns
algorithms are implemented in the MapReduce jobs to execute
SQL applications and queries [29] and finally, the Apache
Sqoop writes back the output results to MySQL Database or
MongoDB.
The description model of the proposed analytics framework
associates for both events includes the vehicle‟s movement,
journey trip, location based service, over speed, mileage and
diagnostics of vehicle‟s engine events which is an appropriate
subset of information. The subset of information are journey
data, Global Positioning System (GPS) data, driver behavior
data based on the smartphone‟s in-built accelerometer, engine
data and car diagnostics data. As shown in Fig. 8 for instance,
the analysis process takes the vehicle‟s movement and journey
trip event, and then associates the RPM value of the vehicle to
detect if the engine is running, current data, and accelerometer
data to detect vehicle‟s movement. For this event, the analysis
process extracts the value of the RPM every three (3) minutes
to detect the state of the vehicle, which is either in idle state or
not. These data are then uploaded to HDFS. The data set on the
HDFS serve as the basis for collecting useful information to
submit to MapReduce functions for processing.

Fig. 9. Flow chart of the procedure followed during the implementation of
the processing model of vehicle-based sensing data.

The Hadoop framework splits the input data-set into
multiple chunks, each of which is assigned a map task that can
process the data in parallel. Each map task reads the input as a
set of key-value pairs and produces a transformed set of keyvalue pairs as the output. The framework shuffles and sorts
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outputs of the map tasks, and send the intermediate key-value
pairs to the reduce tasks, which group them into final results.
For the vehicle‟s movement and journey trip the results are for
example vehicle movement time, idling time, traveled time,
and journey trip time. These results are then stored on the
hosting database with an additional field to indicate on which
vehicle‟s telematics applications the output are intended to be
applied .

Fig. 9 presents a flow chart of the procedure followed
during the implementation of the processing model for vehiclebased sensing data. The in-vehicle‟s diagnostic data is stored in
HDFS; analyzing jobs are executed by queries in HiveQL
language, and the queries will be transferred into Mapreduce
progress. The results of queries are stored in HDFS as well.
Thus, the result in Hive shall be transported from Hadoop to
the web server. The aggregation analysis is based on the join of
two tables, the “obdtrace” and the “obdpiddef”. The data model
of the MobiSenseCar application is shown on Fig. 10. The
aggregation work is realized by integrating these two tables
into Hive script is shown in Fig. 11.
V.

IMPLEMENTATION AND ITS RESULTS

In this section, it presents a performance measurement of
the proposed design for implementing the MobiSenseCar
mobile application. First, it presents the performance of ClientServer Architecture that features event-driven approach against
thread-based approach at the sever-side layer. The goal of this
measurement is to investigate which of the Client-Server
Architecture configurations is able to support concurrent
clients‟ requests. Secondly, it evaluates the efficiency of
Hadoop MapReduce computing using join reduce side
algorithm against HiveQL and Statistical Analysis System
(SAS) framework [30].
Fig. 10. Data model that includes OBD-PID II description, car user
information, and the current vehicle data collected from vehicle.

To ensure integrity and reliability of the proposed mobile
crowdsensing architecture for MobiSenseCar, different
experiments are carried out to collect results. A physical realtime monitoring experiment is performed to ensure data
transmission from the ECUsim 2000 equipped with Bluetooth
to the mobile device. A MobiSenseCar application is built to
assist the car owner in his daily monitoring of engine.
The engine‟s data synchronization and MobiSenseCar
computing system are tested during the experiment to collect
all the OBD-II data and seamlessly track the engine status. An
event-driven web server Node.js platform is used to run
JavaScript outside the browser. A MobiSenseCar Web page is
developed for easy monitoring purposes. Finally, the
simulation results for evaluating the performance of clientserver architecture to handle concurrent requests as well as the
performance of the MapReduce against traditional data
processing framework are discussed in the second part of this
section. Hadoop platform is used to analysis this engine‟s data
and handling the result.
In order to evaluate the collection of car engine data of
MobiSenseCar application based on Android‟s mobile device,
the experimentation environment consists of three main
components. First, Android mobile device version 4.4.2 is used
in the implementation. Second, web server with Node.js, a core
i3-3220 CPU within 3.3GH, 16 GB of RAM running Windows
seven 64 bit and finally Hadoop multi-node cluster in a
distributed environment using three systems (one master and
two slaves , each of them is a core i5-6600Processor within
3.90GHz, 16 GB of RAM). Such an environment facilitates to
run the collected data from vehicle-based sensing on a real
cluster of servers.

Fig. 11. HIveQL script for analyzing the current value of OBD-II parameters.
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A. Performance Measurement of Event-Driven Approach
With Node.Js Against Thread-Based Approach with
Apache
To measure the performance of event driven approach, the
program Tsung was used.10 The component under test was the
main back end server. Tsung works by simulating multiple
users making multiple requests to the server. Every user is run
in a separate thread. To simulate normal conditions, Tsung
allows user think-time and the arrival rate to be specified using
a probability distribution. Several tests of each scenario were
carried out under different cluster of client-server
configurations and varying amount of loads generated by
Tsung.
The test plan uses TSUNG to capture throughput, response
time results of Node.Js‟s single-thread event-loop against the
traditional application based Java on the Apache Tomcat. The
capacity and performance testing are required to show that a
Client-Server Architecture consists of backend and database
layers can run with acceptable responsiveness when a large
number of concurrent users access the backend server-side and
database simultaneously.
This study has considered three kinds of Client-Server
Architectures that provides the backend for server-side
implementation and database layers. The first Client-Server
Architecture is that the server-side code resides on the Node.js
web server and the database is MongoDB for use case. Thus,
MongoDB fits perfectly for Node.js applications. Therefore
Node.js and MongoDB allows writing JavaScript for the
backend and database layer [31]. Furthermore, MongoDB is
known for its schemaless nature that gives a better way to
match the constantly evolving data structures in the
MobiSenseCar application. The second Client-Server
Architecture is that the server-side code resides on the Apache
tomcat server. The application server that implements the http
request is written using JavaServer Pages (JSP) technology
[32]. JSP uses the Java programming language. With this
model, a relational database MySQL is used as the database.
The third Client-Server Architecture consists of Apache
Tomcat on the server-side and MongoDB database. Here, it
uses the Java API for MongoDB/BSON in Apache Tomcat
[27]. For each of the Client-Server Architecture, the goal is not
to test the web application but to listen to the http request sent
from the mobile device in the same way an http request is
submitted from a web browser. The application under test is
based on the mobile client server computing that has a module
of uploading the vehicle diagnostic data stored in a temporary
data store like SQLite to the remote application server.
The test environment for client-server Architecture consists
of web framework for Node.js, Node.js server-side for backend
and MongoDB for database. This test model environment is
configured with the architecture outlined below:
1) A user http request arrives over a SSL to the
application server.
2) The application server forward calls to the server in the
web tier.
10

3) The web tier runs in a computer 3.30 Ghz Intel core i3,
8GHz on Windows server.
4) The web tier runs Node.js server, Express for Node.Js
and code of MongoDB object modeling for Node.js.
5) The data tier runs on a separate single virtual server,
which hosts the MongoDB database. The rest of the ClientServer architecture have the same environment as the first
except both the web tier and data tier configuration.
After defining the test environment for the three ClientServer Architectures for the MobiSenseCar server, it assumes
that the goal of the tests is to establish the capacity of a server
for handling vehicle diagnostics data from the mobile device
by a large number of concurrent users starting simultaneously.
Each Client-Server Architecture supports the excepted peak
load of concurrent users.
Tsung runs these tests locally from a different computer
running 2.2GHz Intel core i3, 4GB DDR on OS windows
seven. Scripts are created to determine the supported number
of concurrent requests of uploading of vehicle diagnostics data
and to simulate the concurrent users sessions.
The first tests against Node.Js server side and the Apache
Tomcat server were conducted simultaneously from 200 users
up to 2000 users, 50 times. For each test, the “ramp-up” period
is zero (0) which means that all the users start sending the http
request simultaneously. We do however need to understand the
capacity of the client-server architecture such that we can
determine at what point uploading of vehicle diagnostics is
completed successfully by a large number of concurrent users.
The peak load testing scenarios state are shown in Table 1.The
experiments requirements are defined in Table 2.
TABLE I.

SCENARIOS CASES FOR THE EXPERIMENTATION

#Scenarios

Concurren
t users

Ramp-up
period(seco
nd)

Loop (times to run
the similar sample)

Scenario 1

200

0

50

Scenario 2

1000

0

50

Scenario 3

2000

0

50

Scenario 4

800

200

50

TABLE II.

REQUIREMENTS FOR SCENARIOS CASES FOR THE
EXPERIMENTATION

Requirements for scenario 1,
2 and 3

Value

Additional
information

Volume of load : upload from
200 users up 2000 users at the
same time

Peak load : 1
scenario iteration
every 0 second , 50
times

Equates to 100000
samples

How long should load be run

Less than 5 minutes

Acceptance criteria

Metrics to be reported on

95% stored in the
corresponding
database
successfully
Response time,
throughput, error
rate

DB activity

http://tsung.erlang-projects.org
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Fig. 12. The performance of three model-view-controller based on the
throughput and response time metrics.

Fig. 14. The measurement of the response time on average for the three-viewcontroller architecture as the number of concurrent users increase.

Fig. 12 shows the results of the three Client-Server
Architecture configurations. To this performance, the results
help for analyzing the throughput and response time metrics.
The Node.js-JavaScript-MongoDB configuration outperforms.
For this architecture, from 200 up to 2000 concurrent users
(from 10000 to 100000 requests), the response time is high
within 173ms but the throughput in comparison to the response
time is less low with 164 requests per second. This signifies
that this Client-Server Architecture is capable enough to
sustain a large number of concurrent clients „requests. The
Apache Tomcat-JSP-MySQL has a higher response time but
the throughput is much lower within 117 requests per second.
This signifies that this Client-Server Architecture is not capable
enough to execute concurrent requests. The third model that
includes Apache at server-side and MongoDB as database
outperforms less better in comparison to Node.js-JavaScriptMongoDB but better than Apache Tomcat-MySQL.

Fig. 13 shows that the throughput deteriorates for the three
models as the number of concurrent users increases. The
results show that for Node.js associated to MongoDB, the
throughput was 380 requests at 200 concurrent users, and 164
requests per second at 2000 concurrent users. The throughput
of Node.js based event-driven approach has performed better
than Apache-Tomcat based thread approach. The results were
better using Apache-Tomcat-MongoDB than Apache TomcatMySQL and less good than Node.js-Mongo. With ApacheTomcat-MongoDB configuration, the throughput increases up
to 1000 concurrent users, then deteriorates as the number of
concurrent users increases. There may be some tremendous
opportunities for optimization that could enforce Node.jsMongoDB performance beyond Apache-Tomcat-MongoDB
easily.
As shown in Fig. 14, the response time degrades as the
number of concurrent requests increases. For example,
Node.js-MongoDB was within a response time of 54ms on an
average at 200 concurrent users, and 173ms on an average at
2000 concurrent requests. We can see that for Apache-Tomcat
at the server side, the average response time has an almost
linear correlation to the number of concurrent requests. This
means that a thousand-fold increase in concurrent users‟ results
in a hundredfold increase in response time. This that the
number of concurrent users carried out by an Apache-Tomcat
at server-side is not relatively constant. Therefore, Node.js is
roughly 40% faster, for example, 173ms against 302ms for
2000 users that corresponds to one hundred thousand (100000)
concurrent requests.
B. Performance Measurement of Big data Analytics
Framework for Processing Vehicle’s Diagnostics Data
The performance evaluation of Big data analytics uses
representative benchmarks that perform on the datasets from
the MySQL tables and MongoDB. The set up experiment
environment constitutes of a Hadoop multi-node cluster on a
distributed environment using three systems (one master and

Fig. 13. Throughput of the three model-view controller for n concurrent
users.
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two slaves, each of them is a core i5-6600Processor within
3.90GHz, 16 GB of RAM). Such an environment facilitates to
run the remote vehicle diagnosis event processing on a real
cluster of servers. Diagnostic Trouble code (DTC) is collected
into a relational database, and unstructured data are stored in
NoSQL database (MongoDB), and then dumped directly into
Hadoop cluster. When on-board diagnostics data are uploaded
onto the database, Apache Sqoop performs a replication import
of data required to run Map Reduce jobs.
When on-board diagnostics data are uploaded to the
database, Apache Sqoop performs a replication import of data
required to run Map Reduce functions. HIVE has an important
role especially for data stored in a relational database. Sqoop
generates a Hive table based on the table originally relational
data source and also stores data on HDFS.
One of the most key Hadoop jobs in this study is to take the
incoming on-board diagnostics and summarizes according to
the useful information (see Fig. 8). It stores the processing
outcome to the MySQL database or copies it into a format that
can be used for further analysis or purposes on the web
services. This is achieved by using HIVEQL and Map Reduce
functions.
In order to compare the efficiency of Hadoop MapReduce
computing using join algorithm particularly reduce side join
[33], HiveQL, a higher-lever framework in which join are
integrated in their implementation and the traditional statistical
analysis system (SAS) is used. This SAS ® 9.4 SPD Engine is
used for storing data in the HDFS. It also has procedures that
can replicate MapReduce‟s approach for data processing. Since
data are in place, map reduce functions converted from
HIVEQL can start analyzing them and turn processing
outcome into valuable information.
The evaluation computes as well the same statistical values
(mean) on Diagnostic Trouble codes stored in MySQL. Fig. 15
shows the processing time of three methods.

Fig. 15. Processing time of MapReduce framework features multi-way join
based reduce-side cascade join.

Fig. 15 comes out with the following observations:
 Comparing to traditional statistical analysis system,
Hadoop distributed parallel computing enhances
processing speed when the size of dataset to be
processed increases and is not significantly different
over a lower volume of dataset.
 The Comparison of join algorithms using MapReduce
framework to HiveQL, showed that join patters based
MapReduce increases computing speed over HiveQL
but it takes time to implement. HiveQL is arguably one
of the tools for developers and analysts with strong
SQL skills but SQL is not suitable for every big data
problem.
C. Performance Measurement of Big data Analytics
Framework for Processing Vehicle’s Diagnostics Data
The Client-Server Architecture constitute of Node.js server
side and MongoDB is 40% faster that the Java EE solution
using Apache Tomcat at the server side with MySQL or
MongoDB database for implementing mobile client server
computing applications. In this study there were different
concurrency models implemented using single-threaded event
loop Node.js and multi-thread approach. To test whether
Node.js is a higher concurrency level-where it is supposed to
surpass multi-threading, other problems like increasing the
number of requests. The reason is that Tsung is a 100% pure
Erlang to evaluate the functional behavior and measure
performance of the three Client-Server Architecture
configuration. The experimentations were not able to run these
tests beyond 4000 concurrent users, over 200,000 requests.
These study findings have shown what mobile application
can do with RESTful responses and requests over a web server.
Node.js is considered to perform greatly. In the future it should
be taken in consideration for remotely monitoring applications
based on mobile device where devices spread in different
locations collect a large volume of information. While Node.js
outperformed the competition in the scenario of transferring
vehicle‟s diagnosis data, further work can point Node‟s
strengths and weaknesses. Node accomplishes its goals of
supporting highly-scalable and reliable web servers. It runs
very quick on JavaScript engine. Therefore, Node.js is not
designed to stand simply as a replacement of Apache.
Besides using Node.js for handling asynchronous I/O
requests, Hadoop stands as a new form for processing a huge
amount of data from all car owners subscribed to the
MobiSenseCar application. Therefore, compare to traditional
statistical analysis system, Hadoop distributed parallel
computing enhances processing speed when the size of dataset
to be processed increases and is not significantly different over
a lower volume of dataset. Thus, comparing data join
MapReduce algorithm to HiveQL, relational data join patterns
in MapReduce increases computing speed over HiveQL but it
takes time to implement. HiveQL is arguably one of the tools
for developers and analysts with strong SQL skills but SQL is
not suitable for every big data problem [24].
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VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper argues the concerns about uprightness of data
from vehicle-based sensed data are a major step for vehicle
owners, authorities and businesses looking to take up mobile
crowdsensing computing that enables value–added and others
services. This paper presented a mobile crowd-based
architecture which enables car‟s diagnostic system that features
data remote monitoring event processing of vehicle‟s engine
data.
The system design in this paper consists of MobiSenseCar
application, an event-driven web server known as Node.js, and
Hadoop platform. The MobiSenseCar allows the collection of
vehicle‟s engine data and storage into an embedded application
database known as SQLite. At the MobiSenseCar data center
infrastructure, the web server Node.js enables MobiSenseCar
mobile application requests to be processed asynchronously.
Therefore, the request of transmitting vehicle‟s engine data is
not interrupted when a large number of car driver start using
the same application simultaneously. The use of Node.js helps
to save communication cost and enables car drivers to use
other mobile apps on their smartphone when transmitting
vehicle‟s engine data. The Node.js has API (Application
Programming Interface) which interact for instance with a
NoSQL database (MongoDB).
Taking advantage of reducing communication cost, driver
would still use their smartphone for other purpose while the
Node.js handles and stores the generated car‟s status
information to a MongoDB without waiting for the
MobiSenseCar application to finish the uploading process
submitted to Node.js. Thus, processing data from vehicles
using Hadoop and making final results available, allows
accessing of useful information via web services to the third
party such as car manufacturer, transportation and road
operators, car dealers, police, emergency services has been
conducted on a single node cluster.
The outcome obtained from various Map Reduce functions
managed after executing HIVEQL query indicate favorable
results in term of time taken. It is unnecessary to receive and
deal with all the data including even needless one, so the car
owner may handle information satisfying car manufacturers or
car repair shop needs only. Therefore, with this system, it was
made possible that information of car‟s diagnostic system
condition may be identified in real time
The proposed solution leverages the existing mobile
crowdsensing architecture for data collection and processing on
vehicle-based sensing. There are still several challenges that
must be addressed for this kind of deployment model can be
adopted. As future work will focus on the deployment and
empirical validation for MobiSenseCar architecture with
specific focus on the collection of vehicle-based sensed data
stored in real time on the cloud computing based infrastructure
as a Service.
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Abstract—Microstrip patch antennas play a very significant
role in communication systems. In recent years, the study to
improve their performances has made great progression, and
different methods have been proposed to optimize their
characteristics such as the gain, the bandwidth, the impedance
matching and the resonance frequency.
This paper presents a new method that allows to ameliorate
the impedance matching, thus to increase the gain of a
rectangular microstrip antenna.
This method is based on the adaptation technique using a
simple “L” matching network.
The originality of this work is the exploitation of the principle
of causality that permits to detect the problems of reflected waves
and to obtain the suitable placement of components that
constitute the matching circuit.
Keywords—Impedance matching; microstrip antenna; “L”
matching network; bond graph model; principle of causality; wave
matrix; scattering matrix; transmission and reflection
characteristics

I.

INTRODUCTION

Microstrip patch antennas have been widely researched
and developed in recent years. They are used in very specific
communication applications such as radars, satellite,
broadcasting, radio frequency identification [1].
In its simplest configuration, microstrip antenna consists of
a radiating patch on one side of dielectric substrate, which has
a ground plane on the other side [2], [3].
Compared with conventional antennas, microstrip patch
antennas have better prospects and more advantages. They are
lighter in weight, smaller in dimensions and they can be easily
integrated with RF and microwave systems [4].
However, microstrip antenna have some drawbacks
including narrow bandwidth, low power handling capability,
low gain, low impedance matching [5]. But with technology
advancements and extensive research into this area, these
problems can be gradually overcome.
In this paper, we will present a new impedance matching

technique. This method is based on the principle of causality
of bond graph and the “L” matching network and permits to
improve the impedance matching of a rectangular microstrip
antenna.
Firstly, we will present the notion of impedance matching
and its different methods.
After that, we will choose the “L” matching network as the
best method for improving the impedance matching and the
gain of a microstrip antenna.
The principle of causality of bond graph will be exploited
to detect the reflected waves and to deduce the appropriate
structure of the “L” matching network.
II.

IMPEDANCE MATCHING

In the high frequency domain, impedance matching is one
of the most important applications used to improve the
systems performances [6]. It requires adding a matching
network between the source and the load of a system in the
aim to ensure a maximum power transfer and to avoid the
reflected waves [7].
The impedance matching network can be realized using a
transformer, a quarter wave line or an “LC” network as “L”,
“T” or  form. The most commonly used matching network
in RF processing is the “L” network due to its simplicity, it is
constituted only of two components; an inductance and a
capacitance that can be controlled for adjusting the real and
the imaginary part of the impedance without power loss.
The main principle of any impedance matching scheme is
to force the load impedance to look like the complex
conjugate of the source impedance, so a maximum power will
be transferred to the load.
In RF domain, the first impedance matching concept was
related to antenna matching with the aim to obtain desired
characteristics such as the gain, the bandwidth and the
resonance frequency without modifying the antenna geometry.
In the following, an “L matching network” will be used to
improve the impedance matching of a microstrip antenna.
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III.

IMPEDANCE MATCHING OF A MICROSTRIP ANTENNA
USING AN “L” NETWORK

A. Proposed Structure
The proposed model is given in Fig. 1, it is a microstrip
antenna constituted by a substrate characterized by a dielectric
constant  r  4.3 and a thickness h=1.575 mm.
A rectangular copper patch characterized by a width W =
48.5 mm and a length L = 37.8 mm is deposited on one side of
the substrate. On the other side is the ground plane.
This antenna is excited through a coaxial cable.
At the resonance frequency, this antenna behaves as a
parallel RLC circuit such as given in Fig. 2. The values of
RLC elements are determined using the antenna geometric
parameters and the substrate characteristics [8].

S e : Energy source
RG : The characteristic impedance of generator

B. Presentation of the Scattering Matrix
At microwave frequencies, it is difficult to measure the
current and the voltage values. Instead, we can measure the
transmission and the reflection waves using a network
analyzer.
In other words, we can determine the relation between the
incident and the reflected waves at each terminal of system to
the incident and the reflected waves at all other terminals.
These relationships are completely represented by the
scattering matrix called also “S- matrix” [13]-[15].
The problem with S-matrix is that it is not cascadable in its
original form, that is to say, one cannot matrix multiply the
individual S-matrices of cascaded two port networks to find
the total S-matrix.
For this reason a W-matrix is defined. Contrary to Smatrix, this matrix is cascadable, and has a linear
transformation relation with the S-matrix.
In the following paragraph, the bond graph model will be
exploited to determine the W-matrix, thus the S-matrix of the
studied antenna.

R1=20 ohms, L1=27.5 pH and C1=254.9pF
The behaviour of an antenna and its performance level can
be deduced from the study of its reflection and transmission
characteristics as function of frequency [9], [10].
In the following, we will use the “scattering-bond graph
method” developed by A. Mami and H. Taghouti to determine
the S-matrix describing the relationship between the incident
and the reflected waves at the terminals of a system [11], [12].

C. Using the Bond Graph to Deduce the S-matrix of the
Studied Antenna
A bond graph is a graphical representation of physical
dynamic system [16], [17]. By this approach, a physical
system can be represented by symbols and lines identifying
the power flow paths.
The lumped elements such as the resistance, the
capacitance and the inheritance are interconnected in an
energy conserving way by bonds and junctions resulting in a
network structure.
From the pictorial representation of the bond graph, the
derivation of system equations is so systematic.
The technique that permits to deduce the S-matrix of a
system from its bond graph model is called the scatteringbond graph formalism [18].
Taking into account the impedance of generator “ RG ”,
the bond graph model of the studied antenna is given in Fig. 3.

Fig. 1. Microstrip antenna.

Fig. 3. Bond graph model.

Fig. 2. Electrical model of antenna.
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 yeq  2

W2   2
  yeq
 2

The total wave- matrix
W
W
the product of 1 and 2 :
Fig. 4. Reduced bond graph model.

The reduced bond graph model is given in Fig. 4, it is
constituted only by an impedance z eq linked to 1-junction and
an admittance

yeq linked to a 0- junction [19], [20].

RLoad : is an imaginary load

yeq 

1 1

  C1
r1  L1

rg 

RG
R0

(3)

R1
R0

(4)

 C1  C1.R0

(5)

r1 

 L1 

L1
R0

 S11 S12  W22W121 W21  W22W121W11 
S

   1
 W121W11 
 S 21 S 22   W12

(11)

The adaptation level of the antenna is determined from the
characteristic of the reflection coefficient S11 as function of
frequency given in Fig. 5.
According to the variation characteristic of S11 as function
of frequency, the impedance matching is not ensured. In fact,
in the antenna theory, a microstrip antenna is considered
adapted only if the absolute value of S11 is greater than or
equal to 15 dB.
To remedy this problem, thus to ensure a maximum power
transfer, we will use the “L” matching network. The technique
is explained in the following paragraph.

(6)
0

Basing on the bond graph theory, the impedance linked to
the 1-junction can be represented by a wave matrix W1 :
 zeq 
2 
2  zeq 
2 

(7)

-2
S11 (dB)

 zeq  2

W1   2
 zeq
 2

(10)

Thus, the total S- matrix describing the antenna is given in
the following equation:

(2)

The normalized values of RG , R1, L1 and C1 are given in
the following equations:

(9)


S11  W22W121

1
S12  W21  W22W12 W11

S 21  W121


S 22  W121W11


y eq
(1)

of the system is obtained by

To determine the transmission and reflection coefficients,
we must determine the Scattering matrix called S- matrix. The
following linear transformation that links the S and W matrices
can be exploited [21], [22], [23].

linked to a 0-junction.

z eq  rg

WT

(8)

W12 
W
WT  W1 .W2   11

W21 W22 

The resistance of generator is replaced by reduced
impedance zeq linked to a 1-junction and the parallel elements
R1, L1 and C1 are replaced by a reduced admittance

yeq 

2 
2  yeq 
2 

-4

-6

The admittance linked to 0-junction can be represented by
a wave matrix W2 :

-8
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

f(GHz)

Fig. 5. Reflection coefficient S11 as function of frequency.
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Fig. 6. (a, b, c, d): Four configurations of L matching network.
Fig. 7. (a, b, c, d): Bond graph models of four matched antenna
configurations.

D. “L” Matching Network Application
The “L” match circuit gets its name because the circuit
topology can look like the letter “L”. It is one of the easiest
lossless ways of matching the source impedance to the load
impedance.
The four configurations containing “L” matching network
given in Fig. 6 are possible.

ZG : is the impedance of the generator
Z C : represents the characteristic impedance of antenna
Lm : Inductance of “L” matching network
Fig. 8. Electric model of matched antenna.

Cm : Capacitance of “L” matching network
The concept of causality of bond graph can be used to
choice the more appropriate disposition of the capacitance Cm
and the inductance Lm in the L matching network [24]. In
fact, the principle of causality imposes that:
 For 0-junctions, one of the bonds sets the effort for the
rest, so only one causal stoke is on the junction, while
the others are away from it.

Thus, we will choose between the structure given in
Fig. 7(c) and 7(d).
If we choose the model given by Fig. 7(d), the electric
model of matched antenna is given in Fig. 8.

fr

To find the values of Lm and Cm at a resonance frequency
 1.9GHz , we use the equations given below [25]:

Cm 

 For 1-junctions, one of the bonds sets the flow for the
rest, and its effort is computed from them, so all but one
of the causal stokes are on the junction, while the
remaining one is away from it.
Using the bond graph model, the previous four
representations of matched antenna can be represented such as
given in Fig. 7(a, b, c, d).
According to the principle of causality, for 0-junction, only
one causal stroke must be on junction, while others must be
away from it. This principle is not respected in the models
given in Fig. 7(a) and 7(b).

Lm 

1
2f r

R2
2f r

R1  R2
R2
R1  R2
R2

(12)

(13)

Over a frequency range from 0 to 2GHz, we have
compared the results of the variation of the reflection
coefficient S11 as function of frequency with and without the
“L” matching network. The result is shown in Fig. 9.
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[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

Fig. 9. S11 as function of frequency.

[8]

At the resonant frequency, the absolute value of S11 has
gone up from 7.5 to 26 dB.

[9]
[10]

The “L” matching network permitted to improve
considerably the gain of the microstrip antenna which is
explained by a good impedance matching.
IV.

CONCLUSION

[12]

Impedance matching is a widely used application in high
frequency circuit design. It is concerned with matching one
part of a circuit to another in order to achieve a maximum
power transfer between the two parts and to minimize the
reflected waves. There are different impedance matching
network such as the “L” matching network, the transmission
line matching circuit and the quarter wave impedance
transformer.
In this work, we used the “L” matching network to match
the impedance of a microstrip antenna, thus to improve its
gain and resonant frequency. This choice is due to the
simplicity, low cost and ease of design of an “L matching
network”; it is only constituted by an inductance and a
capacitance.
The principle of causality is used to detect the problem of
reflected waves and to choice the more appropriate disposition
of the “L” circuit components.
The method presented in the work of A. Mami and H.
Taghouti is exploited to determine the scattering matrix of the
antenna.
The simulation result of the reflection coefficient S11 as
function of frequency with and without impedance matching
shows that the gain of adapted antenna is more important.
[1]

[2]

[3]

[11]
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Abstract—Differentiating melanocytic from non-melanocytic
(MnM) skin lesions is the first and important step required by
clinical experts to automatically diagnosis pigmented skin lesions
(PSLs). In this paper, a new clinically-oriented expert system
(COE-Deep) is presented for automatic classification of MnM
skin lesions through deep-learning algorithms without focusing
on pre- or post-processing steps. For the development of COEDeep system, the convolutional neural network (CNN) model is
employed to extract the prominent features from region-ofinterest (ROI) skin images. Afterward, these features are further
purified through stack-based autoencoders (SAE) and classified
by a softmax linear classifier into categories of melanocytic and
non-melanocytic skin lesions. The performance of COE-Deep
system is evaluated based on 5200 clinical images dataset
obtained from different public and private resources. The
significance of COE-Deep system is statistical measured in terms
of sensitivity (SE), specificity (SP), accuracy (ACC) and area
under the receiver operating curve (AUC) based on 10-fold cross
validation test. On average, the 90% of SE, 93% of SP, 91.5% of
ACC and 0.92 of AUC values are obtained. It noticed that the
results of the COE-Deep system are statistically significant.
These experimental results indicate that the proposed COE-Deep
system is better than state-of-the-art systems. Hence, the COEDeep system is able to assist dermatologists during the screening
process of skin cancer.
Keywords—Skin cancer; melanocytic; non-melanocytic;
dermoscopy; deep learning; convolutional neural network; stackbased autoencoders

I.

INTRODUCTION

Melanocytic and non-melanocytic (MnM) skin lesions [1]
are the two major form of skin cancer. According to
estimation in 2016, the skin cancer is rapidly increasing
throughout the world and it is very common in white skin
populations. Even in the United States, skin cancer is the most
common form of cancer. For clinical experts, they have to first
decide whether the lesion belongs to melanocytic or nonmelanocytic (MnM) class. After identification of this step, the
clinical experts then classify the melanocytic lesion is benign
or malignant. Whereas in a case of non-melanocytic lesions,
the experts have to further classify them as a basal cell
carcinoma (BCC), squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) or
seborrheic keratosis (SK) skin lesions.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. An example of melanocytic skin lesions (a, b) and non-melanocytic
skin lesion dermoscopy samples images, where figure (c) represents BCC Basal Cell Carcinoma.

An example of these lesions is visually represented in
Fig. 1. All these classes are known as pigmented skin lesions
(PSLs). Among different types of pigmented skin lesions
(PSLs), the malignant melanoma has the highest mortality
rate. Despite this fact, the occurrence of melanoma and nonmelanoma skin cancers are increasing with the highest rate.
For early detection of skin cancer, it can definitely reduce the
mortality of this disease. To diagnosis PSLs, the
dermatologists are widely using digital dermoscopy with
automatic image analysis computer-aided diagnostic (CADx)
[2] system. In general, the dermoscopy equipped with CADx
system is provided the most cost-effective non-invasive
technique for early detection.
Over the last few years, the computer-aided diagnostic
(CADx) systems are developed for automatic classification of
pigmented skin lesions (PSLs). Those CADx systems were
used for providing the second opinion to dermatologists and
assist them in better diagnosis of skin cancer.
For
classification of CADx system into melanocytic and nonmelanocytic categories, it is very crucial due to highest
similarity among them. Compared to existing melanoma CAD
system [3], the recognition rate of non-melanoma skin lesions
is below than 75%.
To differentiate PSLs lesions, the authors developed many
state-of-the-art CADx tools [4] because the diagnosis by
clinical experts is based on subjective whereas, a CADx
system is more objective and reliable. The current CADx tools
[5], [6] are developed based on hand-crafted features combine
with machine learning algorithms such as neural network
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(NN), support vector machines (SVMs), AdaBoost and deeplearning to achieve very good performance on certain skin
cancers such as melanoma. But they are unable to perform
diagnosis [7] over bigger classes of skin diseases such as in
the case of melanocytic and non-melanocytic (MnM)
categories.
Human hand-crafted features are not providing a perfect
solution for the development of CADx system for automatic
diagnosis MnM skin lesions. In practice, the hand-crafted
features required high expertise for domain-expert knowledge
and it is suitable only for limited skin diseases. On the other
hand, the deep learning algorithms are utilized in the few
studies for the development of CADx tools. By using deep
learning algorithms, the hand-crafted features are no need to
define and it extracted automatically from an image. As a
result, there is no need domain expert knowledge or pre- or
post-processing steps to recognize PSLs lesions. Even for
large-scale datasets, the deep-learning algorithms have
displayed high performance compared to other algorithms
such as NN, SVM or AdaBoost. Inspired by deep-learning
algorithms, the convolutional neural network (CNN), stackbased autoencoders (SAE) and soft-max linear classifiers are
integrated into this paper to get higher performance in terms of
large-scale applicability of CADx tools to automatically
diagnosis PSLs lesions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the background about this research study and deep
learning architectures. In Section 3, the dataset and the
proposed methodology are technically described. Section 4
shows the experimental results on the performance of the
deep-learning algorithms using different training settings.
Conclusions and future works of this paper are given in
Section 5.
II.

BACKGROUND

The past studies suggested that the researchers focused
only the classification of melanocytic lesions (benign and
melanoma) from dermoscopy images due to certain issues
mentioned in the previous section. In practice, it is not so easy
for clinical experts to differentiate among non-melanocytic
lesions [8] such as SK, BCC or SCC compared with
melanocytic lesions. Due to this reason, the differentiation
between melanocytic and non-melanocytic (MnM) skin
lesions is the first and important steps that are ignored
currently by many computer-aided diagnostics (CADx)
systems. As those CADx tools were trained and developed
through melanocytic lesions and if we provided those nonmelanocytic lesions then the results showed unreliably. In this
case, if the CADx system is extended to work with nonmelanocytic lesions then the system should have the capability
to recognize them as well.
To develop those CADx systems, there are mainly four
steps involved such as image enhancement, segmentation,
feature extraction and selection, and recognition. As a result, it
is very much difficult for a person to develop a CADx system
without having expertized on complex image processing
techniques. In addition to this, the segmentation of nonmelanocytic lesions is very difficult to compare to
melanocytic lesions due to rough and intensity variation

around the lesion border. Moreover, the old CADx tools were
developed through old machine learning algorithms such as
artificial neural network (ANN), support vector machines
(SVMs) and AdaBoost classifiers to recognize only
melanocytic lesions. However, those CADx tools required lots
of pre- or post-processing steps and domain expert knowledge
for features selection. Also, those CADx tools were only
applied on a limited dataset. Therefore in this paper, a deeplearning modern machine learning algorithms are used to
differentiate between melanocytic from non-melanocytic
(MnM) pigmented skin lesions, which applies in a large-scale
environment. According to my limited knowledge, there is no
study available that classify MnM through deep learning
algorithm.
There are few CADx tools developed in the past to
recognize only melanocytic skin lesions based on deep
learning architectures. At the beginning, the most famous
architecture was used is CNN model to extract the features
and then the decision of classification is performed based on
softmax linear classifier. As mentioned above, the CNN model
can be used to select features for multiple objects. Therefore,
the use of simply CNN model is not suitable for differentiation
between MnM skin lesions. Those CADx tools are mentioned
in the subsequent paragraphs.
The support vector machines (SVM) and deep belief
network (DBN) are combined together in [9] to recognize a
limited number of dermoscopy images such as 100. This
system is tested on a set of the limited data set so unsuitable
for a large-scale environment. In [10], the hybrid version of
AdaBoost-SVM and deep neural network are integrated to
learn hand-crafted features for classification of melanoma skin
lesion. Also in [11], the SVM is combined with deep learning
and sparse encoder techniques to classify melanoma images
on 2624 images and reported 91.2% accuracy. By using of
deep convolutional neural networks (DC-NN) machine
learning algorithm in [12], the authors developed a three
pattern detectors approach on a set of 211 images and reported
accuracy below than 85%. The CNN model used in [13] to
extract features with pooling techniques to recognize PSLS
skin lesions and achieved 85.8% accuracy. The deep-neuralnetwork (DNN) is used to classify melanoma and achieved
89.3% accuracy. Similarly, the authors in [14] used CNN
model to dermoscopy images to classify malignant melanoma
skin lesions.
The above-mentioned CADx tools are just used to classify
melanoma skin lesions instead of non-melanoma lesions that
are the first step required by dermatologists. In the past
approaches, there is only one study [15] developed for
differentiation between melanocytic and non-melanocytic skin
lesions but required pre- or post-processing steps.
Hence, this paper is focused on both categories and
developed an automatic system through deep-learning
algorithms. Deep learning algorithms are based on multilayer
architecture and each is connected with other in a non-linear
combination [16]. There are many variants of deep-learning
algorithms such as convolution neural network (CNN), deep
belief network (DBN), restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM)
and state-based autoencoders (SAE). For differentiation
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between melanocytic and non-melanocytic (MnM) skin
lesions, the CNN, SAE are integrated together and the final
decision is performed through softmax linear classifier [17]. In
fact, the CNN model is used to best extract features from the
pixels of the images and converted them into edges through its
multilayer architecture approach. Afterward, the features are
extracted by CNN model, are not optimized, therefore, the
stack-based autoencoders (SAE) are employed to
automatically select most discriminative features for better
classification. As a result, the deep-learning algorithms are
utilized to diagnosis pigmented skin lesions.
III.

METHODOLOGY

The clinically-oriented expert system through deep
learning (COE-Deep) algorithms involve three main steps
such as extraction of deep features, optimization of deep
features and classification of these features into melanocytic
and non-melanocytic skin lesions. The overall systematic
diagram of COE-Deep system is shown in Fig. 2. These
phases are explained in the following sub-sections.
A. Dataset Acquisition
Clinically-oriented expert system using deep learning
(COE-Deep) algorithms is tested on 5200 dermoscopy images
contains an equal number of melanocytic and non-melanocytic
skin lesions. These images were obtained from many public
and private resources. Among 2300 dermoscopy images, the
400 melanocytic and another 400 non-melanocytic skin
lesions are collected from EDRA [18] as a CD-room. One
more, the dataset was collected from the Department of
Dermatology, University of Auckland (DermAuck) [19]. The
DermAuck dataset contains 600 melanocytic and 600 nonmelanocytic lesions. The total 1600 melanocytic and 1600
non-melanocytic skin lesions were collected from the
International Skin Imaging Collaboration (ISIC) [20]. In total,
the dataset of 5200 dermoscopy images is obtained from these
three different sources along with different image sizes. All
these images were resized to a standard size of (800 X 800)
pixels resolution. Moreover, an expert dermatologist was
requested to verify the images in all these two categories. The
images contain skin lesion with other skin areas. Therefore
from the center position of each image, the circular region-ofinterest (ROI) of size (400 X 400) pixels is automatically
selected. An example of this dataset is also displayed in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. A systematic flow diagram of proposed COE-Deep system for
classification of melanocytic and non-melanocytic skin lesions.

B. Features Extraction
During last few decades, the discriminative features
extraction and selection becomes one of the difficult and
challenging tasks because the subsequent recognition step
depends on this step. As mentioned above, the features
selected required domain expert knowledge for defining
handcraft features and there are lots of steps about pre- or
post-processing. Therefore in this paper, the convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) model [17] is used to automatically
select features from the raw pixels of the image. The CNNs
model is used because it is utilized as a major tool in the past
studies for classification problems. The CNNs model is
applied to the pixel of images and there is no need to manually
perform features extraction technique to define handcrafted
features set. If the CNNs model is used to extract the features
then without overfitting, it can have possible train the deep
network in a sensible amount of time.
In this article, the CNN model employs in the form 3layers deep neural networks to solve the problem of features
selection from dermoscopy images. The first layer is directly
linked to the image pixels and generated features map after
convoluting layer filter. In the second layer, the similar
features map are combined to generate edges that are
presented in dermoscopy images. At last, the third layer is
used to select mean activation function of the features from
edge map. In this paper, the unsupervised approach of CNNs
model is employed.
The mathematical description of the CNN model is defined
on a set of k filters, filters element as
and elements as
with C channels of size (m × n) with a set of N
images with C channels of size (l × k). Based on this
description, the first convolutional layer output
is
given as:
∑

∑

∑

(1)

And the output of an entire image/filter in the
convolutional process is defined in CNN model as pairs as
follows:
∑

(2)

Where represents 2D correlation. Fig. 3 illustrates the
utilization of CNNs model to extract the features from the
dermoscopy images.
C. Optimization
The features defined by CNNs model is not optimized. To
optimize the most discriminative deep-invariant features, the
stack-based autoencoders (SAEs) [17] is applied. In this paper,
the SAEs algorithm is selected because it depicts the behavior
of the human-like brain. The best results described in the past
studies, if the supervised SAEs algorithm and four layers were
used to optimize the deep features. In practice, the SDAs
algorithm hypotheses are tested through trained greedy layerwise pre-training approach on the testing dataset. The main
steps for the development of features optimization through
SAEs are presented here.
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problem on this deep neural architecture. Therefore, the
softmax linear classifier is used to take the final classification
decision.
D. Classification
The softmax classifier is normally utilized in the past
studies to recognize the objects or features through logic
regression classifier in the form of binary representation. The
softmax linear classifier [17] proceeds with a vector of
random real-valued scores and compresses them into a vector
of values between zero and one. The decision of
differentiation is performed by softmax classifier based on
normalize class probabilities and normally, this classifier is
used to reduce the cross-entropy between estimated of class
probabilities and the known distribution.
IV.
Fig. 3. Performance comparisons of proposed DermaDeep system with
state-of-the-art classification systems in terms of Area under the Receiver
operating curve.

In general, the pixels in an image that represents the
feature vectors defined as an input hidden layer by
autoencoders. However, the first input hidden layer in this
paper is defined on features generated in the previous step.
The second and third hidden layers transform those features
into best representation, and an output final hidden layer
matches the input layer for reconstruction. Autoencoders is
assumed to be deep if the number of hidden layers is greater
than one. Moreover, in this study, the original dimension of
the hidden layers are defined small to perform features
reduction step. Specifically, the autoencoders are developed
through stochastic gradient descent method and trained by
back propagation variants.
The mathematical description of autoencoders it to learn
the code ( ) from the features data, ( ) and map with
weights (W) according to some sigmoid (
) function. It is
defined as:
(3)
Where, b represented the biases of autoencoders. The code
is then mapped back through a decoder into a reconstruction
(R) through the similar transformation as mentioned above
and defined as:
(4)
And the reconstruction error is measured as:
‖

‖

(5)

To minimize this
mean square reconstruction
error, the stochastic gradient decent approach was used in the
training process of an AutoEncoder. This minimization step is
performed by searching the weights on the encoder and
decoder’s connection, and share those weights on the encoder
and decoder that utilized the same weights. As a result, this
step is definitely used to reduce the features by ½ without
having any deficiency on the performance of autoencoders.
The autoencoders with these four layers are not sufficient to
take the final classification decision due to over-fitting

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed clinically-oriented deep-learning (CO-Deep)
system was implemented in Matlab® 2016 and tested on
Windows 10 platform on Core i7 CPU. The statistical analysis
was performed through sensitivity (SE), specificity (SP),
accuracy (ACC) and area under the receiver operating curve
(AUC) on the dataset of 5200 dermoscopy images collected
from different resources. In this selected dataset, the
melanocytic and non-melanocytic lesions are in equal quantity
to provide equal importance during testing and classification
stages. For developing the CO-Deep system, the dataset is
divided into 40% of training and 60% of testing through 10fold cross validation test.
Some of the results are shown in Table 1 of the proposed
COE-Deep system on 5200 melanocytic and non-melanocytic
(MnM) skin lesions when diagnosis through digital
dermoscopy images. This table describes the statistical
analysis in terms of Sensitivity (SE), Specificity (SP),
Accuracy (ACC), training errors (E) and area under the
receiver operating curve (AUC). As a display in Table 1, the
average values for SE of 92%, SP of 94%, ACC of 93%, AUC
of 0.94 and E of 0.73 are obtained when tested on this dataset
in the case of melanocytic skin lesions whereas in the case of
non-melanocytic skin lesions, the SE of 88%, SP of 92%,
ACC of 90%, AUC of 0.90 and E of 0.65 are achieved. From
these results, it clears that the proposed COE-Deep system is
getting significantly higher results in the case of melanocytic
than non-melanocytic skin lesions. It is due to the fact that it is
very difficult to recognize non-melanocytic lesions compared
to melanocytic skin lesions.
TABLE I.
THE AVERAGE VALUES OBTAINED BY COE-DEEP SYSTEM ON
5200 DERMOSCOPY IMAGES IN TERMS OF SENSITIVITY (SE), SPECIFICITY
(SP), ACC: ACCURACY, E: TRAINING ERRORS AND AREA UNDER THE
RECEIVER OPERATING CURVE (AUC)
No.

Results
Category dataset

SE a.

SP b.

ACC c.

AUC d.

E e.

1.

Melanocytic

92%

94%

93%

0.94

0.73

2.

Non-melanocytic

88%

92%

90%

0.90

0.65

90%

93%

91.5%

0.92

Average Results
a.

Sensitivity,

b.

c.

Specificity, Accuracy,

d.

0.62
e.

Area under ROC curve, Training errors
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Therefore, according to limited knowledge, there is no
effective study for differentiation between MnM skin lesions
through deep-neural-network approach without the need of
hand-crafted features and pre- or post-processing steps.
In the past studies, there was only one paper found [15],
where the authors utilized domain expert knowledge of image
processing and machine learning algorithms to perform this
classification of MnM skin lesions but the system required lots
of steps with pre- and post-processing stages. They
represented classification results of melanocytic lesions on
548 lesions in terms of sensitivity of 98.0% and a specificity
of 86.6% using a cross-validation test. These obtained results
were mentioned on the small dataset and classifier may be
over-fitted when applied on a large scale environment.
Therefore, the proposed system is better compared to [15] in
terms of large-scale applicability. Using the above-obtained
results, it confirmed that the COE-Deep system based on the
advanced deep learning algorithm is capable of classifying
melanocytic and non-melanocytic skin lesions. This is the
first and basic difficult step for dermatologists to draw a
separate line between MnM skin lesions in the diagnosis
process. As a result, the proposed method assists the clinical
experts to draw this clear line.
The comparisons are also performed with the state-of-theart deep-learning algorithms in terms of SE, SP, ACC, AUC
and E-statistical analysis on this selected dataset. As
calculated in Table 2, the convolutional neural network (CNN)
with four layers on average obtained SE of 80%, SP of 84%,
ACC of 82%, AUC of 0.81 and E of 0.75 values to different
MnM skin lesions. If CNN is integrated with the softmax
linear classifier then the recognition results are high
significantly better. In the case of CNN and softmax
classifiers, SE of 84%, SP of 88%, ACC of 86%, AUC of 0.87
and E of 0.73 values are achieved. In contrast with CNN, if
the stack-based autoencoders (SAEs) are utilized then the SE
of 85%, SP of 88%, ACC of 86.5%, AUC of 0.86 and E of
0.71 values on average are obtained. However, the
significantly better results are obtained in the case of SAE and
softmax linear classifiers.
TABLE II.
THE AVERAGE COMPARISONS RESULTS WITH OTHER DEEPLEARNING METHODS IN TERMS OF SENSITIVITY (SE), SPECIFICITY (SP), ACC:
ACCURACY, E: TRAINING ERRORS AND AREA UNDER THE RECEIVER
OPERATING CURVE (AUC) ON 5200 DERMOSCOPY IMAGES
No.

Results
Category
dataset

SE a.

SP b.

ACC c.

AUC
d.

E e.

1.

CNN

80%

84%

82.0%

0.81

0.75

2.

CNN+
softmax

84%

88%

86.0%

0.87

0.73

3.

SAE

85%

88%

86.5%

0.86

0.71

4.

SAE+ softmax

89%

90%

89.5%

0.88

0.69

5.

COE-Deep

91.5%

0.92

b.

Sensitivity,

90%
b.

93%
c.

Specificity, Accuracy,

d.

In that case, the SE of 89%, SP of 90%, ACC of 89.5%,
AUC of 0.88 and E of 0.69 values on average are gained. But
the higher significant results are obtained in the case of
proposed COE-deep system when combined CNN, SAE and
softmax classifiers to recognize melanocytic and nonmelanocytic skin lesions.
All these above-mentioned results in Tables 1 and 2 were
reported through 10-fold cross-validation test to classify MnM
skin lesions. Fig. 3 has shown the corresponding receiving
operating characteristic curve (ROC) for differentiation
between MnM skin lesions. An area under the curve (AUC)
shows the significant result of this COE-Deep system, which
is greater than 0.5 compared to CNN and stack-based
autoencoders (SAEs). The SAEs deep-learning algorithms are
getting higher AUC value compared to CNN model but less
than the proposed COE-Deep system. As displayed in Table 1,
it can be noticed that in the case of melanocytic skin lesions,
the best performance has been measured i.e., AUC: 0.94. This
proposed system based on deep-learning algorithms
significantly improves the performance with the average value
of AUC: 0.92. It is because of designing an effective
classification system through advanced concepts of deeplearning algorithms without focusing on features extraction
and selection steps.
V.

A clinically-oriented expert system based on deep-learning
(COE-Deep) algorithms is presented in this paper to
automatically differentiate between melanocytic and nonmelanocytic (MnM) skin lesions. The convolutional neural
network (CNN) is employed to extract deep features and then
most discriminative features are selected by stack-based
autoencoders (SAEs) model. Finally, the recognition of
decision is performed by Softmax linear classifier. On 5200
clinical dermoscopy images, the statistically significant results
were obtained in terms of sensitivity (SE), specificity (SP),
accuracy (ACC) and area under the receiver operating curve
(AUC) when used 10-fold cross validation test. On average,
the 90% of SE, 93% of SP, 91.5% of ACC and 0.92 of AUC
values are obtained. Hence, the proposed COE-Deep system is
best suited for classification of non-melanocytic skin lesions
should improve the accuracy, reliability, and accessibility of
pigmented skin lesions screening system. In the future work,
this effort much added to get more accurate and an improved
accuracy.
[1]

[2]

[3]

0.62
e.

Area under ROC curve, Training errors

CONCLUSIONS

[4]
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Abstract —Feature selection methods for cancer classification
are aimed to overcome the high dimensionality of the biomedical
data which is a challenging task. Most of the feature selection
methods based on DNA methylation are time consuming during
testing phase to identify the best pertinent features subset that
are relevant to accurate prediction. However, the hybridization
between feature selection and extraction methods will bring a
method that is far fast than only feature selection method. This
paper proposes a framework based on both novel feature
selection methods that employ statistical variation, standard
deviation and entropy, along with extraction methods to predict
cancer using three new features, namely, Hypomethylation,
Midmethylation and Hypermethylation. These new features
represent the average methylation density of the corresponding
three regions. The three features are extracted from the selected
features based on the analysis of the methylation behavior. The
effectiveness of the proposed framework is evaluated by the
breast cancer classification accuracy. The results give 98.85%
accuracy using only three features out of 485,577 features. This
result proves the capability of the proposed approach for breast
cancer diagnosis and confirms that feature selection and
extraction methods are critical for practical implementation.
Keywords—DNA methylation, feature selection; feature
extraction; cancer classification; epigenetics; biomarkers;
hypomethylation; hypermethylation; methylation

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cancer is a leading cause of death worldwide, it begins
when some cells in a part of the body start to grow out of
control. Despite the presence of more than one type of cancer
that differ in the way of growing cells and spreading, the
development of all these kinds is driven by “genetic
alterations” and “epigenetic changes” of the DNA genome [1].
Recent research increases evidences that the epigenetic
modifications play a critical role in human cancer. These
modifications are heritable changes in a cellular phenotype
that are independent of alterations in the DNA sequence [2],
[3]. Many studies of epigenetic aberrations in tumors prove
that the biology of DNA methylation is the most potential
epigenetic marker for cancer detection in spite of many other
epigenetic alterations in the mammalian genome such as posttranslational modifications of histones, chromatin remodeling
and microRNAs patterns [4]. Actually, DNA methylation acts
as a gene-silencing mechanism to turn off specific genes due
to its significant effects on gene expressions and the
architecture of the nucleus of the cell [5]. Chemically, DNA

methylation is a relatively stable chemical modification
resulting from the addition of a methyl (CH3) group at the
carbon 5 position of the cytosine or guanine nucleotides in the
context of 5'-CG-3' (CpG dinucleotide) by DNA
methyltransferase (DNMT) enzymes [6]. Not all CpG sites in
the genome are methylated; CpG islands “regions that are
containing a high frequency of CpG dinucleotides” are usually
not methylated in normal cells [7]. Throughout the genome,
there are two types of cancer-associated DNA methylation
based on the methylation level called hypermethylation and
hypomethylation. Hypermethylation “the methylation exceeds
normal methylation level” of tumor suppressor gene affecting
the gene expression and proteins involved in cancer
manifestation. On the other hand, hypomethylation “the
methylation beneath normal methylation level” has been
observed frequently in solid tumors [8].
Due to the huge number of probes in the DNA, the
importance of providing researchers and scientists with novel,
accurate and robust computational tools for studying the
whole genome for the cancer predication is widely increasing.
Most of the probes of the mammalian tumors genome are
irrelevant classification factors and may have bad effect by
introducing noises and hence decreasing predication accuracy
[9]. Ideally, a good dimensionality reduction method should
eliminate these irrelevant probes while at the same time retain
all the highly discriminative probes. Therefore, using feature
selection and extraction techniques in cancer predication
becomes essential to identify the informative probes that
underlie the pathogenesis of tumor cell proliferation. Thus,
many recent researches applied feature selection and
extraction techniques to extract useful information and
diagnosis the tumor [10]-[15].
In this paper, we propose a framework based on feature
selection and extraction methods, to rid of irrelevant
information and improve cancer classification accuracy based
on DNA methylation data. First, a novel feature selection
based on statistical variation and standard deviation is utilized
for identifying the small set of discriminative methylated
DNA probes, afterwards, the average methylation density of
three regions (hypomethylation, midmethylation and
hypermethylation) is calculated as new extracted features to
predict cancer.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II elaborates on previous work, Section III presents
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the attempted dataset and proposed framework, Section IV
discusses our experimental results and the last Section V
contains concluding remarks and demonstrates future work.
II. RELATED WORKS
To increase the accuracy and handle the dramatically
increasing tumor feature data and information, a number of
researchers have turned to feature selection and extraction
techniques for predicting cancer. Feature selection (FS) is one
of the important steps in classification modeling of cancer
based on DNA methylation [16], it could be used for
eliminating unnecessary information to reduce the high
dimensionality of the data. Whereas feature extraction also
called data transformation, is the process of transforming the
feature data into a quantified data type instead of recognizing
new patterns to represent the data.
In the past decade, many feature selection and extraction
methods have been proposed, resulting in great improvements
of classification. Li et al. [10] proposed a gene extraction
method by using two standard feature extraction methods,
namely, the T-test method and kernel partial least squares
(KPLS) in tandem. Zheng et al. [11] developed a hybrid of Kmeans and support vector machine (K-SVM) algorithms to
diagnosis breast cancer disease. Kopriva et al. [12] proposed a
general feature extraction method for cancer prediction based
on the linear transformation constructed by tensor
decomposition. A novel method using wavelet analysis,
genetic algorithm, and Bayes classifier proposed by Liu et al.
[13] was applied to detect the prognostic biomarkers of
survival in colorectal cancer patients. Fontes et al. [14]
applied feature extraction techniques such as F-score, p-value
rank and wrapper approaches in order to identify which
probes presented higher significance in breast cancer
prediction. D.L. Tong [15] proposed an innovative hybridized
model based on genetic algorithms (GAs) and artificial neural
networks (ANNs), to extract the highly differentially
expressed genes for specific cancer pathology. Anuradha et al.
[17] gave a comparative study to identify the best feature
extraction technique to classify Oral cancers. Zhuang et al.
[16] performed another good comparison study of feature
selection and classification methods in DNA using the
Illumina Infinium platform. Cai et al. [18] used Ensemblebased feature extraction methods to capture the unbiased,
informative as well as compact molecular signatures followed
by SVM trained with Incremental Feature Selection (IFS)
strategy to predict subtypes of lung cancer. A novel multiclass
feature selection and classification system proposed by
Sebastian et al. [19] for data merged from different molecular
biomedical techniques demonstrated that the feature selection
step is crucial in high dimension data classification problems.
Furthermore, Baur et al. [20] developed a feature selection
algorithm based on sequential forward selection to compute
gene centric DNA methylation using probe level DNA
methylation data. Valavanis et al. [8] used semantics
information included in the Gene Ontology (GO) tree by
graph-theoretic methodology in order to select cancer
epigenetic biomarkers.

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
A. Dataset
In this study, we conducted experiments on a dataset of
large collection of cancer methylomes obtained from The
Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) using the Human Infinium
450k assay for 4034 cancer and normal tissue samples. The
dataset was downloaded from Max Planck Institute for
Informatics (MPI) with a software tool for large-scale analysis
that yields detailed hypertext reports and interpretation of the
DNA methylation data “RnBeads” [21]. As listed in Table 1,
the dataset contains several types of cancer: blood, breast,
intestinal, brain and other types of cancer. The degree of DNA
methylation that extracted from the regions: 31195 promoters,
31033 genes, 485577 probes and 26662 CpG Islands
quantified numerically as values.
B. Proposed Framework
The proposed framework is made for detecting cancer
based on methylated DNA probes, there are three main steps
to be followed in this framework. These steps are feature
selection, feature extraction and classification. Fig. 1 shows
the architecture of the proposed framework.
C. Feature Selection Methods
Feature selection methods in cancer classification issues
are aimed at identifying the minimal-sized subset of markers
that are relevant to accurate prediction. To achieve this target,
we propose two novel feature selection methods. The first one
uses statistical variation in terms of standard deviation in order
to select the most informative probes which distinguish
normal tissue from cancer. This method measures the
differences of probe methylation in all samples compared with
the dispersion of this probe methylation in each class (Normal,
Cancer) separately. Thus, the discriminative value (DV)
according to the proposed feature selection for each probe (X)
based on DNA methylation as an input is defined as:
∑(

̅)

( )

(1)
√ ∑(

TABLE I.

√ ∑(

)

)

CANCER TYPES IN THE ATTEMPTED DATASET

Cancer Type

No. of Normal
Samples

Breast invasive carcinoma
Colon adenocarcinoma

98
38

No. of
Tumor
Samples
573
253

Glioblastoma multiforme

1

125

Head and Neck squamous cell carcinoma

50

373

Kidney renal clear cell carcinoma

160

283

Acute Myeloid Leukemia

0

194

Lung adenocarcinoma

32

409

Lung squamous cell carcinoma

42

360

Rectum adenocarcinoma

7

96

Thyroid carcinoma

56

435

Uterine Corpus Endometrioid Carcinoma

46

393
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( ) is the probability of interval
( ) is the probability of class given interval .
From 485,577 probes, 10,000 probes are selected using the
proposed feature selection methods.
D. Feature Extraction Method
The most discriminative probes (i.e. 10,000 probes) are
selected using the proposed feature selection DV1(X). Then
these features are extracted using feature extraction methods.
Feature extraction is the process which involves for clarifying
and detecting the methylation patterns or methylation behavior
in the selected probes. As a first step, we use kernel density
estimator method [24]; which infers population probability
density function of the selected probes; as a feature extraction
method, in order to extract 512 features for each sample from
the selected 10,000 probes. The kernel density estimate of at
the point is given by
( )

∑

(

)

(4)

Where denotes to so-called Gaussian kernel function
that integrates to one and has mean zero. It defined as:
( )=

Where:

=

is the methylation average of entire dataset samples for
probe (X).
, are the methylation average of the cancer and normal
samples respectively for probe (X).
is the methylation of entire dataset samples for probe (X).
,
are the methylation of the cancer and normal samples
respectively for probe (X).
is the number of all samples.
are the number of cancer and normal samples
respectively.
The second feature selection method is proposed to find
the more variational features with less amount of uncertainty
involved in its values (less disorder features). The key
measure in information theory for measuring uncertainty is the
“entropy” which is defined by Claude E. Shannon [22], [23]
and considered as a measure to rank features. Regard to this,
the above formula DV1(X) with entropy is defined as:
( )
(

exp (-

2

)

(5)

And h denotes to a smoothing parameter >0 called the
bandwidth. The optimal bandwidth that gives better results
can be obtained by

Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed framework.

( )

√

(2)

)

Where:
(
) is the entropy for two variables X and Y that
measures the uncertainty of Y when X is known.
(
)
∑ ( )∑ (
)
( ( ))
Where:
Y denotes all available classes (Normal and Cancer).
X is the methylation of gene promoter.

(3)

√

(6)

Where,
(
) and
is the interquartile
range that measures the difference between the 75 th percentile
( ) and the 25th percentile ( ):
In the second step, for each sample we extract three
features from 512 features of kernel density method that have
been obtained. The extracted three features are belonging to
average
methylation
density
of
three
regions:
Hypomethylation, Middle-methylation (Midmethylation) and
Hypermethylation region.
E. Classification
To evaluate the ability of the proposed framework for
cancer classification based on methylated probes, the
following classifiers: Naïve Bayes, Random Forest,
Hoeffiding Tree, SVM and Simple Logistic were used. The
accuracy, F-Measure, Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root
Mean Squared Error (RMSE) of each classifier were used as a
metrics for evaluation. 250 samples from breast tissue were
used as training data and 348 samples were used as testing
data. Furthermore, different approaches were used to study
classifier’s ability in cancer prediction, where the first
experiment used the methylation density of whole probes
(485,577 probes), the second experiment used methylation
density of most discriminative probes chosen by DV1(X)
(10,000 probes) and the last experiment used three features
only “average methylation density of three regions (Hypo,
Mid, Hyper methylation)”. The next section shows the testing
accuracy, F-Measure, Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root
Mean Squared Error (RMSE) of each machine learning
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technique. Through these experiments, the reader can observe
the ability of classifier in cancer prediction using only the
extracted three features.
IV. RESULTS ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Firstly, this section compares the proposed feature
selection methods, DV1(X) and DV2(X), with the existing
feature selection methods such as: F-Score, Chi-Squared,
Information Gain, and Symmetrical Uncertainty (SU) to
evaluate their ability to select the most discriminative probes
for cancer classification. To ensure a fair comparison, we
conduct the experiments on breast tissue which contains the
maximum number of samples in the dataset as illustrated in
Table 1. For the breast tissue dataset, 250 samples were used
as training data whereas 348 samples were used as testing
data. Tables 2 to 4 reports the testing accuracies, F-Measure,
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE) of some machine learning techniques such as: Naïve
Bayes, Random Forest, Hoeffiding Tree, SVM and Simple
Logistic for 31 selected probes. The results show that the
proposed methods, DV1(X) and DV2(X), always outperform
the existing feature selection methods in terms of the
predication accuracy.
TABLE II.
Classification
Techniques

PREDICTION ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT CLASSIFIERS BASED
ON DIFFERENT FEATURE SELECTION METHODS
Naïve
Bayes

Random
Forest

Hoeffiding
Tree

SVM

Simple
Logistic

98.85%

99.14%

98.85%

98.85%

98.56%

99.43%

99.14%

99.43%

99.43%

98.28%

F-Score

98.28%

98.56%

98.28%

97.7%

97.7%

Chi- Squared

98.28%

98.85%

98.28%

98.56%

97.13%

97.99%

98.85%

96.84%

98.85%

98.28%

96.55%

FS Methods
Proposed
Method
DV1(X)
Proposed
Method
DV2(X)

Information
Gain

97.99%

SU

98.85%

TABLE III.
Classification
Techniques
FS Methods
Proposed
Method
DV1(X)
Proposed
Method
DV2(X)
F-Score
Chi- Squared
Information
Gain
SU

98.28%
98.85%

F-MEASURE OF DIFFERENT CLASSIFIERS BASED ON DIFFERENT
FEATURE SELECTION METHODS
Naïve
Bayes

Random
Forest

Hoeffiding
Tree

SVM

95.9%

96.8%

95.9%

95.9%

94.8%

97.9%

96.9%

97.9%

97.9%

93.3%

93.6%
94%
93.1%
95.9%

94.8%
95.9%
93.5%
95.7%

93.6%

91.7%

Simple
Logistic

91.7%

94%

94.9%

90.4%

93.1%

95.8%

88.4%

95.9%

94%

88.7%

TABLE IV. MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR (MAE) AND ROOT MEAN SQUARED
ERROR (RMSE) OF DIFFERENT CLASSIFIERS BASED ON DIFFERENT FEATURE
SELECTION METHODS

Classification
Techniques

Random
Forest

Hoeffidin
g Tree

SVM

MAE

0.01

0.04

0.01

0.01

0.02

RMSE

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.09

MAE

0.005

0.03

0.005

0.005

0.02

RMSE

0.07

0.1

0.07

0.07

0.12

MAE
RMSE
MAE
RMSE
MAE
RMSE
MAE
RMSE

0.01
0.13
0.01
0.13
0.01
0.13
0.01
0.1

0.03
0.11
0.03
0.1
0.05
0.13
0.03
0.1

0.01
0.13
0.01
0.13
0.01
0.13
0.01
0.1

0.02
0.15
0.01
0.11
0.01
0.1
0.01
0.13

0.06
0.14
0.1
0.15
0.04
0.14
0.19
0.22

FS Methods

Proposed
Method
DV1(X)
Proposed
Method
DV2(X)
F-Score
ChiSquared
Informatio
n Gain
SU

Simpl
e
Logis
tic

Naïve
Bayes

Furthermore, to demonstrate the ability of the proposed
framework for cancer classification based on methylated
probes, the following Tables 5 to 7 reports the testing
accuracy, F-Measure, Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root
Mean Squared Error (RMSE) of different machine learning
techniques. These tables compares the results of three
approaches: the first one when using the whole probes density,
the second one when using the density of 10,000 Probes
choosing by DV1(X), and the third one when using the three
extracted features (average density of Hypo, Mid and Hyper
regions). The results prove the capability of the proposed
approach in cancer prediction using only three extracted
features.
In addition, this section makes an analysis and comparison
of the behavior of the valuable data in probe regions “DNA
methylation” in breast tissue samples (normal and cancer).
Fig. 2 shows the average methylation of 98 normal samples
and 500 cancer samples in the whole probes “485577 probes”.
TABLE V.
COMPARISON OF ACCURACY OBTAINED BY DIFFERENT
CLASSIFIERS BASED ON DIFFERENT APPROACHES
Classifier
Naïve
Bayes

Random
Forest

Hoeffiding
Tree

SVM

Simple
Logistic

Whole Probes
Density

80.17%

87.36%

79.89%

83.05%

82.76%

Density of
10,000 Probes
choosing by
DV1(X)

98.56%

97.70%

98.56%

97.70%

97.70%

Average density
of Hypo,Mid and
Hyper regions

98.28%

98.56%

98.28%

98.85%

98.28%

Approach
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TABLE VI.

F-MEASURE OBTAINED BY DIFFERENT CLASSIFIERS BASED ON
DIFFERENT APPROACHES

Classifier
Approach
Whole Probes
Density
Density of
10,000 Probes
choosing by
DV1(X)
Average density
of Hypo,Mid and
Hyper regions

Naïve
Bayes

Random
Forest

Hoeffiding
Tree

SVM

Simple
Logistic

47.3%

42.1%

47%

27.2%

25%

94.6%

91.5%

94.6%

91.5%

91.1%

93.5%

94.6%

93.5%

95.7%

93.3%
Fig. 2. Whole probes methylation in Breast tissue.

TABLE VII. MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR (MAE) AND ROOT MEAN SQUARED
ERROR (RMSE) OBTAINED BY DIFFERENT CLASSIFIERS BASED ON DIFFERENT
APPROACHES
Approach
Whole Probes
Density
Classifier
Naïve Bayes
Random Forest
Hoeffiding Tree
SVM
Simple Logistic

Density of
10,000 Probes
choosing by
DV1(X)

Average density
of Hypo,Mid
and Hyper
regions

MAE

RMSE

MAE

RMSE

MAE

RMSE

0.19
0.17
0.2
0.16
0.21

0.44
0.29
0.44
0.41
0.35

0.01
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.04

0.11
0.13
0.11
0.15
0.13

0.01
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.04

0.12
0.13
0.12
0.1
0.13

It is clear that the methylation behavior can be divided into
three regions: low level of methylation region
“hypomethylation”, middle level of methylation region
“midmethylation” and high level of methylation region
“hypermethylation”. This figure demonstrates that there is a
difference between methylation behavior in normal and cancer
samples, where the density of methylation in normal samples
are lower in cancer samples. This difference, however, is not
totally clear. Moreover, as shown in Table 5, the Random
Forest classifier gave 87.36% as a higher prediction accuracy
using the density of whole probes approach.
For a deep dive into the difference between methylation
behavior in normal and cancer samples, we concentrated on
the most informative probes that are relevant to accurate
cancer predication. Fig. 3 shows the average methylation of
the most discriminative probes (10,000 Probes choosing by
DV1(X) in all normal and cancer samples. As shown in this
figure, the difference is more clearly, where the density of
hypomethylation and hypermethylation are lower in cancer
samples. The decreasing in density of hypomathylation in the
cancer sample means that, the amount of methylation is
increased in these regions, and thus all the respective genes
are turned from active genes to silent genes. By contrast, the
decreasing density of hypermathylation in a cancer sample
means decreasing amount of methylation; therefore all the
respective genes in these regions are turned from silent genes
to active genes. Furthermore, using the density of
discriminative probes “10,000 probes” in cancer prediction
improves classifier accuracy, where both Naïve Base and
Hoeffiding Tree classifier gave 98.56% as a higher prediction
accuracy using this approach. Moreover, Fig. 4 compares the
behavior of methylation in cancer cell in some other tissues
such as: Colon, Kidney and Uterine.

Fig. 3. Methylation of the most discriminative probes (10,000 Probes
choosing by DV1(X)).

We found that the behavior of methylation is the same in all
tissues, increasing methylation of hypomethylation and
decreasing methylation of hypermethylation.
As we mentioned in our experiments, we extracted three
features from 512 features of kernel density estimator method.
These three features belong to average methylation density of
three regions: hypomethylation, midmethylation and
hypermethylation region. To obtain these features, we
calculated the intersection points between normal and cancer
curve. As shown in Fig. 5, 0.223092 and 0.741683 are
intersection points between the curves, and thus, the curves
can be divided into hypomethylation, midmethylation and
finally hypermethylation region. Fig. 5 shows the intersection
points and these three regions, where letter A denotes to
hypomethylation region, letter B denotes to midmethylation
region and letter C denotes to hypermethylation region. In
addition, as shown in Table 5, using these three features out of
485577 features “probes” in cancer predication improves
classifier accuracy (from 83.05% to 98.85%), for SVM
classifier which gave a higher accuracy using this approach.
These results emphasize the capability of our proposed
framework in cancer classification and illustrate the
importance of using feature selection and extraction for
accurate cancer predication.
To provide a better understanding of the DNA methylation
mechanism that plays a major role in the development and
progression of cancer, we analyze the top 31 probes that have
been generated from the proposed feature selection methods
(DV1 and DV2) and used in the classification experiments.
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“intersection subset”. The accuracy values obtained by Naïve
Bayes, Random Forest, Hoeffiding Tree, SVM and Simple
Logistic classifier using this subset are: 99.13%, 97.98%,
99.13%, 96.83% and 96.55%, respectively. These results show
that cancer classification achieves lower predication accuracy
than DV1 or DV2 or both due to missing information in
intersection subset, and thus we confirm that the DNA
methylation has several patterns that play significant role in
human cancer. There is no single probes subset to identify
these patterns and each feature selection method can provide
different probes subset.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Fig. 4. Methylation behavior in Colon, Kidney and Uterine tissues.

Feature selection and extraction are of vital importance for
accurate cancer classification, by skipping unnecessary
information that introduce noises and decrease predication
accuracy. This article proposes a framework based on novel
feature selection methods along with extraction methods, to
identify the informative probes that underlie the pathogenesis
of tumor cell proliferation and improve cancer classification
accuracy. The proposed feature selection method DV1 uses
statistical variation in terms of the standard deviation for
obtaining the discriminative value while the other proposed
feature selection method DV2 uses entropy to rank features
and hence obtains the more variational features with lower
amount of uncertainty involved in its values. First, our
framework uses DV1 to identify the good marker probes
subset, afterwards, in order to predict cancer, the average
methylation density of three regions: hypomethylation,
midmethylation and hypermethylation is calculated from the
selected methylated probes as new features. The effectiveness
of the proposed framework is evaluated by the breast cancer
classification accuracy in probe regions, where the results are
evidence that, our proposed framework has the ability to
predict cancer using only three features out of 485577
features. As an example, SVM classifier gives 98.85% as
higher prediction accuracy, and this highlights the importance
of using feature selection and extraction methods in cancer
classification issues based on DNA methylation.
Furthermore, observing probes subsets that have been
selected from different feature selection methods confirmed
that DNA methylation has several patterns and there is no
single probes subset to identify these patterns. The results
highlight the difference in methylation’s behavior between the
normal and abnormal samples in probes regions, and this
difference confirms that the role of DNA methylation in
cancer is to activate or silence some genes by decreasing or
increasing their methylation respectively.

Fig. 5. Intersection points and Hypomethylation, Midmethylation,
Hypermethylation regions.

Therefore, we confirm that the role of DNA methylation is
to activate or silence some genes by decreasing or increasing
their methylation respectively. Furthermore, we examine the
ability of a new subset of probes to predict cancer, the subset
contains common probes from the top 31 probes subset that
have been selected by the proposed DV1 and DV2 methods

A new future work is identified based on the current study.
We plan to improve the formula of feature extraction method
instead of the current formula “average methylation density”,
to obtain higher results and improve cancer classification
accuracy.
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Abstract—The applications and utility of Wireless Sensor
Network (WSN) have increased its pace in making an entry to
the commercial market since the last five years. It has
successfully established its association with Internet-of-Things
(IoT) and other reconfigurable networks. However, in this advent
of exponential progress in technology, WSN still suffers from
elementary problems of energy efficiency, scalability, delay, and
latency where Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols hold the
primary responsibility. This paper reviewed the frequently used
MAC protocols and studied their advantages and limitations
followed by most recently carried out implementation work
towards WSN performance enhancement. The paper finally
outlines the unsolved problems from the existing research work
and discussed briefly the research gap followed by a chalked out
plan of tentative future work to address the research gap from
existing review.
Keywords—Delay; energy issues; latency; MAC protocol;
scalability; Wireless Sensor Network (WSN)

I.

INTRODUCTION

A collaboration of small sensor nodes (SN) distributed in a
region to monitor the specific atmospheric parameters is
considered as wireless sensor network (WSN) [1]. An SN is an
extremely delicate and little electronic device which has very
limited computational capability and resource availability [2].
The WSN applications are found in e.g. warehouse to habitat
monitoring system. An important thing to understand in the
applications of the sensor network is that there is two types of
applications e.g. time critical application and mission critical
application. Time critical applications are those who have
constraints of time bound, but mission critical applications
have multiple constraints. The majority of the real-time
applications for emergency situation call for timeliness
message transmission. The problem starts shooting up when it
is the dynamic network. Hence, the node dissipates maximum
energy to ensure sending the data packet. Unfortunately, if the
node dissipates too much energy not only its network lifetime
minimizes but its communication performance also degrades
significantly. Also, the majority of the other problems e.g.
routing problems, security problems, and load balancing
problems in WSN arises from energy issue itself. Even after
the decades of the research work, this problem has not been
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effectively solved. In this problem, Medium Access Control or
commonly known as MAC protocols are widely utilized in
WSN to solve energy dissipation problems. The scheme allows
a proper scheduling of a node to go to sleep and wake mode for
saving energy where they are in idle state. The MAC protocols
are primarily responsible for furnishing better communication
channel among the sensors by sharing the access medium very
precisely and fairly [3]. The protocol stack of WSN, MAC
layers assist in rectifying the errors that have evolved right
from the physical layer with other responsibilities too e.g.
addressing, framing, error controls, solving contradiction of
channel among the multiple sensors, node mobility, etc. [4].
There are MAC protocols dedicated for both single and
multiple channel network structures of WSN [5]. Such schemes
are essentially meant for streamlining the data transmission to a
better communication system for ensuring energy efficiency
and scalability [6]. It is known that inclusion of duty cycle in
MAC modeling incorporates better energy modeling [7], [8].
The researches considering duty cycle was not much successful
as the majority of them suffer from significant latency. This is
because no data will be transmitted or received unless and until
the sensors come out their sleep mode. Hence, the duty cycle is
a prominent factor that directly affects the network
performance of WSN. Hence, in past one decade, multiple
MAC protocols have been evolved to resolve energy issue,
scalability, delay, and latency. Research work on MAC
protocols aged more than a decade and now it is essential to
study for the objective of optimizing the system model for
issues like energy optimization, time-synchronization, etc.
Therefore, this paper elaborates an extensive review of the
existing research contributions, its methodologies adopted,
advantages and limitations in the domain of WSN. It reviews
both frequently used research work as well as recent research
implementation using MAC protocols. Section II discusses the
fundamental characteristics of MAC protocols in WSN
followed by Taxonomies of Research Work in Section III.
Section IV discusses the recently conducted research work in
this direction followed by brief highlights of explored research
gap in Section V. Future scope is given in Section VI followed
by Conclusion in Section VII.
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II.

frame by this it will improve the throughput.

MAC PROTOCOLS IN WSN

In WSN, the MAC protocols are responsible for defining
the methods of accessing the resources present in a channel.
This protocol is mainly meant for sharing resources over the
same channels by a large number of sensors not impacting the
network performance in the negative sense. The different
functional requirements of MAC protocols are as follows [9]:


Reliability: The MAC protocols ensure the error-free
communication process between two nodes. It uses
retransmission and acknowledgment mechanism to
do so.



Medium Access: The nodes are controlled to participate
in the communication process at any instances of time.



Framing: The MAC protocol has a precise way to
represent the format of a “data frame” in achieving the
specific encapsulation and appropriate operation of deencapsulation in the communication process.



Error Control: The MAC protocols in WSN should
have a higher degree of error detection capability
supported by codes for correcting errors.

It is essential that an efficient MAC protocol must possess
the property of minimizing latency and energy consumption
with maximized throughput and fairness in as a compulsory
parameters in WSN. The effective set of properties that are
present in the MAC protocol in WSN are as follows:




Collision Avoidance: MAC protocol utilized to avoid a
collision. If the node is to send data, it will check first
network allocation vector. If that network allocation
vector value is not set to zero, then node determines that
medium is busy. Hence, proper allocations of slots
precisely assist the node accordingly to its sleep and
awaken states.
Energy Efficiency: This is accomplished by making use
of MAC protocol. During message transmission, the
message is divided into the frame and sent into the
network to conserve more transmittance energy.



Scalability and Adaptability: MAC protocol also aims
to minimize significant problems of scalability as well
as adaptability. This protocol helps in fine tuning at
network size, node density variation along with the
topology effectiveness.



Channel Utilization: As MAC protocol is all about
allocation and scheduling, hence it significantly assists
in optimal utilization of channel.



Latency: MAC protocol maintains a superior
communication among the nodes by sharing their sleepwake schedules. This significantly attempts to minimize
delay in WSN.



Throughput: This is improved by making use of MAC
protocol. This MAC protocol will set the amount of
data transferred from sender to receiver in the unit

 Fairness: MAC protocol attempts to maintain a better
balance among all the channel parameters and thereby it
encourages better fairness over the WSN even in high
traffic condition.
Apart from the above characteristics of MAC protocol in
WSN, the significant advantageous features of it are as
follows:
 Reduce energy waste caused by idle listening in sleep
schedule.
 Uses time synchronization overhead, it may prevent
sleep schedule announcement.
 Sleep time is high while the collision probability is less
in the MAC protocol.
 In this, low latency can be attained with traffic sources
and also energy consumption in the network will be
minimized.
 Ensures high throughput under low contention.
 Needs less schedule maintenance.
Similarly, the inherent MAC protocols issues in WSN are
as follows:
 The transmission slot value of MAC protocol is needed
to be set as high as 7x time than the random access
period. This results in transmission and reception duty
cycle to a higher value.
 Increase idle listening is draw back present in MAC
protocol this is caused by listening to all slots before
sending.
 Redundancy in MAC protocol which causes waste in
transmission power.
 Occurrences of overhead in Synchronization due to
prolonged interval of listening period MAC protocol.
Hence, the MAC protocols are associated with both
advantages and disadvantages in performance. The next section
discusses the taxonomies of the research work in MAC
scheme, where the frequently applied MAC protocols are
discussed briefly.
III.

TAXONOMIES OF RESEARCH IN MAC SCHEMES

The MAC schemes in WSN include i.e. 1) scheduled; and
2) content-based MAC protocol. The scheduled protocols work
on restricted clock synchronization demands in a WSN. The
listen and transmit period is scheduled to resist the
consequences of collusion, idle listening and over the hearing.
They also make use of Carrier Sensed Multiple Access
(CSMA) methods. The Content-based MAC (CBMAC)
protocols have flexibility in time synchronization demands and
are capable of automatically fine tuning itself as per the new
topologies by adding up new sensors. This section will present
some of the frequently known MAC protocols very briefly
[10]:
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A. Sensor MAC (S-MAC)
S-MAC is contention-based and is an enhanced type of
conventional IEEE 802.11 standard. S-MAC uses two-time
frames where a one-time frame is utilized to listen while
another frame is utilized for sleeping. SMAC also uses some
commonly known beacons called as SYNC e.g.
Acknowledgement (ACK), Request to Send (RTS), clear To
Send (CTS). However, there is energy dissipation during the
listening of SN.
B. Berkley MAC (B-MAC)
This is contention-based MAC scheme in WSN and is
improved ALOHA scheme with preamble sampling. It allows
faster switching of the node without any chance to miss any
data. B-MAC has better energy conservation feature using long
preambles and unsynchronized duty cycles. It also uses a filter
mechanism for enhancing the assessment of channel and
reliability. The biggest advantage of B-MAC is its capability to
reduce the idle listening as well as duty cycle without using
any SYNC packet.
C. Timeout MAC (T-MAC)
This helps in solving the uniform sleep listen period of
sleep in S-MAC. In this, threshold time is used to end the
period at an idle period.
D. Wise MAC (W-MAC)
It allows the preamble to precede every data to alert the
receiver. This scheme uses acknowledgments as the schedules
of sleep during the data exchange for updating their neighbor
node’s sleep period. Finally, it adjusts its schedule by referring
the same of its neighbor node.
E. Traffic Adaptive MAC Protocol (TRAMA)
The prime aim of this scheme is to save energy using
TDMA scheme. This scheme considers that MAC layer can
TABLE. I.

compute the duration of transmission that data is transmitted to
the application layer called as SCHEDULE_INTERVAL. It
then prioritizes the highest hop neighbor as well as evaluates
the slot numbers using time as [t+SCHEDULE_INTERVAL].
Finally, the announcements of the slots are done, and a bitmap
is utilized to flag the defined receivers with their respective
scheduled packets.
F. Data Gathering MAC (D-MAC)
It is a scheduled-based protocol aims to enhance the energy
efficiency and minimize latency. The technique permits
division of time into various small slots and uses
acknowledgment for every time slots for receiving and
transmitting a single data packet. One significant advantage of
D-MAC is it has a smaller delay.
G. Convergent MAC (C-MAC)
This protocol is mainly meant for energy efficiency as well
as latency by using excessive RTS message in the forwarding
transmission. C-MAC also checks its channel twice for
assessing the channel quality. The significant beneficial point
of C-MAC is its capability to resist overhead due to
synchronization as well as its ability to work at minimal duty
cycles. C-MAC also uses any cast for performing packet
forwarding mechanism to explore the forwarding node and
perform converging with unsynchronized duty cycle.
Table 1 summarizes the technique used, significances and
drawbacks of the frequently used MAC protocols in WSN. It
can be observed that MAC protocols are mainly meant for
energy efficiency enhancement of each SNs be it cluster head
or member node in a sensor network. In spite of the presence of
various MAC protocols, there are less number of MAC
protocols which has received standardization tag among the
research community. The prime reason behind this is that most
of MAC protocols are highly dependent on applications posing
a great challenge in evolving up as generalized standards.

SUMMARY OF FREQUENTLY USED MAC PROTOCOLS

Protocol

Technique used

Advantage

Limitation

S-MAC

Virtual cluster, Uniform duty cycle

Low energy

Latency during broadcast

B-MAC

Channel assessment

Minimal overhead

Degraded performance at high traffic

T-MAC

Overhearing, duty cycle (adaptive)

Active time (adaptive)

Pre-pones sleep schedule

Wise-MAC

Lower schedule of preamble sampling

Less overhead

Not energy efficient

TRAMA

Schedule interval

Energy efficient

Random access period

D-MAC

Excessive RTS message

Minimal latency

Higher rate of aggregation

IV.

EXISTING TECHNIQUES

This section intended to survey of existing recent
techniques in MAC protocols. The work of Abdel et al. [11]
described the Hybrid MAC Protocol (HMACP) for the realtime applications. The model contains both Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) and Frequency Division Multiple
Access (FDMA) that offers a smooth real-time communication
among the randomly deployed WSN. This schedules the nodes
communication
which
avoids
collisions,
interfaces
optimization and gives less delay. In this, the simulation was
performed for SNs and random sinks. The outcomes give the
reliable, scalable and end to end delay.

The model proposed in Fig. 1 consists of four processing
units such as Initialization, Synchronization & Discovery, slot
or frequency attribution, and medium access. For example,
Each node after the deployment turns on their radio transmitter
and will wait for a message. After receiving the message by
every node, the discovery step will be actuated by saving the
messages of the source address in the neighbor list and also
broadcast the message in a proper ID. Once the direct
information is collected, every node will forward their
respective neighbor’s list to the base station (BS). The BS will
construct a graph and is connected to graph G (V, E)
representing a network, where V  set of nodes & E  Edges .
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Graph G(V,E)

Sink Initialization

Initialization

SYNC &
Discovery

Schedule Diffusion

Slot / Freq
Attribution

Medium Access
Topology Updates

Topology Initialization

Fig. 1. Functioning process of Abdeli et al. [11] work.
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The combined work carried by Haiyang et al. [17] states
mechanism with MAC protocol for WSN. The study analysis
of the previous researches says the WSN have the issue of low
batter power that needs to sort out. The study gives the some of
the important MAC protocols in solving the WSN power

The combined work for the Hybrid-MAC, Hybrid SensorMAC for Adhoc on multipath distance vector` (AdMDC) is
discussed in Kalaivaani and Rajeswari [21]. The study analysis
presents that the AdMDC and H-MAC yield better
performance results and energy optimization. An H-MAC
protocol is presented in Hsieh et al. [22] for WSN. In this
mechanism uses a cross-layer method which switches CSMA
and TDMA over the network. The performance of this H-MAC
is evaluated with different network density and achieved the
improved energy efficiency and packet latency for WSN.

ex
t

A study was based on traffic adaptive MAC protocol with
multichannel and allocation of dynamic slots in Zhuo et al. [14]
for the WSN. The contribution of this work is that it presented
a hybrid iQueue-MAC (TDMA and CSMA) mechanism which
adopts the variable and huge traffic. The study also discusses
how the mechanism will operate in two different channel
conditions like multimode and single mode. The mechanism
under multiple channel condition duplicates the throughput and
performs the efficient operation as compared to the Single
channel operation. Vincent et al. [15] have presented the
concept of versatile MAC protocol that defines mobility
handling issue of WSN. The model of VMAC combines the
energy saving schedule based, and CBMAC protocol for short
range of communication. In the work of Zhang et al. [16]
application specific and semantic specific Hybrid MAC
Protocol is discussed with Quality of Service (QoS) for WSN.
Author has considered SNs as sinks of different applicability.
The energy optimization and delay analysis results are
analyzed which indicates better performance than other MAC
protocols.

In RM state transition once the state is initialized the RM
will enter to Synchronization (Sync) that transfers a poll to
build the connection among RM and SM. The SM will send an
acknowledgment or ACK to the RM, and it will change its Idle
state to Sleep state, which means no further synchronization is
required. The scheduled data moves to the RM the state will
move to Rx. Later the RM state will move to Tx State and
assigns next data flow for SM to Idle. Then RM will enter the
sleep state or else wait for next transition. Similarly, in next
SM state transition (Right) will take place. The adaptive
scheme of modulation for MAC with Fade state feedback
quantization is presented by Kundu and Rajan [20]. In this one,
a user will rotate the constellation without changing the
transmit power that existing channel state, to meet the
predefined minimum Euclidean distance at the destination. The
performance and cost factors are improved than traditional
methods.

N

The sampling rate (SR) effect on the collision probability is
described in Dong et al. [12] especially for hybrid MAC
protocols of WSN. From the investigation of the author, it is
known that the collision is the main cause of energy waste in
MAC protocols under the saturate condition considering the
sampling rate greater than the transmission rate. Later the
investigation study towards the effect of collision for WSN was
performed by considering sleeping MAC protocol. Karahan et
al. [13] developed an energy efficient hybrid MAC
(EEHMAC) protocol for a large-scale WSN. In this work, the
techniques like TDMA and CSMA are considered. The reason
for the use of TDMA is that it reduces unnecessary collisions
in channels while the CSMA responses rapidly for events.
With this model author achieved high throughput and energy
optimization.

issues. An integrated MAC protocol is given by Andrade et al.
[18]. In this, WSN integration and radio over fiber (RoF) is
performed by using MAC protocol. A very high throughput
hybrid Mac protocol is presented in Jian et al. [19] for the
millimeter wave WSN communication. The method
significantly provides the energy efficiency in SN. This
protocol consists of two networking elements like Relay master
mote (RM), and Remote sensor mote (SM) and its state
transitions are shown in Fig. 2.

pkt in

The slot/frequency attribution (SFA) unit contains schedule
plan construction, basing over graph (G) by the attribution of
every node m  V , where m is some nodes and V is set of
nodes. The BS will perform the diffusion of schedule to nodes.
After the above hierarchical process nodes will send the data
packets.

Rx
Slot
setting

Fig. 2. State transition of RM (left) and SM (right).
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The aim for energy efficiency in WSN with MaC protocol
is presented in Othman et al. [23] and QoS improvement. The
outcomes from simulation and analytical are compared with QMAC protocol, and it was found that method proposed by the
author has got more reliability and also low power
consumption. The research performed by Wijetunge et al. [24]
described the IEEE 802.15.4 based H-MAC protocol for hybrid
WSNs monitoring. The protocol is defined to get the energy
efficiency, low delay, and reliability in the monitoring of
WSN. The objectives functions are optimized to meet the
performance goal.
Author Shen et al. [25] presented MAC protocol to achieve
energy efficiency. In this, the evaluation of various
performance metrics is simulated with event simulator ns-2
mainly for the energy and benchmarked. The congestion
control hybrid MAC mechanism for WSN is discussed in Priya
and Manohar [26]. The protocol is the combination of both
CSMA and TDMA, and that results in the advancement in the
energy efficiency, packet delivery ratio, and delay
performance. The conceptualize diagram of [26] is represented
in Fig. 3 where the congestion takes place when data is
transmitted. To minimize the congestion author have calculated
the queue state and analyzed it.
No.ofPkt sin Queu.23
max QueueSize
Later the drop tail queuing systems are adopted in WSN.
The packets of the congestion will drop at queue end. Hence
the node with long queue will get affected than the small
queue. The evaluation of channel allocation for H.mac
(Multichannel) is described in Diab et al. [27]. In this
simulation is performed for channel allocation efficiency of
HMC-MAC and compared it with other methods. Later the
interference rate is considered as the main metric, and results
give how HMC-MAC will reduce the interference rate
compared with other methods. Different consequences are
considered with the same channel in 3, 2 and 1-hop
neighborhood, to analyze the inference rate minimization
concept.
QueueState 

Start

Calculate
Queue
State

Fig. 4. Algorithm of [28] work.

The low powered duty cycle WSN is subjected to AsymMAC protocol with Asymmetric links in Won et al. [28]. The
experimental results of the method yield high packet reception
rate, low packet transmission delay than other protocol. The
algorithm adapted for the method is given in Fig. 4. Where Tmode is transmission mode, R-mode is receiving mode, τ is
system throughput.
The characterization parameter in WSN is presented in
Kadu and Deshpande [29]. The results exhibited from the grid
topology, the average throughput achieved higher as compared
to the other topologies like a chain and two random.
Author Kamal et al. [30] presented the secure/time
synchronized and efficiency enhancement using the improved
IHMAC. The outcomes are validated for enhanced efficiency.
The performance and modeling analysis of MAP protocols
with S-MAC and X-MAC are presented in Yang et al. [31]. In
this Markov model together with the performance analysis
gives estimated throughput, energy consumption, and delay for
both synchronized and asynchronous duty-cycled MAC
protocols. Akker et al. [32] described the interference effect
among the heterogeneous WSN MAC protocol. The
performance of TDMA, T-MAC other protocols is evaluated
successfully. A dynamic de-centralized Hybrid MAC-Protocol
is presented by Shah et al. [33]. In this, cognitive radios were
used to solve spectrum scarcity problem for WSN applications.
The outcome suggested that the mechanism is efficient,
flexible and reliable for the real-time applications. Feng et al.
[34] presented an approach to control overhead using S-MAC
protocol.
V.

F

Congestion in
Queue
T

Modify
Queue

Stop

Fig. 3. Process diagram of [26].

RESEARCH GAP

All the explained MAC protocols exhibit both significance
and limitation. Here, the problems which were not considered
in many of past research works are discussed. Such unsolved
problem poses a significant impediment towards the path of
research work and hence we term it as a research gap.
 Less Applicability to the Real world: From the previous
section, it has been seen that there are various MAC
protocols with potential architectural design; however,
it is still questionable that how much they are applicable
in a real-world scenario. Any applications over realworld will always demand the compliance towards time
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and mission criticality. It is pretty significant that the
data packets that are forwarded from the transmitting
sensor should reach the receiver sensor before the time
limit to ensure the time criticality as well the
authentication of the true alarm notification. The
various system calls for re-transmission which
alternately schedules the data forwarding process is
initiated to resist the data packet influence need to be
dropped belongs to the slipped schedule. Thus, the data
packet is required to be prioritized for transmission
sequences. One common observation in existing
technique is that it successfully maintain the timeliness,
But, recently developed MAC schemes doesn’t include
a sequence of message transmission by the time limit.
On the contrary, the algorithms are developed for
minimizing the delay of data transfer. One of the
unanswered questions found in all the existing
techniques is that none of the techniques could explain
the instantaneous sensor’s response against the sudden
event. For the MAC protocol to be working perfectly
on real-time, it is required that they should have faster
response time with lower delay (or latency), which is
still unanswered.




Doesn’t solve energy problems completely: It is already
known that the sensor node has a limited energy and
battery lifetime. The limited lifetime also results in
degradation of the network performance and causing
intermittent (or un-stabilized links). As MAC protocols
are mainly meant of energy conservation within the
nodes, it is still questionable that how much of energy
efficiency it can offer.
More disadvantages compared to advantages: There
are various MAC schemes that are using TDMA
protocol in a WSN. The biggest challenges with such
protocol usage are that its applicability is highly
confined to specific traffic size. Till date, there is few
research work which has proved optimal scalability
achievement using TDMA based MAC protocols.
Another flawed problem is the assumption that it makes
in formulating MAC protocols. There are assumptions
of the base station being covering entire sensors and
compression to be existing only in higher layers. Such
assumptions are completely unpractical. There is also a
problem with event-driven schemes, which is large
communication overhead as they mainly work on
clustering principle. This degrades the performance of
time synchronization that also negatively impacts on the
network lifetime. More the surveillance area more is
energy dissipation. A similar problem also exists for
power efficient TDMA scheme. As they mainly depend
on o clustering, so it results in overhead. The problem
becomes worst in large-scale dynamic networks. The
MAC techniques that use distributed schemes to
conserve energy also suffer from issues e.g. delay
which is generated from the node with lower residual
energy. Not only do these existing schemes also have
higher dependencies towards hardware capabilities to
use non-interfering communication channels. Such
schemes drastically minimize the data bit rate because

of the split communication channel. Although TDMA
schemes offer a better lifetime, its acceptance level is
quite poor in WSN on scalability and its capability to
function properly at the dynamic network.
 Fewer studies on Hybrid MAC schemes: A closer look
at existing MAC schemes shows that almost every
algorithm has advantages as well as disadvantages.
Hence there are fewer attempts towards investigating
about hybrid schemes. As these schemes integrate both
CSMA and TDMA, such schemes can offer a greater
deal of flexibility and energy efficiency. The studies
[35]-[38], gives that there is a less supportability of the
dynamic topology or mobility. The existing work on
hybrid MAC schemes are also not found to evolve with
a solution towards its inability to respond quickly to
sudden event occurrence (in real-time).
Hence, a significant research gap is being explored in the
area of MAC protocols in a WSN. The problems that are yet to
be resolved are energy issues, scalability issues, delay and
latency issues, overhead issues, and supports real time
applications that will require being established with faster
response time. This makes an obvious requirement to study and
investigation the insights in related to these issues.
VI.

FUTURE WORK

The future work will be towards the direction of
overcoming the research gap explored and briefed in the prior
section. The tentative research works that can be carried out in
future are briefed as follows:
 Effective integration of TDMA and CSMA scheme: The
prime motive of this integration is to mainly achieve
enhanced sustainable capacity towards increasing traffic
load in WSN. To overcome the limitation of scalability
and latency in the network, this integration scheme
could focus on overcoming this issue. For this purpose,
a specific control message could be designed with the
inclusion of field for data priority. The scheme should
also classify the time of communication into a uniform
frames. It should be followed by an effective discovery
of neighbor nodes to further assists in transmission,
clustering, as well as synchronization. Better modeling
could be achieved considering the state-transition of
SYNC packets (i.e. RTS, CTS), etc. A robust modeling
of search technique towards communication link could
be designed to stabilize the energy dissipation and. The
solution towards faster response time could be solved
by energy modeling if the power allocation towards the
sensor could be making more dynamic for precisely
varying the transmittance power. A suitable balance
between the crowded traffic scenario and packets to be
delivered can be developed by focusing more on the
packet prioritization. Such design could be suitably
assessed using QoS as a performance factor.
 Architecture to support dynamicity: Architecture could
be designed for ensuring minimal scalability, higher
supportability of throughput, cutting short idle listening
time. A unique discovery process using single hop
could be designed which changes with the topology. A
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simply carried sensing model utilized for initialization
of the communication process, and we encourage using
only short preamble size to address overhearing
problem. To solve maximum wake up time, we plan
usage of involuntary buffering mechanism that can also
contribute to enhancing the network lifetime. The next
contribution could be to develop a synchronization
algorithm to resist complexities of communication on
different types of clusters. Even an empirical modeling
can be carried out for energy modeling over presented
MAC scheme using multiple energy distributions of the
sensor node. Such scheme would minimize the idle
listening time for the entire sensor, which will let the
sensor go in hibernate mode if there is no data to be
delivered.


Decision-making model to meet peak traffic condition:
Existing studies have less computational modeling on
MAC protocols towards catering up the peak traffic
demands in WSN. It is essential to identify the potential
feature of forwarding rate by MAC protocols. Applying
the approach using hybrid MAC protocols, this feature
could be further enhanced. A clustering approach will
be considered where all the nodes disperse in the cluster
will possess mini-slots, which is accomplished by
dividing the main time slot. The aggregator node
performs carrier sense to join the network till base
station or its neighbor node. In case the communication
channel is failed to be received the aggregator node step
over to the hibernation modes/stage and is allowed out
of present state using an arbitrary period. An idea is not
to miss any data as well as conserve energy also.
Another advantage anticipated from this approach is
effective synchronization policy as well as capability to
meet the demands of meeting the peak traffic condition.
For better scalability, we plan to develop discrete MAC
protocols using a hybrid approach for both
communications inside the cluster (member nodeaggregator node) and outside the cluster (aggregator
node-aggregator node/base station).
VII.

CONCLUSION
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[16]

This paper has discussed the usage of the MAC protocols
and presented the most significant factors for network lifetime
enhancement of the WSN. It also describes various forms of
MAC schemes, along with the finding that most of the
conventional MAC schemes are quite theoretically and fails to
cater up to the need of optimality of the WSN performance.
The paper, explains various schemes used for MAC protocol
performance enhancement as well the research gap is extracted
to set the future research direction. There is very less novelty in
the existing approaches that causes very less improvement in
network lifetime. Hence, our future work will look for
continuing the investigation towards evolving up with new
strategies and mathematical modeling to address such research
gap.
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Abstract—This paper introduces a new field programmable
gate array (FPGA) based stochastic low-density parity-check
(LDPC) decoding process, to implement fully parallel LDPCdecoders. The proposed technique is designed to optimize the
FPGA logic utilisation and to decrease the decoding latency. In
order to reduce the complexity, the variable node (VN) output
saturated-counter is removed and each VN internal memory is
mapped only in one slice distributed RAM. Furthermore, an
efficient VN initialization, using the channel input probability, is
performed to improve the decoder convergence, without
requiring additional resources. The Xilinx FPGA implementation
shows that the proposed decoding approach reaches high
performance along with reduction of logic utilisation, even for
short codes. As a result, for a (200, 100) regular codes, a 57%
reduction of the average decoding cycles is attained with an
important bit error rate improvement, at Eb/N0 = 5.5dB.
Additionally, a significant hardware reduction is achieved.
Keywords—Stochastic decoding; low-density parity-check
(LDPC) decoder; field programmable gate array (FPGA)

I.

ASIC implementation of six bits counter requires less silicon
area compared to 32 bits memory. Nevertheless an inverse
result is obtained with the FPGA implementation. A Xilinx
FPGA 32 bits memory implementation can be routed using
only one LUT, in contrast with the counter logic utilisation.
This paper introduces a new and powerful field programmable
gate array (FPGA) based stochastic Low-Density ParityCheck (LDPC) decoding process, to implement fully parallel
LDPC-decoders. The proposed technique is designed to
optimize the FPGA logic utilization and to decrease the
decoding latency in addition to improve the convergence, even
for short codes. To validate the advantage of the proposed
approach, an FPGA is implemented using Xilinx Virtex-6
VLX240T. The paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
an overview of the LDPC stochastic decoding is provided. In
Section III, the architecture of the new proposed stochastic
LDPC decoding is introduced. Results of FPGA
implementation and performance are presented in Section IV,
and finally a conclusion is given in Section V.

INTRODUCTION

II.

The need for increasing the throughput of modern
communication systems capacity, for optical and wireless
networks, requires high performance error correcting code. In
1962, Gallager presented the first version of low-density
parity-check (LDPC) codes [1], offering an excellent process
for repairing transmission errors, added by the channel effects.
The close Shannon capacity decoding performances, of the
LDPC codes [2], justify their exploitation by various digital
communication standards. WiMAX (IEEE 802.16e), DVB-S2,
WiFi (IEEE 802.11) and 10GBASE-T (IEEE 802.3an)
standards attest this great performance.
A variety of LDPC decoding implementations have been
explored to accomplish high throughput results [3]-[5]. It has
been evidently shown that the higher throughput is achieved
by the fully parallel decoding solutions; nevertheless they
enlarged the hardware complexity. To overcome this
drawback, several reduced-complexity and stochastic LDPC
decoding algorithms are developed [6]-[8]. The current
stochastic decoding algorithm confirmed their adaptability for
fully parallel decoding approach [9]-[18]. Moreover and for
additional silicon area reduction, diverse LDPC stochastic
based decoding architectures and strategies are proposed.

LDPC STOCHASTIC DECODERS

The design of an LDPC decoder is based on the M×N
parity check matrix H. N defines the number of variable nodes
(VNs) while M defines the number of CNs. To encode k
information bits, an (N, K) LDPC code uses N encoded bits,
where N > K. LDPC decoder can be represented by a factor
graph which uses N VNs and (N-K) CNs. A dv degree VN has
(dv+1) ports, one of which gets the channel probability and the
other dv are connected to different CNs, by bidirectional ports.
In the same way, the dc degree CN has dc bidirectional ports,
which are connected to different VNs, and one parity-check
output port. Conventional LDPC fully parallel decoder uses
fixed-point operands to represent the probabilities, exchanged
between the VNs and the CNs of the factor graph. Stochastic
LDPC decoders function by a bit-serial iterative process. In
this architecture, the received probabilities Pch from the
channel are converted to Bernoulli sequences as random bits
sequences. Different encoded stochastic sequences can be
generated for the same probability. In a {ai} Bernouli sequence
of m bits, in which ai {0, 1}, the estimated probability value
is computed as:
( )

∑

( )

However, an area-efficient architecture for ASIC-Based
stochastic LDPC decoder can’t systematically produces an
efficient FPGA logic utilisation. It is straightforward that the
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advanced stochastic method bit generation (ASMBG) can be
used.

Pcout1

( )

Pcin(3:0)
Pcout2

{

( )

( )

Fig. 2 shows the recent stochastic variable node principal
structure. The stochastic LDPC decoding algorithm can be
summarised as follows:

Pcout3

Algorithm 1 Stochastic LDPC decoding
Pcout4

Initialization
1. Load the LLRs corresponding probabilities Pch for
each variable node (one DC) and transform Pch to
Bernouli sequence ai (each DC).

Cout

Fig. 1. Structure of a degree-4 parity-check node.

2. Initialize the variable nodes internal memories (16
to 32 DCs for 32 bits memory [10]) or the internal
saturated counter (one DC [16]).

Inputs from CNs

Pch
P>R

Stochastic
Variable Node
Equality Check
Processor

R

MUX

Iterations
3. Variable to check node: At each decoding cycle, the
variable node computes there inputs bits using (5) and
sends there outputs bits to the corresponding check
nodes.

DFF

4. Check to variable node: At each decoding cycle, the
check node computes there inputs bits using (2) and
sends there outputs results to the corresponding variable
nodes. Simultaneously, the check nodes send their
outputs states using (3) to the syndrome checker.

VN Internal
Memory/ VN
Counter

Fig. 2. Structure of recent stochastic variable node.

Let Cout, Pcouti and Pcini be the parity-check output,
the CN outputs and the CN probabilities inputs respectively,
where Pcini = Pr(cini=1) is the probability of each CN inputs,
in which i  {1, 2, ....., dc} and dc is CN degree. The output
probability Pcouti can be computed as:

}( )

The parity-check output Cout, of dc degree CN, can be
computed according to (3). Fig. 1 illustrates the structure of a
dc=4 CN used in the conventional stochastic decoder.
( )
Let Pvin1 and Pvin2 be the probability of two input bits in
dv=2 VN. The variable node output probability Pvout can be
computed as:
(

)(

)

( )

If the VN inputs are same, this state is named the
agreement state, one of the input bits will be transmitted to the
output. When the inputs are not identical, the variable node
requires an advanced method to generate the output bit. This
state is named the hold state or disagreement state. One of the

5. If xHT = 0 or the maximum of DCs is reached,
terminate the decoding process. Otherwise go to Step 3.
III.

PROPOSED LDPC STOCHASTIC STRUCTURE

As mentioned in the introduction section, an efficient
ASIC-based architecture algorithm can’t systematically
provide the best approach for an efficient FPGA
implementation. In this section we present the new LDPC
stochastic decoding method which aims to improve the
decoder performance and to reduce the FPGA resource
utilization.
It has been shown that the LDPC stochastic decoder,
which there VNs use the latest output bits as code bits, provide
similar BER performance to the version with saturating
up/down counters as a VN output decision mechanism [17][18]. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the
initialization of the first VN output bit, transmitted to the hard
decision unit according to received probability channel, helps
to improve the stochastic decoder convergence [15]. The
proposed VN exploits the two referenced characteristics, in
addition to adopt an internal memory-based approach, similar
to DS and EM versions. The converted Bernoulli sequences
are used as a variable node input. All output variable nodes are
initialized by one bit coded probability channel, during the
loading of the channel Log Likelihood Ratio (LLR)
corresponding probabilities. Each VN internal memory is
mapped in one FPGA LUT RAM.
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The output variable node probability will be computed as:
( )

{

( )

The parity-check output state CNstate, of dc degree CN, is
computed in the same way of (3) and can be written as
follows:
∑

{

where

( )

Where, ∑ is the bitwise XOR operation and dc is the
parity-check node degree.

Pvout(1) is the first iteration VN output probability.
During the disagreement state (
) , the proposed
architecture generate a new bit based on a random bit selection
from the VN internal memory (IM). The IM length can be
increased up to FPGA LUT RAM size. Based on (6), the
hardware implementation of the new improved decoding
approach does not require extra hardware complexity, for
FPGA devices. Moreover, the projected technique computes
the received probability without any additional decoding
cycle.

Each CN outputs signals CNouti uses the CNini signals
and Statei signals, to produce the CNouti signals according to
(9). The CNstate result given by (8) can be exploited.

The Pch(k-1) signal is transmitted to the VN output DFF
during the first process cycle. After the first iteration and until
the last one, the multiplexer sends the variable node processor
output bit to the VN output DFF. In this way and identically to
the CSS process, the majority of variable nodes outputs start
with a right bit and detour the random stochastic initialization.
Fig. 3 represents the main structure of the proposed variable
node. Similar to the EM and DS design, the decoding cycle
(DC) matches to one of the iteration for the proposed LDPC
stochastic decoding.

The new stochastic LDPC decoding algorithm can be
summarised as follows:

The proposed CN possess two inputs signals categories
and two outputs. The inputs signals are the CNini signals and
Statei signals, in which i  {1, 2… dc}. These two signals are
provided by VNs outputs signals. The first outputs signals are
the CNouti signals, which are sent to VN inputs. The second
output is the parity-check output state CNstate.
The new CN uses a computing process similar to the DS
approach. All CNstate outputs are connected to the syndrome
checker unit.

((

R

P>R

Stochastic
Variable Node
Equality
Check
Processor

Pch(K-1:0)

DFF

MUX
MUX

DFF

Internal Memory
(up to LUT RAM
length)
Pch(K-1)

Fig. 3. The structure of the proposed stochastic variable node.

))

( )

Where, ⋁ is the bitwise NOR operation and ⋀
bitwise AND operation.

is the

Algorithm 2 The proposed Stochastic LDPC decoding
Initialization
1. Load the LLRs corresponding probabilities Pch
simultaneously with initializing the variable node output
(one DC) and transform Pch to Bernouli sequence ai
(each DC).
Iterations
2. and 3. Similar to Step 3 and Step 4 of Algorithm 1.
4. If xHT = 0 or the maximum of DCs is reached,
terminate the decoding process. Otherwise go to Step 2.
IV.

Inputs from CNs

) (⋁

IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE

It has been demonstrated that the enlargement of the VN
internal memories size increases the LDPC stochastic
decoding converges [10]-[11]. However and mainly, adding
additional memory capacity implicates an extra hardware
complexity and resources. The FPGA organization and
implementation need special considerations. In addition to
slices resources, memory can be mapped using Block RAMs
or using Distributed RAMs (LUT RAM).
The main target of the proposed structure is to improve the
FPGA-based LDPC decoding performance, without
supplementary FPGA resources. To confirm the improvement
of the new design, a medium (1024, 512) and short (200, 100)
LDPC codes are implemented on Xilinx Virtex-6 VLX240T
field programmable gate array (FPGA) device, with various
methods.
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BPch
R(A:0)
Maj_State
Vin(3:2)

S1
State1

S1

Obit1

S2

Majority

Maj_State

S3
Pch(K-1:0)
BPch
R(K-1:0)

Pch>R

BPch
R(A:0)
Maj_State
Vin(1), Vin(3)

BPch
R(A:0)
Maj_State
Vin(2:1)

S2
State2
Obit1
Obit2
Obit3
BPch

Obit2

Majority
Mux

S3

DFF

VNout

Pch(K-1)

State3
Obit3

Fig. 4. The block diagram of the proposed degree-3 Variable node.
CNin1
CNin2
.
CNin6

XOR

State1
State2
.
State6

NOR

CNin1

CNout1

CNin2

CNou2

CNin6

CNout6

CNstate

Fig. 5. The structure of the proposed degree-6 CN.

Fig. 4 presents the block diagram of the new degree-3
Variable node of the proposed (1024, 512) and (200, 100)
LDPC codes. The degree-3 Variable Node is composed by 3
degree-3 sub-node. The majority state and the random address
signals are connected to all sub-nodes. One of the 3 degree-3
sub-node input is connected to probability signal by a
comparator. The other two sub-node inputs are connected to
the check node output. The three S signals are combined to
produce the majority state signal. The FPGA implementation

of VN Internal Memory is achieved by using the (LUT) Slice
FPGA distributed RAMs.
The implemented CNs use similar structure to CNs
adopted by the DS and the CSS decoders. Fig. 5 gives the
main structure of degree-6 CN. The results of the FPGA
implementation of the (200, 100) and (1024, 512) LDPC
Regular Codes, with one-step initialized counter-based VN
[16], DS and the proposed approach, are shown in Table 1.
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Syndrome Checking Unite

Input Buffer
Unite

CN unite

CNstate
CN 512
CN 3
CN 2

CN 1

LLR to
Probability
NDS

CNout

CNin

State

VNin

VNout

State

Output Buffer
Unite

VN 1024

Random
Number
Generator

VN 1

VN 3
VN 2

Iteration
Counter
Unite

VN Unite

The EM version gives an FPGA implementation result
close to the DS version. The implementation of 2×1 bits up to
64×1 bits uses only one LUT in Virtex-6 Xilinx FPGA.
Therefore, the proposed LDPC decoder version can be
implemented using up to 64-bit VN internal memory without
requiring additional FPGA resources. As we can see, the
FPGA implementation of the one-step initialized counter
based decoder need additional resources, compared to the EM
and the DS versions. This disadvantage is caused by the
utilisation of initializing counters instead of the VN internal
memories used in DS. The additional reduction of FPGA logic
utilisation seen for the new proposed decoder is principally
obtained as a result of the unemployment of VN output
saturated counter.
Fig. 6 presents the block diagram of the proposed (1024,
512) LDPC stochastic decoder. The main units are the variable
nodes unite, the parity-check nodes unite, and the syndrome
checking unite. The VN unite and CN unite exchange the
stochastic information until reaching a correct code or the
maximum number of iteration. The correct code is detected by
the syndrome checking unite and the maximum of iterations is
pointed by the iteration counter unite. The outputs of the
Random Number Generator are employed with the VN
comparators to generate the Bernouli sequences. Furthermore,
they are directly used to drive the addresses buses of the
FPGA distributed RAM, used as VN internal memory.

Scaled FPGA logic utilisation rate

Fig. 6. The block diagram of the proposed (1024, 512) LDPC decoder.

100

100

78.6

77.9

48.62

51.89

Fig. 7. FPGA logic utilisation reduction rate.

Fig. 7 shows the scaled FPGA logic utilisation rate. The
proposed decoder achieves an average reduction about of 50%
compared to the one-step initialized counter and an average
reduction about of 35% compared to DS and EM decoders.
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TABLE I.

RESOURCE UTILIZATION OF STOCHASTIC LDPC DECODERS IMPLEMENTATION IN XILINX VIRTEX-6 VLX240T FPGA DEVICE
Decoder Logic
utilization

LDPC
Architecture

Code

Implementation

(1024, 512)

Initialized
Counter-based
VN [16]

Stochastic fully
parallel

(200, 100)
(1024, 512)

DS [14]

Stochastic fully
parallel

(200, 100)
(1024, 512)

Proposed

Stochastic fully
parallel

(200, 100)

(LUT)

VNs Logic
utilization
(LUT)

VN counter /
Memory
length (bits)

VNs rate
utilization
(%)

VNs Reduction
rate compared to
DS (%)

Reduction rate
compared to DS
(%)

60 947

51 200

06

84,01

- 35,13

- 27,95

11 767

10 000

06

84,98

- 35,13

- 28.36

47 635

37 888

02

79,54

0

0

9 167

7 400

02

80,72

0

0

29 633

21 504

16

72,57

+ 43,24

+ 37,79

6 106

4 200

16

68,78

+ 43,24

+ 33,39

The BER of the new approach demonstrate the significant
improvement. The proposed decoder with 16 bits internal
memory outperforms the EM decoder by 0,5 dB at BER of
10-5. The average required DCs of the DS and the proposed
architecture, with 1000 and 400 maximum decoding latency
are presented in Fig. 9. A reduction of 85,3% and 81,1%, in
the ADC compared to the DS decoder at an SNR of 6 dB, is
observed for 1000 and 400 Max-DCs, respectively.

-1

10

DS. with output VN saturation counter and 2 bits IM
CSSD. with output VN saturation counter and 2 bits IM
Proposed dec. with 16 bits IM and without VN saturation counter
EM. with M=16 and without VN saturation counter
Uncoded BPSk

-2

10

-3

Bit Error Rate

10

V.
-4

10

In this work, we investigated the complexity and
performance of FPGA-based implemented LDPC stochastic
decoders. Therefore, a new fully parallel stochastic LDPC
decoding approach was presented, which can outperform all
state of the arte versions.
The improvement was
accomplished by introducing an efficient stochastic variable
node.

-5

10

-6

10

3

4

5

6
Eb/N0 (dB)

7

8

9

Fig. 8. BER performance of the (200,100).
600
DS with 1000 DCs
DS with 400 DCs
Proposed dec. with 1000 DCs
Proposed dec. with 400 DCs

500

400
Average required DCs

CONCLUSION

A reduction of decoding latency and complexity, in
addition of BER amelioration, are achieved even for short
codes. A Xilinx Virtex-6 VLX 240T FPGA implementation
results validated the advancement of the new method. An
average reduction of 35% and 85% of logic utilisation and
average decoding cycles respectively, compared to DS
method. The BER performance of the new (200, 100) decoder
exceed DS, CSS and EM versions. A gain gap of 0,5 dB,
compared to EM, is observed at BER of 10 -5.
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Fig. 9. Average decoding cycles.
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In addition to the logic utilisation reduction, the proposed
architecture offers additional performance even for short
codes. Fig. 8 displays the BER performance of the (200,100)
FPGA-based LDPC decoding with DS, CSS, EM and the
proposed methods. The maximum decoding latency is set to
1000 DCs.
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Abstract—Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) systems main
purpose is to improve the quality of life of special groups of
people, including the elderly and people with physical disabilities.
Driven by the critical ongoing changes in all modern,
industrialized countries, there is a huge interest in IT-based
equipment and services these days, to facilitate daily tasks and
extend the independency time for these groups. Thence, AAL
systems can benefit from the huge advances of both intelligent
systems and communication technologies as promising growing
research fields. The implementation of such complicated yet vital
system should be established on solid bases relying on a standard
architecture to satisfy and respond to the needs of heterogeneous
stakeholders. This article proposes a Service Oriented
Architecture model for Ambient Assisted Living Platform as a
Service based on Wireless Sensors Network, it starts by
presenting a classification of ambient assisted living services.
Secondly, it describes some user and environmental challenges
that have an impact on the service qualities. The discussion of
architectural trends for AAL systems is included, and the
description of challenges in designing and implementing of an
effective one. Finally, this paper introduces a new vision of
prototypical AAL systems architecture.
Keywords—Ambient Assisted Living (AAL); Ambient Assisted
Living Platform as a Service (AAL-PaaS); Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA); Wireless Sensors Network (WSN)

I.

INTRODUCTION

The field of AAL (Ambient Assisted Living) has taken a
favorable intention between the major research fields in
intelligent systems and communication technologies. AAL is
taking benefits of all information technology developments, in
order to denote solutions capable of improving and facilitating
the life of the growing elderly population and people with
physical disabilities [1]. These systems aim to help them in
their daily affaires, to extend independency periods and reduce
the time of needing caregivers.
The majority of the existing personal emergency response
systems use emergency push buttons that can be inconvenient
in critical emergencies, such as falling or unconsciousness [2].
This provokes the need of systems that do not require the
involvements of the user. Therefore, there is a significant

trend to AAL systems, based on “Auto-Sensing” (Using
Wireless Sensors Network and other sensing equipment) and
“Auto-Acting” (Using Actuators such as alarms, phone calls,
robots, etc.) which should be able to scan the local
environment, obtain useful data, process this data and act
according to the assembled knowledge built out of treating the
collected information.
Several AAL systems proposals based their performances
on different types of sensors to measure weight, blood
pressure, glucose, oxygen, temperature, location, and position
are available nowadays. Each system is deployed using a
communication technology such as Bluetooth, USB, and
Ethernet, among others [2]. In addition, the most used
interfaces are developed for tablets and smartphones, although
applications for health systems or set-top boxes can be found.
Generally, these kinds of systems are focused on solving basic
issues in services such as healthcare provision, disease
management, diet and fitness, personal health records, and
person location.
AAL Systems need to be affordable, considering that
affording a caregiver is not an available option of all
stakeholders. They also should depend on the special needs of
each user because of the enormous variation of demands
between elderly people and people with physical disabilities,
such as the visually and hearing impaired (babies and children
are also considered as a specified group of stakeholders).
Having a clear classification of living assistance services is a
necessity to determine the target stakeholders, and establish a
model of the particular environment, to be able to draw a clear
vision of the architectural model for such systems.
The heterogeneity of stakeholders gave a strong
motivation for engineers to aim for a standard architecture to
stand AAL systems on, so they can be easily adapted and
maintained, giving the fact that AAL systems rely on various
technologies and mismatched equipment.
In order to clarify an understanding of the main problem,
and overall software solution and integration approaches, this
paper 1) describes the classification of ambient assisted living
services; 2) present some user and environmental challenges
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for AAL systems; 3) briefly discusses some architectural
trends; 4) proposes an SOA based model for an AAL-PaaS
(Ambient Assisted Living Platform as a Service) established
on WSN (Wireless Sensors Network).
II.

CATEGORIES OF AMBIENT ASSISTANCE LIVING
SERVICES

To build a stable, solid and consolidated ambient
assistance living system, the main concern is to determine the
living assistance domains and classifying them, in order to
include every assistive service that may ease daily life in all
aspects. The “classification scheme” in Fig. 1 structures these
domains into nine classes:
The first category is divided into “indoor” and “outdoor”
living assistance. Indoor assistance services are the ones
presented in a determined space: in apartments, homes, cars,
hospitals, and elderly care homes. They can be built upon a
well-known hardware/software installation in the specified
location, thereby providing a stable environment.
Outdoor assistance services aim to support persons during
activities outside their homes. It is also divided into two
classes: 1) firstly at work: to allow an active and productive
aging for elderly people and suitable environment for those
with physical disabilities in a defined workplace and a stable
environment; 2) in community: while shopping,
transportation, and during other social activities. These
services have to face with highly unstable environmental
conditions such as special equipment and technical
installations [3].
Other dimensions can be used to specify the type of
service provided. According to Fig. 1, the attention is given to
three types of services:
1) “Emergency treatment” presents services that aim to
predict and react toward critical conditions that might result in
an emergency.

2) “Autonomy enhancement” services increase the
independence of the assisted persons.
3) “Comfort”: These services ease the daily life but are
not necessarily required. In addition, they cover all areas that
do not fall into the other presented categories.
Stakeholders have different capabilities and needs which
can develop over time, these needs can change and determine
the categories and types of services. Therefore, this can
change the presented classification.
Moreover, “emergency treatments” are considered as the
main core of any AAL service portfolio, due to the increasing
of emergencies coupled with the decreasing capability to deal
with such circumstances.
III.

USER AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES AND
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR AAL-PAAS

A. User and Environmental Challenges
The main goal of AAL systems is to facilitate the regular
basic tasks for the stakeholders within a determined
environment or space. Consequently, to help designing such
systems many challenges should be taken in consideration,
evaluated and treated, in order to have a consolidated and
stable system. These challenges might be separated into two
groups, user related and environment related ones.
Some of the main conceptual confrontations of the system
are: the divergent of capabilities, needs and habits that vary
from one stockholder to another, elderly people have
particular demands distinct from users with physical
disabilities. This diversity is also time related. Some of the
individuals have an incremented demand for regular assistance
due to the changing conditions in each particular situation.
Moreover, users usually are not friendly to the technical
problems, they do not show tolerance to the technical
complications, and cannot afford maintenance every now and
on. The assisted person should also be able to control the
system and not vice versa. Although the system should share
the user data with data centers and institutions such as
hospitals, involved organizations, etc. It must preserve privacy
and secure information and data of the relevant user. Hence,
the system should act and react toward the user; it should also
maintain his safety and conserve a highly protected space [4].
The system should also be fair in terms of space, lifetime and
budget. It has to be highly productive in spite of the limited,
up-to-date resources.
The user interface provokes many other challenges to the
system designer. Numerous details are fundamental to be
respected while the perception of the system overview, and the
attention should be focused on: Human-computer interaction,
where the designer is asked to take advantage of the
interactive technologies, to ease behaving toward the system,
the communication between the user and the system should be
optimized and effective in an ergonomic way. Usability and
accessibility to the system are both critical claims of all
stakeholders [5]. Finally, the designer should take in
consideration the information architecture and the saving
politics to be followed in order to structure and organize the

Fig. 1. Categories of AAL services.
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data within the system itself and with other connected devices,
data centers, applications, etc. to be handy for the user display.
B. System Requirements
To help structuring a solid, reliable AAL system many
requirements and major developments should be proceeding in
different fields of research, among them:




Sensing technologies, in AAL applications, there is a
need of intelligent and innovative sensors “smart
sensors” capable of collecting data, such as measuring
physical and electrical quantities, miniaturized, made
of low cost materials, able of taking place in anything,
anywhere, anytime (home, outdoors, vehicles, public
places, etc.) and qualified to perform some processing
on the node level in the network.
Reasoning, which is a core duty of AAL systems due
to the conclusion of knowledge, resulted from
processing data collected by sensors and converting it
into useful information to learn from it. This should
allow not only the recognition of activities, such as
motions and the detection of emergencies by the use of
evolutionary models; but also to predict and anticipate
possible status and provide support in decision-making.



Event definition, where there is a need to adapt an
event driven architecture to promote the production,
detection and consumption of, and reaction to events
which signify a change in states. The design of AALPaaS should be able to transmit events among loosely
coupled software components** and services, this
should put up with the use of cross-platform runtime
environments such as Node.js.



Acting, systems and services, which proactively (based
on the knowledge resulted from the reasoning) act to
prevent, compensate, support and provide well-being
and increase the independence of senior citizens.

AAL systems are systems which provide assistance that
has two facets: 1) an easy access for the assisted person to
autonomy enhancement or comfort services, home control,
social interaction, etc.; 2) the anticipatory assistance of the
assisted person with proactive emergency treatment such as
automatic alarms, home automation, notifications, etc. for
anticipatory systems the rendered functionality as be:
Awareness or Presence. The system should also be kind of
closed loop controller that senses its environment and
especially the persons living therein and influences the
environment with its actuators.
Awareness of the system can be decomposed in three
functional blocks: Sensing/perception/identification while the
presence is decomposed into planning/controlling/acting. This
decomposition is clear in the following Fig. 2 presentation in
which the system should exchange data with the surrounded
environment and the target stakeholder while facing the
mentioned challenges and respecting the required principals.
A common style for ambient intelligence systems are data
processing pipeline or signal [3] which made communication
fluent between the elements of the system.
Several ways are conceivable to realize the conceptual
decomposition of functionality in the system physically.

Finally, some primary conditions are not to be ignored and
should be respected such as affordability, usability, suitability,
dependability, adaptivity, extensibility, resource efficiency
and heterogeneity that should be the main characteristics of
such a system.
By respecting all of the quoted earlier standards, the main
work can be driven toward a comprehensive and complete
architectural model vision of the desirable system to
implement.
IV.

ARCHITECTURAL TRENDS FOR AAL SYSTEMS

The architecture of a system gives an overview of the
desirable system to be implemented; it is the central design
that describes quality requirements such as cost,
dependability, performance, etc. of the overall solution. It
plays a pivotal role for the quality achievement. Furthermore,
it comprises: software elements, the externally visible
properties of those elements and the relationships among
them. For the time been there is no commonly accepted
architecture for AAL systems, different approaches are
followed to meet the functional and quality requirements in
the present and developing systems [6].

Fig. 2. Functional blocks of AAL system [3].
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Thus, people will not mind wearing them. If sensors were
visible, users could be discriminated against by other persons
[4]. In addition, sensors must have wireless communication
interfaces to let people move away from their homes. Smart
phones, actuators, computer hardware, computer networks,
software applications, should be interconnected together to
collect and exchange data and provide services in an Ambient
Assisted environment. The sensors and the actuators are
connected with the AAL applications to send medical data to
the health monitoring systems. Sensors should not be the only
source of data; the system should examine the historical
information of the stockholder [11] taking from other data
sources such as Hospitals data servers, should also relay on
existing shared applications and services through the “Cloud”.
After collecting data, the system should be able to
integrate the information, analyze it, treat it and transform it
into a useful knowledge, in which the system relies on to
provoke actions. Service Oriented Architecture is widely
regarded as the software paradigm of the next decade,
especially in the field of information systems [12], [13]. A
central quality of SOA is to support an easy exchange of
implementation and orchestration of new functionality (which
contributes positively to the modifiability and extensibility of
the systems) by separating the contract (service) from the
implementation (component), in this way; this architecture
increases the reusability of the service and components.

Fig. 3. Physical perspective of AAL System.

From a physical perspective: the topology of the AAL
system will consist of tens to hundreds of different interacting
nodes [using the sensors] ranging from tiny sensor nodes [with
low computational power] up to powerful machines, which are
interacting together.
Fig. 3 presents generally a physical overview of an AAL
system with its major elements, the observation drive us to the
fact that an AAL system should rely on using several nodes
presenting the sensors, actuators and data servers in a direct
interaction between one another and toward the user.
V.

SOA MODEL FOR AN AAL-PAAS BASED ON WSN

An architecture model is a division of the functionality
together with data flow between the pieces [5], [7]. It is an
abstract representation of a system expressed primarily using
software components interacting via connectors.
In this part of the paper we are trying to implement an
architectural model of an AAL-PaaS system based on WSN
(Wireless sensors Network) using the SOA (Service Oriented
Architecture) as a promising architectural style in the AAL
domain and the revolutionary technologies such as “Cloud”
and “Node.js” as a successful development technology to
build data-intensive applications [8].
When implementing such an AAL system, all the abovementioned features should be taken in consideration. On one
hand, sensors should be non-invasive systems they can be
embedded in clothes, shoes, watches, or glasses [9], [10].

Using SOA architecture means dividing the system into
clear and reusable services, this approach gave us the
opportunity also to use existing services and adapting them
into the newly designed system. In this case, there is a
necessity to assure interoperability and ease the
communication between these services. In this determination,
the system should obey to some standards: to guarantee
communication without particular concern, to give services
the possibility to evolve independently without the risk of
breaking predefined communication.
In SOA architectures, the process choreographer has been
chosen as a useful architecture model used for designing and
implementing communication between mutually interacting
software applications and services. It provides routing,
transformation, mediation, etc. It presents the communication
bus between the different services and processes of the
proposed architectural model.
The design of AAL-PaaS should be able to transmit events
among loosely coupled software components (in which each
of its components makes use of, little or no knowledge of
other separate components) and services, this should put up
with the use of cross-platform runtime environments such as
“Node.js” which has an event-driven architecture capable
of asynchronous I/O [Input /Output] [14]. These design
choices meant to optimize throughput and scalability in Web
applications with many input/output operations, as well as
for real-time Web applications.
In Fig. 4, we propose an architectural model based on the
logical view of the software architectural design describing
how the system is structured.
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compositions of a firm AAL system are included. The next
approach is focalized on prefunding the research in each of the
architectural components and examining particular integration
elements distinctively data integration and service integration
components in the interest of having a harmonious,
homogeneous system architecture. Future work will involve a
study on the AAL data collection and integration, considering
the bigness of the data, the variety of sources and the nature of
the information provided.
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

Fig. 4. AAL architectural model based on SOA.

In our approach, the implementation of the architectural
model is based on SOA. The situational and environmental
information about people, places and things is collected and
stored into the system by means of a sensing environment
installed in the indoor environment including: wireless
sensors, cameras, accelerometers and movement detectors,
Audio/Video perceptual components, etc. which are figured
by Device Gateway and Remote Gateway. Other Data
Storages used to gather information about historical states of
illnesses and health care parameters. These data and
information are processed together using Data Processing
elements such as ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) [15]
software in an integration point to gather, extract, transform
and unify the collected data in order to pull knowledge from it.
Services in the architectural model are connected in order
to coordinate the exchange between the business services
consumers and services providers, the process
choreographer to assure coherent between services and defines
the appropriate processes to be launched by the defined
actuator, which are equipment capable of performing an action
towards the user or his environment. Their actions are
stimulated based on the knowledge resulted from processing
the collected data. These actuators may be Robots, alarms, etc.
VI.

CONCLUSION

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]
[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

In order to introduce our overview of an AAL system
architecture based on SOA and EDA (Event Driven
Architecture), a study of the classification of ambient assisted
living services was made. From the research that has been
carried out, we determined the major user and environmental
challenges, to be taken into consideration while designing
such systems. Furthermore, a description of the major
technical requirements to build a solid, reliable system has
been clarified. Finally, an illustration of our vision has been
presented using a model scheme where the major layer

[14]

[15]
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Abstract—Metaheuristic algorithms are investigated and used
by many researchers in different areas. It is crucial to find
optimal solutions for all problems under study especially for the
ones which require sensitive optimization. Especially, for real
case problems, solution quality and convergence speed of the
algorithms are highly desired characteristics. In this paper, a
new optimization algorithm called Core Levels Algorithm
(COLA) based on the use of metaheuristics is proposed and
analyzed. In the algorithm, two core levels are applied
recursively to create new offsprings from the parent vectors
which provides a desired balance on the exploration and
exploitation characteristics. The algorithm’s performance is first
studied on some well-known benchmark functions and then
compared with previously proposed efficient evolutionary
algorithms. The experimental results showed that even at the
early stages of optimization, obtained values are very close or
exactly the same as the optimum values of the analyzed functions.
Then, the performance of COLA is investigated on real case
problems such as some selected microwave circuit designs. The
results denoted that COLA produces stable results and provides
high accuracy of optimization without high parameter
dependency even for the real case problems.
Keywords—Metaheuristic algorithms; evolutionary algorithms;
microwave circuits, optimization

I.

INTRODUCTION

Solution of optimization problems is an interesting field of
study for various areas such as array antenna synthesis [1]-[3],
financial analysis [4], [5], error minimization and game
programming [6], [7], microwave design [8]-[10] and data
mining [11], [12]. Most of the related algorithms are
motivated from the nature and are aimed to find near optimal
solutions of given problems [13]-[17]. The performances of
proposed algorithms are usually represented with their
solution quality and convergence speeds. Each algorithm has
several control parameters which are needed to be well tuned
depending on the optimization problem in order to achieve
better performance. This can be considered as a vital step in
most of the cases and affects the exploration and exploitation
characteristics of the algorithms [18]-[20]. The number of
control parameters and their adjustment are quite deterministic

for the performance of the algorithms. Typically, an algorithm
that needs a few control parameters is assumed as a good
choice in solving a given problem. However, in some cases,
even the fine adjustment of control parameters is not sufficient
to find the optimal points of the problems. In such problems,
the exploration strategies of the algorithms may not be
adequate to converge to the global optimum of the given
problem. Therefore, some modifications of the algorithms are
proposed to solve these specific problems [21]-[24].
Introduction of new optimizers is still an open area of
research, because of the lack of an optimization algorithm that
performs well in all fields. Some optimization algorithms
perform well for some problems, while perform inadequate for
other problems [25]. In the literature, many different
optimization algorithms have been proposed to increase the
solution quality for complex optimization problems with as
little effort as possible.
In many microwave design problems, it is required to deal
with some highly nonlinear objective functions with a large
number of variables. In addition, gradient based algorithms
cannot yield sufficient solutions in most of the cases since the
optimization parameters in most of the problems are highly
coupled with each other. Evolutionary algorithms are widely
used when the analytical methods are insufficient to obtain
appropriate solutions [26]-[28]. Although Genetic Algorithm
(GA) is the first dominant evolutionary algorithm, which was
applied on microwave and electromagnetic based problems,
Differential Evolution (DE) and Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) algorithms including their variants dominate the other
evolutionary algorithms in this field [3], [29], [30].
In this paper, a new evolutionary algorithm called Core
Levels Algorithm (COLA) is proposed to solve complex
optimization problems including the design problems for
microwave circuits. COLA uses the similar steps of
evolutionary algorithms such as selection of candidates,
generation of offsprings and replacement of the parents with
the new offsprings which have better fitness values. In
addition to that, COLA focuses on two core levels to obtain
better offspring candidates by their parent vectors. A balance
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is achieved between the core levels to perform iterative
exploitation in near optimal regions and to have better
exploration in the search region. Moreover, the second core
level of the algorithm is designed in such a way that it
performs an exploration scheme which is centered on the
selected vector and covers the whole domain of interest in
order to solve different kind of optimization problems without
modifying the algorithm.
Optimization characteristics of COLA were studied with
the use of benchmark functions. In this study, the correlation
between the number of selected parent vectors and the
optimization capability was observed. Also, a comparative
analysis of COLA with DE, PSO and Harmony Search (HS)
algorithms was done for multimodal functions to observe the
benefits of COLA. Another goal of the paper was to verify
that COLA is applicable to the real case problems. Therefore,
two microwave models were selected and optimized to
achieve this goal.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces the main concept of COLA in detail. Section III
focuses on benchmark function results, real case microwave
problems and discussions. Lastly, Section IV summarizes the
obtained results and concludes the paper.
II.

CORE LEVELS ALGORITHM (COLA)

The Core Levels Algorithm implements a new method to
find the global optimum of a given function which is mainly
based on the use of the balance between two core levels. This
provides good exploration and exploitation characteristics of
the algorithm. The pseudo code of COLA is shown in Fig. 1
and the detailed steps of COLA are explained in the following
paragraphs:


Initialize the population randomly using uniform
distribution in the related domain of the optimization
problem.

The algorithm has a few control parameters to be set which
are np; the number of elements in the population and k; the
number of elements to be combined. COLA starts by
initializing randomly the solution set of the optimization
problem. The initialization can be defined as follows:
xi , j  xmin, j  rand0,1xmax, j  xmin, j  ,

1. start
2.
Building initial Population (Q)
3.
Evaluation of fitness values (FV)
4.
i=0
5.
while i < NFE (Number of function evaluations) do
6.
if i mod 2==0
7.
for z=1 to k do
8.
Select an arbitrary solution from Q.
9.
Multiply the selected solution by its
fitness and t then calculate their
Core Level 1
summation to obtain the New
Candidate (NC).
10.
end for
11.
NC is obtained by dividing the summation value
with the total fitness values and multiplied by t.
12.
else
13.
Generate new random solutions.
14. Core Level 2 Combine them with the selected solution from Q
to find the NC.
15.
end if
16.
if FV (NC) > FV (Worst solution)
17.
Replace worst solution with NC.
18.
end if
19.
i++
20. end while
21. Select the solution that has the best FV value
22. end
Fig. 1. Pseudo code of COLA.

 Obtain a new candidate solution from the selected
solution and the randomly generated solution by using
two core levels.
The new candidate solution vector is formed which is a
weighted sum of the selected k number of solution vectors by
core level 1. New candidate solution vector (NC) is calculated
using the following expression:
x new

j

t1 fit1 x S1 , j  t 2 fit 2 x S2 , j    t k fit k x Sk , j ,

(2)

k

t
n 1

n

fit n

(1)
new

Where, x j

is the jth component of the new candidate

probability, fit p

is the fitness of the pth selected solution

Where, i  1, 2, , np and j  1, 2, , D . Here, D
represents the dimension of given problem, xmin, j and x max, j

vector, t i  1,1 and is selected as -1 or 1 with equal

represent the lower and upper bounds for the jth variable
respectively and xi , j is the jth component of the ith solution

vector and x S p , j is the jth component of the pth selected

vector.


Evaluate the fitness of each element in the population.



Select k number of solutions according to their fitness
values.

Using roulette wheel selection, k number of solutions are
selected randomly according to their fitness values.

vector. The new candidate formation using (2) is performed
once in every two generations of the candidate vector.
Core level 2 is implemented for the next generation of the
new candidate by using the following expression:

xj

new

 1   xS , j  xrand ,
new

where, x j

(3)

is the jth component of the new candidate vector,

α is a random number in the uniformly distributed interval
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[0, 1],

xS , j is

TABLE I.

the jth component of the randomly selected S

vector from the population and x rand is a randomly obtained
number in the related domain which is calculated using (1). In
new
the Core level 2, new vector x j
can be obtained by
applying in three different methods.
1) Only one of the randomly selected components of
is updated.

xS

2) The k number of components in the range of
1<
k < D are updated where the number of k is selected
randomly.

Function
name

THE SELECTED BENCHMARK FUNCTIONS USED IN
EXPERIMENTS

Function expression
n

Sphere

3) All of the components of
are updated by their
linear combination with random numbers.
For each core level 2 application, only one of these
methods is performed and this selection is done recursively.


Replacement of the new candidate solution with the
parent vector, if the fitness value of the new candidate
is better.

The fitness of new vector is compared with the fitness of
the worst parent solution vector in the population. If the
fitness of new vector is better than fitness of the worst parent
solution vector, then the new vector replaces with the worst
parent solution vector in order to advance to the next
generation. This can be expressed as follows:
 x new if fitness ( x new )  fitness ( x worst )
x worst  
.
otherwise.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Testing with benchmark functions
In this section, COLA is applied to 12 well-known
benchmark functions to demonstrate its performance. These
functions are taken from literature and they have been widely
used for testing of optimization problems [31]. The selected
benchmark functions are shown in Table 1. Among these
functions, the first seven functions are unimodal functions and
the following five functions are multimodal functions. For
unimodal functions, convergence rates are the distinguishing
characterictics of the optimization algorithms rather then final
results. However, for multimodal functions, due to the many
optimum points of problems, the final result obtained by
algorithm is significant. The presented experimental results
are average, standard deviation and the best value of the
functions. All values are gathered over 40 independent runs.
Average value indicates the solution quality, standard
deviation value specifies the stability of the algorithm for
undergoing random operations and the best value simply
expresses the closest result to the optimal solution out of 40
independent runs.
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The steps will be repeated until the stopping criterion is
met.
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Population size is fixed to 100, dimension is set to 30 and
the number of function evaluations is set to 10000 for all
benchmark functions. The algorithm continues until the
stopping condition is met.
The results obtained for the listed functions above are
given in Table 2. In this table, it is aimed to observe the
performance of COLA for different k parameter values in the
set {3, 4, 5} and a random selection of k from the same set for
each iteration.
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TABLE II.
THE DESCRIPTIVE VALUES OF BENCHMARK FUNCTIONS BY
SELECTED NUMBER OF K PARAMETER AMONG THE PARENT VECTORS

0.0035
Rosenbrock Avg

0.003

Schwefel
2.22
Schwefel
1.2
Schwefel
2.21
Rosenbrock

Step

Quartic

Schwefel

Rastrigin

Ackley

Griewank

Penalized

Avg
Best
Stdev
Avg
Best
Stdev
Avg
Best
Stdev
Avg
Best
Stdev
Avg
Best
Stdev
Avg
Best
Stdev
Avg
Best
Stdev
Avg
Best
Stdev
Avg
Best
Stdev
Avg
Best
Stdev
Avg
Best
Stdev
Avg
Best
Stdev

k=4

k=5

k = rand[3-5]

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.002908
2.92E-27
0.007363
0
0
0
0
0
0
-12569.5
-12569.5
0
0
0
0
-1.4E-16
-1.4E-16
0
0
0
0
3.67E-6
1.36E-22

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.000315
2.92E-27
0.000647
0
0
0
0
0
0
-12569.5
-12569.5
0
0
0
0
-1.4E-16
-1.4E-16
0
0
0
0
2.58E-6
1.36E-22

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.002061
2.92E-27
0.000228
0
0
0
0
0
0
-12569.5
-12569.5
0
0
0
0
-1.4E-16
-1.4E-16
0
0
0
0
2.18E-6
1.36E-22

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.92E-4
2.92E-27
0.000227
0
0
0
0
0
0
-12569.5
-12569.5
0
0
0
0
-1.4E-16
-1.4E-16
0
0
0
0
1.74E-6
1.36E-22

3.2E-06

1.38E-6

1.09E-6

8.43E-7

It can be observed from the results in Table 2, except
Rosenbrock, Ackley and Penalized functions, all other
functions are converged to their optimal values regardless of
selection of k. Moreover, when the results of Rosenbrock and
Penalized functions are investigated, instead of selecting k
parameter as a fixed number, the selection of it randomly in
given interval for each iteration decreases the average and
standard deviation values. This is the indication of better
solution quality and faster convergence speed of the algorithm
under the random selection of k parameter in the given
interval. For these two functions, the average and standard
deviation are shown for different values of k in Fig. 2 and 3,
respectively.
The figures illustrate that selecting parameter k randomly
in a given interval for each iteration presents better results. It
is obvious that COLA performs effectively to reach to the
optimum points of Rosenbrock and Schwefel functions. Since
the control parameter k is randomized in the given interval,
COLA performs efficiently by using only a single control
parameter which is np; the number of elements in the
population.

Penalized Avg

0.0025

Average Value

Sphere

k=3

0.002

0.0015
0.001

0.0005
0
3

4

parameter k

5

rand[3-5]

Fig. 2. Average function values obtained for Rosenbrock and Penalized
functions for different values of k parameter.
0.01
Rosenbrock Stdev
Standard Deviation Value

10000
function evaluations

0.008
Penalized Stdev

0.006
0.004
0.002
0
3

4

parameter k

5

rand[3-5]

Fig. 3. Standard deviation of function values obtained for Rosenbrock and
Penalized functions for different values of k parameter.

In order to verify the advantage of COLA over some
effective evolutionary algorithms which are Differential
Evolution, Particle Swarm Optimization and Harmony Search
algorithms, it is compared for the multimodal benchmark
functions under the same conditions. These comparative
results are presented in Table 3. The results for DE, PSO and
HS algorithms are taken from the previously reported work
[32]. Since the global optimum point is located in many local
optimum points, it is quite challenging to reach the global
optimum of given multimodal functions. It is also known that
the solution quality of the last value achieved by an algorithm
is a distinguishing characteristic especially for multimodal
functions. Therefore, a comparison analysis is performed only
for the multimodal functions. It can be seen from Table 3 that
COLA optimizes the multimodal functions with a good
convergence rate, while the others are away from the global
points of the functions even after 10000 number of function
evaluations.
B. Microwave Models
Importance of optimization and computer design has been
realized for many years. One of the earliest papers on the area
of optimization methods for microwave circuits was Bandler
and Macdonald’s work [33], [34]. A classical paper on the
analysis part of microwave circuits in computer aided design
was introduced by Monaco and Tiberio [35].
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TABLE III.

COMPARATIVE VALUES OF ALGORITHMS FOR MULTIMODAL
FUNCTIONS.

Function name
Schwefel

Rastrigin

Ackley

Griewank

Penalized

COLA

DE

PSO

HS

Avg

-12569.5

-7485.74

-8531.08

-12554.6

Best

-12569.5

-8128.58

-10353.9

-12566.1

Stdev

0

270.62

949.247

28.8299

Avg

0

137.899

46.3655

18.1256

Best

0

126.013

19.0816

12.7443

Stdev

0

6.6812

17.416

3.41769

Avg

-1.4E-16

16.7758

2.86698

1.09805

Fig. 4. Microwave Tapered matching network.

Best

-1.4E-16

15.1746

0.65150

0.56317

Stdev

0

0.75719

1.01934

0.29879

Avg

0

1.53190

0.39352

1.04977

Best

0

1.29684

0.05316

0.56317

Stdev
Avg

0
1.74E-6

0.19544
5.08107

0.31861
4.36306

0.0222
0.29210

Best

1.36E-22

2.79334

0.37862

0.04269

Stdev

8.43E-7

2.13136

2.94708

0.24432

As can be seen from Fig. 4, the tapered line in this model
of study consists of a series of λ/4 transmission lines. This
type of configuration can be used to achieve a match for real
loads. In the model,100Ω load is matched to a 50Ω line using
a series of cascaded three transmission lines of a quarter
wavelength long. Starting from the load higher impedance
transmission lines exist and as moving along the tapered line,
lower impedance transmission lines are obtained. The
objective function of this circuit is given as below:

In this paper, different methods used in the analysis
programs of linear circuits in frequency domain were
described. Also, determination of sensitivity and convenience
of using one or the other method in relation to the number of
parameters and different analysis methods were explained.
Different methodology which used the combination of
experimental design and computer-aided design was
demonstrated in [36]. In 2002, computer-aided design
summary of works to date is included as a survey paper [37].
It is also indicated that there are three essential reasons for
simulation of radio frequency and microwave circuits; to
understand the physics of a complex system of interacting
elements, to test new concepts and to optimize the designs.
Over the years many papers for the computer aided design or
optimization of microwave circuits can be found. Recently a
new technique for rapid multi-objective optimization of the
compact microwave passive components was presented [38],
[39].
C. Microwave Tapered Matching Circuit Design
Microwave matching networks are important in the design
of many different types of microwave circuitry. Only with
proper matching such a circuit can attain maximum power
transfer and eliminate the reflection. In microwave matching
circuit design, especially when one needs to match real load
impedances, one of the most useful network is a tapered
microwave matching network which can be considered as a
series of cascaded quarter wavelength transmission lines. The
design for tapered lines is usually done by using computer
algorithms for continuous sections [40], [41]. For this kind of
structure design optimization using nature-inspired
metaheuristic methods, namely, particle swarm optimization,
was done [10]. An example circuit is shown in Fig. 4.

2

f (Z1 , Z 2 , Z3 ) 

1  Z1  Z3 
 50,
100  Z 2 

(5)

Where, the values of parameters, which are the
characteristic impedances, Z1, Z2 and Z3 must to be found also
with the condition that Z3<Z2<Z1 and the values are restricted
to be in the range [0-100]. In order to observe the performance
of COLA on this microwave circuit, 40 independent runs were
performed. For each run, 1000 function evaluations were
executed to obtain values of Z1, Z2 and Z3 that provide optimal
value of function (5). From the performed 40 independent
trials, a sample of five impedence values (Ω) are shown in
Table 4.
The reflection coefficient obtained by using first and the
second trial values are plotted in Fig. 5 for the design
frequency of 5 GHz to demonstrate the impedance values. As
it can be seen in Fig. 5, reflection coefficient values are
around – 35 dB and below at 5 GHz, which indicates a good
matching. This indicates that the values obtained by COLA
are all correct yielding proper designs at the end.
TABLE IV.

IMPEDENCE VALUES FOR FIVE INDEPENDENT TRIALS

Z1 (Ω)

Z2 (Ω)

Z3 (Ω)

Trial 1

81.809594

50.364347

43.531533

Trial 2

93.715554

63.237186

47.714004

Trial 3

82.929957

61.988993

52.855251

Trial 4

82.588533

66.591554

57.014379

Trial 5

92.639060

57.197776

43.658620
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Frequency (GHz)
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Fig. 6. Microwave amplifier design illustration.

-70

This expression depends on transistor s-parameters: S11,
S12, S21 and S22. The reflection parameters are ΓS and ΓL for
source and load respectively. Expressions for ΓS and ΓL and
Z1, Z2, Z3 and Z4 were derived in [9] and are as follows:

-80
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Fig. 5. Reflection coefficient values for two different trial sets.

Another aspect that needs to be analyzed is the sensitivity
analysis of the obtained results using the algorithm. Simple
5% error is introduced to the obtained values to see how the
design is affected. In this case it is observed that there is not a
change in design operating frequency since the lengths are not
different. The reflection value is worse, however still lower
than -25 dB which yields a reasonable match since the
reflection coefficient value is very low.
D. Microwave Amplifier Design
Amplification is necessary for most of the electronic
circuits and for microwave circuit systems. Nowadays, with
the development of transistor technology, all microwave
amplifiers use transistor devices which are more reliable and
rugged. The main advantage of using transistor devices is that
they can easily be integrated into monolithic circuits. Design
of amplifiers in general requires the matching network design
for input and output parts of the network. If the work is done
by hand, first the stability of the transistor is checked and
drawing the Gain Circles and selecting optimum points, one
can perform the design operation using Smith Chart. This
process can be performed by using metaheuristic algorithms
especially the nature-inspired metaheuristic algorithms.
Similar works, using metaheuristic algorithms to solve
amplifier design problems, were performed by the following
researchers for the given specific problems [9], [42]-[46].
Simple two-port microwave network which produces
amplification with a proper design is shown in Fig. 6.
In the Fig. 6, there are two matching nework designs that
should be done simultaneously to achieve the desired gain.
The overall design also needs a compromise in gain and in
return loss at the same time. The design in this case is the
design of two impedance matching networks to achieve the
desired gain goal. In other words, the design requires finding
the proper lengths of transmission lines d 1, d2, l1 and l2 at the
central operation frequency. The power function that needs to
be optimized is given by the following expression:



S21 1  S
2

GT 

2

1   
2

L

1  S11S 1  S22L   S12S21S L  2

 16.

(6)

S 

Z2  1
,
Z2  1

L 

Z4 1
,
Z4 1

(7)

(8)

Z2 

Re(Z1 )  j ( Zo tan( d1 )  Im( Z1 ))
,
Zo  Im( Z1 ) tan( d1 )  j Re(Z1 ) tan( d1 )

Z1 

jZo tan(l1 )
,
1  j tan(l1 )

(10)

Z4 

Re(Z 3 )  j ( Zo tan( d 2 )  Im( Z 3 ))
,
Zo  Im( Z 3 ) tan( d 2 )  j Re(Z 3 ) tan( d 2 )

(11)

jZo tan( l 2 )
,
1  j tan( l 2 )

(12)

Z3 

(9)

Where, Zo is the characteristic impedance of the
transmission line. In our design, transistor FHX35X,
manufactured by Fujitsu Cooperation was used. With the
chosen s-parameters, the design was centered at frequency of
10 GHz. The design was optimized to get a gain of 16, which
in decibels is 12 dB. The characteristics were gathered over 40
independent runs. Each run had 1000 function evaluations.
The values for d1, d2, l1 and l2 were restricted to be range [0,
2π]. These values for d1, d2, l1 and l2 were obtained in terms of
radians and five of them were tabulated in Table 5. In
addition, a microwave simulator was used to obtain
characteristics. Fig. 7 demonstrates results of Trial 1 for gain
and reflection values.
The plot shows S11 and S22 which are the reflections in the
ports 1 and 2, respectively and S21 which is the transmission
from port 1 to 2. In this case, gain value is S21 value. In a
design, especially at the design frequency S11 and S22 values
should be minimized and if possible S11 and S22 values should
be kept below 0 dB at all times to avoid oscillations. It is seen
that this is roughly happening all throughout the band of
observation from 7 GHz to 13 GHz.
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TABLE V.

A SAMPLE SOLUTION SET FOR DIFFERENT NUMBER OF
TRIALS

Trial 1

d1
4.279915

d2
4.826180

l1
5.600057

l2
5.307381

Trial 2

1.077591

3.406553

2.602834

4.395524

Trial 3

0.905713

1.858479

2.642391

2.087756

Trial 4

0.069484

4.511318

0.641231

2.218899

Trial 5

3.332904

3.381557

3.622599

1.301090

design problems. The results obtained for benchmark
functions indicate that COLA provides better solution quality
than the analyzed algorithms and its convergence speed is
fairly good even for the first stages of optimization such as
10000 function evaluations. The results for microwave circuits
obtained by COLA are verified by microwave simulators and
it is seen that it produces accurate results. It is studied that the
control parameter k is randomized in given interval produces
better results. Therefore, COLA uses only one control
parameter np which is not necessary to be well tuned for the
problems studied in this paper. The number of population np
is fixed to 100 for all the problems in this study. In other
words, it can be considered that the algorithm is almost
parameter free which can be used for any problem without
tuning any control parameter. This advantage of the algorithm
makes it very practical to be used for any real case problems.

Gain and Reflection Coefficient (dB)

20
10
0

According to these results, it can be concluded that the
solution quality of the algorithm is better than the analyzed
algorithms and also is quite robust even though there is no
parameter to be tuned. The algorithm COLA can be suggested
as a candidate for optimization problems including real case
problems from different fields. As future work, a new research
can be done to compare COLA with recent hybrid
optimization algorithms.

-10
-20
-30

S11

S22

S21

-40
-50
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Frequency (GHz)

[2]

Fig. 7. Gain and reflection coefficient values of Trial 1 for the amplifier
design.

At the design frequency S11 value is -8 dB and S22 value is
-11 dB. The gain value is also at 12 dB. A sensitivity test is
also performed to see if the values produced by the algorithm
are sensitive to errors. 3% error is introduced to all of the
length values, the overall gain dropped to 10.77 dB; however
the simulation indicated that the transistor is stable. When a
5% error is introduced to all of the length values, the
maximum gain dropped from 12 dB to 9.82 dB which is not a
very desirable feature. However this kind of result is expected,
since the gain performance in the model relies on correct
transmission line lengths and introducing a 5% error in all
lengths is actually a significant change in the design. These
results overall indicate that COLA performed efficiently and it
can be a good candidate of optimization algorithm for
designing a stable amplifer.
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Abstract—This paper presents an Arabic-compliant part-ofspeech (POS) tagging scheme based on using atomic tag markers
that are grouped together using brackets. This scheme promotes
the speedy production of annotations while preserving the
richness of resultant annotations. The proposed scheme is
comprised of two main elements, a new tokenization approach
and a custom tool that enables the semi-automatic
implementation of this scheme. The proposed model can serve in
many scenarios where the user is in a need for better Arabic
support and more control over the Part-of-Speech tagging
process. This scheme was used to annotate sample narratives and
it demonstrated capability and adaptability while addressing the
various distinguishing features of Arabic language including its
unique declension system. It also sets new baselines that are
prospect for further exploration by future efforts.
Keywords—Arabic natural language processing (ANLP); partof-speech (POS) tagging; part-of-speech tokenization scheme;
morpho-syntactic tagging; Arabic declension system

I.

INTRODUCTION

Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging is the process of classifying
and labeling words in a sentence according to their
grammatical categories, i.e., verbs, nouns, particles, … etc.
[1]. It is considered as an important step in many Natural
Language Processing (NLP) implementations [2] as it deliver
a layer of abstraction over the vast variances of the lexical,
syntactic and semantic content of natural language. This
generalization process renders that vast amount of knowledge
into controllable artifacts that are valuable for many related
implementations.
In contrast to other languages, Arabic has several
distinguishing and challenging features, more importantly, its
rich morphology and highly inflectional nature. A single
Arabic word can bear more meaning than it’s English
counterparts [3]. Therefore and more often, information is
either lost or misrepresented using the conventional Part-ofSpeech tagging schemes. Moreover, there is a noticeable
shortage in terms of standards related to Arabic Part-ofSpeech tagging schemes, whether for the used tagsets or for
the tokenization process [4], [5].
To assist in mitigating some of these challenges, we
propose a new Part-of-Speech tagging scheme that can
provide rich annotations while being simpler and less
demanding than the detailed parsing of corpora, which is
cumbersome and time consuming [6]. The scheme we are
proposing is based on using tagsets of atomic tag markers that

can be aggregated and grouped together using brackets.
Having such arrangements, users are provided with
fundamental baselines that enable them to seamlessly
commence with a rich morpho-syntactic annotation process
for Arabic text.
The contributions of this work includes the definition of a
declension system ( )َظبو االػشاةcomplaint morpho-syntactic
tagging scheme that promotes simplicity, clarity and agility of
the produced annotations as well as the tagging process itself.
Further, to the best of our knowledge, this is one of the rare
studies that surveys Arabic Part-of-Speech tagging schemes
and discusses their pros and cons. This important subject
needs further investigation due to the unique linguistic
features of Arabic language, while most related work
concentrates on establishing rule-based or statistical motivated
Part-of-Speech taggers and morphology analyzers.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we
present a brief introduction about the distinguishing features
of Arabic language. In Section III, we discuss the related
previous work. Section IV presents some of the challenges
that are related to the conventional Arabic Part-of-Speech
tagging schemes. In Section V, the proposed tagging scheme
is presented in more detail. Section VI presents the custom
annotation tool. Section VII presents a sample narrative
annotated using the proposed scheme and finally in Section
VIII we present the conclusion and the suggested future work.
II.

ARABIC DISTINGUISHING FEATURES

Arabic is a Semitic language spoken by over 300 million
speakers in 22 Arabic countries, it has a liturgical importance
as it is the language of Quran, the Holy book for over 1.2
billion Muslims around the world [7].
In contrast to many other languages i.e. Indo-European
languages, Arabic has many distinguishing features. These
features are related to its rich morphology, highly inflectional
nature, subject dropping, free words order, short vowels
omission, large lexicon and vocabulary and many others [8],
[9]. Accordingly, it is quite often challenging to identify the
correct Part-of-Speech of a given word under a certain
context.
The rich morphology of Arabic can be related to its
template nature where new words are derived from root ones
by applying a set of fixed patterns. In addition, Arabic has a
concatenate nature where words (nouns and verbs) are
inflected to indicate different senses. For example, Arabic
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nouns can be inflected to indicate number (singular, dual,
plural), gender (masculine, feminine), definiteness (definite,
indefinite) and case (nominative, accusative, genitive) as well
as possession. Similarly, Arabic verbs are inflected to indicate
aspect (perfective, imperfective, imperative), voice (active,
passive), tense (past, present, future), mood (indicative,
subjunctive, jussive), subject (person, number, gender) as well
as object clitics. In addition, Arabic words can be prefixed
with functional morphemes (single particles or prepositions)
to indicate various senses (causality, conjunctions, assertion,
inquiry, association … etc.).
To demonstrate the richness of Arabic language and the
amount and diversity of information that can be convoyed in a
single word, we consider the surface word (wa sa nokhberu
hum, ٔسُخجشْى, and we shall inform them) as an example. This
single word is comprised of the following constituents:


The proclitic morpheme (wa, ٔ, and) which indicates
coordinating conjunction.



The proclitic morpheme (sa, ط, shall) which indicates
a future event.



The inflection particle (nun, ٌ) which indicates first
voice plural speaker (us).



The stem (khabara, خجش, tell) which is the verb itself.



Finally, the enclitic morphemes (hum,  ْى, them) which
is an attached pronoun that indicates a plural object of
the verb.

In [10], the author provides a more detailed discussion
about Arabic morphology and its distinguishing features.
Nevertheless, annotating the previous sample word with a
verb marker (VB) according to its grammatical category shall
waste numerous information. Therefore, a viable Arabic partof-speech tagging scheme has to possess the capacity to
address Arabic distinguishing features and to accurately
classify Arabic words without losing information or creating
ambiguities. In order to be able to support the distinguishing
features of Arabic language, the required part-of-speech
tagging scheme has to be able to fully support Arabic’s
declension system ()َظبو االػشاة.
In the next section, we present a brief discussion about the
related previous work and highlight their main challenges.
III.

RELATED WORK

A limited number of part-of-speech Taggers were
presented for Arabic language [11]. Generally, these
automated taggers can be classified under three main schemes:
the statistical-based schemes, the rule-based schemes and the
hybrid ones [2]. More importantly, reviewing the previous
related work, we noticed an overlapping between part-ofspeech tagging and morphology analyses process. For
example, Stanford NLP toolkit uses the reduced Penn tagset,
while others like the Buckwalter AraMorph incorporates the
syntactic category of a given word within the generated
morphology analyses results.
Nevertheless, in this work, we are interested in the part-ofspeech annotating scheme and format that was implemented

by every one of these tools. We start our listing with an early
effort that was presented by [12] who introduced a hybrid
algorithm for Arabic part-of-speech tagging. That algorithm
used a custom tagset comprised of (130) fixed morphosyntactic markers that were defined based on Arabic grammar
rules. Each marker identifies the grammatical category and the
inflections of a given word. For example, a perfect verb in the
second person masculine plural form is annotated using the
(VPPl2M) marker and a singular masculine accusative definite
adjective is annotated using the (NACSgMAD) marker.
An interesting tagging scheme was presented in Arabic
Treebank (ATB) project [13]. That tagging scheme was based
on the well-known rule-based Buckwalter Arabic Morphology
Analyzer (BAMA) [14]. (BAMA) uses around (70) basic tag
markers that can be combined together to form a larger
number of composite tags. For example, in (BAMA), the
(IV_PASS) marker indicates imperfective passive verb, three
types of information are aggregated together in that composite
tag, i.e., imperfect, passive and verb. (BAMA) include tags for
indicating person, voice, mood and aspect for verbs, and
gender and number for their subjects. It also includes gender,
number, case and state for different types of nominals [5].
Another important tagging scheme was introduced by the
Prague Arabic Dependency Treebank (PADT) project that was
presented in [15]. In that work, a multi-level annotation
scheme for a selected corpus was implemented. The first level
of annotation involved the morphology analyses of Arabic
words. For that part, a morphology compliant tagset was used
to construct a (15) slots structure covering the various
morphological aspects of a given word i.e. gender, number,
person, aspect … etc. In PADT, a single character represented
each morphology feature. A challenge in (PADT) tagging
scheme was that the meaning of the same character might
differ according to a specific internal structuring procedure.
For example, the letter (P) on the second position is to be read
as Passive Particle if it was preceded by an (N, Noun), and as
a Perfect if it was preceded by a (V, Verb). This arrangement
requires specialized skills and knowledge to able to use and
interpret (PADT) tagging scheme [16].
Similarly, CATiB project [17] presented an Arabic
Treebanking scheme that was designed with the motivation of
providing rich annotations while being simpler than other
similar efforts i.e. ATB and PADT. The focus of CATiB was
primarily on the speedy production of the manually annotated
corpus while the inspiration was not to duplicate information
that could be extracted or indicated by other means, i.e., by
syntactic analysis. Consequently, CATiB introduced a
succinct (POS) tagset comprised of (6) POS tags which are:
NOM for nominals. PROP for proper nouns, VRB for activevoice verbs, and VRB-PASS for passive- voice verbs, PRT for
particles and PNX for punctuations. Other markers were
identified for the deeper level of syntactic-motivated
annotations.
In [18], authors presented a functional based (POS) tagset
where words are tokenized and (POS) tagged based on their
grammatical functions rather than their morpho-syntactic
structure. For example, the sentence (شحٛصيبَٓب خهصذ انًس, the
march must have finished) is labeled as a modal (MD)
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although the direct (POS) for the Arabic word (ٌصيب, Time) is
(NN, Noun).

linguistic perspective, we concluded to the following list of
observations:

A relatively recent effort was introduced by [11] who
presented a systematic scheme for establishing Arabic
compliant tagsets. In that work, a three level categorization of
Arabic morpho-syntactic tagsets was defined. The first level
was comprised of 7 tags, the inner level included 23 tags while
lower level included 54 tags. Accordingly, the user of the
system can use the depth of tagging that can better address his
needs.

a) There is no standardized or a community adopted
(POS) scheme for Arabic language. Our examination revealed
that different (POS) tagsets were used by different (POS)
taggers; some of these tagsets were generalized while others
were more detailed to better address Arabic distinguishing
features. The observation was also noted by [4]. Similarly, the
tokenization scheme of the tag markers is also different in
each tool.

Finally, [2] and [5] presented interesting reviews on
Arabic part-of-speech taggers and tagsets where the former
concentrated on tagsets while the later presented a listing of
the most prominent taggers along with a discussion about their
challenges and limitations.
IV.

CHALLENGES RELATED TO THE EXISTING ARABIC
(POS) SCHEMES

The review process that was presented in the previous
section revealed several challenges and limitations that are
related to the existing tagging schemes. To further assess these
schemes, we examined a number of the accessible taggers and
morphology analyzer which included Stanford NLP toolkit
[19], NLTK toolkit [20], AL-Khalil morphology analyzer [3],
BAMA morphology analyzer [14] as well as MADAMIRA
[21] and SAFAR platforms [22]. Table 1 below presents a
listing of the results that were captured while examining these
tools over a sample sentence. Analyzing the results from a
TABLE I.
Arabic
Sentence
English
Translation

Buckwalter
Transliteration
Stanford NLP
Al-Khalil

BAMA

SAFAR

MADAMIRA

b) The accuracy of the examined (POS) taggers was
questionable. For example, Stanford NLP produced numerous
errors in the generated tagging such as the noun (ّكشر, his ball)
which was annotated as (NNP) or a proper noun. Similarly,
and for a different sample sentence, MADAMIRA identified
the word (شؼش, felt) as a noun (poetry) rather than a verb, also
the verb (حضش, came) was identified as a verb inflected for
third person singular masculine while the correct
interpretation according to the context was a third person
plural masculine. Likewise, the verb (خذػزكى. I deceived you)
was identified as a verb inflected with a third person singular
feminine subject while it was masculine according to the
context. Moreover, the library failed to analyze some words
e.g. (ٍٛيسشػ, in a hurry) which were tagged as NOANALYSIS.

ANALYSIS RESULTS OF ARABIC (POS) TAGGERS AND MORPHOLOGY ANALYZERS FOR A SAMPLE SENTENCE

ٔسكم

ّكشر

فبرجٓذ

َحٕ انضجبج

ّفحطًز

and he
hit/inflected as
Singular
Masculine
Subject
Inflection
wrkl

his ball/ attached possession
pronoun

So it went
Singular Feminine
Subject Inflection

towards the
window/glass

so it broke it/inflected as Singular
Feminine Subject + Singular
Masculine Object

krth

fitajahat

naHow AlzujAj

fHTmt

ٔسكم/VBD

ّكشر/NN

ّ فحطًز/VBD

12
solutions,
verbs
and
gerunds
2
solutions
including
VERB_PERFE
CT
and
NOUN
7
solutions,
different
subjects
inflections

17 solutions, verbs, nouns and
gerunds

5 solutions, verbs

َٕح/NN
انضجبج/DTNN
15 solutions for
both

6 solutions, NOUN

6 solutions including
VERB_PERFECT
With different subject
inflections

4 solutions for
naHowa and 5
solutions for
AlzujAj

9 solutions
VERB_PERFECT
Different Subject
inflections

15 solutions, different subjects and
objects inflections

4 solutions, different
subject inflections

14 solutions for
naHowa and 17
solutions for Al
zujAj

12 solutions, different subjects
and objects inflections

wa/CONJ+rakal
/PV+a/PVSUFF
_SUBJ:3MS

kur/NOUN+ap/NSUFF_FEM_SG
+a/CASE_DEF_ACC+hu/POSS_
PRON_3MS

fa/CONJ+{it~ajah/PV+
at/PVSUFF_SUBJ:3FS

naHowa/PREP
Al/DET+zujAj/NO
UN+a/CASE_DEF
_ACC

fa/CONJ+HaT~am/PV+at/PVSU
FF_SUBJ:3FS+hu/PVSUFF_DO:
3MS

فبرجٓذ/VBD

c) Some of the examined tools were not suitable for
automated (POS) processing as they generate all the possible

13 solutions, verbs and gerunds

and

Object

interpretations for a given word. This observation was noticed
in BAMA and AL-Khalil morphology analyzers. Moreover,
Al-Khalil does not employ any (POS) tokenization scheme,
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rather, it generates all its results in plan Arabic text according
to Arabic declension system, this features makes it unsuitable
for any integration potentials.
d) Some of the investigated tools, i.e., SAFAR were a
collection of other tools that were aggregated and compiled
under a single platform. These tools were not stand-alone
products by themselves and they did not introduce any
original add-ins in terms of the Part-of-Speech tagging
functionalities.
e) In many situations, words were tagged with an overly
generalized version of tag markers where useful information
was lost. This can be witnessed in Stanford (POS) tagger that
employs the English Penn Treebank tagset for annotating
Arabic words. That tagset lacks Arabic morphology features.
Similarly, useful information is wasted as the examined tools
are not fully compliant with Arabic declension system ( َظبو
)االػشاة. For example, gender information proper nouns, some
adjectives and nouns were not included. Likewise, functional
characters have an important role in Arabic language, yet the
functional specificity for some Arabic particles was neglected
such as the conditional (ارا, if).
f) The number of basic tag markers and the number of
their possible combinations can reach large amounts that can
complicate the tagging process. In [23], the authors identified
over (2000) markers for Arabic while the combination of these
markers can theoretically reach (33000) different tag
combination [24].
g) Overlapping and duplications can be witnessed in
some of the existing tagging schemes. Such overlapping can
complicate string-based matching over the Part-of-Speech
strings. For example, in the Penn Treebank tag markers
presented below, we notice that the concept of feminine
gender is represented using the single character (F), yet this
same character appears as part of the (PVSUFF) marker in the
same string.
VERB_PASSIVE+PVSUFF_SUBJ:3FS
VERB_PASSIVE+PVSUFF_SUBJ:3FS
VERB_PASSIVE+PVSUFF_SUBJ:3MP
The same remark can be observed for the singular number
marker (S) and the plural (P) as they overlap with characters
in the word (PASSIVE).
h) In addition, we can observe that the same concept
might be represented using different markers within the same
scheme. For example, the tags markers presented below
demonstrate how the singular number was represented using
(SG) in the first sample and using an (S) in the second.
ADJ+NSUFF_FEM_SG
IV3FS+VERB_IMPERFECT
The same is true for the feminine gender markers i.e. the
(F) and (FEM). Such inconsistency can create confusion
during the use of the markers and weakens the scheme’s
standardization potentials.

i) For generating morpho-syntactic tagging, it is
required that we perform a full tokenization for sentences
prior to the tagging process. Such requirement might be
cumbersome and time consuming and it should be useful if we
can develop a simpler scheme that can replace the explicit
tokenization with an implicit one as the missing information
can be recovered using algorithmic measures.
j) Considering the previously discussed challenges and
limitations, manual intervention is often required to fine-tune
the automatically generated annotations. This intervention is
required to verify and/or extend the generated annotations and
to validate their accuracy and adequacy for further stages of
processing, which brings us to another challenge in this
respect and that is the scarcity of available and accessible
annotation tools that can enable and facilitate such functions
of manual intervention.
In the next section, we present our proposed (POS) tagging
scheme which might assist in addressing some of the
aforementioned challenges as well as setting new perspectives
for further exploration in future.
V.

THE PROPOSED TAGGING SCHEME

In this section, we present the proposed part-of-speech
tagging scheme including its objectives, design principles, the
initial tagset, the tagging process as well as the custom tool
that was prepared to enable this scheme.
A. Objectives and Design Principles of the Proposed
Scheme
The main objective of the proposed tagging scheme was to
provide users with initial baselines that enable them to
implement a rich morpho-syntactic declension-system
compliant annotation for Arabic words in a clear, simple and
agile manner. Using this scheme, users can experiment with
different tag markers that are more compliant with Arabic
language, and would be able to examine their influence on
different Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications e.g.
Information Extraction, Text Translation, Text Summarization
… etc.
The clarity, simplicity and agility of the proposed scheme
were established by allowing users to commence with the
annotation process without the need for the explicit
tokenization of words. Rather, the tokenization is achieved
using different brackets as shall be presented later. The
inspiration for this arrangement was motivated by the tagging
scheme that was presented in [17]. In that work, the speedy
production of annotations was enabled by eliminating the
annotation of information that could be extracted by other
means. For instance, case markers for nominals could be
identified from syntax, therefore, the Part-of-Speech
annotation scheme presented in [17] did not include such
markers in its tagset.
The morpho-syntactic richness of the annotations is
enabled by the support of different categories of tag markers
that are compliant with Arabic declension system, this
includes lexical categories of words; morphology related
markers, functional markers as well as declension system
specific ones.
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To enable the aforementioned objectives, the proposed
scheme was based on the following design principles:

that are related to Arabic language e.g. (Kana and its sisters,
)كبٌ ٔأخٕارٓب.

a) All the defined tag markers in the scheme were
standalone and atomic. Each marker is self-explaining and
self-contained and clearly defines a single concept e.g. gender,
number, case, mood…etc. This design principle promotes the
clarity of markers and ensures that no duplication or
overlapping between markers can occur. For example, if a
marker indicates a certain concept e.g. FEM for feminine
gender, this same marker will be used for all words categories
that might be inflected to indicate gender i.e. nouns, verbs,
adjectives, pronouns, relative pronouns…etc. No other marker
will be used for the same concept regardless of the word
category. Therefore, the challenges that were stated in items
g)) and h)) of section IV cannot occur.
b) Composite markers are established as aggregates of
the basic and atomic ones. For instance, a plural noun is
represented using the (NN) marker and the (PLR) marker, not
with a single marker i.e. (NNS), for both concepts. This design
principle preserves clarity and allows extendibility using clear
composition of markers; it also facilitates string-based
matching operations that can be implemented over part-ofspeech annotations.

C. The Proposed Tokenization Scheme
A main objective of the proposed model was to better
support Arabic declension system i.e. ( )َظبو االػشاةwhere the
user is able to employ adequate combination of markers that
can better satisfy his needs and his language proficiency.

B. Initial (POS) Tagset
The definition of a coherent Arabic-compliant tagset is out
of the scope of our current work. In [11] and [25], the authors
provided interesting guidelines that can assist in defining an
Arabic-compliant tagset in a more systematic manner.

To demonstrate the proposed bracketing scheme, we
consider the sample surface word that was presented in
Section 2 (wa sa nokhberu hum, ٔسُخجشْى, and we shall inform
them). Using the proposed scheme, this single word is
annotated as following:

Nevertheless, for assessing our proposed model, we
established an initial tagset to demonstrate the capability of
the scheme and the diversity of markers that it can seamlessly
support. This initial tagset (presented in Appendix A) classify
the tag markers according to the following categories:

 {RP+WA+CC}: The proclitic morpheme (wa, ٔ, and)
which indicates coordinating conjunction particle.



Lexical markers:

This category includes the basic grammatical classification
of words according to Arabic language rules. This includes the
classification of nominals, verbs and particles, the three main
Arabic word types along with their direct subsets.


Morphology related markers:

This includes the markers that identify affixations and
inflections related to nouns and verbs.


Functional markers:

Functional markers include the tags that indicate the
functional role of a given lexical entity. This includes senses
of causality, modality, time and space relations, assertion,
confirmation, negation, sequencing and conjunction
coordination as well as others.


Arabic declension system:

This category includes markers that are related to case
definitions for Arabic nouns and mood definitions for Arabic
verbs, as well as other features that signals specific insights

Having an extended and diverse tag set, it was important to
define an adaptive, dynamic and flexible tokenization scheme
that can utilize these diverse markers in a simple, clear and
agile manner.
Two types of brackets were employed to establish the
proposed tokenization scheme, the round brackets or
parenthesis “( )” and the braces or the curly brackets “{ }”.
Using these brackets, different levels of grouping and
hierarchies could be established to annotate different word
categories. The parentheses are used to establish word level
groupings while the curly brackets are used to create token
level annotations. This arrangement combines concepts from
conventional Part-of-Speech tagging, morphology analysis as
well as syntactic tree parsing as a single Arabic word can
encompass a multi-token paragraph according to its
morphology.

 {RP+SA+FTR}: The proclitic morpheme (sa,  ط, shall)
which indicates a future event particle.
 {PLRL+stV}: The inflection particle (nun, ٌ) which
indicates first voice plural speaker (us).
 {VB}: The stem (khabara, خجش, tell) which is the verb
itself.
 {PRN+SFX_OBJ+PLRL+MSC}:
The
enclitic
morphemes (hum, ْى, them) which is an attached
pronoun that indicates a plural masculine object.
While the composite tag for this word is defined as
following:
({RP+WA+CC}{RP+SA+FTR}{VB+PLRL+stV}{PRN+
SFX+OBJ+PLRL+MSC})
D. Advantages of the Proposed Scheme
To demonstrate the advantages of the proposed tagging
scheme over other available schemes, we performed several
examinations for annotation sample words using Stanford
(POS) tagger, MADAMIRA morphology analyzer and the
proposed scheme.
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TABLE II.

COMPARING THE PROPOSED SCHEME AGAINST OTHER SCHEMES

Annotation
Scenario

Sentence Sample

Stanford
(POS)
Tagger

MADAMIRA Morphology Analyzer
Scheme

1

Composite words

شاهدته
She saw him

VBD

{bw:$Ahad/PV+tu/PVSUFF_SUBJ:1S+hu/PV
SUFF_DO:3MS}

2

Kana and its sister
كبٌ ٔاخٕارٓب

كانت انسًبء يبطشح
The sky was raining

VBD

{bw:kAn/PV+
at/PVSUFF_SUBJ:3FS}

3

ENNA and its sister
ِإٌَّ ٔأخٕارٓب

انها رًطش ثغضاسح
It is raining heavily

VBP

{bw:<in~a/FUNC_WORD+hA/PRON_3FS}

({IN+ENNA}{PRN+SNG+FE
M+rdV})

4

ٌ ِإ: gloss: if/whether

IN

{bw:<in/FUNC_WORD}

({IN+CND})

JJ

{bw:*Ahib/ADJ+ap/NSUFF_FEM_SG}

{AP+SNG+FEM}

NNP

{bw:maZoluwm/ADJ}

{PP+SNG+MSC}

WP

{bw:Al~a*iy/REL_PRON}

({RPRN+SNG+MSC})

DT

{bw:h`*A/DEM_PRON_MS}

({PRN+SNG+MSC+NR})

DT

{bw:h`*A/DEM_PRON_MS}

({PRN+SNG+MSC+FR})

PRN

{bw:hiya/PRON_3FS}

({PRN+SNG+FEM+rdV}

PRN

{bw:hiya/PRON_2FS}

({PRN+SNG+FEM+ndV}

IN

{bw:<ilaY/PREP}

{RP+ELA}

IN

{bw:EalaY/PREP}

{RP+ALA}

Active Participle
اسى انفبػم
Passive Participle
اسى انًفؼٕل
Relative Pronouns
ّاالسًبء انًٕصٕن

5
6
7

Demonstrative
Pronouns
ضًبئش االشبسح

8

9

Pronouns

ان رذسط رُجح
If you study you succeed
ّهً راْج
I am going
ْٕ مظلوم
He is oppressed
ٙجكٚ انطفم الري
The baby that is crying
ٙهرا كزبث
This is my book
ٙذلك كزبث
That is my book
هً رهؼت ثبنكشح
She is playing with the ball
ٍ ثبنكشحٛانت رهؼج
You are playing with the ball

Proposed Scheme
({VBD+SNG+FEM+rdV}
{SFX+OBJ+PRN+SNG+MSC
})
){VBD+KANA+SNG+FEM+r
dV}(

Distinguish
Prepositions

رْجُب الى انًذسسخ
We went to school
جهسُب على انًقؼذ
We sat on the chair

11

Gender and Number
Markers for Nouns

شبْذد السماء

DTNN

{bw:Al/DET+
samA'/NOUN+
u/CASE_DEF_NOM}

{DT+NN+SNG+FEM+CSN}

12

Adverbs of manner

سكض انٕنذ سرٌعا
The boy ran quickly

JJ

{bw:sariyE/ADV+AF/CASE_INDEF_ACC}

({RB+MNR})

Interrogative Nouns

كى
How much
ٗيز
When
فٛك
How
ٍٚأ
Where
ًٍن
Whose

10

13

WRB
WRB
WRB
WRB
WP$

Stanford tagger produces basic syntactic based tag markers
for Arabic, while MADAMIRA provides a more extended
version of markers that includes syntactic word classifications
as well as the morphology analysis related ones. Table 2
below presents a listing of the gathered results.
As demonstrated in the table, the proposed scheme can
deliver the same set of capabilities that are provided by the
other models only it has the following additional advantages:


The format of the proposed tagging scheme falls
between the briefed Stanford format and the extended
format of MADAMIRA. Nevertheless, the proposed
scheme provides all the information that is delivered by
those two schemes in a simplified manner that includes

({WP+QTY})
{bw:kam/INTERROG_PART}
({WP+TIM})
{bw:mataY/INTERROG_PART}
({WP+MNR})
{bw:kayofa/INTERROG_PART}
({WP+LOC})
{bw:>ayona/INTERROG_PART}
({WP+POSS})
{bw:li/PREP+man/INTERROG_PART}

the syntactic word type classification as well as the
morphology related ones.
 The use of brackets eliminates and substitutes the
explicit tokenization of composite words. As
demonstrated in the first sample, that composite word
is comprised of two parts, the perfect verb and the
attached pronoun. Curly brackets surround each of
these two word parts and parenthesis surrounds the
whole string. While in the other schemes, the
aggregation is achieved by attaching characters
together without any separators or using separators
such as the underscore marker “_”, the plus sign “+”,
the colons “:”, as well as other approaches e.g.
PV+PVSUFF_SUBJ:3MS.
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The proposed scheme does not use single-character
markers as they can create ambiguities and overlaps.
Rather, multi-character atomic tag markers are used to
establish a self-explaining set of annotations.



Also, unlike [12], [14], [16], [17], no aggregate
markers are used in the proposed scheme, rather, all
aggregations are established using the plus sign “+”
character which is inserted between the atomic
markers. Reference [26] presents an interesting listing
for tokenization alternatives that are used by a number
of different schemes. While in the previous efforts,
different approaches where employed to achieve the
same objective where a combination of the
tokenization process, part-of-speech tagging and
morphology analysis are all combined causing
overlapping and ambiguity.



Finally, the proposed scheme enables the introduction
of different categories and types of tagsets and tag
markers, whether they are related to basic syntactic and
grammatical markers, functional markers, morphology
related and semantic markers or any other type that
might be needed for a specific objective. The
expendability while maintaining clarity and simplicity
is a powerful feature that maximizes the benefits of the
proposed scheme. This can be observed in many
samples in the previous table where explicit markers
are used for different Arabic linguistic features e.g.
active participle, passive participle, KANA and its
sisters … etc. Using such explicit markers can facilitate
later efforts such as information extraction since these
explicit markers can signal the existence of specific
types of information.
VI.

Based Arabic Annotation (B2A2) tool as it employs brackets
to establish morpho-syntactic compliant part-of-speech
annotations for Arabic language.
Fig. 1 below presents a screenshot of the (B2A2) tool that
demonstrates the tagging hierarchies (left) and the available
tag markers (right). To commence with a new tagging process,
a newline-terminated text file is uploaded into this tool where
it will be initially bootstrap annotated using Stanford (POS)
tagger. Later, the user uses the custom tool to review the
initial annotations and modify/extend them accordingly. As
demonstrated in the figure, the tool is delivered with an initial
tagset where markers are classified into a number of
categories e.g. base or lexical tags, functional tags, Arabic
specific … etc. These tags and tagsets can be easily modified
and configured by the user who can introduce new tagsets or
tag markers or modify the existing ones according to his
needs. The modification for these markers can be introduced
into the designated (tag_def) database table i.e. SQL Server
database. The structure of the tag definition table is described
in Table 3 next. The user can modify the markers themselves
as well as their categorization. The custom tool dynamically
incorporates any modifications on the markers or their
categories during its initialization process. This dynamicity in
marker definition as well as their utilization by the user allows
users to use different formats for annotating the same word.
The variance in annotations is related to the defined tag
markers, the required depth of coverage and richness of the
annotation process as well as the user’s linguistic proficiency.
Fig. 2 below demonstrates a screenshot of the (B2A2) tool,
which clarifies how different annotations can be implemented
for the same word according to the user’s defined annotation
guidelines.

THE CUSTOM ANNOTATION TOOL

To enable the proposed scheme, a Java based custom tool
was prepared. We refer to this custom tool as the Bracket

Fig. 1. The custom annotation tool.
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Fig. 2. Words and their constituents can be annotated different according to the user's definitions and requirements.
TABLE III.

TAGS DEFINITION TABLE

Column Id

Explanation

id

Unique identifier for the tag

tag_order

The order or the precedence of the tag within a composite annotation

10

tag

The tag marker – acronym

RB

short_name

The short name for the marker

Adverb

english_description

English description for the marker

An adverb is a word that changes or qualifies the meaning of a
verb.

arabic_description

Arabic description for the marker

ٌحبل أٔ ظشف يكبٌ أ صيب

tag_category

The category where this marker belongs i.e. appears in the custom
tool

Lexical Markers

VII.

Example

ANNOTATING A SAMPLE NARRATIVE

To assess the proposed scheme in action, we used the
(B2A2) tool to annotate a sample narrative comprised of a few
sentences. As discussed in the previous section, (B2A2)
scheme provides different alternatives for annotating text in
terms of the tag markers that can be used as well as their
arrangement and grouping using brackets. In this respect, the
following guidelines were defined and enforced during the
annotation process:


Verbs annotations were extended with number, gender
and person markers.



Verb prefixes were distinguished using custom
particles tagging i.e. (ٔ ٔاWAW,  فبءFA, ٍٛس
SA…etc.).



Nominals tagging was extended using number and
gender markers.

 Noun and adjectives prefixes were distinguished using
custom particles tagging i.e. (ٔ ٔاWAW,  كبفKA, ثبءBI
… etc.).
 A more precise tag set was used to annotate
propositions i.e. (ٙ فFEE, ٍ يMIN, ٗ انELA … etc.).
 Prefix particles, propositions and affixes where
separated and grouped using dedicated brackets.
 Arabic (KANA, كبٌ ٔاخٕارٓب, Was) was annotated using
a custom tag (VBD+KANA) so that it can be better
identified for future purposes.
 Occasionally during the annotation process, Arabic
declension system was used in order to determine the
correct grammatical analyses of some words and
phrases so that ambiguous interpretations are resolved.
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TABLE IV.
Line
#

A SAMPLE STORY ANNOTATED USING THE CUSTOM SCHEME

3:({NN+SNG+ FEM})

2:({IN+MEN})
3:({NN+SNG+MSC}{POSS+SNG+MSC})
4:({RP+WA+SEQ}{VBD+SNG+MSC})
5:({DT+NN+SNG+MSC}) 6:({NNP+SNG+MSC})
7:({DT+NN+SNG+FEM})
8:({RP+WA+CC}{PRN+SNG+FEM+rdV})
9:({RP+ASRT})
10:({NN+SNG+FEM}{POSS+SNG+MSC})
11:({VBD+SNG+FEM+rdV}) 12:({NN})
13:({DT+NN+SNG+FEM})

5:({JJ+SNG+FEM})

7:.ٖ اخش6:ِ يش5: انفؼم4: ْزا3:كشسٚ 2: اال1:ِ ٔٔػذ0:ٔربسف

Text and (POS) Annotation
5:،ِذٚ جذ4:ِ كش3: ربيش2:قٓبٛ شق1:ٗهٛ ن0:اْذد

1

0:({VBD+SNG+FEM+rdV}) 1:({NNP+SNG+FEM})
2:({NN+SNG+MSC}{POSS+SNG+FEM})
3:({NNP+SNG+ MSC})

4:. ثٓب3: جذا2:ذاٛ سؼ1: ربيش0:ٌٔكب
0:({WA+RP+CC}{KANA+VBD+SNG+MSC+rdV})
2

10

1:({NNP+SNG+MSC})
2:({JJ+SNG+MSC})
3:({RB+MNR}) 4:({IN+BI}{SFX_SUBJ+SNG+FEM})
6:.ِذٚ انجذ5:ّ ثكشر4:هؼتٛ ن3:ّقٚ انحذ2:ٕ َح1: ربيش0:سكض

8: صُؼب7: احسُذ6: نقذ5:ُٙ ث4:بٚ 3: ٔقبل2: ػبدل1:ذٛ انس0:رجسى
11:، ٔربسفك10:ّقٛ انحق9:ثقٕنك

0:({VBD+SNG+MSC+rdV}) 1:({NNP+SNG+MSC})
2:({RB+LOC})
3

3:({DT+NN+SNG+FEM})
4:({IN+LI+CZ}{VBP+SNG+MSC+rdV})
5:({IN+BI}{NN+SNG+FEM}{POSS+SNG+MSC})
6:({DT+JJ+SNG+FEM})

11

7:ِ َبفز6:ٕ َح5:ِ يجبشش4:ِ انكش3: فزْجذ2:ِٕ ثق1:ّ كشر0:ٔسكم
13:.ِ انُبفز12: صجبج11: فزحطى10: ػبدل9:ذٛ انس8:جبسْى

4

0:({RP+WA+CC}{VBD+SNG+MSC+rdV})
1:({DT+NN+SNG+FEM}{POSS+SNG+MSC})
2:({IN+BI}{RB+MNR})
3:({IN+FA+CZ}{VBD+SNG+FEM+rdV})
4:({DT+NN+SNG+FEM}) 5:({RB+MNR})
6:({RB+LOC}) 7:({NN+SNG+FEM})
8:({NN+SNG+MSC}{POSS+PLRL+MSC})
9:({DT+NN+SNG+MSC}) 10:({NNP+SNG+MSC})
11:({IN+FA+CZ}{VBD+SNG+FEM+rdV})
12:({DT+NN+SNG+FEM}) 13:({NN})
14:({DT+NN+SNG+FEM})

0:({RP+WA+CC}{VBD+SNG+MSC})
1:({NNP+SNG+MSC})
2:({RP+WA+CC}{VBD+SNG+MSC+rdV}{SFX_OBJ+
SNG+MSC}) 3:({RP+CNF}{RP+NEG})
4:({VBP+SNG+MSC+rdV}) 5:({RPRN+SNG+MSC})
6:({NN+SNG+FEM}) 7:({NN})

0:({VBP+SNG+MSC+rdV}) 1:({DT+NN+SNG+MSC})
2:({NNP+SNG+MSC})
3:({RP+WA+CC}{VBD+SNG+MSC+rdV})
4:({RP+YAA})
5:({NN+SNG+MSC}{POSS+SNG+MSC})
6:({RP+CNFRM}) 7:({VBD+SNG+MSC+ndV})
8:({VN}) 9:({IN+BI}{VBG+SNG+MSC+ndV})
10:({DT+NN+SNG+FEM})
11:({RP+WA+CC}{VN+SNG+MSC}{POSS+SNG+MS
C})
9: انفؼم8: ْزا7: يثم6:زكشسٚ 5: ال4:ٌ ا3:ٕ ٔاسج2:ِ انكش1: خز0:ٌٔاال
10:.يجذدا

12

0:({RP+WA+CC}{RB+TIM})
1:({VMP+SNG+MSC+ndV})
2:({DT+NN+SNG+FEM})
3:({RP+WA+CC}{VBP+SNG+stV}) 4:({IN+CNFRM})
5:({RP+NEG}) 6:({VBP+SNG+MSC}) 7:({NN})
8:({DT+SNG+MSC+NR}) 9:({DT+VN+SNG+MSC})
10:({JJ})

6:،ّ يُضن5:ٗ ان4: قبديب3: ػبدل2:ذٛ انس1: ربيش0:ٖسا
5

0:({VBD+SNG+MSC+rdV})
1:({NNP+SNG+MSC+rdV}) 2:({DT+NN+SNG+MSC})
3:({NNP+SNG+MSC}) 4:({AP+SNG+MSC})
5:({IN+ELA})
6:({NN+SNG+MSC}{POSS+SNG+MSC})
3:.ِ شجش2: خهف1: ٔاخزجب0:فخبف

6

0:({IN+FA+CZ}{VBD+SNG+MSC+rdV})
1:({RP+WA+CC}{VBD+SNG+MSC+rdV})
2:({RB+LOC}) 3:({NN+SNG+FEM})
8: رخزجٗء7: ال6: ٔقبل5: ٔاثزسى4: يخزجئب3: ربيش2: ػبدل1:ذٛ انس0:ٖسا
10:،٘شٛ صغ9:بٚ

7

0:({VBD+SNG+MSC+rdV}) 1:({DT+NN+SNG+MSC})
2:({NNP+SNG+MSC}) 3:({NNP+SNG+MSC})
4:({AP+SNG+MSC})
5:({RP+WA+CC}{VBD+SNG+MSC+rdV})
6:({RP+WA+CC}{VBD+SNG+MSC+rdV})
7:({RP+DMND+NEG}) 8:({VBP+SNG+MSC+ndV})
9:({RP+YAA})
10:({JJ+SNG+MSC}{POSS+SNG+MSC})
3:. رخف2: ٔال1:ّقٛ انحق0:َٙاخجش

8

9

0:({VMP+SNG+MSC}{PRN+SNG+MSC})
1:({DT+NN+SNG+FEM})
2:({RP+WA+CC}{RP+DMND+NEG})
3:({VBP+SNG+MSC+ndV})
8:ْٙٔ 7:ّقٛ انحق6: ػبدل5:ذٛ انس4: ٔاخجش3:ِ يخجب2:ٍ ي1: ربيش0:خشج
15:.ِ انُبفز14: صجبج13:ىٛ رحط12:ٙ ف11: رسججذ10:ّ كشر9:ٌا
0:({VBD+SNG+MSC+rdV}) 1:({NNP+SNG+MSC})

The result of annotation the sample narrative is presented
in Table 4 above. For example, the noun (قٓبٛشق, shaqequha,
her brother) was annotated using two segments, the first one
belongs to the noun part along with its inflection, and the
second is related to the attached pronoun suffix. The first part
is annotated using {NN+SNG+MSC} tag group while the
second part is annotated using the {POSS+SNG+FEM} tag
group. As presented, each part is identified using a pair of
curly brackets while the whole word (multi-token word) is
grouped using a pair of parenthesis.
The annotation process demonstrated the efficiency of the
proposed tagging scheme in representing the required
syntactic and morphological information in simple yet rich
manner. Further, the (B2A2) tool provided an enabling
framework that accelerated the process of revising the
automatically generated Part-of-Speech tagging and facilitated
extending it using the proposed tagging scheme.
The proposed framework (the proposed Part-of-Speech
tagging scheme and the B2A2 tool) can serve in numerous
scenarios where the user is in a need to annotate a given
corpus using a rich morpho-syntactic annotation while that
labeled corpus can be used later for different Natural
Language Processing (NLP) implementations e.g. Information
Extraction from text.
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VIII.

[9]

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented a proposed scheme for Arabiccompliant part-of-speech tagging (POST).
Acknowledging the complexity and the richness of Arabic
language, along with the shortages in the related
standardizations, efforts and resources, the proposed (POST)
scheme presented new perspectives that might assist in
enhancing Arabic-based part-of-speech tagging process as
well as opening doors for new perspectives and insights to
regular such efforts.

[10]
[11]

[12]

The theme of the proposed model is relatively simple and
straightforward yet powerful and capable in representing
different types of information specific to Arabic language and
its declension system. This scheme is based on: 1) using welldefined atomic part-of-speech markers; and 2) grouping these
markers using two types of brackets, the curly brackets for
sub-word level and the parenthesis for the word level of
groupings.

[13]

A custom tool that is bootstrapped using Stanford (POS)
tagger enabled the initial version of the proposed (POST)
scheme. This tool is freely available online and it can assist
users to commence with a rich Part-of-Speech tagging process
in a controllable and seamless manner.

[16]

The next work we intend to implement is to examine the
benefits that can be achieved by using the proposed scheme in
information extraction implementations. In addition, we intend
to investigate the bootstrapping of the enabling tool using a
morphology aware part-of-speech tagging library, e.g.,
MADAMIRA.
[1]
[2]

[3]

[4]
[5]

[6]

[7]
[8]
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Appendix A. Initial Part-of-Speech Tagset
Functional Markers – Semantic Driven

Lexical Markers
NN

Noun

اسى

LOC

Location

خَٛدالنخ يكب

JJ

Adjective

 صفخ- َؼذ

TIM

Time

خَٛدالنخ صيب

Adverb

ٔحبل أٔ ظشف يكبٌ ا
ٌصيب

CZ

Cause

دالنخ سجت

RB
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RP

Particle

حشف

EFCT

Effect

جخٛدالنخ انُز

IN

Preposition

حشف جش

SEQ

Sequence

دالنخ رزبثغ

PRN

Pronoun

شًٛض

BGN

Begin of

خ ٔقذٚدالنخ ثذا

DT

Determiner

اسى اشبسح

END

End of

خ ٔقذٚدالنخ َٓب

VBP

Verb Present

فؼم يضبسع

CND

Condition

دالنخ ششط

VBD

Verb Past

ٙفؼم يبض

CNF

Confirmation

ذٛدالنخ رٕك

NNP

Proper Name

اسى ػبقم

ASRT

Assertion

دالنخ اخجبس

FW

Foreign Word

خٛكهًخ اجُج

CC

Conjunction

دالنخ ػطف

VN

Verbal Noun

يصذس

INTR

Interrogative

دالنخ اسزفٓبو

PP

Passive Participle

اسى يفؼٕل

QTY

Quantity

بدًٛدالنخ ك

AP

Active Participle

اسى فبػم

NEG

Negation

ٙدالنخ َف

VMP

Imperative

فؼم أيش

EXP

Explanation

شٛدالنخ رفس

RPRN

Relative Pronoun

اسى يٕصٕل

DMN

Demand

دالنخ طهت

WP

Wh-pronoun

اسى اسزفٓبو

PRD

Predicate

خجش

PRD

Predicate

WHY

Number Markers
SNG

Single

يفشد

WHN

When

ٗاسزفسبس يز

DUAL

Dual

ُٗيث

HOW

How

فٛاسزفسبس ك

PLRL

Plural

جًغ

WHO

Who

ٍاسزفسبس ي

SWR

Swearing

دالنخ قسى

SWR

Swearing

MNR

Gender Markers
MSC

Masculine

يزكش

DGR

Degree

دسجخ انفؼم

FEM

Feminine

يؤَث

NR

Near

دالنخ انقشة

FR

Far

دالنخ انجؼذ

Voice Markers

Arabic Declension System Specifics
First Voice

First Voice Verb

YAA

YAA

ب انُذاءٚ

ndV

Second Voice

Second Voice
Indicator

KANA

KANA

كبٌ ٔاخٕارٓب

rdV

Third Voice

Third Voice
Indicator

INNA

INNA

اٌ ٔاخٕارٓب

ZRFL

Locative Adverb

ٌظشف يكب

ZRFZ

Temporal Adverb

ٌظشف صيب

CSA

Accusative Case
Ending

ػاليخ انُصت

CSN

Nominative Case
Ending

ػاليخ انشفغ

stV

Active-Passive Markers
PSV
ATV

Absent Person
Present Person

غخ انغبئتٛص
غخ انحبضشٛص

Suffix Markers
SFX

Attached Pronoun

ش يزصمًٛض

CSG

Genitive Case
Ending

ػاليخ انكسش

POSS

Possession

خٛيؤشش ػهٗ انًهك

CSNU

Nunation Case

ٍُٕٚػاليخ انز

OBJ

Object Reference

ّيؤشش ػهٗ انًفؼٕل ث

AAN

AAN

ٍػ

ALA

ALA

ٗػه

BI

BI

ثبء

FEE

FEE

ٙف

LI

LI

الو

MEN

MEN

ٍي

FA

FA

فبء

HATTA

HATTA

ٗحز

SA

SA

ٍٛس

ELA

ELA

ٗان

WA

Waw

ٔٔا

SBJ

Subject Reference

يؤشش ػهٗ انفبػم

Prefix Markers – Functional Particles
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Abstract—The increasing complexity of automated industrial
systems, the constraints of competitiveness in terms of cost of
production and facility security have mobilized in the last years a
large community of researchers to improve the monitoring and
the diagnosis of this type of processes. This work proposes a
reliable and efficient method for the diagnosis of an electrical
system. The improvement of the reliability of the systems
depends essentially on the algorithms of fault detection and
isolation. The developed method is based on the use of analytical
redundancy relations allowing the detection and isolation of
faults which occur in the various elements of the system using a
structural and causal analysis. In this context, the bond graph
appears as an interesting approach since it models physical
systems element by element which facilitates the detection and
location of faults. The simulation of the system is performed
through 20-sim software dedicated to the bond graph
applications.
Keywords—Bond graph; faults detection and isolation;
electrical system; analytical redundancy relations

I.

INTRODUCTION

The modelling tool used in this work is the bond graph
approach defined by Paynter [1]; it is a graphical representation
language of physical systems, based on the modelling of the
energy phenomena occurring within these systems. This energy
approach allows to highlight the analogies that exist between
the different fields of physics (mechanics, electricity,
hydraulics, thermodynamics, acoustics, etc.) and to represent in
a homogeneous form the multidisciplinary physical systems
[2], [3]. In this way, the utility of the bond graph tool for the
supervision of industrial systems will be presented.
The paper is structured as follows. Initially, an overview on
the bond graph approach is performed. Then, a description of
the bond graph representation of a monitoring system is given
highlighting the difference between the quantitative approach
and the qualitative approach and briefly recalling the method of
ARRs generation. Afterwards, the principle of analysis of
residue sensitivity using bond graph is presented. Then, the
diagnosis by residues generation and the robust diagnosis of an
RLC circuit are presented. Finally, the last part is devoted to
conclusion.

II.

BOND GRAPH FOR MODELLING

Modelling based on bond graph relies mainly on the
concept of generalized effort and flux variables allowing the
representation of energy exchanges and balances between the
different elements of a system [4]. In this approach, an energy
exchange between two elements is represented by a half-arrow
link indicating the direction of the transfer. These half-arrows
are called bonds; each is labelled by an effort variable e and a
flux variable f. The product of these two variables corresponds
to the power carried by the bond. The advantage of this
modelling is that the choice of the effort e and the flux f
depends only on the physical domain of the system to be
represented (Fig. 1).
This description is made in terms of interconnected
components by links through the ports at their disposal. The
components are classified by the number of ports they have
available, these are multi-ports or n-ports as described in [5].
There are three types of bond graph used each in a particular
stage of the design process [6]-[8]:
 Word bond graphs where the components represent
subsystems described by black boxes, this level allows
a first decomposition of the system to have a global
view of the energy exchanges implemented.
 The acausal bond graphs where the components are
elementary components are indivisible and whose
behaviour is known (resistance, inductance, capacitor,
etc.), this level is used at an advanced stage of the
design process, where the components can be
assimilated to perfect elementary components.
 The causal bond graphs enabling to establish the
equations of the system.
Type of energy used

Line of causality

A

e

B

f
Physical link between A and B

Direction of power flow

Fig. 1. Representation of a physical system by bond graph.
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III.

SUPERVISION OF INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS USING BOND
GRAPH APPROACH

The purpose behind the bond graph representation is to use
a single tool for modelling, the generation of analytical
redundancy relations (ARRs), structural analysis, system
monitoring and diagnostics. A bond graph-based supervision
system [9]-[12] can be represented as shown in Fig. 2.
There are essentially two parts: one concerns the transfer of
power and energy (constituted of the process and the
actuators), while the second represents the signals (the
information system, i.e. the sensors and the control system).
The bond graph model represents the energy part of the
system. The process is usually modelled by the common bond
graph elements (R, C, I, and the junctions). The actuators
(pump, heat source, etc.) are modelled by sources of effort and
/ or flow. The sources can be either simple (Se,Sf) or modulated
(MSe,MSf) (i.e. controlled by an external signal provided by a
controller or operator).
The sensors and the control system form the information
system. In the first system (energy), the power exchanged is
represented by a half-arrow (a power link) evaluated in the
effort and flow variables. In the second system (information
system), the power exchanged is negligible, it is then
represented by an information link (arrow) which is the same
used in conventional block diagrams.
The monitoring algorithms (fault detection and isolation
FDI) receive information from sensors (effort and flow sensors
De and Df) and then deliver alarms to the supervisory system.
Information about the faulty elements state is transmitted to the
maintenance service.
In what follows, the different approaches of FDI [13], [14]
by bond graph are presented. There are two main bond graph
approaches to process monitoring: the quantitative approach
and the qualitative approach.
SUPERVISION

u- ref

FDI
algorithm
Information system

Control
system

MSe, MSf

u

Actuators
MSe, MSf

Se, Sf

MBG
Process

B. Quantitative Approach
Contrary to the qualitative approach, the quantitative
approach is based on physical laws and therefore requires a
deep knowledge of the structure of the system and the
numerical values of the parameters [15]-[17]. The advantage of
this approach is the simplicity of understanding the ARRs since
they correspond to relations and variables which are displayed
by the bond graph, image of the physical process. These
relations are deduced directly from the graphical
representation, they can be generated in symbolic form and
therefore suitable for computer implementation.
C. Generation of ARRs
The method to generate ARRs from linear mono energy
bond graph model by following the causal paths is studied in
[18]. At the junction structure level (junctions 0, 1, TF and
GY), several relations between different flows and efforts can
be established. From the algebraic sum of flows on a junction 0
for example and by expressing the variables contained therein
as a function of the known variables, it leads to ARRs. The aim
is to study all the causal paths relative to the junction
considered up to the sources and sensors. The method is
interesting because it generates as many relations as junctions.
IV.

ANALYSIS OF RESIDUE SENSITIVITY USING BOND
GRAPH MODEL

The sensitivity analysis of residues has been developed in
recent years. Indeed, methods are proposed to evaluate these
residues. When residues are assumed to be normally distributed
around a known average, the statistical methods for generating
normal operating thresholds are well suited. In the case where
the uncertainties do not occur at the same frequency as the
faults, the filtering methods are well adapted while the actuator
and sensor faults are determined using the parity space.
Unfortunately, these residues generation methods are not
effective since they neglect the parametric inter-correlation (the
thresholds are often overstated and may diverge).
The bond graph approach provides an efficient solution to
the problem of parametric dependencies since the generation
by Bond Graph-Linear Fractional Transformations (BG-LFT)
automatically separates residues and adaptive thresholds [19][22]. In this work, the BG-LFT model will be used to generate
residues and adaptive thresholds for normal operation.

Sensors
De,Df

Ym = De, Df

A. Qualitative Approach
This approach does not require a very precise model. In
contrast to the conventional knowledge representations used to
describe the structure of the system and its state through
various tools (block diagram, differential equations, etc.); the
qualitative bond graphs explicitly describe only the location of
the components of the system and their interconnections.

Y

Bond graph model
Fig. 2. Bond graph representation of a monitoring system.

A. Generation of Performance Indices
To improve diagnostic performance [23], it is necessary to
determine the performance indices [24] (sensitivity index and
fault detectability index).
1) Sensitivity index: The parametric standardized
sensitivity index explains the evaluation of the energy
provided to the residue by the uncertainty on each parameter
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by comparing it with the total energy provided by all the
uncertainties.


SI ai 

ai

∂d

d ∂ ai



wi







1

Df

De

Fig. 3. a) Schematic of an RLC circuit, b) Bond graph model of the RLC
circuit.



And using structural equations at the junctions, we get the
following equation of the residue r1:

DI  0 



r1  e1  e2  e3  e4



dDe
dDe
r1  U  LC dt  RC dt  De

DI  0 





The diagram of an electrical circuit RLC and its bond graph
model are given in Fig. 3. We will detect and locate faults at
the effort sensor De.
A. Diagnosis By Residues Generation Using Bond Graph
In static mode, the bond graph model is linear, the
establishment of the structural equations at the junctions of the
bond graph model of Fig. 3 gives us:



e2 e1  e3  e 4
1
dDe

f

f



(
U

LC
 De )
4
2

R
R
R
dt


dDe
f  C
 5
dt

From these relations, we can deduce the equation of the
residue r2 independent of the unknown variables of the system:

For the junction 1, we find as structural equation:

e1  Se  U

e2  Rf 2  RC dDe

dt

df
e  L 3  LC dDe
3
dt
dt
e  e  De
4 5



 For the 0 junction, we find as structural equation:

BOND GRAPH MODEL OF ELECTRICAL SYSTEM



4
3

Detectable fault:

V.

0

1

b)





Se: U

Undetectable fault:



5

2

I: L

Then the conditions of faults detectability will be as
follows:



C: C

R: R



DI  Yi f in  Ys - d 



Vc

C

a)

Junction 0:



V

U

d

DI  Yi ein  Ys - d 

L

A

with ai is the uncertainty on the ith parameter, i Є {R, C, I, TF,
GY}, wi the ith modulated input corresponding to the
uncertainty on the ith parameter.
2) Detectability index: It represents the difference
between the effort (or flux) provided by the defects in absolute
value and that provided by the set of uncertainties in absolute
value.
 Junction 1:


R

i



r2  f 4  f 5


1
dDe
dDe 
r2  R (U  LC dt  De)  C dt



Fig. 4 shows the evolution of residues r1 and r2. The curves
show that, in the case of normal operation, the average values
of the residues are almost zero.



B. Robust Diagnosis Using Bond Graph
To check if there’s causal conflict or not, the integral model
of the RLC circuit should be determined then deduce therefrom
the derivative model to determine the residues. Fig. 5 shows
the BG-LFT model of the RLC circuit in integral causality.
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20

- (ßI +YI)

r1

15

Se: U

-(ßR+YR)

10
5

De : ZL

0

MSe: wL

-5

MSf: w1/R

Df : Z1/R

0

1

-10
-15

r2

15
10

0

5
0

1

1

I:Ln

R:Rn

-5

SSf

-10

Ys1

-15
-20

0
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100

time {s}

Ys2

Fig. 4. Evolution curves of residues r1 and r2.
SSe
Se: U

-ß1/I

-ßR
0

0

1
C:Cn

Df : Z1/L

MSf: w1/L
1

11

9

10
1

8

3
0

De : ZR

MSe: wR

MSf: w1/R

2
1

6

7

Df : Z1/R

-(ßC+YC)



0

1

Fig. 6. RLC circuit BG-LFT model in derivative causality.

I:Ln

R:Rn

In case where there is no fault, the ARR1 equation can be
written as:

4
Df1

5
0

12

13
0

1

 ARR1  r1n  d1

 ARR  U  R SSf  L dSSf
1
n
n

dt

 1

 C  SSf  wR wL  wC  0
 n

dSSf1 1
 SSf
r1n  U  Rn SSf1 - Ln
Cn
dt

d1  w1 / R  wL  wC

C:Cn
14
De
MSe: wC

De : ZC

-ßb




Fig. 5. RLC circuit BG-LFT model in integral causality.

In the event of a fault, the ARR1 equation can be written as:
Fig. 6 shows the BG-LFT model of the RLC circuit in
derivative causality.
From the BG-LFT model of Fig. 6, we can determine the
ARRs equations.


1) Junction 1:
e2 : SSf  Rn  f 6 , e6   e2  Rn .SSf 





e3 : SSf  In  f 9 , e9   e3  Ln .SSf 





e4 : SSf  Cn  f12 , e12   e4  1 / C n .SSf 





 ARR11  r11n  d11

 ARR11  U  Rn SSf  Ln dSSf
dt

 1

 SSf  wR wL  wC  0

 Cn

dSSf1 1
r11n  U  Rn SSf1 - Ln dt - C  SSf
n

d11  w1 / R  wL  wC  Ys1  YR e Rn  YL e Ln  YC f Cn


d11  d1  Ys1  YR e Rn  YL e Ln  YC f Cn
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In this way, the fault detectability index of residue ARR11 is
obtained:


DI 1




d11  d1  Ys1  YR e Rn  YL e Ln  YC f Cn  


The detectable rate YR of a fault in the element R:

It is assumed that YL = YC = Ys1 = 0:
If DI1  0 then

YR 




d1



In the case of a fault, the ARR2 equation can be written as:



e Rn



If DI1  0 then

YL 



d1





e Ln



If DI1  0 then

d1



eCn

Ys



d1 



d2





e Ln

 The detectable rate YC of a fault in the element C:



It is assumed that YL = Ys2 = 0:
If DI 2  0 then

2) Junction 0:

f 4 : SSf  Rn  f 6 , e6   f 6  1 / Ln .SSf 
f 5 : SSe  Cn  f12 , e12   f12  C n .SSf 

YL 



If DI1  0 then



d 21  d 2  Ys 2  YL e Ln  YC f Cn 

If DI 2  0 then

It is assumed that YR = YL = YC = 0:





It is assumed that YC = Ys2 = 0:



The detectable value Ys of the structural fault:



DI 2

 The detectable rate YL of a fault in the element L:

YR 





In this way, the fault detectability index of residue ARR21 is
obtained:

The detectable rate YC of a fault in the element C:

It is assumed that YR = YL = Ys1 = 0:



 ARR21  r21n  d 21

 ARR21  1 dSSf  C n dSSe  wL  wC  0
Ln dt
dt


1 dSSf
dSSe

r21n  L dt  C n dt
n

d 21  w1 / L  wC  Ys 2  YL e Ln  YC f CLn

d 21  d 2  Ys 2  YL e Ln  YC f CLn


The detectable rate YL of a fault in the element L:

It is assumed that YR = YC = Ys1 = 0:



 ARR2  r2 n  d 2

 ARR  1 dSSf  C dSSe  w  w  0
2
n
L
C

Ln dt
dt

 
dSSe

1 dSSf
 Cn
r2 n  L
dt
dt
n

d 2  w1 / L  wC

d   1 dSSf   C dSSe  Y e  Y f
L
C n
L Ln
C Cn
 2
Ln dt
dt




The ARR2 equation, in case where there is no fault, can be
written as:

YC 



d2





f Cn

 The detectable value Ys of the structural fault:
It is assumed that YL = YC = 0:
If DI 2  0 then


Ys



d2 
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With the bond graph approach one can clearly see the
residue equations separately compared to their uncertainties as
well as to faults that can occur.
VI.

CONCLUSION

In this manuscript, we have shown how to use a bond graph
approach for modelling, detection and isolation of fault and
simulation of an electrical system. A procedure for the
automatic generation of robust residuals and adaptive
thresholds for normal operation has been developed and
implemented using appropriate software tools. The
performance of the diagnosis is controlled by an analysis of the
sensitivity of these residues allowing to define indices of
sensitivity to parametric uncertainties and indices of
detectability of faults. By its physical nature, the bond graph
approach allows to estimate the detectable values of physical
faults. The choice of the bond graph approach for diagnosis is
due to its energetic and multi-physical aspect as well as its
structural analysis. The integration of the bond graph model of
the electrical system with the observer model will be the object
of a future work, in order to rapidly detect faults.
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Abstract—Tabu search is a powerful algorithm that has been
applied with great success to many difficult combinatorial
problems. In this paper, we have designed and implemented a
symmetrical encryption algorithm whose internal structure is
mainly based on Tabu search algorithm. This heuristic performs
multiple searches among different solutions and stores the best
solutions in an adaptive memory. First of all, we coded the
encryption problem by simulating a scheduling problem. Next,
we have used an appropriate coding for our problem. Then we
used the suitable evaluation function. Through the symmetric
key generated by our algorithm, we have illustrated the principle
of encryption and decryption. The experimentations of our
approach are given at the end of this paper, from which we
examined our new system strengths and the elements that could
be improved.

This design is based on the enrichment of the search space
and the application of a well-defined model during the process
of Tabu search. We notice that the random aspect used in our
algorithm is crucial to the success of the method, especially if
the number of iterations is relatively small.

Keywords—Symmetric encryption; heuristic; Tabu search;
algorithm; scheduling problem; combinatorial problems

A. Definition
Tabu search was proposed by F.Glover in 1986. The
algorithm is called Tabu because there is prohibition from
resuming recently visited solutions [8]. Since then, the method
has become very popular, thanks to its successes to solve many
problems. This algorithm introduces a notion of memory in the
strategy of the search space exploration [9]. Tabu search uses
local or neighborhood iterative procedures to move from
solution x to a solution x' (in the vicinity of x) until the
stopping conditions are met [10].

I.

INTRODUCTION

Since the invention of writing, men expressed the need to
transmit information securely making it unintelligible to
anyone outside the exchange. Indeed the messages cannot be
understood by the enemy, even if they are intercepted. At the
current time, information in all its form circulates in digital
format throughout the world in a split second on the networks.
This information is exchanged every day from one point to
another either by telephone, cable, optical fiber or satellite. It is
likely to be read, deleted or falsified. Cryptography is a science
in full operation and meets the needs of today’s information
security [1]. Metaheuristics are a family of optimization
algorithms that are designed to solve general classes of
mathematical problems by combining research procedures to
quickly find the best solution [2]. Tabu search is an example of
such a heuristic. It starts from an initial solution and attempts to
improve it by transforming it iteratively. At each iteration, the
neighborhood of the current solution is generated and the best
solution in this neighborhood is chosen. To avoid circling, a
Tabu list is defined to prohibit revisiting of the solutions
already examined [3], [4].
We will apply the Tabu search in the main phase of
cryptography. To start, we have transformed the problem of
encrypting a message M to an optimization problem like to
Evolutionary Ciphering System [5]-[7]. Then, we coded this
problem in a particular way to bring us back to scheduling
problems.

In the next section of this article, we describe the general
algorithm of TABU search and we present a detailed
description of our encryption algorithm entitled Symmetrical
Tabu Search Ciphering (STSC). Then, we will analyze the
security of our approach, and we will compare it with same
kind of systems SEC (Symmetrical Evolutionist-based
Ciphering) and SMC (Symmetrical Memetic Ciphering).
II.

DESCRIPTION OF TABU SEARCH

B. Principle of Tabu Search
The principle of Tabu search is based on a method of
moving on the space of the solutions, while continually seeking
to improve the current best solution and by storing in memory
the list of previous moves [11], thus guiding the research
outside the previously traveled zones.
The basic idea is inspired by the research techniques used
in artificial intelligence. That is to keep the track of the past
path of the research process in one or more memories and to
use this information in order to orient future development. In
practice, we will not memorize all the displacement (very
costly in memory), but we will prevent only the access to some
solutions during a certain number of iterations.
The neighborhood of a solution is defined by an elementary
transformation (movement) permitting the switch from a
solution to another solution nearby with a slight modification
of the structure of the solution.
The Tabu search is based on:
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The use of flexible memory structures (short, medium
and long term) allowing the full exploration of the
evaluation criteria and the search history.



A control mechanism based on alternating between the
conditions that restrict (restriction Tabu) and those that
liberate (aspiration criterion) the search process.



The incorporation of the strategies of intensification and
diversification of the search:

III.

DESCRIPTION OF OUR ALGORITHM

o

Intensification strategy uses the medium term
memory, and serves to strengthen the search in the
regions of the best solutions found recently.

A. Problem formalization
We denote by M , the binary encoding of the message M0:

o

Diversification strategy uses the long term
memory, and serves to search in new regions.

We represent the message to be encrypted by the lists
which are the elements of a partition of the set {1, 2, ..., m}.
The lists are composed by the different positions of each binary
block. Let B1, B2, ..., Bm the different blocks of M.

C. General Algorithm of Tabu Search
We present below the general algorithm of Tabu search:
1) Get an initial solution (initialization).
2) Create a list of candidates’ movements.
3) Choose the best candidate. This choice is based on
Tabu restrictions and the aspiration criteria.
This provides an alternative, which will not be registered
only if it is better than the previous solution [12].
4) Apply the stopping criterion.
 Continue: change the candidates of eligibility (Tabu
restriction and aspiration criterion). Go to 2.


Put T ← and s* ← s;
Repeat
Choose s' that minimizes f (s') in NT (s)
If f (s') <f (s*) then put s * ← s'
Put s ← s' and update T
Until the termination criterion is satisfied
End

Stop: Go to
diversification.

strategies

of

intensification

and

The flowchart of Tabu search method is shown in Fig. 1.
The general algorithm can be represented with the
following pseudo-code:
Let NT (s) be all candidate solutions, T the tabu list, N(s)
the neighborhood of solutions and s* the current optimal
solution:
NT (s) = {s'  N (s) such as s'  T or f (s') <f (s*)}
Process Tabu_method (initial solution s)

Fig. 1. Flowchart of Tabu search method.

Let Li (1 ≤ i ≤ m) a list containing the different positions
of the block Bi and card (Li) the number of occurrences of Bi.
Note. This breakdown only takes place for larger size
messages.
We note that Li ∩ Lj = ø if i ≠ j, ∀ i, j ∈ {1,2,..., m}.
The message M may be represented by the following
vector:
(B1,L1)

(B2,L2)

…

(Bm,Lm)

Our algorithm seeks to create a maximum disorder in the
positions of the blocks. For this, we iteratively change the
distribution of lists Li (1 ≤ i ≤ m) on the different blocks of B
(without changing the content of the lists) so that the difference
between the cardinal of the new list assigned to each block Bi
and the cardinal of the original list Li is maximal [13].
Therefore, we are faced with a problem of optimization and we
can use the Tabu search method, including that used in
scheduling problems. The latter has several versions, the most
used is the one described below:
Definition of variables


i: the current solution



i’: the next solution achieved (neighbor solution)



N(i): the space of neighboring solutions at i (the set of
i')



m: movement from i to i'



Best_Sol: the global optimal solution that minimizes
the objective function f(i).



i*: the current optimal solution f(i*)



T: list of Tabu movements. There can be multiple lists
simultaneously. The elements of the list are t(i, m).



a (i, m): criterion for aspiration. Determines when it is
advantageous to undertake m, despite its status Tabu.

B. Skeleton of the Algorithm
To represent this, we have:
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Tabu List: contains prohibited movements.



Movement (to go from one solution to another) is to
swap randomly the positions of the two lists of the
current solution



The function f to minimize: eliminates solutions for
which only a minority of list values have changed over
initial solution.

Step 1: Choose an initial solution i in S (the set of
solutions) that we call Original-Sol
A solution is a vector v of size m. The content of v is the list
Li (1 ≤ i ≤ m) of position blocks. Lj is the jth list which contains
the new positions that will take the block Bj.
We apply a random permutation algorithm on the initial
solution.
i *= i
k=0

Fig. 2. Flowchart of STSC algorithm.

T=0

Let Best_Sol (the global optimal solution) the final solution
given by STSC. We create our encryption key (Tabu-key) from
Original_Sol and Best_Sol, Then, using the Tabu-key generated
by our algorithm we set the corresponding cipher text block by
changing the distribution lists on the various characters of the
message M. Then, we concatenate the encrypted blocks
(obtained by different processes). Thus, we obtain the
encrypted message M from the original message M0.

Step 2: k = k +1 and generate a neighborhood of solutions
in N (i, k):
The neighborhood of the solutions will be generated by the
application of permutations on the positions of the lists.
Precisely, we apply random permutation on the positions of the
current solution in order to generate neighboring solutions.


The Tabu movements are not selected.



An aspiration criteria a (i,m) is applicable.

Step 3: Choose the best solution i' from the set of neighboring
solutions N (i, k)
i = i'
Let i’ be a solution of N (i, k) in which the lists are L’j1, L'j2
... L'jm, and let f be the evaluation function on the set of
solutions i'

C. Decryption
Decryption must begin by looking for the reciprocal
operation of the last encryption one. The message M will be
broken down again into m blocks Bi that have the same size.
Because of the Tabu-key the blocks are going to recover their
lists of corresponding positions [22].
The principle of encryption and decryption can be
summarized by the scheme in Fig. 3.

by:
f (i') = -∑

–

Step 4: If f (i) ≤ f (i *), a better solution was found
i*= i
Step 5: Update the list T and the criteria aspiration.
Add the best solution in Tabu list (it is Tabu for the next r
iterations).
Step 6: If a stop condition is reached, stop.
Alternatively, return to Step 2.
The flowchart of STSC algorithm is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. Scheme of our encryption system.
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IV.

TABLE. I.

EXPERIMENT RESULTS

RECAPITULATIVE OF THE RESULTS OF THE CONVERGENCE
SYSTEM

We used our algorithm to encrypt and decrypt files such as
document, image, audio, etc. The experimental environment is
as follows: Processor: Intel® Core ™ i5-2450M (2.50 GHz), 4
Go of RAM; Operating System: Windows 7-x64;
Programming language: Java.
A. Comparison of the Frequencies Analysis
Comparing the frequency analysis is a very important
indicator in cryptography [14]-[16]. To illustrate the
performance of the new system STSC, we tested our program
on several messages with different sizes.

Size of
plaintext
1000
Characters

3000
Characters

The results are shown graphically in Fig. 4.
In fact, due to the binary coding and the implementation of
the system encryption STSC, the frequencies of the characters
are no longer recognized. Therefore, cryptanalysis based on the
study of the occurrence frequency cannot rely on incorrect
statistics.
B. Configuration
We test our system on several texts of different sizes, and
for each one of them, we try to find the best parameters to
achieve the optimal solution in an ideal time. For this, we
record the results on the number of iterations needed for the
convergence of the system. Table 1 shows these results.
We can see that in the case where the size of the binary
blocks is k = 5 or k = 6, our system converges and generates the
encryption key in less operations compared to the other cases.
C. Security Analysis
1) Security key
Let Xn = {1, 2, ..., n} be a permutation of n separate lists.
For n ∈ ℕ*, denote by En the set of the possible permutations of
Xn., En = <X1; X2; X3 ; X4 ; ...... ; Xn >.
Counting the permutations of X back to enumerate all ntuples formed of integers from 1 to n in some order. There are
n choices for the first term of the permutation. Then for each of
these first choice, there are n–1 possibilities for the second
choice, n-2 to the third, and so on. Finally, according to this
principle the cardinal of En is n!

6000
Characters

10000
Characters

Neighbors

Size of Blocks
5

6

7

9

10

11

12

20

47

57

44

55

64

79

91

30

59

60

78

71

60

75

89

40

67

54

90

78

76

89

98

20

42

59

76

63

98

86

73

30

56

48

79

98

120

93

112

40

66

54

96

102

80

115

104

20

46

66

59

75

92

84

106

30

61

63

72

88

90

81

95

40

71

72

86

99

93

82

99

20

56

61

77

73

93

107

90

30

58

67

81

70

83

85

94

40

53

51

80

79

76

87

111

Denote by NL the maximum number of different lists
constituting our key, KN the maximum number of different
keys generated by STSC and by PA the probability to
encounter the right key is equal to the inverse of KN.
Table 2 summarizes the relation between the number of
different blocks and the security of our approach.
It is noted that even in the case where the size of the text
desired to be encrypted is small and the number of different
blocks is reduced, the probability to fall on the correct key is
very small or almost nil. We also note that the security of our
approach clearly increases along with the number of different
blocks.
2) Complexity of Brute Force Attack
The key length is an important security parameter [17].
Generally, the level of security of the encryption system is
based on the size of the keys used (the longer the key size, the
more robust the encryption system). The key to our system is
composed of two elements: the Tabu-key and the block size 'k'.
 The Tabu-key size is the product of the number of
different blocks (NDB) and 8 bits.
TABLE. II.
SUMMARY SHOWING THE RELATION BETWEEN THE NUMBER
OF DIFFERENT BLOCKS AND THE SECURITY OF OUR APPROACH
Size of
blocks

Fig. 4. Graphical representation of the appearance frequencies of different
characters in the plaintext and the cipher text with STSC.

NL

KN

PA

5

25

32!

3 ,80 e-36

7

27

128!

2,59 e-216

9

29

512!

2,87 e-1167

10

210

1024!

1,84 e-2640

11

211

2048!

5,97 e-5895
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TABLE. III. RECAPITULATIVE PRESENTION OF THE RESULTS OF THE KEYS
SIZE GENERATED BY STSC AND THE COMPLEXITY OF THE BRUTE-FORCE
ATTACK
Size of blocks

Size of
Plaintext

Data

1000
characters

NDB
STSC Key
(bit)
Complexity
of BFA

3000
characters

6000
characters

NDB
STSC Key
(bit)
Complexity
of BFA
NDB
STSC Key
(bit)
Complexity
of BFA

5

6

7

9

10

11

26

55

109

297

310

485

216

448

880

2384

2488

3888

216

448

880

2384

2488

3888

2

27

2

59

2

115

2

315

2

324

2

599

224

480

928

2528

2600

4800

2224

2480

2928

22528

22600

24800

30

68

116

335

378

629

248

552

936

2688

3032

5040

2248

2552

2936

22688

23032

25040

We calculate the number of different blocks existing in the
texts to determine the size of the encryption STSC key.
In the case of keys used by the system STSC the length is
given in bits. In this case, the number of possibility to explore
for a brute force attack (BFA) is in the order of 2N where N is
key length in bit, since the key is randomly generated.

TABLE. IV.

VALUES OF PARAMETERS RELATING TO SEC, SMC AND STSC
SYSTEMS

Parameters
Population size

SEC
30

SMC
30

STSC
-

Probability of crossover

0.7

0.7

-

Probability of mutation

0.03

0.03

-

Size of neighborhood

-

10

50

Size of the tabu list

-

-

100

Aspiration Criterion

-

-

50

Nombre d’itérations Max

100

100

200

TABLE. V.

SIMULATION RESULTS OBTAINED BY SEC, SMC AND STSC
SYSTEMS

Optimization
methods

Evolutionary
algorithm (SEC)

Memetic
algorithm
(SMC)

Tabu search
(STSC)

Number of
iterations

49

28

88

Optimum Global

5

20

50

Execution time (ms)
Time for a single
iteration (ms)

69

55

47

1,40

1,96

0,53

They actually present the best configuration for which the
global minimum is obtained.

Table 3 summarizes the results of the key size generated by
STSC and the complexity of the brute-force attack.
With the current technology a 128-bit key length is already
a limit impossible to achieve. If we compare the minimum key
length of our system with the recommended size for symmetric
systems that ensure a basic security, we can deduce that our
system is able to resist against the brute-force attacks more
than most other existing systems. The attacker must consider
other cryptanalysis strategies if they exist. It should
nevertheless take into account that the power of computers is
increasing every day and an indecipherable message today can
be decipherable in the future.
D. Comparison Between the Performances of STSC System
with Existing Systems
To illustrate the effectiveness and performance of the new
STSC system compared to older systems, we tested our
program on multiple messages with different sizes and we
recorded the number of iterations required for the system to
converge.

Fig. 5. Evolution of the cost by applying the SEC algorithm.

The comparison is based not only on the quality of the
results but also on the speed of convergence and computation.
Table 4 summarizes the values of the parameters used by
the SEC, SMC and STSC systems to encrypt a text whose size
is 6000 characters.
Table 5 presents the results obtained by applying the three
precited algorithms.
Fig. 5 to 7 shows graphs of different values of the
evaluation function.
Fig. 6. Evolution of the cost by applying the SMC algorithm.
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[2]
[3]
[4]

[5]
[6]

[7]

Fig. 7. Evolution of the cost by applying the STSC algorithm.

From Fig. 5, we can notice that the convergence of the SEC
system is achieved in the 49th iteration to a global minimum
equal to 5. From Fig. 6, the SMC system stops at the 28th
iteration with an optimum value of 20 and from Fig. 7 we can
see that the best configuration for the STSC system, giving the
optimum overall equal to 50, is reached after 88 iterations.
From Table 5, the encryption system STSC turns out faster
in terms of computation time than the other two SEC and SMC
systems.
V.

CONCLUSION

[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]

[13]

[14]

Tabu search is a very efficient new meta-heuristic; it can
solve a wide range of problems.
In this article, the first adaptation of the meta-heuristic
“Tabu search” cryptography was presented. The proposed
algorithm uses a variable-length encoding to represent a
symbol of the data input, which allows the encryption of any
kind of information (text, image, sound, etc.).
Our system generates a secret key that we call “Tabu-key”
which has the essential qualities to be efficient and able to
resist against the brute-force attacks. According to the results
of the occurrence frequencies of the characters obtained, we
have shown that this method blocks the way against all the
attacks which are based on the study of the occurrence
frequencies of characters in a cipher text. We can also increase
the security of our system by combining it with another
encryption method such as [18]-[22].
[1]

[8]
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Abstract—Hearing aid method by equalizing frequency
response of phoneme which is extracted from human voice is
proposed. One of the problems of the existing hearing aid is poor
customization of the frequency response compensation.
Frequency response characteristics are different by the person
who need hearing aid. The proposed hearing aid is based on
frequency response equalization by phoneme by phoneme.
Frequency characteristics of phoneme are to be equalized. This is
the specific feature of the proposed hearing aid method. Through
experiments, it is found that the proposed hearing aid by
phoneme is superior to the conventional hearing aid.
Keywords—Hearing aid; phoneme; frequency
equalization filter; hidden markov model (HMM)

I.

response;

INTRODUCTION

In general, hearing capability of human voices is getting
bad for elderly persons since a high-frequency response of
elderly persons’ ears is getting poor. Hearing capability is
defined with the well-known averaged hearing capability level
that is defined as Averaged value of hearing capability for
human voices regarding frequency components ranged from
500 Hz to 4000 Hz. In accordance with the definition, 25-40
dB of loudness of human voices are difficult to hear slightly
when human voice is not loud while 40-70 dB of loudness of
human voices are difficult to hear when human voice is
normal level.
Earlier devices, known as ear trumpets or ear horns [1], [2],
were passive funnel-like amplification cones designed to
gather sound energy and direct it into the ear canal. After that
not so small number of methods have been proposed so far
[3]-[10].
Mobile device based personalized equalizer for improving
the hearing capability of human voices for elderly persons are
proposed. Through experiments, it is found that the proposed
equalizer does work well for improving hearing capability by
2 to 55% of voice Recognition success ratio. According to the
investigation of the frequency component analysis and
formant detections, most of the voice sounds have the formant
frequencies for the first to third frequencies within the range
of 3445 Hz. Therefore, a nonlinear equalizing multiplier is
better to enhance the frequency components for the first to
third formants. The experimental results with the voice above
input experiments show that a good Percent Correct
Recognition: PCR is required for 0 to more than 8000 Hz of
frequency components. Also, 8162 Hz cut off frequency

would be better for both noise suppressions and keeping a
good PCR [11].
As I described above, hearing capability is getting
deteriorated for aged persons. It is called “Senile deafness”. In
Japan, around 18% of peoples whose age ranged from 65 to 74
have a trouble on hearing capability while 40% of peoples
whose age is more than 74 have a trouble on hearing
capability. There are some young peoples who have a trouble
on hearing capability for some specific frequency component.
Although they need a hearing aid, most of they do not like to
have such conventional hearing aid due to some reasons. It
does not look good. Hearing capability, frequency response
varied for time being. Hearing capability is different by person.
There are some other reasons.
Because of these reasons, a customization of hearing aid is
required. Also, equalization of specific spectrum components
is required. Furthermore, it would be better to equalize
specific frequency component by phoneme by phoneme if
they would like to hear human voices. Therefore, human voice
hearing capability improvement method by equalizing
frequency response equalization by phoneme by phoneme is
proposed. This is the specific feature of the proposed hearing
aid method.
The following section describes the proposed method for
equalization followed by some experiments. Then conclusions
are described together with some discussions and future
research works.
II.

PROPOSED METHOD

A. Frequency Response Model
Fig. 1 shows the cochlea of human ear model.

Fig. 1. Cochlea of human ear model.
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From the vestibular window to the end of the cochlea,
frequency response is varied from high to low frequency
components ranged from zero to 20KHz around. Usually, high
frequency response is getting deteriorated by age. On the other
hand, some frequency response is degraded for the young
generation’s deafness.
B. Japanese Phoneme Model
Frequency range of each Japanese phoneme is shown in
Table 1. In Japanese, there are just 23 of phoneme. The
number of phoneme is different by Language. The number of
phoneme of Japanese is smallest followed by Germany (the
number of phoneme is 25).
It is considerably certain that it would better to equalize by
phoneme by phoneme because frequency component of each
phoneme is different each other. This is the fundamental idea
of the proposed hearing aid. Also, it is realized by using
smartphone or i-phone as an application software installed on
the mobile devices. Therefore, it can be customized by human
and may be changed the equalization characteristics even if
their frequency response is changed for time being. Also, it
can be worked in a real-time basis because the equalization
filter can be created in prior to use.

It is proposed to measure responses by input 23 of
different phoneme to human ear using ASSR. Then
appropriate equalizer for each phoneme is designed and
installed it to smartphone or i-phone in prior to use.
C. Procedure of the Proposed Design of Equalization
Before using the proposed equalizer, customization of the
equalization is required. The most appropriate equalization
filter response is designed as follows:
1) Frequency response characteristic of each phoneme is
measured with ASSR.
2) Equalization filter is designed by each phoneme.
Phoneme is extracted from the acquired voice signals
based on Hidden Markov Model: HMM2 which is shown in
Fig. 2. “Julius” software which is developed by Julius
development team composed with Kyoto University, Nagoya
Institute of Technology, etc. which allows speech
recognition.3
First, input voice signals are divided into the frames (25
ms in this case) with the pre-asigned short term shift of the
signals (10 ms in this case) as shown in Fig. 3.

Auditory Steady-State Response: ASSR [12] allows to
measure frequency response of human ear objectively
(Galambos et al. (1981) [13], Rickards et al. (1994) [14],
Kuwada et al. (1986) [15]). During sleep, frequency response
can be measured using ASSR.
TABLE I.

FREQUENCY RANGE OF EACH JAPANESE PHONEME1

Vowel

Consonant

Special Mora

a

Frequency Range(Hz)
0～1500

i

0～1000,4000～5000

u

0～700

e

0～1000,2000～3000

o
k
s
t
c
n
m

0～1000
900～3500
4000～5100
4000～5100
～
3900～4900
0～400

r

0～1000,4000～4500

g
z
d
b
p

0～500,2000～5000
0～500,4000～5000
0～500,3900～5000
0～1000
200～700

j

0～1000,4000～5000

w
n
q
H

～
0～400
～
～

Fig. 2. Example of the well known Hidden Markov Model: HMM.

Fig. 3. Divided input voice signal into frames with 25ms of width.
2
1

http://www.geocities.jp/myonsei/

3

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hidden_Markov_model
https://julius.osdn.jp/juliusbook/ja/julius.html
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After that, phoneme is extracted from the frame signal
with the quality assessed results “n_score” as shown in Fig. 4.
The frames are attached frame ID and assessed frames are
attached “unit number”. These are candidates of the phoneme.
The most reliable phoneme is selected from the candidates. In
the case of Fig. 4, #2 of units are selected depending on the
assessed “n_score”.
Input voice signals are equalized using previously
designed equalizing filters by each phoneme. The equalizing
filter is designed as a bandpass filter as shown in Fig. 5. Such
bandpass filter can be synthesized by composing low-pass,
bandpass and high-pass filters. The low-pass filter suppresses
the existing noises while bandpass filter enhances the required
frequency response.
(a) Low-pass filter response

The high-pass filter suppresses a low frequency noise.
Another method for creating equalizing filter is a composition
of low-pass and high-pass filter which are shown in Fig. 6. By
combine the two low-pass and high-pass filters, an arbitrary
frequency response of equalizing filter can be designed.
The filter responses are candidates of the low-pass filters
(see Fig. 7). From these candidates, calm frequency response
of filter is selected.

(b) High-pass filter response
Fig. 6. Arbitrary bandpass filter frequency response creation with low-pass
and high-pass filters.

Fig. 4. Phoneme is extracted from the frame signal with the quality assessed
results “n_score”.

(a) Butterworth4

(b) Cevichef I5
4

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Butterworth_filter.

5

Fig. 5. Frequency response of the required equalizing filter.

https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%83%81%E3%82%A7%E3%83%93%E3%
82%B7%E3%82%A7%E3%83%95%E3%83%95%E3%82%A3%E3%83%A
B%E3%82%BF.
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III.

EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Environment
Experimental environment is shown in Table 2. The entire
program used for the experiment is based on Matlab.
TABLE II.

EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT

PC
OS
CPU
Main_Memory
Programing_Lanbguage
Software

(c) Cevichev II

MacBook_Pro_Retina_Mid_2014
MacOS_X_10.9.4
2.6GHz_Intel_Core_i5
8GB_1600MHz_DDR3
Matlab
MATLAB_R2015b

B. Preliminary Experiment
The basic idea behind the proposed equalizing filter is
illustrated in the Fig. 9(a). Example of the designed low-pass,
high-pass and bandpass filters are shown in Fig. 9(b).
Meanwhile, specific frequency ranges can be enhanced as
shown in Fig. 9(c).
(d) Ellptic6
Fig. 7. Candidates of the low-pass filter of frequency responses for
equalizing filter.

(a) Illustrative view of the basic idea of the proposed equalizing filter

Fig. 8. Detailed flow chart of the proposed procedure.

The detailed flow chart of the proposed procedure is
shown in Fig. 8.
(b) Three filters

After the voice is input in the PC with microphone,
phoneme is extracted from the input voice signal followed by
division of phoneme by 25ms of frame. Then equalization
filter is retrieved by phoneme database followed by integration
of the equalized phoneme until the end of the divided frames.
After that, the equalized voice signal is output from the PC
with speaker.

(c) Arbitrary frequency ranges are enhanced
Fig. 9. Basic idea of the proposed equalizing filter and example of the
frequency responses of the designed low-pass, high-pass and bandpass filters.
6

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elliptic_filter
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C. Experimental Results
One of the examples of actual spectrum of phoneme is
shown in Fig. 10. This is an example of “a”. There are peaks
which are named as Formants (from the first to n-th formants)
which represent features of the input voices.
Appropriate frequency ranges which must be enhanced are
determined with the formants. These formants are estimated
with envelops of frequency spectrum of each phoneme. Then
appropriate filter response can be designed by the method.

(b) Without equalization
Fig. 11. Frequency responses with and without frequency enhancement.

Fig. 11(a) shows the frequency responses with frequency
enhancement while Fig. 11(b) shows the frequency responses
without enhancement. #2 in Fig. 4 must be enhanced while #1
and #3 has not to be enhanced. The left image shows #1 and
#3 of frequency response while the right image shows #2 of
frequency response which must be equalized.
The processed voice signals by the proposed frequency
response equalization are shown in Fig. 12. The left image is
the original voice input signal while the right image shows the
reconstructed output voice signal after the frequency
equalization. These are corresponding to the voice signals
which are shown in Fig. 11(a) of the left and the right images,
respectively.

Fig. 12. Example of the processed voice signals by the proposed frequency
response equalization.

Four of patients participate a validation test for the
proposed system. “Kyo-wa Ii-Tenki-da” in Japanese (“It is
fine day” in English) is pronounced by the user. 44,100Hz
(Sampling frequency) / 16bit (Quantization bit) / monaural
voice signal is created. Also, a degraded input voice signal is
created by using low-pass filter with “butter-worse” filter with
the cut-off frequency at the 5 KHz. This is called as #1 input
voice signal hereafter. The #2 input voice signal is also
created with conventional frequency equalization with highpass filter (the cut-off frequency is at 5 KHz). Another #3
input voice signal is created with the proposed method of
frequency equalizer. The four patients hear these three input
voice signals and then evaluate the quality of voice with 5
grades. Table 3 shows the evaluation results.

Fig. 10. Example of formant of “a”.

As the results from the evaluation experiments for three
input voice signals, it is found that the proposed method
shows superior performance to the other two degraded voice
signals and the restored voice signal with conventional highpass filter about 10 points. It is noticed that some of the
consonances are not clear enough though. Also, it is noticed
that #3 input voice is not so natural since reconstruction is
made some sound defects caused by the combining the
different frame signal peace of phoneme for the proposed
frequency equalization method. In comparison to the
conventional method, the reconstructed voice signal by the
proposed method is not so noisy. This is one of the features of
the proposed method.
TABLE III.

(a) With equalization

EVALUATED RESULTS FOR THREE INPUT VOICE SIGNALS

Input_Voice_Signal

Score

Comments

#1 Voice_Signal

2.67

Relatively_unclear

#2 Conventional

3.5

#3 Proposed

3.83

Consonance_is_not_clear_enough, Noisy
Comparatively_consonance_is_clear,
Not_so_noisy
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IV.

CONCLUSION

Human voice hearing capability is improved by equalizing
frequency response equalization by phoneme by phoneme.
One of the problems of the existing hearing aid is poor
customization of the frequency response compensation.
Frequency response characteristics are different by the person
who need hearing aid. The proposed hearing aid is based on
frequency response equalization by phoneme by phoneme.
Through experiments, it is found that the proposed hearing aid
by phoneme is superior to the conventional hearing aid by the
factor of 9.4 %.
It is found that the proposed method shows superior
performance to the other two degraded voice signals and the
restored voice signal with conventional high-pass filter about
10 points. It is noticed that some of the consonances are not
clear enough though. Also, it is noticed that #3 input voice is
not so natural due to the fact that reconstruction is made some
sound defects caused by the combining the different frame
signal peace of phoneme for the proposed frequency
equalization method. In comparison to the conventional
method, the reconstructed voice signal by the proposed
method is not so noisy. This is one of the features of the
proposed method.
Further investigations are required for simultaneous
estimation of cornea curvature center and cornea radius, noise
removal of the depth image.
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Abstract—In hyperspectral imagery, endmember extraction
(EE) is a main stage in hyperspectral unmixing process where its
role lies in extracting distinct spectral signature, endmembers,
from hyperspectral image which is considered as the main input
for unsupervised hyperspectral unmixing to generate the
abundance fractions for every pixel in hyperspectral data. EE
process has some difficulties. There are less distinct endmembers
than its mixed background; also, there are endmembers that
have rare occurrences in data that are considered as difficulties
in EE process. In this paper, we propose a new technique that
uses divide and conquer method for EE process to find out these
difficult (rare or less distinct) endmembers. divide and conquer
method is used to divide hyperspectral data scene to multiple
divisions and take each division as a standalone scene to enable
endmember extraction algorithms (EEAs) to extract difficult
endmembers easily and finally conquer all extracted
endmembers from all divisions. We implemented this method on
real dataset using three EEAs: ATGP, VCA, and SGA and
recorded the results that outperform the results from usual
endmember extraction techniques methods in all used
algorithms.
Keywords—Endmember
extraction
algorithm
(EEA);
endmember extraction (EE); automatic target generation process
(ATGP); hyperspectral imagery; simplex growing algorithm (SGA);
hyperspectral unmixing; vertex component analysis (VCA); divide
and conquer method

I.

INTRODUCTION

Endmember extraction is considered to be an important
and crucial step in hyperspectral data exploitation. A pixel in
hyperspectral data may be either a pure pixel or mixed pixel.
A pure pixel represents an endmember (EM) that exists in the
scene. A mixed pixel contains multiple contributions from a
group of different endmembers that exists in the scene.
Therefore, endmember is considered as a pure signature for a
class [1]. Generally, an endmember is not a pixel; it is a
spectral signature which is specified completely by the
spectrum of a single material substance.
Several endmember extraction methods have been
developed to extract pure pixels from hyperspectral data. Here
we use three different algorithms for extracting endmembers
from hyperspectral data. The first one is Automatic Target
Generation Process (ATGP) that finds its targets by using a
sequence of orthogonal subspaces with the maximal
orthogonal projections [2], [5], [7], [8] where ATGP

Computer Science department,
Faculty of Computer& Information Sciences
Cairo University
Cairo, Egypt

considered the unsupervised version of Orthogonal Subspace
Projection (OSP) algorithm. The second used algorithm is the
Simplex Growing Algorithm (SGA) [3], [8] which finds its
endmembers by growing a simplex, vertex by vertex, until it
reaches the required endmembers represented by vertices of
simplex. The last used algorithm is the Vertex Component
Analysis (VCA) [4], [8], it is an OP-based EEA that is
characterized by computational complexity reduction by
replacing simple volume calculation with OP and growing
nonnegative convex hulls, vertex by vertex, until it builds a pvertex convex hull (p denotes the endmembers required to be
extracted).
Authors in [6], demonstrate some EEAs as ATGP, VCA,
and SGA and demonstrate their efficiency by using different
criteria as sequential or parallel implementation,
dimensionality reduction, etc. ATGP, VCA, SGA are most
widely used in EE [8]. They are similar in their design but
different in preprocessing steps.
Some researches work in spatial and spectral information
of hyperspectral data to enhance EEAs. Over segmentation
based method introduced in [9], exploit spatial and spectral
information to enhance computational performance for EEA.
A new enhancement for EEAs is suggested in [10] that gives
guidance to EE process for spatially homogenous regions and
consequently to enhance performance of unmixing process.
This paper contributed to enabling EEAs to find difficult
endmembers where EEAs alone couldn’t find them without
using this proposed method.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
Linear Mixture Model. Section 3 describes the proposed
method. Dataset used is introduced in Section 4. Results and
discussions are provided in Section 5. The conclusion is given
in Section 6.
II.

LINEAR MIXTURE MODEL

Linear mixture model is a well-known approach used for
determination and quantification of materials in hyperspectral
images. Hyperspectral image consists of pixels where every
pixel is represented by a vector of values for each spectral
band which, in its turn, is the reflectance of the material in a
specific wavelength.
Let r be an L × 1 column vector in a hyperspectral image
where L refers to the number of bands. Suppose that there are
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p materials in the hyperspectral image and M = [m1 m2 ... mp]
is an L × p matrix of material signature, where mj is an L × 1
column vector of the jth material signature in the hyperspectral
image. Assume that a is a p × 1 abundance column vector
T
denoted as (a1, a2, …, ap)
which associated with r (ak
represents the abundance fraction of the kth signature exist in
the pixel vector r).

Hyperspectral Image
(HSI)

Divide HSI into
Scheme N x N

Linear unmixing can solve this mixed pixel problem. It
assumes that spectral signature r can be represented by a linear
regression model as in (1) where r is linearly mixed by p
material signatures.


Seg11Seg12 …….. Seg1n
Seg21Seg22 …….. Seg2n
….. …..
….
Segn1Segn2 …….. Segnn



r = Ma + n

Execute different
EEAs on every
segment &
extracting its p-list
of endmembers

Where n is noise. In unsupervised hyperspectral unmixing
process, hyperspectral image pixel represented by r with M
and a are unknown. Endmember extraction algorithms come
to extract M matrix from hyperspectral image to be used as an
input in a linear unmixing method that plays its role to unmix
the unknown abundance fractions matrix by an inverse of the
linear mixture model.
III.

PROPOSED METHOD

From the spectral viewpoint, endmembers in the scene
have distinct signatures. These endmembers are the target of
any EEA regardless its design and implementation. EEAs used
extract all vertices in the simplex as endmembers as shown in
Fig. 1 where vertices of great triangle are E1, E4, and E5 but
vertices in small triangle are E1, E2, and E3. Endmembers set
in small triangle is different from endmembers set in bigger
triangle according to EEAs viewpoint. Notice E2, and E3
cannot be extracted from the bigger triangle unless we divide
data into sections that will raise the probability of extracting
them using different EEAs used.

….

P-list11 P-list12 …….. P-list1n
P-list21 P-list22 …….. P-list2n
…..
…
P-listn1 P-listn2 …….. P-listnn

Assembling all p-lists
of endmembers into
one overall list

In this section, a new technique that uses divide-andconquer method in endmember extraction algorithms is
proposed.

Overall list

Not necessarily that all extracted pixels are pure pixels and
represent material signature resident in hyperspectral scene.
Usually, some of the extracted pixels, using the EEAs, are
mixed. This is normal because each EEA has its strategy in
finding endmember set. EEAs suffer from not finding all
materials signatures. The proposed technique tries to solve this
problem and enhance EEAs results. To test the method, we
used real dataset (as explained in the next section) along with
its ground truth abundant matrix. Fig. 2 explains the workflow
used in the proposed technique.

Validating overall list
according to abundance
map

Validation Results
Fig. 2. Workflow used in the proposed technique.

There are five stages in the workflow, beginning with
hyperspectral image (HSI). To begin, HSI is divided spatially
into scheme N×N to create N2 equivalent segments, where
every segment is considered as a standalone HSI.
Following this, EEAs are applied into every segment to
extract p endmembers and record them into p-list (p refers to
the expected number of endmembers in HSI).
Fig. 1. 2-dimentional plot for many pixels includes 5 endmembers.

In the subsequent stage, all p-lists that are created are
assembled into overall-list that contains p × N2 endmembers.
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Next, each endmember in the overall-list is validated using
abundance map.
A. The different schemes used in the proposed method are as
the following:
 No division scheme: dataset remains as one segment
and EEAs are applied on the full dataset and results are
recorded.

Tree

Water

 Scheme 2×2: dataset is divided spatially into 2 by 2
grids that yield 4 equivalent segments.
 Scheme 3×3: dataset is divided spatially into 3 by 3
grids that yield 9 equivalent segments.
 Scheme 4×4: dataset is divided spatially into 4 by 4
grids that yield 16 equivalent segments.

Road

Soil

IV.

(a)

REAL DATASET (JASPER RIDGE)

Jasper Ridge is one of the popular datasets used in
hyperspectral data analysis [11]-[12]. Jasper Ridge is a cube of
data consists of 512 rows × 614 columns × 224 bands. Its
spectral range is starting at 0.38 micron and ending at 2.5
micron. For simplicity, we cut a subset from the original
dataset consisting of 100 rows × 100 columns as shown in
Fig. 3.
Tree

This subset is starting from pixel at 105th row and 269th
column from the whole dataset. Because of some effects of
atmosphere and water vapor absorptions, 26 bad bands are
discarded
from
total
224
bands
as
follows:
1:3,108:112,154:166,220:224. The number of remaining
bands is 198 were used for analysis.
There are four endmembers in Jasper Ridge data: Tree,
Water, Soil, and Road. Their abundance images are shown in
Fig. 4(a). Jasper Ridge dataset has an abundance map that
restricted by Abundance Non-negativity Constraint (ANC)
and Abundance Sum-to-one Constraint (ASC). Due to some
noise and other calibration problems, we suppose that the
pixel which has abundance fraction greater than 90 % is
considered as a pure pixel. Fig. 4(b) illustrates pure pixels for
every endmember in the map.

Water

Soil

Road
(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Abundance images for four endmembers.of Jasper Ridge dataset
(b) Pure pixels for each endmember in Jasper Ridge dataset.

V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, a full description for experiments is
executed on Jasper Ridge dataset and synthetic dataset. It
gives an overall analysis which demonstrates that results from
EEAs using the proposed method D&C outperforms results
from EEAs without D&C.
There are three EEAs used in the experiments (ATGP,
SGA, and VCA). ATGP is a deterministic algorithm, where it
can extract the same set of endmembers for different runs, so
it was executed only one time. As opposed to ATGP, VCA
and SGA are random algorithms, so they were executed three
different runs and their results were recorded separately.
Applying an EEA on any dataset using No Division
Scheme will give set of p extracted endmembers (where p is
the number of endmembers resident in this dataset). Using
Scheme 2×2, there are 4 × p extracted endmembers by
applying any EEA. Also in Scheme 3×3 and Scheme 4×4
there are 9 × p and 16 × p extracted endmembers respectively.

Fig. 3. Jasper Ridge subset consisting of 100rows x 100columns.
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TABLE II.

EXTRACTED PURE PIXELS USING NO DIVISION SCHEME
SGA

VCA
EMs

No divisions

#1

#2

#3

#1

#2

#3

Tree

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

Water

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

Soil

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Road

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

# of extracted pure
EMs

2/4

2/4

2/4

3/4

2/4

2/4

2/4

# of extracted pure
materials

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

2×2 division

3×3 division

4×4 division

TABLE III.

Fig. 5. Different division schemes for Jasper Ridge dataset.

A. No Divisions Scheme Results
Table 2 demonstrates results extracted from EEAs by
using No Divisions Scheme. ATGP extracted four pixels; two
of them were pure pixels one for Tree and another for Soil.
The other two pixels were mixed pixels, and ATGP couldn’t
extract any pure pixels for Water or Road.
VCA #1 as VCA #2, they extracted two pure pixels one for
Water and another for Soil, but also they couldn’t extract any
pure pixels for Tree and Road. But, VCA #3 extracted three
pure pixels from the four extracted pixels, only Road couldn’t
be extracted.
All SGA runs extracted here the same two pure pixels,
Tree and Soil, while Water and Road didn’t have any pure
pixels with SGA.
NUMBER OF DIVISIONS AND NUMBER OF EXTRACTED
ENDMEMBERS IN EVERY SCHEME
No Divisions

2×2 Scheme

3×3
Scheme

4×4 Scheme

# of Divisions

1

4

9

16

# of extracted
endmembers

4

16

36

64

ATGP
#1

#2

#3

#1

#2

#3

3

4

4

4

4

3

3

Water

0

3

3

3

0

0

0

Soil

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

Road

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

# of extracted pure
EMs

5/16

9/16

9/16

9/1
6

6/1
6

5/1
6

4/1
6

# of extracted pure
materials

2

3

3

3

2

2

2

Table 1 illustrates number of divisions and number of
expected extracted endmembers according to different
schemes used in Jasper Ridge dataset.

According to abundance image for Jasper Ridge dataset,
all pixels extracted by EEAs from Jasper dataset are validated
as follows:

SGA

VCA

Tree

Tables 2 to 4 demonstrate results from applying EEAs of
different division schemes on Jasper dataset.

EXTRACTED PURE PIXELS USING 2×2 SCHEME

EMs

Fig. 5 illustrates different division schemes used on Jasper
dataset. The workflow, introduced before, will be applied on
every scheme and the extracted endmembers sets will be
gathered into one overall set for every unique scheme.

TABLE I.

ATGP

TABLE IV.

EXTRACTED PURE PIXELS USING 3×3 SCHEME
SGA

VCA
EMs

ATGP
#1

#2

#3

#1

#2

#3

Tree

8

10

11

9

10

8

9

Water

0

5

4

3

0

0

0

Soil

5

4

5

4

4

4

5

Road

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

# of extracted
pure EMs

15/36

20/
36

21/
36

17/
36

15/
36

13/
36

15/
36

# of extracted
pure materials

3

4

4

4

3

3

3
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EMs

EXTRACTED PURE PIXELS USING 4×4 SCHEME
AT
GP

SGA

VCA
#1

#2

#3

#1

#2

#3

Tree

15

15

16

15

13

13

14

Water

2

10

9

9

2

2

2

Soil

6

4

5

4

4

5

5

Road

3

3

3

3

3

2

3

# of extracted pure
EMs
# of extracted pure
materials

26/6
4

32/
64

33/
64

31/
64

22/
64

22/
64

24/
64

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

TABLE VI. COMPUTATIONAL TIME FOR ATGP, VCA, & SGA USING
DIFFERENT DIVISION SCHEMES (TIME IN SECONDS)
Division Scheme

ATGP

VCA*

SGA*

No Division

0.339

0.148

3.745

Division 2x2

0.311

0.211

3.658

Division 3x3

0.313

0.289

3.522

Division 4x4

0.228

0.364

3.105

* Average computational time of three runs

B. 2×2 Divisions Scheme Results
Table 3 shows results after applying EEAs using 2×2
Divisions Scheme. ATGP extracted four groups where each
group contains four pixels with a total of 16 pixels that should
be extracted as endmembers. Five of sixteen were pure pixels
which represent only Tree and Soil, and the other 11 pixels
were mixed pixels. ATGP is still not able to find pure pixels
for Water and Road signature. All VCA runs had same results,
where they extracted all materials signatures except for Road
signature. SGA as ATGP couldn’t find Water and Road
signatures.
C. 3×3 Divisions Scheme Results
According to 3×3 Divisions Scheme, results extracted after
applying EEAs is listed in Table 4. ATGP was able to find
two pure pixels for Road. Also, results of VCA were improved
and all materials signatures are extracted. SGA could extract
one pure pixel for Road signature as ATGP and continued to
be unable to extract any pure pixels for Water spectral
signature.

E. Computation Time
Different division schemes divide dataset into different
number of divisions as shown in Table 1, but by increasing the
number of divisions, the division size get smaller. This section
describes the change in computational time for different used
divisions. Table 6 illustrates computational time consumed in
seconds for different used EEAs using different division
schemes where its content is reflected by Fig. 6.
In ATGP, computational time using N×N Divisions
Scheme declines towards increasing N but it’s a bit disturbing
in VCA, where time slightly increases. It is noticeable that
SGA slightly decreases in time consumption by incrementing
N. It’s worth noting that computational time of ATGP and
SGA decline towards more divisions for dataset, but time for
VCA slightly increases.
F. No Division Scheme vs. Different Others Schemes from
Viewpoint of Extracted p
In the first experiments, No Division scheme used in
extracting only 4 endmembers (p = 4), where the expected
number of endmembers in dataset is 4 (Tree, Water, Soil, and
Road). Also each division, in the other division schemes, is
used in extracting 4 endmembers.
It is a fair comparison among different division schemes in
terms of giving the suitable chance to extract p endmembers
from each different division where division is considered as a
standalone scene. But it is not a fair comparison in terms of
the number of total endmembers extracted that equals to p ×
2
N for N×N Divisions Scheme used.
In this experiment, No Division scheme used to extract the
same numbers of total extracted endmembers from different
other division schemes. According to experiments conducted
on whole dataset (No Division Scheme) with p = 16, 36, & 64,
we discuss the extracted results and the computational time
taken in the following two sections:
4
3.5
Time (seconds)

TABLE V.

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

D. 4×4 Divisions Scheme Results
Finally, Table 5 shows results for extracted pixels by
EEAs using 4×4 Divisions Scheme where this scheme set
appropriate conditions for different EEAs to find pure pixels
for all materials signatures in dataset.

No Div.

Div. 2x2

Div. 3x3

Div. 4x4

Division Schemes
ATGP

VCA*

SGA*

Fig. 6. Computational time consumed for different EEAs using different
division schemes. (* Average computational time of three runs).
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1) Extracted results using different values for p
Firstly, in Table 7, an experiment conducted on whole
Jasper dataset with p = 16. ATGP and SGA extracted pure
pixels for all materials signatures expect for Water. Although
there are 16 extracted pixels, but 10 of them are mixed pixels.
VCA results varied in extracting materials signatures where
VCA #1 extracted all materials signatures, VCA #2 extracted
all except Road, and VCA #3 only extracted Tree and Soil
signatures.
An experiment conducted in Table 8 with p = 36. ATGP
and SGA also (as results using p = 16), were agreed on the
same extracted results where Water wasn’t extracted yet, but
all other materials signatures were extracted. VCA extracted
all materials signatures sometimes including Water and
sometimes without it.
Finally, using p = 64, Table 9 lists the results. ATGP and
SGA were unable to extract Water signature and VCA were
able to extract pure pixels for all materials signatures.
2) Computational time consumed using different values
for p
Computational time taken for experiments conducted for
different values of p (p = 16, 36, & 64) are tabulated in
Table 10. By comparing computational time consumed for
different EEAs used, we found that VCA increased linearly
which considered the least growing algorithm in
computational time. ATGP had great increments in time by
increasing p. SGA increases dramatically which indicates the
difficulty of its implementations as p increases. All EEAs
increased in computational time using different values for p
without resorting to divide data spatially.
TABLE VII.

EXTRACTED PURE PIXELS USING NO DIVISION SCHEME (P=16)

EMs
Tree

SGA

VCA
ATGP
3

#1

#2

#3

#1

#2

#3

3

3

2

3

3

3

Water

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

Soil

2

1

1

1

2

2

2

Road

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

6/16

6/16

5/16

3/16

6/16

6/16

6/16

3

4

3

2

3

3

3

# of extracted
pure EMs
# of extracted
pure materials

TABLE VIII. EXTRACTED PURE PIXELS USING NO DIVISION SCHEME (P=36)
EMs

SGA

VCA
ATGP
#1

#2

#3

#1

#2

#3

Tree

5

7

7

5

5

5

5

Water

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

Soil

4

4

1

2

4

4

4

Road

2

1

3

5

2

2

2

11/36

12/
36

12/
36

13/
36

11/
36

11/
36

11/
36

3

3

4

4

3

3

3

# of extracted
pure EMs
# of extracted
pure materials

TABLE IX.

EXTRACTED PURE PIXELS USING NO DIVISION SCHEME (P=64)
SGA

VCA
EMs

ATGP
#1

#2

#3

#1

#2

#3

Tree

8

8

9

10

8

8

8

Water

0

1

1

2

0

0

0

Soil

9

7

5

2

9

9

9

Road

3

5

4

5

3

3

3

# of extracted
pure EMs

20/64

21/
64

19/
64

19/
64

20/
64

20/
64

20/
64

# of extracted
pure materials

3

4

4

4

3

3

3

TABLE X.
COMPUTATIONAL TIME FOR ATGP, VCA, & SGA USING NO
DIVISION SCHEMES FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF P (TIME IN SECONDS)
Value of P

ATGP

VCA*

SGA*

4

0.218

0.143

3.114

16

1.136

0.322

19.501

36

2.729

0.434

84.152

64

4.772

0.607

286.066

* Average computational time of three runs

As opposed to using different division schemes which
showed that computational times consumed were declined as
ATGP and SGA or at most slightly increased as VCA. It is
noted that division schemes showed superiority in the
consumption of less computational time and improve the
results of EEAs.
VI.

CONCLUSION

Unsupervised hyperspectral unmixing process needs
endmember extraction process prior to extract endmembers
resident in hyperspectral scene. EEA suffers from finding less
distinct and scarce endmembers in the scene. Our proposed
method divided dataset into equivalent sections where each
section represented as a standalone dataset, and applied EEAs
on each section and the extracted endmember sets for the same
division scheme were grouped into one overall set. VCA could
find pure pixels that represent all materials signatures in
smaller homogeneous division, while ATGP and SGA could
find them in even smaller divisions.
By comparing all overall sets for different division
schemes, we found that dividing data into sections can help
EEAs to find rare and less distinct endmembers where
computational time consumed decreases as in ATGP and SGA
and at most increases slightly as in VCA.
We often need to increase p value to make EEAs more
capable of finding pure pixels in hyperspectral image. But it
takes great computational time and doesn’t guarantee finding
pure pixels that represent all materials signatures in the scene.
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Results could enhanced using different division schemes,
not only for enhancement of finding pure pixels, but also in
decreasing the computational time consumed.
We divided the data into 4 sections, 9 sections and 16
sections but didn’t need more divisions. But how far will we
stop the data divisions!! This work can be extended by
creating stop condition for more divisions.
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Abstract—Real time analytics is the capacity to extract
valuables insights from data that comes continuously from
activities on the web or network sensors. It is largely used in web
based business to drive decisions based on user’s experiences,
such dynamic pricing and personalized advertising. Many
universities have adopted web based learning in their learning
process. They use data-mining techniques to better understand
students’ behavior, and most of the tools developed are based on
historical and stored data, and do not allow real time reactivity.
Online activities of learners generate at high speed a huge
amount of data in form of users’ interactions which have all
characteristics to be considered as Big data. Deal with volume
and velocity of these data in order to inform and enable
decisions-makers to act at right time lead us to use new methods
to capture E-Learning data, and process it in real time.
This paper focuses on the design and implementation of
modern and hybrid real time data pipeline architecture using
Apache Flume to collect data, Apache Spark as an unified engine
computation for performing analytics on students’ activities data
and Apache Hive as a data warehouse for storing the processed
data and for use by various reporting tools. To conceive this
platform we conduct an experiment on Moodle database source.
Keywords—Real time analytics; e-learning; big data; Hadoop;
spark; Moodle; change data capture; streaming; data visualization
clustering

I.

INTRODUCTION

E-Learning is a revolutionary and very promising field that
brings about a radical change in the field of learning. Web
based technologies are used to create virtual classrooms with
attractive materials and resources, and provides a wide range of
solutions that support the learning process and services that are
accessible anytime from anywhere.
Interactions of students with an E-Learning platform often
come in three forms:
 Learner-learner
 Learner-instructor
 Learner-content
Learning Analytics (LA) is a recent field of research and
development of tools and technologies that help to analyze and
understand the interactions of learners with educational
resources. In the first international Conference on Learning
Analytics and Knowledge (LAK 2011), it was defined as “the
measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about

learners and their contexts, for purposes of understanding and
optimizing learning and the environments in which it occurs”
[1]. A related domain is Educational data mining (EDM) which
is a data-driven field defined in the community site [2] as
“Educational Data Mining is an emerging discipline, concerned
with developing methods for exploring the unique and
increasingly large-scale data that come from educational
settings, and using those methods to better understand students,
and the settings which they learn in.” LA aims to improve ELearning [3] based on the analysis of the learners’ behavior
during their interactions with the course.
As more the learning in Higher education are occurring on
the web, online activities generate, at high speed, huge
amounts of information in the form of users’ traces. Deal with
volume and velocity of data in order to extract valuable
information that can support real-time decision making, lead us
to design a modern and flexible architecture that can manage
and scale to the continuous stream data.
In this work, we propose a solution for the near-real time
analysis of students’ activities on a web based learning
platform, the most widely used in Moroccan higher education
institutions which is Moodle. For this, we have built a system
of complete Data Analytics Pipeline which is composed of
three main layers. The first layer ensures the data capture from
Moodle database. The second layer performs real time
processing. The third layer provides a flexible data persistence
which can be used by different reporting tools.
All operations are executed in a distributed environment on
inexpensive hardware. We use open source technologies such
Apache Spark as the main computing engine and Hive to
conceive the data warehouse on top of Hadoop cluster.
Analyzing data stream that come continuously from the
Moodle platform can greatly help us to track students’ progress
in courses and detect the students at risk. It can also allow us to
monitor the daily health of the E-Learning platform by using
fresh reports which can be useful to deduct smart ideas in order
to redefine the decisions strategies at right time by adjusting
and improving the courses content that respond to students’
needs.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
defines big data analytics. Section 3 discusses related work.
Section 4 presents the tools used in our work. Section 5
presents the structure of the proposed system and the data
processing methodology adopted. Then, it presents and
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discusses the experiment results. Finally, Section 6 concludes
the paper and describes the future research directions.
II.

BIG DATA ANALYTICS

Big data [4] is a huge amount of data that is generated from
various sources. It may be structured when data come from flat
files or relational databases, and unstructured or semi
structured when data come from the web activities or
equipment sensors. Acquiring data very fast does not create the
value to the business [5], it needs additional efforts to be
meaningful. Big data analytics is the process to apply statistical
analysis, data mining, predictive analytics, and text mining on
large amount of data using a distributed platform. It depends on
speed at which data arrives, and can be divided in two
categories [6]:
1) Batch Processing: Computation and analysis are applied
on data that comes in big batches, then fixed and stored in
distributed file system. This type of processing is largely used
to learn from historical data by using clustering and
classification techniques to create machine learning models
which can be applied on new data.
2) Streaming Processing: Computation and analysis are
applied in real time on recent data that come in continuous
records. There are two distinct approaches to analyze live data.
The first is to process each record individually, and the second
is to split the input data in discretized units called mini-batch
according to the interval batch. Stream processing solution
must be connected with the source in real time in order to
continuously ensure the capturing data.
III.

RELATED WORK

P.K. Udupi et al. [7] proposed a smart learning system
model, they describe the possibilities to integrate the ELearning paradigm with the big data analytics concept and
smart utilization. The proposed system contains three layers of
different technology framework. The first layer is an ELearning framework which contains the information and data
of user performance evaluation. The second layer is a big data
framework which performs a set of different tasks like data
extraction, data process and analysis. The third layer is a smart
technology framework which enables support of technology
need for capturing, predicting, analyzing, decision making and
initiates necessary actions as control parameters.

They use the enrolled data related to a specific set of courses
collected from Moodle database. They use different machine
learning algorithms: classification, association rules, and
clustering to produce a final model for recommendation. All
steps of building the dataflow and model are performed on
Weka.
Yassine Tabaa et al. [10] described a learning analytics
system for MOOCs based on Hadoop cluster deployed on a
private cloud. The main core component of this system is the
analytics engine which relies on Map and Reduce model
programming, for performing many different analytics jobs, on
data that comes from relational database, by using a data
integrator based on Apache Sqoop for bulk transfer data from
sql sources to HDFS. The analytics platform can help the
decision-makers to early identify the students at risk.
San et al. [11] conducted a study in the field of smart grid
research. They proposed a complete automation system, where
large pool of sensors is embedded in the existing power grids
system for controlling and monitoring it by utilizing modern
information technologies. Data used in the experiment is in
form of times series data available from Texas Synchrophasor
Network. The proposed solution uses Apache Kafka to ingest
data in real time into the processing layer based on Apache
Spark, responsible to perform analytics in fast way.
Computation is done in parallel across the cluster of machines.
IV.

TOOLS

A. Apache Hadoop
Apache Hadoop [12], [13] is an open source framework
written in java. It is used to build a cluster for both distributed
storage and computation on inexpensive hardware. Hadoop is a
master slave architecture which hides technical complexity
with high level abstraction in terms of network I/O operations
management, fault tolerance and easy horizontal scalability.
The main subsystems of Hadoop distributed system are (see
Fig. 1):

B. Logica et al. [8] lead a study where they discuss the
benefits of the use of big data technologies, in order to resolve
the problem of managing the massive increase in the produced
data volume in educational setting and extracting value from
these data to enhance the learning process. They proposed a
model for big learning data on cloud architecture based on
Hadoop cluster, which can be integrated with the existing
Learning Management System (LMS) that the universities
usually already own. The different levels of the proposed
architecture are designed for collecting any type of data,
processing them using Hadoop cluster, performing
classification on data stored, and exploring unstructured data
using the graphical Gephi tool.
Sunita B Aher et al. [9] proposed a framework for
recommendation of courses in E-Learning system Moodle.

Fig. 1. Hadoop architecture.
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 HDFS: It is a distributed file system, inspired from the
Google file system GFS [14].When data is stored in
HDFS, it is divided into a set of blocks over different
nodes of the cluster. The default size of a block is 128
MB.
 Yarn (Yet Another Resource Negociator): It is a
distributed resource manager introduced in Hadoop
version 2.
 MapReduce: It is a distributed and batch-based
computing model developed after Google paper on
MapReduce [15]. It allows parallelizing the job in small
functions map and reducing, and moving the tasks to
data locality across a cluster. MapReduce in Hadoop
version 2 runs as Yarn application.

B. Apache Hive
Apache Hive [16], [17] is a data warehouse and an analysis
system initially developed at Facebook [18]. It allows query
and manage large datasets stored in Hadoop distributed cluster
using a language called Hive Query Language (HQL) similar
to SQL. Hive converts the queries in one or more MapReduce
jobs that are executed on Hadoop cluster and returns the results
to the user. Hive stores all metadata in a relational database,
and uses by default Derby which is an embedded Java
relational database. We used MySQL because Derby cannot be
used in a multi-user environment.
C. Apache Spark
Apache Spark [19], [20] is an open source distributed
Framework built in Scala, developed at the University of
California Berkeley. It is a Java Virtual Machine designed for
fast data processing in the main memory of nodes in the
cluster. It can interact with HDFS and Hive and can run as
YARN application. The strength of spark resides in its
programming model based on high level abstraction of
representing a data structure in cluster memory called Resilient
Distributed Dataset. RDD [21] is the main component of
Spark core. It is resilient because it is capable to rebuild data in
case of failures in cluster. RDD is an immutable distributed
collection of objects partitioned across different nodes of
cluster, and can be created in different ways from external
sources or in local and from transformations or actions on
existent RDDs. Spark contains several components built on its
core like Spark SQL, Spark Streaming, MLlib (Machine
Learning library), and GraphX (graph processing), thus it
offers to programmers an unified programming [22] platform.
This is the main motivation for choosing it to build our system.
It allows data sharing between jobs instead of storing
intermediate results in the disk compared to MapReduce; and is
well suited for iterative operations. Any application submitted
to Spark cluster which is master/workers architecture, activates
five elements in the following order (see Fig. 2):

Fig. 2. Spark components architecture.

1) Driver program: Any program submitted to spark starts
with an instantiation of SparkContext object, which is the main
entry point to use spark library. SparkContext object use an
instance of SparkConf which allows setting parameters and the
required resources to run the application.
2) Workers: Worker is a slave node, which provides
resources such computing (CPU), storage, and memory.
3) Cluster manager: Spark uses a cluster manager to
allocate cluster resources for executing a job, and manage the
resources across the cluster of worker nodes.
4) Executor: Each application has its own executors.
Executor is a Java virtual machine process which is created on
a worker for executing tasks.
5) Task: This is the smallest unit work of executor that will
be sent to one executor which is launched to compute a RDD
partition.
Spark streaming library [23], [24] allows consuming live
data; it divides the stream in mini batch into time periods equal
to batch interval. After every batch it produces a DStream (see
Fig. 3), which is a sequence of Resilient Distributed Dataset
(RDD). From there, live data can be processed by spark library
in the same way like a batch processing.
D. Apache Flume
Apache Flume [25] is a distributed service designed to
ingest the streaming data into Hadoop storage system. The data
loading process is triggered by an event using an event driven
pipeline architecture based on the principle of the data flow.
The Event flows from Source to Channel to Sink (see Fig. 4),
orchestrated by a JVM process called “flume agent”
responsible to manage the following components:

Fig. 3. Discretized stream abstraction.
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We have authorized access to the courses only to three
groups of students. We gave them the following services:
 Consult the course content and download as PDF.
 View the videos.
 Click on web links to references in relation to content.
Fig. 4. Dataflow architecture in Apache Flume.

 Take tests.

1)
Sources: It allows connecting to the data sources and
collecting the events. There are different types of sources,
below we cite the main used in real world applications:
 SpoolingDirectorySource: Retrieves the contents of log
files that arrive in a directory.
 ExecSource: Executes a bash command. The most used
one is tail command which, when it is executed,
retrieves the last line from a log file.
 SyslogSource: Redirects the logs data from a syslog
server to Flume.
 AvroSource: Allows setting the flume agent to listen on
a TCP port and pump logs in Avro format.
2) Channel: It ensures the storage of collected data and the
fault tolerance in case of failure of the flume agent. Channel
keeps the event until a sink consumes it. Flume provides three
types of storage:
 FileChannel: Persists data on a file system.
 MemoryChannel: Stores data in memory for better
performance.
 JDBCChannel: Uses a JDBC as persistence solution.
3) Sink: Removes and consumes the event from the
channel, and moves it to the external destination. Below, we
cite two types of sinks:

Our goal is to build a real time data pipeline system around
the existent data source; this system ensures the following
tasks:
 Data Integration in two modes offline and online.
 In- memory Data processing.
 Storage of data aggregation and result in a distributed
data warehouse in real time. This data warehouse is
flexible in order to interact and respond to queries
performed by different client applications such the
reporting and analysis tools.
B. Data
Moodle stores its data in the relational database natively
Mysql. We used Workbench to visualize the schema of the
database which contains about 250 tables. The tables we are
interested in are those which contain data profile about students
and courses such as mdl_course, mdl_user, and those which
contain information about interactions with the platform and
more
specifically
with
courses
such
as
mdl_log_store_standard, mdl_lastaccess, mdl_quizz_attempts.
C. Data Integration Methodology
To capture data changes on the Moodle database in order to
integrate them in our system processing layer, different
approaches are possible depending on the data changes’ nature
(INSERT or UPDATE) carried out during students’ activities
on the Moodle platform.

 AvroSink: Redirects data in Avro format to a distant
TCP port.

The tables required in our context are divided into two
categories:

 HDFSSink: Delivers and writes the events to a local file
system.

1) Tables whose content does not change during the web
activity, such as mdl_course, mdl_user, mdl_groups, and
mdl_role_assignements. These tables are used as the reference
where we can retrieve the profile information about users and
courses, such as username, course name, etc.

V.

EXPERIMENT

A. Description
We have conducted this experiment since October 2016.
We started by setting up our system around the Moodle ELearning platform which is used in HASSAN II University. In
collaboration with a team of teachers, we have submitted and
published the following courses:
 Object Oriented Programming with java.
 Programming in C ++.
 Programming in Android.
 Software Analysis with UML.

We perform the batch replication of these tables to Hive
data warehouse by using Apache Sqoop [26] which is an
efficient tool designed to transfer bulk data between a
relational databases and HDFS. Sqoop allows to extract the
content of table using SQL queries, import the updates made in
a database and export the result to Hive data warehouse.
Several solutions in big data management and analytics use
Sqoop as main part of data ingestion.
Code Example :
-Create database in Hive called moodle-experiment from
hive terminal:
Hive> create database moodle_experiment
-Bulk transfer data from mdl_user to our data warehouse
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moodle_experiment
$ sqoop import --connect jdbc:mysql://URL/moodle_db
--username root -P
--table mdl_user
--hive-import
--hive-table moodle-experiment.users -m 1

agent.sources.sql-source.type =
org.keedio.flume.source.SQLSource

2) Tables whose content changes during the web activity,
such as mdl_ logstore_standard_log , mdl_user_lastaccess.
The mdl_log_store_standard table is the table where
Moodle inserts rows in an incremental way. The other tables
undergo changes in their columns like mdl_user_lastaccess, to
capture data from these tables; we created Mysql triggers on
these tables to capture the transactions occurring on them, and
incrementally populate new tables we created in Moodle
database.
Intercept recent data from different tables via multiple
Flume agents generate a lot of streams. To organize the data
traffic in subjects and manageable categories, we need a
middleware or a central hub capable to interact with Spark and
enable real-time data processing. For this, we use Apache
Kafka [27] as a pivot point in our system to receive records
from Flume and push them into Apache Spark.
Kafka is a distributed persistent subscribe messaging
system initially developed at LinkedIn. Kafka stores streams of
events in categories called topics. A topic is a logical collection
that will receive data from Flume in our context. Kafka uses
Zookeeper [28] to manage its components and check the
operations status.
We created manually different topics in Kafka cluster using
the script Kafka-topics.sh which is a part of Kafka bin files.
Example:

kafka-topics.sh --create --zookeeper localhost:2181
replication-factor 1--partitions 1 --topic log_action_1

--

We use Apache Flume to intercept the latest lines in the
tables, in order to interact with both Moodle database and
Kafka cluster, by adding to the flume library the following jar
files: Flume-ng-sql [29], mysql connector, kafka_2.110.10.0.0.
The created topic log_action_1 receives fresh records from
Flume via a customized flume-agent configuration file where
we set the parameters of source, channel, sink and topic
(=log_action_1).

#flume-agent configuration file
#channel & source
agent.channels = ch1
agent.sinks = kafkaSink
agent.sources = sql-source
agent.channels.ch1.type = memory
agent.channels.ch1.capacity = 1000000
agent.sources.sql-source.channels = ch1

D. Environment Experiment
We deployed a small local cluster for Hadoop and Spark on
11 nodes running Ubuntu 14.04 LTS and interconnected via
one switch of 1Gb/s. The Hadoop cluster is built using Hadoop
version 2.7.3. The Spark cluster is built using Spark version
2.0.0. One machine is designed as Master for both Spark and
Hadoop, the others nodes are both the Hadoop slaves and
Spark workers. The configuration is the same for all nodes:
 Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3470 CPU 3.20GHz (4CPUs).

 Creation of a topic named log_action_1

Example:

# database
agent.sources.sql-source.connection.url
=jdbc:mysql://URL/moodle_experiment
agent.sources.sql-source.user = root
agent.sources.sql-source.password = password
agent.sources.sql-source.table =
moodl_experiment.mdl_logstore_standard_log
#seclect colums to intercept
agent.sources.sql-source.columns.to.select =
courseid,userid,action
agent.sources.sql-source.incremental.column.name = id
agent.sources.sql-source.incremental.value = 0
agent.sources.sql-source.run.query.delay=10000
agent.sources.sql-source.status.file.path = /var/lib/flume
agent.sources.sql-source.status.file.name = sql-source.status
agent.sinks.kafkaSink.type=org.apache.flume.sink.kafka.Kafka
Sink
#topic
agent.sinks.kafkaSink.brokerList=master:9093
agent.sinks.kafkaSink.topic= log_action_1
agent.sinks.kafkaSink.channel=ch1
agent.sinks.kafkaSink.batchSize=10

 1Gb/s network connection.
 300GB hard disk.
 8GB Memory.
We built the different layers using Java version 8, Scala
version 2.11.8, Flume version 1.7.0, Kafka version 2.11-0.10,
Hive version1.7.4, Sqoop version 1.4.6.
As Fig. 5 shows, our real time data pipeline architecture is
composed of three main layers:
 Data capture and integration layer: Responsible for
capturing data change from Moodle and ingesting data
in the processing layer using Flume, Sqoop, and Kafka.
 Data processing layer: Consumes and processes live
data and stores the result continuously in the persistence
layer.
 Persistence layer: Hosts the data warehouse and
responds to queries from different client applications
like reporting tool.
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"key.deserializer" ->classOf[StringDeserializer],
"value.deserializer" ->classOf[StringDeserializer],
"group.id" -> "moodle-consumer-group",
"auto.offset.reset" -> "earliest",
"enable.auto.commit"-> "true",
"auto.commit.interval.ms"-> "1000",
"session.timeout.ms"-> "30000"
)
val kafkaTopics = " log_action1"
val topicsSet = kafkaTopics.split(",").toSet
//receive events from a Topic in plain text format
val stream = KafkaUtils.createDirectStream[String,
String](ssc,PreferConsistent,Subscribe[String,
String](topicsSet, kafkaParams))
//Extract the value from a stream and process each RDD
with foreachRDD
val lines = stream.map(_.value)
lines.foreachRDD { rdd =>
if (!rdd.isEmpty) {
val sqc = new SQLContext(sc)
import sqc.implicits._

Fig. 5. Real time data pipeline architecture.

E. Event Processing
An event is the latest row added in Mysql table, intercepted
by the corresponding flume agent and respectively stored in
Kafka topic. We write different streaming programs in Scala in
order to ensure the following tasks:
1) Capture the incoming data from Kafka topic and create
the DStream via the customized receivers.
2) Extract the value from the raw RDDs in the DStream,
apply transformations such cleaning, parsing in objects and
finally generate the new RDDs.
3) Convert the new RDDs to data frame then create a
temporary view table to store the new events in a structured
format which can be queried.
4) Use Spark SQL to extract statistics from the temporary
view tables and tables already stored in data warehouse like
profile data.
5) Persists the result continuously in Hive data warehouse.
KafkaUtils API is used to create the input stream in order to
consume data from Kafka topic by using the
createDirectStream method. Each event which comes from
Flume is a line text that contains the headers data and the data
in interest. From DStream we extract the value and clean
message with different map operations.
After cleaning the message, we obtain a new RDD in a
string comma separated values, then we create a RDD of row
objects by inferring schema corresponding to a data type using
Scala case class that encapsulates data as objects.
To process each RDD in real time we use foreachRDD
method. The following sample code explains briefly the main
steps:
//parameters required to subscribe to a given Topic:
log_action1

// Clean Convert RDD[String] to RDD[case class] to
DataFrame
val linesDataFrame =
lines.map(_.replace('"',''))..map(_.split(",")).
map(p =>logCaseExemple(p(0).toDouble, p(1).toDouble,
p(2))) .toDF()
// Creates a temporary view table using the DataFrame
linesDataFrame.createOrReplaceTempView("view")
//Insert continuous streams into hive table
sqc.sql("insert into table logm_hive_table select * from
view")
// select the parsed messages from table using SQL and
print it
val linesDFquery = sqc.sql("SELECT courseid,
count(distinct userid) from view where courseid> 1 group by
courseid ") } }
linesDFquery.show()
// Start the computation on data stream
ssc.start()
ssc.awaitTermination()
F. Data Visualization
Hive provides a service called hiveserver2 [30] based on
Thrift RPC [31], which allows any client like Java, C++, php,
and Javascript to interact with its data warehouse.
We build a web application connected to our data
warehouse in order to retrieve live result and visualize a
dashboard containing a set of indicators as student progress in
courses, count course views, active courses, and student
performance. Fig. 6 illustrates the visualization in near real
time of the data extracted from the table named progress stored
in data warehouse.
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Fig. 6. Learners progress.

Fig. 7. Real time course view.

It summarizes information about students’ progress in each
course, such student name, course name, number of visits, the
first visit, number of access, total of completed activities, status
of progress in activities (completed or incomplete).
The dashboard offers the possibility to apply filters on the
result. Fig. 7 illustrates the real time count view in all courses.
The data is extracted from the table in data warehouse named
count_vcourse.
G. Analysis of Students’ Behavior using Clustering
Clustering is an unsupervised machine learning technique,
used in data exploratory, knowledge discovery and is also the
starting point of building a recommender system. Clustering
algorithm attempts to find natural groups of similar items in
data, and put these data points in the same cluster. Two
standard methods are used in clustering [32] hierarchical
clustering and partitioning clustering.
K-means is the best known partitioning algorithm and can
be described as follows:
1) Choose random k points as initial cluster centers called
centroids.

2) Assign each data point to their nearest centroid
according to the Euclidean distance function.
3) Update the centroids for the clusters by calculating the
mean value of the points assigned to the cluster.
4) Repeat phases 2 and 3 until the centroids do not change
or the maximum number of iterations is reached.
A good K-means clustering model will split the objects in
clusters by minimizing the total within-cluster variation or total
within-cluster sum of square (known as WCSS) defined by the
following formula:
K

WCSS ( K )  
k 1

(x   )


i

2

k

x1 Ck

Where, xi is a data point in cluster Ck and µk is the mean
value of the points assigned to the cluster Ck .
The dataset used in this section is extracted from data
warehouse and contains 179 observations. Each observation is
described by 9 attributes (see Table 1) related to the students’
actions in the most active course which is Object Oriented
Programming with Java.
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Analysis is performed in Rstudio by using a SparkR library
[33] which enables large scale data analysis in Spark engine
from the R environment.

Examining Fig. 9 and 10, we note that:

We did not include the attributes student_id, student_name
in data preparation so the resulting dataset consists of 7
attributes. We have normalized all numerical data with z-score
standardization method, in order to avoid the dominance of
some features since they vary in range.

 The average of the number of visits to the course, the
number of views on sections and the time spent in
course by the students in cluster 1 fall between those of
the other clusters.

The appropriate cluster number is found as follow:
1) Execute k-means clustering algorithm for different
numbers of k from 1 to 15 by using an implementation of kmeans algorithm which is included in Spark MLlib (Spark
Machine Learning library).
2) Compute the total within-cluster sum of square (WCSS)
for each number of cluster and plot the curve of WCSS
corresponding to values of k.
3) According to the Elbow method, the curve looks like an
arm (see Fig. 8), the location of the “elbow” represents the
optimal number of clusters.
As the goal of this analysis is to study the clusters of the
students with similar browsing behavior we give in Fig. 9 the
coordinates of cluster centroids. Because values are
standardized, positive values represent the values that are
above the overall mean for all students in dataset, and negative
values represent the values that are below the mean.

 The average of all actions of students in cluster 1 is
below the global mean except the score.

 The students of cluster 1 have consulted less videos and
links, and have spent less time doing tests compared to
students in other clusters.
 The cluster 2 represents the students at risk.
 The cluster 3 is the group of the average students.

Fig. 9. Coordinates of the cluster centroids

In Fig. 10 below, the values represent variable means for
each cluster in the original metric.
TABLE I.

ATTRIBUTES DESCRIPTION OF THE DATASET

Attribute
student_id
studentname

Description
Student identifier
Student name

totalAcess

Number of times the student has visited the
course

total_sectionsvisite
total_videovisited
total_linksvisited
time_spentcourse
time_spent_test
avgscore

Number of views on sections
Total of viewed videos
Total of visited links
Time spent in sections in minutes
Time spent in tests in minutes
Average score obtained in all tests (from 0 to
10)

Fig. 10. Variable means in original metric

We can deduce that the cluster 1 is the group of students
who have adopted a moderate behavior in all actions and
achieved good results.
It is very early to confirm or deny that the strong presence
in a platform guarantees a good result; therefore we can’t
generalize this result. To do this, we need more additional
information, so we have to study how to feed our data
warehouse with other data that are related to the students’
profile, such as the academic past, personal data and other data
interactions with the platform which are not available in the
database of the E-Learning platform.
VI.

Fig. 8. Find optimal number of clusters with Elbow method.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we addressed the challenge to implement an
event-driven system around a web based learning platform.
This system is in the form of a real time data pipeline capable
to capture data change from RDBMS database source and
extract valuable information. We adopt a big data concept to
design, on inexpensive hardware, a flexible and distributed
architecture composed of three layers: data capture, data
processing and data persistence. We combine Apache Flume
and Sqoop to collect fixed and live data. Apache Kafka is
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responsible for organizing the data traffic. To process data in
real time we use Spark Streaming library. Apache Hive is
used to build our data warehouse hosted in a distributed storage
system.
During this work which is based on a real experience we
have identified new directions to extend the proposed work.
The first is to study and investigate new methods to combine
social networks data, past academic and personal data with
actual data in data warehouse, to get more information about
students. The second is to develop an adaptive learning
system based on machine learning models like predictive and
recommender system in order to apply these models to assist
students during their interactions with the E-Learning platform.
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Abstract—Generally, data mining in larger datasets consists
of certain limitations in identifying the relevant datasets for the
given queries. The limitations include: lack of interaction in the
required objective space, inability to handle the data sets or
discrete variables in datasets, especially in the presence of
missing variables and inability to classify the records as per the
given query, and finally poor generation of explicit knowledge for
a query increases the dimensionality of the data. Hence, this
paper aims at resolving the problems with increasing data
dimensionality in datasets using modified non-integer matrix
factorization (NMF). Further, the increased dimensionality
arising due to non-orthogonally of NMF is resolved with
Cholesky decomposition (cdNMF). Initially, the structuring of
datasets is carried out to form a well-defined geometric structure.
Further, the complex conjugate values are extracted and
conjugate gradient algorithm is applied to reduce the sparse
matrix from the data vector. The cdNMF is used to extract the
feature vector from the dataset and the data vector is linearly
mapped from upper triangular matrix obtained from the
Cholesky decomposition. The experiment is validated against
accuracy and normalized mutual information (NMI) metrics
over three text databases of varied patterns. Further, the results
prove that the proposed technique fits well with larger instances
in finding the documents as per the query, than NMF,
neighborhood preserving: nonnegative matrix factorization
(NPNMF), multiple manifolds non-negative matrix factorization
(MMNMF), robust non-negative matrix factorization (RNMF),
graph regularized non-negative matrix factorization (GNMF),
hierarchical non-negative matrix factorization (HNMF) and
cdNMF.

The data reduction is the process of reducing the size or
dimensionality of the data, however, the representation of the
data should be retained. Selection of instance is one better way
to reduce the data by reducing the total number of instances. In
spite of many efforts to deal with such instances, data mining
algorithm, however undergoes severe challenges due to nonapplicability of datasets with large instances. Hence, the
computational complexity of the system increases with larger
instances [3], [4] and leads to problems in scaling, increased
storage requirements and clustering accuracy. The other
problems associated with larger data instances include,
improper association or interaction in the feature space, lack of
ability to handle the large datasets with discrete variables,
inability to classify the data and poor knowledge generation for
a given query, and finally poor computation due to missing
variables.

Keywords—Data mining; non-integer matrix factorization;
Cholesky decomposition; conjugate gradient algorithm

Thought, NMF is used for data analysis, the recent trends
has improved the discoverability and learning ability of NMF
in the data mining to solve the problems associated with larger
datasets. In order to avoid limitations associated with larger
dataset, the following consideration are made in the present
study: This proposed method uses NMF to study the feature
vector of a text document and Cholesky decomposition is used
to avoid the non-orthogonality problem in the NMF. Further, to
avoid poor decomposition using Cholesky decomposition,
conjugate gradient is used, which avoids the rapid
multiplication by the gradients in the feature space.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Computing application in several fields generates numerous
data over several instances. In order to extract knowledge from
such instances, solutions are used conventionally with data
mining tools. However, the large datasets with numerous
instances poses severe challenges and that leads to improper
processing of such huge data volume. The reduction of datasets
or improved mining algorithm can overcome such challenges
[1]. The reduction of improper values from the datasets
provides a greater impact and this increases the performance of
processing the large data [2]; hence, the improved mining
approach is not useful in some cases [3].

Recently, there are significant developments in NMF for
various clustering problems in data mining, defined above. The
NMF process is used to factorize the input matrix into two
matrices of non-negative variables in a lower rank order [5][8]. Several applications of NMF include: chemometrics,
environmetrics, pattern recognition, text mining and
summarization [9], multimedia data analysis [10], analysis of
DNA gene expression [11], analyzing the financial data [12],
and social network analysis [13]. Several algorithms are
designed to overcome the problems associated with objective
functions [14], classification [15], collaborative filtering [16]
and computational methodologies.

Since, the NMF algorithm learns both the data and feature
vector in the dataset feature space, the proposed method
implies the following contributions:
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 First, the metric using data matrix is estimated in the
feature space using trained feature vector.
 Second, the Cholesky decomposition process is applied
over the metric and the upper triangular matrix is
identified.
 Third, upper triangular matrix is used a linear mapper
for the associated data vector.
 Finally, conjugate gradient is applied to reduce sparse
matrix through reduced multiplication and that avoids
the NP-hard problem which significantly reduces the
computational complexity [17], [18].
The outline of the paper is presented as follows: Section 2
discusses the related works. Section 3 provides the NMF model
for clustering the larger datasets. Section 4 provides the
modifications in NMF using Cholesky decomposition.
Section 5 provides experimental verification of the proposed
system over the associated datasets and section 6 concludes the
paper with future work.
II.

RELATED WORKS

Several methods of NMF are discussed here, which
include: Semi supervised constrained NMF [19], semisupervised graph based discriminative NMF [20], Bayesian
learning approach to reduce the generalization error in upper
bound using NMF [21] and update rules [22], sparseness NMF,
which provides better characterization of the features [23],
sparse unmixing NMF [24], locally weighted sparse graph
regularized NMF [25], graph-regularized NMF [26], graph
dual regularization [27], multiple graph regularized NMF [28],
graph regularized multilayer NMF [29], adaptive graph
regularized NMF [30], hyper-graph regularized [31], graph
regularization with sparse NMF [32], multi-view NMF [33],
extended incremental NMF [34], incremental orthogonal
projective NMF [35], correntropy induced metric NMF [36],
multi-view NMF [37], patch based NMF [38], MMNMF [39],
regularized NMF [40], FR conjugate gradient NMF [41].
However, these methods failed to address the problems
associated with non-orthogonality due to the presence of nonnegative elements in NMF.
III.

IMPROVED NMF METHOD

NMF is a non-negative low-rank approximation method
associated with certain constraints that relates to the nonnegative elements in the data and feature vectors. Here, nonorthogonality problem exist due to the presence of nonnegative elements between the vectors and addition of linear
combination, results in part representations. This interpretable
and intuitive method for representing the text data elements is
divided into two parts:
1) Data
vector
representation
using
Cholesky
Decomposition (CD) with Conjugate Gradients (CG.
2) Feature vector representation using NMF.
The detail of these is shown in following sections:

A. Fitness Function for NMF
In NMF, it is assumed that matrices contain non-negative
elements, hence, factorization is approximated. Let input data
matrix is X = (x1, x2,..., xn), which carries n elements of input
data vectors and the data matrix is decomposed into two
matrices,

X  FG T


Where, X ∈ ℝ , G ∈ ℝnk and F ∈ ℝpk and ℝ is the set of
non-zero real numbers, G = (g1, g2,..., gn) and F = (f1, f2,..., fn).
In general, the value of p < n and the rank of F and G matrices
is less than X i.e. k ≪ min(p,n). The rank F and G is generated
using minimization fitness function and the sum of squared
errors is used to evaluate the fitness function, which is
represented as:
pn

min J sse  X  FG T

2

F ,G 0



The matrix normalization is obtained using Frobenius norm
and the values of F and G are non-negative with nonorthogonal column vectors in its Euclidean space. The nondeficiency cases for rank R and G is generated using Idivergence fitness function:
m n 
X ij
min J ID    X ij log
F ,G  0
FG T
i 1 j 1 








 X ij  FG T
ij




 
ij 


Here, when I(x) = x logx – x + 1 ≥ 0, inequality holds i.e. x
≥ 0 and when x = 1, the equality holds. Hence, I-divergence
using inequality condition is expressed as: I(u, v) =
(u/v)log(u/v) − u/v + 1.
B. NMF Clustering
The initialization in NMF is an important process with
clustering, similar to k-means clustering. However, the fitness
function as a minimization function often undergoes local
minimum problem [42], [43]. Due to such constraint, even if
the minimization function is convex, the intrinsic alternating
function is non-convex. If a random initialization is considered,
then the factor matrices are initialized as random matrices and
hence, it become ineffective due to slow convergence to attain
the local minima. If clustering process is used in NMF, the
initialization is obtained from fuzzy [44], divergence-k-means
[45] and spherical k-means [46], [47]. However, the proposed
method considers a simple strategy for document clustering,
which is discussed below:
NMF is applied to cluster the documents and number of
features vectors in the document of each dataset is set as total
clusters in a document [48], [49]. Each cluster is assigned with
individual instances and the representation g is considered
maximum, which is represented as:

cg  arg max g c



c

Where, gc is considered as the c th element in g.
C. NMF Representation Learning
The representative learning, G is carried out by many
supervised or unsupervised method using NMF, since it
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reduces the dimensionality in an effective manner. Certain
other techniques uses Euclidean space to conduct learning on
G [50]. However, the non-orthogonality problem during the
representative learning process is not dealt and hence, the
proposed study uses such problem to reduce the dimensionality
in large datasets.
IV.

CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION

The main reasons for the non-orthogonality problem during
the representative learning (G) is the formulation of distance
(squared) between the paired instances (gi, gj) as (gi- gj)T (gi gj). The squared distance is implicitly assumes that gi lies in
Euclidean space. In general, the learning of (f1,...,fq) using
NMF are considered non-orthogonal to each other and the use
of squared Euclidean distance is not appropriate during the
representative learning by G. To solve this, generalized
squared distance metric using Mahalanobis distance (M)
measurement is used to solve the non-orthogonality of feature
vector, which is represented as:


(gi − gj)TM(gi − gj)

The NMF property is exploited to decompose the data
matrix, X into,
a) F with column vectors (f1, f2,...,fn) spans the feature
space of the matrices, and
b) G provides the feature space representation.
With such decomposition property, the cdNMF,
1) Initially, the estimation of the NMF metric is carried
out in feature space using the feature vectors (trained).
2) Then, the Cholesky decomposition is applied over the
NMF metric, which finds the upper triangular matrix.
3) Finally, upper triangular matrix is used to map linearly
the data vectors.
A. NMF Metric Estimation
In NMF, the data matrix (X) is approximated and it is
represented in the feature space as G and the feature
representation in the data space is F. The normalization [8] of f
results in f Tf = 1 as the metric M is estimated as gram matrix
FGF of the feature vector.
M = FTF, s.t. ulT ul  1 , ∀l = 1,...,q
The metric estimation do not use label information
estimating M and the data vector is approximated over
feature space through u1,...,uq and it is seen that M = FTF
be used to estimate the feature space metric.


for
the
can

B. Cholesky Decomposition over NMF Metric
The estimation of metric using (5) guarantees M as
symmetric positive semi-definite matrix. Linear algebra
guarantees M, which decomposes the upper triangular matrix T
using Cholesky decomposition:

By substituting (7) into (5), the Cholesky function to
represent the upper triangular matrix T is given as:

M = TT T

G → TG

C. Conjugate Gradients (CG)
Assuming, upper triangular elements to be sparse, hence
linear representation of the data vectors is not considered valid.
The use of CG for removing the sparse value in the matrices is
found with the set of linear equations. The CG is applied on
upper triangular matrix to remove the sparse value. The
proposed method is used to utilize the trained representation
using cdNMF, without any modifications in the algorithms
over the learning representation. The elimination of sparse
matrix is avoided by eliminating the rapid multiplication and
clustering such data leads to increased convergence rate with
faster association of elements in the dataset. Here, M =
(TGTTG)-1 is the pre-conditioner to enhance the multiplication
process, in case of incomplete Cholesky decomposition, where
M = TGTTG defines the incomplete Cholesky decomposition.
Algorithm 1 cdNMF
cdNMF (X, NMF, q, parameters)
1:
Find X∈ℝpn, NMF, q and parameter(NMF)
2:
F, G := run NMF on X with parameter and q // metric
estimation
3:
M := FTF
4:
T:=CD(M) s.t. M = TT T
5:
Apply CF once the linear coordinates changes, x = TGy
and det TG0
6:
Use CG for solving TGTATGy = TGTb
7:
Set x = TG−1y
8:
Set the preconditioner M = (TGT TG)-1
9:
Multiply TG by TG-1
10: Compute x = TG−1y
11: Return M, x, TG
This algorithm helps in reducing increased multiplication
process and increases the convergence rate. The computation
of x = TG−1y is carried out only at the end of multiplying TG
by TG-1 and the computation process is multiplied with M.
V.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the proposed system, the cdNMF is used to cluster the
documents and compared with other algorithms to prove it
effectiveness. The cdNMF system for evaluating the datasets is
compared with conventional algorithms and that include: NMF
[51], GNMF [5], NPNMF [6], MMNMF [7] and RNMF [8].
A. Text Mining Datasets
The proposed cdMNF with conjugate gradient is evaluated
on text datasets: 20 Newsgroups data (Table 1), Reuters 21578
data (Table 2) and R52 data (Table 3).
TABLE I.

ATTRIBUTES OF NEWSGROUPS DATA
Number of
test
documents

Total Number of
documents

soc.religion.christian 598

398

996

talk.politics.guns

545

364

909

talk.politics.mideast

564

376

940

talk.politics.misc

465

310

775

talk.religion.misc

377

251

628

Class

Number of
train
documents

(8)
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TABLE II.

ATTRIBUTES OF REUTERS 21578 DATA

TABLE IV.

Reuters 21578

Samples 20 News Group Reuters 21578 R52

Number of
Topics training
documents

0
1
2

SELECTION OF 20 SAMPLES FROM THE DATASETS

1828

Number of
test
documents

280

6552

8103

2581

890

Number of
other
documents

309

361
135

Total
documents

10211
9494
1334

3

191

64

55

310

4

62

32

10

104

TABLE III.

ATTRIBUTES OF R52 DATA

R52

#1

7

6

7

#2

6

7

7

#3

7

7

6

#4

8

7

5

#5

8

5

7

#6

7

5

8

#7

7

8

5

#8

5

8

7

#9

5

5

10

#10

5

10

5

#11

10

5

5

Number of
training
documents

Number of test Total
documents
documents

#12

10

0

10

#13

0

10

10

Crude

253

121

374

#14

10

10

0

Earn

2840

1083

3923

#15

15

0

5

Interest

190

81

271

#16

0

15

5

money-supply

123

28

151

#17

15

5

0

Trade

251

75

326

#18

0

0

20

#19

0

20

0

#20

20

0

0

Class

Each document is represented as standard vector model [1]
that contains occurrence of classes and terms in a document.
Each document is represented as single line in the file and
represented using a word or document class with TAB
character, delimiting spaces and the terms. A total of 5 classes
are used from each dataset with a set of training documents,
test documents and other documents. A cluster is created with
5 classes of 20 Newsgroups data, Reuters 21578 data and R52
data.
Hence, three clusters are used in this study that includes a
set of 4248, 21453 and 5045 documents, respectively for 20
Newsgroups, Reuters 21578 data and R52 data. The clusters
with sub-clusters are classes are used to create the samples and
a total of 100 documents from each sub-clusters of all the
classes form the sample. Likewise, 20 such samples are created
from the text datasets.
Here, the each text sample is conducted with pre-processing
operations that include: trunc5 stemmer [52] and POS Tagger
[53] and removal of stop words and finally it selects a total of
30000 words with mutual information in a larger perspective.
The selection of sub-clusters for the sample formation is shown
in Table 4.
B. Clustering Metrics
The performance of the clustering metrics is evaluated
using two metrics Accuracy (acc) and Normalized Mutual
Information (NMI). The parameter, acc is used to estimate the
overall performance of the cluster, which is defined in the form
of a fraction metric, acc = t / ov, where, t is the correctly
clustered documents sample and ov is the overall amount of
samples. The Mutual Information (MI) finds the
interdependency between the variables and if the text variables
are equal, then MI is zero and it is defined as:
 p  xˆ , yˆ  
MI  x, y    p  x, y  log 
 p  xˆ  p  yˆ  
yˆ y xˆx



Where, p  xˆ , yˆ  is the joint Probability Distribution

Function (PDF) of x and y, p  xˆ  and p  yˆ  are the marginal
PDF of x and y. The MI provides information related to the
amount of uncertainity measured between documents x and y
and one documents reduces the uncertainity of the other
documents. Entire information is shared between the
documents if the value of MI is zero and vice versa. The
Normalized MI or NMI is denoted as:
NMI  x, y  

MI  x, y 

max  E  x  , E  y  

Where, E(x) and E(y) are the entropy of the document x
and y.
C. Evaluation and Comparisons
NMF is the baseline algorithm, GNMF uses KNN graph
with regularization term for preserving the structure of
geometry, NPNMF uses local linear embedding and graph
approach in NMF uses trained regularization term, MMNMF
uses an eleven graph for exploring the multiple manifold data
structure, RNMF adds noise in NMF and HNMF encodes the
geometry into matrix factorization using hyper graph. These
systems are tested against accuracy and Normalized Mutual
Information (NMI) over the sample datasets.
The results of acc from Table 5 show that the cdNMF
performs well than conventional schemes. Here, the
performance of cdNMF increases gradually from samples 1 to
20. It is inferred that if the documents of similar dataset are
more, the accuracy is more and it reduces when the 20 sample
documents are equally distributed from similar clusters. The
overall accuracy of cdNMF is slightly higher than HNMF and
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GNMF but it has higher acc rate than MM-NMF, NPNMF and
NMF. This is the same for NMI, shown in Table 6.
TABLE V.

equal in number in sample dataset and the interdependency is
less for other conventional algorithms, however, cdNMF
performs well.

ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT METHOD OF 20 SAMPLE DATA SETS

Samples NMF NPNMF MM-NMF RNMF GNMF HNMF cdNMF
#1

0.4582 0.4801

0.4681

0.5142 0.6925 0.6841 0.7315

#2

0.4648 0.4872

0.5015

0.5345 0.7124 0.7241 0.7452

#3

0.4677 0.4877

0.5248

0.5913 0.7182 0.7518 0.7824

#4

0.4678 0.4908

0.5312

0.6011 0.7225 0.7622 0.7895

#5

0.4755 0.4912

0.5324

0.6025 0.7315 0.7693 0.7917

#6

0.4757 0.4979

0.5399

0.6104 0.7318 0.7721 0.7924

#7

0.5084 0.5012

0.5401

0.6201 0.7324 0.7741 0.7954

#8

0.5134 0.5032

0.5428

0.6215 0.7328 0.7779 0.8001

#9

0.5156 0.5089

0.5542

0.6225 0.7355 0.7815 0.8017

#10

0.5228 0.5206

0.5581

0.6241 0.7419 0.7826 0.8156

#11

0.5352 0.5273

0.5595

0.6255 0.7421 0.7892 0.8249

#12

0.5384 0.5478

0.5716

0.6258 0.7552 0.7912 0.8456

#13

0.5432 0.5501

0.5792

0.6293 0.7621 0.7924 0.8592

#14

0.5488 0.5591

0.5932

0.6309 0.7624 0.7927 0.8604

#15

0.5583 0.5858

0.6083

0.6385 0.7815 0.7935 0.8621

#16

0.5881 0.6078

0.6145

0.6515 0.7858 0.8019 0.8665

#17

0.5892 0.6378

0.6489

0.6922 0.8009 0.8245 0.8912

#18

0.5995 0.6584

0.6692

0.6945 0.8012 0.834

#19

0.6087 0.6697

0.6745

0.7152 0.8241 0.8402 0.9018

#20

0.6724 0.6795

0.6845

0.7564 0.8512 0.8576 0.9156

Average 0.5326 0.5496

0.5748

0.6301 0.7559 0.7848 0.8284

TABLE VI.

0.8942

NMI OF DIFFERENT METHOD OF 20 SAMPLE DATA SETS

Samples NMF NPNMF MM-NMF RNMF GNMF HNMF cdNMF
#1

0.4789 0.5203

0.6113

0.753

#2

0.4825 0.5504

0.6384

0.7586 0.7542 0.7884 0.7951

#3

0.5231 0.5648

0.6569

0.7769 0.7823 0.7885 0.7952

#4

0.5321 0.6212

0.6805

0.7872 0.7911 0.7946 0.8025

#5

0.5549 0.633

0.69

0.7875 0.8009 0.7952 0.8107

#6

0.6122 0.6749

0.7203

0.8124 0.8014 0.8095 0.812

#7

0.6199 0.6825

0.7254

0.8147 0.8306 0.8149 0.833

#8

0.6317 0.6842

0.7274

0.8164 0.8325 0.8412 0.8342

#9

0.6823 0.6924

0.7373

0.822

#10

0.6842 0.7043

0.7504

0.8245 0.8365 0.8435 0.8587

#11

0.6902 0.7047

0.7582

0.8342 0.8424 0.8502 0.8629

#12

0.6948 0.7063

0.7592

0.84

#13

0.7001 0.7137

0.7687

0.8412 0.8598 0.8676 0.8822

#14

0.7042 0.7158

0.7691

0.8489 0.8674 0.8781 0.8918

#15

0.7094 0.724

0.77

0.8695 0.8858 0.9001 0.8939

#16

0.7142 0.7288

0.7742

0.8731 0.8904 0.9079 0.9008

#17

0.7355 0.743

0.7745

0.9088 0.8998 0.9139 0.9153

#18

0.7412 0.7436

0.7769

0.9138 0.9335 0.9418 0.9441

#19

0.7419 0.7477

0.7787

0.9205 0.9356 0.9504 0.9514

#20

0.7496 0.765

0.8057

0.9309 0.9392 0.9505 0.9515

0.7337

0.8367 0.8454 0.8560 0.8616

Average 0.6491 0.6810

TABLE VII.

Cluster

0.8489 0.8567 0.8743

The average values of NMI results claim that the
interdependence of documents belonging to similar cluster
during testing is also high. It is seen further the documents are

NMF NPNMF MM-NMF RNMF GNMF HNMF cdNMF

20 News Group 0.8945 0.9342

0.8731

0.9261 0.9779 0.9822 0.9932

Reuters 21578 0.8591 0.8998

0.8779

0.8595 0.9286 0.9486 0.9524

R52

0.8769

0.8315 0.9599 0.9738 0.9869

0.9023 0.9201

TABLE VIII. AVERAGE NMI OF PROPOSED METHOD VS. EXISTING METHOD
USING THREE DATA SETS
Cluster

NMF NPNMF MM-NMF RNMF GNMF HNMF cdNMF

20 News Group 0.7602 0.6216

0.749

0.9382 0.9412 0.9551 0.9592

Reuters 21578

0.7605 0.7281

0.709

0.9186 0.9386 0.9491 0.9585

R52

0.7721 0.7054

0.6421

0.9282 0.939

0.9575 0.9621

The average values of the acc and the NMI test results for
individual dataset is shown in Tables 7 and 8. It is seen that
proposed cdNMF performs well with better accuracy to cluster
the documents than conventional ones. Finally, the comparison
with baseline NMF proves that the proposed cdNMF has better
acc and NMI rate for the individual datasets.
VI.

0.7433 0.7854 0.7754

0.8336 0.8423 0.8466

AVERAGE ACCURACY OF PROPOSED METHOD VS. EXISTING
METHOD USING THREE DATA SETS

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present a new matrix factorization method
called Cholesky Decomposition based non-negative matrix
factorization. The Cholesky decomposition collects the data
vector, specifically it avoids the non-orthogonality of the nonnegative matrix factorization due to its local representation.
Also, the presence of non-negative constraints is avoided
finally with upper triangular matrix representation for mapping
the data vectors. Further, the sparse matrix is eliminated using
conjugate gradients, which takes hold of the complex conjugate
values from the data vectors. Finally, better accuracy and
normalized mutual information is obtained during the
experimental validation and it enables better learning of the
text data elements with reduced redundancy.
In future, we would like to improve the proposed approach
on a graph based NMF framework that could generate better
patterns to improve the learning representations of NMI for
text mining.
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Abstract—This paper deals with a spatiotemporal traffic
events generator for real highway networks. The goal is to use
the event generator to test real-time and batch traffic analysis
applications. In this context, we represent a highway network as
an oriented graph based on the geographic data of the different
sensors locations. The traffic is generated based on a sociocultural calendar using a virtual clock to speed up the simulation
process. In order to enable our generator to support the global
worldwide highway networks, we propose a dynamic sized
distributed architecture based on multi-agent systems. In this
platform, we distinguish the physical model based on sensors
from the logical model based on an oriented graph. The
architecture of the simulator and the results of some of its
implementations applied to the Moroccan highway network are
presented.
Keywords—Event generator; smart highway; simulation; multiagent systems; distributed computing

I.

INTRODUCTION

Intelligent highways must be instrumented by a set of
sensors that detect the passage of vehicles at various strategic
points of the infrastructure. Sensors generate immutable
events that are collected for real-time or delayed processing
depending on the needs of the applications. The availability of
reliable real-time measurements or estimations of traffic
conditions is a prerequisite for successful traffic control on
these highways. The availability and generation of these large
masses of data becomes increasingly easy and reliable through
the introduction of a number of new automation and
communication systems in new vehicles. The main aim of
these systems is to improve the safety and convenience of
driving, but they are also of great help in alleviating traffic
congestion [1].
To achieve improvements in the efficiency of traffic flows
on highways, it is essential to develop new methodologies for
modeling, estimating and controlling traffic. The literature is
very rich in terms of approaches related to modeling and
traffic flow control [2]-[5].
To develop and test such Big-data applications before the
installation of the sensor infrastructure and the integration of
any useful information source, it is important to carry out a
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simulation step, which generates the Traffic, and all related
events. Such a Big-data platform must merge and harmonize
heterogeneous and dynamic data flows. It must also take into
account the qualitative and quantitative aspects most relevant
to defining the main data, namely:
 Volume, from the always increased data collected.
 Speed, growth of data acquisition.
 Variety, based on the heterogeneity of the data formats
and the protocols used.
 Take into account the quality of the data.
 Ability to cope with existing data standards to ensure
harmonization of data.
 Provide a robust and scalable storage system.
Not to mention the interoperability of the data considered,
as well as the production of missing data in the absence of
sensors or information sources, remains an important
challenge. For example, in the case of conventional traffic,
sensors installed in specific road locations must provide the
necessary measures. When the density of the sensors is
sufficiently high (e.g. every 500 m), the measurements
collected are generally sufficient for monitoring and traffic
control; Whereas for a low sensor density, appropriate
estimators should be used to reproduce the traffic condition at
the required spatial resolution (usually 500 m). The works in
[6]-[9] represent some examples dealing with estimation of
motorway traffic by the use of conventional detector data.
In a real context, the implementation and maintenance of
all instruments dedicated to a road or highway require high
costs. To overcome this weakness, various research projects
[10]-[14] address the use of other less costly data sources,
such as the mobile phone or GPS (Global Positioning System)
to estimate road traffic variables.
Over the past decades, technology has changed the way
people live, interact and work. The revolution produced by
smartphones, the Internet and sensors, results in the daily
collection of large volumes of data. For example, Intelligent
Transport Systems (ITS) have become flooded with data from
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road sensors, mobile device detectors, cameras, radio
frequency identification readers, microphones, social media
streams and other sources [15].
All ITS actors behave as suppliers and consumers of data,
and must react to these large masses of data in their decisionmaking processes. Their big challenge is not how to collect,
but how to process and model large volumes of unstructured
data for later analyzes that cannot be effectively addressed
through traditional approaches. Thus, it is necessary to
develop innovative services and applications capable of
processing and inferring information in real time to better
support decision-making, but also to anticipate complex
situations related to traffic before they occur and to take
proactive measures.

Fig. 1. Highway network.

In order to meet the challenges outlined above, data must
be collected, cleaned, processed and stored efficiently. The
ETL process, which means Extract -Transform - Load, is a
concept in which data is loaded from a source to a unified data
repository. The developers of the ETL platform have extended
their solutions to the “Big ETL” platform [16] to provide large
data extraction, transformation and loading between large data
platforms and traditional data management platforms.
This work proposes a simulator that generates multitudes
of events and data to be processed by other modules that draw
on the functionalities of ETL and other dedicated platforms
such as ITS services, capable of predicting flows Real-time
traffic, or to detect traffic-related events [17]-[20].
We validate the performance of estimation schemes
developed using simulations using a traffic flow model well
known as the ground truth for the state of traffic.
This article is organized as follows: We will begin by
giving an overview on highway network, its constituent
elements and a smart highway. We then model a highway
network by an oriented graph and show the transformations to
be carried out until obtaining all the possible paths. We then
describe the models used and the architecture of the simulator.
Before concluding, we show some results obtained using the
first implementation of the simulator applied to the Moroccan
motorway network.
II.

SMART HIGHWAYS MODEL

A. Highway Network Components
A highway network (Fig. 1) consists of several highways
that can be interconnected by exchangers. Each highway is
viewed as bidirectional graph. It is described in a single
direction by a list of elements representing nodes. For the sake
of simplicity Table 1 gives a description of an example of
highway part from a given city 1 to city 2, giving the
properties of ach node.
Any highway consists of a symmetric set of elements
describing it in one direction; it always starts from an entry
followed by several intermediate elements and ends in an exit.
The second direction is drawn by inverting the input and the
output.

Fig. 2. Segments and sensors.
TABLE I.

LIST OF HIGHWAY ELEMENTS

From city 1 to city 2
Type

Km

Location

Entrance

0

Location 1

Entrance/Exit

16

Location2

Exchanger

24

Location3

Service Area

44

Location4

Entrance/ Exit

64

Location5

Toll

92

Location6

Exit

108

Location7

B. Smart Highways
In an intelligent highway, all the elements must be
instrumented by vehicle traffic sensors (Fig. 2). The sensors
delimit segments for which the number of vehicles can be
timely determined. Other sensors can be interposed between
the elements at strategic points to increase the number of
monitored segments.
When a vehicle passes through a sensor, the latter
generates a time-stamped immutable event containing
information about the vehicle. By processing the events, it is
possible to know at any time the number of vehicles in the
corresponding segment.
The data collected will be used in real time: firstly by the
network management applications, secondly by the network
users’ applications such as drivers, smart vehicles, etc.
C. Highway Network Graph
From the description lists of the highways, an initial
oriented graph IOG is constructed. The elements of the lists
are represented by IOGV vertices or nodes. The edges IOGE
of the graph represent the succession of these elements. The
representation of the IOG graph is given in XML file.
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In order to determine all the possible paths from all the
entrances of the network to all the possible exits, the IOG
must be transformed into a new oriented graph TOG
describing the entire network in both directions. The TOG
nodes will be represented by TOGV and the edges by TOGE.

TABLE II.
Type

ELEMENTARY TRANSFORMATIONS

IOG Element

WTOG Element

From TOG, the Dijkstra Shortest Path Algorithm (DSPA)
is performed to determine the list of all possible paths.
As mentioned above, the IOG description is given in an
XML file consisting of a collection of vertices and a collection
of edges. A vertex is represented by an XML Element
“vertex” having the following Attributes:
 name: Sensor identifier (ID)
 type: Element type (Enumeration)
 label: Name of the highway (string)
 locality: The locality name of the sensor position
(string)
 long: Longitude (double)
 lat: Latitude (double)
 factor: Attendance factor
The edges are represented by the XML Element “edge”
having the following Attributes:
 source: Source node (IDREF)
 target: Destination node (IDREF)
 speed: Segment limit speed (double)
 distance: Distance between the two nodes (double)
 lanes : Number of lanes (int)
The “type” attribute of the “vertex” Element can take one
of the following values: {I (Entrance), IO (Entrance/Exit), X
(Exchange), R (Service Area), T ), S (Sensor), O (Exit)}.
The TOG is obtained by performing an elementary
transformation at each vertex of the IOG.
To avoid boundary effects and make all these
transformations independent, we have inserted white vertices
by splitting each of the edges of the IOG (Fig. 3).
Depending on the type of vertex, an elementary
transformation will be provided. Table 2 presents a summary
of these transformations.

Fig. 4. Transforming an exchanger.

Except for the exchangers, all the elementary
transformations generate two independent sub-graphs for the
two directions. These sub-graphs are inserted into a temporary
intermediate graph WTOG:
WTOGV = {v1, v2, v3, …, vn}
WTOGE = {e1, e2, e3, …, em} where ei = (si, ti)
The transformation of an exchanger shown in Fig. 4 is
performed in two stages:
1) Initialization:

Fig. 3. Isolation of nodes before transformation.

BV = Basis Vertex // Elementary Vertex to be transformed
NWV = { wv1, wv2, … wvn } // White Vertices neighbor of BV
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EV = {}
// External Vertices
ME = {}
// Mixed Edges
IV = {}
// Internal Vertices
IE = {}
// Internal Edges
Stage 1:
For each white vertex wvi from NWV
Create ev1i (Clone of wvi) and insert it into EV,
Create its peer vertex ev2i and insert it into EV
// ev2i represents the sensor for the opposite direction,
Create iv1i (Clone of BV) and insert it into IV,
Create its peer vertex iv2i and insert it into IV,
// iv2i represents the sensor for the opposite direction
IF wvi is successor of BV
Create the edge (iv1i,wv1i) and insert it into ME
Create the edge (wv2i, iv2i) and insert it into ME
Else
Create the edge (wv1i, iv1i) and insert it into ME
Create the edge (iv2i,wv2i) and insert it into ME
End IF
End For
Stage 2:
For each edge mei = (si, ti) in ME
IF ti ϵ IV
For each edge mei = (si, ti) in ME
IF i ≠j and ti not a peer of sj and sj ϵ IV
Create edge (ti, sj) and insert it into IE
End IF
End For
End IF
End For

Fig. 6. Logical sensors.

D. Physical and Logical Sensors
The paths determined in the previous section of the TOG
are normalized so that the nodes forming them belong to the
IOG graph (only vertices appearing in the highways
description lists). To express the opposite direction of the
network, we have added for each edge e (si, ti) of the graph
IOG, an opposite edge e (ti, si).
The logical graph corresponds to the graph IOG (Fig. 6).
The simulation will use IOG and the list of possible paths to
generate traffic.
When passing a vehicle, a logical sensor generates an
event that must distinguish the origin and destination of the
vehicle. The sensor ca8 of Fig. 6 has possible origins ca7 and
ca9 and for possible destinations ca9 and ca7. Therefore, it
must be decomposed into two physical sensors ca -1-8 for one
direction and ca-2-8 for the opposite direction. The
entrance/exit and exchangers have structures that are more
complex. Fig. 7 describes the composition of an entrance/exit.
In Fig. 7 the logical sensor ca7 is broken down into six
physical sensors. Each physical sensor is viewed as a triplet
consisting of, the predecessor logical sensor, the current
logical sensor and the following logical sensor.

2) Sub-graph result:
WTOGV = UNION(EV, IV)
WTOGE = UNION (ME, IE)

Obtaining the final graph TOG is done by linking the
WTOG. This operation consists of removing all the white
vertices and restoring the links between the transformed
vertices (see Fig. 5).

For the logical sensor ca7, the physical sensors will have
the triplets of Table 3:

Finally, we used DSPA to determine all possible paths in
the highway network.
Algorithm:
Inputs :
Entries = Vertices of type « I » from TOGV
Exits = Vertices of type « O » from TOGV
Paths = {}
Begin
For each vi from Entries
For each vj from Exits
path := Dijkstra(vi, vj)
IF path is not null
Insert path into Paths
End IF
End For
End

Fig. 7. Physical sensors of an entrance/exit node.
TABLE III.
Logical
Sensor

Direction
1

Ca7
2

PHYSICAL SENSORS IDENTIFICATION
Physical
Sensor
Ca-1-7-1
Ca-1-7-2
Ca-1-7-3
Ca-2-7-1
Ca-2-7-2
Ca-2-7-3

Physical sensor identification
(null, ca7, ca8)
(ca6, ca7, ca8)
(ca6, ca7, null)
(ca8, ca7, null)
(ca8, ca7, ca6)
(null, ca7, ca6)

Fig. 5. TOG linking.
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E. Event Model
Depending on the type of sensor, various information can
be detected when passing a vehicle. The most common are the
speed, the length and the weight of the vehicle. Each time a
vehicle passes, an event is generated and a message is sent
either directly or via a gateway to an ingestion server. The
message must contain at least three basic information; the
sensor identifier (previous, current, next), date (Timestamp)
and vehicle speed. Here is the general format of the message:
 Identifier of predecessor sensor
 Identifier of the current sensor
 Successor sensor identifier
 Timestamp
 Speed
 Further information about the vehicle depending on the
type of sensor.
In the simulation, each vehicle is granted a unique
identifier. This makes it possible to track its movement
through the highway network.

3) Worker: This module runs on several nodes, it starts on
each node as many schedulers as processors. Each scheduler
uses a random generator to choose a path from the possible
paths list, starts a vehicle and assigns it to that path. The
vehicle takes the selected path and travels it autonomously by
regulating its speed according to the densities of the segments
traveled. Each time a vehicle crosses the boundary of a
segment an event is generated and sent to the gateway.
4) Gateway: This module receives all traffic events
generated by all sensors on the network and ingest them to a
destination according to the gateway implementation.
B. Simulator Operation
The simulation cluster consists of a node executing the
“Controller”, several nodes running “Workers” and one or
more nodes performing the “Gateway” module. The controller
module must be started first, followed by workers and
gateways. The Supervisor module runs on an external node
from the cluster.
Fig. 9 shows a “Worker” running on a node with two
processors in a simulation cluster of four “Workers”.

The simulator is equipped with a virtual clock which
allows us to speed up the simulation process. The following
section describes the architecture of the proposed simulator.
III.

SIMULATOR ARCHITECTURE

A. Overview
The simulator consists of four modules (Fig. 8):
1) Supervisor: This module communicates with the
coordinator using web sockets to configure and monitor the
simulation.
2) Controller: This module centralizes the configuration
of the highway network infrastructure through the
“highway.xml” file.

Fig. 8. Simulator architecture.

Fig. 9. Worker module architecture.
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Fig. 10. Passing a vehicle from one segment to another.

The controller distributes the agents responsible for the
segments into as many partitions as workers. This distribution
is done in such a way that the number of messages exchanged
between the workers to update the segment densities is fairly
balanced.
At regular intervals, each scheduler generates a defined
number of vehicles, assigns random paths to them, and starts
them. Vehicles move from segment to segment until the end
of their path. At the beginning of each segment (Fig. 10), the
vehicle registers itself to be informed about the state of the
next segment. When a vehicle arrives at the end of a segment,
it generates a time-stamped event and sends it to the
coordinator. The vehicle then calculates the average speed of
the current segment, unregisters itself from this current
segment, where it is engaged. Then it registers itself to listen
to the next segment.
The coordinator receives the generated events messages
and puts them on one side in a buffer before sending them to
the gateways. On the other hand, these messages are used to
update the segment agent counters (see Fig. 9).
Each segment agent monitor the density of its corresponding
segment, when it reaches the critical density, it informs the
coordinator who in turn alerts the concerned vehicles.
C. Spatial Traffic Variation
To generate near realistic highway traffic, we added the
“factor” attribute in the XML file denoted f with 0 <f ≤ 1. This
attribute is used only in the entrance and exit vertices. The
closer this factor gets to 1, the higher the peak is used by
vehicles.
The value of the vertex attribute is related to its
neighboring population density.


fi = Pi / P



Where, P is the total of population in the vicinity of the
highway network and Pi is the neighboring population of
vertex i.
For a given path Pathi = {v1, v2, v3, ..., vn}, the path factor fpi
is given by the relation:
(2)
Where,
fpi: Path factor,
fi1: Path entrance vertex factor,
fin: Path exit vertex factor,
fiL:
. The length factor, 0<fi<1
Li : Path length,
Lmax : Length of the longest path in the paths list,
α, β and γ : the associated weights for factors fi1, fin,
and fiL respectively.
In the simulator, we will use a uniform random distribution
(3) based on the path factor fp to determine the path to be
assigned to a given vehicle.
Paths = {path1, path2, path3, ..., pathm} // Paths
FP = {fp1, fp2, fp3, ..., fpm} // Path factors
P = {p1, p2, p3, ..., pm} // Probabilities
So we have:
∑

(3)

Path selection algorithm:
Inputs:
Paths = {path1, path2, path3, …, pathm}
P = {p1, p2, p3, …, pm}
Begin
s=0
r = getRandomDouble() // 0 ≤ r < 1
For each pi from P
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IF r ≥ s AND r < s + pi
Return pathi
End IF
s = s + pi
End For
End

∑

At regular time interval T, the scheduler starts q(iT)
vehicles. Where, i is a positive integer. If the duration of the
simulation is D and assuming that D is multiple of T, then the
total number of vehicles Nv that are started during D is:
(4)

( )

Where, qa is the average of q(t).

∑

The nominal period T is obtained from relations (4) and
(7):
(8)
The KVD indicator is often given for a period of one year
and is marked KVY (Vehicles-Kilometers per Year):
(9)
E. Simulation Speed
When the objective of the simulation is to generate the
data of a long duration to do batch processing, it is important
to be able to increase the speed of the simulation process (see
Fig. 13).
The time factor (TF) is the ratio between the target
duration of the highway traffic and the actual duration of the
simulation (10). It expresses the speed of the simulation.

The total distance KVD (6) traveled by all the vehicles that
will be engaged during the duration D is the sum of the
products of the distances dj and the number of times Nj that
the path j has been chosen and traveled by a vehicle:
<peak-hours>
day="3"
day="3"
day="3"
day="3"

(
(
(

(5)

Where, M is the number of possible paths in the graph, N j
is the number of times that Pathj has been taken, and pj is the
probability associated with the choice of this route.

…
from="07:00" to="21:00"
from="06:00" to="09:00"
from="12:00" to="13:30"
from="16:00" to="19:00"
…

factor="1"
factor="2"
factor="1"
factor="2"

Fig. 11. Peak-hours.xml file.

/>
/>
/>
/>

(7)

Where, dA is the average of all chosen paths in the
duration D.

If we consider that the duration of the simulation is
sufficiently long, we will have:

<peak
<peak
<peak
<peak

(6)

∑

D. Temporal Traffic Variation
Highway traffic is conditioned by the life and occupations
of drivers over time. Most people travel a day rather than a
night. During the working days of the week, people travel to
work in the morning and return at the end of the day. There is
also a significant increase in travel at the beginning and end of
holidays. These variations are defined in the XML file “peakhours.xml”. This file represents the variations related to a
nominal state having the value unit. We considered only the
variations per day of the week as in the curve of Fig. 11 and
12.

∑

∑

)
)
)

(
(

)
)

(10)

Where, t0 and t1 are the starting and ending dates
respectively of the simulation.
To increase the speed of the simulation the generator of a
scheduler will use the generation period T g0 :
(11)
Where, TF ≥ 1
With TF = 365, the events of one year are generated in 24
hours of simulation.
The events produced by the simulation are time-stamped
with the value of t'.
To be able to simulate large highway networks, a single
generator will not suffice. The load should therefore be
distributed over several processing nodes.

Fig. 12. Traffic variation over one day.
Fig. 13. Event time and processing time.
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F. Distribution and Load Balancing of Traffic Generators
1) Schedulers distribution
In a cluster of N workers nodes each having M processors,
NxM traffic generators can be executed. The load is
automatically distributed proportionally using the vehicle
commitment period Tg :
(12)
Whenever a vehicle leaves one segment to enter another, it
must inform the agents responsible for these two segments.
The number of these agents is equivalent to the number of
segments of the highway network.
These agents must also be deployed equitably on the N
workers nodes.
2) Partitioning and Distributing Segment Agents
The agent is responsible for the segments (Fig. 9), must be
partitioned equitably and distributed on all workers in the
cluster. A path i is a sequence of one or more segments. A
segment belongs to one or more paths. The number of
messages arriving at a given segment is related to its
frequentation. Knowing the paths probabilities, we can
determine the level of attendance at each segment. To do this,
we give for each segment (Edge) a weight (ws) which will
have the sum of all the probabilities of the paths to which this
segment belongs.
The partitioning is done by quasi-balancing the sums of
the weights of the segments of each partition.
Initialization:
Amounts = ArrayOfDouble(k)
Partitions = ArrayOfSegments(k)
Segments = {s1, s2, …, sn}
WS = {ws1, ws2, …, wsn}
Begin :
For each Segment sj in Segments
// get the index of the minimum Amounts
index = getMinIndexOf(Amounts)
Insert sj in Partitions[index]
End for
End

The nominal speed Vn (14) is calculated using the speed
limit Vl in that segment and a random component representing
the temperament of the driver. Vl is indicated in the
highway.xml file:
(

)

(14)

Where, r is the temperament factor of the driver, it is a
random number with 0 ≤ r <1, α is the speed excess factor
with α ≥ 1 and Vl is the speed limit of the next segment.
The speed of the vehicle (15) is obtained by weighting the
nominal speed by the velocity factor Fv (16) which depends
on the density of the segment according to Fig. 14.
When a vehicle arrives on a segment, it registers itself to
be informed about the density of the next segment. Messages
are sent only to concerned vehicles and only when the density
of a given segment reaches or exceeds the critical value
(Fig. 14).

(15)
{
IV.

G. Events Density over Time
When the time factor TF increases, the number of events
generated also increases in a given time. It is then important to
know in advance this events density (DE) with respect to time
(Events/s) in order to size the simulator modules.
∑

Fig. 14. Relationship between velocity factor and segment density.

(13)

Where, Ncj is the number of sensors in the path j.
H. Vehicle Itinerary
Before entering the highway, the vehicle registers to be
informed about the state of the density of the first segment.
After a certain delay, the vehicle calculates its speed,
determines the duration of the crossing of the segment and
starts a timer to warn it at the end of the segment.

APPLICATION: MOROCCAN HIGHWAY NETWORK

A. Simulator Implementation Approach
In order to scale and simulate large highway networks, the
simulator’s architecture must be distributed and based on
loosely coupled components. The reactive-programming (RP)
proposed in the “manifesto of reactive programming”,
provides a general framework for this kind of applications.
The RP systems are responsive, resilient, elastic and message
driven. In this article, we proposed an architecture using
multi-agent systems in which agents are autonomous and
collaborate with each other by exchanging messages. The
scheduler, vehicle, agents responsible for highway segments
are the examples of agents used in this application. When a
vehicle is created by a scheduler, it becomes autonomous and
is the only one to have access to its state. To make decisions,
it needs to be informed about the state of its environment. To
do so it proceeds by exchanging messages with the agents to
get information. Whenever a vehicle arrives at the end of a
segment, a message is sent to a gateway which itself is an
agent. In the case of a large network, multiple balanced
gateways can be used. Each worker hosts a partition of
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representative agents of the segments. These agents receive
regular messages when vehicles enter or leave their segment.
When the density reaches a critical threshold, the agents must
inform all vehicles that are about to arrive in that segment.
From a functional point of view, the application must
manage a large number of autonomous agents and must be
intensive messaging oriented. Since the application is
distributed, the data network exchange is also intensive.
Our first implementation of the simulator uses the toolkit
Eclipse Vert.x which facilitates the implementation of the RP.
B. Platform Materials
The proposed simulator is tested using a real example of
Moroccan highway network. The seven highways of the
Moroccan network (Fig. 15) are entered in the highway.xml
file (Fig. 16). The function q(t) expresses the temporal traffic
variations in highway (Fig. 17). Table 4 shows some highway
network features. We performed a test with the topology
shown in Table 5 using the parameters in given in Table 6.

TABLE IV.

MOROCCAN HIGHWAY NETWORK FEATURES
7
1 736 Km
146
286
29
184
184
5
2646
2 Km
709 Km
199.7475 Km

Number of highways
Network total length
Number of vertices (Nodes)
Number of edges (Segments)
Service areas
Number of entrances
Number of exits
Number of exchangers
Number of paths
The shortest path length
The longest path length
The average path length
TABLE V.
Module

Nodes

Worker

2 Nodes

Controller +
supervisor

1 Node

Gateway

1 Node

TEST PLATFORM TOPOLOGY
Features
OS Linux 64bit 8 cores 3GHZ RAM 16GB
NIC10GB
OS Linux 64bit 4 cores RAM 16GB NIC
10GB
OS Linux 64bit 4 cores RAM 16GB NIC
10GB

TABLE VI.

TEST PARAMETERS

Parameter
Simulation duration
Coefficients α, β et γ
KVD: Kilometer Vehicle per Day
TF : Time factor (1 year)
dc : Critical density
jd : Jam density

Fig. 15. Map of the Moroccan highway network.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<?xml-stylesheet type="text/xsl" href="highway.xsl" ?>
<graph>
<vertex name="A1-1-01" km="9" label="A1" type="O" lat="33.846320"
long="-6.898465" locality="Tamesna" factor="0.7" direction="1" />
<!-- Other 145 vertices -->
<edge source="A1-1-01" target="A1-1-02" speed="120" distance="5" lanes="2"
/>
<!-- Other 142 edges -->

Fig. 16. Highway.xml.

Value
24 hours
0.3, 0.3, 0.4
24 000 000 Km
365
20 Vehicles/Km
200 Vehicles/Km

C. Simulation Results
Table 7 shows the predictable results of the simulation
calculated only with the parameters of the simulation. The
processing of the data generated by the simulation confirms
the expected results. Traffic analysis shows that the spatial
variations of traffic expressed by the path factor (2) have been
respected as shown in Fig. 18. Fig. 19 shows that the set point
of 24 million vehicles kilometers per day has been reached.
The variation profile of the daily traffic corresponds to the set
point given by the peak-hours.xml file (Fig. 20). Fig. 21 shows
the number of traveled vehicles in the highway network each
month of 2017 year.
TABLE VII.

PREDICTABLE RESULTS

Paramètre
dA : The average route distance

Valeur
∑

160.784549

Qa : The average of q(iT) determined from peack-hours.xml
file.

1.907

Total number of engaged vehicles :

54 482 847

T, Nominal period of starting of vehicles

1.103818 s

Tg, Effective period of starting of vehicles

DE : Events density (Events/s)
∑

0.048386 s
9485.2
Events/s

Fig. 17. Values of q(t) extracted from peack-hours.xml.
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V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a distributed simulator model of
intelligent highways based on multi-agent systems and a
virtual calendar. The simulator allows near realistic traffic to
be generated based on the distribution of the population
juxtaposing the network and the lengths of the journeys to be
traveled. The simulator takes into account the variations of
highway traffic over time which are described in an XML file.
At regular time intervals and according to the current date, a
traffic generator generates a flow of vehicles and affects them
random paths. Each vehicle is an autonomous agent; it
regulates its speed according to the state of the traffic. To
validate this model, we implemented it using reactive
programming and we tested it for the case of the Moroccan
highway network. We carried out a simulation of the traffic of
a year in 24 hours with a constraint of 25 million of Vehicles
Kilometer per Day, producing an events density of 9485.2
Events/s. The amount of data produced by this simulation is of
the order of 102 GB.
As a perspective, real-time and batch processing models of
data generated by traffic will be developed and tested. The
simulator can then be extended by allowing vehicle interaction
with Big-data applications to improve the use and safety of
highway networks. On the other hand, the spatial and temporal
components of our generator are independent. The generator
should link these two components as is the case in reality; a
socio-cultural event is associated with both geography and
time.

Fig. 18. Spatial variation of vehicle entries.
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Abstract—The purpose of this research paper is to identify
the significant role of Strategic Information Systems (SIS) in
supporting the Competitive Advantage (CA). It also explains its
role on the dimensions that increase the competitive advantage
which are the operational efficiency, information quality and
innovation. In order to achieve the goal of this study and to
collect the primary data, the researchers designed a survey, in
the form of an electronic questionnaire. This survey instrument
consisted of 20 questions. It was distributed to members of the
study sample, which contains the managers at all levels, and the
employees in the Saudi banking sector. The number of the
participants included in the survey was 147. The results of this
study revealed that there is a significant role of strategic
information systems on increasing operational efficiency,
improving the quality of information and promoting innovation.
This in turn enabled the organizations to achieve higher levels of
competitive advantages. The strategic information systems have
deep consequences for organizations that adopt them; managers
could achieve great and sustainable competitive advantages from
such systems if carefully considered and developed. On the other
hand, this study was conducted in the banking sector in KSA
context. So, more research is needed in other sectors and in the
context of other countries; to confirm and generalize the results.
Finally, the paper’s primary value lies in its ability to provide the
evidence that the strategic information systems play a significant
role in supporting and achieving the competitive advantages in
Saudi Arabia, particularly in the banking sector. Since there was
a lack of such research in the Saudi context, this paper can
provide a theoretical basis for future researchers as well as
practical implications for managers.
Keywords—Strategic information systems (SIS); competitive
advantage (CA); operational efficiency; information quality;
innovation

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the light of today’s global economy, the organizations
face several challenges such as globalization, privatization,
stiff competition and more demanding customer expectations,
coupled with daily advancement in information and
communication technologies. In this environment, the top
managers should understand and realize that the IS/IT is not
merely a resource to support day-to-day operations. They
should also realize that the clever use of IS/IT can

Abdullah A. Altameem
Al Imam Mohammad Ibn Saud Islamic University (IMSIU)
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
significantly change an organization’s long term strategic
position in national and global markets. Therefore, it becomes
increasingly imperative that the managers create new and
different strategies including the change of top management
for long-term planning and strategic decision-making versus
the operational decision-making. Subsequently, if the
organizations wish to remain successful and to be competitive,
the managers need to consider Information Systems (ISs) as a
tool utilized to gain competitive advantages, in order to
overcome the other competitive organizations. So, the
information systems that help seize opportunities of gain
competitive advantages are often called Strategic Information
Systems (SIS).
The strategic information system can be defined as an
information system that creates or enhances the company’s
competitive advantage or changes the industry structure by
fundamentally changing how business is conducted. It is
conventional information systems used in innovative ways [1].
In [2], [3], the authors confirm that it can be any kind of
information systems (such as TPS, MIS, DSS, EIS, OAS,
ERP, etc.) that helps an organization: 1) gain a competitive
advantage; 2) reduce a competitive disadvantage; and/or
3) meet other strategic organization objectives. Hence, any IS
has the ability to change the goals, processes, products, or
environmental relationships to help an organization gain a
competitive advantage or reduce a competitive disadvantage is
a strategic IS [1], [4].
In addition, the SIS involves using information technology
to develop products, services, and capabilities that give a
company strategic advantages over the competitive forces it
faces in the global marketplace [2]. The advances in
information provision have led organizations to attempt to
develop IS or IT strategies align with their business strategies
to achieve many benefits [1].
Such as helping the
organization to reduce overall costs, get fewer errors and
greater accuracy when performing operations, produce highquality products and services, accelerate communication and
data sharing, improve performance and productivity, and
make management more efficient and effective. Moreover, it
gives the managers the ability to adjust, control and monitor
all business processes which accordingly will accelerate the
processes of the decision-making [3], [5]-[7].
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In this context, the purpose of this paper is to highlight the
role of Strategic Information Systems (SIS) in supporting and
achieving Competitive Advantage (CA); in order to obtain the
higher level of operational efficiency, information quality and
innovation on the Saudi banking sector.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The concept of Strategic Information Systems (SIS) was
introduced for the first time in the field of information systems
in the early 1980s by Dr. Charles Wiseman [8]. The strategic
information systems have been established as a core activity in
the governance and management of information technology in
organizations. Moreover, they have become a very
challenging subject for scientists and practitioners in the
recent years [9], [10]. Strategic information systems are
essential to help organizations succeed in today’s highly
competitive global business environment.
The organizations in the current IT age need to use
information systems effectively which require an
understanding of the organization, management, and
information technology that form the systems [11]. It also
requires an understanding that the mission of the information
systems itself is changed and evolved from a focus on
efficiency and effectiveness to a focus on organization
performance as the foundation for competitiveness in a rapidly
changing environment [12]. Therefore, the top managers
should understand that the information systems alone cannot
provide an enduring business advantage. In order to obtain the
competitive advantage; it is important to develop appropriate
strategies that help to use the IS/IT based systems effectively
and provide means to manage them [11]. To achieve this
goal, an increasing number of the organizations are turning to
develop Information Systems Strategies (ISS) by applying one
methodology or approach of Strategic Information Systems
Planning (SISP) [13], which helps them to convert their
conventional information systems to Strategic Information
Systems (SIS).
Strategic Information Systems are systems that help
organizations alter their business strategies, plans or structure.
They are also used to hasten the reaction time of the
environmental changes and aid the organization to achieve a
competitive advantage over its competitors. Strategic
information systems are the traditional or conventional
information systems used in innovative ways [1]. The
essential purpose of the strategic information systems is to
help organizations to do things better [14]. They also aim to
develop and maintain the IS/IT systems that support the
business operations in an effective way [11].
They are as instrumental in achieving the organization’s
competitive objectives or other strategic objectives [3]. They
help an organization gain a competitive advantage through its
contribution to achieve the strategic goals and/or its ability to
significantly increase the performance and productivity [4].
The main objective of SIS according to [1] is ―to define the
explicit connection between an organization’s business plans
and IS plans to better achieve the goals and objectives and to
provide closer management control for the critical IS/IT
systems‖.

However, the successful use of information systems in
order to achieve a competitive advantage is difficult. It
requires precise coordination of technology, organization, and
management [15]. Although strategic information systems can
support or shape organizational strategies and its success
promises considerable and great benefits, but the failure to
develop and implement them is common [16]. The
implementation of strategic systems often requires extensive
organizational change and a transition from one sociotechnical level to another. Such changes are called strategic
transitions and are often difficult and painful to achieve [15].
In addition, there are several attempts that have been made to
identify the opportunities that help in developing the strategic
systems as competitive weapons. Nevertheless, the most
instances of strategic information systems success are
retrospective, and most organizations have no definite plan to
develop effective strategic information systems. This leads to
questions concerning how much IS managers really
understand about the development of strategic systems [17],
[18].
Laudon in [15] confirms that the top management must
understand that not all strategic information systems are
profitable, they can be expensive to build and easily copied by
other firms so that strategic advantage is not always
sustainable. Strategic information systems have to be built on
the strengths of the company that cannot be easily imitated. It
has been determined that lasting, sustainable competitive
advantage can be gained from strategic information systems
only if an organization possesses other resources as well. Such
resources include 1) a well-developed and flexible information
technology platform or a database to obtain the advantages;
and 2) continual investment to maintain those advantages [19].
Therefore, some of the recommended conditions/actions
should be followed before the development and
implementation of strategic information systems in the
Organization. These proposed conditions/actions ensure the
successful deployment of strategic information systems, which
are as follows:
 Active support of senior organization management —
not just MIS management — in the discovery of
strategic opportunities and in the implementation
process.
 Integration of planning for the strategic use of
information systems into the overall organization
strategic planning process.
 Direct reporting by those responsible for strategic use
of information systems to the business managers of the
area to be affected by the new system.
 Placement of control mechanisms in the hands of these
business managers.
 Readiness for strategic use of information systems,
implying the successful use of the MIS and
technological platform already in place and experience
with technological innovation [19].
In the light of the above, organizations should seek to
apply one or more strategic information systems to obtain
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many benefits and strategic reasons. The literature classified
the benefits of strategic IS under three classifications, which
are the alignment and competitiveness as well as strategic
analysis. The benefits under strategic analysis will support the
organization to raise its efficiency, effectiveness and
performance to the highest level. On the other hand, the
benefits under both alignment and competitiveness will
support the organization to achieve the sustainable advantages.
The following are the main features and benefits of strategic
information systems under each classification: 1) Strategic
analysis (support decision-making process, increase
organizational efficiency and effectiveness, support different
organizational levels, increase productivity of employees,
support coordination of work, increase quality, reduce costs,
support reactions to change and create new strategic
opportunities). 2) Competitiveness (develop/produce new
product/services, obtain competitive advantages, increase
organizational competitiveness, support innovation and
improve market share). 3) Alignment focus (integrate IS
strategic plan into business strategic plan, consolidate the
operations by integrating distributed systems, create standards,
improve knowledge and improve resource creativity and
flexibility) [3], [5]-[7].
III. DIMENSIONS THAT FORM THE ROLE OF SIS FOR
ACHIEVING CA
It is critical that the organizations understand how to build
the competitive advantages from the strategic IS. They also
should understand that this process involves understanding the
needs of the stakeholders, and devising strategies to IS to
effectively utilize the resources available (or which can be
obtained). This in turn will increase the organizational
performance that is sustainable and successful over the long
term [20], [21]. In addition, many researchers confirmed that
the competitive advantage is at the core of an organization’s
success or failure [4]. Ketchen et al. in [22] defined the
competitive advantage as ―the extent to which an organization
has the competency to create a defensible position over its
competitors as a result of critical management decisions based
on established strategies which differentiate itself from its
rivals‖ [22]. Moreover, these strategies should take into
account the target market, the business’ strengths and
weaknesses, the business’ goals and objectives, the product
and service and the strategies of the competition; to be able to
achieve the competitive advantages [20]. The feedback from
some of the literature reviews concluded that the utilization of
strategic information systems has a positive association with
the competitive advantage by different dimensions such as
increasing operational efficiency, improving information
quality and encouraging innovation. The objective of this
section is to clarify the dimensions that form the role of
strategic information systems, which all previous studies
agreed to consider these dimensions as a competitive
advantage for delivering a higher level of organizational
performance.
A. Operational Efficiency
Based on the literature review, the operational efficiency
refers to the effective use of human and material resources to
increase the output of products and services, reduce costs and

maximize profits. It also reflects the capability of an
organization to deliver products or services to its customers in
the most cost-effective manner while still ensuring the high
quality of its products and services. In addition, it means
producing more products and services with no greater use of
resources or maintaining the same level of production using
fewer resources. Increasing or improving operational
efficiency is a key component of the company’s revenue
growth and the competitive advantages achievement.
In order to achieve operational efficiency, the company
needs to minimize the redundancy and waste while taking
advantage of resources that contribute significantly to its
success and benefiting from the best manpower, technologies
and business processes. It is also achieved by streamlining the
company’s core processes to respond more effectively to the
continually changing market forces [23], [24]. The process of
reducing internal costs resulting from operational efficiency
enables the company to achieve higher profit margins or be
more successful in highly competitive markets [24] and this
can be done by using several strategies and techniques such as
SIS [25]. Philip in [26], believes that the operational
efficiency is the strategic IS goal, especially when competitive
advantage is the primary objective.
Therefore, the organizations should bear in their mind that
the strategic IS for operational efficiency can be as important
and productive as planning for competitive advantages [26].
B. Information Quality
Based on the literature review, information quality refers
to the quality of outputs that information systems produced,
which can be in the form of reports or online screens. The
organizations should focus on assuring the reliability of data
to increase the quality of the systems [27]. Therefore, the high
quality of the systems leads to high quality of the information
and services. The high quality of information and services
helps organizations to manage their business processes,
increase decision-making efficiency, improve organizational
performance and perform their jobs efficiently and effectively
[27], [28]. In addition, the information provided by ISs, which
is inconsistent with the needs of users, will be subjected to
heavy maintenance costs and disrupt the operations, resulting
in an increase in the overall costs at the organization [27].
Moreover, the information systems processing is similar to
production processing in manufacturing organizations. If the
product (information) is not delivered on time (timeliness) and
the product (information) does not conform to the needs
(relevance) of customers (users), then the customers (users)
will be dissatisfied and the firm will lose business [29]. So, the
information quality has been typically regarded as a key
strategic component of competitive advantage. It also helps to
enhance the service and product quality in organizations [27],
[28]. The organizations without the ability to assess the quality
of their information, they cannot assess the status of their
organizational performance and monitor their improvement
[30].
This can be done by using strategic information systems,
which will provide significant benefits by improving the
quality of information that enables the decision-maker to
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further improve the quality of his/her decisions outcomes in
order to obtain competitive advantages [31].
C. Innovation
The organizations frequently adopt innovations to gain
capabilities and competitive advantages [32]. If organizations
want to be competitive, they must also be innovative [33].
Rogers in [34], defined the processes of innovation as the
development and implementation of introducing new ideas or
new technologies, that lead to achieve the sustainable
competitive advantages to the organization. The innovation
capability of an organization depends closely on its
intellectual and/or organizational knowledge assets and on its
ability to employ these assets [35]. Adopting the innovations
in organizations in order to achieve higher levels of
competitiveness, will lead to produce lower-cost products with
better quality compared to those competitors [36]. Moreover,
the innovations are not just a process of developing new
information systems or technologies to produce new products
or services, but in many cases, are a process of creating new
models and strategies for information systems or technologies
to do business better in the face of change [33].
In addition, the innovations are a crucial driver for
improving organizational performance and achieving
sustainable competitive advantages [36]. Therefore, an
organization needs to enable innovation to take place through
employing IT experts with SIS skills and managerial IT skills
to obtain the competitive advantages [27]. Finally, the
corporate leaders and IT managers should view the SIS as part
of their company’s strategic innovation, which has been
considered as an important tool for achieving the competitive
advantages.
IV. RESEARCH CONCEPTUAL MODEL AND HYPOTHESES
Based on the overall results, derived from other studies
that are closely related to this research, the conceptual model
is proposed. This model will be used for identifying and
analyzing the nature of the problem, detailing exactly what is
going to be researched and examining the arguments of others.
It also will be used as a road map for empirical data collection
and analysis, and to establish a comprehensive overview of
applying the strategic information system as a competitive
advantage tool, especially on Saudi Banking Sector. Fig. 1
shows the components of the research conceptual model
including the role of Strategic Information Systems (SIS)
which is the independent variable. In addition, the figure
shows the Competitive Advantage (CA) and its dimensions
which are operational efficiency, information quality and
innovation as the study dependent variables.
Based on the literature review and research model, the
main hypothesis of the research is given below:
H1: There is a positive association between the role of
Strategic Information Systems (SIS) and Competitive
Advantage (CA).
This branched into three dimensions that increase the
competitive advantage:

H1a: There is a positive association between the role of
Strategic Information Systems (SIS) and operational
efficiency.
H1b: There is a positive association between the role of
Strategic Information Systems (SIS) and information quality.
H1c: There is a positive association between the role of
Strategic Information Systems (SIS) and innovation.
Competitive Advantages

Operational Efficiency
H1a
Strategic Information
Systems

H1b

Information Quality

H1c
Innovation

Fig. 1. The proposed conceptual model.

V. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHOD
A. Sampling
The target population for this study consisted of the senior
managerial level and the employees of various banking,
regardless their size and location in Saudi Arabia. Researchers
chose Saudi bank sector because it relies mainly on
information systems when conducting their procedures.
Therefore, it is important to measure the role of SIS in this
sector.
In addition, random sampling was used as sampling
technique so that each population member had an equal
chance of being selected.
B. Data Collection Procedure
In order to collect the primary data for this empirical study
and to test the research model and verify the hypotheses, the
researchers developed survey; in the form of an electronic
questionnaire. It is an electronic form containing a series of
questions, and designed to extract specific information from
respondents [37]. This method of data collection was
considered appropriate because it is inexpensive and has the
ability to collect a large amount of information from a large
number of Bank employees in a short period of time. In
addition, the survey is a popular research technique in
obtaining quantitative data.
The survey instrument in this study consisted of 20
questions categorized into five main parts. The first part
included questions related to demographic information of the
respondents (e.g. gender, age, educational level, etc.). The
other parts included the questions related to the measurement
of the role of Strategic Information Systems (SIS) in
supporting and achieving Competitive Advantage (CA)
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through the three dimensions which are operational efficiency,
information quality and innovation.
C. Data Analysis Procedure
The fundamental purpose of the data analysis procedure is
to achieve the research objectives and to find answers to the
identified research questions and hypotheses. Davis suggested
in [38] four primary steps that should be followed to conduct
the data analysis, which are as following:

Neutral
Agree
Strongly Agree

3
4
5

VI. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
A. Demographic profile
The demographic profile of the respondents is illustrated in
Table 2, which contains the frequency and percentage of
demographic characteristics of the respondents studied.

 Step 1: Selecting an analytical tool
TABLE II.

 Step 2: Preparing the data for analysis
 Step 3: Identifying specific statistical techniques

THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDY’S SAMPLE

Demographic
Questions

 Step 4: Finally, presenting the analysis results [38].
In this study, the researchers followed these four steps to
carry out the data analysis. Statistical Packages for the Social
Sciences (SPSS) version (24) was used to analyze the collated
data. However, after the selection of the analytical software
and before the process of analysis, the raw data was prepared
and cleaned to ensure the data has got no missing value or
outliers. The SPSS was used to encode the data, and the
examination was carried out to clean the data. This study did
not find any missing values and hence proceeded to the next
step. Thereafter, to meet the purposes of this study and to
support the findings, the following statistical techniques were
used and applied:
1) Cronbach’s alpha coefficient to test the reliability and
Spearman correlation analysis to test the validity,
2) Descriptive statistics technique which consists of
frequency tables, measures of mean and measures of
dispersion, to indicate respondents’ degree of agreement or
disagreement,
3) Pearson correlation analysis method to test the
bivariate relationships between measured and latent variables
in order to evaluate the hypotheses, and
4) Regression analysis to test the hypotheses.
The final step was the presentation and discussion of the
analysis results which available in the following sections.
D. Measurement instrument
In this study, the researchers used a five-point Likert scale
as a measuring instrument to indicate respondents' degree of
agreement or disagreement with each of the last (15)
statements, that ranged from ―strongly agree (scored as 5) to
―strongly disagree‖ (scored as 1). It is noted that the length of
the interval (mane range) used here is (4/5), or about 0.80. It
has been calculated on the basis that the five-scale Likert has
kept among 4 distances [39]. It has been calculated on the
basis that the five-scale Likert has kept among 4 distances
[39]. Therefore, the scales and interval (mane range) have
been translated in Table 1.
TABLE I.

LIKERT – SCALE AND GUIDELINES INTERVAL FOR
EVALUATION AND INTERPRETATION

Verbal Interpretation
Strongly Disagree
Disagree

Scale
1
2

Mean Range
1.00 – 1.79
1.80 – 2.59

2.60 – 3.39
3.40 – 4.19
4.20-5.00

Gender

Age

Education level

Occupational Status

Duration in position

Category

Frequency

Percentag
e

Male

85

57.8%

Female

62

42.2%

Less than 25
25 to 35
36 to 46

12
43
52

8.2%
29.3%
35.4%

More than 46

40

27.2%

Diploma or less
Bachelor degree
Master’s degree or
more

0
75

0%
51.1%

72

48.9%

Regional Manager
General Manager

3
14

2%
9.5%

Branch Manager
Deputy Branch
Manager

18

12.2%

20

13.6%

Department Manager

26

17.7%

Employee
Others

65
1

44.2%
0.7%

Less than 3 years

32

21.8%

3 to 6 years

48

32.7%

7 to 10

38

25.9%

More than 10 years

29

19.7%

The collected data set in the study was 147 responses. The
first question reveals that 57.8% of the samples were males
compared to 42.2% females. In addition, 35.4% had age
between 36 to 46 years. The educational levels of the
respondents revealed that 51.1% had a bachelor degree, while
48.9% had a master’s degree or more. Most of the respondents
were from the employees represented by 44.2%.
Approximately, 32.7% of the respondents had between 3 to 6
years of experience in the position.
B. Reliability Test
The reliability refers to the probability that the same
results would be obtained if the study were to be repeated at a
later time, or with different samples [40]. The reliability in this
study was calculated through measuring Cronbach’s
coefficient alpha. Which is the most common indicator used
for assessing the internal consistency of the data postgathering to reflect the homogeneity of the scale [41]-[43].
This coefficient had values which range between 0 and 1.
Hinton et al. in [44], suggest four indicators as a level of
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internal reliability (see Table 3). As a rule, if the value of
Cronbach’s alpha is closer and gets to 1.0, it is better and the
scale is considered reliable and acceptable [43], [45], [46]. In
accordance with this recommendation, Cronbach’s coefficient
alpha will be acceptable when its value equal to or greater
than 0.7.
In this study, the value of Cronbach’s alpha of the 15items was 0.953, which means that the values higher than the
minimum standard of recommended level and resulted in
excellent-range scores (see Table 4).
TABLE III.

LEVEL OF INTERNAL RELIABILITY

Range

Reliability Result

0.90 and above

Excellent Reliability

0.70 - 0.90

High Reliability

0.50 – 0.70

High Moderate Reliability

0.50 and below

Reliability

Reliability Result

15

0.953

Excellent Reliability

TABLE V.

SIS
Operational Efficiency
Information Quality
Innovation

No. of Items
6
3
3
3

Reliability
0.887
0.839
0.843
0.849

Range
0.90 and above
0.70 - 0.90
0.50 – 0.70
0.50 and below

Validity Result
Very-High Validity
High Validity
Moderate Validity
Low Validity
SPEARMAN’S RHO CORRELATION VALUES TO MEASURE
VALIDITY

Result
High
High
High
High

C. Validity Test
In addition, the researchers conducted reliability analysis
by grouping the items to the five measuring dimensions which
they derived from the study conceptual model. The values of
Cronbach’s alpha of these measuring dimensions varied
between 0.887 to 0.849, which means that the alpha values of
all measuring dimensions are higher than the minimum
standard of recommended level and resulted in high-range
scores (see Table 5). This indicates that the measure of
reliability for this research revealed an appropriate level of
internal consistency.
The validity in quantitative research refers to determine
whether the research survey truly measures what it is intended
to measure. Moreover, it also measures the truthfulness of the
research findings [47]. The type of validity test carried out in
this study is construct validity. One of the methods used to
establish the construct validity is the correlation analysis by
calculating the value of Spearman’s rho coefficient. This
method tests the relationships between each item and the
overall scale of its dimension that it belonged. The
interpretation of the validity levels has been translated as
follows in Table 6. In general, if the value of correlations
coefficients is closer gets to 1.0, the better and it is indicated
that the scale is valid and it is measuring its intended concept
[48], [49]. Table 7 shows the Spearman’s rho correlation
coefficient and validity results of the research instrument.

Validity Result
High Validity

2

0.813**

High Validity

3

0.750**

High Validity

4

0.821**

High Validity

5

0.768**

High Validity

0.819**
6
Operational Efficiency (OE)
0.880**
7

CRONBACH’S ALPHA OF THE 4 MEASURING DIMENSIONS

Measuring Dimensions

LEVEL OF INTERNAL RELIABILITY

Item no.
Validity
SIS (Independent Variable)
0.835**
1

CRONBACH’S ALPHA OF THE 15-ITEMS

No. of Items

TABLE VI.

TABLE VII.

Low Reliability

TABLE IV.

The values of Spearman’s rho correlation indicate that the
measure of validity for this research revealed an appropriate
level of internal consistency. The results confirmed that the
questionnaire was a valid measurement tool.

High Validity
High Validity

8

0.892**

High Validity

9

0.837**

High Validity

Information Quality (IQ)
10

0.891**

High Validity

11

0.884**

High Validity

12
Innovation (INN)
13
14
15

0.845**

High Validity

0.874**
0.864**
0.893**

High Validity
High Validity
High Validity

CA (Dependent Variable)
0.918**
OE
IQ
INN

Very High Validity

0.936**
Very High Validity
0.922**
Very High Validity
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

D. Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics used to convert the raw data into
useful information which can be interpreted to explain a group
of dimensions [50].
The descriptive statistics for all items related to the five
measuring dimensions included in the study are present in
Tables 8 to 12. These tables contain the percentage, frequency
distribution, mean and standard deviation scores. They also
show the satisfaction of respondents for each item and
dimension based on the interpretation of 5-Likert scale (see
Table 1).
According to the analysis in Table 8, the result of the
average weighted mean of the first measuring dimension is
equal to 4.11. This is equivalent to ―agree‖ by five-scale
Likert, which means that the respondents have thought that the
strategic information systems have an effective role to
improve the organizational performance.
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According to the analysis in Table 9, the result of the
average weighted mean of the first dimension of CA is equal
to 4.18. This is equivalent to ―agree‖ by five-scale Likert,
which means that the respondents have thought that the
strategic information systems play an important role in
increasing and enhancing the operational efficiency of the
work within their organizations. This in turn will help to
support and achieve the competitive advantage. Based on this
argument, this study asserts that H1a is true, which states that
there is a positive association between the role of strategic
information systems and operational efficiency.

According to the analysis in Table 11, the result of the
average weighted mean of the third dimension of CA is equal
to 4.28. This is equivalent to ―strongly agree‖ by five-scale
Likert, which means that the respondents have thought that the
strategic information systems play an important role in
increasing and enhancing the innovation of the work within
their organizations. This in turn will help to support and
achieve the competitive advantage. Based on this argument,
this study asserts that the H1c is true, which states that there is
a positive association between the role of strategic information
systems and innovation.

According to the analysis in Table 10, the result of the
average weighted mean of the second dimension of CA is
equal to 4.24. This is equivalent to ―strongly agree‖ by fivescale Likert, which means that the respondents have thought
that the strategic information systems play an important role in
increasing and enhancing information quality within their
organizations. This in turn will help to support and achieve the
competitive advantage. Based on this argument, this study
asserts that the H1b is true, which states that there is a positive
association between the role of strategic information systems
and information quality.

According to the analysis in Table 12, the result of the
average weighted mean of the dependent variable (CA) is
equal to 4.23. This is equivalent to ―strongly agree‖ by fivescale Likert, which means that the respondents have thought
that the strategic information systems play an important role in
supporting and achieving the competitive advantage. Based on
this argument, this study asserts that the main hypothesis is
true, which states that there is a positive association between
the role of strategic information systems and competitive
advantage.

TABLE VIII. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS, FOR THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE [SIS] OF THE STUDY
Independent variable (SIS)
The Bank’s senior management is committed to
developing the necessary strategies for its
programs, activities and projects related to IS
The Bank is keen to align the objectives and
strategic plans of IS with overall objectives and
strategic plans
The Bank’s senior management is committed to
developing and reviewing the strategic plans of
IS to identify the necessary changes
The Bank’s employees are involved in the
development and improvement of IS
An adequate budget is allocated to build and
develop strategic plans of information systems
The SIS that used in the Bank is a key source to
support the processes of decision making

1

2

3

4

5

Total

Frequency

3

4

13

90

37

147

Percentage

2%

2.7%

8.8%

61.2%

25.3%

100%

Frequency

1

3

16

75

52

147

Percentage

0.7%

2%

10.9%

51%

35.4%

100%

Frequency

1

2

25

83

36

147

Percentage

0.7%

1.4%

17%

56.4%

24.5%

100%

Frequency
Percentage
Frequency
Percentage
Frequency
Percentage

4
2.7%
2
1.4%
1
0.7%

8
5.4%
4
2.7%
6
4.1%

12
8.2%
16
10.9%
15
10.1%

68
46.3%
76
51.7%
68
46.3%

55
37.4%
49
33.3%
57
38.8%

147
100%
147
100%
147
100%

Average Weighted Mean
TABLE IX.
Dimension 1 (Operational Efficiency)
The ISs that used in Bank help in increasing the
coordination and integration of different
operations and units
The ISs that used in Bank help in increasing the
operational efficiency and production
The ISs that used in Bank have ability of to
provide information to all units despite the
increasing volume and diversity of the various
operations

Mean

S.D

Result

4.05

0.80

Agree

4.18

0.76

Agree

4.03

0.73

Agree

4.10

0.96

Agree

4.13

0.81

Agree

4.18

0.83

Agree

4.11

0.65

Agree

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS, FOR FIRST DIMENSION (OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY)

Frequency

1
1

2
7

3
13

4
78

5
48

Total
147

Percentage

0.7%

4.7%

8.8%

53.1%

32.7%

100%

Frequency
Percentage
Frequency

1
0.7%
1

7
4.7%
5

17
11.6%
9

71
48.3%
71

51
34.7%
61

147
100%
147

Percentage

0.7%

3.4%

6.1%

48.3%

41.5%

100%

Average Weighted Mean

Mean

S.D

Result

4.12

0.81

Agree

4.12

0.84

Agree

4.27

0.78

Strongly
Agree

4.18

0.70

Agree
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TABLE X.

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS, FOR SECOND DIMENSION (INFORMATION QUALITY)
1

2

3

4

5

Total

The current organizational structure of the Bank
helps to the rapid exchange of information and to
make better use of it.
The information systems that used in Bank make it
easy to link administrative units together to get
information at any time and properly

Dimension 2 (Information Quality)
Frequency

1

8

9

69

60

147

Percentage

0.7%

5.4%

6.1%

46.9%

40.9%

100%

Frequency

1

8

9

72

57

147

Percentage

0.7%

5.4%

6.1%

49%

38.8%

100%

The bank provides an integrated knowledge base to
provide all administrative units with environmental
changes surrounding them

Frequency

1

2

11

71

62

147

Percentage

0.7%

1.4%

7.5%

48.3%

42.1%

100%

Average Weighted Mean
TABLE XI.

1

2

3

4

5

Total

Frequency
Percentage
Frequency

1
0.7%
1

3
2%
4

13
8.8%
11

62
42.2%
74

68
46.3%
57

147
100%
147

Percentage

0.7%

2.7%

7.5%

50.3%

38.8%

100%

Frequency
Percentage

1
0.7%

6
4.1%

11
7.5%

62
42.1%

67
45.6%

147
100%

Average Weighted Mean
TABLE XII.

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS, FOR THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE

Dependent variable (CA)
Dimension 1: Operational Efficiency

Mean

S.D

Result

4.18

0.70

Agree

Dimension 2: Information Quality

4.24

0.69

Strongly
Agree

Dimension 3: Innovations

4.28

0.68

Strongly
Agree

Average Weighted Mean

4.23

S.D

Result

4.22

0.84

Strongly
Agree

4.20

0.83

Strongly
Agree

4.30

0.73

Strongly
Agree

4.24

0.69

Strongly
Agree

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS, FOR THIRD DIMENSION (INNOVATION).

Dimension 3 (Innovation)
The ISs that used in Bank help to create
opportunities for the creativities and initiatives
The ISs that used in Bank help to accelerate the
development of services and diversify them to
serve the needs of consumers
The ISs that used in Bank facilitate the
processes of research and development

Mean

0.65

Strongly
Agree

E. Hypotheses Test
In order to evaluate the hypotheses of this study, the
researchers conducted two tests, which are the correlation
analysis and simple linear regression analysis.
- Correlation analysis
To understand the positive relationship which appeared in
descriptive analysis better, the researchers conducted
correlation analysis by calculating the value of Pearson’s
Coefficient (r). This analysis helps to examine the strength and
direction of the linear relationship between independent
variable and dependent variables [51]. According to the results
of this analysis (see Table 14) and the quantitative
interpretation of the degree of linear relationship (see
Table 13), positive and high-level relationship was found
among the role of SIS, operational efficiency, information
quality and innovation which in turn will help organizations to
achieve a higher level of competitive advantages and thus will
help them to optimize their organizational performance.

Mean

S.D

Result

4.31

0.77

Strongly
Agree

4.24

0.76

Strongly
Agree

4.28

0.83

Strongly
Agree

4.28

0.68

Strongly
Agree

TABLE XIII. THE QUANTITATIVE INTERPRETATION OF THE DEGREE OF
LINEAR RELATIONSHIP (ALTARES, 2005)
Value of r

Interpretation

±1.00

Perfect Positive (Negative) Correlation

±0.91 - ±0.99

Very High Positive (Negative) Correlation

±0.71 - ±0.90

High Positive (Negative) Correlation

±0.51 - ±0.70

Moderately Positive (Negative) Correlation

±0.31 - ±0.50

Low Positive (Negative) Correlation

±0.01 - ±0.30

Negligible Positive (Negative) Correlation

0.00

No Correlation

TABLE XIV. PERSON CORRELATION VALUES OF RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
VARIABLES

CA

Operational
Efficiency

Information
Quality

Innovation

0.864**

0.801**

0.819**

0.778**

Role of SIS

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

- Regression analysis
After the correlation analysis results were analyzed, the
simple linear regression analysis was performed with
competitive advantage (CA), operational efficiency,
information quality and innovation as the dependent variables
and strategic information systems (SIS) as the independent
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variable. Tables 15 to 18 contain the values of (R2, F, T, β
and .Sig).
As shown in Table 15, the significant of ―F‖ and ―β‖
values were (0.000) for the first dimension of the CA, which
are less than the value of the confidence level (0.05).
Furthermore, the value of R2 also found that the strategic
information systems explain (64.2%) of the variance of
operational efficiency. In addition, the value of β was 0.801,
this means there is a positive strong effect of SIS in Saudi
Banking sector on operational efficiency, which in turn will
help to achieve a higher level of competitive advantages.
As shown in Table 16, the significant of ―F‖ and ―β‖
values were 0.000 for the second dimension, which are less
than the value of the confidence level (0.05). Furthermore, the
value of R2 also found that the strategic information systems
explain 67.1% of the variance of information quality. In
addition, the value of β was 0.819, this means there is a
positive strong effect of SIS in Saudi Banking sector on
information quality, which in turn will help to achieve a
higher level of competitive advantages.
As shown in Table 17, the significant of ―F‖ and ―β‖
values were 0.000 for the third dimension of CA, which are
less than the value of the confidence level (0.05). Furthermore,
the value of R2 also found that the strategic information
systems explain 60.5% of the variance of innovation. In
addition, the value of β was 0.778, this means there is a
positive strong effect of SIS in Saudi Banking sector on
innovation, which in turn will help to achieve a higher level of
competitive advantages.
As shown in Table 18, the significant of ―F‖ and ―β‖
values were 0.000 for the dependent variable, which are less
than the value of the confidence level (0.05). Furthermore, the
value of R2 also found that the strategic information systems
explain 74.6% of the variance of competitive advantage. In
addition, the value of β was 0.864, this means there is a
positive strong effect of SIS in Saudi Banking sector, which in
turn will help to achieve a higher level of competitive
advantages.
Therefore, the regression analysis showed that the four
research hypotheses results were statistically significant. It
also, proved that they are supported. The research results are
summarized in Table 19.
This means that:
H1: There is a significant positive association between the
role of Strategic Information Systems (SIS) and Competitive
Advantage (CA).
H1a: There is a significant positive association between the
role of Strategic Information Systems (SIS) and operational
efficiency.
H1b: There is a significant positive association between the
role of Strategic Information Systems (SIS) and information
quality.
H1c: There is a significant positive association between the
role of Strategic Information Systems (SIS) and innovation.

TABLE XV.

SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION BETWEEN SIS AND
OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY

Dependent Variables

R2
.642

Operational Efficiency

F
260.4
.Sig.= .000

β
.801
.Sig.= .000

T
16.1

Predictors: (Constant), SIS.
TABLE XVI. SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION BETWEEN SIS AND
INFORMATION QUALITY
Dependent Variables

R2
.671

Information Quality

F
295.5
.Sig.= .000

β
.819
.Sig.= .000

T
17.2

Predictors: (Constant), SIS.
TABLE XVII. SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION BETWEEN SIS AND INNOVATION
Dependent Variables

R2
.605

Innovation

F
222.3
.Sig.= .000

Β
.778
.Sig.= .000

T
14.9

Predictors: (Constant), SIS.
TABLE XVIII. SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION BETWEEN SIS AND CA
Dependent Variables
CA

R2
.746

F
426.9
.Sig.= .000

β
.864
.Sig.= .000
Predictors: (Constant), SIS.
T
20.7

TABLE XIX. HYPOTHESES TESTING RESULTS
HN

Description

Results

H1

There is a positive association between the role of
SIS and CA

Supported

H1a

There is a positive association between the role of
SIS and operational efficiency.

Supported

H1b

There is a positive association between the role of
SIS and information quality

Supported

H1c

There is a positive association between the role of
SIS and innovation

Supported

VII. DISCUSSION
It is clear from the literature review and the results of the
study, that there is growing in the term of strategic
information systems. This growth emerges with increased the
competition intensity, which has made many business
organizations adopt information systems with strategic impact.
This type of systems called strategic information systems; and
it has the ability to store, retrieve and analyze enormous data
and information, that are invested to deal with the rapidly
changing environment. Moreover, many researches confirmed
that the SIS has a greater impact on the operational efficiency,
information quality and innovation to gain competitive
advantage, which are the dimension of the proposed
conceptual model. On the other hand, the results of this study
revealed that the weighted mean of these dimensions were
4.18, 4.24, and 4.28, respectively with the average weighted
mean for the competitive advantage (4.23). This means that
the respondents have thought that the strategic information
systems are tools to collect data and provide information to
support the strategic decision-making process in order to
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achieve higher levels of competitive advantages. Moreover,
the general statistical results of the correlation analysis and
regression analysis of this study revealed that there is a
positive and high-level relationship among the role of SIS
with information quality (.Sig=.000, R=.819**), operational
efficiency (.Sig=.000, R=.801**) and innovation (.Sig=.000,
R=.778**), respectively. This in turn will help organizations to
achieve a higher level of competitive advantages (.Sig=.000,
R=.864**). Therefore, the officials of the departments in the
Saudi banking sector should play an important role in
directing senior managements and motivating them to use the
strategic information systems to upgrade their knowledge
skills and experience in this field.
Subsequently, it can be summarized that the information
systems used in Saudi banking sector considered as strategic
information systems. Moreover, they have been a significant
role as competitive advantages tool to increase information
quality, operational efficiency and innovation, respectively.
This in turn indicates that the hypotheses proposed in this
research are acceptable.

the results. However, this study provides interesting
opportunities for future SIS research, which need to be
investigated and explored further. In addition, there are some
recommended directions that could be further initiated. These
are as follows:
 Future
researchers
should
consider
more
comprehensive studies to identify the major
consequences of strategic information systems as a tool
to achieve the competitive advantages in a public
sector, where the measuring of the competitive
advantages in the public sector is difficult.
 Future
researchers
should
consider
more
comprehensive studies to identify the major
consequences of strategic information systems as a tool
to achieve the competitive advantages with electronic
businesses, such as e-government or e-commerce.
This may include studying more dimensions than these
proposed in the conceptual model of this study.
X. CONCLUSION

VIII. PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
The literature review of the strategic information systems
has emphasized the fact that the organizations who implement
the SIS projects will benefit from the competitive advantages
they will receive and consequently will encourage the other
competition organizations to adopt one or more of these
strategic systems. Empirically, this research has shown that if
the organizations develop the SIS projects, managers could
achieve great competitive advantage; such increase in the
operational efficiency, improve the information quality and
encourage the innovation; only if carefully considered and
developed. Then possibly this practice might spread the
development of the SIS projects among all Saudi
organizations. Furthermore, the main practical lesson that has
emerged from the analysis presented in this study is:
 The full potential of strategic information systems is
unlikely to be realized without an understanding of the
significant challenges of developing the SIS and
without understanding that the strategic impact is not
always realized, even when the systems were
strategically aligned and the implementation of IT was
a success [18]. Therefore, more focus is needed to
develop strategies based on the strengths of the
organization that cannot be easily imitated, this will
lead to minimize the negative impact of these
challenges and achieve the sustainable competitive
advantages.
IX. RESEARCH LIMITATION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This study was conducted in the banking sector in KSA
context, and hence it is hard to decide whether the proposed
conceptual model is applicable in other sectors and whether it
could be applied in the context of other countries. This is due
to several reasons, firstly: the lack of researches in other
sectors that confirm the results; and secondly: the great
differences in culture, values, beliefs, standards and
knowledge between countries. Therefore, re-studying in other
sectors or other countries will help to confirm and generalize

Based on the findings of the study, the researchers
concluded a set of recommendations that represent the
importance of activating the role of the strategic information
systems by the organizations in general and the Saudi banking
sector in particular. The researchers confirmed that the
organizations must be interested in SIS because of their
impact on the continuity, growth and survival of them in the
context of competition. The researchers also emphasized that
the organizations should work on the introduction of SIS to
improve the efficiency of operations and enhance the quality
of information at the lowest cost and fastest time to enable the
company to achieve the competitive advantages. In addition,
the researchers emphasized the importance of developing
specialized administrative units in aspects of strategic
information systems that are entrusted with broader and more
comprehensive functions than the departments of Management
Information Systems (MIS). The researchers recommend that
the organizations must involve their staff in training courses to
1) increase their skills and experience; 2) enable them to deal
with strategic information systems which are characterized by
the rapid development; and 3) enable them to meet the new
work requirements. The researchers also strongly recommend
that the organizations must pay sustained attention to the
dimensions that can achieve, build and maintain the
competitive advantages through the activation of strategic
information systems roles. Especially that the organizations
today operate in the international market, which is
characterized by the sharp competition.
Ultimately, the researchers confirmed that the wellstructured strategic information systems would create a
flexible framework to support the organizational capabilities
and to improve the organizational performance. In addition,
the SIS offers the opportunity to renovate the current
operating environment and create a reliable, scalable and
flexible platform to obtain the sustainable competitive
advantages, get the brand differentiation, optimize the risk
management and improve the decision-making efficiency. It
enables the organizations in general and the Saudi banking
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sector in particular to gain and sustain competitive advantage
in the marketplace by improving the operational efficiency,
information quality and innovation of products and services.
However, it requires consideration of five key factors to
realize and success of strategic information systems, which
are: 1) active support of senior organization management —
not just MIS management — in the discovery of strategic
opportunities and in the implementation process;
2) integration of planning for the strategic use of information
systems into the overall organization strategic planning
process; 3) direct reporting by those responsible for strategic
use of information systems to the business managers of the
area to be affected by the new system; 4) placement of control
mechanisms in the hands of these business managers; and
5) readiness for strategic use of information systems, implying
successful use of the MIS and technological platform already
in place and experience with technological innovation [19].
By focusing on these five key factors, organizations can
quickly increase operational efficiency, improve information
quality and support innovation. These organizations will also
devote themselves for supporting and achieving the
sustainable competitive advantage in the coming years.
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Abstract—A cloud database is a database usually installed on
cloud computing software platforms. There are several methods
for query processing in cloud databases. This study tried to
optimize query processing in the SeaBase cloud database and
reduce query processing time. This method used adaptability for
optimization. This method was designed for cloud-based
databases. The algorithm is composed of three components:
1) multi cloud query separator; 2) query similarity detector
based on the execution plan; and 3) replacement policy. This
method is implemented as a system for a fully object-oriented
simulation. The system is added to the SeaBase as an agent. The
evaluation result show that this method reduced response time by
1.9 percent.
Keywords—SeaBase; optimization; query processing; database;
adaption

I.

INTRODUCTION

Database management systems are software packages that
can be used to create and maintain one or more databases.
However, with the rise of cloud computing, database
management systems have become a new kind of service with
unique advantages. In these services, DBMS is a part of a
larger service which is likely to be more effective in terms of
results and assigned tasks [1].
A cloud database is a database usually installed on cloud
computing software platforms. Using a virtual machine, users
can independently launch databases on cloud, or they can
purchase an account to access database services maintained by
cloud database providers [2].
SeaBase is an implementation based on cloud computing.
Based on CCEVP model, it can convert different data types
into one. In fact, SeaBase is a relational cloud database which
can merge a pair of databases together [3]. Like SQL server,
DB2, Sybase, MySQL, and other similar databases, SeaBase
was designed in order to integrate data taken from several
heterogeneous databases and provide users with them in a
unified way [4]. Fig. 1 indicates the structure of SeaBase based
on CCEVP model.
The CCEVP model uses three layers: 1) physical; 2)
virtual; and 3) effective. The physical layer is a set of
multisource physical tables from similar or dissimilar
databases. The virtual layer is a set of relationship schemas
determined by the SeaBase users. The effective layer allows
users to create a unified vision to the SeaBase.

Fig. 1. CCEVP Model (Cloud Computing-based Effective-VirtualPhysical) [1].

II.

OPTIMIZING QUERY PROCESSING IN CLOUD DATABASE
EASE OF USE

There are several methods for query processing in cloud
databases. Many of these methods have offered new
technologies to optimize query processing in the database [3].
Some of these methods use replication for query processing
and accelerate the process by data sampling. Some methods
use traditional methods for query processing in the database.
Some methods attempted to optimize the execution plans,
which are known as Silinger methods [4], [5].
Most of these methods use a special procedure (SelingerStyle) for optimization, and generally after query processing
and query execution, the plan optimized for query processing is
eliminated. But today, in addition to these methods, other
methods are also being offered to optimize query processing in
the database [6], [7]. But the question is that whether the
produced optimized plan (or the frequent queries sent to the
SeaBase) can be used for executing subsequent queries. As we
know, in the application-related databases, usually the queries
sent to the database have high adaptability power because in
these systems, the queries sent to the database have the same
structure and are adapted as soon as possible. This method can
be used to optimize the SeaBase.
III.

THE PROPOSED METHOD

The aim of this study was to optimize query processing in
the database model. Matching techniques were used to
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optimize processing. This method was proposed in order to use
the optimal schemas generated for the execution of next
queries or the ones frequently sent to the database. An agent
was added to this model for implementation [8].

Query processing optimization in SeaBase

Combining the technologies of optimizing queries and
agents in this algorithm, a multi-agent system was proposed.
Using information collection technology based on processing
users’ queries, this system tries to provide users with an
adaptable environment based on the query types and how they
are made [9].
Given the fact that requests are sent to the system by
applications or users, the majority of queries have the same
structure. They are repeated over time. Therefore, this paper
was intended to propose a method by which the database could
identify the queries of the same type over time. Using a
specific schema of execution, it was also intended to identify
the highly frequent queries sent to the database and answer
them. Put another way, the database was to be matched so that
the queries would be processed with the prepared execution
schemas at a lower cost. In fact, it was meant to decrease the
number of steps required for processing highly frequent queries
sent to the database.
In this algorithm, an agent was added to SeaBase so that a
matched cloud database would be generated. Decreasing the
number of steps required for processing the highly frequently
queries sent to the cloud database, this algorithm tried to
increase the optimization of query processing in cloud
databases.
This research uses the previous heterogeneous distributed
database query processing method and develops it for SeaBase
[4], [8].
The algorithm uses a method for optimizing query
processing in the heterogeneous distributed databases. This
method was designed for cloud-based databases. The algorithm
is composed of three components:


Multi Cloud query Separator



Query similarity detector based on the execution plan



Replacement policy

The main objective of this approach is to identify the most
frequent instructions sent to the cloud database and store their
execution plans in the system so that in case of a request to the
database, the same execution plan is used for query execution.
The separator part separates instructions and the instructions
whose execution plan has not high cost. The query similarity
detector is used to identify similar instructions. The
replacement policy detects the most frequent instructions sent
to the SeaBase and stores their execution plans. The following
algorithm shows the structure of this method (Fig. 2).
A. Separator of distributed instructions
Distributed instructions are instructions which include
several sub-queries and receive information from several
DBMSs.

1.

Begin

2.

Examine query by separator(can Separate
distributed query)

3.

Produce query execution plan if query is one of
exceptions

4.

If it's not an exception check it's execution plan
availability in system by similarity recognizer
4.1 If execution plan exists select it
4.2 otherwise,
4.3 send it in order to producing execution plan

5.

executing plan for replying to query

6.

Check whether it's the time for substituting or not?
6.1 If so, do substitution

7.

END
Fig. 2. Suggested algorithm.

The purpose of this function is to identify functions that
based on assessment, need more time for execution or receive
information from several databases. Different queries are sent
to the SeaBase, and the database needs cost to respond to
queries depending on their type and structure. As mentioned,
three layers are used to execute the instructions sent to the
database: physical, virtual and effective. Based on the layer, the
separator detects instructions that require the use of several
databases. The separator aims to identify the instructions that
use multiple databases and need a link.
B. The query similarity detector based on execution plan
Any query for execution in the cloud database requires the
same steps used in a non-cloud database. Any query for
execution must have a specific plan. In applications, requests
are usually sent to the database with a specific format and
different parameters. The purpose of this section is to identify
queries with similar plans.
To make adaptive the query processing in the database, we
need a part in the proposed system that can compare the sent
queries and identify similar queries. For example, consider the
following two queries.
SELECT *
FROM

tblKala INNER JOIN

tblHavaleKala ON tblKala.KalaiD = tblHavaleKala.KalaID
INNER JOIN
tblHavale
ON
tblHavaleKala.HavaleID
tblHavale.HavaleIDwhere kalaid=20

=

SELECT*
FROM
tblKala INNER JOIN tblHavaleKala ON
tblKala.KalaiD = tblHavaleKala.KalaID INNER JOIN
tblHavale
ON
tblHavaleKala.HavaleID
tblHavale.HavaleIDwhere kalaid=31

=
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As can be seen, these two instructions request information
on products 20 and 31 from the database. But the two
instructions are the same and can be executed with the same
plan. This part of the system should be able to detect such
instructions.
C. Replacement policy
In the algorithm, a set of frequent execution plans must be
kept in the agent and in case of request, the same query request
should be used. The replacement policy is used to create and
update the set. An important part of this research is to
determine the replacement action is done how, when and with
what policy.
As know adding an agent to SeaBase, which always adapts
queries, constrains cost to system. For adapting system the
method examines sent queries to database for a while and the
execution plan of similar frequent queries is substituted in
database. (It's considered that only queries receipted by
separator will be sent to this part). The time between two
adaptation said that this time is calculated by value of adapted
queries and dynamically. It means that whatever score goes up,
adaptable queries will stay in the system for longer time and if
adapting enjoys low score they will stay in the system for
shorter time. It was found that on the long run, the increasing
score of adapted queries have increase this time. The method
does adapting on queries sent to database in busy hours. The
method saves queries in busy hours and in quiet hours it will
does adapting on these queries when it's time to adapt.
Now about the ways of adapting, at first create a bank of
sent queries then if sent query was similar to one of available
queries in database we increase the weight of query and also if
sent query was not available in the bank the method adds it to
databank and continues adapting. After adapting the method
saves queries with high scores. Ways of saving queries in
database follows a distinct format and standard in order to
constrain less cost when the queries are examined.
IV.

ASSESSMENT AND PRACTICAL RESULTS

Several methods are currently used to measure the
performance of the database system. One of the most common
methods among the above methods is runtime in the system.
Runtime is the time from the sending moment to the system
response. This study tries to identify the most frequent queries
sent to the database and keep their execution plans for
executing subsequent queries. In fact, this method tries to make
the query processing in the database adaptive.
For assessment, this method is implemented as a system for
a fully object-oriented simulation. The system is added to the
SeaBase as an agent. Then the results of execution using this
method are compared with the SeaBase without this agent.
Furthermore, we need the desired data based on relationship
dependence. For this purpose, the SQL Toolbelt database and
simulator is used to create data and determine the table
dependence.The.NET and the SQL API functions are used to
implement the algorithm and make comparisons. The
following Fig. 3 shows some of the code in this system:

Fig. 3. Part of the simulation.

After simulation of the system, the following results will be
provided.
 The query runtime cost in a normal manner.
 This cost is equal to the time required for the SeaBase
query processing and respond to the user. This cost is
assessed without adding the agent to the system.
 The cost of the proposed algorithm execution.
 After adding the agent to the SeaBase, the adaptability
cost and the query execution cost must be added up and
evaluated. The algorithm execution cost is the
adaptability cost.
 The execution cost of the adapted query as an execution
plan.
 This cost is the execution cost of query with the help of
agent. It is worth mentioning that with regard to the
adaptability of some queries, the cost of some queries is
normal and some less.
After obtaining the above results, the second and third costs
are added up and compared with the first cost.
In the algorithm, the times required for executing the
queries sent to the database are compared in adaptive and nonadaptive databases. Fig. 4 shows the time required to respond
to the adaptive and non-adaptive queries per day. A cloud
database with adaptive queries is called adaptive cloud base.
This diagram shows the total time required for executing
adaptive queries in the database as well as the total time for
executing adaptive queries in the non-adaptive mode. It should
be noted that in this figure, the adaptability cost is not currently
added to the above calculations because the system is not
adaptive at any time and will do this action only at certain
times of low traffic.
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In this system, when sending queries to the database, the
query separator separates some queries and blocks their way to
the database. The second row represents time and cost for all
queries sent to the database plus adaptability cost.
As shown in Table 1, the system reduced response time by
1.9 percent.
V.

Fig. 4. Report of response time per day for adaptive queries.

However, these costs will be taken into account in the next
assessments.
Fig. 5 shows the reduced time of executing adaptive
queries. These queries in the SeaBase are queries which have
become adaptive. Obviously, due to making high-traffic
queries adaptive, this method reduces the server workload at
times of high traffic.
The first row of Table 1 represents the total time for
responding to adaptive queries and reduced time of response
time for all adaptive queries sent to the database. It also shows
the cost of making queries adaptive.

The increase in data volume in many applications and the
need for their calculations are the database challenges. Cloud
computing and the use of SeaBase databases are a solution to
integrate a variety of DBMSs and integrated access to tables in
databases. This study tried to optimize query processing in the
SeaBase cloud database and reduce query processing time.
This method used adaptability for optimization. The purpose of
this method is to make adaptive the execution plans of hightraffic queries sent to the SeaBase. For adaptability, this
method uses three parts: separator, similarity detector and
replacement policy. This method is added to the database as an
agent. The results show that the system optimizes query
processing in the database and reduces response time by one
percent. Based on the replacement policy, this method also
reduces workload. In the future, response time can further
decrease by changing the replacement policy.
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]
Fig. 5. Report of reduced cost of adapted query.
TABLE I.

Row

1

TOTAL SYSTEM EVOLUTION

Type of

Decrease

Total

queries

response time

Execution time

Distributed

2

All queries

[7]

51%

100%

5.1%

100%

queries(Join)

CONCLUSION

[8]

[9]
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Abstract—Feature selection in machine learning aims to find
out the best subset of variables from the input that reduces the
computation requirement and improves the predictor
performance. This paper introduces a new index based on
empirical copulas, termed as the Copula Statistic (CoS) to assess
the strength of statistical dependence and for testing statistical
independence. It shows that this test exhibits higher statistical
power than other indices. Finally, applying the CoS features
selection in machine learning problems, which allow a
demonstration of the good performance of the CoS.
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I.

nonlinear

INTRODUCTION

Measures of statistical dependence among random
variables and signals are paramount in many scientific
applications: engineering, signal processing, finance, biology
and machine learning to cite a few. They allow one to find
clusters of data points and signals, test for independence to
make decisions, and explore causal relationships. The classic
measure of dependence is provided by the correlation
coefficient, which was introduced in 1895 by Karl Pearson.
Since it relies on moments, it assumes statistical linear
dependence. However, in biology, ecology and finance, and
other fields, applications involving nonlinear multivariate
dependence prevail. For such applications, the correlation
coefficient is unreliable. Hence, researchers have initiated
many proposals in order to address this deficiency [1]-[5].
Reshef et al. [6], [7] introduced the Maximal Information
Coefficient (MIC) and later the Total Information Coefficient
(TIC), Lopes-Paz et al. [8] proposed the Randomized
Dependence Coefficient (RDC), and Ding et al. [9], [10] put
forth the Copula Correlation Coefficient (Ccor). Additionally,
Székely et al. [11] proposed the distance correlation (dCor).
These metrics are able to measure monotonic and nonmonotonic dependencies between random variables, but each
has strengths and shortcomings [12]-[18]. Feature selection in
machine learning is a typical battlefield to appraise the quality
and the reliability of a dependence index, it is to find out the
best subset of variables (from the input) that reduces the
computation requirement and feed up the predictor algorithm
for optimal performance [19], [20].

In this paper, a new index based on copulas, termed the
Copula Statistic (CoS), for measuring the strength of nonlinear
statistical dependence and for testing for statistical
independence is introduced. The CoS ranges from zero to one
and attains its lower and upper limit for the independence and
the functional dependence case, respectively.
Monte Carlo simulations are carried out to estimate bias
and standard deviation curves of the CoS, to assess its power
when testing for independence. The simulations reveal that for
large sample sizes, the CoS is approximately normal and
approaches Pearson’s 𝜌P for the Gaussian copula and
Spearman’s 𝜌S for many copulas. The CoS is shown to exhibit
strong statistical power in various functional dependencies as
compared to many other indices. Finally, the CoS is applied to
feature selection problem to unveil bivariate dependence.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II proves two
new and essential theorems on copulas used to derive the CoS
index. Section III introduces a relative distance function and
proves several of its properties. Section IV defines the CoS
and provides an algorithm that implements it. Section V
investigates the statistical properties of the CoS and treats the
case of bivariate dependence. Section VI compares the
performance of the CoS with the dCor, RDC, Ccor, and the
MICe in measuring bivariate functional and non-functional
dependencies between synthetic datasets. It also shows how
the CoS can unveil statistical dependence in real datasets of
breast tumor and proceed with an in-depth analysis in order to
find out the best feature subset for this problem.
II.

BIVARIATE COPULA

In the following, attention is restricted to two-dimensional
copulas to develop a statistical index, the CoS, in the bivariate
dependence case. To define the CoS of two continuous
random variables X and Y with copula C(u, v), three
definitions of bivariate dependencies are provided, from
weaker to stronger versions, as introduced by Lehmann [21].
Then, three theorems are stated which help build the
foundation for the CoS.
Definition 1: Two random variables, X and Y, are said to
be concordant (or discordant) if they tend to simultaneously
take large (or small) values.
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A more formal definition is as follows. Let X and Y be two
random variables taking two pairs of values, (xi, yi) and (xj, yj).
X and Y are said to be concordant if (xi – xj) (yi – yj) > 0; they
are said to be discordant if the inequality is reversed.

empirical copula C(u,v) associated with a pair (X,Y), where X
is uniformly distributed over [-1, 1], and Y = sin(2πX). It is
observed that at each one of the four optima of the sine
function, C(u,v) = M(u,v) = W(u,v) = 𝛱(u,v).

Definition 2: Two random variables, X and Y, defined on
the domain = Range(X) x Range(Y) are said to be Positively
Quadrant Dependent (PQD) if
P(X ≤ x, Y ≤ y) ≥ P(X ≤ x) P(Y ≤ y),
that is, 𝐶(𝑢, 𝑣) ≥ 𝛱(𝑢, 𝑣) and Negative Quadrant
Dependent (NQD) if
P(X ≤ x, Y ≤ y) < P(X ≤ x) P(Y ≤ y),
that is, (𝑢, 𝑣) ≤ (𝑢, 𝑣) for all (x, y)
.
Definition 3: Two random variables, X and Y, are said to
be comonotonic (respectively countermonotonic) if Y = f(X)
almost surely and f(.) is an increasing (respectively a
decreasing) function.
In short, two random variables are monotonic if they are
either comonotonic or countermonotonic.
Theorem 1: (Fréchet [13]: Let X and Y be two continuous
random variables. Then,
a) X and Y are comonotonic if and only if the associated
copula is equal to its Fréchet-Hoeffding upper bound, that is,
C(u, v) = M(u, v) = Min(u,v);
b) X and Y are countermonotonic if and only if the
associated copula is equal to its Fréchet-Hoeffding lower
bound, that is, C(u, v) = W(u, v) = Max(u+ v –1, 0)
c) X and Y are independent if and only if the associated
copula is equal to the product copula, that is, C(u,v) = 𝛱
(u,v)= uv.
In the following theorems and corollaries, it is assumed
that and are continuous random variables and related via a
function f(.), that is, Y=f(X), where (⋅) is continuous and
differentiable over the range of .
Theorem 2: Let X and Y be two continuous random
variables such that Y = f(X) almost surely, and let C(u,v) be
the copula value for the pair (x,y). The function f(.) has a
global maximum at (x1, ymax) with a copula value C(u1,v1) or a
global minimum at (x2, ymin) with a copula value C(u2,v2) if
and only if
a) C(u1, v1) = M(u1, v1) = W(u1 , v1 )= 𝛱(u1 , v1)= u1;
b) C(u2, v2) = M(u2, v2) = W (u2, v2 ) = (u2 , v2)=0.

Fig. 1. Graph (in blue dots) of the projections on the (u, C(u,v)) plane of the
empirical copula C(u,v) associated with a pair of random variables (X, Y),
where X ~ U(-1,1) and Y= sin(2π X). The u coordinates of the data points are
equally spaced over the unity interval. Similar graphs are shown for the
M(u,v), W(u,v) and π (u,v) copulas.

Theorem 3: Let X and Y be two continuous random
variables such that Y = f(X), almost surely where f(.) has a
single optimum and let C(u,v) be the copula value for the pair
(x,y). Then, C(u,v) = M(u,v) if and only if df(x)/dx ≥ 0 and
C(u,v)=W(u,v) otherwise.
The proof of Theorem 3 is provided in the appendix.
Theorem 3 is illustrated in Fig. 2.
III.

Definition 4: The relative distance function,
[0,1]
[0,1], is defined as

Corollary 1: Let X and Y be two continuous random
variables such that Y = f(X), almost surely. If f(.) is a periodic
function, then (1) and (2) holds true at all the global maxima
and global minima, respectively.
The proof of Corollary 1 directly follows from Theorem 2.
This corollary is demonstrated in Fig. 1, which displays the
graph of the projections on the (u, C(u,v)) plane of the

(C,(u,v)):

(C ,(u,v)) = (C (u,v) – uv)/(Min(u,v) - uv) if C (u,v) ≥ uv ;
(C,(u,v)) = (C(u,v) – uv)/(Max(u+v –1,0) –uv) if
C(u,v)<uv.
A graphical illustration for the relative distance is shown
in Fig. 3.
a)
b)

Theorem 4: (C,(u,v)) satisfies the following properties:

(1)
(2)

The proof of Theorem 2 is given in the appendix. For a
general definition of the copula, the reader is referred to
Nelsen [13].

THE RELATIVE DISTANCE FUNCTION

A metric of proximity of the copula to the upper or the
lower bounds with respect to the Π copula is defined and its
properties are investigated.

a) 0 ≤ (C,(u,v)) ≤ 1 for all (u,v) I2;
b) (C,(u,v)) = 0 for all (u,v) I2 if and only if C(u,v) =
uv;
c) If Y = f(X) almost surely, where f(.) is monotonic,
C(u,v)) = 1 for all (u,v) I2;
d) If Y = f(X) almost surely, then C(u,v)) = 1 at the
global optimal points of f(.).
Proof: Property a) follows from Definition 5 and (3) while
properties b), c) and d) follow from Definition 5 and
Theorem 1 and 2.
then

Corollary 2: If Y = f(X) almost surely, where (⋅) has a
single optimum, then (C,(u,v)) = 1 for all (u,v) I2.
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IV.

THE COPULA STATISTIC

The empirical copula is first defined; then, the copula
statistic is introduced, and finally, an algorithm that
implements it is provided. One possible definition for the CoS
is the mean of C(u,v)) over I2, that is, CoS(X,Y) = E[
(C(u,v))]. However, according to Theorems 5 and 6, CoS ≤ 1
for functional dependence with multiple optima, which is not a
desirable property. This prompts a better definition of the CoS
based on the empirical copula as explained next.
A. The Empirical Copula
Let {(xi, yi), i=1,…, n, n ≥ 2} be a 2-dimensional data set
of size n drawn from a continuous bivariate joint distribution
function, H(x, y). Let Rxi and Ryi be the rank of xi and of yi,
respectively. Deheuvels [22] defines the associated empirical
copula as
Fig. 2. Graph (blue circles) of the projections on the (u, C(u,v)) plane of
C(u,v) associated with X ~ U(-5,5) and Y= f(X) = (X-1)2. The u coordinates of
the data points are equally spaced. The minimum of the function f (.) is
associated with u = 0.6 and C(u,v) = 0. Similar graphs are shown for M(u,v)
(dotted black), W(u,v) (dashed green), and (u,v) (solid red). Here, C(u,v) =
W(u,v) for 0 ≤ u ≤ 0.6, which corresponds to f ’(x) ≤ 0, and C(u,v) = M(u,v)
for 0.6 ≤ u ≤ 1, which corresponds to f ’(x) ≥ 0.

(

)

∑ (

≤

≤ )

( )

The empirical relative distance,
(Cn(u,v)), satisfies
Definition 4 by replacing C(u,v) with the empirical copula
given by (3).
B. Defining the CoS Statistic for Bivariate Dependence
Let X and Y be two continuous random variables with a
copula C(u,v). Consider the ordered sequence, x(1)≤ … ≤ x(n),
of n realizations of X. This sequence yields u(1) ≤ … ≤ u(n)
since ui = Rxi /n as given by (3). Let
be the set of m
contiguous domains {𝔇𝑖, i = 1, … , m}, where each 𝔇𝑖 is a uinterval associated with a non-decreasing or non-increasing
sequence of Cn(u(i),vj), i = 1, … , n.. Let Cimin and Cimax
respectively denote the smallest and the largest value of Cn(u,v)
on the domain 𝔇𝑖. Let i be defined as:
( )

𝑖 𝑢
{

Fig. 3. Graph (blue circles) of the projections on the (u, C(u,v)) plane drawn
from the Gaussian copula C(u,v) with 𝜌P = 0.5. Similar graphs are shown for
M(u,v) (dotted black), W(u,v) (dashed green), and (u,v) (solid red). The
empirical relative distance function is given by (C(u,v)) = d1/d2, where d1 is
the distance from C(u,v) to Π(u,v) and d2 is the distance from M(u,v) to
Π(u,v).

Now, the question that arises is the following: Is (C(u,v))
= 1 for all (u,v) I2 when there is a functional dependence
with multiple optima, be they global or local? The answer is
given by the following two theorems:
Theorem 5: If Y = f(X) almost surely where (⋅) has at
least two global maxima or two global minima and no local
optima on the domain = Range(X) x Range(Y), then there
exists a non-empty interval of X for which C(u,v)) < 1.
The proof of Theorem 5 is provided in the appendix.
Theorem 6: If Y = f(X) almost surely, where (⋅) has a
local optimum, then C(u,v)) ≤ 1 at that point.
The proof of Theorem 6 is provided in the appendix.

(

)

(

)

𝔇

(4)

𝑤𝑖

Definition 5: Let ni denote the number of data points in the
i-th domain , i = 1,…, m, while letting a boundary point
belong to two contiguous domains, 𝔇𝑖 and 𝔇𝑖+1. Then, the
copula statistic is defined as:
𝐶

(

)

∑

(5)

Corollary 3: The CoS of two random variables, X and Y,
has the following asymptotic properties:
a) 0 ≤ CoS(X,Y) ≤ 1;
b) CoS(X,Y) = 0 if and only if X and Y are independent;
c) If Y = f(X) almost surely, then CoS(X,Y) = 1.
C. Algorithmic implementation of the Copula Statistic
Given a two-dimensional data sample of size n, {(xj, yj),
j=1,…, n, n ≥ 2}, the algorithm that calculates the CoS
consists of the following steps:
1) Calculate uj, vj and Cn(u,v) as follows:
∑
a. 𝑢
*
𝑥 ≤ 𝑥+
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b.

𝑣

∑

*

𝑦 ≤ 𝑦 +;

∑
c. 𝐶 (𝑢 𝑣)
* 𝑢 ≤ 𝑢 𝑣 ≤ 𝑣+
2) Order the xj’s to get x(1) ≤ … ≤ x(n), which results in
u(1) ≤ … ≤ u(n) since 𝑢
, where
is the rank of xj;
3) Determine the domains 𝔇 , i = 1, ... , m, where each 𝔇
is a u-interval associated with a non-decreasing or nonincreasing sequence of Cn(u(j),vp), j = 1, … , n.
4) Determine the smallest and the largest value of Cn(u,v),
denoted by Cimin and Cimax, and find the associated uimin and
uimax for each domain 𝔇 , i = 1, … , m.
5) Calculate (𝐶 ) and (𝐶
);
6) If (𝐶 ) and (𝐶
) are equal to one, go to Step 8;
7) Calculate the absolute difference between the three
consecutive values of Cn(u(i),vj) centered at uimin (respectively
at uimax) and decide that the central point is a local optimum if
(i) both absolute differences are smaller than or equal to 1/n;
and (ii) there are more than four points within the two adjacent
domains, 𝔇 and 𝔇 ;
8) Calculate given by (16);
9) Repeat Steps 2 through 7 for all the m domains, 𝔇 ,
i = 1, … , m;
10) Calculate the CoS given by (17).
V.

STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE COS

The finite-sample bias of the CoS is analyzed for the
independence case, then a statistical test of bivariate
independence is developed.
1) Finite-Sample Bias of the CoS
Table 1 displays the sample means and the sample
standard deviations of the CoS for independent random
samples generated from three monotonic copulas. As observed,
the CoS has a bias for small to medium sample sizes. Fig. 4(a)
shows a bias curve given by 𝐶
= 8.05 −0.74, fitted to 19
mean bias values for Gauss(0) using the least-squares method.
It is observed that the CoS bias becomes negligible for a
sample size larger than 500. Fig. 4(b) shows values taken by
the sample standard deviation 𝜎 of CoS for increasing sample
size, n, and for Gauss(0). A fitted curve obtained is also
displayed; it is expressed as 𝜎 = 2.99 −0.81.

decision rule: if |𝑧 | ≤ c, accept H0; otherwise, accept H1.
Table 2 displays Type-II errors of the statistical test applied to
the CoS for Gauss(0) for sample sizes ranging from 100 to
3000. It is observed that Type II-errors decrease as increases
for a given n and sharply decrease with increasing n.
TABLE I.
SAMPLE MEANS AND SAMPLE STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE
COS FOR THE GAUSSIAN, GUMBEL, AND CLAYTON COPULA IN THE
INDEPENDENCE CASE

n

Gauss(0)
𝜌P = 0
µn

n

Gumbel(1)
𝜌S = 0

Clayton(0)
𝜌S = 0

µn

µn

n

n

100

0.28

0.08

0.28

0.08

0.28

0.08

500

0.08

0.02

0.08

0.03

0.08

0.02

1000

0.04

0.01

0.04

0.01

0.05

0.01

2000

0.02

0.01

0.02

0.01

0.02

0.01

3000

0.02

0.01

0.02

0.01

0.02

0.01

For monotonic dependence, simulation results show that
CoS = 1 for all n ≥ 2. For non-monotonic dependence, there
is a bias that becomes negligible when the sample size is
sufficiently large. As an illustrative example, Table 3 displays
the sample mean, n, and the sample standard deviation, 𝜎n, of
the CoS for increasing sample size, n, for the sinusoidal
dependence, Y = sin(a X). It is observed that as the frequency
of the sine function increases, the sample bias, 1 – n,
increases for constant n.
Table 4 displays n and 𝜎 n of the CoS calculated for
increasing n and for different degrees of dependencies of two
dependent random variables following the Gaussian copula. It
is interesting to note that for n ≥ 1000, the CoS is nearly equal
to the Pearson’s 𝜌 for the Gaussian copula and to the
Spearman’s 𝜌 for other copulas.
3) Bivariate Dependence

2) Independence Test
One common practical problem is to test the independence
of random variables. To this end, hypothesis testing can be
applied to the CoS based on Corollary 3b). The goal is to test
the null hypothesis, H0: the random variables are independent,
against its alternative, H1. The CoS is standardized under H0 to
get
𝑧

(6)

Where, n0 and 𝜎 n0 are the sample mean and the sample
standard deviation of the CoS, respectively. Note that as
observed in Fig. 4(a) and (b), for a number of samples n larger
than 500, n0 becomes negligible and 𝜎 n0 is approximately
equal to 0.01.
Hypothesis testing consists of choosing a threshold c at a
significance level under H0 and then applying the following

(a)
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VI.

COMPARATIVE STUDY

In this section, bivariate synthetic datasets and multivariate
datasets of breast tumor cells are analyzed.
A. Synthetic Datasets
In this section, the performances of the CoS, dCor, RDC,
Ccor, and of the MICe for various types of statistical
dependencies is compared. Székely et al. [11] define the
distance correlation, dCor, between two random vectors, X
and Y, with finite first moments as
(

𝐶

(

)

{√

( )

)

𝑣 ( )𝑣 ( )

( )

(7)

𝑣 ( )𝑣 ( )

(b)
Fig. 4. (a) Bias mean values and (b) standard deviation values (red solid
circles) for the CoS along with fitted curves (solid lines) using the leastsquares method for the independence case.
TABLE II.

TYPE-II ERRORS OF THE STATISTICAL TEST OF BIVARIATE
INDEPENDENCE BASED ON COS FOR GAUSS(0)
Type-II error for
𝜌n = 0.3

where 𝑣2( , ) is the distance covariance. Lopes-Paz et al.
[9] define the RDC as the largest canonical correlation
between k randomly chosen nonlinear projections of the
copula transformed data. Ding et al. [9], [10] define the
copula correlation (Ccor) as half of the 𝐿1 distance between
the copula density and the independence copula density. As
for the MIC, it is defined by Reshef et al. [6] as the maximum
taken over all x-by-y grids G up to a given grid resolution,
typically x y < n0.6, of the empirical standardized mutual
information, 𝐼𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦)/log (min {𝑥, 𝑦}), based on the empirical
probability distribution over the boxes of a grid G. Formally,
)

𝐼𝐶(

*

(
(

)
*

+
+) .

(8)

N

µn0

𝝈𝒏𝟎

Type-II error for
𝜌n = 0.1

100

0.28

0.08

97%

46%

500

0.08

0.02

27%

0%

1000

0.04

0.01

0%

0%

1) Bias Analysis for Non-Functional Dependence
A bias analysis is performed for the MICe, the Ccor, the
CoS, the RDC, and the dCor and using three data samples
drawn from a bivariate Gaussian copula with 𝜌𝑃( , ) = 0.2,
0.5 and 0.8, which models a weak, medium and strong
dependence, respectively.

2000

0.02

0.01

0%

0%

TABLE IV.

3000

0.02

0.01

0%

0%

SAMPLE MEANS AND SAMPLE STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE
COS FOR THE NORMAL COPULA
Gauss(0.1)
𝜌 = 0.1

N

Gauss(0.3)
𝜌 = 0.3

TABLE III.
SAMPLE MEANS AND SAMPLE STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE
COS FOR THREE SINUSOIDAL FUNCTIONS OF INCREASING FREQUENCY
Sin(x)

Sin(5x)

Sin(14x)

N
µn

𝜎n

µn

𝜎n

µn

𝜎n

100

1.00

0.00

0.91

0.10

0.67

0.10

500

1.00

0.00

0.99

0.03

0.88

0.07

1000

1.00

0.00

1.00

0.01

0.96

0.04

3000

1.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

1.00

0.01

5000

1.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

µn

𝜎n

µn

𝜎n

100

0.33

0.09

0.49

0.09

500

0.14

0.05

0.36

0.05

1000

0.11

0.03

0.33

0.04

2000

0.09

0.02

0.32

0.03
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The sample sizes range from 50 to 2000, in steps of 50.
From Fig. 5, it is observed that unlike the MICe and Ccor, the
CoS, RDC, and the dCor are almost equal to for large sample
size.
2) Functional Dependence
Another series of simulations are conducted to compare
the performance of the MICe, the Ccor, the CoS, the RDC, and
the dCor when they are applied to four data sets drawn from
an affine, polynomial, periodic, and circular bivariate
relationship with an increasing level of white Gaussian noise.
Described in [23], the procedure is executed with N = n =
1000, where n is the number of realizations of a uniform
random variable X and N is the number of times the procedure
is executed.
It is inferred from Table 5 that while the CoS, dCor, Ccor
steadily decrease as the noise level p increases, the MICe
sharply decreases as p grows from 0.5 to 2 and then reaches a
plateau for p > 2. The RDC also decreases steadily with an
increase in noise level for the functional dependencies
considered, except for the quadratic dependence where it
maintains a high power even under heavy noise level.

(a)

3) Ripley’s Forms and Copula’s Induced Dependence
Table 6 reports values of the MICe, the Ccor, the CoS, the
RDC, and the dCor for Ripley’s forms, and copula-induced
dependencies for a sample size n = 1000 averaged over 1000
Monte-Carlo simulations. The values of the Spearman’s 𝜌S for
Gumbel(5), Clayton(-0.88), Galambos(2), and BB6(2, 2)
copulas are calculated using the copula and the CDVine
toolboxes of the software package R. As for the four Ripley’s
forms displayed in Fig. 6, a linear congruential generator
using the Box-Muller transformation is used to generate
several bivariate sequences with nonlinear dependencies.
Table 6 shows that the CoS, MICe, RDC, and Ccor
correctly reveal some degree of nonlinear dependence for
Ripley’s form 2, with the Ccor detecting the highest level of
dependence and the dCor the lowest level. It is observed that
the Ccor is the only metric to correctly reveal some degree of
nonlinear dependence for Ripley’s form 3.

(b)

Furthermore, unlike the MICe values, the dCor and the
CoS values are very close to the Pearson’s 𝜌 P value for the
Gaussian copula and to the Spearman’s ρS values for the
Gumbel, Clayton, Galambos and BB6 copulas.
B. Statistical Power Analysis
Finally, following Simon and Tibshirani [23], the power of
the statistical tests based on the CoS, dCor, RDC, TICe, and
the Ccor for bivariate independence subject to increasing
additive Gaussian noise levels is tested. Six noisy functional
dependencies at a noise level p ranging from 10% to 300% are
considered. They include a linear, a quadratic, a cubic, a
fourth-root, a sinusoidal, and a circular dependence. The
results are shown in Fig. 7.

(c)
Fig. 5. Bias curves of the CoS, MICe, dCor, RDC, and Ccor for the bivariate
Gaussian copula with 𝜌𝑃( , ) =0.2, 0.5 and 0.8, which are displayed in a), b),
and c), respectively, and for sample sizes that vary from 50 and 2000 with
steps of 50.
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TABLE V.
SAMPLE MEANS OF THE COS, DCOR AND THE MICE FOR
SEVERAL DEPENDENCE TYPES AND ADDITIVE NOISE LEVELS
Noise level p
Type of dependence

Affine: Y = 2X+1

4th-order Polynomial:
Y=(X 2 –0.25)(X 2 –
1)

Periodic: Y = cos(X)

0.5

1

2

3

CoS

0.86

0.72

0.41

0.29

dCor

0.91

0.71

0.46

0.35

MICe

0.88

0.46

0.26

0.22

RDC

0.95

0.74

0.60

0.59

Ccor

0.63

0.47

0.34

0.30

CoS

0.64

0.41

0.29

0.26

dCor

0.41

0.35

0.31

0.30

MICe

0.79

0.54

0.49

0.48

RDC

0.95

0.93

0.92

0.91

Ccor

0.72

0.63

0.60

0.59

CoS

0.53

0.46

0.28

0.23

dCor

0.35

0.27

0.17

0.13

MICe

0.78

0.40

0.22

0.19

RDC

0.85

0.67

0.43

0.36

Ccor

0.57

0.41

0.29

0.26

C. Feature Selection Applied to Breast Cancer Data
In order to reduce computation time, improve prediction
performance and reducing irrelevant data in machine learning
applications, the feature selection presents the all-important
step required to choose the optimal subset of data.
The dependent variables provide useless information about
the classes and thus serve as noise for the predictor. The rule
of thumb here is that best feature selection must include
independents features that have a strong dependence with the
class or the label considered. The dimensionality reduction is a
part of most known methods in machine learning such as filter,
wrapper end embedded methods. Pearson correlation
coefficient and mutual information are largely used in feature
selection; nevertheless, the results are still unsuitable. A
serious alternative here is using the CoS index to work out the
feature selection problem.
A useful data for this purpose is the Wisconsin Diagnostic
Breast Cancer (WDBC) data, available on UCI machine
learning repository. The extraction of breast tumor tissue is
performed using a fine needle aspiration (FNA). The
procedure begins by obtaining a small drop of the fluid in
hand by examining the characteristics of individual cells and
important contextual features such as the radius of the nucleus,
the compactness, the smoothness, among others.
A dataset of 569 cells (malignant and benign) and 30 input
features is obtained [24]. Among the 30 features, 20
considered are computed from the others; hence, only 10
features are considered as initial subset. Table 6 reports the
CoS measures for all pairwise feature dependence.

Fig. 6. Plots of four Ripley’s forms generated using a linear congruential
generator followed by the Box-Muller transformation. The parameters of the
congruential generator, xi + 1 = (a xi + c) modulo M, are as follows: Form 1:
a = 65, c = 1, M = 2048; Form 2: a = 1229, c = 1, M = 2048; Form 3: a = 5,
c = 1, M = 2048; Form 4: a = 129, c = 1, M = 264.
TABLE VI.

DEPENDENCE INDICES FOR COPULA DEPENDENCIES AND
RIPLEY’S FORMS

Type of
Dependence

CoS

dCor

MICe

RDC

Ccor

Ripley’s form 1

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.01

Ripley’s form 2

0.52

0.19

0.42

0.42

0.84

Ripley’s form 3

0.14

0.08

0.12

0.13

0.26

Ripley’s form 4

0.03

0.04

0.03

0.08

0.09

Gaussian(0.1)

0.11

0.10

0.04

0.13

0.10

Gumbel(5)

0.92

0.93

0.72

0.96

0.62

Clayton(-0.88)

0.90

0.87

0.68

0.88

0.75

Galambos(2)

0.82

0.79

0.48

0.86

0.42

BB6(2,2)

0.84

0.83

0.57

0.92

0.48

Using 0.90 as a threshold to decide a total dependence, the
subset is reduced to only 7 features. If the choice is spanned to
a threshold of 0.85, the subset length is further reduced to five
features [25]. Fig. 8 displays the scatters of the final subset
empirical copulas while Fig. 9 displays the heat maps.
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Fig. 7. Displays the power of the tests calculated using a collection of N = 500 data samples, each of size n = 500, for a significance level = 5% under the null
hypothesis. As observed from that figure, the CoS is a powerful measure of dependence for the linear, cubic, circular and rational dependence.
TABLE VII.

COS VALUES FOR BIVARIATE DEPENDENCE BETWEEN FEATURES

Radius

Texture

Perimeter

Area

Smooth

Compact

Concav

Nbrconcav

Sym

Fractal

Radius

1

0.23

0.99

0.99

0.37

0.33

0.60

0.72

0.18

0.41

Texture

-

1

0.24

0.25

0.18

0.27

0.26

0.21

0.17

0.18

Perimeter

-

-

1

0.99

0.40

0.40

0.60

0.78

0.17

0.33

Area

-

-

-

1

0.37

0.30

0.61

0.75

0.15

0.43

Smooth

-

-

-

-

1

0.80

0.75

0.74

0.72

0.85

Compact

-

-

-

-

-

1

0.88

0.84

0.76

0.84

Concav

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

0.93

0.67

0.64

Nbrconcav

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

0.56

0.48

Sym

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

0.71

Fractal

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Scatters of empirical copulas for a) the final feature subset except the perimeter and for b) the final subset, where the CoS values are respectively 0.27 and
0.26.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Heat maps of empirical copulas for a) the final feature subset except the perimeter and for b) the final subset, CoS values are respectively 0.27 and 0.26.

VII.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A new reliable statistic for multivariate nonlinear
dependence has been proposed and its statistical properties
unveiled. In particular, it asymptotically approaches zero for
statistical independence and one for functional dependence.
Finite-sample bias and standard deviation curves of the CoS
have been estimated and hypothesis testing rules have been
developed to test bivariate independence. The power of the
CoS-based test has been evaluated for noisy functional
dependencies. Monte Carlo simulations show that the CoS
performs reasonably well for both functional and nonfunctional dependence and exhibits a good power for testing
independence against all alternatives. Good performance of
the CoS was proved also with other application. Note that the
code that implements the CoS is available on the GitHub
repository.1 As a future research work, the self-equitability of
the CoS and other metrics will be assessed under various noise
probability distributions and the robustness of the CoS to
1

outliers will be investigated. Furthermore, the CoS will be
applied to common signal processing and more machine
learning problems, including data mining, cluster analysis, and
testing of independence. Another interesting property of the
CoS that is not shared by the MICe, RDC, Ccor, and the dCor
is its ability to measure multivariate dependence. This
property will be investigated as a future work.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix, Lemma 1 is stated and proved and then the proofs of
Theorems 2, 3, 5, and 6 are provided.
Lemma 1: Let X and Y be two continuous random variables with copula
C(F1(x),F2(y)) = H(x,y) = P(X ≤ x,Y ≤ y). Then it follows:
a) P(X ≤ x, Y > y) = F1(x) – C(F1(x), F2(y));
(9)
b) P(X > x, Y ≤ y) = F2(y) – C(F1(x), F2(y));
(10)
c) P(X > x, Y > y) =1 – F1(x) – F2(y) + C(F1(x), F2(y)).
(11)
Proof of Lemma 1: Partition the domain 𝔇 = Range(X) x Range(Y) of the
joint probability distribution function, H(x,y), into four subsets, namely

* ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑦+ , 𝔇
* ≤𝑥
*
𝔇
𝑦+ , 𝔇
𝑥 ≤ 𝑦+ and
*
𝔇
𝑥
𝑦+. Then it follows :
P(X ≤ x, Y ≤ y) + P(X ≤ x, Y > y) + P(X > x, Y ≤ y) + P(X > x, Y > y) =1.
(12)
It also follows
P(X ≤ x, Y ≤ y) + P(X ≤ x, Y > y) = P(X ≤ x),
(13)
which yields (9), and
P(X ≤ x, Y ≤ y) + P(X > x, Y ≤ y) = P(Y ≤ y),
(14)
which yields (10). Substituting the expressions of P(X ≤ x, Y > y) given by
(9) and of P(X > x, Y ≤ y) given by (10) into (12) produces (11).
Proof of Theorem 2: a) Under the assumption that Y = f(X), suppose that
(x1, ymax) is a global maximum of f(.). Then, by definition
C(F1(x1), F2(ymax)) = P(X ≤ x1, Y ≤ ymax) = P(X ≤ x1), implying that C(u1,1) =
u1. Additionally, Min(u1,v1) = Min(u1, 1) = u1 and Max(u1,v1) = Max(u1 +1 –
1, 0) = u1, from which (1) follows. To prove the converse under the
assumption that Y = f(X), suppose that there exists a pair (u1, v1) such that
C(u1, v1) = M(u1, v1) = W(u1 , v1 )= 𝛱 (u1 , v1)= u1. It follows that v1 = 1,
which implies that C(u1,1) = u1 and C(F1(x1), F2(ymax)) = P(X ≤ x1, Y ≤ ymax),
that is, (x1, ymax) is a global maximum of f(.).
b) Suppose that Y = f(X) and (x2, ymin) is a global minimum. Then, by
definition
C(F1(x2),F2(ymin)) = P(X ≤ x2, Y ≤ ymin) = 0,
implying
that
C(u2,0) = 0.
Additionally,
W(u2,v2)
=
min(u2,0) = 0,
and
M(u2, v2) = max(u2 +0 -1,0) = 0, from which (2) follows. To prove the
converse under the assumption that Y = f(X)., suppose that there exists a pair
(u2, v2) such that C(u2, v2) = M(u2, v2) = W (u2, v2 ) = 𝛱(u2 , v2)= u2 v2 = 0. It
follows that either u2 = 0, or v2 = 0, or u2 = v2 = 0. Consider the first case
where u2 = 0. It follows that C(0, v2) = 0, implying that C(F1(x2min),
F2(y2)) = P(X ≤ x2min, Y ≤ y2) = 0. This means that (x2min, y2) is a global
minimum of f(.). Consider the second case where v2 = 0. It follows that C(u2,
0) = 0, implying that C(F1(x2min), F2(y2)) = P(X ≤ x2, Y ≤ y2min) = 0. This means
that (x2, y2min) is a global minimum of f(.). Consider the third case where u2 =
v2 = 0. It follows that C(0, 0) = 0, implying that C(F1(x2min), F2(y2
min)) = P(X ≤ x2 min, Y ≤ y2min) = 0. This means that (x2min, y2 min) is a global
minimum of f(.).
Proof of Theorem 3: Suppose that Y = f(X) almost surely, where f(.) has
a single optimum, which is necessarily a global one. Denote by and the
non-increasing and the non-decreasing line segments of f(.), respectively.
Note that f(.) may have inflection points but may not have a line segment of
constant value because otherwise Y will be a mixed random variable, violating
the continuity assumption. Let A denote a point with coordinate (x,y) of the
* ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑦+ , 𝔇
function f(.). Consider the four subsets 𝔇
* ≤𝑥
*
*
𝑦+ , 𝔇
𝑥 ≤ 𝑦+ and 𝔇
𝑥
𝑦+ . Suppose
that A is a point of . As shown in Fig. 10(a), either 𝔇
* + or
𝔇
depending upon whether f(.) has a global minimum or a global
maximum point, respectively. In the former case, P(X ≤ x, Y ≤ y) = 0,
implying that C(u,v) = 0, while in the latter case, P(X > x, Y > y) = 0, implying
from (9) that C(u, v) = u + v – 1 ≥ 0. Combining both cases, it follows that
for all (x, y)  , C(u,v) = Max(u + v – 1, 0).
Now, suppose that A is a point of . As shown in Fig. 10(b), either
𝔇
* + or 𝔇
depending upon whether f(.) has a global
maximum or a global minimum point, respectively. In the former case,
P(X ≤ x, Y > y) = 0, implying from (7) that C(u,v) = u while in the latter case,
P(X > x, Y ≤ y) = 0, implying from (8) that C(u, v) = v. Combining both cases,
it follows from (3) that for all (x,y)  , C(u,v) = min(u,v).
Proof of Theorem 5: Suppose that Y = f(X) almost surely, where f(.) has
at least two global maxima and no local optima. As depicted in Fig. 11(a), let
and 𝐶 be two global maximum points of f(.) with coordinates (xB, ymax) and
(xC, ymax), respectively. This means that there exists 𝑥
such that
(𝑥
𝑥) 𝑦
and (𝑥
𝑥) 𝑦
. Consider a point
with
coordinate (𝑥 𝑦 ) such that 𝑥
𝑥
𝑥
𝑥, (𝑥 − 𝑥) 𝑦
𝑦
and (𝑥 − 𝑥) 𝑦
𝑦 . Denote by and the line segments of f(.)
defined over the intervals , (𝑥 − 𝑥) 𝑦 - and , (𝑥 − 𝑥) 𝑦 - ,
respectively, which are shown as solid lines in Fig. 11(a). Partition the
* ≤𝑥
* ≤𝑥
domain 𝔇 into four subsets, 𝔇
≤ 𝑦 +, 𝔇
𝑦 +,
*
*
𝔇
𝑥
≤ 𝑦 + and 𝔇
𝑥
𝑦 +. As observed in Fig.
12(a), 𝔇
* +
, 𝔇
, 𝔇
, and 𝔇
,
yielding
C,(u,v)) < 1. A similar proof can be developed for the case where
f(.) has at least two global minima and no local optima.
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Proof of Theorem 6: Suppose that Y = f(X) almost surely, where f(.) has
a local minimum point, say point A of coordinates (𝑥 𝑦 ) as shown in Fig.
11(b). This means that there exists 𝑥
such that (𝑥
𝑥) 𝑦 . As
depicted in Fig. 11(b), let
and
denote the line segments of f(.) defined
over 𝑥 − 𝑥 and 𝑥
𝑥 , respectively. Consider the four domains, 𝔇
* ≤𝑥
* ≤𝑥
*
≤𝑦 + , 𝔇
𝑦 + , 𝔇
𝑥
≤ 𝑦 + and
*
𝔇
𝑥
𝑦 + . As observed in Fig. 11(b), 𝔇
and
𝔇
. Now, because A is by hypothesis a local minimum point, there
exist line segments of f(.) denoted by such that f(y) < yA. Consequently, one
of the following three cases arises: either 𝔇
* +
and 𝔇
as
depicted in Fig. 11(b), or 𝔇
* +
and 𝔇
, or 𝔇
* +
and 𝔇
. In the first case,
C,(u,v)) < 1 while in the last two
cases,
C,(u,v)) = 1. A similar proof can be developed for f(.) with a local
maximum point.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. (a) The graph of a function Y = f(X) having two global maximum
points denoted by B and C, and one global minimum point, with two solid line
segments denoted by and . (b) The graph of a function Y = f(X) having
one local minimum point denoted by A, with line segments denoted by SA1,
SA2, and S. Four domains, 𝔇 , …, 𝔇 , are delineated by the vertical and
horizontal lines at position X = xA and Y = yA, respectively.
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Abstract—Inception of flow tables as data plane abstraction,
and forwarding rules that are managed by centralized controllers
in emerging Software Defined Networks (SDN) has stemmed
significant progress in OpenFlow based architectures. SDN is
particularly fueled by data center networking and cloud
computing. OpenFlow coupled with cloud solutions provide
dynamic networking capabilities. With the benefits obtained
from network services, security enforcement become more
important and need powerful techniques for its implementation.
Extensive researches in cloud security bring forward numerous
methods of leveraging the SDN architecture with efficient
security enforcement. The future of SDN and mobile networks is
also enlightened if security models are satisfactory to cover
dynamic and flexible requirements of evolving networks. This
paper presents a survey of the state of the art research on
security techniques in OpenFlow based cloud environments.
Security is one of the main aspect of any network. A fair study
and evaluation of these methods are carried out in the paper
along with the security considerations in SDN and its
enforcement. The security issues and recommendations for 5g
network are covered briefly. This work provides an
understanding of the problem, its current solution space, and
anticipated future research directions.
Keywords—Software defined networks; OpenFlow; 5G network
component; ONF; virtualization; SDN security framework; future
security networks

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing cannot adequately handle the increased
demands of its customers with the traditional network
management techniques. Network devices are complex
devices, which require individual configuration to change the
network behavior. Therefore, to achieve high level of
connectivity and communication, cloud computing deployment
architectures are propelled by Software Defined Networks
(SDN). SDN is introduced as a flexible way to control network
in a more sophisticated and planned manner, with OpenFlow as
the most commonly used SDN protocols [29]. SDN with
centralized control on the network devices, make network open
and programmable. Instead of configuring the network devices
individually, an administrator can program the behavior of a
network centrally. The organizations can develop and install
applications for specific network behaviors. These applications
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can be for security, traffic engineering, QoS, switching,
routing, virtualization, load balancing and many others based
on network evolution and new innovations. The core of SDN is
to introduce flexibility that evolves with the speed of software.
SDN is an enabling technology for 5G [53]. SDN with
separated control and forwarding plan has also been applied in
wireless networks [54]. The SDN architecture is presented in
Fig. 1. The OpenFlow acts as an interface between the control
plane and forwarding layer. Section I of the paper gives a brief
introduction of SDN and related work. In Section II of the
paper Dynamic Cloud Network Management is discussed,
which includes various virtualization techniques and its
implementation. It also explains the scope of cloud services in
a virtualized environment. Section III of the paper elaborates
the types of security considerations in SDN and their
enforcement in various layers of SDN. Section IV deals with
the detail regarding cloud security and OpenFlow. A brief
discussion about the security in future network is also added in
the last section of the paper. To start with, next section is
regarding the OpenFlow based SDN.
A. OpenFlow based SDN
The OpenFlow is a network control protocol maintained by
Open Networking Foundation [1]. SDN concept decouples the
control plane from the data plane, whereas OpenFlow define
the rules for the communication between the controller and a
switch [4]. While managing the network traffic, OpenFlow
generates a flow table. The OpenFlow table contains match,
priority, counters, instruction, time-outs and cookie fields. All
these fields work together to identify and manage network
traffic [30]. SDN implemented on OpenFlow offers many
advantages for cloud environments. The OpenFlow in SDN
can be programmed to streamline the network traffic with high
security feature. SDN increase the network visibility of the
devices offered, as the control is centralized and it can view
both the real and the virtual devices. Full view of the resources
facilitates the resource optimization; hence increase the
elasticity of the cloud.
OpenFlow defines rules for packet forwarding in
OpenFlow switches, describes rules for flow tables and handles
the delivery of data packets from one location to another. The
statistics about the traffic passing through the OpenFlow
switch can be reviewed from flow tables. OFPacketIn,
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OFPacketOut and OFFlownod are frequent OpenFlow events
to which controller can listen and respond back. The OpenFlow
protocol is accepted by many major switches and the routers
manufacturing company to support and deliver products
compatible with OpenFlow protocol.
B. Redefined Cloud Network with OpenFlow
Open Networking Foundation (ONF) is the group who is
working extensively in the field of dynamic networking
architecture via SDN technology. Introduction of OpenFlow
based SDN changed the way of networking in a cloud
environment. SDN redefined the cloud network to meet the
price, performance, scalability and dynamic demand of the
clients for cloud services. The solution offered by the SDN is
the mix of intelligence and flexibility of routing techniques
with a higher capacity of integrated application. This concept
supports the programmable control interface which decouples
and abstracts the control plane from the data plane [29]. With

the introduction of SDN, control of the resources gets
centralized which exponentially decrease the cost of the
hardware infrastructure and cost of management of the
network. OpenFlow switch permits selective forwarding of
data based on inputs from the controller, which decreases the
unwanted traffic in the network. The OpenFlow based SDN
architecture allows devices to be programmed according to the
need of the client [1], [30]. The cloud service providers can use
SDN applications to supervise network conditions,
provisioning of network resources and network flow traffic to
increase the performance, security and quality of service in the
cloud. In the OpenFlow network environment, the
functionalities to control the devices are programmed in the
control box and data packet forwarding behavior is handled by
the central controller for all the devices. SDN control plane
supports the traditional feature as well as latest functionalities
introduced by the OpenFlow based SDN techniques [30].

Fig. 1. Openflow based SDN architecture.

II.

DYNAMIC CLOUD NETWORK MANAGEMENT

Traditional cloud providers allow user to customize the
facilities like, operating systems, hardware specification,
storage and execution environment, however, they do not allow
them to customize client’s network environment. Virtual
Private Cloud is an implementation of dynamic networking
services. It permits users to develop network topologies to suit
their requirements, with dynamic generation IP addresses,
which facilitates dynamic IP addresses [5]. SDN supports
virtual network services and simplifies data center
infrastructure through dynamic connection between VMs and
servers with resources.
Introduction of OpenFlow based SDN in cloud networks
improved the security, scalability and portability of the
resources in the cloud. It gives client exact location of the

physical resource shared in the cloud. In OpenFlow based
networking environment, networking hardware itself act as a
firewall. Network switches are programmed with OpenFlow
rules to block the unwanted and malicious traffic in the
network. To fulfill the increased demands of customers,
scalability feature is improved with the help of dynamic
networking [5], [6].
The main drivers for dynamic network virtualization are
fast network, higher efficiency in utilizing the network
resources and cost reduction. In dynamic network first
requirement is the virtualization of the data center networks
(DCN). Hence, the network virtual layer which is also called
hypervisor is developed to virtualize the network resources to
make a pool of network devices like, switches and routers
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[7]. The hypervisor provides an actual mechanism to
implement the functional network virtualization. The
hypervisor’s job is to fulfill the demands of clients by
managing resources effectively. A multiple module virtual
environment can have multiple hypervisors that can be used to
provision and manage the resources available in the cloud [8].
A. Virtualization: Network of Virtual Machine Instances
Virtualization has a great impact on IaaS solutions of cloud
service providers. Some examples of IaaS solutions are
Nimbus, Open Nebula, Eucalyptus and Open stack [8].
Infrastructure virtualization separates the data plane from the
control plane. A virtual infrastructure is defined by virtualizing
the various physical resources and control programs on the data
plane for provisioning. Each virtual infrastructure has its
private set of control application programs within the control
server. The users can choose the programmed control modules
to prepare their customize environment, which includes,
routing, network management, virtual machine migration
control and so on [9].
OpenFlow, Open vSwitch, OpenNebula and One Cloud are
the SDN based technologies used to implement the
virtualization in the cloud. Open vSwitch is implemented
through standard management interfaces such as, sFlow,
NetFlow and can be customized programmatically. It is used to
manage the network traffic between physical hosts and VMs
[10]. OpenNebula frameworks are specially designed to
manage the virtualized infrastructure which provides private,
public and hybrid IaaS. The hypervisor supported by
OpenNebula are KVM, VMware and Xen. This provides a
centralized management interface for virtual and physical
resources. It also supports high extensible plug-in framework
management tools like, VM schedulers, virtual image
managers to increase the capability of the resources offered
[11]. One Cloud allows users to provision virtual machine
instances using KVM hypervisor. It is an IaaS system.
OpenFlow network and Open vSwitch are used as a virtual
bridge to connect all the hypervisors physically.
B. Cloud Services Feasible in Virtualized Network
To improve the performance of the cloud we required to
implement the virtualization of DCNs. This makes the cloud
services feasible for almost all types of clients. The
virtualization of DCNs optimizes the cloud service to its
maximum extent. As we discussed above also that the
maximum impact of virtualization of network is on the IaaS
services. DCNs list all the VMs on DCNs servers so as all the
available resources can be utilized at the maximum
optimization. The DCNs are also responsible for the
maintenance, repairs and addition and deletion of resources
into the resource pool on DCN servers [12]. DCN provides
connection of hundreds of data centers in such an efficient
way, so that cloud computing services can expand easily. It
helps to implement the reliable and secure communication
between the various services.
III.

SECURITY CONSIDERATION IN SDN

Security is one of the major concerns in computer science
as companies, government services and individuals rely on
computer networks for their day to day activities. The amount

and sensitivity of data stored on network has considerably
increased over the time. Viruses, Worms, Distributed Denial of
Service (DDoS), Spyware and Trojan Horses the common
heard jargons are generally considered as the common types of
threats and attacks to network security. DDoS attacks overload
the network with too much traffic by sending lots of
information on the network. Thus it affects network bandwidth,
memory, CPU and so on. If the network goes offline it can
cause money and time loss to companies. Most importantly if
DDoS takes down servers meant for network security, the
whole network is open to the threats and attacks. Attackers try
to steal data, they want to ruin the network, or try to use
network for unlawful activities. Therefore every connection in
network could be an opportunity for attackers. Strong security
measures are required that not only protect network users and
infrastructure from threats, but also evolve as networks evolve.
Effective security not just creates a shield on network, it helps
each entity associated with network to thrive and focus with
freedom. In the light of given context, this topic elaborated
how security has enhanced with SDN platform and cover the
security challenges with SDN. SDN that was developed to
obtain simplified and secure networking [13]-[18], attain
security with dynamic access control, detection and mitigation
of attacks and robust traffic monitoring.
A. Security Threats to SDN
SDN is an emerging network technology with flexible and
agile environment for network traffic control proposed by
many companies and researchers such as [19]-[21]. This novel
approach comes across significant issues in availability,
scalability and security [22]-[23]. Whenever there is new
platform, service or infrastructure hackers try to go into that
new option. Since SDN is based on programmable control
interface, in SDN how the operators deal with the software has
major impact on security. If the administrators and software
developers not properly deal with security folks, it could have
negative impact on security and result in security gap. If there
is any compromise in controller and applications, whole
network is affected. Fig. 2 represents the points in different
layers that could be target of security attacks in SDN. The
attacks on threat points cause forge traffic flow between
switches, affect communication between controller and switch.
A physical damage, link failure, or attacks on a vulnerable
controller [24]-[25] in worst cases results in paralysis of whole
network. With the compromised controller, traffic could
transfer to compromised nodes, and hacker could insert
malware, monitor traffic and could even modify the packet
contents. As in SDN route flows among security devices, the
consequence of an affected controller could be very
catastrophic. In case the communication between data plane
and control plane is not appropriately secured entire network
security is compromised. Man in the middle attack (with DNS
spoofing, ARP Spoofing, session hijacking etc.) between
controller and switch, DoS attacks, reply attacks, dodged
network access policy by malicious users and unclear
management of encrypted packets are threats to data
forwarding plane layer [22], [26]. Whereas DDoS is a threat
for control layer [22], [26] and illegal access affects application
layer [22]. Effective diagnosis of faults and assurance of
speedy recovery in SDN remains a security issue if trusted
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resources are not incorporated in infrastructure [27]. A
thorough analysis of SDN challenges and threats reveals that
still lots of research, investigations and efforts required for

transforming this novel techniques into more reliable and
secure infrastructure [28].

Fig. 2. Threat points in SDN infrastructure.

B. Enforcing Network wide Security Policies
So far, brief introduction of SDN in context of cloud and
the concerns regarding the security around SDN is given. The
intense research and development in SDN has resulted in
dramatically evolving technology with varied security
solutions to threats and attacks. The different ways to define
and enforce security policies are summarized in this section.
The security policy in network is generally defined as the
routing rules, or the actions that are allowed or forbidden in the
network. Effective security policy improves quality of service
(QoS), and filters the traffic. The security policy for
information shared in network could be based on measurable
documented standards, and procedure for policy enforcement
and disaster recovery. Security policies in SDN spread security
in the network with better visibility to network traffic,
segregation of services in infrastructure, rigorous monitoring of
sensitive data and through inspection of suspicious devices.
Careful design and implementation of SDN controllers and
their access control policy is strongly required for network
security. Dynamic access control framework implemented in
Resonance [29], where controller implements policies with
programmable switches. In this research controller provide
central authentication and compromised host is segregated. A
four state architecture that resembles framework elaborated in
[29] was presented with high level policy language in [30].
Access control list and polices for NOX controller as core
component of flow based policy enforcement discussed in [31].
The issues between access control and high level policies in
switch and firewall are tackled in [32]. Security enforcement
kernel FORT-NOX designed for role based authentication,
conflict detection and resolution and rule based authorization
covered in [33]. An interesting feature of [33] is OpenFlow
switches are prevented from packet header modification to
bypass firewall. Enforcement of security policy support QoS,
network monitoring in real-time environment and problem
detection [34]-[35]. SDN utilized in [36] for better

performance and to resolve traditional network security threats.
Network services and security improved in this architecture
with validation of sources addresses. Flexible, secure and
scalable network management architecture for large scale
networks [16] enforces security policy and dynamic load
balancing in hybrid network with programmable devices. In
FLOWGUARD (a centralized firewall) violations in firewall
security policy are detected and resolved with policy
enforcement on top of the controller [37]. SIMPLE, the work
in [38] introduces resource management, flow correlation and
policy manager for sending packets through various middle
boxes. Load balancing ensured in SIMPLE while installing the
rules (translated middleboxes specific policies) in SDN
switches.
The scripting language to add security policy to SDN in
conjunction with NOX controller incorporated in FRESCO
security framework [39]. Scripting language used in
development of security applications. Controller program for
monitoring and configuration of policies [40], an advance
language for network policies for control architecture Procera
[41], and network security policy in human readable language
for responding to alerts in OpenSec framework [42] represent
few of the research work in policy language.
C. Security Control in Multiple Layers
A review of techniques used to secure network by
implementing security policies reveals that security studies are
generally layer oriented. Each security solution pays more
attention to threats and attacks on some specific layer. In SDN
architecture, the three layer architecture is represented as
application layer, control layer, and infrastructure layer as
shown in Fig. 1. FlowNAC [15] support user authentication
and grant rights to the users for network access. Frameworks in
[15] and [42], OpenSec designed to deal with the security
issues of switches. Switch level security in [42] is improved
with spam detection, packet inspection and intrusion detection.
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Research work in [16]-[17], [33], [41] provide
countermeasures to security issues with control layer. They
have more impact on security with automatic user
authentication [16], virtual IP allocated to host [17], monitoring
with varied granularity [18], avoidance of conflicts in rules
[33], and with detection and tracking capabilities [37]. The
security of both infrastructure layer and control layer are
considered in [13], [29], [36] with DDoS detection, access
control and unwanted traffic control respectively. Authors in
[39] elaborate security mechanism for control and application
layer with threat detection and mitigation.
D. How OpenFlow Enhance SDN Security
OpenFlow as one of the most popular specification of SDN
significantly improved network security and reliability. Many
of the switches in SDN are now adopted with OpenFlow
interface. OpenFlow protocol provides secure communication
between switches and controller with SSL and TLS encryption.
SDN based on OpenFlow delivers better performance in terms
of load balancing, routing, firewall configuration and traffic
management [43]. In OpenFlow based SDN it’s easy to alter
packet flow rules, and now many researchers have introduced
it in intrusion detection systems, mobile networks, and wireless
sensor networks [44]. With the survey of security solutions for
SDN, few research efforts that enhance security of OpenFlow
based SDN architecture is being identified.
DDoS attacks detection with NOX controller and
OpenFlow switches covered in [13]. OpenFlow Random host
mutation [16] uses OpenFlow for IP mutation in SDN. In this
approach [24] end host is protected from adversaries through
unpredictable and random mutation of host IP. Resonance [29]
for dynamic access control and distributed network monitoring
uses OpenFlow switches and controllers. FORT-NOX [33]
directly implemented on NOX as C++ extension is security
enforcement kernel. Prioritization of security rules covered in
[33] with southbound API. VAVE platform [36] was presented
for OpenFlow architecture and engaged OpenFlow protocol for
effective validation of source address. VAVE ensures
information privacy and prevents spoofed and forged attack on
data that pass through OpenFlow interface. FRESCO [39] a
development framework for SDN based security applications
incorporate security enforcement kernel that is integrated with
OpenFlow controller. Research efforts in [42] provide solution
to security challenges in switches with OpenFlow enabled
framework.
E. Threats and Vulnerabilities with SDN utilization in Cloud
As discussed in Sections 1 and 2 that SDN and OpenFlow
align well with cloud computing due to the scaling and
dynamic nature of cloud. Since SDN is a step towards offering
dynamic virtualization services to clouds, and fully virtualized
data centers, therefore extensive research and development
required to have a clear understanding of its security
implications. SDN has some related threats and attacks that are
either similar to challenges in traditional networks or specific
for SDN. The different aspects of security and vulnerabilities
with SDN based cloud briefly covered in this section. A
detailed discussion on mechanisms elaborated in researches for
development of secure OpenFlow based cloud environment
covered in Section 4. The opportunities and vulnerabilities

related to cloud security with SDN are thoroughly discussed in
[45].
A centralized and global view of SDN when employed in
cloud environment with multiple tenants and shared resources
require well defined boundaries for user privileges and limited
functionalities passed on to users. SDN provide better control
of VLAN and firewall implementation. In dynamic cloud
environment quick response to attacks is very important.
Though evolution of SDN evolves virtual machine migration,
but appropriate security measures are required to avoid attacks
on VM traffic. Reliability of cloud could be a major issue if
numbers of SDN controllers are limited. As failure of
controller has drastic impact on whole network. Problems of
inaccuracy and unreliability in network management problem
extend to control plane. SDN with central controller and
network switches can enforce policy, but it is not as simple as
it seems to be. Defining policies on high level such as in cloud
require refined frameworks that ensure security with
performance. Any negligence in configuration of security
policies may cause data leakage, unauthorized access of
controller, modification of flow rules, and data modification
[55]. How SDN could help to decrease security risks, or
worsens the security risk in cloud environment covered in [55].
IV.

CLOUD SECURITY AND OPENFLOW

Though, potentials of SDN for on demand services and
applications for the user community cannot be denied. This
advancement can induce unpredictable traffic across Cloud
network which cannot be eluded by means of traditional
approaches. Hence, SDN should equipped with centralized
tools to monitor traffic flows so as the security modules of the
SDN networks. In this section, the plethora of research work
suggested for SDN will be elaborated.
A. Security Frameworks of SDN
In [46], researchers proved that, adversaries passively and
actively can fingerprint SDN networks. They have showed
probability of fingerprinting of SDN network by means of RTT
and packet pair dispersion. SDN never considered impairment
confinement policy with respective damage recovery as
mentioned by [47].
Control plane guides traffic rules whenever the data plane
requires to control network. However, these kinds of scripting
policies can harm SDN seriously when the data plane floods
the request flow change to the control plane. Furthermore,
Cloud computing techniques hide resources, such as physical
servers, used processors, and OS from users. This technique
enables network admin to divide a single processor into many
independent servers. This flexibility also allows migrating
server into other machine in case of failure. However, this
migration should consider network topology of the failure
machine. Because physical sever is connected to the network
which won’t be moved, moving virtual LAN from one network
to other network creates networking issues. However, SDN is
relatively new technology and creates new risks. Specifically,
compromised network elements can affect the whole SDN
architecture because of its centralized approach [47].
Static address assignment to the network always allows the
remote users to scan and send the probe to the remote network.
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However, because of limitation of DHCP and NAT protocols,
yet IP address change is required at random pace and
frequently so as to avoid scanning [27]. Nevertheless, this
method is not effective for the DDoS and application layer
attacks. However, to distinguish between normal traffic and
abnormal traffic of huge size is very difficult in a distributed
network environment. These challenges are addressed in [13].
They have implemented self-organizing Maps, which are
traffic aware unsupervised artificial neural network. These
Maps are used to distinguish normal and abnormal traffic flow.
One more daunting task is security monitoring of large
scaled network. In [48], they have focused on how to route
network traffic for network equipment’s than analyzing the
network traffic. Yet another, approach in monitoring traffic is
Cloud Watchers[39], in this approach, network traffic bypasses
to the network security devices by using programing scripts. In
[Resonance], they have delegated traffic management to the
network devices. Researchers [Resonance] have used
programmable network elements to control network traffic.
These lower level network switches are programmed to drop
and redirect traffic whenever they sense real-time alerts in the
traffic. In [49], middle boxes are used to induce network-wide
policy enforcement on the outgoing to packets to provide
useful information on host and source states.
Scripting network policies on vendor specific network
devices is rigorous. Furthermore, these network policies induce
configuration complexity apart from latency to adopt dynamic
nature of the network traffic. Hence, network policy scripting
is challenging process for the dynamic environment of SDN. In
[42], an OpenFlow-based security framework is proposed and
it allows a network security administrator to generate and apply
security policies scripted in English like languages.
However, scripting network policies, such as enforcing
RPKI-Based Routing Policy on the Data Plane at an Internet
Exchange [50], will remain main concern for the network
operators till SDN adopts new patches of security policies. To
mention few, IDS is the choice for the network administrator to
identify abnormal rate bounds at the control panel. Another set
of solution in line with new security policies is to use
autonomic trust management solution for SDN [51]. This
policy is built on the adaptive trust model which enables
requirement, assessment, instituting, and guaranteeing the trust
of network elements according to observation measured at the
runtime. Network operators can make use of cryptographic
models of multiple certification environments between various
network subdomains. In [46], they have proposed solution for
the adversary attack (injecting probe) on the SDN network by
passively or actively collecting traffic exchanged with the SDN
network.
In [52], they have proposed API for packet generation for
OpenFlow switches. The API for packet generation allows
partition between controller’s switch and functions, hence
allowing the controller to bypass assigned tasks. However,
these methods are not tested well for the security concern. In
view of this discussion topics has been summarized few SDN
security use cases that are essential to conquer security
breaches. SDN vulnerable to attacks but these use cases if

implemented to some extent harden the security attacks.
 Traffic filtering, the major network elements such as
SDN switches can act as firewall so the content that is
not permitted is denied.
 DDoS Mitigation, communication between DDoS
controller system and northbound API configures
controller for a clean traffic pass to destination.
 Network Slicing, logical separation in network by
addition of slicing layer between control and data plane
with strong isolation.
 Network Access Control, unauthorized access
prevented through security checks. Nodes that pass
checks can only join network and send /receive data.
 Security Traffic Monitoring, packet monitoring tap to
assess the data flow improve security.
B. Security in Future Networks
The rapid progress in networks reveals that in the years
2020 to 2030 almost 100 billion things will be connected with
5G [56]. It means that new approaches are needed while
defining the security for 5G to gain the user trust. The features
of SDN such as network management and applications
management are supportive in getting dynamic nature of 5G.
Therefore dynamic and flexible security mechanisms with new
trust and delivery models are required. Evolving 5G network
architecture is based on SDN for communication between
clouds, satellite systems, gateways and other devices. Security,
resilience, robustness, privacy, trust and data integrity are main
focus of these diverse and functional network environments
[57].
The common attacks related to 5G are data manipulation,
equipment cloning, rogue devices, unprotected endpoint entry,
man-in-the-middle attack, spoofing, and premium content
privacy. Most of the attacks can affect all 5G segments and a
multilayer security model applicable from network to user
guarantee basic security requirements. General 5G network
architecture and its layered security vision are depicted in
Fig. 3 and 4 respectively.
The ongoing advances and future of cloud computing make
it a favorable enabling technique for flexible 5G network. In
this exploitation of advanced techniques spectrum,
infrastructure, high performance computing will be available as
services (anything as a service). In ANYaaS traditional data
center services move to mobile connectivity [58], as mobile
devices can function as resource providers [59]. OpenFlow
operate as standard in SDN enabled mobile networks. But the
traditional OpenFlow mechanism is not suitable in mobile
networks in terms of security. The impact of attacks on
OpenFlow control on SDN based mobile networks are covered
in [61]. Proscribed use of frequency, snooping by attackers and
privacy issues are the security issues that need to be explored
for improved security in 5G networks [53]. The reduced client
latency effects users’ control over the data and it leads to
privacy, authentication and traceability issues.
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Fig. 3. 5G network architecture.

Intelligent security management, virtual security functions,
authentication, authorization and residents isolation build up
the concept of virtualized security (v-security) in 5G networks
[60]. CHARISMA [60] with extension in OpenFlow protocol,
intrusion detection, authentication, cluster encryption at
physical layer, virtualization of network layer, and packet
inspection defined a security protocol suitable in 5G network
architecture. Comprehensive study in [61] on security of
mobile networks revealed concerns and possible options to

handle these concerns. These both are really important to
consider while adopting future network technologies that are
evolution of mobile communication. Authors in [62] uncover
security breaches that could occur due to DoS/DDoS attacks on
control plane, system error or malicious software. The
proposed security model in [62] is designed for
telecommunication network where security of control and data
plane, and the control- data interface is the major focus.

Fig. 4. 5G layered security vision.
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V.

CONCLUSION

OpenFlow is considered in full scale deployments. Big
giant such as Google, Cisco and many more cloud computing
service providers are delivering services to their customers with
SDN. Hence, security concern is considered to be important
aspect of the technology. Very recently, plethora of research on
this technology is suggested. Furthermore, number of
researchers proved that, vulnerabilities do exist in the
OpenFlow technology, namely, spoofing, tampering,
repudiation, information disclosure, denial of service and
elevation of privileges. These vulnerabilities can be had with
adversary having access to single machine, group of machines
and eventually taking control over complete network. Most of
the suggested security modules with respect to OpenFlow are
based on simulations of small scaled network. Undeniable,
some of the methods considered here in the survey have
considered lab based simulations involving very few
processors. Hence, threats related to distributed attack such as
DDoS is not full evaluated. Furthermore, latency sensitive
applications running under SDN network with security enabled
network elements is also not studied. Hence, before
deployment of OpenFlow in a large scale requires through
study of its vulnerabilities under the deliberation of Cloud
benefits such as elasticity, on demand applications and smooth
running of latency sensitive applications. The network is now
moving from 3G, 4G to 5G. Cloud will help users to attain
access to the capabilities of 5G. The evolution in network
suggests modification in security models to gain user trust on
network and services.
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Abstract—To date, the photodiode still the first choice
component is used in optical communication, especially for
visible light communication (VLC) system. It has advantages of
speed, energy consumption, and sensitivity, compared to other
devices (e.g. image sensor). There are many practical
implementations of high-speed VLC which uses photodiode.
Commercially available photodiode typically have specific
characteristics, so that it needs some consideration to be used as
optimal receiver devices in VLC system. In this paper, analysis of
received power characteristics of the photodiode in indoor lineof-sight (LoS) channel of VLC system is discussed. MATLAB®
simulation is used as approach model (student version). The
experiments are done by changing several parameters such as the
semi-angle half power of the transmitter, distance from the
transmitter to receiver, room size, field-of-view (FOV), lens index
and optical filter gain. From the results, it can be known that
distance, room size, FOV and LED power factor to have linear
characteristic against the received power of commercial
photodiode. Also in LoS channel model, the gain of optical filter
and lens index plays an important role in defining the
characteristics of received power.
Keywords—Commercial photodiodes; LoS channel; power
received; visible light communication

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, many researchers are interested in
research of Visible Light Communication (VLC) for various
application, such as vehicle to vehicle communication, Light
Fidelity (Li-Fi), hospitals data communication, real-time audio
& video transmission, underwater communication, space
communication, localization based movable devices (mobile
robot or autonomous robot), WLANs, visible light ID system
and so on.
There are many research about comparative study in VLC
system that is interesting to be discussed to gain deeper
understanding to develop VLC system, such as different
modulation technique in VLC system [1], comparison study of
OFDM multiplexing schemes (DCO, ACO, ADO) [2],
placement optimization of LED-array as emitter [3], available
bandwidth through red, green and blue phosphor LED [4],
effect of color filter in VLC physical layer system using mica
paper [5]-[6], noise analysis using variety Op-Amp and
photodiode for VLC system [7]-[8], single versus multicarrier
performance analysis [9], performance comparison using

variety QAM modulation from 4 to 512 based RGB LED [10],
analysis of different LED array spacing [11], VLC system
performance within and without analog filters [12], decoder
performance within and without Viterbi [13], and so on.
Photodiode is a common photodetector device that can be
used for precision measurement or optical communication
application, e.g. VLC, fiber optic and infrared communication.
Compared with other devices, such as the light dependent
resistor (LDR), photo-IC, solar cell and phototransistor, The
photodiode has several advantages in stability, precision and
response time. The commercial photodiode can be divided
into several types, those are: 1) precision photodiode that can
be properly used for light measurement; 2) high-speed
photodiode that has general characteristic of high cut-off
frequency, which is suitable for optical application; or
3) integrated photodiode such as S8475 and S9295,
manufactured by HAMAMATSU®, which already integrated
with pre-amp in a single chip. Each type of photodiode has its
own advantages and disadvantages.
There are various studies about the comparison of
photodiode types for application of optical communication.
The photodiode selection is important in communication
system because it can affect sensitivity, speed, range,
reliability, cost, and another factor in the communication
system. Research scheme of photodiode types already been
done by A. Boudkhil, et al. [14] who compares noise
performances of PIN and APD photodiodes through an optical
high debit transmission chain. Then P. Sharma, et al [15]
compares PIN and APD performances with different
modulation and wavelength of LED transmitter. Also M.A.A
Ali [16] analyze APD performances for underwater
communication application through combination scheme of
the Jerlov water variable types (I, IA, IB) and photodiode
material types (Si, Ge, InGaAs). Then O. Kharraz and D.
Forsyth [17] analyze optical excess noise and thermal noise
which exist in PIN and APD. Then Y. Chen, et al [18]
experiment about optimizing collimating lens of the
photodetector for supporting long range VLC. The author
himself already done the investigation on capacitor junction
(Cj) effect on total noise, which is an RMS function of voltage
noise, current noise and feedback resistor in discrete TIA
circuit [19]. All of the above six experiments are done through
analytical calculus approach and proven by MATLAB® and
other specific simulator tools.
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The VLC system can be divided into three main parts,
transmitter, channel and receiver. Channel in VLC system is a
free space which can be implemented as Line-of-Sight (LoS)
and Non-Line-of-Sight (NLoS) link. In LoS, one of its weak
points is on shadowing effect which is caused by object
blocking, such as by household equipment or human activities.
Another LoS weak point is its limited covering area capability,
so it's incapable of supporting mobile user because the LoS
configuration requires transmitter and receiver to be placed in
a straight line. The solution of this problem is by using
photodiode which has broad FOV characteristic. Besides that,
the LoS advantage is on its characteristic that can support
high-speed data transfer for a relatively long distance and its
invulnerability of distortion from multipath signal induction
and ambient light noise. Illustration of the LoS link is shown
in Fig. 1(a), in which photodiode as receiver placed on a
straight line from LED. This link angular distribution is shown
in Fig. 1(b). The mathematical derivation of the LoS link is
explained in Section III of this paper.
The light information which transmitted from the LED will
be weakened (fading) while transmitted on the free space
channel, it means the farther the distance of the receiver, the
weaker the signal received, and the information may not be
received at all [20]. For that problem, the solution is to
increase the LED power or to add more LED as the
transmitter. But this is not the best solutions because it is not
power efficient. Besides, adding more LED will add another
problem, roaming. The ideal solution is by selecting the
proper photodiode and optimizing the photodiode filter.
The ideal photodiode characteristics can be found in the
datasheet from each manufacturer, where its specification can
be analyzed through finding the relations of LED power of the
VLC system with the received power in the photodiode (see
Section III). By using this method, we can accurately predict
the performance of the photodiode which will be implemented
in VLC system. Based on the observations from many works
of literature until this far, the discussion about photodiode‟s
received power characteristic of the different commercially
available photodiode is still rarely found. Related research has

been discussed by K. Lee, et al. [21] which analyzes the effect
of photodiode‟s received power with LoS and NLoS scenarios
with different wall type. Since this paper isn‟t exploring the
received power characteristic based on different photodiode
manufacturer, on this paper we will discuss that characteristic
of the photodiode based on different manufacturer. The
motivation of writing this paper is to fill that area of study.
Besides that, we also done other experiments that
observing the effect of changing several parameters of the LoS
channel against the received power on the photodiode, such as
1) changing semi-angle of the transmitter; 2) variating power
of a single LED; and 3) changing the distances of the channel.
After that, the effect of FOV, room dimension and internal
concentrator of the photodiode against its received power
characteristic will also be investigated. To find the ideal value
of this characteristics, these experiments using simulation
based approach using MATLAB® have been performed.
This paper is divided into several parts. The first part is an
overview of VLC system, research area, channel system,
problems and purpose of the experiments. The second part
explained the photodiode consideration and several types of
the photodiode. The third part explained the detail of the LoS
channel which has been introduced in the introduction part.
The fourth part discusses the experiment set-up, results, and
analysis. And the last part consisted of conclusion,
acknowledgment, and references.
II.

PHOTODIODE CONSIDERATIONS IN VLC SYSTEMS

Several considerations on selecting commercial
photodiode for VLC application is as follows: 1) surface area;
2) generated short current; 3) capabilities to detect
wavelength; 4) frequency cut-off; 5) rise-time; and 6) dark
current and internal capacitance/junction capacitor (Cj).
With broad surface area, for example, 10 mm x 10 mm, the
photodiodes can be used to support mobility in VLC system.
This sensing area capability can be improved by arranging the
photodiode in an array setup such as being done by J.H. Li, et
al. [22].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Geometry of LoS channel configuration in 3 m x 3 m x 3 m room; (b) MATLAB® simulation of light intensity distribution in room using LED with
characteristics of 30 Watt, d = 1 meter, FOV = 30o, number of transmitter = 1, number of grid = 25,
=
, and
=
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Although, the larger the area, the cut-off frequency will
become narrower and tend to be easily disturbed by the
ambient light noise. For the high-speed application, this
characteristic needs to be considered, to make the robust VLC
system design that has high tolerances characteristic with
noise from other light sources, such as sunlight.
After that, we also need to consider the short current. As
we all know, the photodiode will generate current with linear
characteristic against the light intensity, the brighter the light
intensity, the higher the current that will be generated, at least
around >100µA. The lower the short current, the higher the
gain of the Op-Amp, and it will affect on the narrower
bandwidth. The cut-off frequency (f-3dB) is inversely
proportionated with the division of Op-Amp Gain Bandwidth
Product (GBW) and voltage gain (Av). Another factor that
needs to be considered is the wavelengths that can still be
detected. On VLC application, the chosen the photodiode
needs to has capabilities to senses wavelength in visible light
spectrum range, i.e. 380 nm to 780 nm. Mistakes on the
selection of the phtodiode can affect the system to not be able
to work optimally.
A photodiode with high cut-off frequency (~GHz scale)
and fast rise time (~nanosecond scale) characteristics can be
used for high-speed optical communication, although typically
these characteristics have to trade off with the narrow sensing
area (around 0.1 mm), so while it supports high-speed data
transfer, it doesn‟t support the mobility of VLC system, and
the receiver needs to have 0° elevation angle. Even though, in
general, the VLC needs to able to provides mobility
characteristic. This problem has several solutions such as
using optic concentrator (collimator lens or polarizer) to
focusing the light into the photodiode, adding more
information light sources (for example, array LED based intercell system) or arranging the photodiode in an array based
setup.
The dark current is generated current from a photodiode
in a dark condition (no-light). The chosen PD needs to have
low dark current characteristic and also low the Cj. In previous
research, the lower the Cj, the higher the noise on the
photodiode and the slower the response of photodiode
amplifier. Both of these characteristics are important, and it
will affect noise on the photodiode which have strong
relations with en and in on the chosen Op- Amp [23].
All of those six factors above, can‟t be obtained
simultaneously. Commercially available photodiode, typically
only have one or two of those characteristics (no more than
three), thus the selection process must be thorough. These
limitations can be used as main consideration to create selfmade photodiode in a research based method, as been done by
H. Chen, et al. [24] and W. Zou, et al. [25].

TABLE I.

COMPARISON BETWEEN PIN AND APD IN VLC SYSTEM

Variable
Materials
Bandwidth
Life time
Spectral range
Form factor
Electromagnetic immunity
Magnetic field sensitivity
Large area
Gain
Operating Voltage (V)
Cost
Efficiency (A/W)
Response time
Sensing sensitivity
Temperature sensitivity
Bandwidth & bit rate
Damage by Stray light
Dark current
Excess noise factor
Mechanical Robustness

III.

PIN
APD
Si, Ge, InGaAs
To 40 GHz
OK
Tunable (Ultraviolet, Visible light, Near
Infra-red)
Small
No
No
No
1
102
Low
High
(0 - 5)
(100 -100k)
Low
High
Low
High
Fast
Slow
Low
High
Low
High
High
Medium
No
Yes
High
Low
Low
Medium
High
Medium

THE LOS CHANNELS DESCRIPTION

. As shown in Fig. 1(a), LED placed at height h relative at
region „x‟ and „y‟ from the receiver. LED radiation angle of
the transmitter to the receiver against transmitter normal,
denoted with . Whereas LED radiation angle to the receiver
against receiver normal, denoted with , where the receiver
has a FOV. LED radiation can only be sensed while on the
FOV range, where maximum angle range against the receiver
normal denoted with .
Fig. 1(b) shows the distribution of information light
intensity inside a room that has an uneven distribution. This
uneven distribution is shown with different color gradation in
several areas. The maximum power that can be received by
the photodiode on distances less than 250 cm is 1.4 to 1.2
dBm. Whereas, for distances, more than 500 cm, the power
that can be received by the photodiode is around 1 dBm. The
photodiode has three main part, those are: 1) the concentrator
(coating) to focusing light; 2) the filter for passing signals
only at a certain frequency range, or as band pass filter, so that
noise of ambient light can be reduced; and 3) the
photodetector to converts light into electrical currents.
Illustration of the photodiode parts is shown in Fig. 2.

In VLC practical demonstration, there are two types of the
photodiode that are of primary interest, i.e. Positive-IntrinsicNegative (PIN) and Avalanche photodiode (APD). The
characteristics of both of these photodiodes has been discussed
by M. Azadeh [26]. The comparison of PIN and APD is shown
in Table 1. These data are gathered from many work of
literature. To make it short, PIN provides higher sensitivity,
higher bandwidth, lower operating voltage and also cheaper.

Fig. 2. The photodiode configuration.
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Coating and filter have an effect on the received light on
the photodiode, the coating will yield different refractive
index of light which propagated from outside of the
photodiode, so light propagation direction is changed. This
phenomenon will be affecting the FOV of the receiver, as well
as an effective region of the receiver (
) which denoted as
), where n parameter is the refractive index of the
concentrator and
is the maximum angle of FOV on the
photodiode. The filter of photodiode is also affecting receiver
effective region, this factor is denoted as
.

{
Then it will be shown how coating and filter will affecting
. First is by ignoring the filter effect, concentrator effect,
and losses in reflection. The receiver will receive the light
radiation at an effective area which can be written
mathematically as (2), where Ar is the surface area of the
photodiode. Then by adding parameter of coating factor,
)
and filter factor
. The
can be expressed as (3).
{
{
For the relationship between optical power transmitted by
LED and received by the LED. In this case, the frequency
response of the transmitted and received visible light is flat
enough and can be denoted as DC gain (
). Thus, the
relations between optical received power (Pr) in watt and
optical transmitted power (Pt) could be expressed as (4).
Where,

Where,
is radiant Lambertian, then could be
expressed as Eq. 6, is the angle irradiance form of the LED,
is the order of the Lambertian emission which defined by
LED‟s semi-angle at half power (
, where
( )

.

The intensity of light received by the photodiode has a
dividing factor of the quadratic of the distance (
) of the
intensity transmitted by LED. Whereas, received power is a
product of received intensity against the effective area of the
receiver. Therefore, optical received power
can be
expressed as (7).
Where,

LOS is also equal to (8).
)

Variable denotes the distance between the LED and the
photodiode. By substituting (1), (2) and (5) to the (8), DC
channel gain function will be obtained (9). Where
is equal
to
.

{
According to calculation, it can be shown that (4) is a
multiplication of (9) with
and (1), then from (4), an 3D
model can be simulated by MATLAB® using parameters that
will be obtained in Section IV. To make the analysis become
easier, the unit of watt will be transformed into dBm through
(10). Another discussion about LoS channels of VLC can be
shown in [27]-[29].
IV.

DISCUSSION

A. Experiment Set-up
In this experiment, the photodiode manufactured by
OSRAM optoelectronics is used. From its datasheet, it can be
obtained information that has been explained in Section III.
There are five PIN type of photodiode that is used: BPW21,
BPW34B, BPX65, SFH213, SFH221. The detail is shown in
Table 2, where there are nine variables, i.e., the features of the
photodiode, ,
, ,
,
,
, λ, and . While
parameters for simulation experiment is shown in Table 3,
where there are three scenarios of simulation. Variable
in
this experiment is used as static variable because this variable
is an intrinsic variable of the photodiode and can‟t be changed.
Based on the recommendation from [30], for an indoor
application (assumed dimension of 3 m x 3 m x 3 m)
minimum lumen requirement is around 250 to 500 lm/m2.
Based on that information, LED that is capable of works in
that lumen range and has a maximum power of 5 Watt is
chosen. The chosen LED is CREE XLamp® XT-E LE which
has maximum ~629 lm and configured in parallel so its
maximum power is 50 Watt.
The receiver devices is placed at the distances of 3 meters
from the information source, and the LED placed on the
coordinat (1.5, 1.5, 3), or exactly at the middle of the room.
Because in this experiment is use the LoS channel, the
reflectivity of the wall can be ignored. In the datasheet, the
gain filter and the concentrator is not specified, so these also
ignored. The effect of changing transmitter‟s placement
coordinate is not addressed in this paper because in this
calculation only use a single LED which has been explored
before on [11] and [31]. Since the price of the photodiode was
changed in every time, the cost factor is not use in product
comparison.
On the scenario A, B, and C, (9) is used to be computed in
MATLAB®, however in the datasheet of each photodiode,
parameters
is not specified, so calculation
references will be based on (9) and (10).
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TABLE II.

PHOTODIODE SPECIFICATION

Variable

Notation

BPW21

BPW 34B

BPX 65

SFH 213

SFH 221

Features

-

Si PD for the Visible
Spectral Range

Si PD with Enhanced
Blue Sensitivity

Si PIN PD

Si PIN PD

Si Dual PD

7.45

7.45

1

1

1.54

350 – 820

350 – 1100

350 – 1100

400 – 1100

400 – 1100

10

7.4

10

125

24

580
55
10

72
60
75

11
40
10

11
10
-

25
55
24

250

150

250

150

50

TABLE III.

EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS

Physical area of photo-detector (
Spectral response range (

λ

)

Short circuit current at 100 lux (
Terminal Capacitance (
Half angle (o)
Gain of optical filter
Spectral sensitivity (
Total power dissipation (

)
)

)

S

)
)

Variable

Notation

Room dimension

x x

Scenario A

Scenario B

Scenario C

3m x 3m x 3m

Transmitter coordinator

-

Center (1.5, 1.5, 3)

Number of Transmitter

-

Single LED

Reflectivity of wall

γ

ignored

PD concentrator refractive index

n

ignored

Gain of optical filter

ignored

Field of view (FOV) semi angle of the receivers

Sesuai kemampuan PD

Transmitter‟s semi-angle at half power

15o, 30o, 45o, 60o,
75o, 90o

45o
0.5m, 1 m, 1.5m, 2 m, 2.5m, 3m

Distance between LED and PD

d

2m

Maximum optical power of LED

PLED

50 W

2m
5W, 10W, 20W, 30W, 40W, 50W

B. Scenario I
In this scenario, transmitter‟s angle is a function of
received power. Settings of this scenario are
= capability
of the photodiode, where this parameter can be found in
Table 2. The channel distance is fixed, i.e. 2 meters, with
transmitter power 50 Watt and
is changed from minimal
o
o
15 and maximum 90 with range difference of 15°. The result
of the simulation is shown in Fig. 3.
From that figure, it can be known that the larger
, the
smaller received power in the photodiode. This is matched
with the characteristic of the LoS channel, where the received
power will be larger if the deviation angle of the receiver from
the transmitter is closer to 0°.
BPX65 and SFH213 have similarities in physical area, the
same with BPX65 and SFH213. Even though there are
differences in FOV, the received power is relatively the same
if semi-angle half power is changed. This is because
and the refractive index of the lens (n) are not included in the
calculation.

Fig. 3. Semi-angle half power of the transmitter vs photodiode‟s received
power.
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Fig. 4. Distance vs photodiode‟s received power.

Fig. 6. FOV vs photodiode‟s received power.

The result of this simulation is shown in Fig. 4, where it
can be known that the further the distance, the smaller the
received power at the photodiode. It is because of the
characteristic of the channel LoS, where the closer the
transmitter to the photodiode, the higher the intensity of light
that is received by the photodiode.

D. FOV of the Photodiode
As has been addressed on the background, on this paper,
the authors are also interested to find the effect of difference
photodiode‟s Semi-angle Half power FOV against the received
power. The parameter of this simulation is shown in Table 2,
with
= 30°, LED power = 50 Watt, d = 2 meters. The
photodiode is chosen with large semi-angle characteristic, that
is BPW34B ( = 1 mm2), then the value of
will be
variated, from 55, 60, 65, 70, 75 to 80. Then the value of
= 1 and n = 1. The result of this simulation is shown in
Fig. 6 and it shows the characteristic of FOV on the
photodiode is affecting the received power, although
insignificantly. Therefore, even though insignificant, the value
of FOV can be used as consideration in choosing photodiode
for VLC application.

Short current is the current which generated by the
photodiode that is linear with light intensity. But, the smaller
the variable d. Therefore, to simulate the real condition, the
minimum distance should be 1 meter.
C. Scenario III
In this scenario, the effect of changing the LED power is
observed. The parameters of this simulation is as follows: 1) d
= 2 meters, this is the fixed distance of LED to photodiode,
and LED to the object (e.g. Table 2), it means the height of the
object is assumed to be 1 meter, 2)
of 45° and transmitter
power variated from 10 Watt, 20 Watt, 30 Watt, 40 Watt and
50 Watt. On the implementation, power setting can be done by
configuring the forward voltage ( ) of the LED. The larger
the , the larger the power. The result of this simulation is
shown in Fig. 5, where LED power is linear with the received
power at the photodiode.

E. Effect of Changing Room Size
The purpose of this experiment is to prove that “the
dimension of the room is linier with the received power”. This
experiment use photodiode BPW 34B with
= 7.45 mm2,
o
= 45 , and LED power = 50 Watt. Fig. 7 shows the result
of the simulation from the side view with different room
variation as follow: a) 1 m x 1 m x 1 m with d = 1 meter, in
3D view; b) 2d view of (a); c) 3 m x 3 m x 3 m with d = 3
meters in 3 dimension view; d) 2 dimension view of (c); e) 5
m x 5 m x 5 m with d = 5 meters in 3D view; f) 2D view of
Fig. 7(e). The results show that the hypothesis is correct, that
the larger the dimension of the indoor room, the weaker the
intensity of light and the distribution of light can‟t reach small
sides in the room.
F. Effect of Changing Filter and Concentrator
It has been addressed in Section III that concentrator is a
part of the photodiode, even if on the datasheet (as shown in
Table 2),
and
are not specified. Because of that, in
this paper, will be investigated if the changes of both of those
variable affecting the photodiode significantly. On the
implementation, if on
and
of the photodide is not
available, the filter and the external concentrator can be added.

Fig. 5. LED power vs photodiode‟s received power.
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(a) The 3D view of Room size 1 m x 1 m x 1 m with d = 1 meter (Number
grid = 50)

(b) The 2D view of Room size 1 m x 1 m x 1 m with d = 1 meter
(Number grid = 50)

(c) The 3D view of Room size 3 m x 3 m x 3 m with d = 3 meters
(Number grid = 50)

(d) The 2D view of Room size 3 m x 3 m x 3 m with d = 3 meters
(Number grid = 50)

(e) The 3D view of Room size 5 m x 5 m x 5 m with d = 5 meters
(Number grid = 50)

(f) The 3D view of Room size 5 m x 5 m x 5 m with d = 5 meters
(Number grid = 50)

Fig. 7. (a) The 3D view of Room size 1 m x 1 m x 1 m with d = 1 meter (Number grid = 50), (b) The 2D view of Room size 1 m x 1 m x 1 m with d = 1 meter
(Number grid = 50), (c) The 3D view of Room size 3 m x 3 m x 3 m with d = 3 meters (Number grid = 50), (d) The 2D view of Room size 3 m x 3 m x 3 m with d
= 3 meters (Number grid = 50), (e) The 3D view of Room size 5 m x 5 m x 5 m with d = 5 meters (Number grid = 50), (f) The 3D view of Room size 5 m x 5 m x
5 m with d = 5 meters (Number grid = 50).

For that, the simulation parameters are, the distance of the
photodiode to the LED of 2 meters,
= 1°, which is
perpendicular toward LED, transmitter power of 10 Watt (the
minimum value) and FOV = 45°. This experiment is done on
photodiode SFH 213 ( = 1 mm2).

Fig. 8 shows the simulation result with parameters setting
= 1 and refractive index of lens (n) = 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 and
2.5, where the calculation of
is based on (1). Then,
Fig. 9 shows the simulation result with setting n = 1 and
= 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, and 4.
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Fig. 8. Lens index vs photodiode‟s received power.
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Fig. 9. Optical filter gain vs photodiode‟s received power.
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CONCLUSION

The investigation of received power characteristic on
several commercially available photodiode for VLC system
with LoS channel has been done clearly. The results of this
research show that FOV is not affecting the received power
characteristic if
and n factor are ignored. This can be
seen from the result of Scenario I which is done by changing
the semi-angle of the transmitter. Then on Scenario II, which
is done by variating the LED power and Scenario III, by
variating the channel distances which denoted by d (meters).
On the next scenario, it is known that
and n factor plays
an important role to improve the received power at the
photodiode significantly.
Since this article is only investigated the LoS area, the
investigation of other channels (i.e. NLoS) is an interesting
topic for upcoming issues.
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APPENDIX
In this work, the MATLAB® computations are adopted from [32]. In
order to obtain specific point, the authors modify from 3D model to 2D model
and then analyze by viewing maximum point of curve characteristic (shown in
Fig. 10). A sample of the MATLAB® codes to calculate the LoS channel gain
of variety commercial photodiode based 2D view is shown in the program
below:
theta=45; %semi-angle at half power
m=-log10(2)/log10(cosd(theta)); %lambertian order of emission
P_total=50;%transmitted optical power by individual LED
Adet=1.54e-3; %detector physical area of a photodiode in cm
FOV=55*pi/180;%FOV at receiver
lx=3; ly=3; lz=3; %room dimension in meter
h=2; %the distance between source and receiver plane
XT=0; YT=0; %position of LED
Nx=lx*25; Ny=ly*25;%number of grid receiver plane

x=-lx/2:lx/Nx:lx/2;y=-ly/2:ly/Ny:ly/2;[XR,YR]=meshgrid(x,y);
%receiver plane grid
D1=sqrt((XR-XT(1,1)).^2+(YR-YT(1,1)).^2+h^2);
%distance vector from source 1
cosphi_A1=h./D1;
%angle vector
H_A1=(m+1)*Adet.*cosphi_A1.^(m+1)./((pi)*D1.^2);
%channel DC gain for source 1
P_rec=P_total.*H_A1;
%received power from source 1
P_rec_dBm=10*log10(P_rec);
plot(max(P_rec_dBm));

Fig. 10. The 2D view of maximum point of the photodiode‟s received power
at -17.36 dBm.
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Abstract—This article introduces an improved method for
Optical Code Division Multiple Access system (OCDMA). In this
scheme, a hybrid technique is used in which Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (WDM) is merged with Spectral Amplitude Coding
(SAC) to efficiently diminish Multiple Access Interference (MAI)
and alleviate the impact of Phase Induced Intensity Noise (PIIN)
appearing in photo-detecting process. The proposed technique
SAC-OCDMA/WDM MP (SW-MP) is implemented by using
Matrix Partitioning (MP) code family, which is constructed via
merging mathematics sequence and algebraic approaches. The
key notion is to create the code patterns in SAC domain, then
diagonally replicate it in the wavelength domain as blocks which
preserves the same code patterns of a given code weight. The
SW-MP code family preserves convenient code length property
which gives flexibility in transmitter-receiver design. It is
reported that the proposed scheme has potential to remove MAI
proficiently and improve the system performance significantly.
Keywords—Optical Code Division Multiple Access System
(OCDMA); Multiple Access Interference (MAI); Spectral
Amplitude Coding (SAC); Wavelength Division Multiplexing
(WDM); SAC-OCDMA/WDM MP (SW-MP) code; Cross
Correlation (CC)

I.

INTRODUCTION

Lately WDM system is measured as a promising technique
to expand the optical network capacity without changing the
backbone fiber optics. Researchers in both academia and
industry sectors have proposed various designs that integrate
WDM into access networks by [1]-[2]. OCDMA technique has
been deemed as a promising technique for light communication
networks [3]. Out of the entire OCDMA techniques, SAC
system has gained a lot of consideration due to its ability to
eliminate MAI completely via balance detection technique [4][6]. On the other hand, PIIN considers as an intrinsic noise that
impairs the system performance and it occurs when various
light fields are occurrence on a receiver, because of the squarelaw detection. Several systems have been proposed to be
integrated with OCDMA scheme for the sake of MAI

elimination and provide full cardinality in optic network [7]. In
this regard temporal/spatial OCDMA network is presented in
[7] to improve cross correlation and autocorrelation properties.
In [8]-[10], optical pulses are used to mark one chip in timewavelength domain to improve the MAI cancellation property.
Some schemes have been proposed utilizing differential
detection to diminish the MAI [11]-[13]. Nevertheless, these
schemes are suffering from different problems somehow or
other to eliminate an MAI impact on the end system.
Eventually tough interference took place which reduces the
involvement of high number of users. In SAC system, fiber
Bragg grating (FBG) could be utilized as the major part of both
transmitter and receiver structures of each use at large number
of users, FBG sizes will become unworkable. To overcome
size problem, a two dimensional coding techniques might be
used but at the cost of extra passive optical components [14]. In
this paper, an SW-MP technique is built by merging WDM and
SAC system which keeps MAI cancellation characteristic and
PIIN mitigation in OCDMA network. The SW-MP code words
are described by the code length L, the number of users N, the
code weights W, and the cross correlation λc. The SW-MP
scheme is built with λc ≤ 1 aiming to remove MAI impact.
Despite an MAI effect can be removed via balanced detection
scheme, PIIN attributed to spontaneous emission from optical
source plays a significant role in system degradation too and
should be addressed as well [15]. An effective way to reduce
the PIIN is by reducing the interference at the optical layer
itself, which means the value of λc should be kept to the
minimum. The remaining parts of this paper are arranged as
follows. Section 2 shows the mathematical steps of MP code
construction. The mathematical models of MP code and SWMP code systems are described in Section 3. The system
design and description of SW-MP are demonstrated in
Section 4. In Section 5, codes comparison and evaluation is
discussed. The performance analysis of the SW-MP in the
OCDMA network is explained in Section 6. Hypothetical
analysis and mathematical findings are drawn in Section 7.
Lastly, the summary of the paper is given in Section 8.
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II.

0 1 1 
MP  1 1 0
1 0 1

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF SW-MP CODE

A. Explanations
Let
represents an
arithmetic sequence. The sum of W elements of the arithmetic
sequence (AS) can be calculated by ―(1)‖.
(1)
The value of Sw is the number of columns of matrix
partition (MP). Table 1 shows the mapping procedure of MS to
MP. Every component in MS will be linked to matching block
in MP. The block length is computed as follows:
(2)
Where, g = 1, 2, 3,…,N is the number of groups.
TABLE. I.
Blockw

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF SW-MP SYSTEM

An SW-MP is a scheme where the entire code created in
SAC domain (MP) and replicated diagonally in WDM domain
as blocks (SW-MP) [17]. Each block keeps the similar number
of users for specified weight of SAC code as displayed in
Fig. 1. In this SW-MP system, the code sequences are
separated into g blocks, where g = 1, 2, 3, …. Each user is
labeled as user #(z,t) and given a code sequence Cz,t , z =
1,2,3…, g and t =1,2,3…, N. The code length L is computed
using ―(10)‖.
(10)

MAPPING ELEMENTS IN AS TO BLOCKS IN MP MATRIX
Block1

Block2

Block3

….

Equations (11) and (12) associated with c and d
respectively and determine the positions of ―1s‖ at every row
of each block and the positions of CC ―1s‖ in each block,
respectively.

Block(w-1)

-------

B. MP Code Family Construction Steps
 Step1: Construct the AS as follows:

c  (h  ( g  1) N , b  ( g  1) L)

AS  (W ,W  1,W  2,W  3,W  4,,1)
The elements of AS indicate the number of blocks (h) of
MP matrix.


III.

Step 2: Compute b value as follows in ―(3)‖
(3)

Where,

(5)
If the calculation of B1 surpasses the L value; b takes the
value 1 (i.e., if B1 > L then b, B1, B2 will be given the value 1).
Step 3: Compute L‘s value using ―(6)‖
(6)


Step 4: Compute the position of ―1s‖ c at the first row
of each block as follows in ―(7)‖.
(7)



Step 5: Compute the positions of CC ―1s‖ d in every
block as follows by ―(8)‖.
(8)

 Step 6:The
C. Code Examples
Apply above steps and as mentioned in [16] the following
code patterns were built:

(11)

d  (h  m  B1  ( g  1) N  1, b  ( g  1) L)

SW  MP1

0


0
(3)




0

(4)



(9)

0
0 
SW  MP2 0 
0
 

 
0
 0

(12)

0


0




0

SW  MPN 

Fig. 1. Matrix representation of SW-MP code.

To explain the SW-MP structure we dealt with code
patterns when W=2, N=6 and g=2.
In Sections 2.2 and 3, we applied Steps 1-2 and 5 and ―(1213)‖ to compute the place of ―1s‖ in the first row of each block
and the locations of CC ―1s‖ in every block respectively (as in
Table 1). Therefore, the points coordinates attained for c are
(1,2), (1,3), (2,1) using ―(7)‖ and (4,5), (4,6) by applying
―(12)‖. While for d are (2,2), (3,3), (3,1) utilizing ―(8)‖ and
(5,5), (6,6), (6,4) by applying ―(12)‖.
TABLE. II.

SW-MP CODE SEQUENCES FOR W=2, G = 2 AND N = 6

z

T

MP code words Cz,t

1
1
1
2
2

1
2
3
4
5

0
1
1
0
0

1
1
0
0
0

1
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
1
1

0
0
0
1
0

2

6

0

0

0

1

0

1

IV.

SYSTEM DESIGN AND DESCRIPTION

For W = 4 the transmitter section is built in Fig. 2 based on
the SW-MP code sequence. Representing digital data in the
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form of presence or absence is called on-off shift keying where
it used in this work to modulate the data of the targeting user#1
from Table 2, 011000. The modulated data is then guided to an
arranged fiber Brag grating. Each pulse of the desirable user is
assigned specific wavelengths (λ2, λ3,). The center wavelengths
of the FBGs depend on the positions of ―1s‖ in the code
sequences.

pieces and the output passed to balanced photo-detectors. From
the FBGs, different center wavelengths are placed along a
piece of fiber and the wavelength elements of spectral codes
are spread out in time. So, second fibers with FBGs in reverse
positions are needed in each encoder and decoder in order to
compensate the time spreading. To separate the unwanted
signal from the wanted signal, a subtraction process is took
place to deduct the interference signals from the required signal
to yield the wanted signal. Code patterns reside in different
groups pass via the decoder without being detected (user #4,
user #5, and user #6 from Table 2). The advantage of the
SAC/WDM (SW-MP) decoder design over conventional SAC
techniques is that only code sequences in the same group are
passed to balanced photo-detectors. In addition, the receiver
complexity is reduced by using less filters.
V.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

To study the system based on Fig. 4 and 5 for SW-MP, let
Cx (i) represents the ith element of the xth SW-MP code words;
based on XOR subtraction scheme the code properties is
formed as follows [18]-[19]:
W ,

  1,
 0,


Fig. 2. Implementation of the SW-MP transmitter side.
L

The basic principle of the work of SW-MP detection
procedure in which only pulses of desired users and pulses of
overlapping users having the same frequencies in the same
group are detected and removed. The configuration of the SWMP receiver for hybrid SAC OCDMA is shown in Fig. 3. In
this figure, the optical pulses are passed to an arranged fiber
Brag grating. Each pulse of the desirable user is assigned
specific wavelengths (λ2, λ3,). The position of the FBGs
depends on the pulse value and only the pulse ‗1‘ is
represented.

 C (i)C (i)
x

y

i 1

x y
x y

 In the same group (g=1)

 Not in the same group (g ≥ 2) (13)



x y

0,
x y 
L

 In the same group (g=1)
(Cx(i)  Cy (i))Cx(i)   W  1, x  y 

i 1
 0,
x  y Not in the same group (g ≥ 2)

(14)

The stipulation of x and y exist in the same group (i.e., g
=1) means that the two code sequences maybe located in SWMP(1) or SW-MP(2) or SW-MP(m) as shown in Fig. 1. The
stipulation of x and y not reside in the same group (i.e., g ≥2)
means that one user maybe located in SW-MP(1) and the other
user is resided in SW-MP(2) or SW-MP(m). Hence, the XOR
process of (
)
is valid for
y. Still, the
CC of (
) is only valid for
y in ―(14)‖ while
from ―(14)‖, the CC of (
) is W when
.
Consequently, an MAI impact is removed as the CC
∑
can
be
deducted
from
∑
when
y. Therefore, the decoder that
calculates ―(15)‖ declines the MAI arriving from intrusive
users and gets the desired data.
Hence,
∑

Fig. 3. Implementation of the SW-MP receiver.

∑

In Fig. 3, the incoming pulse is deciphered by the decoder
who has similar spectral response to the desired encoder for the
data to be processed (Decoder). The intended signal spectrum
and overlapping spectra from other interferers are detected as
production from the decoder which is W power units for the
desired user accompanied by λ power units for interferers.
The complementary decoder (Comp-Decoder) branch
detects the complementary spectrum of the intended user (from
Table 2, (λ1,)). Then the received signal is passing over FBG

(

)

{

(15)

When
y the lower branch in ―(16)‖ equals zero which
means an XOR subtraction technique is able to remove an MAI
impact smoothly. To study the system performance we
compute the coherence time of a thermal source (τc) as follows
[20]:
∫
⌈∫

(16)
⌉
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Where, G(v) is the single sideband power spectral density
(PSD) of the optic source. The variance of photocurrent caused
by the recognition of un-polarized thermal source, which
produces by spontaneous emission and given as follows [4][5]:
〈 〉

〈

〉

〈

〉

〈

〉

(17)

The current I of preferred user is computed by taking the
difference of two photodiodes as follows:
(24)
The currents at Photodiode1 and Photodiode 2 are denoted
by I1 and I2, respectively.

〈 〉



0

0

N
N
PW

P
P
   sr dg  sr  d f  sr  d f 
(25)
L f 1,f  g
L f 1,f  g 
 L
PW 
   sr dg 
 L

The photo-detectors responsivity is and represented

(18)
Where,






I    G1 (v )dv    G 2 (v )dv

Where,
denotes shot noise,
symbolizes
intensity noise and
represents the thermal noise.
Hence, ―(18)‖ will be written as follows:

by



(26)



Here, is the quantum efficiency and h is the Planck‘s
constant. The shot noise power can be written as:




RL.
r (v ) 

Psr
v

N

L

 d c
n

n 1

i 1

n

(i ) rec (i )

(19)

Where, Psr represents the active power of a broad-band
source at the receiver and dn is the data bit of the nth user that
is ―1‖ or ―0‖. The rec (i) function in ―(19)‖ is written as
follows as in [16]-[17]:




2
I shot
 2eB    G 1(v )dv   G 2(v )dv 
0
0

 Psr N

Psr N
 2eB   
df 
df 


L f 1,f  g 
 L f 1,f  g
N

P 
 2eB  sr Wdg  2  d f 
L 
f 1,f  g


v
v




rec (i )  u v v o 
(L  2i  2)   u v v o 
(L  2i )  (20)
2
L
2
L





Where, vo is the central optical frequency and
is the
optical source bandwidth in Hz. The unit step function [ ] is
written as:
[ ]

{

(21)

The overall power occurrence at the Photodiode1 and
Photodiode 2 as shown in Fig. 3 of the gth receiver during one
bit period is formed as follows:




0

0

 G1 (v )dv  

Psr
V

N

d f
f 1

L

c
i 1

f

Psr
W  2(N  1) 
L
P
 2eB  sr  2(N  1) W
L

 2eB 
I

2
shot

2
 I PIIN
  BI 12 c 1  B I 22 c 2

 
v

 u v v o  2L (L  2i  2)  


(i )c g (i ) 
dv

v

 
(L  2i )  
 u v v o 
2L

 


L
Psr v N
c f (i ) c g (i )
d f 
V L f 1
i 1
N
PW
P
 sr dg  sr  d f
L
L f 1,f  g

P
0 G 2 (v )dv  0 Vsr

N




 B 2   G12 (v )dv   G 22 (v )dv 
0
0

2 L

N
 N

2 Psr
 B
C g (i )  d f C f (i )  .   d mC m (i )  

vL i 1 
 f 1
  m 1




 
v

u v v o 
(L  2i  2)  
c f (i ) cf (i )  cg (i )   
2L

df 
dv

 
W 1
v
 
f 1
i 1
(L  2i )  
 u v v o 
2L
 
 
L
c
(
i
)
c
f
(
i
)

c
g
(
i
)


Psr v N

d f  f W 1
V L f 1 i 1
N
P
 sr  d f
L f 1,f  g




Once all users conveying bit ―1‖ and by approximating the
summation from ―(21)‖ via applying the average value as
∑
. Based on the properties of SW-MP code, the
PIIN noise power is given as [4]-[5]:





(27)

(22)

B 2 Psr2 L 
N
N

C f (i )  C g (i )   d f C f (i )    d mC m (i )  

2
P vL i 1 
 f 1
  m 1


 B 2

L



Psr2 L 
NW  N

C g (i )

C f (i ) 
vL i 1 
L  f 1


B 2 Psr2 L 
NW  N

C f (i )  
C f (i )  C g (i ) 



2
P vL i 1 
L  f 1


 B 2

Psr2 NW
vL L

B 2 Psr2 NW

vL L

N



L

  C
f 1

i 1

f


(i ) C g (i ) 


L


 C f (i )  C f (i )  C g (i )  
f 1  i 1

N

(23)
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Psr2 NW
B 2 Psr2 NW
W  N  1 
 N  1
vL L
vL L
B 2 Psr2 NW

W  1  2(N  1) 
vL2

TABLE. III.

2
 I PIIN
  B 2

Property

(28)

It should be point out that the probability of transmitting bit
‗1‘ in any time of each user is 0.5, then ―(27)‖ and ―(28)‖
become respectively [4]:
I

2
shot

P
 eB  sr  2(N  1) W
L



(29)

and
2  N  1 
B 2 Psr2 NW 
W  1 

2
2vL
g


(30)
To determine the overlapping from the other users hitting
on the desired user we have studied two cases depending on the
values of g. If g =1 means the two users are reside in the
similar group while for the condition g ≥2 means the two users
are reside in another groups. Thus, ―(28)‖ is simplified
furthermore as:
2
 I PIIN


(31)

The SNR of the SW-MP scheme is calculated as:

I 2  I1 
I2
 2
2
2
2
i
I shot   I PIIN
  I thermal
2

SNR 

SNR 

Any
integer
number

Any integer
number

Size

Free

Free

Code
length

L  N (W  1)  1

L

W

W, g

 SW-MP has two parameters in
construction while DEU has
one parameter

Yes

Yes

 Same steps of construction

Number
of
variables
and
parameter
s
Matrix
Form

Symbol



√

(34)

Vc

COMPARISON AND EVALUATION

For evaluation objective, the characteristic of the SW-MP
and DEU codes are tabulated in Table 3 [18]-[19]. Table 3
shows that SW-MP and DEU codes exist for positive integer
W, free cardinality, and ideal CC. In terms of code length and
to support 8 users, the code lengths required by SW-MP (W=3)
and DEU (W=3) are 12 and 17, respectively. To conclude SWMP has short code length compared to DEU for the same
parameters; long code length is not practical to be implemented
in terms of hardware as the code is susceptible to either very
extensive band source or narrow filter bandwidths are
necessary.

 SW-MP code has short code
length compared to DEU code

THEORETIC AND SIMULATION FINDINGS

ELEMENTS OF SNR AND BER ASSOCIATED WITH
CORRESPONDING VALUES

Translation of
symbol
Quantum efficiency of
photodiode
Line-width of the
thermal source

Symbol’s value and
representation

0.6
3.75THz

λ0

Transmission Window

1550 nm

B

Electrical bandwidth

80 MHz

Rb

155 Mb/s

W

Data bit rate
Absolute receiver
noise temperature
Receiver load resistor
The electron charge
Boltzmann‘s constant
is
Efficient power of a
broad-band source
Number of
simultaneous users
Code weight

g

Number of groups

Any integer number

L

Code‘s length

Tn

VI.

(W  N )
2

In this section the process of SAC domain combined with
WDM domain is investigated by considering different types of
noises such as PIIN, thermal and shot noises using the key
parameters listed in Table 4.
TABLE. IV.


2  N  1 
(2vL2 ) W  1 
  4K bT n B R L
g 

(33)
Using Gaussian approximation as in [4]-[5], the bit error
rate (BER) is computed as follows:

 The maximum CC equals one
between any two adjacent
DEU codes
 The maximum cross
correlation is zero when g ≥2
for SW-MP codes
 More flexibility in code
weight selection for SW-MP
and DEU codes
 Free cardinality for SW-MP
and DEU codes

Existence

2 Psr2 (W  1)2 L2

 Psr e B  L 2N W  2   B 2Psr2NW

Remarks

≤1

(32)

Thus ―(32)‖ based on ―(25)‖, ―(29)‖, ―(30)‖ and ―(31)‖ can
be written as:

SW-MPtechnique

≤1

VII.

4K bT n B
RL

DEUtechnique

λ

The thermal noise is given as [4]-[5]:
2
I thermal


PROPERTIES OF SW-MP AND DEU CODES [18]-[19]

RL
e
KB
Psr
N

300 K
1030 Ω
1.6×10-19 Coulomb's
1.38054×10-23
-10 dBm
Vary
Any integer number

L

(W  N )
2
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Fig. 5. BER plotted against Psr for 40 users at the data rate 155Mbits/s.
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SW-MP (W=4, g= 2)
SAC-MP code (W=4)

0

10

Fig. 4. Bit error rate against simultaneous users at 155Mbits/s.

SW-MP outperforms MQC even for higher code‘s weight,
which is 13. This outperformance due to higher SNR in SWMP as compared with MQC. However, MQC code is utilized
for an ideal cross-correlation (λ= 1) where each system
employing MQC still suffers from MAI effect, thus preventive
the system performance for more improvement. Hence, this
boosts the signal‘s impairment eventually system performance
degradation.
In Fig. 5, performance of the system with regards to the
effective power Psr for 40 users at data rate of 155Mb/s for
considering PIIN, shot and thermal noises for MFH (q=16),
MQC (p=13), DEU (W=3) and SW-MP (W=3, g =2) codes is
evaluated. The figure demonstrates that the Psr of the BER of
10-9 is achieved with Psr ≈ -28 dBm for the SW-MP code
while the same BER is obtained as Psr ≈ -18 dBm, Psr ≈ -17
dBm and Psr ≈ -23dBm for the MFH, MQC and DEU codes,
respectively. Due to its good property the SW-MP code shows
better performance where an MAI impact is minimized when
g≥ 2 whereas for MFH and MQC codes are ―1‖, respectively as
the number of concurrent users increases. In particular, for
DEU code the maximum CC is ―1‖ between any two
neighboring users that minimizes the impact of MAI and this
sees in better performance compared to MQC and MFH codes.

Bit error rate (BER)

In Fig. 4, SW-MP is compared as a function of the number
of concurrent users versus BER with conventional SAC coding
technique MQC and DEU. The comparison has been carried
out in a free space setting with different values of parameters
when Psr = -10dBm at 155Mbits/s for MQC (p =16), DEU (W
=3), and SW-MP (W=3, g =2). As expected, SW-MP code is
having good result in terms of performance with regard to
DEU even for the same code‘s weight, which is 3 and this is
due to the elimination of the interference from different users
when the value of g ≥2. As seen from the result, for lower
weight (W=3) the quality of the received signal is satisfactory
and the BER = 10-9 is attained for almost ≈ 80 and ≈ 90 users
for DEU and SW-MP, respectively.
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Fig. 6. BER drawn against Psr for 15 users at the data rate 155Mbits/s.

Fig. 6 displays the BER drawn versus Psr for 40 users at a
data rate of 155Mbits/s considering the PIIN, thermal and shot
noises for SW-MP (hybrid system) and SAC-MP (conventional
system) codes. SW-MP is created with the parameters W=4 and
g =2 (two groups); SAC-MP code is selected with the weight
W=4. The acceptable error for reliable transmission (BER < 109
) is achieved for the SW-MP code with ≈ -22 dBm whereas
the same BER is achieved with ≈ Psr > -8 dBm for SAC-MP
code for 40 users. This is because the effect of MAI is
diminished when g≥ 2 for SW-MP while for SAC-MP is fixed
as the number of concurrent users increases. The figure proves
that SW-MP codes outperform SAC-MP codes by the
magnitude of almost three times.
VIII.

CONCLUSION

The study in this paper has provided a promising strategy to
constructing a code family for optical communication. The
main aspects of this code family have been studied extensively.
The theory and calculation findings of the system were
compared with the codes mentioned in the literature review.
The SW-MP technique is a SAC code reiterated diagonally in
wavelength domain. The in-phase CC has maximum value of
―1‖ in the similar group and zero with codes in different
groups. SW-MP code has several features like the freedom of
picking the number of users (free cardinality) than other codes,
workable code length and easy to carry out through FBGs. It‘s
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reported that the new code family was able to mitigate PIIN
noise efficiently and enhance the system performance
noticeably. It is mentioned that when the system is highly
populated with concurrent users, the SW-MP surpass almost
three times the traditional ones and the BER is reduced when
the value of g increments.

[8]

Furthermore, top of its excellence performing the SW-MP
codes need less complexity in terms of hardware for the
transmitter-receiver structure.

[10]

[9]
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Abstract—Technological evolvement of Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs) gave birth to an attractive research area for
health monitoring called Body Sensor Network (BSN). In BSN
tiny sensor nodes sense physiological data of patients under
medical health care and transmit this data to Base Station (BS)
and then forward to Medical Server (MS). BSN is exposed to
security threats due to vulnerable wireless channel. Protection of
human physiological data against adversaries is a major
addressable issue while keeping constrained resources of BSN
under consideration. Our proposed scheme consists of three
stages. In first stage deployment of initial secret key by the ward
Medical Officer (MO), in second stage secure key exchange and
node authentication, in third stage secure data communication
are performed. We have compared our proposed scheme with
three existing schemes. Our scheme is efficient in computation
cost, communication overhead and storage as compared to
existing schemes while providing enough security against the
adversaries.
Keywords—Body sensor network; hash
authentication; key agreement; session key

I.

function;

node

INTRODUCTION

The WSN applications in various fields like natural
disasters, habitat monitoring, battle field, and other emergency
services got the attention of the researchers [1], and WSN
evolved to BSN for medical applications. In 1996 T.G.
Zimmerman proposed the idea of Wireless Body Sensor
Networks (WBSNs) for the first time. These networks were
initially called Wireless Personal Area Network (WPANs). A
typical sensor node’s hardware consist on processor and
memory, wireless communication stack, analog to digital
converter and sensing [2]. BSN network comprised of low
power, low processing, small size, light weight body sensors
deployed on patient body which constantly monitor
Electroencephalogram (EEG), respiratory rate, heart rate,
Blood Pressure (BP) through by sensing then forward the real
time sensed patient data to BS outside the body for onward
transmitting to MS. After receiving patient data by MS, the
ward physician gives feedback for the patient health care
[3].The bandwidth for transmission in BSN is 10Kbps to

10Mbps [2]. BSN being challenging area of research have a
number of research directions such as its security, energy,
memory and data management. We accept the challenge of
secure and authentic transmission of patient physiological data
to the legal user (MO) of the network while keeping adversary
attacks and overall efficiency of BSN. For secure
communication between communicating parties it is essential
to confidentially share secret keys. Our proposed scheme
addresses the efficient key management and authentication to
encounter the possible attacks on the system and reduce the
human life risk. The three stages scheme is proposed where in
first stage the ward MO deploy initial master secret keys
in BSN equipments and stores the IDs of all sensor nodes in
BS for further establishing secure link, in second stage legal
nodes are authenticated and secure keys are established for the
transmission of the next stage data, in third stage secure
transmission of physiological data is performed. We compare
the efficiency of our scheme with existing schemes and
obtained results show that our proposed scheme is efficient in
communication overhead, computation cost and storage
requirement while provide protection against the attackers.
The rest of the paper is organized in sections. In Section II
“Related Work” the background and related security schemes
are critically discussed. In Section III “Network Model”,
Section IV “Radio Model”, Section V “Attack Model”,
Section VI “Proposed Protocol”, Section VII “Security
Analysis”, Section VIII “Performance Analysis” and
Section IX “Conclusion” are elaborated.
II. RELATED WORK
In scheme [4], [5] the proposed protocols sensor
association and key management have considered while in [4]
public key based authentication is used for the secure
association of sensor nodes with the controller, however
sensor with patient authentication is not considered that leads
to security lapse and an illegal node may join the network and
pick the patient data. Association between sensor nodes and
controller is tedious and high in computation cost. In [5] group
keys establishment and authentication is performed by group
device pairing where for obtaining group keys each sensor has
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to perform n + 3 times Modular Exponentiations (M-Exp)
operations and n represents total of sensors in BSN which over
burden the short resources sensor nodes and the
communication overhead and computation cost of this scheme
is quite high. In scheme [6], node to node authentication and
key agreement is performed and Diffie-Hellman (DH)
protocol is initially applied for the establishment of the secret
key which is vulnerable to man in the middle attack. In this
scheme, membership broad casting to all sensor nodes leads to
high communication and memory overhead. The problem with
[7] is that each received packet on each node is decrypted and
hash function is applied which clearly increase computational
cost and can’t suitable for BSN environment. Scheme [1] is
suitable for WSN but bulky for BSN as RSA public
cryptosystem is used. In scheme [8], a hybrid approach is used
where RSA is used for key agreement and symmetric cipher
for session data transmission. As RSA is a public
cryptosystem using 1024 bit key which is infeasible for the
resource constrained sensor nodes and has high computation
cost similarly it lacks node authentication. In [9] ECC is used
for Key agreement instead of RSA which somehow reduced
computation cost and memory requirement as ECC use 160
bits key but still costly due to hybrid (asymmetric and
symmetric) approach and no mechanism for node
authentication. Scheme [10] uses biometric technique for key
agreement using electrocardiogram. The generated session key
is used for secure transmission of patient data between sensors
and base station.
The keys generated through
electrocardiogram are long and random. Identical ECG signals
generate non linkable keys. Although this scheme provides
security but obtaining two signals from accurate similar
random biological signals is hard [11]. In scheme [12]
asymmetric cryptosystem is used for key establishment and
rekeying by utilizing DHECC and RSA. Specific routing
algorithm is used for efficiency purposes. However, this
scheme has unavoidable problems of high computation cost
and storage requirement due to PKC, RSA and DHECC and
inconvenient for tiny sensor nodes of BSN. Scheme [13] uses
smart card and password based user authentication for
patients’ health care with two stages of registration and login
and authentication. Before to access BSN each user has to be
registered with the gateway first and then the gateway issue
smart card to the system user which is used for accessing
patient data. Smart card contains login information to network.
After authentication a session for information communication
is generated between communicating parties. This technique
suffers from security flaws. In scheme [14] a preloaded secret
key is shared amongst all node of the network. Then another
secret session key for a specific session is generated by the
cryptographic protocol. This scheme can be used for a large
dynamic nature network. In proposed scheme [15] asymmetric
mechanism is applied for sharing secret key amongst nodes.
Then that key is used for the session data transmission
securely using symmetric cryptosystem. This seems to be
hybrid scheme where public key infrastructure is used for key
establishment and symmetric for secure communication. This
scheme is expensive in computational cost while using
asymmetric technique for key establishment. Scheme [16]
introduced a WBANs security suite; IAMKeys technique for
WBAN key management and KEMESIS for inter-sensors

transmission, random keys generation and ensuring security
by eliminating exchange of keys between body sensors. Inter
sensor communication over burden network overhead. To
avoid inter sensors communication over all network overhead
can be reduced. In scheme [17] AES based encryption which
is supported by CC2420 where all nodes involved in
communication receive share secret key through by a specific
server. MAC, CCM and CBC are used for encryption and
authentication. This is a platform dependency scheme. In
scheme [18] generation of 128 bits key is performed using IPI
and time difference is calculated by the peaks of the
ECG/PPG. Hamming distance error correction scheme is used.
The limitation of the scheme is that by a minute difference in
calculating IPI at sensor error correction code should be
applied for balancing keys. Calculating of IPI values require
enough time which slows down the BSN. In scheme [19] SCK
and ECC is used for authentication using pair of keys. Sensor
nodes are loaded with confidential data through KDC for this
identity of each sensor. Various parameters of EEC are used
for association of every patient in BSN. Association patients
and sensors is very difficult so the scheme is impractical for
large hospitals with hundreds of patients. In scheme [20] pair
of keys is established using ECC amongst sensors and BS.
Patients of BSN are authenticated using biometric device
attached to every sensor node. Attachment of biometric device
leads to more energy consumption and memory requirement
of the sensor. In scheme [21], a three tier architecture is
presented for health care application i.e. patients
authentication through by biometric, ECC for key agreement
and symmetric encryption for confidential session data
transmission with integrity. Each sensor is connected with a
small scanner for finger print for ID of patients. This is a
secure scheme but expensive with respect to computation cost
and energy overhead.
III. NETWORK MODEL
The network model comprises of low power sensors, base
station and medical server. Low power biosensor nodes are
deployed on patient body for sensing vital signs data. This
data is forwarded to a device called BS or Access Point (AP)
which acts as a controller. All BSN sensors access the base
station directly to avoid inter sensor communication and
reduce the BSN traffic. Base station is resourceful equipment
with no limits of storage, processing and energy. BS forward
health status received from sensing sensors to medical server.
MS stores health status record which is received by the ward
physician for speedy treatment. For interoperability
Zigbee/802.15.6 standards are preferred to be used and all
nodes are accessible at maximum up to two hopes. Fig. 1
represents the architecture of BSNs.

Fig. 1. BSNs architecture for patients in a ward of medical centre.
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IV. RADIO MODEL
We would prefer to use first order radio model for the
estimation of energy consumption by transmitting patient data
wirelessly in BSN. The basic parameters of the model are
for energy transmission, packet length and transmission
distance. Equation (1) for data transmission [22]:
(

)

{

Description
Patient in ward
Sensor node

PRNG

Pseudo Random Number Generator

R

random number
Session key
Number used once

) is the ratio of consumed power by a sensor
Where (
node in data transmission, power consumed is directly
proportional to the packet length and
distance. Power
consumption depends upon the communication distance, long
distance more energy consumption and short distance less
energy consumption.

The distance in our scheme
model
=
=10 pJ/bit/
amplifier energy factor.

Symbols

( )

()
( )
Equation (2) is used to measure the consumed energy on
patient data receiving where
( )
Energy required for
receiving data by a sensor node, is packet length and
Energy consumption per bit as:

<

so we use free space
is the free space model

V. ATTACK MODEL
It is assumed that the BSN equipment are in reach of the
attacker and may launch attacks like replay, eavesdropping,
masquerading etc. BSN communicate patient physiological
data which are the top personal secrets of the patient and
should be protected from illegal use to safe the human life
risk. For this purpose a cost effective and secure technique
should be developed to tackle these issues. Preloading of
initial secrets keys by the ward physician has to be done
securely. Legal and illegal nodes should be differentiated
through nodes authentication to protect the network from
unauthorized access of patents personal diseases information
and avoid masquerading attack. Secure exchange of secret
keys for the session data communication is the requirement of
our proposed scheme. As asymmetric cryptosystem is costly
so we would prefer to use symmetric cryptosystem for the
confidential communication of the patient data and avoid
eavesdropping, chosen cipher and plain text attacks.

NOTATION GUIDE

ID

Identification number of sensor

DES

Data encryption standard
Master secret key
One-way hash function
Cipher text
Encryption / Decryption with key

Unique IDs of the sensor nodes having
are stored in
BS and all relevant sensor nodes are deployed on patient body
for monitoring health status of patients.
B. Node Authentication Stage
Node authentication is important in a situation where two
or more biosensor nodes want to authenticate each other’s
identity or BS want to authenticate the identity of a legal node
in a data communication networks. In this stage, biosensor
nodes
send encrypted data to BS for authentication. BS
decrypts the received data and authenticates biosensor
nodes
. If authentication granted node will start secure
communication using session key otherwise node is black
listed and isolated from the network.
ALGORITHM.1. Key Agreement and Authentication
1.
2.

3.

Preload Patient Master secret key
and Biosensor
Biosensor
a. Generate random number (R)
pre session key
b. Generate
c.
(
)
d. Sends
Base Station
a. Computes(
b.

c.
d.
e.

VI. PROPOSED SCHEME
Our proposed scheme comprised on three stages,
deployment stage, node authentication stage and secure data
communication stage. The notations used throughout this
paper are listed in Table 1.

4.

A. Deployment Stage
Deployment stage is the first stage in which initially
required information are loaded to BSN devices. The
corresponding ward MO generates a master secret key
and deploys that key on MS, BS and sensor nodes.

6.

5.

)

If
Authentication
Else
Blacklist the biosensor
If Grant Authentication
Computes =
( )

on BS

called

( )
Grant

f. Sends
to MS and MO
Medical Server and Medical Officer
( )
a.
Computes
Base Station
a.
(
)
b. Sends
to Biosensor
Biosensor
a. (
)
( )

End
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Authentication is required to ensure that only authorized
nodes can join the network. Each sensor node has a default
Pseudo Random Number Generator (PRNG) which generates
a random number R called session key
and then
generate
. Sensor node concatenate
, session
key , its own unique ID and encrypt on pre loaded master
secret key
then transmit to BS. At other end BS decrypt
the received information by master secret key
compare
the received sensor node ID with its pre stored ID if matched,

Sensor

node is legal and authentication is granted and otherwise the
node is from intruder and black listed. After a node is
authenticated BS increment the received
by 1 then
encrypt it using session key
and sends to corresponding
sensor node which decrypt the received message by its
own
. Moreover, BS encrypts the session keys of
authenticated nodes using
and forward to MS and MO for
onward secure communication. The overall scenario of
proposed scheme is presented in Fig. 2.

MS

MO

System administrator initially deployed
BS and biosensor

on

Key deployment
PRNG pre install on sensor:
Generate random number (R) called
pre session key
(

𝐶

)

(
)
( )
BS compare received
with pre-stored
If
Authentication Granted
else Blacklisted
BS transmits encrypted session key to MS as:
( )
MS Decryption
( )
MS transmits encrypted session key to ward
specialist (MO) as:
𝐶
( )
BS increment received nonce by 1 and encrypted
using session key
as

(
𝐶
(

)

(

( )

)

Send to sensor nodes

)
Now secure communication can start using session key (

)

Fig. 2. Over all scenarios of proposed scheme.
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C. Secure Data Communication Stage
Secure communication of the sensed physiological data of
vital signs is performed inside the ward of a hospital so the
range of BSN in our proposed scheme is limited to a ward.
Sensor nodes deployed on patients are directly connected with
BS and the sensed patient data is forwarded to MS for quick
response of the physician. Each node has its own Session key
and all these keys are also stored on BS and MS as in stage
2 which are further used for secure communication as when a
message patient vital signs data packet is required to be sent to
MO by a sensor node. This data packet will be encrypted by
the session key
of that node and will be transmitted to
medical server through BS. Similarly the integrity of patient
data is gained by hash collision resistive Message Digest
(MD5) as hash of patient data (patient data) is taken and hash
value is obtained then to obtain secure
patient data and
is encrypted by session key
and is transmitted to MS
through BS. Now MS decrypt the received by
, and
patient data is obtained if ( hash taken of received patient
data by MS) is compared with
if found same then the
received message is original and not changed otherwise
changed by the attacker.
Fig. 3. Flow chart for secure data transmission.

ALGORITHM.2. Secure Data Communication
A. Sensor Node
I. For each sensor node
{
a.
(
)
+
b. Computes
(*
c. Sends
to MS through BS
}
II.
End for
D. Medical Server
I. For each biosensor node
{
+ )=
d. (*
( )
e.
(
)
f.
(
)
g. Accept if
hold
h. otherwise reject
}
End for

)

Security is depending upon two major parts. One as data
security and the second is data privacy. In data security we
study how data can be securely transmitted and stored and the
second part only authorized users can access the patient
personal information. In below Fig. 3 is represented the flow
chart of secure data communication.
VII. SECURITY ANALYSIS
The analysis to validate security features of our proposed
scheme is represented here. Our proposed scheme provides the
essentials
security
requirements
of
authentication,
confidentiality and integrity.

A. Node Authentication
Upon receiving the request from a node for becoming the
part of the network BS compare the ID of that sensor node
with its pre installed IDs, if both of the IDs i.e. the received ID
and the pre-stored ID are matched then that sensor node is
authenticated otherwise rejected and thrown out from network
by black listing that ID.
B. Data Confidentiality
In our proposed scheme, Master secret key is used for
confidentially and sharing the session key ( ). Session key is
used to make sure vital signs data transmission of patients
between sensor nodes with base station and medical server.
Confidentiality of patient is maintained through DES cipher
which encrypt the sensed
session data before to be
communicated to the BS and MS so that to protect this
personal data from the illegal reading .MS forward it to MO
for quick health care.
C. Patient Data Integrity
Data integrity is that feature of our scheme which obstructs
the alteration of the patient precious personal data from illegal
use for any bad intention. Integrity in our scheme is achieved
using hash collision resistive Message Digest (MD5) in such a
way that the received hash is compared with computed hash
( ) is similar then data is safe and not changed otherwise
incorrect data is received.
D. Scalability
Scalability is the property of our proposed scheme as
whenever a sensor node is required to be added to the network
or a sensor is to be removed from the network or a sensor is
needed to be changed due to low battery power or any other
fault by any of these activities the normal functionality of the
network is not affected.
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Performance analysis of our proposed scheme and two
existing schemes with respect to computational cost,
communication overhead, storage and energy consumption in
term of efficiency is given below.
A. Computational cost
No expensive and major operations like ECPM and M-Exp
are involved in our proposed scheme. In designed scheme
[12], four ECPM and two M-Exp operations and in scheme [8]
two M-Exp are used. Graph in Fig. 4 shows that our scheme is
efficient in computation cost as compare to [12],
as compare to [8] and
as compare to [23].
In our scheme we implement the experiment done in [24] on
MICA2 sensor that is operational with low power ATmega128
8-bit micro-controller at 7.3728 MHz, 128 KB nonvolatile
memory ( ROM) and 4 KB volatile memory ( RAM). One
major operation ECPM uses 0.81s using 160 bits elliptic curve
[25] and RSA 1024 bits M-Exp takes 22 seconds [26]. DES
encryption and decryption execution time [27] is same which
4.543859 seconds. We calculate the computation cost of our
scheme in comparison with the [8], [12] on the basis of the
results of [23], [24], [26]-[28].
According to scheme [28] the 3rd generation MICA2
needs 2.66s for pairing computation. The computational time
of our proposed scheme is negligible as compared with others
existing schemes [8], [12] because we used symmetric
algorithm for encryption and decryption as well as our scheme
is more suitable for resource constraint environment of BSN.
One ECPM operation consumes 19.1Mj and one pairing
computation operation consumes 62.73mJ energy [24], [28].
Our scheme have no major operation so energy consumption
as compared to others existing schemes is negligible.
TABLE II.

ASSOCIATED PARAMETER AND DATA SIZE INVOLVED IN DATA
COMMUNICATION

3) Computation cost of our proposed scheme is compared
with scheme [23] as:
Computation cost efficiency:
(

(

1024 bits
160 bits
64 bits
128 bits
48 bits
16 bits
Comparison of Computation Cost of existing and proposed
1) Computation cost of our proposed scheme is compared
with scheme [8] as:
Computation cost efficiency:
(

)
(
)
(
)
2) Computation cost of our proposed scheme is compared
with scheme [12] as:
Computation cost efficiency:
(

)
(

(

)

)
))

Proposed Secheme
M. Hamdy et al Scheme[12]
Z. Mehmood et al Scheme[8]
Lee et al [23]

700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

(Number of Nodes)

Fig. 4. Computational cost comparison.

B. Communication Overhead
The proposed scheme communication overhead as
compared with other existing schemes [8], [12], [23] and the
computed values are shown in Tables 3, 4 and 5 and then
design graph according to these computed values which are
shown in Fig. 5.
Communication overhead of our proposed scheme with
schemes [8], [12], [23] is represented in Fig. 5 where our
scheme shows 84.2% as compared to scheme [8], 85.7%
efficiency than scheme [12] and 78.57% than [23].

Data Size

RSA Key
ECC Key
DES Session Key
Master Secret Key
Sensor ID

(

(

800

TABLE III.

Associated Parameters

))

(

Computational Cost in ms)

VIII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD COMPARISON WITH Z.
MEHMOOD ET AL.

Scheme

Communication
Overhead

Z. Mehmood et al. [8]
Proposed

(1024+192)bits
(128+16+48) bits

TABLE IV.

% = 84.2 %

COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD COMPARISON WITH M. HAMDY
ET AL.
Communication
Overhead

Scheme
M. Hamdy et al.
[12]
Proposed
TABLE V.

Communication
Overhead Reduction
in Percent

Communication
Overhead Reduction in
Percent

(1024+320)bits
(128+16+48) bits

% = 85.7 %

COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD COMPARISON WITH LEE ET AL.

Scheme

Communication
Overhead

Lee et al. [23]
Proposed

2(160+160+128)bits
(128+16+48) bits

Communication
Overhead Reduction in
Percent
% = 78.57 %

)
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12000

(Communication Cost in Bits)

TABLE VIII. STORAGE COMPARISON OF PROPOSED SCHEME
AND LEE ET AL

Proposed Scheme
M. Hamdy et al Scheme[12]
Z. Mehmood et al Scheme[8]
Lee et al [23]

14000

Schemes

,

Lee et al.
[23]

10000

Approximate key
size in bits
160+160+128

Key stored

,

8000

Percent reduction
in memory storage

% = 28.57%

128+128+48+16

Proposed

6000
4000

16000

2000

14000

Proposed Scheme
M. Hamdy et al Scheme[12]
Z. Mehmood et al Scheme[8]
Lee et al [23]

12000

0
2

4

6

8

10

(Number of Bits)

0

(Number of Nodes)

Fig. 5. Communication overhead comparison.

10000

C. Memory Requirement for Key Storage
The proposed scheme memory for key storage as
compared with other existing schemes [8], [12], [23] and the
computed values are shown in Tables 6, 7 and 8 and then
design graph according to these computed values which is
shown in Fig. 6.
The NIST standard key size for algorithms AES, DES,
RSA, ECC is given in Table 2. Fig. 6 represent analysis of
memory requirement our proposed scheme with schemes [8],
[12], [23]. Our proposed scheme reduces 75% as compare to
scheme [8], 80% memory requirements as compare to scheme
[12] and 28.57 than [23].
TABLE VI.

8000
6000
4000
2000
0
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8

10

(Number of Nodes)

Fig. 6. Memory requirement for key storage.

D. Key Agreement and Authentication Delay
The delay in authentication and key agreement of the
proposed scheme in comparison with existing schemes [8],
[12], [23] is shown in graph Fig. 7 where the delay of our
proposed scheme is very less and negligible.

STORAGE COMPARISON OF PROPOSED SCHEME AND Z.
MEHMOOD ET AL.
800

Schemes

Key
stored

Approximate key
size in bits

Percent reduction
in memory storage

Proposed Scheme
M. Hamdy et al Scheme[12]
Z. Mehmood et al Scheme[8]
Lee et al [23]

700
600

,

128+128 +1024
,
128+128+48+16

Proposed

500

(Time in ms)

Z. Mehmood et
al. [8]

% = 75%

400
300
200

TABLE VII.

100

STORAGE COMPARISON OF PROPOSED SCHEME AND M.
HAMDY ET AL.

0
0

Schemes
M. Hamdy et
al. [12]

Key
stored
,
,

Approximate
key size in bits
, e,

160+160+
1024+128+
128
% = 80%

Proposed

, ,

128+128+48+16

2

4

6

8

10

(Nuumber of Nodes)

Percent reduction
in memory
storage

Fig. 7. Key agreement and authentication delay.

E. Energy Consumption for Authentication and key
Agreement
The communication distance of our proposed scheme is
less than 100 meters as per the standard size of the ward as the
distance in our scheme d <
so we use free space model
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=
=10 pJ/bit/
where
is the amplifier energy factor
of the free space model. Graph in Fig. 8 shows that our
scheme is quite better than the existing schemes [8], [12],
[23].

[9].

[10].
Proposed Scheme
M. Hamdy et al Scheme[12]
Z. Mehmood et al Scheme[8]
Lee et al[23]
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3000
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0
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Number of Nodes)

[14].
Fig. 8. Energy consumption for authentication and key agreement.
[15].

IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an efficient key agreement and nodes
authentication scheme is presented which is compared with
other solutions to prove the efficiency of our proposed
scheme. Our proposed three stages solution not only protects
patient data from unauthorized elements but also overcome the
weaknesses of the existing schemes and thus proves its
suitability for the resource constrained environment of BSNs.
The comparison of the existing three schemes and our scheme
has shown that our scheme leads in efficiency as 90.99% in
computation cost as compared to M. Hamdy et al., 89.67% as
compare to Z. Mehmood et al. and 69.98% as compared to
Lee et al. 85.7% in communication overhead than M. Hamdy
et al., 84.2% than Z. Mehmood et al. and 78.57% than Lee et
al. in storage, 80% than M. Hamdy et al., 75% than Z.
Mehmood et al. and 28.57% than Lee et al.
[1].
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Abstract—As a relevant communication structure for
integrated circuits, Network-on-Chip (NoC) architecture has
attracted a range of research topics. Compared to conventional
bus technology, NoC provides higher scalability and enhances the
system performance for future System-on-Chip (SoC).
Divergently, we presented the packet-switching router design for
2D NoC which supports 2D mesh topology. Despite the offered
benefits compared to conventional bus technology, NoC
architecture faces some limitations such as high cost
communication, high power consumption and inefficient router
pipeline usage. One of the proposed solutions is 3D design. In this
context, we suggest router architecture for 3D mesh NoC, a
natural extension of our prior 2D router design. The proposal
uses the wormhole switching and employs the turn mod negativefirst routing algorithm Thus, deadlocks are avoided and dynamic
arbiter are implemented to deal with the Quality of Service (QoS)
expected by the network. We also adduce an optimization
technique for the router pipeline stages. We prototyped the
proposal on FPGA and synthesized under Synopsys tool using
the 28 nm technology. Results are delivered and compared with
other famous works in terms of maximal clock frequency, area,
power consumption and estimated peak performance.
Keywords—3D network on chip; router optimization; turn
model; parallel communication; router pipeline stages

I.

INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, the evolution of technology has
shrunk the dimension of transistor and made possible its
integration of billions on the same chip. Thus, this increasing
number of transistor densities allows the integration of
countless cores on a single chip. Therefore, it requires a
powerful on-chip interconnection scheme to satisfy the
communication between the large numbers of cores on chip
[1]. As this communication plays a major role in determining
the system performance, traditional on-chip interconnection
schemes are no longer suitable for multi-Processor System on
Chip (MPSoC) due to their lack of parallelism integration,
scalability and resource management [2]. Recently, Network
on Chip (NoC) has been introduced as the best candidate to
handle the on-chip communication requirements overcoming
the limitations of traditional interconnections [3]. NoC

architectures are mainly composed of the router, which allows
packets’ distribution along the network, the network interface
which grants network access and the link which permits the
connection of NoC components. Based on a scalable
architecture, NoC enables high bandwidth and overalls the
system performances [4]. Concurrently, transistor densities
keep increasing. They in fact render the integration of hundreds
of cores on a planner chip not satisfying for future applications.
The latter are getting more complex demanding a higher
performance system to handle parallel computing and provide
higher bandwidth. At the same time, semiconductor industries
are exploiting three dimensional integrated circuits (3D IC)
which provide short global interconnects, lower power
consumption, and higher performance [5]. Bringing together
2D NoC architecture with 3D IC technology, makes the design
of 3D NoC possible which is a stack multiple die in the vertical
axis that are interconnected through silicon via (TSV) [6].
Compared to 2D NoC, 3D NoC offers higher performance and
higher package density. Thus, 3D NoC satisfies the on-chip
communication requirements for future MPSoC.
In this paper, we propose extensible, flexible and efficient
router architecture and its implementation for 2D and 3D mesh
topologies. We present optimized router pipeline stages in
order to reduce their dependencies and improve the router
efficiency. The proposal adopts wormhole switching
techniques, turns model negative-first routing algorithm to
avoid deadlocks and a dynamic arbiter to improve the Quality
of Service(QoS) expected by the 3D NoC. In order to evaluate
the performance and the hardware cost, we prototype the
proposal on FPGA and compare it with other designs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
deals with related work. Section 3 gives an overview of the 2D
router architecture. Section 4 tackles the optimized pipeline
stages of the 3D router in detail. Section 5 provides the results
evaluation to conclude the dissertation in Section 6.
II.

RELATED WORK

Many works have been proposed in literature addressing
the on-chip interconnection design challenges. One of the
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brilliant solutions is the extension from 2D NoC to the 3D NoC
architectures. The proposed 3D NoC design used 3D mesh
topology due to its simplicity, regularity, scalability as it is a
direct extension of the 2D mesh topology. In [7], the authors
investigated resilience and adaptivity against fault on 3D NoC.
They proposed a fault-tolerant routing algorithm named 4NPFirst. Compared to stochastic random walk routing scheme,
their turn model-based-routing algorithm shows better
robustness against fault. However, their architecture
implements two virtual channels, one for the transmitted
original packet and the second for the redundant packet. Such a
technique has a negative impact on the power consumption and
the hardware cost. In [8], the authors presented AFRA, a
deadlock free routing algorithm that tolerates faults for 3D
mesh NoC. When faults are not detected, AFRA sends packets
through ZXY. If there is fault detection, however, flits are
forwarded through XZXY. This routing scheme shows good
performance and robustness against faults. Nonetheless, AFRA
focuses only on vertical link faults and ignores horizontal
faults. Despite not requiring any additional virtual channels to
avoid deadlock, it needs some global information to be stored
for some overhead to be added to the router hardware
complexity. In [9], the authors proposed 3D mesh NoC. Their
scalable architecture adopts wormhole switching and
implements look-ahead-routing algorithm. Their hardware
implementation on FPGA illustrates a good performance in
terms of area and maximal clock frequency. However, the
deadlock situation may rise with any adaptive routing
algorithm. In order to avoid deadlocks, they have to make their
routing algorithm minimal or use virtual channels. In [10],
authors investigated on topology and routing algorithm for 3D
NoC. They suggested a modified structure of tree topology in
order to reduce the degree and the diameter of the network
which are vital characteristics for the network topology
affecting the system performance. However, future
applications require high throughput and low latency which
cannot be provided by 3D tree topology. In [11], the authors
introduced adaptive router architecture for heterogeneous 3D
NoC. They implement a deadlock free adaptive routing
algorithm. Compared with homogenous router, they modify the
TSV selector and the routing logic blocks which enable
hardware cost reduction and performance improvement. Only
if the destination node is in a different layer, the TSV selector
chooses a valid router as a vertical hub for interlayer routing;
otherwise the routing logic would have a similar structure as
2D router. Conversely, heterogeneous NoC has a fixed
topology and cannot be customized regarding an application
requirement. In [12], authors presented router architecture for
symmetric 3D mesh NoC. They implement dimension order
XYZ routing algorithm that adopts credit-based flow control
and uses virtual channel to avoid deadlock. A priority-basedscheduling is used to support and manage the different levels
of QoS. Their results display a low latency and high
bandwidth. However, their design suffers from area and power
overheads. In [13], we proposed router architecture for 3D
mesh based NoC. We implemented turn model negative-first
routing algorithm in order to avoid deadlock conflicts. We

adopted a packets priority scheme and round robin arbiter to
ensure the QoS expected by the network. However, the
proposal suffers from dependency between router pipeline
stages which increases the hardware cost affecting the average
latency of the network.
In this study, we suggest 3D NoC router based on our
preceding design [13], [14]. The proposal implements the
Negative-First 3D turn model routing algorithm which employs
some routing restrictions to prevent packets from deadlock. It
also uses dynamic arbiter to fairly serve packets and enlace the
QoS. We go through the optimized router pipeline stages in
detail and its impact on reducing the hardware cost and on
improving the system performance in terms of bandwidth.
III.

2D ROUTER ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 1 illustrates the NoC topology which is a 3x3 size
mesh using wormhole switching policy and the credit-based
flow control. To locate and differentiate between routers in the
network, we give every router a unique address defined in XY
coordinates. Each router can be connected with maximum of
four adjacent routers as well as the local intellectual property
(IP). The number of ports per router depends on its position in
the network. In order to reduce the chip area and the power
consumption, we have to eliminate any unused ports.
In their way to destination, packets must come across three
pipeline stages as shown in Fig. 2. The first stage is the routing
calculation (RC) in which the destination address is compared
to the router address in order to define the next output port.
Then, this information is sent to the next stage which is the
switch allocation (SA). Based on its arbiter, this stage fairly
serves packets to each destination. Finally, the information
about the adequate output port is sent to the semi-crossbar
traversal stage (ST) ensuring the traversal of packets to their
destinations [14].

Fig. 1. 3x3 NoC mesh topology.
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Fig. 2. 2D Router pipeline stages without optimization.

IV.

Fig. 3. 3D router pipeline stages with optimization.

3D ROUTER ARCHITECTURE

A. Optimized Router Pipeline Stages
We optimize a previous version of our 3D router design
[13]. Fig. 3 shows the 3D router pipeline stages. As for the 2D
router, the pipeline stages are the routing calculation, the
switch allocation and the semi-crossbar traversal.
We observe in typical pipeline stages a dependency
between the routing calculation stage and the switch allocation
stage. Each packet must wait for control signals to move from
one phase to another. This fact increases the latency of the
network. We break those stages’ dependency by executing the
routing calculation process and the switch allocation
concurrently. Furthermore, on the previous routing calculation
process, to define the output port, the X address of the flit is
first compared to the X address of router, the Y address of the
flit is then compared to the Y address of router to finally
compare the Z address of the flit to the Z address of router.
This makes the routing algorithm more complex and affects the
hardware complexity of the router.

Fig. 4. 3D NoC based on 3x3x3 mesh topology.

Therefore we will compare the flit address with the router
address without any decoded comparison. By using those
optimizations, we aim to reduce the hardware cost and the
communication latency of the network design.
B. Topology
As shown in Fig. 4, the NoC topology is a 3x3x3 size
mesh. Each router can contain up to seven bidirectional ports.
One port is connected to the local IP while the other six are
connected to the adjacent routers in each direction of the
network (north, east, south, west, up and down). Each router is
defined by its XYZ coordinates. We choose the 3D mesh
topology because it is the direct extension of 2D mesh
topology and also due to several advantages like simplicity of
implementation, regularity and scalability over other
topologies.
C. Communication Flow
The proposal adopts the wormhole switching policy. As
shown in Fig. 5, the packet is composed of two types of flits;
the header flit and the body flit. The header flit is composed of
32 bits. First, six bits are allocated to the destination address.

Fig. 5. Packet format.

One bit is then allocated to the quality of service required by
the NoC. Next four bits are allocated to the flit number per
packet. Next three bits are allocated to the packet priority
leaving the rest of the bits to constitute an extension. The body
flit is composed of 32 bits data payload. The packet format and
the flit size can be changed according to the application
specifications.
D. Routing algorithm and deadlock avoidance
In [15], Glass presented the turn model for partially
adaptive routing algorithm and targeted the mesh topology.
This model designs a wormhole routing algorithm without the
addition of physical or virtual channels. The principal of this
model is to study all turns that can be taken by the packets in
the network from source node to destination node as well as the
cycles formed by those turns. A turn is referred to as a 90
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degree change in the direction of the packet and the cycle is
referred to as four turns. Those cycles may enter packets into
dependencies waiting named deadlocks leading to the network
frailer. Therefore, they eliminate enough turns to prevent
cycle’s concurrency and make a deadlock-free routing
algorithm. Fig. 6 shows an example of deadlock involving four
packets. Fig. 6(a) displays a deadlock situation between
packets from different plans. Fig. 6(b) presents a deadlock
situation between packets belonging to the same plan.

In order to define the output port, the routing calculation
process compares the destination address of the flit with the
current router address and it takes into consideration the
restriction turns by the negative-first routing algorithm to avoid
deadlock:
 If the destination address is equal to the router address +
1, then the output port will be px, else the output port
will be nx.
 If the destination address is equal to the router address +
3, then the output port will be py, else the output port
will be ny.
 If the destination address is equal to the router address +
9, then the output port will be pz, else the output port
will be nz.

Fig. 6. Deadlock involving four packets from: (a) different plans, (b) same
plans.

In 3D mesh, when flits travel between routers to reach their
destination, they can pursue six directions: north, east, south,
west, up and down. Each flit can make up to 24 turns, 8 turns
in each plan (x,y), (x,z) and (y,z). In order to eliminate
deadlock, we have to break cycles by prohibiting two turns at
each plan. Glass [15] has proposed three turn model routing
algorithms which are negative-first, west-first and north-last.
We chose the negative-first routing algorithm since it is a
simple extension in 3D, symmetric and doesn’t require a
packet ordering. The analysis of turns in the turn model is
based on the XYZ coordinates and the directions of the flits in
the network are defined by north, east, south, west, up or down.
Thus, to simplify the terminology, the +y is north direction, the
+x is east direction, the –y is south direction, the –x is west
direction, the +z is up direction and the –z is down direction.
The Negative-First routing algorithm routes packets first
adaptively along –x, –z and –y and then adaptively along +y,
+x and +z. We illustrate in Fig. 7(a) the prohibited turns in
different four routers of the network. Regarding its position in
the network, each router must eliminate turns from positive
direction to negative direction in order to avoid deadlock. As
shown in Fig. 7(b), solid lines indicate the allowed turns and
the dash lines indicate the prohibited turns in negative-first
routing algorithm from each plan of the 3D mesh. When flits
are received by the input ports, each input port of each router
performs the routing calculation independently of each other.
So, the router can handle up to seven flits at the same time.
This distributed routing is used to decrease the router latency
and the average latency of the network.

E. Switch allocation
The router implements distributed arbitration schemes.
Thus, the switch allocator contains seven arbiter modules
similar to the ones presented in Fig. 8 (one arbiter for each
input port). The arbiter controls the connection between input
ports and output ports. In order to avoid conflicts, especially
when different flits from different input ports demand access to
the same output port at the same time, an arbitration scheme is
necessary to serve flits fairly. We use a dynamic arbiter that is
composed of priority based scheduling, C-element ports and
round-robin arbiter. The proposed arbiter prevents and solves
conflicts access to the output port based on the priority
comparator that compares the incoming flits priorities. It also
provides the highest flits priority signals to the C-elements
combining those signals with the corresponding requestor to be
sure that there is at least one flit demand access to the output
port. Then the C-elements send this information to the roundrobin arbiter. In this manner, only flits with the highest priority
and that demand access to the output port will be served.

Fig. 7. (a) prohibited turns in four routers of 3D NoC (b) six turns allowed
(solid arrows) in negative first routing.
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frequency, area, power consumption and the estimated peak
performance.

Fig. 8.

A. FPGA Based Design
FPGA implementation of the proposed has been performed
on Xilinx Virtex5 XC5VFX70T FPGA board using Xilinx ISE
13.1 design software. The parameters used to simulate 2D and
3D routers designs are presented in Table 1. Table 2 presents a
comparison of the hardware evaluation results for both designs.
The results indicate that the 3D router is 1.29 times faster than
the 2D router. The estimated peak performance of the 3D
router is 1.32 times greater than the 2D router. Compared to the
2D router, the hardware cost and the power consumption are
decreased by 61.2% and 61.7% respectively. Thanks to the
optimization used in the router pipeline stages design, results
confirm an important improvement on the hardware
complexity.

Arbitre module.

TABLE I.
Router Parameters

2D router

3D Router

Flit size (bit)

32

32

Switching

wormhole

wormhole

Flow control

Credit based

Handshaking

Scheduling

Dynamic arbiter

Dynamic arbiter

TABLE II.

Fig. 9. (a) semi-crossbar circuit, (b) multiplexer of port p, and (c)
multiplexer of port n.

F. Semi-Crossbar traversal
The final pipeline stage is the semi-crossbar which is
similar to a bridge that interconnects the output port of the
current router with the input port of the next router. The semicrossbar waits for information signal about the selected output
port from the switch allocator. Regarding this information, the
semi-crossbar establishes an interconnection and sends flits to
the adequate output port. The flit number per packet signal
informs the semi-crossbar that all flits are transmitted and the
channel is free to be used by another flits transmission. The
semi-crossbar is based on multiplexer circuit. It uses seven
multiplexers, one for each output port as presented in Fig. 9.
Regarding the negative-first routing algorithm restrictions, we
need to use two types of multiplexers, one for ports type p
which can receive flits from any input port as shown in
Fig. 9(b) and the other for ports type n which can only receive
flits from input port n or from local port as shown in Fig. 9(c).
V.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section starts with an overview of the hardware
complexity between the 2D and the proposed 3D routers
designs. Then, it provides a Synopsis of different router
implantations. Finally, it presents a results’ comparison of the
proposed design with other designs. The proposed router is
designed and simulated in VHDL language at RTL level. The
implementation and evaluation results targeted both FPGA and
ASIC technologies and are provided in terms of maximal clock

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

COMPARISON BETWEEN 2D AND 3D ROUTERS HARDWARE
COMPLEXITIES

Designs

2D router

3D Router

Frequency (MHz)

164

146

Area (Slice)

1200

2800

Power (mW)

13

32

Estimated peak
performance (Gbits/s)

53

46

Table 3 shows an overview of the different router
implementations. The number of ports of the router depends on
its position in the network. Hence, we have four routers of
different port numbers: the 7-Port router which is located at the
center of the cube and similar to the router R (1,1,1) of Fig. 4.
We also have the 6-Port router which is situated at the center of
the cube faces and similar to the router R (1,1,0) of Fig. 4. The
5-Port router which is to be found at the middle of the cube
edges and similar to the router R (1,0,1) of Fig. 4. The 4-Ports
router which is positioned at the vertex of the cube and similar
to the router R (0,0,0) of Fig. 4. As can be seen by this table,
the maximal clock frequency is decreased when the number of
ports per router rises. This decreasing number of frequency is
caused by the growth of the arbiter scheduling phase. Other
metrics to evaluate the proposal is the estimated peak
performance per router which depends on the maximal clock
frequency, the flit size and the number of cycles to transmit one
flit:
PPperport = (Fmax / T) * flit size
As the maximal clock frequency decreases, the estimated
peak performance falls because it is related to the frequency of
the design. The hardware resources and the power consumption
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are increased when the number of ports per router rises. These
increasing numbers can be explained by the growth of the
router complexity.

frequency reaches 168 MHz and the estimated peak
performance extends to 53.76 Gbits/s.
TABLE V.

TABLE III.

RESULTS OF ROUTERS IMPLEMENTATION ON FPGA
Design

[11]

[13]

[16]

Topology

3D Mesh

3D Mesh

3D Mesh

Number of
ports

7

7

7

32

Routing
algorithm

Adaptive

Negativefirst

Minimal

46

Frequency
(MHz)

327

107

250

Area (Slice)

1391

7800

11550

FPGA device

Virtex-6

Virtex-5

Virtex-4

Designs

4-Port
Router

5-Port
Router

6-Port
Router

7-Port
Router

Frequency
(MHz)

188

164

156

146

Area (Slice)

900

1200

2000

2800

Power (mW)

10

13

23

Estimated peak
performance
(Gbits/s)

60

53

50

TABLE IV.

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED ROUTER WITH
OTHER STATE OF THE ART ONES

PROPOSED ROUTER RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT VIRTEX FPGA
DEVICES

FPGA

Vitex-4

Virtex-5

Virtex-6

Topology

3D Mesh

3D Mesh

3D Mesh

Number of
ports

7

7

7

Routing
algorithm

Negativefirst

Negativefirst

Negative-first

Frequency
(MHz)

93

146

158

Area (Slice)

2101

2764

1355

Estimated Peak
Performance
per port
(Gbits/s)

29

46

50

In order to compare the proposed router with other designs,
we implemented it in three different FPGA technologies as
illustrated in Table 4. Results of other routers prototyped in
FPGA are provided in terms of maximal clock frequency and
area as shown in Table 5. The authors of [11] describe router
architecture for 3D heterogonous NoC. Their architecture uses
adaptive routing and was implemented in Virtex-6 FPGA.
Previously in [13] we described router architecture for 3D
mesh-based NoC. The design adopts the negative-first turn
model routing algorithm and has been implemented in Virtex-5
FPGA. The authors of [16] describe buffer-less router
architecture for 3D NoC. Their architecture uses minimal
routing and has been implemented in Virtex-4 FPGA. The
results demonstrate that area wise, the proposal outperforms all
other designs. The proposal is 1.02, 2.82 and 5.49 times
smaller than routers of [11], [13] and [16] respectively. The
results show that when speaking of maximal clock frequency,
the proposal is 1.37 times faster than router of [13]. This also
proves that the proposal underperforms the routers of [11] and
[16] in terms of maximal clock frequency because we use a
disturbed routing and arbitration. However, it allows the router
to handle up to seven packets at the same time. The proposal
increases the throughput while maintaining an area/speed
trade-off. It even gives a better performance when we use
advanced FPGA technology like Virtex-7. The estimated clock

TABLE VI.

AREA AND POWER CONSUMPTION OF THE 2D AND THE 3D
ROUTERS IN ST FD-SOI 28 NM TECHNOLOGY

Router

Area (µm2)

Leak. Power
(mW)

Dyn. Power
(mW)

3D

5029.82

0.1207

3.8051

2D

2197.81

0.0414

1.5385

B. ASIC Based Design
In order to evaluate area overhead and power consumption,
the 2D and the 3D routers are synthesized by the Synopsys
Design Vision tool. This tool uses the FD-SOI 28 nm
technology assuming an operating point of 1GHz and a supply
voltage of 1V. The resulting area, leakage and dynamic power
consumption estimations of each router were extracted from
the synthesized circuit and summarized in Table 6. Compared
to the 2D router, the 3D router shows a augmentation of about
2.2 times for area, and about 2.53 times for power, due to the
additional hardware requirements of the 3D router.
Table 7 illustrates a comparison in terms of area and power
consumption of the proposed 3D router with two other routers
presented in [17] and [18]. Our choice has been fixed on these
routers due to their remarkable performance. The authors of
[17] describe robust router architecture that implements an
adaptive routing algorithm ensuring fault tolerance both in
router components and network links. It also provides high
throughput by avoiding deadlocks without any use of virtual
channels. The authors of [18] designate router architecture for
vertically/partially connected 3D NoC based on stacked 2D
Mesh topology. Their router implements Elevator-First routing
algorithm that avoids deadlocks by using only two virtual
channels in the plane. The results show that in terms of area,
the proposed 3D router is 18.27 and 14.33 times smaller than
the router of [17] and [18], respectively.
The results indicate that the proposed 3D router is
characterized by the best leakage power consumption with a
reduction of about 76.3% relatively to [17]. Dynamic power
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consumption wise, the proposed router outperforms the 2D
router of [17] with a reduction of about 28.8%. The
augmentation relative to the 3D router of [18] is only about
15.06%. This upsurge can only be explained by the use of
dynamic arbiter that needs more computation than the roundrobin arbiter used in [18].

[3]

TABLE VII.

[6]

COMPARISON IN TERMS OF AREA AND POWER CONSUMPTION
WITH OTHER ROUTERS
Area (µm2)

Leak. Power
(mW)

Dyn. Power
(mW)

[7]

[17]

94189.68

0.511

5.346

[8]

[18]

72087.00

-

3.000

3D

5029.82

0.120

3.805

CONCLUSION

In this dissertation, we adduced the router design for 3D
mesh NoC topology which establishes an extension of our
former work. We presented 3D NoC router architecture in
detail and labelled its pipeline stages optimization, prototyped
its architecture on FPGA and synthesized under Synopsys tool
using the 28 nm technology. We assessed the proposal
performance in terms of maximal clock frequency, area, power
consumption and bandwidth and compared it with other
famous works. Evaluation results prove that concerning clock
frequency, the proposal is 1.37 times faster than our preceding
work but it underperforms the routers of [11] and [16] because
we use a disturbed routing and arbitration. Hardware cost wise,
the proposal is 18.27 and 14.33 times smaller than the router of
[17] and [18], respectively. Therefore, it has also been revealed
that the best performance is exemplified in a 76.3% reduction
of the leakage power consumption with low dynamic power
consumption. Additionally, the proposal validates high
performance improvement when compared to both the 2D
router and 3D router designs thanks to the optimization
method. Results have as well verified the capacity of the
proposal to handle cost/performance trade-off for 3D NoC.

[2]

[5]

Router

VI.

[1]

[4]
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Abstract—An Ultra High Frequency (UHF) half-loop antenna
used in Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems is
proposed with a planar patterned metamaterial structure of
compact size. The size of the planar patterned metamaterial
structure is (0.20λ*0.20λ*0.0023λ) mm3. This antenna consists of
two metamaterial unit cells having negative permittivity and
permeability. Simulation results of input return loss, radiation
pattern, and directivity of this antenna are presented using CST
software. A comparison between the conventional antenna and
the new metamaterial half-loop antenna is also provided. The
simulated results show that the metamaterial antenna has a
resonance frequency of 0.866 GHz, a realized gain of 1.96 dB,
and an efficiency increase of about 20%. Simulation and
measurement results are in perfect agreement, which proves that
the proposed antenna can operate in the UHF band for RFID
systems.
Keywords—Loop antenna;
RFID system; UHF band

I.

metamaterial;

miniaturization;

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, antennas play a very important role in tracking
any object using the automatic identification technology. This
technique has been increased in many fields like industry,
business, food and library management, and so on [1]. In
wireless communications, the RFID systems are one of the
most promising technologies [2] that emerged after automatic
identification to detect any object anywhere [3], [4]. They are
now widespread in many industrial applications such as
merchant flow tracking, stock, control, and supply chain
management [5], [6].
The UHF RFID systems are used in different regions of
the world. We will be interested in the European UHF band
which is between 865MHz and 868 MHz [7], [8]. The
drawback of this band is the need of a large antenna, which
led researchers to look for a solution minimizing the size of
the antenna while keeping its performance. There are several
methods of reducing the size of the antenna such as the use of
short circuits (PIFA), slot antennas, and fractal shapes [9][12]. However, these techniques do not allow having a good
performance in terms of impedance, directivity, and large
wide band, hence the interest in the use of metamaterials [13],
[14] to decrease the resonance frequency and maintain the
performance of the antenna. Metamaterials, which were
propounded by Victor Veselago in 1968, are also called lefthanded materials (LHM) because the vectors E, H, and K form
a left-handed system [15], [16].

This work treats a half-loop antenna coupled with a novel
structure of metamaterial to decrease the resonance frequency
by 20% and increase the gain by 76%. The obtained results are
shown by a numerical software using CST-MWS and
validated by experimental results. The presented paper falls
into three parts. In the first section, the physical and design for
the structure of metamaterial are presented and simulated
regarding the S11 and S12 to find the permeability and
permittivity. The second section shows the simulation results
for the proposed antenna presenting the return loss and the
realized gain, that’s why in the thirst section; the antenna is
coupled with metamaterial to achieve the desired results in
terms of the resonance frequency, realized gain and radiation
pattern. In the last section, the metamaterial is validated by the
experimental result.
II.

PRESENTATION OF THE NEW METAMATERIAL
STRUCTURE

The concept of artificial material, i.e. metamaterial, was
synthesized in the late 90s. However, in the past 20 years, the
interest in metamaterial technology has strongly increased
with researchers on superlens and telecommunication
environments, including transmission lines and antenna
applications. Metamaterials are artificial materials obtained by
regulating the interactions of materials with electromagnetic
(EM) waves to make them acquire specific properties [17].
The photonic metamaterial patterns to be incorporated on the
antenna were made through 4-level fractal structures, which
are sometimes called a space filling curves. The fractal pattern
is generated by a master line or the first level of the structure.
The multi-band functionality and sub-wavelength effect are
the two most important features of this S and U-shaped fractal.
The main advantages of the fractal cell are its sub-wavelength
properties, simple architecture, and wide application. The subwavelength allows the system to have a smaller size when
compared with the wavelength. Thus, the cell can behave as a
compact reflector. In the case of metamaterials, the curl of
electric field E and magnetic field H have a power density
S=E×H and moves in the opposite direction of the wave
vector k. The most important two parameters of
electromagnetic waves are Electric Permittivity Ɛ and
magnetic permeability μ. Fig. 1 shows the geometry of the
fractal unitary metamaterial cell. In order to calculate the
effective values of permittivity and permeability, the
Nicolson-Ross-Weir (NRW) approach is used [18]. The
equations are as follows:
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(

[

n=
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(1)

))

((

Z=√

(

(2)

)

Where, the S parameters result from CST simulation, n
and z are related to the relative permittivity and permeability.
,

(3)

Table 1 below presents the dimensions of the proposed
metamaterial cell.
Fig. 2 shows the S-parameters of the new metamaterial
structure whose band gap ranges from 0.855 to 1.12 GHz.

Fig. 3. Real part of the relative permittivity and the permeability.

Fig. 3 presents the real part of the relative permittivity and
the permeability. It may be noted that the real part of the
permittivity is negative around the resonance frequency.
III.

DESIGN OF THE HALF-LOOP ANTENNA

A half-loop antenna is a closed circuit antenna that
consists of a single wire bent into a half circle and mounted on
a ground plane. The conductor is fed through the ground plane
at one end while the other end is terminated on the ground
plane. The half-loop antenna exists in various forms, but in
this paper, the circular form will be used. The small size and
high efficiency are the advantages of a properly designed halfloop antenna constructed on the UHF frequency band.

Fig. 1. Geometry of the proposed metamaterial cell.

A. Half Loop Antenna Without Metamaterial
Fig. 4 exhibits the basic structure of the half-loop antenna
without metamaterial cells. It consists of a circular half-loop
of 30 mm radius R resonating at 1.05 GHz printed on an FR4
substrate (Ɛr=4.4, h=0.8 mm and tan δ=0.0008). The simulated
frequency and the realized gain are shown in Fig. 5 and 6,
respectively.

Fig. 2. Parameters of the novel metamaterial structure.
TABLE I.

DIMENSIONS OF THE PROPOSED METAMATERIAL CELL

a (mm)

b (mm)

c (mm)

d (mm)

e (mm)

28

22

5

3.75

0.5

R

Fig. 4. Design of the proposed antenna.
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Fig. 5. Reflection coefficient of the antenna without metamaterial.

Fig. 7. Design of the metamaterial antenna.

Fig. 6. Realized gain at 0.866 GHz of the antenna without metamaterial.

One important property of antenna is the efficiency. It can
be written as the ratio of the total radiated power P r to the
input power Pi of the antenna.
=

(4)

The realized gain of the antenna without metamaterial is
0.33 dB, likewise, the directivity is about 2.11 dBi. So, the
efficiency of the antenna without metamaterial is 68%.
B. Half Loop Antenna with Metamaterial
An important fraction of the radiation gets lost in the
substrate above the radiant element and on the edges around
the structure. This problem is occurred by surface waves and
leakage waves which limit the performance of the antenna. To
overcome this limitation, we use metamaterial cells to prevent
the distribution of the surface waves. The addition of the
metamaterial cells serves to reduce the resonance frequency,
hence miniaturizing the structure. Adding metamaterial cells
in the half-loop antenna modifies the radiation pattern by
focusing the energy in one direction [19], [20] and it is
completely confined under the radiating element.
The proposed antenna shown in Fig. 7 has a loop radius (r)
of 30 mm and a width (w) of 1.25 mm. This half-loop is
integrated on an FR4 substrate of 70mm *70mm *0.8mm (the
same substrate of the metamaterial cells) that is perpendicular
to a ground plane of 120mm *120mm *0.1 mm, and is
simulated through the use of the CST software.

Fig. 8. Reflection coefficient of the antenna with and without metamaterial.

The proposed half-loop antenna with metamaterial cells
exhibited better results in terms of return loss, with -36 dB
against -22 dB, and diminution of resonance frequency from
1.05 GHz to 0.866 GHz. The S11 parameters for the two
designs are shown in Fig. 8.
This figure shows that the use of metamaterials cells
allows the decrease of the resonance frequency from 1.05 GHz
to 0.866 GHz, i.e. a decrease of about 185 MHz. To
understand the performance of distance between the two
metamaterial cells, we examined the effects on return loss
when varying parameter d. The simulation of the resonance
frequencies for different values of d is presented in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. Effects of the distance d on the return loss.

Fig. 11. Simulated radiation pattern in the E-plane at 0.866 GHz.

Fig. 9 shows the effects of distance d on the resonance
frequency, we can notice that the resonance frequency is
decreased when the distance between both cells is decreased.
However, the gain at the low resonance frequency (fr= 0.61
GHz, d=0.036 λ0) is negative, on which the antenna has been
chosen whose distance separating the two cells is
approximately 8 mm (d=0.020 λ0). The novel antenna exhibits
better results in terms of gain, with a simulated gain of about
1.93 dB with against 0.44 dB without metamaterials.

Fig. 12. Simulated radiation pattern in the H-plane at 0.866 GHz.

Fig. 11 and 12 show the simulated radiation pattern in
plane E and H, respectively. We can notice that the simulated
3dB beam width for this antenna with metamaterial is
decreased by 57° at plane E which implies an increase in
directivity. The efficiency of the antenna with metamaterial is
about 87%, that’s why it may be concluded that thanks to the
metamaterials that efficiency has improved.
Fig. 10. Realized gain at 0.866 GHz of the metamaterial antenna.

Fig. 10 shows that the realized gain at 866MHz of the
metamaterial antenna is about 1.93 dB. The simulated
directivity of metamaterial antenna is 2.11 dBi. Theoretically
[21], the maximum gain of aperture antenna is expressed as:
Dmax =

(5)

Table 2 summarizes the characteristic values of the
antenna with and without metamaterial in terms of resonance
frequency, frequencies range, and bandwidth which are
calculated by the following equation:
BW% =
TABLE II.

Where, {
L is the length of the ground plane, m is the length of the
substrate and A is the aperture of the antenna. So Dmax= 2.73
dBi. The simulated directivity of metamaterial antenna has
almost approached the theoretically limit of the antenna’s
directivity with percentage error (5%).

(GHz)
RL (dB)
(GHz)
(GHz)
BW (%)
Gain (dB)
Directivity(dB)
Efficiency (%)

(

)

(

)

(6)

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ANTENNA WITHOUT AND WITH
METAMATERIAL
Without
metamaterial

With
metamaterial

1.04
21
1
1.1
4.7
0.33
2.11
68

0.866
36
0.863
0.869
0.34
1.96
2.59
87
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IV.

SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The novel antenna with and without metamaterial cells are
realized in the Maxwell Laboratory of group ESEO-Angers,
France. Fig. 13 illustrates the experimental prototypes whose
ground planes have the dimensions of 12cm×12cm.
Simulated and measured S11 parameter of the antenna
with and without metamaterial cells are presented in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 13. Realized metamaterial antenna.
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Fig. 14. Simulated and measured |S11| of the metamaterial antenna.
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V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel metamaterial cell is designed with
negative permittivity and permeability. When metamaterial
cells are applied to the antenna, this leads to an improvement
in the gain and the radiation patterns with a decrease in the
resonant frequency. Measurements on the manufactured
prototype validated the simulation results carried out under
CST software. As perspective to the study, the proposed
antenna could be used in libraries for identification, sorting
and transportation of library books.
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Abstract—M-government applications in Saudi Arabia are
still at an early stage. In this study, a modified technology
acceptance model (TAM) was used to identify and measure the
factors that influence users’ intentions to use m-government
applications in Saudi Arabia. This study focuses on the
relationships between behavioural intention to use (BIU) and six
independent factors: three TAM constructs (perceived usefulness
[PU], attitude towards use [ATU], and perceived ease of use
[PEU]) and three external factors: perceived trustworthiness
[TRU], perceived security [SEC], and awareness [AWAR]). Only
PU, ATU and TRU had a significant positive influence on BIU
for m-government applications. The results also showed that
most participants had a positive attitude towards using mgovernment applications. Overall, the results demonstrate that
the model is suitable in the Saudi m-government context.
Keywords—TAM; Saudi Arabia; e-government; m-government
applications

I.

INTRODUCTION

In 2005, the Saudi Government established Yesser to
provide e-government services with the overall aim of making
all government services ready for use by citizens anywhere and
at any time by 2010 [1]. Some studies have asserted that egovernment initiatives in Saudi Arabia have been delayed,
although there has been some progress in implementation [2,
3]. A recent study [4] stated that in developing countries like
Saudi Arabia, the adoption of e-government services is poor.
M-government has been defined as the government
providing services and information via mobile devices and
wireless communication networks such as cellular phones,
PDAs and their supporting systems to businesses, citizens,
public employees and non-profit organizations [5]. Many
studies claim that m-government is like e-government and it is
considered a complementary subset [6]-[12]. It has been
claimed that in Saudi Arabia, mobile phone use has seen
massive growth among citizens [13]. In 2015 there were 53
million mobile subscriptions in Saudi Arabia, representing
about 167.5% of the population almost two mobile
subscriptions per person [14]. A recent study [15] claimed that
most (67%) of the Saudi population use a smart phone. Recent
studies [16], [17] claimed that in Saudi Arabia, traditional
methods
for

transacting with government sectors are still very common and
are preferred by citizens. The studies also asserted that Saudi
citizens are yet to completely adopt m-government. Therefore,
the Saudi Government can exploit this high use of mobile
devices to provide government services via applications. Few
m-government applications, however, have actually been
adopted in Saudi Arabia. In fact, the use of m-government
applications in Saudi Arabia is still in its infancy [18]-[21].
M-government provides government services to users via
mobile technology to provide quick service, increase user
mobility and enable easy access to services. It is considered a
sophisticated way to provide government services to users
through mobile devices [6]. It has been suggested that there are
four types of m-government: 1) m-government-to-government
(mG2G); 2) m-government-to-citizen (mG2C); 3) mgovernment-to-employee (mG2E); and 4) m-government-tobusiness (mG2B) [12]. This study focuses on mG2C to identify
and measure the factors that influence users‟ intentions to use
m-government applications, as it has been claimed that most
interaction today is m-government-to-citizen [22]. Therefore,
this study aims to measure some factors, found in literature
review, that influence the intentions of Saudis to use mgovernment applications.
This study‟s contribution to knowledge is in understanding
Saudi citizens‟ attitudes towards using m-government
applications and the factors that influence users‟ intentions to
use those applications. This information will help government
decision makers involved in e-government and m-government
initiatives. Acknowledging and addressing these factors will
support future m-government applications and their
implementation. Theoretically, this study examines and
evaluates the applicability of a modified technology acceptance
model (TAM) in the Saudi m-government context. More
specifically, this study will evaluate the TAM‟s applicability
by examining relationships between behavioural intention to
use (BIU) and six independent factors: three TAM constructs
(perceived usefulness [PU], attitude towards use [ATU] and
perceived ease of use [PEU]) and three external factors
(perceived trustworthiness [TRU], perceived security [SEC],
and awareness [AWAR]). In this way we envisage a practical
contribution by government decision makers and a theoretical
contribution by TAM researchers.
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To conclude this study, there are three aims. They are as
follows:
1) to measure the influence of external factors (TRU, SEC
and AWAR) and TAM constructs (PU, ATU and PEU) on
users‟ intentions to use m-government applications in the Saudi
context;
2) to measure Saudi citizens‟ attitudes towards using mgovernment applications; and
3) to propose, examine, develop and validate a model of
m-government that suits the Saudi cultural context.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Relationship Between E-Government and M-Government
M-government is considered another method to provide
government services to citizens [23]. Many studies report that
m-government and e-government are essentially the same
thing, but m-government can be considered a sophisticated
type of e-government [24], [25]. Some studies consider egovernment to be a key component of m-government [26][29]. Another study claims that because m-government is an
independent method of achieving government objectives
through the provision of services and information, it is similar
to e-government [30].
B. Advantages, Goals and Objectives of M-Government
M-government has the advantages of easy infrastructure
setup, improved e-government efforts, ease of learning,
inclusiveness, remote area access and low cost [12], [19], [30],
[31]. It has been stated that the advantages of m-government
include: the provision of location-based government services,
on-time information delivery, mobility, ubiquity, time savings,
ease of use and improved emergency management [32]. A
recent study [25] confirmed all the m-government advantages
noted in previous studies, but further highlighted two new
advantages: international trade benefits and democratic
reforms. Althunibat, Alrawashdeh, and Muhairat [6] claimed
that the goal of m-government is to attract users to use
government services, since m-government is easily accessible
for services 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Along the same
lines, it has been demonstrated that m-government improves
connection methods between citizens and the government,
encourages citizens to participate in local community matters,
provides e-government services with certain additional features
(e.g. timeliness, convenience, etc.) and implements and
provides e-government services to citizens in distant locations
for which the government has not previously provided services,
such as rural areas [33].
C. M-Government in Saudi Arabia
M-government applications are already used to provide
government services in most countries but most of these
applications provide limited services, such as tracking systems
for stolen vehicles, emergency assistance and weather updates
[18]. In Saudi Arabia some services are already provided by mgovernment, such as Riyadh and Madinah Education,
Appointments and Document Tracking, Health Mobile,
tracking of Higher Education Information, and Employee
Inquiry [34]. Although some applications in Saudi Arabia have
been provided, m-government applications are still considered

as being in the first stage of implementation [18]-[21].
Accordingly, researchers seek to identify and measure the
factors that influence users‟ intentions to use m-government
applications.
There is a lack of empirical studies that examine and
validate the applicability of TAM in the Saudi m-government
context. There is also a lack of empirical studies identifying
and measuring factors that influence users‟ intentions to use mgovernment applications in Saudi Arabia.
D. Theoretical Framework
TAM is derived from the theory of reasoned action (TRA)
that states that beliefs impact on intentions, and intentions
impact on actions [35]. There are differences between TAM
and TRA. TAM is used for the adoption of new technologies
and focuses on users‟ attitudes, behaviours and perceptions in
the adoption of this technology, while TRA is more general
and used for various types of cases and adopted behaviours
according to perceived positive outcomes [36].
TAM was first introduced in 1986 to measure new
technology acceptance by users [37]. As shown in Fig. 1, TAM
is expected to measure user acceptance of new technologies
based on various factors, including behavioural intention to
use, attitude towards use, perceived usefulness and perceived
ease of use [38]. According to Davis [39], perceived usefulness
can be defined as “the degree to which a person believes that
using a particular system would enhance his or her job
performance”, and perceived ease of use can be defined as “the
degree to which a person believes that using a particular
system would be free of effort”. Behavioural intention is
defined as “the strength of one‟s intention to perform a
specified behaviour” [40]. Attitudes can be defined as “an
individual‟s positive or negative feelings (evaluative affect)
about performing the target behaviour” [41].
TAM was selected as the research model in this study
because it can determine the influence of external factors on
attitude, intention to use, and belief [42]. As this study aims to
study factors that influence behavioural intention to use (BIU)
of m-government applications, TAM was chosen as the best
model to predict user behaviour towards new technologies [42]
because most other technology acceptance models only focus
on technical factors [38]. According to Al-Hujran, Aldalahmeh, and Aloudat [40], TAM is used to predict and
explain users‟ acceptance of new technologies, proposing that
constructs like perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use
are key factors in information system (IS) and information
technology (IT) acceptance behaviours.

Fig. 1. The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [39].
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TAM is one of the most effective research models to
determine factor acceptance of information systems/technology
[43]. TAM is also commonly used to measure user behaviour
and to identify the factors influencing users‟ acceptance of new
technologies [38], [44]-[46].
E. Research Model and Hypotheses
The original basic TAM was modified to achieve the
study's objectives by including three external factors.
Therefore, this study focuses on the relationships between
behavioural intention to use (BIU) and six independent factors,
either TAM constructs (perceived usefulness [PU], attitude
towards use [ATU], and perceived ease of use [PEU]) or
external factors (perceived trustworthiness [TRU], perceived
security [SEC], and awareness [AWAR]) to identify and
measure the factors that influence users‟ intentions to use mgovernment applications in the Saudi context. The research
model for this study is presented in Fig. 2.
1) Hypotheses for relationships between TAM constructs
and BIU: Based on the original TAM results [39], BIU is
positively influenced by PU and ATU. In this study BIU is
defined as a user who has a strong intention to use mgovernment applications. Positive ATU is defined as a user
who wants to use m-government applications. PU is defined as
a user who thinks that his or her job will be more productive
and efficient by using m-government applications. In addition,
BIU of e-learning is positively influenced by PEU [47]. In this
study, PEU is defined as the degree to which a user believes
that using m-government applications does not need much
effort. Consequently, the hypotheses regarding TAM
constructs in this study are:
H1: Perceived usefulness (PU) will have a positive
significant influence on behavioural intention to use (BIU) mgovernment applications.
H2: Attitude towards use (ATU) will have a positive
significant influence on behavioural intention to use (BIU) mgovernment applications.
H3: Perceived ease of use (PEU) will have a positive
significant influence on behavioural intention to use (BIU) mgovernment applications.
2) Hypotheses for relationships between the external
factors and BIU: Trust plays a key role in new technology
adoption because it impacts on users‟ intentions [48], [49].
Trust also has a strong positive influence on the adoption of m-

commerce [50]. In addition, trust has a positive effect on users‟
intentions to use m-government services [20]. Consequently,
the following is hypothesised:
H4: Perceived trustworthiness (TRU) will have a positive
significant influence on behavioural intention to use (BIU) mgovernment applications.
In this study, perceived security includes perceived privacy.
It has been claimed that security is very important in new
technology adoption because users do not use these
technologies if they are not perceived to be safe [51]. A
previous study [52] found that security and privacy play a key
role in m-government adoption. Security also has a positive
impact on intention to use tourism m-payment systems [53]
and is a key factor in the use of mobile banking [54].
Consequently, the following is hypothesised:
H5: Perceived security (SEC) will have a positive
significant influence on behavioural intention to use (BIU) mgovernment applications.
In Jordan, a lack of awareness among citizens prevented egovernment adoption, resulting in the need for increased
citizen awareness [55]. Awareness is also an important factor
in new technology adoption, especially m-government
adoption [33]. A recent study [56] found that a positive
relationship between awareness and internet banking adoption.
Another study [57] showed that awareness had a positive
influence on the intention to adopt e-government in Bahrain.
Consequently, the following is hypothesised:
H6: Awareness (AWAR) will have a significant positive
influence on behavioural intention to use (BIU) m-government
applications.
F. Summary
This study will address three existing problems:
1) To date, there have been insufficient empirical studies to
identify and measure the factors that influence users‟ intentions
to use m-government applications in Saudi Arabia.
2) To date, there have been insufficient empirical studies
to measure Saudi citizens‟ attitudes towards using mgovernment applications.
3) To date, there have been insufficient empirical studies
to validate and examine the applicability of TAM, with some
modifications, in the Saudi m-government context.
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Fig. 2. Research model for this study.

III.

RESEARCH METHOD

This study used quantitative methods to determine the
impacts of the independent factors on BIU of m-government
applications in Saudi Arabia. The researcher used a selfadministered questionnaire to collect data from participants.
Researchers often use questionnaires to identify factors that
influence the adoption and acceptance of new technology,
taking advantage of the low cost and limited time required [58].
Questionnaires also improve ease of access to participants and
increase the likelihood of receiving truthful responses [33].
A. Questionnaire
Balnaves and Caputi [59] warned that words used in
questionnaires can affect results; thus, researchers should be
careful about their wording. In particular, they should use easy
and clear language to ensure participants‟ understanding [40].
The study questionnaire was validated by its use and adoption
in previous studies [20], [38], [39], [60]-[62] and was modified
to suit the m-government context. To ensure clarity and avoid
errors, the questionnaire was first tested by English language
experts. As the respondents were native Arabic speakers, they
received an Arabic copy of the questionnaire, which was sent
to expert translators to ensure accuracy and clarity of the
responses.
B. Instrument
The questionnaire consisted of four parts. Part one focussed
on demographic characteristics. Parts two and three listed items
related to TAM model constructs and external factors. Parts
two and three also sought to measure participants‟ attitudes
toward using m-government applications in Saudi Arabia and
to measure the factors that influence users‟ intentions to use mgovernment applications. Finally, part four allowed participants
to make their own comments and offered research results to
those who left an email address. All TAM constructs and
external factors were measured at seven levels on a Likert-type
scale. Participants were asked to choose from 7 = Strongly
Agree, 6 = Moderately Agree, 5 = Slightly Agree, 4 = Neutral,
3 = Slightly Disagree, 2 = Moderately Disagree and 1 =
strongly Disagree.

C. Data Collection
In this study, the target population was Saudi citizens (male
and female) who have internet access. This study used
probability sampling (random sampling), which is defined as a
technique in which “there is an equal chance to be selected and
participate between units (e.g. persons, cases) in the population
and that selections are made independently” [63]. However,
given that the number of Saudi citizens was more than 20
million in 2015 [64], it was difficult to give all Saudi citizens
an equal chance to participate in this study due to time
limitations and associated costs. Consequently, researchers
focused on Saudi citizens using email groups, Twitter, social
networks and Facebook, and distributed an online link to a
questionnaire to these users. This approach was used to obtain
the minimum sample size required for this study, which was
calculated to be 384 participants.
This allowed the researcher to collect data from a large
population while providing clear instructions on how to
complete the questionnaire. To improve the response rate, the
researcher adopted some techniques recommended in [65], in
particular, that the questionnaire is as brief as possible, the first
page of the questionnaire introduces the researchers and
explains the significance of the study and its objectives. Each
week, the researcher sent follow-up reminders about the
questionnaire to participants through email and social
networks.
More than 1600 questionnaires were distributed and 1,152
(72%) of the 1600 questionnaires were returned. Of those, 370
(23%) questionnaires were incomplete and 782 (48%) included
full responses. The full response rate of 48% was considered
adequate because a 30% response rate is considered acceptable
when analysing surveys [66].
D. Ethical Considerations
The study was conducted anonymously, transparently, and
with the promise of no harm. The participants had the right of
easy access to research results and the choice (non-compulsory)
of whether to participate. They were also under no obligation to
fully complete the questionnaire. Institutional ethical approval
was provided by Griffith University.
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IV.

DATA ANALYSIS

A. Demographics
As shown in Table 1, the vast majority of participants who
completed this questionnaire were male 613 (78.4 %)
compared to 169 (21.6%) females.
TABLE. I.

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION FOR PARTICIPANTS WHO FULLY
COMPLETED THE QUESTIONNAIRE
Information

Gender

Age

Where participants
resided

of

Number of
participants
613
169
782

Percentage
of sample
78.4%
21.6%
100%

of

274
362
112
30
4
782

35%
46.3%
14.3%
3.8%
0.5%
100%

638

81.6%

144

18.4%

of

782

100%

High School
Diploma
Bachelor
Postgraduate
Other
Total number of
participants
Students
Working
in
a
government
organization
Working in the
private sector
Businessperson
Other
Total number of
participants
Have not used mgovernment
applications
Less than one year

105
107
375
187
8
782

13.4%
13.7%
48%
23.9%
1%
100%

97
500

12.4%
63.9%

98

12.5%

18
69
782

2.3%
8.8%
100%

187

23.9%

157

20.1%

More
than
one
year/less than two
years
More
than
two
years/less than three
years
Three years or more

125

16%

137

17.5%

176

22.5%

Total number
participants

782

100%

Male
Female
Total number
participants
< 30
30 < 40
40 < 50
50 < 60
60 or more
Total number
participants
City

Village
Total number
participants
Qualifications

Occupation

Experience with mgovernment
applications

of

Nearly half of the respondents were aged 30–39 (46.3%,
362). In contrast, the smallest age group of respondents was
those aged 60 or more (0.5%, 4).
Most participants (81.6%, 638) lived in cities. More than
70% (562) had university qualifications while almost all others
had attended high school (13.4%, 105) or had completed a
diploma (13.7%, 107).
Most (64%, 500) worked in government organisations, with
students (12.4%, 97) and private sector workers (12.5%, 98)
being common among participants. Very few business people
(2.3%, 18) completed the questionnaire. About 75% (595) of
participants had previously used m-government applications.
Table 1 presents the rest of the demographic information.
B. Measurement Scale Analysis
1) Validity: Construct validity is defined as the extent to
which items in an instrument reflect the theoretical construct.
Construct validity is also defined as the extent to which one can
measure the concept that should be measured [67]. In the same
vein, it has been claimed that validity seeks to measure the
extent to which the instrument achieves its goals [68], [69].
Factor analysis is a popular analytic tool to measure construct
validity [69].
In this study, exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) were conducted to measure
construct validity by splitting the sample randomly, using
SPSS, into two samples. It has been claimed that “This
approach allows for cross validation of the final factor structure
in a subsample that is relatively independent from efforts to
refine the item pool. This reduces capitalizing on samplespecific variance” [70]. One-half of the sample (n = 388) was
used in an EFA to explore the scale‟s underlying factor
structure. It was then used to measure the reliability of the
instrument using Cronbach‟s alpha. The other half (n = 394)
was used in a CFA to test the goodness-of-fit of the revealed
factor structures [71].
a) Exploratory Factor analysis (EFA)
Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) is used for several
purposes, including developing and testing instruments [72].
According to Field [73], “this technique has three main uses:
(1) to understand the structure of a set of variables, (2) to
construct a questionnaire to measure an underlying variable, (3)
to reduce a data set to a more manageable size while retaining
as much of the original information as possible”. While all
factors in this study were adopted from previous studies based
on a literature review, EFA was considered appropriate because
these factors have not been previously applied empirically in an
m-government context in Saudi Arabia.
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) was examined to assess the
adequacy of sampling. It has been confirmed that the values of
KMO correlation for EFA analysis results are adequate if
above 0.6 to 0.7 [68]. Furthermore, Field [74] asserted that
KMO values less than 0.5 indicate unacceptable sampling
adequacy while those greater than 0.9 indicate excellent
sampling adequacy. Consistent with this, de Vaus [75] asserted
that KMO values should be above 0.5.
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EFA requires two important steps, namely, 1) factor
extraction; and 2) factor rotation. Therefore, a Principal
component analysis (PCA) was used as extraction method to
determine the factors that explain the structure of the variables
[76] and to obtain an empirical abstraction of the number of
factors and to identify the factors in the data [77]. A Varimax
rotation was conducted to maximise the orthogonality
(independence) of separate factors [78]. The Varimax rotation
also provides clearer separation of factors [79]. There are some
criteria regarding factor loadings after Varimax rotation. It has
been asserted that factor loadings less than 0.4 should be
discarded because they are too low [73], [79]. In this study, any
factor loading value less than 0.5 was excluded to assure that
all items have practical significance [79].
EFA was conducted in this study with one split sample (n =
388) with the following results. The KMO value for an EFA
that includes all constructs was 0.932, which indicates excellent
sampling adequacy for this study. Moreover, Bartlett‟s Test of
Sphericity (Approx. Chi-Square = 10163.185) was highly
significant (p < 0.001) and is consistent with there being a
strong relationship between items included in the analysis [73].
These findings support the factorability of the EFA conducted
for these factors [73], [79], [80]. The seven factors in the
rotated component matrix: perceived usefulness PU, attitude
toward using ATU, perceived ease of use PEU, behavioural
intention to use BIU, perceived trustworthiness TRU, perceived
security SEC and awareness AWAR are presented in Table 2.
TABLE. II.

PU1
PU2
PU3
PU4
PU5
PU6
ATU1
ATU2
ATU3
PEU1
PEU2
PEU3
PEU4
PEU5
PEU6
BIU1
BIU2
BIU3
TRU1
TRU2
TRU3
TRU4
TRU5
SEC1
SEC2
SEC3
SEC4
SEC5
AWAR1
AWAR2
AWAR3

Component
1
2
0.586
0.740
0.775
0.813
0.752
0.688

ROTATED COMPONENT MATRIX
3

4

5

6

7

0.835
0.804
0.859
0.732
0.750
0.798
0.739
0.755
0.669

In summary, the EFA test returned a seven-components
solution that explained 76.746% of the cumulative variance,
with a KMO measure of sampling of 0.932, which is consistent
with these items being highly suitable for factor analysis.
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
b) Reliability
According to Drost [81], “reliability is consistency of
measurement or stability of measurement over a variety of
conditions in which basically the same results should be
obtained”. After identifying the scale structure via EFA, the
reliability of the instrument was evaluated using Cronbach‟s
alpha on the half-sample used for the EFA (n = 388). Sekaran
[66] asserted that internal consistency is a very common
measure of reliability in information systems (IS). Internal
consistency relates to consistent responses for items to scale a
single measurement [82]. Reliability can be divided into four
ranges: values of up to 0.50 have low reliability; from 0.50 to
0.70 moderate reliability; from 0.70 to 0.90 high reliability; and
from 0.90 and above excellent reliability [83]. It has been noted
that Cronbach‟s alpha values should be 0.7 or higher to
conclude that the internal consistency is reliable [79]. The
results presented in Table 3 indicate that all values were higher
than 0.70 and most were nearly 0.9, which is considered
excellent reliability. Furthermore, when all items were entered
at the same time, the overall reliability for this instrument was
0.947, which is considered excellent. Therefore, the results of
this study can be considered reliable in the Saudi mgovernment context.
a) Overview SEM
A Structural Equation Model (SEM) comprises a collection
of statistical methods that can be used to clarify and analyse
relationships between variables [84]. SEM has two
components, the measurement model and the structural model
[79], [82], [85]. SEM can also test theoretical models [79].
Moreover, SEM tests hypotheses between variables by
measuring the magnitude of the path of the coefficient between
variables [86]. Gefen, Straub, and Boudreau [87] recommended
the use of SEM in IT/IS studies, especially in behavioural
studies.
TABLE. III.

0.740
0.694
0.597
0.697
0.664
0.765
0.714
0.697
0.761
0.839
0.850
0.747
0.810
0.846
0.856
0.862

RELIABILITY COEFFICIENT VALUES
Number of
items

Cronbach Alpha
reliability

Perceived Usefulness
(P U)
Attitude toward using
(ATU)
Perceived Ease of Use
(PEU)
Behavioural intention
to use (BIU)
perceived
trustworthiness (TRU)
perceived security
(SEC)

6

0.927

3

0.907

6

0.900

Constructs

3

0.816

5

0.894

5

0.914

Awareness (AWAR)

3

0.962

Overall reliability

13

0.947

Comments
Excellent
reliability
Excellent
reliability
Excellent
reliability
High
reliability
Excellent
reliability
Excellent
reliability
Excellent
reliability
Excellent
reliability
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SEM describes the relationships between variables clearly
using graphic diagrams [82]. Confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA) is used to measure the model by assessing the indicators
used to measure the latent variables [85]. In this study, the
SEM procedure, Confirmatory Factor Analysis, was conducted
via SPSS AMOS 24. It measured the validity of the factor
structure of half the sample (n = 394) by using CFA. SPSS
AMOS 24 was then used to assess relationships between
variables via a structural model that used the entire sample (n =
782), as reported later.
b) Measurement model using CFA
CFA is a SEM analysis technique [84], [88]. The main
reason for using CFA is to measure the construct validity of the
hypothesised factor structure [79]. Harrington [89] claimed that
there are four reasons for conducting CFA: testing method
effects, construct validation, psychometric evaluation of
measures, and testing measurement invariance. CFA is also a
suitable technique to measure the validity of scales [90]. CFA
focuses on the construct‟s validity and the model‟s overall fit. It
assesses the measurement theory by using empirical evidence
of the validity of items [84]. Two aims of CFA are to examine
the relationship between a group of continuous latent variables
and a group of observed variables [91]. In addition, CFA is
conducted to define the goodness-of-fit between collected data
and a model used in another study [92]. Finally, CFA is widely
used to analyse latent variables [93].
Fit indices used to assess the fit of the measurement model
include: CMIN (minimum discrepancy), Chi-Square (χ2),
Goodness-of-fit (GFI) and adjusted goodness of fit (AGFI),
Comparative fit index (CFI), Incremental fit index (IFI), and
the Root Mean Square Error Approximation (RMSEA) [84].
Table 4 summarizes all criteria for model assessment.
AMOS 24 was used to conduct CFA for all constructs to
assess the model fit using half of the study sample (n = 394)
(Fig. 3). The results reveal that the model has acceptable fit
values and is valid (Table 5). Consequently, the model is fit
and valid in the Saudi m-government context.
C. Model Assessment
1) Assessment of the hypotheses: The structural equation
model (SEM) for the entire sample (n = 782) examined six
hypotheses via Maximum Likelihood, by calculating the
significance and the strength of each pathway Fig. 4. Only the
significant results are reported here.

TABLE. IV.

SUMMARY OF CRITERIA FOR MODEL ASSESSMENT

Fit indices

Criteria

References

χ2/df (CMIN/df)

<3 is a good fit; <5 is
an acceptable fit

[84], [88], [94]

RMSEA

<0.05 is an excellent
fit; <0.08 is a good
fit; <0.1 is an
acceptable fit.

[88], [95]

GFI, AGFI, IFI and
CFI

AGFI >0.80 is a good
fit; GFI, AGFI, IFI
and CFI >0.95 is an
excellent fit; > 0.90 is
a good fit; > 0.80 is
an acceptable fit.

[84], [87], [96]-[98]

TABLE. V.
Fit indices
χ2/df (CMIN/df)
RMSEA
GFI
AGFI
IFI
CFI

RESULTS OF THE MODEL GOODNESS-OF-FIT INDICES BY CFA
Result
1.987
0.050
0.886
0.857
0.960
0.959

Comment
Good fit
Excellent fit
Acceptable fit
Good fit
Excellent fit
Excellent fit

The results revealed some non-significant paths, including
those involving perceived ease of use, perceived security and
awareness. Therefore, H3, H5 and H6 are not supported in the
Saudi m-government context. Significant paths between factors
and BIU were found for perceived usefulness, attitude toward
using and perceived trustworthiness. Therefore, hypotheses H1,
H2 and H4 are confirmed and supported in the Saudi mgovernment context:
a) Perceived usefulness (PU) has a significant positive
influence on Behavioural intention to use (β = 0 .266, P <
0.001) and, accordingly, H1 is supported.
b) Attitude toward using (ATU) has a significant positive
influence on Behavioural intention to use (β = 0 .484, P <
0.001) and, accordingly, H2 is supported.
c) Perceived trustworthiness (TRU) has a significant
positive influence on Behavioural intention to use (β = 0 .247,
P < 0.001) and, accordingly, H4 is supported.
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Fig. 3. CFA for all constructs.

Fig. 4. Structural model for standardized path coefficients.

V.

DISCUSSION

The results of this study demonstrated that all TAM
construct factors, except perceived ease of use, have a

significant positive influence on BIU which is compatible with
the original TAM outcomes [39]. This unusual outcome is also
supported by [42], where PEU did not affect intention to use elearning in Korea. Another study [99] found that PEU had no
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influence on intention to use e-commerce in Indonesia. Other
studies have stated that ease of use was not a strong factor for
measuring the intention to use new systems [39], [100]. Davis
[39] stated that ease of use is better for predicting usefulness
rather than intention to use. These results indicate that users
accepted the difficulty in using m-government applications
which have already been released. In other words, they do not
care about ease of use, they are focused on obtaining the
services they need, regardless of whether this is easy or not. It
goes without saying that decision makers in Saudi government
who are providers of m-government applications for citizens,
especially Yesser, should provide the services via applications
in a user friendly way with clear and simple to follow
instructions to encourage the users to use and operate these
applications. In fact, ease of use of applications is considered
an advantage in general, although the result of the current
research revealed that it was not considered important. Also,
decision makers in the Saudi government who provide mgovernment applications for citizens, especially Yesser, should
consider perceived usefulness when providing these
applications because the results of this and previous studies
show this factor to be very important to users.
The preliminary analysis and data screening revealed that
participants tended to give high ratings to items, usually in the
moderately agree (6) to strongly agree (7) interval, particularly
for items related to ATU. For this reason, both the items and
the associated scale scores were somewhat negatively skewed.
Closer observation of the ratings suggested that few of the
participants were prepared to give negative ratings, and
relatively few were prepared to even give a neutral rating. In
effect, the majority of the participants were using a four-point
scale that utilised the four main positive responses (4 =
Neutral, 5 = Slightly Agree, 6 = Moderately Agree and 7 =
Strongly Agree). Previous results showed that ATU has a
significant positive influence on BIU. This means that the
sample population has a positive attitude toward using mgovernment applications and intends to use these applications
in the future. Therefore, the majority of participants believe
that using m-government applications is a good and positive
idea. This outcome is supported by a study [101] which found
that the majority of participants (male and female) wanted to
use government services via mobile devices in Saudi Arabia.
Results of the current study show that most participants have a
positive attitude toward using m-government applications. This
suggests that citizens will use m-government without any
resistance to change and will support the government decision
to provide these services. Therefore, decision makers in Saudi
government, especially Yesser, who are providers of mgovernment applications for citizens, should continue to
expand the provision of services via applications.
The outcomes of this study revealed that perceived
trustworthiness has a positive significant influence on BIU of
m-government applications. This suggests that most
participants in this study trust m-government applications and
their benefits because these applications have been released by
the government. This outcome is consistent with the literature
showing that when trust in the internet and government
increases, increases in the intention to use e-government
services also occur [35]. Carter and Weerakkody [102] found

that trust has a positive impact on e-government services in the
UK. The study by Alrowili, Alotaibi and Alharbi [20] supports
this outcome, finding that perceived trust had a direct positive
effect on users‟ intentions to use m-government services in
Saudi Arabia. The recommendation for decision makers in the
Saudi Government who are providers of m-government
applications for citizens, especially Yesser, is that they should
try to build trust with Saudi citizens to encourage them to use
services via m-government applications. Also, applications
designers and developers should build trustworthy applications,
because trust has been shown to be a very important factor for
citizens in their use of m-government application.
Perceived security had no influence on BIU. This outcome
might indicate that participants do not care about security
because they trust applications released by the government.
Security may also not be not an issue for the majority of
participants who intend to use m-government applications,
because they have been using the internet for a long time and
are aware of security and privacy problems [103]. This
outcome is supported by several studies. Ratten [104] found
that privacy concerns do not impact on purchase intentions of
cloud computing services in India and the USA. A later study
[105], found that security is not much of a concern for
consumers who intend to adopt cloud computing in the USA or
Australia. More recently, it was found that increased security
does not lead to increased intention to use online channels for
purchase in Jordan [103]. The recommendation for decision
makers in the Saudi government who are providers of mgovernment applications for citizens, especially Yesser, is that
they should continue to be concerned about this factor and try
to increase the level of perceived security in applications,
although this is not a concern in the current research study.
Also, they should provide services via secure applications to
encourage users to use these applications. In fact, increased
perceived security in applications is considered to be an
advantage. Therefore, application designers and developers
should build these applications, maintaining their security.
Also, the Saudi government should issue a law to protect users
if they have problems regarding security and privacy of using
m-government applications.
The outcomes of this study revealed that awareness does
not influence BIU. This outcome is incompatible with some
previous empirical studies. For example, it has been found that
awareness has a positive influence on intention to adopt mbanking [106]. However, the results of this study indicate that
the majority of participants have a low level of awareness
about m-government applications because they do not have
knowledge or information about these applications. This may
indicate that government sectors do not raise awareness about
their services to citizens. Therefore, several other studies have
suggested that government should increase the rate of
awareness among citizens by using media such social
networks, television advertisements and newspapers [58],
[107]. The recommendation for decision makers in the Saudi
government who are providers of m-government applications
for citizens, especially Yesser, is that they should act on the
concern about this factor and try to distribute information and
knowledge for citizens about m-government applications and
their benefits via the media to inform citizens about these apps.
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VI.

[5]

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

The applicability of the modified TAM model to fulfill the
study objectives was evaluated by measuring the influence of
six independent factors (PU, ATU, PEU, TRU, SEC and
AWAR) on users‟ intentions to use m-government applications
in Saudi Arabia.
The study identified the influential factors as being ATU,
PU and TRU. The model was modified to include these factors
and tests revealed that the modified TAM model was suitable
and fit for the Saudi m-government context. The results also
showed that most participants had a positive attitude towards
using m-government applications.
The results of this study will help decision makers involved
in e-government and m-government initiatives in Saudi Arabia
to adapt m-government applications properly and successfully
by acknowledging and addressing the key influential factors.
The modified model can be used in other countries to
understand factors that influence users‟ intention to use mgovernment applications.
VII.

[2]

[3]

[4]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]
[11]

[12]

DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

This study adopted the TAM model, with some
modifications, to fulfil the study objectives by measuring the
influence of six factors (PU, ATU, PEU, trust, security and
awareness) on users‟ intention to use m-government
applications in Saudi Arabia. In future research it would be
better to incorporate TAM with other models such as DOI in
order to examine the applicability of the incorporated model in
the Saudi m-government context. This would lead to measuring
and considering other factors which were not measured in this
study but that may influence users‟ intention to use mgovernment applications. Since this study focused on mG2C
systems to explore and measure the factors that influence
users‟ intentions to use m-government applications from
citizens' perspectives, it has disregarded other types of mgovernment such as m-government-to-government (mG2G),
m-government-to-employee (mG2E) and m-government-tobusiness (mG2B). Future research should focus on one or more
of these other types to explore and measure the factors that
influence behavioural intention to use m-government
applications. Changing the context between countries may also
be a useful way to further develop and validate this model.
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Abstract—Technology (including mobiles and computers) has
become a basic, indispensable need in our daily life. With an
initial purpose of achieving basic functions such as
communication, technology has evolved into a virtual gate to the
whole world connecting individuals through social media and
various websites and applications. Most importantly, technology
became the reservoir of our personal information and important,
sensitive data. This has led to increased risks of security breaches
and data thefts demanding countermeasure approaches. One of
these approaches is Steganography. Steganography is a data
hiding approach that allows for invisible, relatively safe
communication. Several forms of steganography have been
developed, among which are Image steganography and our
previously developed AES Inspired Steganography. In this paper
we propose a new variation in which we combine both of these
approaches, Image and AES Inspired Steganography (IAIS).
This approach proposes hiding the hex symbol format of the
encrypted secret data into a carrier image file. The image file is
converted to a hexadecimal representation in which the hex
symbol could be embedded without applying any noticeable
changes to the original image. Deciphering the hidden
information requires secret keys agreed upon by the
communicating parties confidentially. These carrier files can be
exchanged among mobile devices and/or computers.
Comparisons between the original cover images and the cover
images with the hidden text have shown that no changes occurred
in the colour histogram of the images. However, the noise test has
shown that exposure to noise can affect the hexadecimal content
of the image, hence the embedded hex symbol representation of
the secret text.
Keywords—Mobile forensics; anti-forensics; data hiding;
steganography; AES; AIS

I.

INTRODUCTION

Since the rise of the Internet, information security became
an important aspect in the field of information technology and
communication. Cryptography was created as a technique for
ensuring the secrecy of communicated information. Various
approaches of data encryption and decryption were developed
to prevent access by third parties. Unfortunately, discovering
the existence of an encrypted text would increase the risk of
access by third party. Therefore, steganography was developed
to conceal the existence of the secret text.
The basic concept of Steganography is to achieve invisible
communication through hiding secret information in other
information files of different formats. Current technological

approaches of steganography use digital data files as carrier
files and networks as high speed delivery channels [1]. In this
paper, we have used both encryption and steganography to
ensure a high level of information security against intrusions
and hacking attempts. This approach will utilize our previously
developed AES inspired hex symbol steganography [2] [3] in
combination with the image steganography.
II.

RELATED WORK

This section will be discussing some previously published
approaches of cryptographic algorithms and data hiding.
A. Cryptographic algorithms
Generally, cryptographic algorithms can be classified into
three basic classes; hash algorithm, symmetric key algorithms,
and asymmetric key algorithms. They are defined by the
number of cryptographic keys used in conjunction with the
algorithm [4].
1) Cryptographic Hash Algorithms: No keys are required
in this algorithm. They generate a relatively small digest (hash
value, hash code, or hash sum) from a (possibly) large input in
a way that is fundamentally difficult to reverse (i.e., hard to
find an input that will produce a given output). Hash functions
are used as building blocks for key management, namely;
providing data authentication and integrity services (e.g.
generating a hashed message authentication code, HMAC),
message compression for digital signature generation and
verification, generating deterministic random numbers [5].
Examples of this type are SH, SH-1, MD5, etc.
2) Symmetric Key Algorithms: A secret key is pre-shared
between the sender and the receiver over a secure channel
before the communication. The word “symmetric” refers to
the fact that both sender and receiver use the same key to
encrypt and decrypt the information, respectively [6].
Examples of the widely used modern symmetric cryptosystem
are DES, 3DES, AES, Blowfish, RC5, RC2, CAST and IDEA.
3) Asymmetric Key Algorithms: Asymmetric algorithms
rely on a pair of keys; one key is used for encryption and a
different but related key is used for decryption, with the
characteristic of being computationally infeasible to determine
the decryption key given only knowledge of the cryptographic
algorithm and the encryption key [7].
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B. Data Hiding
Data hiding tools have been developed to secretly embed
and hide undiscoverable data through multiple approaches.
These approaches include transferring data to other portable
storage devices and then wiping the data from the phone or
computer; making data “invisible” and concealing their
existence; embedding data in multimedia (image, audio and
video) files; and altering file extensions. Although some of
these approaches, such as altering file extensions, are relatively
old, evidence has shown that they can still bypass some
forensic analysis methods. For instance, an experiment has
shown that changing the extension of an .mp4 file to .pdf
allowed for hiding it from the evidence tree generator, FTK
imager, without applying any changes to its location [8].
1) Least Significant Bit Encoding (LSB)
The principle of this technique is to find and replace the
least significant bits in the image frames of the cover video. If
each pixel in the gray carrier image consists of 8 bits for
example, then the LSB of this pixel is replaced by a bit from
the secret message. However, for an RGB (Red, Green and
Blue) carrier image, each of the red, green, and blue
components which are each of 8-bits lengths can be utilized for
the same purpose by replay the LSB in them by bits of the
secret message [9].
Thus the secret message to be hidden in the carrier image
undergoes two processes, the first is conversion to ASCII code
and the second is conversion to binary representation with 8
bits for each of the words.
2) A Hash Based LSB Technique (HLSB)
Dasguptal et al. [10] reported a hash based LSB Techniques
in spatial domain. It is a utilization of an algorithm portrayed
with AVI (Audio Video Interleave) file as a cover medium. A
video stream (AVI) composed of collection of frames and the
secret data is concealed in these frames as payload. The
information of the cover video (AVI) such as number of frames
(n), frame speed (fp/sec), frame height (H) and frame width
(W) are extracted from the header.

The cover video is then divided and separated into frames.
The size of the message is irrelevant in video steganography
due to the fact that the message could be embedded in multiple
frames. The advised technique conceals 8 bits of secret data at
a time in LSB of RGB pixel value of the carrier frames in 3, 3,
2 order respectively. Such that out of eight 8-bits of message 3bits are inserted in R pixel, 3-bits are inserted in G pixel and
remaining 2- bits are inserted in B pixel, as shown in Fig. 1.
This distribution pattern is applied because the chromatic
influence of the blue pixel color component to the human eye
is more than that of the red and green pixel components.
The hash based LSB technique would also increase the
payload. Moreover, the fact that the variation between the
colours is small makes its detection by the human eye a very
strenuous task. Using a hash function of this form, the hiding
positions of the eight bits out of the four available bits of LSB
as shown in Fig. 2 could be obtained
. . . . . .

Where, is LSB bit position within the pixel, stands for
the position of each hidden image pixel and n represents the
number of bits of LSB which is 4 for the present case.
A stego video is then formed after concealing data in
multiple frames of the carrier video by grouping these frames
together. That video will be, used as normal sequence of
streaming frames.
The reverse steps could be followed by the intended user to
uncover and extract the secret data. The decoding process of a
setgo video consists of breaking the video into frames again
after going through the header information. The data of the
secret message is regenerated, by utilizing the same hash
function known to the intended user.
3) Neighbourhood Pixel Information
Hossain et al. [11] proposed three effective steganography
tools that use the neighborhood information to calculate the
quantity of data which could be embedded in a cover image
input pixel without causing a noticeable change. The smooth
and complicated areas of an image are determined by the
neighborhood relationship. According to this concept, small
quantities of secret data are hidden in the smooth areas, and
large quantities are hidden in the complicated ones. This whole
concept is built on psycho visual repetition in grey scale digital
images; the edged parts can withstand more change in
comparison to the smooth ones.
III.

Fig. 1. Secret data embedded in RGB pixels of carrier frame [10].

Fig. 2. The hiding positions of the four bits (4) available bits of LSB’s side.

(1)

THE PROPOSED IMAGE AND AES INSPIRED
STEGANOGRAPHY (IAIS)

A. Image and AES Inspired Steganography (IAIS) Design
In this paper, we will be introducing a new data hiding and
encryption method in which we combine our previously
developed AES Inspired Steganography (AIS) with image
steganography. This combination would allow for an increased
level of security and concealment of the hidden secret data.
This Steganography approach will include the use of a table to
specify the hiding location of the secret data. In general, this
method consists of multiple steps of encryption applied to the
secretly hidden message. First, the message is embedded into a
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hex symbols carrier file, which is divided into embedding
matrices and cipher key matrices according to varied patterns
chosen by the communicating parties. This approach was
discussed in detail in our previous paper on the AES Inspired
Steganography [2]. The hex symbol carrier file as a whole is
then embedded into the chosen cover image as shown in Fig. 3.
Furthermore, throughout the steganography process,
encryptions and rearrangements are continuously applied
allowing for increased security measures.
B. Image and AES Inspired Steganography (IAIS) Algorithm
Initially, the communicating parties (i.e. sender and
receiver) agree upon certain tables that will be used as keys for
embedding and extracting of the secret message content. Secret
content could be embedded at different locations in the image
including the header, the tail or both or could be attached to the
end of the image and embedding of AIS processed hex symbol
within the image . The method of embedding the AIS
encrypted text at each of these locations will be described next.
C. Attachment of AIS processed hex symbol to the end of the
image
Once AIS is applied to a secret text, a cover image is
chosen (e.g. Fig. 4(a)). The chosen picture is then converted to
a hexadecimal file using WinHex. The created AIS hex symbol
in then embedded in the carrier image by attaching it to the end
of the hexadecimal format of the carrier image. A deciphering
key is embedded as well in the hexadecimal file in the location
agreed upon by the communicating parties. Afterwards, the
resulting hexadecimal file is converted back to the image
format which can be sent to the second communicating party
Fig. 4(b). The second communicating party receives the cover
image containing the hex symbol representation of the secret
text and the decryption key. They key consists of two parts: 1)
a hex symbol code book (in alphabetic codes); and 2) an index
number determining the location and size of the hidden hex
symbol in the image (Fig. 5).
Embedment of AIS processed hex symbol in the image’s
header, tail, or both
Similarly, a cover image is chosen after the creation of the
hex symbol form of the hidden secret text (Fig. 6(a), 7(a)) and
is converted to a hexadecimal file using WinHex. The hex
symbol is then embedded in the header or tail of the cover
image’s hexadecimal format or both, simultaneously.
D.

Fig. 3. The general Image and AES Inspired Steganography (IAIS) process.

A deciphering key is embedded as well in the hexadecimal
file in the location agreed upon by the communicating parties.
The cover image carrying the hidden text and the key will then
be converted back to the image format from the hexadecimal
format and sent to the receiving party (Fig. 6(b), 7(b)).
Fig. 4. Cover image before and after attaching the AIS encrypted text to the
end of the image.

Fig. 5. Example of the shared key index book.
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The created cover image (Fig. 11) is converted to a
hexadecimal file using Winhex. The hex symbols created using
the AIS approach is then embedded into the hexadecimal
format of the cover image (Fig. 12). A key is embedded as well
in the cover image at a specific location as agreed initially by
the communicating parties. The resulting file is then converted
back to the image format, which is then sent to the receiving
party as shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 6. Embedment of the hex symbol in the header.

The key embedded in the carrier file consists of two parts:
1) a hex symbol code book (in alphabetic codes); and 2) an
index number specifying the location and size of the hidden
hex symbol. Symbols specifying the allocation to the header,
tail or both are specified as follows:
 Header: (#); in hexadecimal representation = 23
 Tail: ($); in hexadecimal representation = 24

Fig. 7. Embedment of the hex symbol in the tail.

 Header and tail: (^); in hexadecimal representation = 5e
In the key, these symbols are written in different locations
for additional concealment and security.
E. Embedment of AIS processed hex symbol within the image
After the secret text is encrypted using the AIS approach,
multiple cover images are chosen. The chosen images are then
combined into a collage according to user’s preferences
(Fig. 8(a)). A snapshot (e.g. using the snipping tool) is then
taken of the images’ collage allowing for the creation of spaces
available for embedment within the hexadecimal
representation. The AIS processed hex symbol containing the
secret text is then embedded into one of these available spaces.
The deciphering key is embedded as well in the location agreed
upon by the communicating part. The embedded key consists
similarly of the hex symbol code book (in alphabetic codes)
and an index number indicating the location (e.g. * (in
hexadecimal representation= 2a) could be used to indicate the
first character of the hex symbol) and size of the secret hex
symbol. The hexadecimal file is then converted back into an
image format and sent to the receiving party (Fig. 8(b)).
IV.

Fig. 8. Cover images before and after the embedment of the AIS encrypted
text.

IMPLEMENTATION

Referring back to the example used in our previous paper
on AES Inspired Steganography [2], the secret message
“Steganography is the art and science of hiding information in
plain sight. EAS is a symmetric encryption” was embedded in
a hex symbol carrier file (Fig. 9).
The next step is to hide this AIS processed hex symbol in a
cover image using the third discussed approach in which the
hex symbol is embedded within an image (specifically, a
collage of multiple images). Therefore, multiple cover images
are chosen for the image steganography step as shown in
Fig. 10. The chosen images are then combined in any desired
order and snapshot as one picture (Fig. 11).

Fig. 9. Hex symbols after embedding.

Fig. 10. An example of the multiple cover images that could be chosen for
creating the cover images collage.
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Fig. 14. Calculated the (MSE) and (PSNR) for Salt & pepper noise.
Fig. 11. Snapshot of the arrangement (collage) of the chosen cover images.

Fig. 12. Hex symbols in image.
Fig. 15. Calculated the (MSE) and (PSNR) for Gaussian noise.

Fig. 13. Carrier file containing hex symbols after the image steganography
process.

V.

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

A. Robustness
The stego-files have been found to be resistant against
changes in size and content when compressed with WinRAR
or ZIP file format and then processed for message extraction.
This resistance indicates a kind of robustness against
processing procedure that could be applied to the carrier file
such as compression. Also, the robustness means the resistance
to external effects such as noise or other image processing.
Experiments of adding noise to the stego image were
conducted as below. Two type of noise, namely Gaussien noise
and Salt and Pepper noise were introduced to stego images and
the mean square error (MSE) and peak signal to noise ratio
(PSNR) were calculated for different percentages of noise.
These results are listed in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. The noise effect
on the images of the data listed in Fig. 14 and 15 is shown in
the Fig. 16 and 17 for both Salt pepper noise and Gaussian.
The MSE and PSNR were also plotted in Fig. 18 and 19.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(d)
(e)
Fig. 16. The visual effect of salt and pepper noise on the images.

(e)
(a)

Fig. 17. The visual effect of Gaussian noise on the images.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 19. The MSE and PSNR for different percentages of Gaussian noise.

To visualize the effect of adding the encrypted secret
message of the HSA to the carrier image, the histogram for the
images with and without the embedded message were
compared and shown in Fig. 20. It was found that no difference
was noticed in the histogram. This indicates a good advantage
for the hex symbols technique.

(b)
Fig. 18. The MSE and PSNR for different percentages of salt & pepper noise.

(a)

(a)
(b)
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VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we proposed a new variation of steganography
approaches in which we combined image steganography with
our previously proposed AES Inspired Steganography (IAIS).
This approach represents an upgrade of the obstacles’ level
against potential external breaches. Hence, this will allow for
increasing the information security while transferring secret
information through the internet or private networks.

(c)

Future developments could be conducted to increase the
complexity and capacity of the steganography approach
allowing handling larger amounts of secret information.
Furthermore, the approach could be incorporated in different
areas of application including medical information and records
security.
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Abstract—Nowadays Internet does not provide an exchange
of information between applications and networks, which may
results in poor application performance. Concepts such as
application-aware networking or network-aware application
programming try to overcome these limitations. The introduction
of Software-Defined Networking (SDN) opens a path towards the
realization of an enhanced interaction between networks and
applications. SDN is an innovative and programmable
networking architecture, representing the direction of the future
network evolution. Accurate traffic classification over SDN is of
fundamental importance to numerous other network activities,
from security monitoring to accounting, and from Quality of
Service (QoS) to providing operators with useful forecasts for
long-term provisioning. In this paper, four variants of Neural
Network estimator are used to categorize traffic by application.
The proposed method is evaluated in the four scenarios:
feedforward; Multilayer Perceptron (MLP); NARX (LevenbergMarquardt) and NARX (Naïve Bayes). These scenarios
respectively provide accuracy of 95.6%, 97%, 97% and 97.6%.
Keywords—Software defined networks; openflow; traffic
classification; neural network; multilayer perceptron

I.

INTRODUCTION

SDN is a new paradigm in telecommunications and
computer networks. The main goal of SDN is to meet
challenges existing in IP-based networks, such as complex
management. In today’s networks, administrators must apply
many overwhelming changes to the network configurations in
case of a little change in network policies, rules or topology,
testing new protocols, to have a dynamic network management
[1]-[4]. SDN as a comprehensive concept separates data plan
(which is responsible for forwarding data packets) and control
plan (which is responsible for routing, traffic engineering, and
management policies) to confront limitations and challenges of
today’s networking [5]-[8]. Fig. 1 shows SDN architecture.
OpenFlow (OF) protocol is one of the most important and
practical communication protocols, which enables controller to
interact with the network switches. This protocol is a standard
interface that is used mostly in SDN. OF switches contain one
or multiple flow tables with flow entries. Each entry consists of
paired rules and actions. The tables are filled by the controller.
Each rule consists of fields related to headers data, such as
source and destination MAC and IP addresses, port numbers
and other necessary information. Each action determines
instruction(s) to be executed on the packet in order to match
the entry’s rule [9]-[10].

Fig. 1. SDN architecture.

Separation of data plan and control plan, gives ability to
network administrators to make programmable policies and
easily manage data plan via the controller [11]. SDN also
makes it easy to have a dynamic management, configuration,
troubleshooting and even testing new protocols and ideas in the
network without troubles [12]. An important case in network
management for having high availability and efficiency is
traffic classification. There are methods for applying traffic
classification in networks [13]:
 Using port numbers to determine application and
application layer protocols. However, these methods are
not completely accurate.
 Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) is used. These methods
have high accuracy, however, there are some issues
regarding its implementation while dynamic ports and
encrypted traffics are not supported in current networks
yet. It also causes high overhead to the system and
violates user privacy.
These methods have their own problems, so, researches
have been recently focusing on machine learning techniques,
which take advantage of statistical properties for traffic
classification.
Although there are many challenges in current networks for
traffic classification, global view of controllers in SDN
improves network management while its concept is simple and
easy to use for extracting statistical data of network traffic from
switches [14].
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Hanigan et al. [15] used traffic classification methods based
on DPI to inspect flows over SDN to distinguish application
protocols in runtime. Their goal is to enable controller to
distinguish and isolate different application flows, managing
and programming flows to guaranty QoS for delay sensitive
applications. When the network is loaded, a great part of the
controllers’ processing resources must be dedicated to DPI
tools. Thus, the performance of the entire network is affected.
Arsalan et al. [16] proposed a framework to determine the
application type of existing flows in a wireless network, which
consist of several mobile devices connected to an OF switch. In
control plan, a machine learning-based trainer receives the
information. On the other hand, the OF switch gathers the
properties of different flows and sends them to the control layer
for creating a model for application layer recognition. After
model creation, when a host joins the network, the OF switch
sends the device flows properties to the traffic classification
model, based on the machine learning technique. Then, the
application of source flow is determined. The traffic
classification model is based on C5.0 decision tree algorithm.
Jang et al. [17] proposed a method that uses flows
properties, gathered in a dataset, as K-means algorithm input,
in learning phase, for clustering. These clusters are used to
implement a traffic classification model. The clusters with
similar features are aggregated based on the information
obtained from the content of the packets. Although the
accuracy rate of this method is 89 percent, it reduces the need
of investigating the packet contents and accurate diagnosis of
encrypted packets. Most researches present traffic
classification on a set of statistics from stored flows in an
offline manner. The high time complexity and processing
overhead are two challenges of online traffic classification.
Current approaches also cause an overwhelming overhead on
the system. The goal of this paper is to classify the traffic over
SDN using information in the header of packets received from
OF switches and statistics in the controller. By considering
protocol capabilities on extracting flows statistics and neural
networks variant such as feedforward, MLP, NARX
(Levenberg-Marquardt) and NARX (Naïve Bayes), a
framework for online traffic classification based on application
layer protocol is proposed. The overall accuracy of this model
in traffic classification for feed-forward, MLP, NARX
(Levenberg-Marquardt) and NARX (Naïve Bayes) algorithms
with value of 95.6%, 97%, 97% and 97.6%, respectively.
The highest accuracy of the previous methods was 94%
[18] but the accuracy of the proposed method is 97.6%.
Advantages of this method over current methods are low
processing overhead, low network overhead and low runtime
execution. The following sections of this paper are as follows:
Section 2 presents the proposed method for online traffic
classification in SDN. Section 3 provides the implementation
and performance evaluation of proposed method. Finally,
discuss and analyze the results in Section 4.
I.

THE PROPOSED METHOD

In this paper, a new method is used for classification of
network traffic proportional to SDN architecture.

Fig. 2. The outline of the proposed method.

In such networks, all switches are connected to a central
controller that may be lower cost than current networks. The
protocol of each flow can be identified by classification of
traffic based on application layer in the level of control. Fig. 2
shows the outline of the proposed approach.
The proposed method consists of offline and online phases
that are as follows:
A. Offline phase
In offline phase, making data collection and model
classifier are discussed. This means that floodlight uses a webbased graphical interface to connect users to the controller. We
use below URI to receive raw data of the required set of
training data to get statistics on all existing traffic flows in the
switches:
http://localhost:8080/wm/core/switch/All/flow/Json.
Information is extracted for each flow by the mentioned
URI. The structure of API data exchange is JSON. They are
identifiable after calling up information in the browser. The
flows are separated for using of massive data that obtained
from all flows in switches.
For this purpose used five attribute (IP source, IP
destination, the source port, the destination port, transport layer
protocol), which specifies a unique flow. In the next step, after
separating flows from each other, associated return flows with
them that are constituent a 2-way flow are combined and done
pre-processing on them for making a sample (a raw of sets of
training data). Eventually, each row of the training data set that
represents a two-way flow, contains the characteristics (see
Table 1). Last item the APPpro (application layer protocol)
represents a class variable in the training data set that is
completed manually.
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TABLE I.

CHARACTERISTICS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH FLOW IN
TRAINING DATA SET

Attribute

Description

srcIp

Source IP

dstIp

Destination IP

SrcPort

Transport Layer port in source

DstPort

Transport Layer port in destination

reqPro

Transport layer protocol , flow

respro

Transport layer protocol , backflow

reqAvgSz

The average size of the flow pockets

resAvgSz

The average size of the backflow pockets

reqPktperSec

Mean number of pockets per second on the flow

resPktperSec

2) Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)
MLP is a type of neural network, which maps a set of input
data to one or more output, based on learning from previous
samples. Because of its strong nonlinear approximation
behavior, MLP is the most useful model in neural networks and
is used almost in every scientific field. An MLP is consisting
of multi layers of nodes in a directive graph, in which each
layer is fully connected to the next layer. MLP also uses
backpropagation for training network. MLP is the modified
version of perceptron and can recognize nonlinear data [22].
Using gradient descent, find changes in each weight according
to (3), where is the output of the previous neuron and is
calculated by (4):

reqBytperSec

Mean number of bytes per second on the flow

resBytperSec

Mean number of bytes per second on the backflow

APPpro

Application layer protocol

A classification model is used after classification algorithm
on training data set, which is used to create traffic classification
module [19-21] for floodlight controller.
B. Online phases
In online phase, ML module that is added to floodlight
controller classifies the network traffic operation by the help of
developed model in offline phase. This means that received
statics flows in the switch and the application of layer protocol
obtains each of them. The results obtained this module and
management of bandwidth, security and management issues in
order to supply QOS goals provided for javaAPI and restAPI.
They order both of them are used to communicate with other
modules and applications. ML module evaluated in the four
scenarios which following algorithm is used:
1) Feed-forward Neural Network
In feed-forward neural network, connections between units
do not form a cycle so it is different from recurrent network.
Feed-forward network is the first and most simple type of
neural network algorithms. The flow of information always
moves forward from input to output. A supervised technique
called backpropagation is used to improve its performance. It
propagates backward from output to input in the network,
decreases errors and optimizes performance by correcting the
weight of edges, connected to nodes. The weights can be
corrected by Gradient Descent method using (1) for calculating
the change of each edge’s weight.
Wi  -  E / Wi

(1)

In this equation ɳ is the learning rate which its value is
considered equal to 0.1. Also, the expected value is obtained
from (2), in which is the target value and is the perceptron’s
output.
Expected value   / wi 1/ 2 Sd  td  od 
  / wi 1/ 2 Sd (td  Si wi xi ) 2
 S d  td  od  ( xi )

2

(2)

 (n)
yi (n)
v j (n)

(3)

y(vi )  tanh(vi ) and y(vi )  (1  e-vi )-1

(4)

w ji (n)  

Mean number of pockets per second on the
backflow

Here Vi is the weighted sum of the input synapses.  ( n ) in
(3) is calculated through (5) and the error in output node j in
the nth training example is calculated by (6), where d is the
target value and y is the value produced by the perceptron:

 ( n) 

1
 e2j (n)
2 j

e j (n)  di (n)  y j (n)

(5)
(6)

3) Non-linear Autoregressive Exogenous Multilayer
Perceptron (NARX)
The NARX model is generally used for predicting time
series by approximation of nonlinear relationships between
exogenous variables and the predictor variable, as defined in
(7):

y  t   f ( x  t  1 , x  t  2  x  t  d  ;
y  t  1 , y  t  2  y  t  d 

(7)

y(t) is the predictor variable and x(t) denotes the Exogenous
time series. Usually function f is a nonlinear polynomial. For
modeling function f in NARX, it is also possible to create a
dynamic MLP network by assuming in time t, d is the previous
variable of predictor variable and the predictor variable should
be accessible. This configuration is based on delay and is
without feedback, called open loop. This model is used for
one-step-ahead predictions, because the estimation is based on
previous knowledge of real past values for target series and is
not based on prediction that produces errors in results. In this
model two functions are used for learning:
 Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm
One of the learning functions of this method is retrieved
from Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm. This algorithm is a way
to find the minimum of a nonlinear polynomial function and is
a standard method for solving Minimum Square of nonlinear
function problem. This algorithm is used to minimize square
curve fitness problem. The β parameter in the curve model of
f  x,   is from experimental data set of dependent and
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independent variables  xi , yi  , which sum of their square of
derivation is minimum, as shown in (8):
m

ˆ  arg min S     arg min   yi  f  xi ,   

2

data for estimating the required parameters [23]. The
mathematical form of Bayes theorem is as (16):

p(Ck | x) 

(8)

i 1

In each step of iteration, the β parameter vector is replaced
with a new approximate value of    . For  calculation, the
functions f are estimated by linearization as in (9). In this
equation J i is the gradient of function f with respect to β which
calculated as in (10):
f (x i ,    )  f ( xi ,  )  J i

Ji 

f ( X i ,  )


(9)
(10)

II.

p(Ck ) p( x | Ck )
p( x)

(16)

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A SDN network with one software switch, one controller
and two hosts, is configured for our experiments. In order to
implement software defined networks, OVS (open v Switch)
was considered as OF switch and Floodlight was considered as
the controller. Open v Switch is an open source; apache 2.0licensed virtual switch which is developed under Linux kernel.
Floodlight is an open source, apache licensed controller, which
developed by using Java platform. A topology as shown in
Fig. 3 is set for performance evaluation.

The sum of squares S (  ) at its minimum has a zero
gradient with respect to β. Equation (11) shows the first
approximation of f ( xi ,    ) and its vector notations are in
(12):
m

S (    )   ( yi  f ( xi ,  )  J i ) 2

(11)

i 1

S (    ) || y  f(  )  J  ||2 
[y  f(  )  J  ]T [y  f(  )  J  ] 
[y  f(  )]T [y  f(  )] 
[y  f(  )]T J   (J  )T [y  f(  )] 

(12)
Fig. 3. Scenario topology which evaluated in the laboratory.

 J J   [y f(  )] [y f(  )] 
T

T

T

TABLE II.

2[y  f(  )]T J    T J T J  .

Controller and hosts

Equation (13) is obtained from setting the derivation of
S      to zero:
( J J )  J [ y - f (  )]
T

T

(13)

In this equation, J i is the ith row of the Jacobian matrix

and Yi and f  xi ,   are the ith component of Y and f vectors
respectively. Levenberg's contribution is to replace this
equation by a "damped version" as show in (14):

( J J   I )  J [ y  f ( )]
T

T



(15)

Naïve Bayes

Another learning function is from Naïve Bayes classifiers
family, which do classifies using Bays probability theorem.
Naïve Bayes is a common technique for creating classifiers.
One of its positive points is its efficiency in solving probability
problems. It is also very flexible and needs only a few learning

CPU

Core i7

RAM

16 GB

OS

Ubuntu 14.10

Controller version

Floodlight v 9.0

Switch

(14)

Besides, Marquardt replaced the identity matrix “I” with
diagonal matrix consist of diagonal elements of JTJ, resulting in
Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm as in (15):

[ J T J   diag ( J T J )]  J T [ y  f (  )]

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

CPU

Core i5

RAM

8 GB

OS

Ubuntu 14.10

OVS version

2.0.1

There are four systems in this figure, from left to right: the
first system is an OF switch (it is converted to OF switch by
installing ovs on it). The second and third systems are the first
and second clients. The last system is the controller. The
systems’ configurations are shown in Table 2.
After setting up the topology, the host stablishes FTP and
HTTP connections for downloading files and video streams,
text messaging, peer to peer connection with BitTorrent client,
downloading and uploading file parts to/from other hosts
simultaneously and aggregates statistics related to these flows.
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So, the case study protocols for this scenario are FTP,
HTTP, instant messaging, video streaming and peer to peer
protocol. Sampling of the flows is done 20 times in 1 second
intervals.

TP Rate

Accuracy

1
0.98

0.98
0.97

0.98
0.97

0.98
0.97

0.98
0.97

HTT P

FTP

0.96

In all scenarios, sampling from switch statistics (extracting
required data from switch’s flow tables) is done 6000 times to
collect about 65000 data records. After data aggregation and
preprocessing of flows statistics, a data set with 600 records is
obtained.
After that the different flow class variable is manually set
in the learning data set, and finally the data is converted to
CSV format, for creating traffic classification model. Final
Model is converted to java code for using as a traffic classifier
module in online phase. Results in details are provided in the
Fig. 4 to 7.
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Fig. 4. The result of the Feedforward algorithm.
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Fig. 5. The result of the MLP algorithm.
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Fig. 6. The result of the NARX (Levenberg-Marquardt) algorithm.

P2P

CONCLUSION

The proposed method in this paper is used for application
recognition of flows resources with the help of SDN and data
mining techniques based on machine learning. Applying traffic
classification techniques to the OF network makes the network
be application-aware, and enables the network to know flow’s
requirements. Due to maintaining a global view of the network,
the controller could dynamically allocate bandwidth to flows
on demand and thus improve their QoS and the analysis and
prediction of traffic patterns in network make the controller
further optimize resource allocation. This method mainly
focused on minimizing controllers’ processing overhead and
network traffic overhead for network traffic classification. The
accuracy of tested class variables in our experiments for
feedforward, MLP, NARX (Levenberg-Marquardt) and NARX
(Naïve Bayes) algorithms are 95.6%, 97%, 97% and 97.6%
respectively. The highest accuracy of the previous methods
was 94% but the accuracy of the proposed method is 97.6%.
Also, the proposed method does not impose any processing
overhead to the controller because unlike the base method,
packets’ contents are not checked. Our on-going and future
works include implementations on different device platforms
(iOS, Windows, Linux) and detection of flows belonging to a
new application which is not part of the trained classifier.
[1]

Inst ant
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Stre am

Fig. 7. The result of the NARX (Naïve Bayes) algorithm.
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Abstract—This paper implements a new leukemia
identification method which depends on Mel frequency cepstral
coefficient (MFCC) feature extraction and wavelet transform.
Leukemia identification is a measurement of blood cell features
for detecting the blood cancer of a patient. Blood cell feature
extraction is based on transforming the blood cell two
dimensional (2D) image into one dimensional (1D) signal
and thereafter extracting MFCCs from such signal.
Furthermore, discrete wavelet transform (DWT) of the 1D blood
cell signals are used for extracting extra MFCCs features to assist
the identification procedure. In addition, Wavelet transform with
denoising is used to reduce noise and increase classification
accuracy. Feature matching/classification of the blood cell to be a
normal cell or leukemia cell is performed in the proposed method
using five different classifiers. Experimental results of leukemia
identification method show that the proposed method is very
good with wavelet transform and robust in the presence of noise.
Keywords—MFCC;
feature
identification system; leukemia

I.

extraction;

classification;

INTRODUCTION

The probability of recovery of acute lymphocytic leukemia
patient can be increased by the early identification of its
symptoms. Leukemia (cancer) is a malignant disease seen in
people of any age groups either in children or adults but
usually affects people in their 50s and 60s.
In the literature, there is a lot of work for leukemia
recognition based on many approaches like gene expression
analysis [1] and holographic microscope images [2].
Artificial intelligent methods are based on automated
systems that can speed up identification and make it much
easier, in addition, the amount of data analyzed are higher
moreover increase the classification accuracy specially in
telemedicine applications. Many prediction methods used for
analysis and classification of leukemia like KNN algorithm [3],
other prediction methods use endoscopic images technique [4]
and image processing techniques [5].
This paper presents a fully automatic method for leukemia
identification that classifies blood images to know if the blood
cell is normal or leukemia (cancer) cell.
Leukemia images identification is very important for
diagnosis and therapy of cancer patients.
The proposed leukemia identification method is based on
transforming blood cell image into 1D signals and executing
the same processes performed on speech signals. The speech

signal operation used the Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCCs) for feature extraction fused with discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) and signals denoising.
MFCCs are applied in speech recognition methods and its
values are not very powerful in existence of additive noise [6],
and so we propose leukemia identification system as an
application of this idea by transforming the leukemia image 2D
object into 1D signals and executing the same processes
performed on speech signals.
Lately, wavelet based features are employed in various
types of research. The DWT has good representation for time
and frequency and can be used for multi dimensional localized
contribution in time and frequency dominion for the signal of
interest. moreover, wavelet denoising is a technique that can be
used for reduction of noise from the speech signal [7], [8]. In
our algorithm, we combine wavelet transform of the image
with features extracted from MFCCs to assist in achieving a
better recognition rate.
Five various classification techniques are used as classifiers
in the proposed algorithm for the leukemia recognition method.
Classification techniques are Radial SVM, Neighborhood
Component Analysis classifier (NCA), Naive Bayes classifier,
NaiveBayes Kernel classifier, and Quadratic Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDQ) classifier.
The rest of the paper is ordered as follows: An overview of
leukemia, problem statement, and a brief survey of the current
research area in this field are explained in Section 2. The
process of extracting features existing in leukemia image using
MFCCs is discussed in Section 3. The proposed leukemia
recognition system, discrete wavelet transform, wavelet
denoising are summarized in Section 4, feature matching
(classification) is discussed in Section 5, Section 6, explains
the experimental results and discussion. Finally, Section 7
summarizes the concluding remarks and future work.
II.

RECOGNITION SYSTEM

The process of identification of the leukemia recognition
system consists of four phases: feature extraction, a training
phase followed by a testing phase, and classification [9], [10].
Only useful information of the object is kept in feature
extraction process. One of the most familiar methods that are
used for feature extraction is MFCC [11]. MFCC perform with
frames of the data so it uses 1D speech or voice signals.
Training and testing steps both of them contain feature
extraction technique. In the training step, each signal is showed
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using a set of training data. Features are only the characteristic
information of the signal and unnecessary info is stripping
away. While in the testing step, feature extraction is also used
and the resulting info is compared to the models in the database
of the leukemia images to allow the unknown image to be
identified. Finally, the classification process is performed to
locate the exact signal corresponding to the leukemia image or
normal blood cell image, therefore the system model is built
and feature matching for testing the effectiveness of this model
is performed by implementing a set of testing data to be
compared with the stored features in the database. In
classification phase, each unknown image is shaped by using a
set of data samples in the training step, where a set of feature
vectors is produced and kept in a database by deleting all
needless information in the training samples keeping only the
distinctive information to construct image models. When some
unknown leukemia sample arrives, a mapping is made by the
pattern matching techniques to match the features of the
unknown sample to identify leukemia class [9], [12].
Feature extraction is a very vital step for recognition of
unknown images. The only helpful data is selected in feature
extraction that describes the signal and undesirable data is
excluded. MFCC is a famed and excellent method for feature
extraction from a speech signal [13], [14] that can be also used
for face, gesture, palm print, satellite and iris image
identification [15]-[19].
Thus this method is one of the finest techniques for feature
extraction, mainly for automatic speech and speaker
recognition system.
III.

GENERATION OF COEFFICIENTS USING MFCC

present in the input image sample. This method is important to
identify leukemia image from normal blood cell image by
producing enough information for good leukemia recognition.
There are many feature extraction techniques can be used in
signal recognition system like linear prediction coefficients
(LPC), linear predictive cepstral coefficients (LPCC),
perceptual linear predictive analysis (PLP), and Mel-Frequency
spectrum coefficients (MFCC). MFCCs is the famous one and
it is used in this research. MFCCs coefficients that have been
used to represent the signal distribution, moreover its features
come from cepstral analysis and warped to the Mel-scale which
assures low frequency components over the high frequency
components.
Voice recognition steps are the same as leukemia
recognition, however first the leukemia 2D image should be
converted to 1D signal since MFCC works on a 1D signal. The
following Fig. 1 shows the steps from 2D image to MFCC
coefficients.

Fig. 1. MFCC feature extraction process.

A. Input leukemia Image
We apply MFCC technique for leukemia recognition, it is
the same steps used in voice recognition, the difference is the
conversion of blood cell image from the 2D image to 1D signal
then appling MFCC technique, the rest of the steps are the
same.

MFCC technique selects features from a given image. In
case of voice identification, we obtain features by the following
steps: first, the one dimensional signal is separated into minor
frames or segments to make its statistical specification fixed,
then frequencies are suppressed by windowing at boundaries
and increase its center frequencies, the signal is transformed to
frequency domain by FFT, Mel-Scale determine the space and
size between each filter, then log will normalize signal after
making discrete cosine transform (DCT), finally we get
MFCC factors which are the last step in feature extraction
process which are the characteristic information of the image.
Now matching is made between MFCC coefficients of the
given sample and the dataset sample to recognize and validate
the blood cell if it is normal or a leukemia cell. At the
beginning, the 2D image should be converted to a 1D signal,
and then fed to MFCC algorithm to extract features as done in
a voice signal.

B. Image to signal conversion
The 1D image signal from the previous step is framed and
windowed using Hamming window technique then applying
Fast Fourier Transform, the resulting magnitude of the FFT
spectrum is warped by a series of Mel-filter banks according to
the Mel scale. The next step is taking the log of the spectrum,
followed by applying a discrete cosine transform [11].

Leukemia identification mainly involves two phases: the
first phase is to extract the features from the leukemia image
sample and collect a dataset, this is known as training step and
the second phase is to extract features from a testing sample
and match them with the samples present in the database, this
is known as a testing phase. Feature extraction and conversion
are common steps in both training and testing phases of
leukemia recognition system.

(

Feature extraction is the method of keeping image
discriminative information while decreasing the amount of data

Mel is the measuring unit of the perceptual scale of
perceived pitch or frequency of a tune, so the Mel-scale is a
conversion between the real frequency scale in Hz and the
perceived frequency scale in Mels. Mel means Melody to show
that the scale is based on pitch comparisons. So, the conversion
is virtually linear below 1 kHz and logarithmic above. This is
the formula for converting actual frequency hertz to the
mel-scale frequency (1):
)

(1)

C. Windowing
Usually a Hamming or Hanning window is used. In this
procedure, every frame is multiplied by a tapering function,
after windowing the signal the output is:
( )

( )

( )

Where, ( ) represents the output signal, ( ) is the input
signal acquired from framing,
is the number of samples
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( ) is hamming window symbolized

within every frame and
as:
( )

(

⁄(

))

IV.

THE PROPOSED LEUKEMIA RECOGNITION SYSTEM

(2)

D. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
Fourier Transformation is performed on the sliced signal.
FFT is used to map a signal from time domain to frequency
domain [20].
samples in each frame are converted to the
frequency domain. FFT is a fast processing algorithm to apply
and has easy computational speed. FFT transformation is made
for each frame separately when the signal is divided into small
frames.
E. Mel Scale
The previously calculated spectrums are converted on the
Mel scale to know the estimate about the existing energy at
each position in the spectrum. Mel scale with the triangular
overlapping window is recognized as a triangular filter bank.
This filter bank is an array of different band pass filters with a
spacing of the preset stationary bandwidth along Mel
frequency time.
Thus, the Mel scale controls the space of the given filter
and calculates the width of it, when the frequency gets higher
filters also get wider. The appropriate spread filters give us the
energy present in the signal at each point. The conversion
formula of frequency is (1).
We apply Log of base 10 to the output spectrum from Mel
bank then applying DCT for standardization, this step is
important for the DCT calculation to make small value large
enough and large small enough.
F. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
DCT is performed on the log Mel spectrum to convert it to
the time domain. The result coefficients are named Mel
frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCCs).
(3)
∑(

)

[ (

) ]

Where,
is the number of filters,
is
the MFCC and is the number coefficients here
so,
the total number of coefficients obtained from each frame
is 13.
G. MFCC Coefficients
The output amplitudes of the spectrum are the MFCCs. As
a summary of leukemia recognition steps: the image is mapped
from 2D to a 1D image. Therefore The 1D signal image is
split into small frames, then windowing is applied to suppress
edges at high frequencies. The signal is transformed to the
frequency domain by applying FFT technique. Furthermore,
the size and space between filters are provided by Mel-scale,
and then the signal is filtered by Mel-Bank. Accordingly, the
output of Mel-Bank is logged then DCT is applied to get final
Mel- Frequency Cepstral Coefficients.

Fig. 2. Components of leukemia classification system.

The proposed leukemia recognition system consists of
signal modeling, feature extraction, and feature matching
(classification) as shown in Fig. 2.
For training and testing phase the image 2D is mapped to a
1D signal, MFCC features are obtained from 1D signal while
discrete wavelet transformed get additional features which
support the MFCC features from the original signal,
furthermore, wavelet denoising is applied to signal and DWT
signal to get additional features to assist MFCC features. In
classification process, the unknown image features are used to
predict the signal that corresponds to the class of this unknown
image which is leukemia image or normal blood image.
A. Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)
It is a mathematical tool that hierarchically decomposing
functions, furthermore any type of function like a curve, image,
surface, or signal. Wavelet is a good technique that
representing details of this function. DWT is a good method for
the analysis of non-stationary signals. It represents the signal as
a series of approximation at a different resolution where the
low pass part corresponds to the signal while the high pass part
corresponds to the details. It is the same as filtering the signal
with a bank of bandpass filters whose impulse responses are all
nearly given by scaled forms of a mother wavelet. The filters
outputs are generally extremely reduced so the number of
output samples of DWT equivalent to the number of the input
samples, therefore no repetition arises in this transform.
The output features of this DWT vector are added to the
features of the MFCCs generated from the original blood cell
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signal to form a big feature vector that can be used for
leukemia identification. These are more strong features in case
of the existence of degradations.
B. Wavelet Based Denoising
Wavelet based denoising is improving the noise robustness
[21]. Wavelet denoising steps are the following: the first step is
the decomposition by choosing the correct filter and applying
the wavelet transform to the noisy signal to create the noisy
wavelet coefficients till properly distinguish the occurrence of
the perfect decomposition. The second is the vital step in
wavelet denoising where we select suitable threshold border at
each level and threshold technique like soft or hard
thresholding to best eliminate the noises. Finally, the
reconstruction step where the calculation is made for the
thresholded wavelet coefficients to get the inverse wavelet
transform to acquire a denoised signal.
V.

CLASSIFICATION METHODS

There are many classification methods that can be used to
distinguish normal blood cell from leukemia. In this paper, we
used five different classification techniques:
1) Neighborhood Components Analysis: This algorithm
attempts to exploit a stochastic of nearest neighbors of the
leave-one-out KNN score on the training set [22], its breviation
is NCA.
2) Support Vector Machines [23]: Radial SVM are used
where 5 fold validation method are used to set the values of
and within the range of (0.5-1.5). The implementation is
made by the LIBSVM software.
3) Bayes classifier [24]: Using densities approximation of
the class-condition according to the Gaussian density as a
kernel function.

4) Naive Bayes kernel classifier (NBK): This is mainly a
naive Bayes classifier, where the one dimensional densities are
approximated using a Parzen window density estimate, in place
of Gaussian approximation.
5) Discriminant Analysis (LDQ): Linear Discriminant
Analysis can only learn linear decision boundaries, while
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis can learn quadratic decision
boundaries and is, therefore, more flexible.
VI.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Experimental Results
In this experiment, we need to preprocess images to unify
the background of images before converting it to signal. The
original colored image is converted to gray scale image (green
channel), then green channel histogram is obtained. The next
step is creating a binary image via thresholding to a specific
value, and removing small objects from the binary image to get
a clean binary image. The final step in preprocessing is
masking the RGB image with a white background as shown in
Fig. 3.
Total numbers of images are 210, classified as 107 normal
blood cell images and 103 leukemia cell images. Normal blood
cell images with its Mel-frequency cepstral coefficient are
shown in Fig. 4 while leukemia cell images with its Melfrequency cepstral coefficient are shown in Fig. 5.
In the previous Fig. 4 and 5, the X-axis is the number of
frames (MFCCs) which comes from input signal while the Y
axis is the feature vector values for each frame. After this step,
the classification techniques are applied to calculate best
accuracies.

Fig. 3. Preprocessing of images.
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Fig. 5. MFCCs of different leukemia images.
Fig. 4. MFCCs of normal blood cells.

B. Results and Discussion
In this paper, we used six techniques for extracting features.
In the first technique, MFCCs are extracted from the blood cell
signals only. In the second one, the features are extracted from
the MFCCs of the DWT of the blood cell signals. In the third
technique, denoising process is applied to signal and features
are extracted from denoised MFCCs technique of the blood cell
signals. In the fourth technique, the features are extracted from
the MFCCs of the denoised DWT technique of the blood cell
signals. In the fifth technique, denoising process is applied and
features are extracted from both the denoised signals and DWT
of the denoised signals and concatenate these features in a
single feature vector. In the sixth technique, denoising process
is applied to MFCCs signal only so the features are extracted
from denoised MFCCs signals and DWT of the blood cell
signals and concatenate these features in a single feature
vector. A comparison between the six experiments is given in
Fig. 6.
Fig. 6 illustrates that MFCC features extraction of the DWT
of the blood cell signal (the second method) and features
extracted from the MFCC of the denoised DWT of the blood
cell signal (the fourth method) have the equivalent recognition
rate and they both achieved the finest recognition rates in the
existence of noise. This result shows the strength of the
wavelet features to facilitate the recognition of the leukemia
images and normal blood images with and without noise. We
focus on these two methods (the second and the forth) in next
experiments and exclude other methods.

Fig. 6. Recognition rate to SNR for bood cell images.

Receiver Output Characteristic (ROC) curves are shown in
Fig. 7 and 9 for the five classification techniques used for the
2nd method and 4th method, respectively. ROC curve represents
the performance curve for classifier output and as we see the
NBayes kernel has the highest (area under the curve) in both
Fig. 7 and 9 for features from the MFCCs of the DWT signal
(2nd method) and features from the MFCCs of the denoised
DWT signal (4th method), respectively. The detailed values of
ROC curves for the previous two methods are shown in
Table 1.
Classification accuracies are shown in Fig. 8 and 10 for the
five classification techniques for the 2nd method and 4th
method, respectively. The NBayes kernel has the highest
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identification accuracy of 92.85% of the features from the
MFCCs of the DWT signal (2nd method).
The detailed values of classification accuracies for the
previous two methods are shown in Table 1.
In summary, Fig. 11 shows a comparison of the
classification accuracies between the five classification
techniques used (NBayes kernel, NBayes, LDA Quadratic,
SVM Radial, and NCA) for the 2nd method and 4th method. The
highest accuracy classifier is Naïve Bayes kernel and the
second highest accuracy is equally between NBayes and LDA
Quadratic while the worst one is NCA.

Fig. 9. Roc Curves of features from MFCC of the denoised DWT Signal (4th
Method).

Fig. 7. Roc Curves of features from MFCC of the DWT Signal (2nd Method).

Fig. 10. Classification Accuracies of MFCC of the Denoised DWT Signal (4th
Method).

Fig. 8. Classification Accuracies of MFCC of the DWT Signal (2nd Method).

Fig. 11. Comparison of classification accuracies for the five classifiers.
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TABLE I.

RESULT OF CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY AND AREA UNDER
THE CURVE
Classification Accuracy

[6]

Area Under the Curve (ROC)

Mfcc of
DWT

Mfcc of
denoised
DWT

Mfcc of
DWT

Mfcc of
denoised
DWT

NBayes
kernel

92.85714

90.47619

0.910714

0.894737

NBayes

90.47619

88.09524

0.875

0.872998

LDA
Quadratic

90.47619

88.09524

0.803571

0.829519

SVM Radial

80.95238

83.33333

0.785714

0.620137

NCA

78.57143

78.57143

0.785714

0.776888

[7]

[8]
[9]

[10]

[11]

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has given a strong identification method for
leukemia identification images based on MFCC and the
wavelet transform techniques. Five different classification
techniques are used to know the best classifier for
identification.
The experiments illustrate that the best results are
accomplished by extracting features from the MFCCs of the
DWT signal with and without the presence of noise. The
experimental results have shown that the recommended
technique is beneficial for classification of blood cell images to
leukemia or normal blood cell and it is a novel application for
MFCC method because it is mainly used for speech or voice
recognition.
The best classification technique of blood cell images to be
normal or leukemia cells are Naïve Bayes kernel Classifier.
In future work, the experiment will be done on a larger
dataset, and the MFCC will be combined by different
classification techniques to increase the accuracy of the
leukemia image recognition rate.

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]
[16]
[17]

[18]

[19]
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Abstract—The evaluation of validities is a fundamental step in
the design of the multimodel approach. Indeed, it is thanks to
validities that we estimate the contribution of each base-model in
the reproduction of the behavior of the global process in a given
operating area. These coefficients are calculated most commonly
by the approach of the residues formulated by the distance
between the real output and the sub-models’ outputs. In this
paper, a strategy allowing to improve the performances of the
residues’ approach in terms of precision and robustness is
proposed. This strategy is based on a quasi-hierarchical
structuring. A simulation example and a validation on a semibatch reactor showed the interest and the effectiveness of the
proposed strategy.
Keywords—Validities; residues’ approach; multimodel; quasihierarchical structuring; experimental validation

I.

INTRODUCTION

The multimodel approach has been of considerable interest
for many years. The works of [1] and [2] define the idea of the
multimodel approach as the apprehension of a nonlinear
behavior of a system by a set of local models (linear or affine)
characterizing the system operation in different operating
zones. The motivation of this approach ensues from the fact
that it is often difficult to conceive or to identify a model taking
into account the complexity of the studied system. Using this
definition, the multimodels can be understood as models
defined around different operating points.
The multimodel approach offers an interesting alternative
and a powerful tool to bypass the difficulties to identify,
control and diagnose a nonlinear and complex system [3]-[8].
The multimodel modeling concept consists of simply to
represent the dynamics of a nonlinear system by a family of
relatively simple models properly characterizing the
functioning of the system in its different operating areas. This
models family constitutes the base of local models of the
system.
In the literature, three different methods may be employed
for the determination of the models’ base [9]. The first one is
only based on the measures of inputs/outputs of the system
from which are estimated the different models’ parameters [5],

[10], [11]. For the second and the third method, we supposed to
have a nonlinear mathematical model, the base-models are
obtained either by linearization around the different operating
points [1], or by convex polytopic transformation [6], [12].
The global model output, so-called multimodel output, is
obtained by a combination of the local models’ outputs
weighted by their validity indexes representing the relevance
degree of each model estimated at each instant by a suitable
decision process.
Several validities’ calculation methods have been proposed
in the literature [13]-[17]. The residues’ approach is the most
commonly used [3], [4], [12], [13], [18]-[20]. This approach is
based on the calculation of the residues formulated by the
distance between the real output and the sub-models’ outputs.
However, the performances of the multimodel approach, whose
base-models’ validities are calculated by the residues’
approach, are considerably deteriorated in several cases of
complex systems [13], [16], [17]. A new strategy, presented in
this paper, allows to solve this problem and to improve the
precision of the multimodel approach.
The paper is organized as follow: In Section 2, the validity
concept is presented. The classical residues’ approach is
presented in Section 3. The new strategy of validities’
computation by the residues’ approach is detailed in Section 4.
To illustrate the interest and efficiency of the new strategy, the
simulation results are given in Section 5. Section 6 is reserved
for validation on a semi-batch reactor.
II.

VALIDITY CONCEPT

The validity vi represents the contribution of the local
model M i in the description of the behavior of the global
system in a given operating area. It is estimated at each instant
by a suitable decision process (Fig. 1). When it is equal to 0,
the corresponding model is considered as inactive and
consequently has no influence on the global multimodel
system. If, on the contrary, this validity takes the value 1, the
model represents perfectly the process at the considered
instant. In the case where the relevance degree is between 0
and 1, the corresponding model M i represents partially the
system behavior [13].
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 vi simp 

vi

; i  1,

L

 vi

, L 

j 1

The validities’ approach presented above is effective in
cases where the operating areas present overlapping [10].
In some cases the validities values are so moved closer that
we need to implement methods known as reinforcement
methods in order to distinguish them. This reinforcement
operation may be defined for example by (6).
Fig. 1. Structure of the validities’ estimation for the multimodel approach.

The base-models’ validities satisfy the following convex
sum property [21]:

vi   0,1 ; i  1, 2, , L
L


 vi  1
 i 1
Where, vi is the validity of the ith model and L is the
number of base-models.
Once the validities are estimated, the multimodel output is
obtained by a combination of the local models’ outputs
weighted by their respective validities and given by the
following formula:
L

 ymm (k )   vi (k ) yi (k ) 
i 1

Where, yi is the output of local model M i .
III.

, L 

Where, y is the process output and yi is the output of the
model M i .
The validities are deducted from the following equation:

ri
L

 ri

; i  1,

, L 

j 1

These validities are normalized by (5).





, L 

The normalized reinforced validities, satisfying the convex
sum property, are given by [3]:

vi renf n 

vi renf
L

 v j renf

; i  1,

, L 

j 1

IV.

THE NEW PROPOSED STRATEGY

A. Problem Statement
In order to highlight the deterioration phenomenon of the
quality of the approximation by the multimodel representation
using the residues’ approach to estimate the validities’ indexes,
the approximation problem of the following static nonlinear
function is considered:

 

RESIDUES’ APPROACH

The validities’ calculation is based on the residues which
are based on the online calculation of the difference between
the process output and those of the various models M i of the
base:

 vi  1 

j 1
j i

y (t )  1  exp t 2 sin  t  ; t   2; 2 

This method requires only knowledge of the base-models
outputs and the global system response [14].

 ri  y  yi ; i  1,

L

vi renf  vi  1  v j ; i  1,

The system operating space can be decomposed into two
operating areas. Each zone is then characterized by a submodel (Fig. 2):

Model M1 : y1 (t )  3.03t  1


Model M 2 : y2 (t )  1.78t  2.74
The multimodel is then given by the following equation:
ymm (t )  v1 (t ) y1 (t )  v2 (t ) y2 (t ) 

whose validities are estimated by the residues’ approach.
The Fig. 3 illustrates a dynamic behavior of the nonlinear
function badly approached by the multimodel in the range
0.1,0.7 . This is due to the insufficiency of the decomposition
of the operating space into two zones. Decomposing then the
operating space into three zones (Fig. 4), a third model is added
to the models’ base:
Model M 3 : y3 (t )  1.82t  0.77 
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shows a high deterioration of the approximation quality
compared to the case when the operating space is decomposed
into two areas.
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Fig. 2. Nonlinear system and local models with L=2.
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Fig. 5. Nonlinear system and multimodel approximation with L=3.

y
ymm
2

By examining the strategy on which is based the estimation
of the validities values by residues’ approach, it can be
concluded that the weakness of this strategy is related to the
normalization phase relative to the different residues. Indeed,
this phase does not take into account the result obtained in the
case of the decomposition of the operating space into two
areas. To remedy this problem a new strategy will be proposed
in the following.
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Fig. 3. Nonlinear system and multimodel approximation with L=2.
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B. New Proposed Strategy
Let us assume that at instant k , the residues’ calculation
using (3) gives ascending values (r1  r2   rL ) . The new
strategy is based on a quasi-hierarchical structuring as shown
(v1, v2 , , vL )
in
Fig.
6
whose
validities
and
(v pmm1 , v pmm2 , , v pmm( L2) ) are calculated by (5) or (7).
The validity of each base-model is given, therefore, by the
following equation:
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Fig. 4. Nonlinear system and local models with L=3.

Re-calculating the relevance degrees of the different submodels by the residues’ approach, the result of approximation
by the multimodel approach is given in Fig. 5. This figure
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Fig. 6. New strategy: quasi-hierarchical structure.

In the general case and for each instant k , the base-models
validities are calculated by Algorithm 1.

26

if j  1
L2

vi  v j  v pmmk ;

27

Algorithm 1 : Validities Computation

k 1

else if j  L
vi  vL ;
else

1 Begin
2 Create a table: Taby  [ y1 y2
yL ]
3 Calculate the corresponding residues by equation (3);
rL ] ;
4 Create a table: Tabr  [r1 r2
5 Arrange Tabr in ascending order into TabCr and create a

28

table Tabind for the corresponding indices of Tabr ;
6 for i  1 to 2
ri  TabCr [i ] and Calculate vi by (5) (or by (7));
7
9 end
10 y pmm1  v1.Taby [Tabind [1]]  v2 .Taby [Tabind [2]] ;

31
end
32
end
33 end
34 end
35 end

29

vi  vj

30

11 j  1;
12 for i  3 to L
13 ri  TabCr [i ] and rpmm j | y  y pmm j |;
Calculate vi and v pmm j by (5) (or by (7));

16
17
18
19

if i  L
STOP !;
else
y pmm j1

pmmk

;

2
y
ymm

1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8

 v pmm j .y pmm j  vi.Taby [Tabind [i]] ;

20 end
j  j  1;
21
22 end
23 for i  1 to L
24 for j  1 to L
25
if Tabind [ j ]  i

k  j 1
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Fig. 7. Nonlinear system and multimodel approximation with L=3

(new strategy).
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Applying this new strategy to the static nonlinear function
(8), a perfect adequacy between the nonlinear model data and
those of the multimodel is shown in Fig. 7.
V.

SIMULATION EXAMPLE

In order to underline the interest of the new strategy of
residues’ approach for validities’ computation, a simulation
example was considered. The performances of the models are
assessed using the Mean Square Error (MSE) and the
Variance-Accounted-For (VAF) indicators given by the
following equations [22]:

1
N

MSE 

N

  y (k )  y
k 1

(k )  
2

mm


 var  y(k )  ymm (k )  

VAF  max 1 
,0 100% 
var  y(k ) 




Where, y (k ) and ymm (k ) are the system and the
multimodel output, and var() denotes the variance of a signal.
The considered example is a discrete system with time
varying parameters, described by the following equation [17]:

y(k )  a1 (k ) y(k  1)  a2 (k ) y (k  2) 
+b1 (k )u (k  1)  b2 (k )u (k  2)



The multimodel output is obtained by the fusion of the
different models outputs y1 ( k ) , y2 (k ) and y3 (k ) weighted by
their respective validity indexes v1 (k ) , v2 ( k ) and v3 (k ) :
ymm (k )  v1 (k ) y1 (k )  v2 (k ) y2 (k )  v3 (k ) y3 (k ) 

Let us consider the following validation input sequence:

 k 
u(k )  0.5   exp(0.05k )  cos 
 
 30 
The validities are calculated at first by the classical
formulation of the residues’ approach (reinforced validities),
and secondly by the new strategy.
The simulation results are given in Fig. 9 and 10 where the
relative error between the real and the multimodel outputs is
calculated using the following equation:

erelative (k ) 

y(k )  ymm (k )
100% 
y (k )

These figures show that the new strategy of residues’
approach for validities’ computation clearly improves the
precision of the multimodel output compared with the results
obtained by the residues’ approach in its classical formulation.
This is also proved by the performance indicators (Table 1).
5

The variation laws of different parameters of the process
are given by Fig. 8.

4.5
4

By applying the multimodel approach, Talmoudi et al. [17]
demonstrated that the models base is composed of three models
whose transfer functions are given by:

H1 ( z 1 ) 

3.5

Output
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0.18104 z 1  0.07183 z 2
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TABLE I.

 pi  0.01;0.1;0.2 and 0.5%

MSE AND VAF

Classical formulation

New strategy

MSE

0.0104

0.0049

VAF

97.07%

98.65%

A. Robustness Study
In order to evaluate the quality of the validities calculation
method based on the new strategy while comparing it to the
residues’ approach in its classical formulation, a robustness
study of these two methods was made. Three cases are
examined:
1) Robustness relative to output measurement error:
In this case, the variance of the measurement error was
adjusted so that a noise-to-signal ratio at output (SNR) was
0.1%, 1%, 5% and 10% in power:

SNR(%) 

By examining Tables 2 to 4, it can be noted that despite the
influence of the validities calculation method based on the new
strategy by the level of the measurement error as well as the
deviations of the parameters and poles of the base-models, it
generally gives better results than the classical residues
method.
TABLE II.

2) Robustness relative to the base-models parameters:
The deviation of the base-models parameters is defined as
follows:

3) Robustness relative to the base-models poles:
The deviation of the base-models poles is defined as
follows:

VAF

MSE

VAF

 pi  

 pi
100

pi0 

The simulation was made for the following variations:

0.0109

0.0054

1

0.0170

0.0105

5

0.0320

0.0244

10

0.0441

0.0372

0.1

96.93%

98.49%

1

95.25%

97.07%

5

91.32%

93.38%

10

87.69%

89.62%

ROBUSTNESS RELATIVE TO THE BASE-MODELS PARAMETERS
Classical
formulation

New strategy

0.0105

0.0048

0.1

0.0328

0.0239

0.2

0.0511

0.0406

0.5

0.0227

0.0183

0.01

96.99%

98.61%

0.1

90.62%

93.26%

0.2

90.30%

92.56%

0.5

96.65%

94.83%

TABLE IV.

pi  pi0   pi 
with:

0.1

Deviation of
parameters
(%)
0.01

The simulation was made for the following variations:

 ai  0.01;0.1;0.2 and 0.5%


 bi  0.01;0.1;0.2 and 0.5%

New strategy

TABLE III.

MSE

 ai

 ai   100 ai0


    bi b
i
 bi
100 0

Classical formulation

VAF

ai  ai0   ai


bi  bi0  bi
with:

SNR (%)

MSE

var( w(k ))
100 
var( y0 (k ))

Where, y0 (k ) represents the part of the noise-free output
signal and w( k ) is the measurement error.

ROBUSTNESS RELATIVE TO OUTPUT MEASUREMENT ERROR

ROBUSTNESS RELATIVE TO THE BASE-MODELS POLES

Deviation of
the poles (%)
0.01

Classical
formulation
0.0099

0.1

0.0030

0.0014

0.2

0.0285

0.0212

0.5

0.0660

0.0600

0.01

97.18%

98.72%

0.1

99.18%

99.63%

0.2

94.52%

96.29%

0.5

81.14%

82.72%

VI.

New strategy
0.0046

VALIDATION ON A CHEMICAL REACTOR

The performances obtained by the new proposed validities
calculation strategy incited us to apply it on a real model of
chemical reactor [5], [11].
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Fig. 11 shows the experimental device of the process.
The used reactor is a semi-batch reactor for the chemical
esterification of the olive oil according to the following
reaction:


 Ester + Water
Acid + Alcohol 

The esterification reaction is carried out in a stirred tank
surrounded by a jacket where a heat-transfer fluid which
assures a thermal contribution to the reactor flows at a constant
rate.
The heat-transfer fluid passes through a plate heat
exchanger (E2) where it will be cooled, then through a resistor
exchanger (E1) where it will be heated before arriving at the
jacket.
Temperature sensors are used to measure the temperatures
of the reactor (Tr) and those of the heat transfer fluid at the inlet
(Tede) and outlet (Tsde) of the jacket.

Fig. 12 represents the set of identification data picked out
of the reactor. The selected excitation signal Q is a Pseudo
Random Binary Sequence (PRBS) applied to the reactor with a
sampling time equal to 180 s.
The models’ base is determined by applying the method
based on the Kohonen networks [11]. This approach requires
firstly determining the number of clusters. The next step
consists in classifying the identification data set. And finally a
step of structural and parametric estimation of the base-models
is necessary.
Three second order systems are obtained:

H1 ( z 1 ) 

5.95 105 z 1  0.00185 z 2

1  1.238 z 1  0.2646 z 2

H 2 ( z 1 ) 

3.255  105 z 1  0.00113z 2

1  0.7956 z 1  0.1906 z 2

H 3 ( z 1 ) 

9.959  105 z 1  0.0018 z 2

1  1.135 z 1  0.1677 z 2
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Fig. 11. Experimental device.

Fig. 12. Identification data set.

Three operational phases are distinguished in the
production of ester:
 Heating phase: The reactive initially at an ambient
temperature is heated to a temperature which
corresponds to the reaction temperature.
 Reaction phase: During which the temperature of the
reactional environment is maintained constant.
 Cooling phase: In order to retrieve the ester, the reactor
is cooled back to the ambient temperature.
The process is considered as a mono-variable system where
the control variable is the electric power Q supplied by the
heating resistors while the output is the reactor temperature
Tr [5].
Such a system is nonlinear and the use of multimodel
approach is recommended [11].

The result of the validation phase is given by Fig. 13 where
the multimodel output is calculated by the fusion of the three
base-models outputs weighted by their respective validity
indexes determined at first by the residues’ approach in its
classical formulation (simple validities), and secondly by the
new proposed strategy.
It can be seen that the new strategy of validities’
computation by residues’ approach offers a very satisfactory
precision as compared to the residues’ approach in its classical
formulation. Indeed, the multimodel output, obtained by
exploiting this new strategy, follows with a high precision the
real output and describes perfectly the system behavior.
However, the output obtained by the exploitation of the
classical residues’ approach follows the real output with a
relatively important error. This is also proved on Fig. 14. On
this figure, we drew the evolutions of the relative errors
between the system output and the multimodel outputs
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exploiting the residues’ approach in its classical formulation
and the new proposed strategy. It’s clearly observed that the
relative error is equal to zero by applying the new proposed
strategy.
120

100

Output

80

Operating modes management and resolving conflicting
connections between them are meaningful and challenging
issues, which will be studied in the future work.

Process output
Residues' approach : Classical formulation
Residues' approach : New strategy

60

40

20

estimation. In this study, a new strategy, allowing to improve
the performances of the residues’ approach for validities’
computation, is proposed. This strategy is based on a quasihierarchical structuring. The different steps of validities
computation were detailed. The numerical simulation results,
described in this paper, prove the efficiency of the new
proposed strategy as well as its impact on the improvement of
the performances of the residues’ approach in terms of
precision and robustness. The use of the new strategy on a
model of semi-batch chemical reactor showed that, in this case,
the multimodel approach leads to a perfect modeling of the real
process.

[1]

0

50

100
k [Time steps]

150

200

Fig. 13. Real and multimodel outputs of chemical reactor.

[2]
[3]

[4]

5

Classical formulation
New strategy

4.5

[5]

4

Relative error (%)

3.5
3

[6]

2.5
2

[7]
1.5
1
0.5
0

[8]
0

50

100
k [Time steps]

150
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Fig. 14. Evolutions of the relative errors of chemical reactor.
TABLE V.

MSE AND VAF OF CHEMICAL REACTOR

Classical formulation

New strategy

MSE

6.1632

8.116×10-29

VAF

98.48%

100%

[9]
[10]

[11]

The performance indicator MSE (Mean Square Error) was
calculated to evaluate the new proposed strategy of validities’
computation by residues’ approach compared to the classical
formulation of the same approach. It is null in the case of
applying the new proposed strategy (Table 5). The varianceaccounted-for VAF asserts this result by its value that is equal
to 100% (Table 5).
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper treats one of the principal issues of the
multimodel approach which is the base-models validities

[12]

[13]

[14]
[15]
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Abstract—Identifying those causes and parameters that affect
the Quality of Service (QoS) of Voice-over-Internet Protocol
(VoIP) through heterogeneous networks such as WiFi, WiMAX
and between them are carried out using the OPNET simulation
tool. Optimization of the network for both intra- and intersystem traffic to mitigate the deterioration of the QoS are
discussed. The average value of the jitter of the VoIP traffic
traversing through the WiFi-WiMAX network was observed to
be higher than that of utilizing WiFi alone at some points in time.
It is routinely surmised to be less than that of transiting across
the WiFi network only and obviously higher than passing
through the increased bandwidth network of WiMAX.
Moreover, both the values of the packet end-to-end delay and the
Mean Opinion Score (MOS) were considerably higher than
expected. The consequences of this optimization, leading to a
solution, which can ameliorate the QoS over these networks are
analyzed and offered as the conclusion of this ongoing research.
Keywords—Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP); Quality of
Service (QoS); Mean Opinion Score (MOS); simulation

I.

INTRODUCTION

Because of the ever increasing and global adoration of
using the Internet, especially for Voice-over-IP (VoIP) calls on
mobile devices, it is turning out to be progressively inexpedient
to disregard the gravity of voice communications utilizing the
Internet in our everyday lives. Due to the continuance of
dissimilar types of protocols and networks (i.e. WiFi, WiMAX,
3G, 4G, LTE, CDMA, GSM, EDGE, GPRS etc.), in most cases
the data has to traverse multiple assorted networks - there is an
urgent need for this research. While VoIP traffic passes

through any such heterogeneous networks, the Quality of
Services (QoS) suffers noticeable degradation. The solitary
raison d‘être of the research, presented in this paper, is to
explore and investigate the level and magnitude of such
degradation of the QoS of VoIP traffic traveling through these
assorted networks. In pursuance of this aim, our objectives are
of threefold: 1) to design, develop and configure appropriate
sample networks using the OPNET modeler; 2) to run the
simulation using various loads as well as to record the
measured results of the QoS parameters; and finally 3) to
articulate the research findings by analyzing the results
procured through the simulations. The first two scenarios are
made up of a number of VOIP clients transferring data through
a couple of homogeneous networks i.e. WiMAX-to-WiMAX,
WiFi-to-WiFi. The major QoS parameters of VoIP traffic such
as the: Mean Opinion Score (MOS), Throughput, Availability,
Crosstalk, Jitter, Distortion, Link Utilization Distribution,
Attenuation, Loss and Echo, etc. are to be scanned and
analyzed. The third set-up comprises of heterogeneous
networks replacing the homogeneous ones. The VoIP traffic
traverse a heterogeneous network made up of assorted
protocols i.e. WiMAX-to-WiFi. The simulation will capture
the same VoIP QoS parameters as in the first couple of
scenarios. The results, thus obtained using the heterogeneous
networks, will then be analyzed and compared with the
previously attained results using the homogeneous set-ups.
The layout of this research comprises the arrangement of
the following parts: The first section imparts a concise
preamble to the research while the second section gives a
detailed account of the background information as well as the
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relevant technological/scientific terms referred to in this report.
The third section comprises a ―Literature Review‖ survey
studying a broad selection of research projects and articles
whereas the fourth section covers the research methodology
together with the simulation scenarios of the networks as well
as the necessary configuration/set-up to accomplish them. The
fifth section analyzes and compares the results, followed by the
concluding discussion together with the layout for potential
future research directions and works.
II.

BACKGROUND TERMINOLOGY

A. Voice over IP (VoIP)
Voice over Internet Protocol or more commonly known as
―VoIP‖ [1] is simply defined as the digitized voice traffic
intrinsically transmitted using a data network to make
telephone calls. This differs from using a traditional analogue
circuit switched public network, as now the data has been split
into packets. These packets can take any route to reach the
destination. Packetized data travel through a virtual circuit
which differs from a circuit switched network in that the circuit
does not need to be reserved for the entire duration of the call
between the sender and the receiver with packet switching.
Thus the channels may be utilized more by sharing with other
users than compared to circuit switching. However, the data
packet can arrive out of sequence, experience delay or even
may never arrive as a consequence of traffic congestion and
buffer overflows. These are some of the major disadvantages
of sharing traffic across a virtual network that VoIP traffic has
to contend with. On the other hand, the advantages offered
include the multiple routing of the VoIP traffic ensuring a
cheaper and often free of cost flow of traffic between the
different intra-packet network components such as the routers
and switches. Transmitting digital data in the format of packets
signifies that all types of digitized data such as voice, video,
fax, music and telephony have the opportunity to be carried
together utilizing a shared common network at any given time.
The fact of being software packet based puts VoIP
technology in a favourable or superior position. Thus, VoIP
enjoys a distinct advantage and supremacy of budget
scalability in comparison with the currently operational
alternative telephony systems. This allows lines to be shared
with other users and services thus helping to lower the overall
costs over the circuit switched networks. However, being
predominantly a network based on software - it is exposed to
the possibility of being attacked or harmed by the progressively
rising threat of cyber-attacks from crackers in terms of
malware such as viruses and worms. In [2], the author
discusses several security solutions to confront this potential
problem.
Convergence has been accelerated with the deployment of
3G [3], WiMAX and considerably further recently by the
deployment of LTE and 4G, particularly amongst internet,
mobile and fixed services. Universal access to the internet
regardless of the means of transportation is accelerating
predominantly due to the widespread rollout of WiMAX, WiFi
and femtocells in public spaces. The demand for greater

bandwidth to support multimedia broadband access is also
increasing and being expected by the consumers. This was
facilitated by the adoption of the IP Multimedia Subsystem
(IMS) in the Rel. 5 version of UMTS (Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System). The IMS is a packet based
control overlay network used for transporting user data and
signaling.
The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), a development of the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) was embraced by the
Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) for setting up IPbased multimedia sessions, this includes VoIP. The current
IEEE 802.11 (WiFi) and 802.16 (WiMAX) networks
completely support VoIP and many other real-time services
[4].
B. Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)
Making, maintaining and clearing a call requires control
information and signaling to be exchanged between the
network entities. This is actually a rather complicated process
where internet mobility is involved across various types of
devices with differing capabilities and network technologies. A
protocol that has been chosen to manage these ―sessions‖ is
known appropriately as the ―Session Initiation Protocol‖ or SIP
[5]. SIP works alongside and in complement with the existing
real-time protocols. The source and destination endpoints,
known as the ―user agents‖, discover each other and then
negotiate the parameters for the efficient exchange of
information by the use of SIP. The necessary user agents and
intermediary nodes are handled by SIP by the creation of proxy
servers. These proxy servers can then request and respond to
‗invitation‘, ‗registration‘ and other such SIP requests. SIP is a
transport protocol independent of the type of session being
established. SIP is designed to be agile, flexible and to handle
various types of multimedia data exchange.
SIP being an application layer control protocol can take
care of the entire multimedia call set-up to the termination
process. It also includes the ability to handle multicast call setup, including the removal of the participant. SIP is designed for
mobility with features such as redirection and name mapping.
A powerful feature of SIP is the ability to maintain an
externally visible identifier, invariant of location [6]. For
example, SIP supports these call set-up features: session set-up,
session management, user availability, user location and user
capabilities.
C. QoS Parameters of VoIP Traffic
The data networks being flexible in its ability to handle
multifarious types of data services over the Public Switched
Telephone Network (PSTN) puts the Plain Old Telephone
Service (POTS) at a financial disadvantage [4]. The QoS
parameter of VoIP traffic varies, and can be quantified by a
range of divergent metrics, such as the: jitter, end-to-end delay
and Mean Opinion Score (MOS), as shown in Table 1.
The Mean Opinion Score (MOS) has been used to
subjectively measure the voice quality in a telephone network.
It is based on a perceptual scale of 1 to 5 as shown in Table 1.
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TABLE. I.

SCALING AND CLASSIFICATION OF MOS [7].

Score
5
4
3
2

Quality
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

1

Bad

Scale of Listening Effort
No effort is required.
No considerable effort is required.
Moderate effort is required.
Considerable effort is required.
Not understood even with considerable
effort.

and security [10]. It is ironic that WiMAX, once touted as the
―4G of Wireless Technology‖ has now been superseded ahead
of its time by LTE. WiMAX is still probably the first all IP
mobile internet technology allowing true scalability to carry
multimedia traffic [11]. WiMAX provides a coverage area of
50 km2 with data rates of 75 Mbps [12].

Jitter ―is the variation in [the] arrival time of consecutive
packets‖ [10]. Jitter is calculated over an interval of time [7]. It
should be noted that the buffers can both under-fill and overfill, triggering packet drops.
The packet end-to-end (E2E) delay ―is measured by
calculating the delay from the speaker to the receiver
[including the] compression and decompression delays‖ [8].
The
International
Telecommunication
Union
–
Telecommunication (ITU-T) gives the guidelines for the delay
and jitter for the different types of call quality, as presented in
Table 2 [8].
TABLE. II.
Network Parameter
Delay (ms)
Jitter (ms)

ITU-T PRECEPT FOR VOICE QUALITY [8].
Good
0-150
0-20

Acceptable
150–300
20–50

Fig. 1. Application Scenarios of WiMAX. (From:
http://www.accessmillennium.com/images/wifi_vs_wimax.png)

Poor
> 300
> 50

D. WiFi™ (IEEE 802.11x)
The contention wireless networking technology, WiFi,
evolved from its counterpart wired IEEE Ethernet 802.3,
outlining perceptions for the technology of Local Area
Network (LAN), to become the IEEE 802.11 Wireless LAN or
WLAN. The physical and data link layers are defined,
operating over the two different frequency bands of 2.4 GHz
and 5 GHz. Two popular WiFi standards are the 802.11b (11
Mbit/s) and the 802.11g (54 Mbit/s) with an operating range of
80-100 m. The protocols being a contention based system, the
speeds quoted are a theoretical maximum. The contention
causes the comparatively low bitrates and thus affects the QoS,
especially for real-time services like VoIP. This is not helped
by the large headers of the WiFi and VoIP protocols
themselves. Its uptake and popularity has been due to the
inexpensive price of the router and most network equipment
coming with its built-in, including the WiFi antenna. WiFi has
now become widespread covering: domestic, industrial, public
spaces including on public transportation [9].
E. WiMAX™ (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave
Access) Technology
WiMAX, when it was first introduced ten years ago was
meant to provide a global wireless high speed mobile Internet
access. However, LTE (Long Term Evolution) has largely
superseded this application. WiMAX, however, is not dead and
there are around 580 operators in the world providing backhaul
and rural access to fast broadband internet access, often in the
less developed regions of the world. Typical application
scenarios of WiMAX are shown in Fig. 1. WiMAX was
designed to provide the same experience as that of fixed
internet services, such as QoS, Service Level Agreement
(SLA), interoperability with off course mobility, wide coverage

WiMAX comes in two types of technologies: the fixed
IEEE 802.16/a/d version and the wireless IEEE 802.16-2005
(16e) amendment [13]. The latest version is known as WiMAX
rel 2 or IEEE 802.16m. The latest version allows download
bitrates up to 1 Gbit/s through channel aggregation for low
mobility users.
III.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In another study Mahdi et al. [14], [15] investigated the
same QoS parameters but for VoIP traffic travelling through
UMTS and WiFi alone and together.
A previous simulation study of VoIP over both WiFi and
WiMAX [9] has shown that VoIP activity does impact
negatively on the overall throughput of both technologies.
However, only in the WiFi network is packet loss and jitter
experienced. The parameters commonly used to study the
performance of the network, for example a study of WiMAX
and UMTS using the OPNET network simulation software
include: ―MOS, end-to-end delay, jitter, and packet delay
variation‖ [7].
It would appear that not all software implementations of
VoIP clients are equal - as they vary in their effect on voice
quality. This was revealed by a research experiment performed
over the High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) [14] service.
To succeed in dealing with the severe problems of VoIP
calls over WiFi while approaching the WiFi capacity limit and
congestion, a new scheme, the Quality Assurance of Voice
over WLANs (SQoSMA) [16] was proposed. SQoSMA took
the approach of incorporating the data with the control and
planes for detecting and mitigating congestion events. This was
achieved by selecting the appropriate adaptive audio codec
with the suitable bitrate and then implementing a call stopping
method where needed to fix congestions.
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An earlier similar scheme [17] was also explained with the
use of edge VoIP gateway between the WLAN and the Internet
Cloud. The task of the edge VoIP gateway was to determine
the pertinent variable speech coding rate (64, 40, 32, 24 and 16
Kbit/s) to lessen the network congestion with a subsequent
increase in the overall QoS of speech traffic.
A technique that reduces VoIP traffic‘s packetization delay
(also known as transmission delay or store-and-forward delay)
utilized a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), Friendly Rate
Control (TFRC) algorithm based 802.11e network which
applied the EDCF (Enhanced Distributed Coordination
Function)/HCF (Hybrid Coordination Function) scheme [17].
In [18], authors proposed using a routing and label based
solution for transporting real-time VoIP traffic through WLAN
which efficiently processed the procedures of call QoS,
mobility and call admission. Their procedure utilized a 15 node
wireless mesh network to implement distributive packet
aggregation utilizing MAC waiting without unbounded packet
delays. The fully optimized procedure resulted in a
performance gain of 13 times for six hops.
Since human voice is assessed by humans and is therefore
purely subjective, a metric to assess this for VoIP traffic is
needed that takes into account human subjectivity — which is
lacking in the purely objective SNR (signal-to-noise ratio)
measure. A study [19] in this field was conducted to look at
such metrics concentrating on the E-Model and the Perceptual
Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ). The researchers studied
the limitations of both measures and devised a new metric
consolidating the advantages and benefits of them to devise the
Advanced Model for Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality
(AdmPESQ). AdmPESQ is particularly applicable for
heterogeneous types of networks with differing delay
parameters and packet losses.
The popularity of VoIP has been mushrooming since the
last few years. VoIP is now routinely utilized by a wide range
of diverse populations globally. While lowering the call price
rates, VoIP facilitates almost all the advantages offered by the
traditional Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN).
Furthermore, it incorporates several additional value added
features. As a consequence of its widespread popularity and
such advantages, many companies penetrated into the business
of offering various VoIP services. The VoIP traffic, thus, has to
pass across several different types of networks — often
heterogeneous in nature. Degradation of Quality of Service
(QoS) was thus experienced whilst the traffic traverses across
such assorted networks. Materna [20], in his research paper
―VoIP insecurity‖, has enumerated four types of attacks that
are relevant to VoIP, viz.:


Eavesdropping;



Service integrity;



Service availability; and



Spam over Internet Telephony (SPIT).

The successful availability without network outage is vital
for the success on any well networked and connected

corporation. Thus protection against any forms of ―Service
Availability Attacks‖ is of paramount importance. Downtime
in the telephony network will mean: lost revenues for the
enterprise and the service providers, unplanned maintenance
costs and lost productivity. The IP Telephony network must be
protected against all known forms of attacks, which include:
viruses, worms and especially the variations of ―Denial of
Service‖ (DOS). The effects of these may range from the
degradation of the QoS to the total loss (also known as call
drops) of the service. Degradation of the QoS is not just a
minor nuisance but actually of major concern as customers
often request the highest voice quality when they subscribe to
an IP Telephony service.
The effect of such an attack on VoIP is actually more
sensitive and harmful as it has a lower threshold and immunity
than computer data networks. Computer data networks are
protected more securely and are usually affected to a lesser
degree than the VoIP network. Thus a generic worm may
adversely affect the VoIP network precisely because of these
reasons, in advance of the computer network. The worm may
at most, just slow down the computer data network. The worm
may, however, totally bring the VoIP network down.
The aim of this research is to ascertain the degree to which
the VoIP traffic‘s quality of service (QoS) deteriorates while
traversing through heterogeneous networks. In order to achieve
this aim, the authors of this paper, carefully designed,
developed and simulated several network scenarios using the
OPNET modeler. The results of the various VoIP QoS
parameters, thus obtained through the simulation, were then
analyzed, reported and published in the literature.
IV.

RESEARCH METHOD

Due to financial constraints and equipment limitations, the
simulation of a sample network, especially in academic
research, is very important in the fields of computer
networking and telecommunication. Not only does it help to
get the perspective view of a network, it also provides guidance
for the future. Jack Burbank [21] describes ―Modeling and
Simulation (M&S)‖ as an acute constituent in the ―design,
development and test and evaluation (T&E)‖ process. As
reported by him, ―It is almost always preferable to have [an]
insight into how a particular system, individual device, or
algorithm will [actually] behave and perform in the real world
prior to its actual development and deployment‖ [21]. The
advantages of M&S take account of the capability of exercising
scenarios and case-studies which are not easily achievable
through any empirical methods such as: network scalability
testing; the capacity to adapt models to test the systems‘
sensitivity and to tune its performance [22]. In the case of two
or more similar available technologies, it helps to compare and
contrast in order to take deployment decisions. This project
utilizes and takes advantages of the OPNET Modeler
simulation software because it effectively incorporates a wide
variety of protocols and technologies [23] while comprising a
―development environment‖. This smoothes the process of
M&S of different types of networks and technologies including
(but not limited to): VoIP, WiMAX, WiFi, 3G and LTE. Other
networking technologies can be written in software or are
available from third party sources.
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profile. In this profile, a service class of ‗Gold‘ with UGS
distribution for VoIP application has been created, which was
deployed and classified on all the subscriber stations.
V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The average jitter graphs, as shown in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b),
were obtained from simulating all three scenarios for one hour.
They revealed that WiMAX always has better performance
over WiFi.
WiFi also suffered from an extreme level of jitter during
the initial five minutes, this was likely because of the nature of
the convergence period. Although WiMAX, on the other hand,
suffered from a similar hike, it was much lower than that
observed for WiFi.
Fig. 2. WiFi network scenario.

In our first simulation scenario, a pair of WiFi subnets,
namely London and Manchester, was designed and deployed.
As shown in Fig. 2, both the subnets are configured with SIP
server credentials connected via an IP cloud.
In our second simulation scenario, a pair of WiMAX
subnets, namely Cambridge and Bradford was deployed
instead of the WiFi ones. The last scenario replaces one of the
WiMAX subnets (namely Bradford) from the second scenario
by one of the WiFi subnets (namely Manchester) from the first
scenario. Table 3 illustrates some details of the subnets
deployed in this research project:
TABLE. III.

LIST OF DEVICES USED CONFIGURING THE SUBNETS

Subnet Name

Scenario

London
Manchester

WiFi
WiFi

Base
Station
Type
WiFi
WiFi

Cambridge

WiMAX

WiMAX

Bradford

WiMAX

WiMAX

Manchester
Cambridge

The most interesting result we have found is that the
average jitter of WiFi-WiMAX scenario, at some points,
exceeds that of WiFi. It should ideally always remain
somewhere in-between WiFi and WiMAX. Because the
simulation was run based on making random calls and no
direct handover was associated, this result is very intriguing.
However, further research is required to find out the reason(s)
behind such a behavior of the WiFi-WiMAX scenario.

WiMAX_Wi
Fi
WiMAX_Wi
Fi

Work Station
Type
Mobile
Mobile
WiMAX
Workstation
WiMAX
Workstation

Number
of Work
Stations
4
4
4
4

WiFi

Mobile

4

WiMAX

WiMAX
Workstation

4

It was obviously possible to add more workstations to the
scenario, however, we were not interested in the network load,
network complexity or routing. Rather, the aim of the research
is to find the degradation of the QoS due to the heterogeneous
source and destination. The workstations in both of the
WiMAX and WiFi network models are configured to facilitate
the execution of VoIP applications. The VoIP application, used
in this project, is configured to operate as an ‗Interactive
Voice‘ service and produce one voice frame per packet. The
application profile configuration has been set accordingly in
order to make this VoIP application operate in a serial mode. A
random generation approach was used to make ―Calls‖ to
workstations. The ―Calls‖ were exponentially distributed while
having an average duration of three minutes. Furthermore, the
call inter-arrival periods are also exponentially distributed. In
addition to the application profile and application
configuration, the WiMAX network model contains a WiMAX

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. (a) Average VoIP Jitter (Overlaid). (Top curve is WiFi, middle curve
is WiFi-WiMAX, bottom line is WiMAX). (b) Average VoIP Jitter (Top:
WiFi; middle: WiFi-WiMAX; bottom: WiMAX ).
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converged. The WiFi-WiMAX network remains within the
―Acceptable‖ band even during the convergence period.
VI.

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

The paper presented the early findings related to VoIP
traffic transmitted through WiFi, WiMAX and WiFi-WiMAX
networks. Initially, two scenarios where designed where both
generation and termination of the VoIP calls take place in an
environment of homogenous networks such as WiFi and
WiMAX. Another scenario was later added where calls were
generated at the WiFi network and terminated at WiMAX
networks and vice-versa.
Fig. 4. Average MOS (Overlaid) of 3.7. (Top line is WiFi, bottom line
WiFi-WiMAX).

In terms of the MOS, both WiMAX and WiFi-WiMAX
observe similar levels of performance, as shown in Fig. 4.
Although the call generation was exponentially distributed, the
MOS performance of these two networks remains very steady
over the whole simulation period.
On the other hand, although at the beginning of the
simulation the WiFi network observes a similar level of MOS.
However, as time passes, with the increased level of VoIP
traffic due to the higher number of calls generated, the MOS
decreases. As a result, taking into consideration the MOS, it
can be deduced that both WiMAX and WiFi-WiMAX
networks outperform the WiFi network. Moreover, although
the MOS of the WiFi-WiMAX network scenario should
theoretically be at some mid-point in-between the MOS graphs
of WiFi and WiMAX, a much higher performance is observed.

One of the most thought-provoking findings of our research
is regarding the average jitter value of the WiFi-WiMAX
scenario of not being in-between WiFi and WiMAX. Our
research shows that it does not always perform as expected;
even, at some points in time, it exceeds that of WiFi.
The MOS of the WiFi-WiMAX network should ideally be
somewhere near halfway of the WiFi and WiMAX MOS
graphs. Our research has found that it exhibits a much higher
performance than that. Similarly, the packet end-to-end delay
of WiFi-WiMAX remains close to that of WiFi and is much
higher than expected.
Since there are still a number of WiMAX providers, the
study could be strengthened further if comparison between the
simulation results against the corresponding results of a real
deployment could actually be made. However, due to business
and security reasons, companies tend not to reveal their data to
the public. If any such data is received, we have plans to
compare our results against them.
Future work will include other networks covering: GSM,
GPRS, EDGE, UMTS (3G), CDMA, LTE and 4G. The
analysis of such QoS parameters for Voice-over LTE (VoLTE)
will be one of the particular future research directions. The
effect of handover covering, soft, softer and hard on the
network traffic will also be focused upon in the future works of
this continuing research project.
Furthermore, the scope of this study will be broadened by
including the investigation of the impact on other QoS
parameters e.g. the packet drop rate, queuing delay and the
throughput. To find out the reasons affecting the behavior of
these parameters, they will be meticulously examined with the
goal of attaining a better optimization and improved efficiency
of the network.
[1]

Fig. 5. Packet End-to-End Delay (Top curve is WiFi, middle curve is WiFiWiMAX and bottom curve is WiMAX).
[2]

With regard to the packet end-to-end delay, WiMAX
provides better services in comparison with either using just
WiFi or WiFi-WiMAX, as illustrated in Fig. 5. In fact,
WiMAX constantly remains in the ―Good‖ range, as outlined
in Table 2. Although WiFi observes a high level of packet
end-to-end delay at the initial setup phase, it reaches and
remains within the ―Acceptable‖ band after the network has
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Abstract—Use of mobile applications are trending these days
due to adoption of handheld mobile devices with operating
systems such as Android, iOS and Windows. Delivering quality
mobile apps is as important as in any other web or desktop
application. Simplification and ease of quality assurance or
evaluation in mobile devices is achieved by using automated
testing tools. These tools have been evaluated for their features,
platforms, code coverage, and efficiency. However, they have not
been evaluated and compared to each other for different quality
attributes they can enhance in the apps under test. This research
study aims to evaluate different testing tools focusing on
identifying quality factors they aid to achieve in the apps under
test. Furthermore, it aims to measure overall trends of essential
quality factors achieved using automated testing tools. The
findings of this study are beneficial to the practitioners and
researchers. The practitioners need to look up for specific tools
which aid them to assure the desired quality factors in the apps
under test. The researchers may base their studies on the findings
of this study to propose solutions or revise existing tools in order
to achieve maximum number of critical quality attributes in the
app under test. This study revealed that the trend of automated
testing is high on usability, correctness and robustness.
Moreover, the trend is average on testability and performance.
However, for assurance of extensibility, maintainability,
scalability, and platform compatibility, only a few tools are
available.
Keywords—Mobile application; quality assurance; automated
testing; testing tools

I.

INTRODUCTION

Software testing enables the software testers to detect
defects in the software and remove them to ultimately achieve
improved software quality. Recently software testing became
wide-spread and critical among software development
companies. Software testing can be performed either manually

or automatically. Manual testing is to manually write the test
cases and executing them without using any tool. In manual
testing a tester performs the testing through carefully
navigating through the different interfaces of the system under
test, testing with different values of inputs, recording and
comparing the observed results with the expected results of the
tests.
Automated testing is done with the help of an automated
testing tool. The automated testing tool provides a computercontrolled testing rather than manually. The testing tool
executes the test cases to test the performance and functionality
of the software under test. The aim of automated testing is to
reduce the required human effort as in manual testing but it
does not remove the need of manual testing at all [1]. Mobile
platforms are being adopted worldwide because of a variety of
software being offered to users in those handheld and portable
devices. Testing is being used as a quality assurance technique
for mobile apps too [2].
Several tools are proposed and implemented for this
purpose. These tools have already been already been evaluated
and compared for their unique features, supported platforms,
code coverage, and efficiency. However, existing automated
testing tools of mobile applications have not been evaluated
and compared for different quality attributes they can enhance
in apps under test. Therefore, two research objectives are
formulated for this study that is: 1) to evaluate different testing
tools of mobile apps focusing on identifying quality factors
they aid to achieve in the apps under test; 2) to measure overall
trends of essential quality factors achieved in the mobile apps
under test using automated testing tools. In this paper, we have
evaluated and compared automated testing tools for adding or
enhancing valuable quality factors in mobile applications under
test. The findings and result of this study are beneficial to the
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practitioners as well as the researchers. The list of quality
factors to be achieved varies among apps. The testing of
different apps requires selection of different tools. Therefore,
the practitioners may need to look up for tools which aid them
to assure the desired quality factors in a particular App Under
Test (AUT). The researchers who are interested in proposing
the tools and techniques for testing of mobile apps may need to
consider the quality factors highlighted in this study. Moreover,
they can begin their own research study on the basis of these
tools to propose merged, revised and enhanced solutions for
achieving the maximum number of quality attributes in the
AUT.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2
gives a comprehensive knowledge about the background
concepts of manual and automated software testing. Section 3
describes methodology that we used to achieve our research
objectives. Section 4 presents description of a number of
automated testing tools for mobile applications. Section 5
presents comparative study. Section 6 presents our findings and
discussion. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
II.

BACKGROUND

Success of any software product is determined by the
quality of that software. This gives software quality assurance
a great opportunity in software industry and customer
satisfaction drives it. To develop a product of good quality and
without any defects within the cost and time constraints have
become critical. Implementing such products, with minimum or
no bugs is a difficult task. This is the reason that the concept of
software testing has got its existence [3]. In software industry,
testing of software has become an extensive and vital phase of
SDLC. It also provides final evaluation of other activities such
as requirements specification, software design, and coding [4].
Software testing is an activity, which is performed to
evaluate correctness and functionality of software for assuring
fulfillment of user requirements and expected quality [5]. IEEE
defines software testing as the process to evaluate the system or
its components manually or by automated means to determine
whether it fulfills the user requirements or to find the difference
among actual result and expected result [6]. Hence, the
software testing is to execute a software to identify defects or
any missing features that were expected by the user
requirements. Software testing results in improved quality and
effectiveness of the software system, if it is executed
appropriately. Detecting the defects in a software and removing
those defects before the release of software leads to reduced
maintenance cost.
All the activities of software testing can be conducted by
two means: automated testing and manual testing. Manual
testing is the fundamental software testing. It is conducted
manually through moving about in the software application. A
test plan or test cases are followed for manual testing. Test
cases describe the complete test scenario in terms of actions to
be performed during testing. On the other hand, in automated
testing, the testing is conducted through some testing tool
without the navigating through the different parts of the
application manually.

Initially, manual testing was only performed. Because of
human error, few defects may be ignored or unidentified
through manual testing. So, through manual testing better
quality of a software system cannot be ensured. To overcome
this lack in manual testing, automated testing has evolved. The
automated testing is helpful in quicker testing process. Recently
automated testing got more attention and many testers prefer to
use automated testing for the variety of software systems [7].
The basic element behind automated testing is the automated
testing tool that is used to conduct the tests.
A. Software Testing
Normally software testing is considered as an activity for
detection of defects whereas there are different reasons behind
conduction of software testing. Improved software quality is
one of the major reasons. Software quality is improved by
ensuring that the software product fulfils the user requirements
and expectations. Smooth functioning of the software system
can be ensured through testing. The software developing
industries spend most of their time and cost on software testing
during the SDLC [8]. If the testing is done early in the SDLC to
prevent the occurrence of defects, it reduces the time and cost
spent whereas, if the defects are detected in later stages, then
the time to market and cost rises significantly. Therefore,
performing testing throughout the SDLC is a better practice to
detect the defects of the software. It is less expensive to remove
the defects earlier, even before the release of the software [9].
Software testing aims to evaluate the capabilities of an
application or the software and verify that it fulfils the quality
principles such as reliability, portability, efficiency, security,
usability, etc. Through testing all these principles should also
be verified and ensured [10]. There are two main objectives of
software testing. First, the detection of errors or defects.
Second, preventing the number of occurrences of defects in the
software system, that results in overall improved efficiency of
the system.
B. Manual Software Testing
Manual testing is the simplest level of testing in which the
tests are executed as per test cases and by directly interacting
with the software. In this testing, the tester prepares the test
cases. Test cases, are the explanations of the features and the
expected results of the software under test, and are written in
simple natural language. The process of manual testing
becomes too much time-taking as it requires all the activities to
be performed manually. Though, manual testing is preferred in
case of some complex systems where a few critical defects can
only be discovered while testing manually. During manual
testing the tester interacts with the system under test as the end
user of that software would, and ensures the effectiveness of
the system by navigating through the software [11]. Manual
testing have the following drawbacks [12]:
 Time-taking
 Requires more testers
 Less accurate results
 Testing multiple features in parallel, not possible
 Lack of reusability of tests
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 Lack of test completeness.
C. Automated Software Testing
As the automated software testing got popular in software
industries, the testing process become more effective.
Automated software testing helps in easily executing various
tests like performance testing and regression testing. The
difficult testing activities got easier than before, as the
automated testing evolved and improved, because it conducts
the test for various datasets and the tests can be executed
repeatedly without human involvement [1]. Automated
software testing requires a little primary investment for the
software but that doesn‟t have much economical effect as it
results in reduced human efforts required for testing [13]. The
automated software testing can be performed in various phases:
preparation of test plan or developing the test cases, selecting
the testing tool, creation of the test script and finally executing
the test by using the automated testing tool and the script.
The main objective of automating software testing is to
reduce the testing effort, time and cost. Testing automation
results in improved efficiency, whereas reduction in human
involvement in testing process. Automated testing supports the
reusability of test scripts, using the testing tool, for different
upgrades of the system under test [1]. Automated software
testing simplifies the testing process and results in reduced
maintenance cost of the software [10]. Automated testing has
the following benefits [7]:
 Simplified regression testing
 Tests are repeatable and reusable
 Reduces time and cost

TABLE. I.

TABLE. II.

Extensibility
Maintainability
Performance
Scalability
Robustness
Usability
Platform compatibility
Testability
Correctness

Automated testing has the following drawbacks [12]:
 It is more expensive
 All areas cannot be automated
 Manual testing cannot be fully discarded.
D. Manual vs Automated Software Testing
Table 1 illustrates the differences between manual and
automated software testing [1], [7], [12].
III.

METHODOLOGY

For mobile applications, nine essential software quality
factors, as described in Table 2, are selected. These factors are
the most significant quality attributes not only in software and
web based applications, but also the mobile apps must conform
to these quality requirements. Firstly, all industry-dominant
and proposed mobile apps testing tools are identified from
existing literature from 2010 to 2017. Secondly, each of these
tools is studied in order to extract its features. Thirdly, for each
tool, the quality factors it may aid to achieve in AUT are
derived on the basis of its features and characteristics. All the
derived and implied quality factors for each tool form a subset
of the set of factors mentioned in Table 2. The tools are
compared on the basis of their quality factors in Section 5.
Moreover, for each tool, the derivation of the quality factors is
also justified based on its features and characteristics. The
summarized results of this comparative study are presented
graphically in Section 6 to show an overall trend of quality
factors
achieved
using
automated
testing.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MANUAL AND AUTOMATED SOFTWARE TESTING

Manual Testing
1. Time Consuming
2. More human effort is required.
3. Not accurate, due to room for human errors
4. Test cases cannot be reused
5. More effective for functional testing and exploratory testing
6. Reduced short term cost (no automated testing tool is
required) while increased long term cost (maintenance).

Software Quality Factors

 Performance testing is possible due to simultaneous
testing.

Automated Testing
Time Efficient
One-time human effort for creating the test scripts is enough.
More accuracy as less space for human error
Supports reusability of test cases
Effective for regression testing, load testing & performance testing
Increased short term cost (automated testing tool) while reduced long term cost
(maintenance).

SOFTWARE QUALITY FACTORS FOR COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
Description
Ability of software components to be added, modified and removed easily without badly effecting existing
system. Flexibility is its category focused on ability of components to be added easily.
Maintainability is ability to make change for error corrections, supported by defined interfaces,
documentations, comments in code.
Performance is related to acceptable response time.
Ability to respond in an acceptable time in increased load or stress.
Robustness is the ability of software to keep working and remain available in failure states by backup
plans, data and hardware.
Usability is the ability of user to easily interact with the system using the user interface.
Software should run on several platforms like operating systems, browsers etc.
Testability refers to maximum and efficient code coverage by testing.
Correctness is software should conform to with requirements or specifications.
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IV.

AUTOMATED TESTING TOOLS FOR MOBILE
APPLICATIONS

In Software Development, Mobile Applications
Development is a prominent area which is emerging rapidly.
Therefore, testing also becomes significant in this area. Many
tools are available for supporting different types and levels of
testing in platforms like Android and iOS [14]. Following are
some noteworthy tools that are being used in Software industry
for their strong testing support for mobile apps. Robotium is
one of the UI automation frameworks used for android systems.
It is available free of cost in the market and can be used by
enterprises and individuals as well. It assists the test case
developers in writing functional, acceptance and system test
scenarios, spanning a range of android activities. It is a Java
based tool while JUnit test framework is a part of it as well. It
is made to make it easy for test case developers to write robust
and powerful automatic black box test cases. This tool cannot
be used for Web or Flash apps [14].
Renorex is a testing tool and framework that supports the
scriptless way of working and coding capabilities. This tool is
mainly used for GUI supports in mobile and web apps. It offers
a fast and intuitive way to write test cases as functions used in
SUT. It gives some extra ability for creation of a robust
regression testing. It supports cross browser testing too. The
Renorex studio IDE delivers a feature „click and go Function‟
in order to ensure the reusability of test actions and various UI
element with the team of technical skill levels [12]. Appium is
another cross-platform testing tool that allows test case
developers to write test for multiple platforms such as iOS and
android, using a single API. It enables code to be reused among
iOS and android test suites. It is an open source tool used for
web app and hybrid application of automating native mobile on
both the iOS and android platforms, where the native apps can
be written using android SDK or iOS [14].
MonkeyTalk is an open source tool used for functional
testing. It is simple to use and powerful tool for testing mobile
applications. This tool works with a range of real devices and
emulators. It tests from a simple „smoke test‟ to the
sophisticated test suites such as data driven test suites. The tests
are created for iOS and android if the parameterized tests are
used. MonkeyTalk IDE is an eclipse based tool for recording,
playing, editing and managing the functional test suites for iOS
and Android applications that runs on emulators, simulators
and devices [14]. UIAutomator is one of the testing
TABLE. III.
Testing Tool
Dynodroid
Evodroid
FSM Droid
MobiGUITAR
Renorax
Reran
Robotium
Appium
MonkeyTalk
UIAutomator

frameworks provided by Google‟s Android. The tests run by
this framework ensures an application to meet the functional
requirements and it achieves a fine standard quality so that it
can be successfully adopted by android users. It allows to run
the tests reliable, fast, and repeatable manner [14].
Reran is a record and replay tool for smartphones that have
Android operating system. It captures input event sent from the
phone to the OS of a user session and after that allows the
sequence of events to be sent into the phone programmatically
at high level. Reran captures the low level events and replays
them that are triggered on the phone, which allows it to capture
and playback GUI events such as touchscreen gestures, and
input sensors on device [15]. EvoDroid is used to test system of
Android apps. It combines two techniques 1) to identify parts
of the code open to be searched independently an androidspecific program analysis; 2) an algorithm performs search step
by step under the given info. Its main goal is to look for test
cases that amplify code coverage [16]. MobiGUITAR models
the state of the app‟s GUI, which helps us more accurately
model mobile apps‟ state-sensitive behaviour. On the basis of
state machine, it makes new test adequacy criteria. This test
generation technique uses the models and criteria to generate
test cases automatically. It delivers fully automatic testing that
works on security policies of smartphone platforms [2].
Dynodroid automatically generates inputs to Android apps.
It is capable of generating both UI inputs (e.g., touchscreen taps
and gestures) and system inputs (e.g., simulating incoming
SMS messages). It allows interleaving inputs from machine
and human. Through a sequence of events it interacts with its
environment. Dynodroid is an observe-select-execute cycle, it
observes which events are important to current state, selects
those events, and execute those events to make a new state in
which it repeats this process [17]. FSMdroid is a guided
approach to GUI testing of Android apps. Its basic idea is to
1) construct an initial stochastic model for the app under test;
2) iteratively mutate the stochastic model and derive tests.
Compared with the traditional model-based testing approaches,
it enhances the diversity of test sequences by 85%, but reduces
the number of them by 54%. It first uses static analysis to
identify UI events which can be missed during dynamic
analysis [18]. Table 3 summarizes general information about
above testing tools i.e. their support for testing types or levels,
platform. According to Table 3, 90% of the tools support
automated testing of Android apps. However, 20% of the tools
support
testing
of
the
iOS
apps.

AUTOMATED MOBILE APPLICATIONS TESTING TOOL

Testing Type
Event driven testing
System testing
GUI testing
GUI testing
Compatibility testing
GUI, system, stress, and security testing
GUI, system, functional, and acceptance testing
GUI and functional testing
Compatibility and functional testing
Functional and GUI testing

Platform
Android
Android
Android
Android
C#, Python, VB.net
Android
Android
Android, IOS
Android, IOS
Android
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V.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF SOFTWARE
TESTING TOOLS

The purpose of testing is to ensure that software meets its
functional requirements and it is of desired or standard quality
so that it is accepted and adopted by the user for its intended
use [14]. Aforementioned tools are proficient in one or more
from functional testing, system testing, code coverage and user
interface testing, etc. of mobile applications. This section
presents their comparative analysis on the basis of quality
factors from Table 2 they test and thus enhance in mobile apps
under test.
Dynodroid smartly plays the role of user of mobile app
under test by generating input events automatically [17], thus
giving an illusion of actual interaction of user with the
application in expected environment. For each auto generated
user event, this tool observes reaction of the application to
further generate next possible event that could be performed by
the user [17]. This proficiency makes Dynodroid fit for
evaluating mobile applications for their usability. The test
reports can help front-end developers to improve usability by
reshaping the possible interaction with user while still fulfilling
his needs. Furthermore, it allows tester‟s intervention at any
stage for entering relevant and intelligent input in any sequence
of events [17] to evaluate correctness of application. Results of
these customized tests reveal the level of correctness achieved
in application so that further conformance to requirements can
be achieved. Studies have proved that this tool also finds bugs
[17] that may crash the application, which are corrected by
developers. Thus, this tool contributes to reliability and
robustness of solution just tested. If the promised percentage of
source code is covered under tests [17], then it shows that the
testability of software is achieved. If there is less source code
coverage, then the application has not attained the quality
factor of testability.
Evodroid aims to perform system testing of mobile
applications [16]. System testing exercises application for its
overall behaviour to check correctness, so as to state that
application fits for its intended user. It offers much higher code
coverage [16] which can easily evaluate testability in an
application. Despite of higher coverage of code being offered,
if not a good percentage of code is being covered, then the
application‟s design must be modified to reduce testing effort.
So, in complicated solutions, other quality factors like
correctness, robustness, maintainability, etc. can be evaluated
after deployment also. Evodroid effectively provides features
of deploying, maintaining, and enhancing mobile applications
[16]. Thus, it adds to correctness, flexibility, and
maintainability of apps by following its methods and tips of
utilizing these features. FSMDroid focuses on Graphical User
Interface (GUI) testing [18]. GUI is the interaction point
between user and system. When GUI is tested for prompting
input, displaying output and scenarios of erroneous inputs from
user, it ultimately gives good evaluation of usability and
accessibility of application‟s features under test. It also
evaluates testability as it also offers high coverage of code [18].
It also reveals fatal bugs in code [18], which must be solved
with proper handling of exceptional error scenarios in code. In
this way, it contributes to robustness of application under test.
It helps to make GUI models which consume minimum events

[18], thus improving performance of application by avoiding
duplication and complex GUI events sequences.
MobiGUITAR helps to model state of an application‟s GUI
to test behaviour at a particular sensitive state of GUI [2]. This
feature lets testers monitor correctness of an application by
mapping response or behaviour with GUI events and states.
This tool is proficient in finding concurrency error [2] that may
lead to severe concurrency issues, fatal errors, and crashes. It
highlights other logical errors [2] too. All these errors are fixed
for achieving robustness, fault tolerance and reliability in
application being tested. It adds to testability also by its
acceptable code coverage [2]. Renorax performs platform
compatibility testing [12] which assures that the software is of
good quality in terms of its diverse usage on a variety of
famous platforms and configurations like operating systems,
browsers, web programming languages, etc. It also adds
features for supporting further addition and enhancement [12]
thus adding flexibility factor for easy maintenance and updates
of the software.
Reran tests applications which take user inputs from device
sensors and sophisticated GUI operations [15] like zoom, tap,
swipe, etc. Reran evaluates the usability of application with all
complex application and system level events from rich controls
of GUI and sensors. Such application should perform with
greater accuracy and precision of time [15] due to sudden
inputs from sensors. Reran evaluates the performance and
efficiency of application by its strong testing support. Bugs
indicated during debugging [15] and test results are corrected
by developers which ultimately adds to correctness,
performance and robustness of the application under test. It
also performs stress testing [15] which evaluates the scalability
of application for achieving optimum quality under stress or
load conditions. It also catches security related bugs caught
after invalid user inputs or malicious plugins [15] to give clues
to developers to not leave any vulnerability and make the app
and its data secure.
Robotium also supports a good evaluation of usability by
performing tests on rich GUI controls of a touch screen mobile
device [14]. Test results of function, system and acceptance
testing [14] on Robotium allows developers to improve
correctness and performance of applications to an optimum
level. Appium focuses on testing interaction of user with the
content of mobile web applications. Automated test cases are
configurable with Safari and Chrome web browsers [14]. Test
results are used to evaluate correctness and user experience
with the mobile web application in terms of usability or
accessibility of the features.
If an application is platform independent or cross-platform,
it means it is applicable for a diverse use on different operating
systems. It is a plus point to check quality factor of platform
compatibility. MonkeyTalk serves this purpose to perform tests
for mobile application‟s compatibility with iOS and Android by
offering cross platform testing [14]. It creates test scripts to
perform functionality tests against action of each user interface
event or command [14]. UIAutomator ensures that mobile app
under test is a quality app considering factors of correctness
and usability by performing UI functional testing. It automates
user test cases to reflect user experience and correctness of
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behaviour against input entry and events in asynchronous GUIs
like dialogs, alerts, etc. also. This tool is proficient in
automating functional UI tests even on two or more devices.
[14]
VI.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

According to Table 4, Evodroid and Renorax aid to achieve
quality factors „extensibility‟ and „maintainability‟.
„Performance‟ of the AUT can be enhanced by using three
tools i.e. FSM Droid, Reran, and Robotium. Among all the
tools, only Reran aims to achieve „scalability‟ of the AUT.
„Robustness‟ can be achieved by five tools i.e. Dynodroid,
Evodroid, FSM Droid, MobiGUITAR and Reran. Many of the
tools assure „usability‟ of the AUT i.e. Dynodroid, FSM Droid,
Reran, Robotium, Appium, and UIAutomator. The „platform
compatibility‟ testing is supported by only two tools, namely,
Renorax and MonkeyTalk. „Testability‟ of the app can be
verified and enhanced using four tools, namely, Dynodroid,
TABLE. IV.

Evodroid, FSM Droid, and MobiGUITAR. Most of the tools,
namely, Dynodroid, Evodroid, MobiGUITAR, Reran,
Robotium, Appium, MonkeyTalk, and UIAutomator assure the
„correctness‟ of the AUT.
Fig. 1 presents a graph showing the results of this
comparative study. Ten dominant automated testing tools for
mobile applications are considered for this study. Each tool
focused one or more quality factors to achieve or enhance
quality of apps under test. Moreover, Fig. 1 shows an overall
trend of quality factors achieved by using automated testing.
The quality factor of „correctness‟ will be achieved using
almost every automated testing tool. „Usability‟ is also a major
aspect of mobile apps which can be evaluated and achieved by
using approximately 60% of the available software testing
tools. Approximately 50% of these tools focus on achieving
desired or optimum level of „robustness‟ of mobile apps. A
close to average percentage of testing tools attain quality
factors of „testability‟ and „performance‟ in the app under test.

QUALITY FACTORS ACHIEVED BY AUTOMATED TESTING OF MOBILE APPS

Dynodroid
Evodroid
FSM Droid
MobiGUITAR
Renorax
Reran
Robotium
Appium
MonkeyTalk
UIAutomator
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Fig. 1. Frequency of software quality factors achieved using automated testing tools for mobile applications.
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A lesser percentage of tools are observed for other
important quality attributes like extensibility, maintainability,
scalability, and platform compatibility. Reran and Evodroid are
better than other tools because they tend to achieve five out of
nine quality factors. The rest of the eight tools help to achieve
less than five quality attributes in the AUT. Therefore, it is
recommendable that for an AUT, more than one tool should be
used to assure all the critical quality factors.
There is no automated testing tool or solution for mobile
apps which tests for all possible quality factors that are
mentioned in Table 2. Most testing tools cover only usability,
correctness and robustness, which are desired by almost every
mobile app. To support incremental development with testing,
and post deployment maintainability and flexibility, only a few
tools serve this purpose. Therefore, trend of automated testing
is high on usability, correctness and robustness, average on
testability and performance, and lesser on extensibility,
maintainability, scalability, and platform compatibility.
VII.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
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There is no mobile app testing tool which tests for all
possible quality factors. Most testing tools cover only usability,
correctness and robustness, which are desired by almost every
mobile app. To support incremental development with testing,
and post deployment maintainability and flexibility, only a few
tools serve this purpose. Trend of automated testing is high on
usability, correctness and robustness, average on of testability
and performance, and lesser on extensibility, maintainability,
scalability, and platform compatibility. In automated testing of
mobile applications, further research can be done to propose
automated mobile apps testing tool that aims to achieve all
quality factors mentioned in Table 1. A similar analysis can be
made by considering testing tools for other mobile operating
systems as well like windows. A comparative analysis can also
be done on quality of apps of different mobile operating
systems based on automated testing tools of each platform.
Several tools are proposed and implemented for testing of
mobile apps. In this research study, these tools are evaluated
focusing on identifying the quality factors they aid to achieve
in the apps under test. Moreover, overall trends of essential
quality factors achieved using automated testing tools are
measured. This study revealed that the automated testing
provides best support for assurance of usability, correctness and
robustness. An average number of tools aid to assure testability
and performance. However, for assurance of extensibility,
maintainability, scalability, and platform compatibility, only a
few tools are available. In automated testing of mobile
applications, further research can be done to propose automated
mobile apps testing tool which aims to achieve all quality
factors mentioned in Table 2. A similar analysis can be made
by considering testing tools for other mobile operating systems
too, e.g., windows. A comparative analysis can also be done on
quality of apps of different mobile operating systems based on
automated testing tools of each platform. Moreover, on the
basis of the tools identified from this study, revised and
enhanced solutions can be proposed for achieving the
maximum number of quality attributes in the AUT.
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Abstract—Cardiac Disease (CD) is one of the major causes of
death. An important task is to identify the Cardiac disease very
minutely and precisely. Generally medical diagnostic errors are
dangerous and costly. Worldwide they are leading to deaths.
Data mining techniques are very important to minimize the
diagnostic errors as well as to improve the patient’s safety. Data
mining techniques are very effective in designing a medical
support system and enrich ability to determine the unseen
patterns and associations in clinical data. In this paper, the
application of classification technique, decision tree for the
detection of heart disease have been introduced. Classification
tree uses many factors including age, blood sugar and blood
pressure; it can detect the probability of patients fallen in CD by
using fewer diagnostic tests which save time and money.
Keywords—Cardiac disease; classification technique; decision
tree; knowledge discovery

I.

INTRODUCTION

In rapidly growing world, as the time moves individuals
need to carry on with a very deluxe life, consequently they
work like a gadget with a specific end goal to get a lot of cash
and carry on with a casual life. But they overlook to take care
of themselves. Their whole way of life is changing as their
foods are changing. In this sort of life style they get tension and
have blood pressure and sugar issues. It moves towards a major
threat, namely, heart disease, an utmost vital organ having a
deep influence in all body parts of an individual. Heart is the
only organ in human body that really works hard [1]. Cardiac
disease is the major cause of mortality in the worldwide over
few decades [2]. Various factors exists which are supportive in
detection of coronary illness, for example hypertension,
smoking, high cholesterol, family history, obesity, blood sugar
etc. [3].
In most cases, identification of disease is usually done by
the medical specialist abilities and on the basis of current test
result. To diagnose an illness is so crucial task that needs high
skills and much experience [4]. The main focus is in detection
of cardiac disease by using data mining techniques. The
enthusiasm to my study is the approximation provided by
W.H.O. According to W.H.O by year 2030 just about 23.6
million individuals will kick the bucket due to coronary illness
[5].
Thus to reduce this risk the detection of coronary illness
should be performed. Current year’s medical sector is
producing large amount of data related to diagnosis disease,
patients, hospital resource and medical devices, etc. [6]. This

data is the main source for effective analysis of data and from
this, extract key information that motivates the healthcare
community. The detection of heart disease using Data Mining
techniques provides us better result. To extract and discover
unseen patterns related to heart disease form the existing
coronary illness database classification tree which plays an
important role. Data Mining focuses machine learning,
statistical analysis and databank technology [7]. It assists the
medical practitioner and analyst to mark intelligent medical
decision which outmoded support system cannot. Some risky
elements for CD are: obesity, family history, level of
cholesterol, inactiveness and hypertension [8].
According to a survey about 50 percent of victims have no
indications till heart attack arises. Analysis of many factors are
done to investigate the heart disease, generally physicians
make conclusion by assessing current result of the patients tests
but it depends upon doctor experience and abilities.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, current literature to diagnose the heart
disease by using various data mining methods and tools have
been discussed. Among of them a few researches that
supported my work are discussed here. M Kumari diagnoses
the heart disease by applying a data mining classifier that is
Decision Tree. The research scholar analyzes the presentation
of this algorithm on various factors that is accuracy rate,
sensitivity and error rate. He concludes that the accuracy of
Decision Tree is 79 percent [9].
Research demonstrates that by using data mining
techniques in health industry then this industry would be in
healthier position to fulfill their long term as well as short term
goals [10]. By using biomedical mining algorithms heart
disease is predicted, the author used classification technique
that constructed on supervised machine learning procedures.
The author use the decision tree that has error rate 0.2775 and
having accuracy of 79.05% [11].
Decision tree algorithms have been applied for
classification in various application areas that is production,
medicine manufacturing and monetary analysis [12]. N. Kausar
and S Planiappan perform a comparison between decision tree
and naïve Bayes algorithms. They used UCI data set for risk
prediction and stated that decision tree gave high accuracy then
naïve Bayes that is 96.4% accuracy [13]. Dr. P Alli, Jenzi and
Paryanka offered a new system that depends on mining
algorithms to detect the cardiovascular disease. They gathered
various patterns to estimate the CD. It happened to them that
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decision tree was very cool to fathom and had a better accuracy
rate for detecting heart disease [14]. Meenu and Kawaljeet
show in his research that Bhatla applied three classifiers such
as Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes and neural network for
likelihood of CD. Their examination shows that neural network
have extraordinary correctness in neural network and after it
Decision Tree outer performed over other data mining
algorithms [15].
K. Kaurand Lalit shows in their research that he performs
many experiments with KNN, Naïve Bayes and Decision Tree.
Among all over them DT (Decision Tree) have very high
performance of accuracy. Afterwards pre-processing the data
correctness of Naïve Bayes and Decision Tree have been
enhanced, they use Tanagra tool to classify their data [16]. The
study was carried out via C4.5, Decision Tree for identification
of stroke disease. The uppermost percentage of this algorithm
was 75%, 65% and 75% for Myocardial Infarction disease
[17]. Most of the above work was done with WEKA tool.
III.

TABLE. I.
Attribute

Description
30 t0 50 =1 , 51 to above = 2

Age

1: typical angina
2: atypical angina
3: non-anginal pain
4: asymptomatic
Normal (80 to 120) =1
High (above 120) =2
False = 0, True = 1
0: normal
1: having ST-T wave abnormality (T
wave inversions and/or ST elevation or
depression of > 0.05 mV)
2: showing probable or definite left
ventricular hypertrophy
Normal (60 to 100) =1
High (above 100) = 2
Yes = 1, No = 0

Chest pain

Blood Pressure
Blood Sugar

ECG

Heart Rate
Angina
Class Attribute

0: <50% diameter narrowing (No
Disease)
1: > 50% diameter narrowing (Heart
Disease)

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. Decision Tree
Decision Tree is pondering the most famous technique for
diagnosis the cardiac disease. To build a decision tree by using
accessible data which can pact with the glitches related to
different research areas is very important [18]. Corresponding
to the flow chart in which each non leaf node shows a test on a
specific attribute and each branch shows the result of that test
and each leaf node need a class tag. Root node is the upper
most node of the decision tree [19].
The utmost usage of decision tree is in processes research
analysis for computing conditional probability. Few advantages
of Decision Tree are easily understandable, perform well in
huge dataset, simply interpret and robust as well as it knobs
both categorical and numerical data [20]. In this the structures
that convey supreme information are carefully chosen for
classification while other features are put off, by this means
computational efficacy is enhanced [21].
B. Data Source
These experiments are being carried out for the detection of
heart disease using Decision Tree algorithm. The data set is
taken form University of California Irvin (UCI) Cleveland
Data set and there are total 52 instances from which only 8
attributes are taken for experiments work such as age, chest
pain, blood pressure, blood sugar that achieved, angina electro
cardiogram. SPSS Clementine 12.0 has been used for [22]
calculation and analysis of Data due to its efficiency in finding
patterns, analysis and having ability of good prediction.

DATASET AND ITS DESCRIPTION

Disease

From 210 only 8 attributes are selected for experiments.
The data set contained 117 patients without heart disease and
92 patients with heart disease. We identify a diagnosis class
having value 0 with no heart disease and value 1 with heart
disease. Table 1 shows the selected attributes and their
description.
D. Proposed Model
A new model is planned which gives finest result and
perfections over previous models. In this section full
framework has been discussed as shown in Fig. 1.
The first step in model is the selection of data that is the
data source. After sourcing field option is used and a type field
is selected that allows field metadata to be determined and
controlled. And then the modeling phase occurs, the algorithm
C5.0 is selected to constructs a predictive Decision Tree or rule
set depends on your own choice and nature of data. After
executing the predicted model, performance analysis is
performed as shown in Fig. 2. Here performance of algorithm
can be evaluated.

C. Data Set
Selection of data sets is very important because all the
experiments and results are based on the data sets. It has been
tried to choose the latest, accurate and clean data set so that
best results could be obtained. An extra care has been taken in
this regards. A total of 210 instances are taken from patient
database of Cheema Heart Complex and Cleveland hospital
database.

Fig. 1.

Classification model.
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Fig. 2.

Block diagram of proposed model.

E. Experiments and Results
Experiments were made using SPSS Clementine tool. Data
Set of 210 Patients with 8 medical attributes is used. All
attributes are in discrete form and resolved the discrepancies
among them. Decision Tree performs best having a good
estimation probability of 79.9% by using 8 attributes. That is
shown in Fig. 3. There are total 8 attributes from which 7 are
numeric and the last taking two values 0 and 1 (0 mean
negative and 1 mean positive disease) is my class attribute.
The tree diagram shows all the results of predicted disease.
Fig. 4 illustrates that a class attribute (disease) has two child
nodes (exercise angina and chest pain) and maximum 2 depth
tree. In class attribute Disease (1 presence of heart disease & 0
shows the absence of heart disease), initially 92 persons are
found to be infected by heart disease (out of a dataset of 209
patients records), rest of them took further tests/observations
like patients having angina during exercise.
For the sake of this, add exercise angina attribute which
have two nodes with value 1 and 0 (presence or absence). In
node 1, there is probability of 83% having the heart disease
while rest 17% are not the victims of heart disease. In node 2
out of 137 people, 23% individuals i.e. 32 people would be
infected by heart disease based on the test of chest pain, those
who have chest pain type (typical angina and asymptomatic
angina: typical angina and non–anginal pain) are 52 percent
and 8 percent respectively. The remaining 105 people are not
infected by the heart disease (see Fig. 4 and 5).

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Model of decision tree.

From the clinical point of view it is a common practice to
carry out all the tests whenever a patient attends the clinic with
chest pain. Usually, it takes much time to reach at the
conclusion whether the patient has a heart disease or simply he
suffers from muscular pain. Moreover, in addition to long
decision time it is also very costly to patients. With the help of
classification tree, numbers of diagnostic tests are reduced
which also helps to reduce cost significantly.

Fig. 5.

Results and accuracy.

Heart disease that leads to stroke.
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IV.

CONCLUSION

The most widely used technique of Data Mining in
healthcare sector is the classification. The extensive
classification method used for the prediction of heart disease is
the decision tree that is used in this research. Sometimes poor
observations lead towards death. All practitioners are not so
expert to diagnose the heart disease with minimal number of
tests. The main purpose of this research is to diagnose the heart
patients more precisely and more accurately with minimum
number of tests (reduction of attributes). This research plays a
vital role in the cost reduction of treatment, diagnose disease
and additional enhancement of the medical studies. The
purposed research work can further be boosted and expended
for the prediction of various types of heart diseases.
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Abstract—The use of digital images in most fields of
information technology systems makes these images usually
contain confidential information. When these images transmitted
via the Internet especially in the Cloud, it becomes necessary to
protect these images in a way that ensure putting the confidential
information that are contained far away from the attackers. A
proposed image encryption technique has been presented in this
work. This technique used a secret key that is extracted from the
image content itself. Therefore, there is no need to find a secret
channel to exchange any key where, sender and receiver
authenticate each other with regards to a shared secret key
extracted from the image. The technique constructs its secret key
that is used to encrypt the image, based on the entropy values of
a set of randomly selected blocks from the image itself. Vairous
experiments have been conducted to evaluate the strength and
performance of the technique. The experimental results shows
that the proposed technique can be used effectively in the field of
image security to protect and authenticate images.
Keywords—Image security; image encryption; secret key;
image authentication

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the rapid expansion of modern network technology
such as Cloud computing, many of current applications such as
Facebook employed cloud storage services to store multimedia
data (e.g., Images and videos). Due to the fact, that images may
contain private information that may be related to personal
interests or financial affairs, the deliberate disclosure of
confidential content becomes a critical issue for people and
organizations [1]-[4].
Images need to be accessed and shared over the cloud
securely. Image encryption is an efficient mechanism to
contribute security for these images. Encrypting image is
defined as protecting visual image through the Internet from
hacker attacks [5]. In recent years, various image encryption
algorithms have been proposed using cryptographic techniques
by modifying their pixel values or locations [6]-[8].
Cryptographic techniques are categorized into symmetric and
asymmetric encryption. Symmetric key encryption algorithm
[9] uses one key for encrypting and decrypting image
respectively. Obviously, it requires keeping the key secret. If
the hacker knows the key, image decryption can be done
easily. In contrast, asymmetric key encryption algorithm [10]
employed two keys: public and private key. Recent studies
mentioned that asymmetric key encryption is slower than

symmetric key encryption algorithms [11]. Furthermore,
asymmetric encryption algorithm has higher computational
complexity which, are most of the time prohibitive for images
and mathematical correlation between public and private keys
may help attackers to hack the image [12]. This might be
solved by using secret keys for image encryption or longer
sized keys which are difficult to violate by attackers.
Due to digital images have intrinsic characteristics such as
redundancy of data, less sensitive, a correlation between pixels
and data capacity, it is difficult to handle these issues by using
asymmetric cryptographic techniques [13]. They are not
suitable for image encryption, while symmetric key image
cryptograpphic algorithms appears to be a promising direction
which takes profit from these characteristics to encrypt images
[14].
The proposed method assumes that image is encrypted at
rest with some secret key which, is not available to the
attacker. To achieve this issue, the proposed method is
developed based on entropy values of the image itself as secret
key. The secret key will differ from one image to another. The
fact that the attacker may have the historical secret key no
longer matters because all the old keys are meaningless. The
proposed method has the ability to resolve security problems
caused by large data capacity and high correlation among
pixels for color image encryption.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Related
Works will be covered in Section 2. Section 3 describes the
Proposed algorithm in detail. Section 4 presents Experimental
results and performance analysis. In Section 5, Conclusions are
drawn.
II.

RELATED WORKS

The main goal of image encryption techniques is to convert
source images into limited formats such as texture based or
noise based format encrypted images. The pixel values of
encrypted images have been changed to prduce a noise image,
which arise the information leakage of image content and hide
the visual meaning of these images over the cloud. From the
security viewpoint, texture based or noise based format pixel
features in the encrypted images would efficiently decrease the
risk of an encrypted image being attacked and altered. This
interesting issue motivates us to present a novel image
encryption technique based on entropy features as secret keys
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for transforming image into a nearly uniform distributed pixel
values in the image to achieve privacy and confidentiality [15].
In recent years, image encryption techniques have been
proposed to provide privacy preserving for digital images
stored in cloud storage. Image encryption has become the hot
topic of exhaustive research as its potential to transmit images
more securely. Image encryption techniques can be categorized
into: 1) Frequency based image encryption and 2) Spatial based
image encryption. Hence, using secret key, the frequency based
image encryption algorithms are developed to transform image
content in the frequency domain such as the Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT) [16], Discrete fractional Fourier Transform
(DFFRT) [17], [18], Quantum Fourier Transform (QFT) [19],
Fresnel transform [20], Hartley Transform [21] and Gyrator
Transform [22].
The spatial based image encryption techniques are based on
two common operations: Substitution and Permutation, where
substitution is used to change pixel values and a permutation
process is used to shuffle pixel positions in the image. The
permutation and substitution processes can be used in spatial
based image encryption algorithms like Data Encryption
Standard (DES) [15], Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
[23], Rivest, Shamir and Adleman (RSA) [24], P-Fibonacci
transform [25], wave transmission [26], elliptic curve ElGamal
[27], gray code [28], random grids [29], Latin squares [30] and
chaotic mapping [31].
In the first category, the digital image is divided into blocks
and transformed into the frequency domain to extract features.
These features are disordered to make the original image is
invisible. For instance, Phalavan et al. [16] proposed an image
encryption method based on DCT coefficients, where the
image is divided into 8  8 blocks and then extract high
frequency DCT coefficients from these blocks. The main
advantage of high frequencies DCT is representing more
details in the image content. The secret key for their technique
is generated based on cellular automata. Finally, the image
blocks were encrypted using a secret key with XOR operation
to disorder the values in each block.
Guo et al. [17] used Double Random Phased Encryption
technique (DRPE) to encrypt the image where, binary image is
used as secret key. Their method is robust of noise addition and
the errors in the secret keys, which employed through
decryption steps. Similarly, Lima et al. [18] divided grayscale
image into blocks with size 8  8 pixels. The image blocks
were encrypted with a secret key based on Galois Field
Fractional Fourier Transform (GFFFT). The size of secret key
is 140-bit, which makes their method has a large key space
resist a brute force attack.
In [19], quantum gray level image representation and image
encryption is proposed based on QFT. The correlation between
adjacent pixels in the encrypted image and its original image is
computed. Their method gives high level of security, where
random relation exists in the encrypted image.
Singh et al. [20] proposed a scheme that transform an
image into complex image subjected to Fresnel transform to
extract frequency coefficients. The Devil’s vortex toroidal lens

phase mask is applied in the frequency domain to produce an
encrypted image. The mean square error is computed for their
method to show the robustness of encryption algorithm against
Gaussian and speckle noise.
Lin et al. [21] proposed to use image scrambling in
frequency domain based on Hartley transform. The input image
is converted into Arnold cat map space plane and then, it is
divided the image into 3  3 blocks. Later, blocks are encoded
by H matrix of Heatley transform.
Liu et al. [22] proposed to use an iterative image encryption
structure, in which Henon mapping is applied for the input
image. Then, mapped image is transformed through gyrator
transform to encode the image.
In the second category, Yun-Peng et al. [15] proposed a
conventional encryption technique by combining DES
algorithm with chaotic sequence to encode the image. The key
size for encryption method is 264 bits, which is much larger
than the traditional DES algorithm to resist against brute force
attacks.
In [23], an image encryption algorithm with a framework of
combining diffusion and permutation is proposed. The input
image is divided into blocks with size 8  8 pixels. Each block
is encoded based on pseudo random numbers which extracted
from spatiotemporal chaos. Finally, the permutation of each
block is computed using AES. Their method achieved a high
speed by avoiding some time consuming operations.
Zhao et al. [24] used RSA encryption algorithm to scramble
grayscale image. This algorithm is limited and not suitable for
practical images due to large number of permutation rounds. It
may not be the most desirable algorithms for digital image
encryption, especially for real time systems.
Zhou et al. [25] introduced a new method for encrypting
images by combining bit plane decomposition and image
permutation. They used Fibonacci P-code transformation to
scramble image. Their method is robust to various common
attacks like noise, data loss, brute force and plaintext attacks.
Chen et al. [31] developed an encryption method based on
Henon chaotic function and Logistic map for encrypting image
and the secret key respectively.
Both the frequency based and spatial based image
encryption techniques have the ability to increase the level of
security to protect images. They are evaluated based on four
factors: Security, Speed, Key space analysis and Correlation.
III.

PROPOSED MODEL

One most concern of the proposed method is how to
generate a secret key from the image properties itself. The
image is encrypted and shared through some secret means
between sender and receiver. So, the attacker struggles to know
the secret key unless he has the same image and the algorithm
used for the decryption of the image. The strength of the
proposed method comes from the key where it is not dependent
on algorithm steps being secret. This leads that, it is difficult to
obtain the secret key value out of the possible key space.
Therefore, a set of main objectives has been established to be
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achieved within the proposed technique :
A. No need to exchange any secret key via a secure channel
between sender and receiver.
B. A secret key used in encryption operation is extracted from
the image itself.
C. The size of the secret key varied based on the nature of the
image.
D. Trying to use a secret key that contains as more as possible
of random values.
E. Apply substitution and transposition operations on the
image within two different levels of implementation (on
block of bytes and on a single byte).
The main stages that the proposed image encryption
technique involves are depicted in Fig. 1.

3) Secret Key (K) Consists of a set of 2D blocks, it is
divided into two parts: Master Block MB and the Remaining
Blocks RB. All blocks are of the same size. The size of each
block (i.e., number of rows and columns) is based on the image
size and is calculated using the equations (1) and (2).

















4) Entropy is simply the average (expected) amount of the
information from the data [32]. Information entropy is an
important feature of randomness. Here, the entropy value is
calculated by the equation (3).
∑



Where
number of different data values,
probability of occurring the data value .

is

To give readers a clear understanding of the
implementation details of each stage of the proposed technique,
we give below some necessary definitions and terminologies:

The main stages that follow in the encryption phase of the
proposed image encryption technique are given below:

1) Source Image (I) is a bitmap color image of size
(WidthHeightPalette). Where: Width is the width of the
image, Height is the height of the image and Palette equal 3
which represents the three colors (R: Red, G: Green and B:
Blue).
2) Encrypted Image (E) is a bitmap color image of size
(WidthHeightPalette). Where: Width is the width of the
image, Height is the height of the image and Palette equal 3
which represents the three colors (R: Red, G: Green and B:
Blue). The image (E) is produced from the technique after
encrypting the source image I.

Stage 2: Build the Master Block MB of the secret key K by
using a pseudo random generator with a seed value  .
Random values of bytes are filled in MB. The value of each
byte is between
. This part of the secret key K (i.e.,
MB) will be used later to construct the second part of the secret
key K (i.e., RB). An example of the MB is shown in Fig. 2.

Stage 1: From the source image size (i.e., its Width and
Height), calculate the dimensions of the secret key blocks (R
and C) using the equations (1) and (2).

Stage 3: Calculate the entropy value of the MB
EntropyMB using the equation (3).
Stage 4: Represent the bytes of the source image I bytes as
a set of blocks of dimensions (RC). The number of blocks in
the source image I is calculated using the equation (4).
⁄



Stage 5: Search in the source image blocks that are created
in Stage 4 to find all the blocks that have entropy values equal
to the entropy value EntropyMB. These blocks are represented
the remaining blocks RB of the secret key as shown in Fig.3.
The number of remaining blocks RB found depends mainly on
the image data. And these blocks are excluded from the
implementation of the encryption operations that are applied in
the next stages. The second part of the secret key K becomes
ready to be used in the implementation of the encryption
operations on the source image blocks.
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Fig. 1. Stages of the proposed image encryption technique.

Fig. 2. Content of master block.
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Fig. 3. Remaining blocks in the image.

Fig. 5. Some of the images use in the experiments.

Fig. 4. XOR operation between blocks.

Stage 6: Perform the substitution operation of the
encryption technique by doing the XOR logic operation
between each block of the image with the one of the blocks in
the RB set of blocks sequentially. When reach the block index
m in the RB set of blocks, the next block index is 1. Example
of XOR operation between two byte values is shown in Fig. 4
above.
Stage 7: Perform the transposition operation of the
encryption technique by doing the randomly change the
locations of all the bytes of the image including the bytes of the
RM blocks. By using a pseudo random generator with a seed
value (RC), a new random location for each byte in the image
be found.
Stage 8: Construct the encrypted image E from the
collection of bytes that are produced in the Stage 7. As a result,
the encrypted image is produced.
The same scenario has been implemented in the decryption
phase to recover the original image from the encrypted one E,
except the receiver should perform the transposition operation
first.
In the proposed image encryption technique, we can note
that there is no need to exchange any key between sender and
receiver. The key size used (i.e., number of RM blocks used)
and the values of bytes in each block vary based on the image
data itself. This makes the technique easy to use by the users
and more difficult against the attackers. Furthermore, the
proposed method leads to the uniformization of the histogram
of the encrypted images, which makes it more secure against
statistical hacks as shown in Section 4.
IV.

Fig. 6. The encrypted image from the images in Fig. 5.

The encrypted images that are produced from the source
images in figure 1 are depicted in Fig. 6.
To make a performance comparison between the proposed
image encryption technique and the well-known encryption
techniques such as Data Encryption Standard (DES) [15] and
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [23]. A set of measures
(visually and numerically) has been used: Image histogram,
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), encryption time, the key
size, the complexity of the key and the sensitivity of the key.
1) Image histogram: good image encryption technique is
the one that is able to achieve a high distortion in the
distribution of color values of the encrypted image compared
with the distribution of color values of the source image. Fig. 7
shows the histogram of the source image (Beach) and its
encrypted image using the proposed technique and the DES
and AES techniques.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
technique, the necessary programming codes using C#
language are written. Different images used in the experiments
to test the technique. Some of these images are listed in Fig. 5.

Fig. 7. Histogram of the source image and its encrypted images (Beach image
in Fig. 5).
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2) Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR): a numerical
measure that is used to calculate the ratio of noise that is
occurring in the encrypted image and it is caused by the
implementation of the encryption technique on the source
image. Good image encryption technique is the one that is
producing high ratio of noise in the encrypted image with a low
PSNR value [33], [34]. The PSNR is calculated using the
equation (5) and (6), where MAX represents the maximum
byte value in the image and I and E are the source image and
the encrypted image respectively. Table 1 records the PSNR of
the encrypted image in the proposed technique and DES and
AES techniques.
∑

|

(

|

)


(6)

3) Encryption time: the time needed to complete the
encryption phase is one of the common factors that is used to
evaluate the performance of the encryption technique. A good
image encryption technique is the one that is conducting its
encryption operations in a short time. Table 2 summarizes the
encryption time of the proposed technique and DES and AES
techniques.
TABLE. I.

PSNR OF THE ENCRYPTED IMAGE

mage

Beach

Cat

Petra

Algorithm

PSNR (db)

Proposed

8.42

DES

6.56

AES

6.56

Proposed

8.25

DES

7.38

AES

7.37

Proposed

8.71

DES

7.81

AES

7.82

TABLE. II.
Image

Beach

Cat

Petra

4) Key size: the encryption technique becomes strong
whenever it can be used a proportionally large key. The key
used in the proposed technique is actually large because it
consists of a set of blocks (i.e., RB) and each block consists of
a number of bytes. This makes the bits that represent the secret
key used by the proposed technique is large. To illustrate this,
we assume that the block dimension is (R=4 and C=4). This
means that each block of the RB has 16 bytes. And if there are
5 blocks in RB, this means that the number of bits that
represent the key is 640, where it calculated using the equation
(7). While the DES algorithm uses a key contains 64 bits and
the AES algorithm uses a key contains 128 to 256 bits.
] 
∑ [


5) Complexity of key: is the ratio of randomness and the
composite use of the key in the implementation of the
operations of the encryption technique. The proposed
technique uses a key that is extracted from the image itself and
it contains really random bytes. In addition, it uses key in two
levels of implementation of the operations (block and byte
level).
6) Sensitivity of key: it means that if we change only one
bit in the key used, the technique produces, from the encrypted
image, an image that is a completely different from the source
image. This forces the attacker to know all the bits of the key to
be able to recover the source image from the encrypted image.
To prove that, in the proposed technique, we changed one bit in
the key used to encrypt one of the images in Fig. 5 and try to
decrypt the encrypted image. The produced image is
completely different from the source image as shown in Fig. 8.
7) Correlation Analysis: is the value that depicts the
relationship between the adjacent pixels values in the
encrypted image. Whenever the correlation value is small this
means that the encryption technique achieved high randomness
between the adjacent pixels in the encrypted image. The
calculated correlation values for the proposed technique and
DES and AES techniques are listed in Table 3.

ENCRYPTION TIME

Algorithm

Time (sec)

Proposed

3.15

DES

3.70

AES

3.37

Proposed

0.17

DES

0.16

AES

0.18

Proposed

0.52

DES

0.59

AES

0.53

Fig. 8. The source image resulting from the encrypted image using the wrong
key (Perta image in Fig. 5).
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TABLE. III.

CORRELATION BETWEEN ADJACENT
PIXELS VALUES

Image

Beach

Cat

Petra

V.

[5]

Algorithm

Correlation Value

Proposed

0.123

DES
AES

0.107
0.106

Proposed

0.120

DES
AES

0.089
0.089

[8]

Proposed

0.090

[9]

DES
AES

0.094
0.093

[6]

[7]

CONCLUSION

[10]

This paper introduced a novel image encryption scheme
based on Entropy values of selected blocks and perform XOR
permutation at the block level with the transposition operation
at the byte level. The Entropy is computed from the selected
block in the image whose size is based on the image size. The
rest of blocks are selected which they have the same entropy to
be as candidates used for generating large enough secret key
space to encrypt the image later. High level of security is
achieved by using a random secret key. This leads that
different image should have a different random key for
encryption. Experimental results show that the scrambled
image has approximately uniform histogram pattern and can be
considered as a nearly random image. The security analyses
also demonstrate that the proposed method is sensitive to the
nature of source image and the encryption key. Therefore, the
proposed method has high security and can resist against most
common attacks. However, we have found from the
experimental results that the secret key values may be different
from one image to another which adds more ambiguity at the
side of attackers about the key itself. The future work is to
investigate the common malicious attacks that can be applied
to images such as copy move forgery and image splicing in the
field of image forensics.
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Abstract—Competition between companies has made a great
pressure to produce new features continuously as fast as possible,
subsequently successful software companies needs to learn more
about customers and get new features out to them more rapidly.
Lean software development cannot integrate between
development and operation teams. DevOps enables this merge
between them and creates operational parts as one part of the
development process and made it up to date during the
development phase, so reduced errors during the deployment.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate how one can use
devOps practices to improve the performance of lean software
development production process and introduce a new framework
that merge lean and devOps process. The research has been
evaluated on a sample of 2 departments in Faculty of Commerce
at Helwan University. The results of this work have led to reduce
the response delivery time for customers and rapid feedback
provides accurate expectations for customer needs that lead to
lower levels of deployment pains and lower change fail rates.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the
background and related research of Lean Software
Development and DevOps. Section 3 describes the research
problem. Sections 4 and 5 describe the research goals,
approach, and assumptions. Section 6 shows the theoretical
mapping of the two approaches. Section 7 shows overall
results of the theoretical mapping. Section 8 describes the
background of the analyzed study. Section 9 summarizes the
assessment results from the study. In Section 10, the results of
this study are discussed. The last section concludes the paper
with the key findings, research limitations and future work.

Keywords—Lean software development; DevOps; development
& IT operations; continuous delivery; monitoring; continuous
integration

A. Lean Software Development
Lean software development provides a set of principles to
minimize wastes and maximize the customer value in software
processes. Mary and Tom Poppendieck [5] have formulated a
set of principles for the application of Lean thinking into
software development.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Changing business needs always required providing
products faster to market due to competition among software
companies which puts an increasing pressure to produce new
features extremely fast. Projects in software development field
always faced risks or problems as bugs, failure, past deadline
and poor quality etc. In recent years, software companies need
way in which you manipulate problems such as long
development life cycles and rapidly changing requirements
from customer [1].
Lean methodology is designed to minimize the wastes of
resources that do not add any customer value to products [2].
Lean depends mainly on continuous improvement and to
achieve this any defect or problem that may occur in the
delivery process must be detected to get feedback
continuously [3].
DevOps is set of practices and principles that is trying to
improve life-cycle as a whole through integration between
development and operations teams to reduce the release cycles
and increase number of software deliveries [4].

II.

OVERVIEW

This section consists of three parts. The first part presents
an overview of Lean Software Development. The second part
provides an overview of DevOps. The final part gives Related
Work.

There are seven main principles in Lean development
process as the following: Eliminate waste, Amplify Learning,
Decide as Late as Possible, Deliver as Fast as Possible,
Empower the Team, Build Integrity In and See the Whole [5].
Eliminating waste is the first principle that explains the
Waste as any unnecessary activities that add cost or time
without adding value to the customers [6, 3]. There are many
wastes that transferred by Poppendieck and Poppendieck [5]
from manufacturing to software development are: partially
completed work, extra Features, extra processes, task
switching, Handoffs (Motion), delays (waiting) and defects.
The way lean works is by creating more value for
customers with fewer resources through remove wastes from
activities and eliminating whenever possible those steps that
do not create value to enhance quality products [7].
Take the right time to adding the real value that satisfied
the customer through remove anything that doesn’t either add
customer value directly or add knowledge about how to
deliver that value more effectively [8].
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B. DevOps
Market needs are changing continuously. Therefore, there
is always a need to adapt continuously to market needs and
deliver quickly. DevOps appeared as a result of integration of
development and operators team members to increase speed of
new software releases and reduce time to respond to customer
needs and changes [9].
Dubois [10] found that the developers had no knowledge
of what was happening to the application on the deployment
infrastructure, and that the operations team also did not care of
the planning and priorities of projects.
Each of these teams has a different goal, development
teams are interested for deliver new features and operations
teams are interested for stability [11].
DevOps is approach that emerging to bridge this gap
between these two teams and to achieve collaboration between
them. The deployment process needs to be highly automated
to enable continuous delivery of software so the DevOps
provides a huge variety of practices to implement holistic
deployment automation [12].
DevOps will improve productivity through accelerated
customer feedback cycles and reduced overhead and rework in
addition to provide a competitive advantage to a business
through three dynamic capabilities. First a holistic
collaborative work involving multiple stakeholders from
business and software functions whereby speeding continuous
planning and innovation of ideas [13]. Second continuously
deploying of software builds through automating software
delivery processes and eliminating wastes and this is known as
continuous delivery [14]. Third Identify problems as early in
the process and notify development teams as quickly as
possible that means providing a feedback loop for continuous
learning from customers by monitoring and optimizing the
software driven innovation [15].
C. Related Work
There have been a number of publications focusing on the
relationship between Lean Software Development and Agile,
understanding of the combined use of agile and lean
approaches in software development and investigate how agile
and lean approaches have been combined in software
development [16,17]. On the other hand, Shahid Mujtaba
identify waste-related problems in a software product
customization process by using value stream maps (VSM) [18]
but they did not provide empirical evaluation of value stream
maps in the software engineering. Pilar Rodríguez [19]
presented some of challenges when applying Lean Software
Development as achieving flow, transparency and creating a
learning culture but unfortunately did not elaborate on ways to
overcome these challenges. Henrik Jonsson [20] provided a
framework for lean software development but he did not
provide empirical evidences.
Finally, Pilar Rodríguez et al. [21] identified some
bottlenecks in Lean Software Development as lack of
collaboration between the hardware and software teams and
short feedback loops from teams that led to not easy to involve
business management to prioritize the backlog and defining

the feature content but did not provide ways to overcome these
challenges so this study is concentrated on determine
challenges of lean software development to enhance lean
process by using DevOps.
III.

PROPOSED DEFINITION

Business, competitive advantage, market and customer
needs are forcing organizations to develop and deploy
applications, products, and services at a fast rate. When talking
about lean there are lack of coordination between different
elements, tasks or features led to barriers in achieving process
flow. Problems occurring in the integration between features
or there is not enough time to apply these features and monitor
them by operational teams. So it is needed to new approach to
enable early integration between development and operation
teams to enable merge between them and create operational
parts as one part of the development process and made it up to
date during the development phase, so reduced errors during
the deployment.
IV.

RESEARCH APPROACH

The goal of this research was to study how using DevOps
practices to enhance lean software development process
through identify reasons of lean wastes and DevOps role to
overcome this reasons and provide framework that allows
integration between them. The approach was developed in
Three-phase model. The first phase was to determine reasons
of lean wastes and the role of DevOps in overcoming them.
The second phase was to provide framework that allow
merging between two approaches with implement an empirical
study that applied to a sample university to make sure that
merging is possible. The Third phase has been conducted in
order to measure the effect of this merge.
V.

RESEARCH ASSUMPTIONS

 Using lean software development process and DevOps
practices together will be useful for the organizations to
achieve better team productivity and predictability of
problems.
 Rapid feedback provides accurate expectations for
customer needs that lead to lower levels of deployment
pains and lower change fail rates.
VI.
STUDY PHASE 1: THE CHALLENGES OF LEAN
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND THE ROLE OF DEVOPS TO
OVERCOMING THEM
Any organization needs to find and fix issues early before
they are available in production phase. For this reason, you
need to team members work together as DevOps team, so the
following section will explain the causes of the lean software
development wastes and the role of DevOps in improving and
addressing the following wastes:
LW1: Delays:
Reasons:
 Any worker in the system might be not understanding
of the client's needs in a particular item partially, or
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have not all of the knowledge that you need to complete
your task, so delays work to be achieved.


Approval on the work to transfer it from phase to
another phase for example the completion of
development work to beginning of deployment.



Lack of trust between team members causes delays to
the work.



Delayed feedback lead to start with feature may be not
needed by the customer.

 Distributed tasks that lead to exchange between tasks,
and thus loss of time to restore focus on the task to be
performed.
 Captured poor knowledge lead to rediscovery of that
same knowledge.
DevOps practices applied to solve this reasons:

DevOps practices applied to solve this reasons:

 Sharing knowledge and meeting between team members
and depend on experts that can provide the benefit of
your project. Everyone in the team can face problem in
his work so we can reduce rediscover something from
another developer.



Be sure to make the knowledge necessary available to
execute the project and delivered on time by using a
clear vision of the elements that will be implemented.

LW4: Motion:

Make sure the client's needs, which wants always
through feedback iterations.

 Need for more information because of a lack of
understanding about task.



Reasons:

 Distributed work between team members lead to
indirect communication between them.

LW2: Extra Features:
Reasons:

DevOps practices applied to solve this reasons:



Misunderstanding
requirements.



More features more testing that means quality assurance
team will be busy with a lot of tests and this also will
affect the developers.



Developers add items that they believe will improve the
product in the end, and it will add a better perspective of
the product. This may have on increase features as a
result of suggest other new features.

 Shorten feedback loops reduce the number of hand-offs.

Customers add items that they believe it will benefit the
project in the end.

 Poor analysis for customer needs lead to problems in
establishing proper requirements.



of

the

customer

expectations

DevOps practices applied to solve this reasons:






All extra items, features or codes must be tracked,
compiled, integrated, tested and maintained so we need
continuous improvement to delivery software processes.
We need to more careful about what we produce and the
real needs of the customer therefore it must take more
interest about the product backlog. Adding item’s
functionality when it is necessary to meet a need of the
customer. As a result, it helps to discover features that
not added value to customer and will not developed.
Continuous feedback as a DevOps practices enables
rapid and continuous expectation of customer needs and
give the ideal system, therefore eliminated extra
features through tracking product easily and remove
features that are not needed.

LW3: Re-Learning (Extra Processing):

 It's good to have cross-functional teams to create a
single project team.

LW5- Partially work done:
Reasons:

 Lack of active participation between environments as
development and operations which leads to disruption
work in production environment.
 The discovery of errors or detected later may lead to
incomplete feature.
DevOps practices applied to solve this reasons:
 DevOps enables to see the whole system end to end
view of system from inception to deployment the
system to the customer through tracking work done. If
feature “done” means “developers declare it to be done
and deliver it into a production environment”.
 Product backlog must be declared before started in
execute features and determine the person who works
on specific task and the time to do it so we need
coordination between the team and the product owner.
LW6: Task Switching:

Reasons:


 Use visual boards to this can be helpful to reduce handoff time.

Reasons:

Passing knowledge from person to other person that
required re-explain work to provide value and resharing it.

 There are tasks will deliver value to a different customer
and every one of customers want realize value as
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possible as and which results in switching between tasks
to satisfy all customers.


Delays may lead to task switching. If developer doesn’t
have the knowledge that needed to complete the task
this will lead to switch to another task.

DevOps practices applied to solve this reasons:

 Do some practices that enable team members to
communicate with each other so easily give appropriate
comments on the work before entering into began
defect.
 In order to be successful project there must be a strong
automated test which is a very important element to
discovery defects early.



Make sure that you have a detailed knowledge well
before the start of the task until does not happen
disabled during execute the task.

 Make sure you have a complete understanding about the
item being implemented.



Determine the priority of the stories during planning
phase. This prevents task switching.

In short, DevOps can overcome the causes of lean software
development wastes through using DevOps practices. This
result can be displayed through table I.

LW7: Defects:

VII.
STUDY PHASE 2: EMPIRICAL STUDY AND
INTEGRATED FRAMEWORK FOR LEAN SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT AND DEVOPS

Reasons:


Lack of proper the automation testing.



Lack of understanding of the items clearly according to
the standards that have been determined in advance.

DevOps practices applied to solve this reasons:
TABLE I.

Once theoretical study were established through determine
the causes of Lean Software Development wastes and DevOps
role in addressing them, using framework to enhance Lean
Process as shown in Fig. 1.

MATRIX OF LEAN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT WASTES AND DEVOPS PRACTICES

Lean
Wastes/DevOps
Practices

Continuous
Planning

Continuous
Feedback

Continuous
Delivery

Waiting
Extra Features

√
√

√
√

√

Extra Processing

√

Motion

√

Partially done
work

√

Task switching

√

Defects

√

√

Continuous
Integration

Continuous
Testing

Continuous
Monitoring

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

Fig. 1. Lean and DevOps framework.
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A. Study description
Applying this framework through empirical study using
Evaluation website to provide ability to students to participate
in evaluation of the doctors who taught and the subjects
studied in the previous term in Faculty of Commerce Helwan
University, also used Visual Studio Team Services used to
manage and track work items cross the team to address the
entire software development lifecycle and Application Insights
to help in diagnose issues and to understand what users
actually do with your app. There are two programs in Faculty
of Commerce: the first BIS program which has been used for
lean development software and the second FMI program
which has been used for DevOps process. The framework can
be illustrated by the following steps:
1) The Business Line:
Any successful project or software the first step will be to
plan and communicate continuously between the organization

and the team members responsible for this work. Continuous
planning of DevOps practices allows doing that by always
having a product backlog and prioritizing each item. As shown
in Fig. 2. The project is divided into a set of User Stories and
each user story is divided into a group of Tasks.
Product owners guide the development through creating a
clear and inspiring product vision together with the team,
ensure that customer value is transparent for everyone and
focus on the highest priority goal at any one time.
2) Integration Process:
Developers can now integrate code which allows checking
at any time whether the product meets what the customer
really values continuously. Continuous integration (CI) allows
team members integrate their work frequently and verified by
an automated build and testing to detect integration errors as
quickly as possible as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. User stories and Tasks I.

Fig. 3. Build process.
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Fig. 4. Quality assurance environment.

Fig. 5. Production environment.

The version control used to control changes in the source
code and other software elements. The build server first check
out the project from source control and executes targets from
the build automation tool. It creates an integration build when
any changes in the version control repository are made. Also
as part of continuous integration process, we can do automated
testing of the whole application along with code analysis to
detect any issues or bugs and to analysis the code to obtain a
quality build from the CI server.
When finish the developer from writing code and all unit
tests is true, Quality Assurance (QA) team can only ensure that
once a product is released it meets and matches all the quality
criteria’s and to build and ensure that the several testing and
validation processes are improved continuously through
automated testing which provides tests quickly as shown in
Fig. 4.
3) Implementation:
The Release management is process responsible for
planning, scheduling, controlling the build, testing and
deploying release to increase numbers of successful releases
through avoid unexpected outcomes. The quality assurance
team gives the change its seal of approval. The change moves
on to the staging server, where final acceptance testing

commences. The staging or a pre-production environment is
providing for the end-users to test the application. When the
end-user accepts about this feature, the release to the
production environment is performed as shown in Fig. 5.
4) Delivery Process:
The main focus of DevOps is all about
delivering value very quickly to users and customers.
Communication between team members can definitely make it
easier to automate deployments. If you need the team who
write the deployment scripts to collaborate with the people
who manage the environments and run the scripts, you need to
continuous delivery.
Emphasis on collaboration and feedback is very important
to get successful working software, so DevOps focus on
everyone involved in a project must communicate with each
other constantly and to continuous delivery new values and
releases for customers to be able to achieve a very short time
to market as shown in Fig. 6.
5) Detecting, Notification & continuous Feedback:
Using DevOps and lean software development all customer
expectations can be answered quickly. It helps us to get
connected to the users and to act rapidly against them and
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understand how they use their system. As shown in Fig. 7 it
explains how trace data can detect errors at the same time.
This direct tracking of data enables me to know why and
where the error occurred and how often specific events happen

in my web app as student evaluated specific course. It has
become very easy identify the features that are used constantly
or not used. This continuous follow-up allow to know the most
visited pages of the users as well as the pages do not care
about as shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 6. Release delivery.

Fig. 7. Live detection.

Fig. 8. Page views.
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Fig. 9. New work item (bug).

Fig. 10. Issue assigned to development team.

The success of any system not only depends on effective
monitoring, but should be followed by a quick warning of any
possible errors or problems in the system. Continuous
monitoring leads to get immediate feedback on a deployment.
When the operations team members discover the error, they
send the data obtained to the developers to address and fix it as
soon as possible as shown in Fig. 9.
The detected problem reaches to the developer in his
queries as a bug to solve it and he gives it his priority as
shown in Fig. 10.

VIII.

STUDY PHASE 3: VERIFYING APPLICABILITY OF
RESEARCH WORK

The project was divided into 4 iterations. When using LSD
the number of hours worked was expected to be 132 hour, but
with the emergence of these errors and increased these hours
became actual hours are 139 hour as shown in Fig. 11.
But when applying DevOps the number of hours worked
was expected to be 132 hour, but with the emergence of these
errors and increased these hours became actual hours are 135
hour as shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 11. Lean process.
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Fig. 12. FMI DevOps process.

Fig. 13. Enhancement issues in lean process.

Fig. 14. Enhancement issues in DevOps process.

Fig. 15. Number of affected particular issue in lean process.

Fig. 16. Number of affected particular issue in DevOps process.

In LSD the errors detected by the user is then reported to
the operations team and the development team members is
notified of this error by regular meetings or team reminder
email. Consequently, it was a loss of a lot of time until the
update of what is new and satisfy the needs of customers. As
shown in Fig. 13 the number of days needed to solve some of
the problems that appeared in the system.
Using DevOps errors are detected at the time they occur or
even there are notifications of an error, this led to reduce the
number of days to resolve the errors. As shown in Fig. 14 the
number of days needed to solve some of the problems that
appeared in the system
In LSD Delay in product improvement response lead to
leaving the customer to the product as a result of the number
of customers affected by the problem is large and
consequently leads to the loss of a large number of customer
loyalty to the company. As shown in Fig. 15 the number of

students affected by Postback Evaluate Page is 50 students
from total 320.
In DevOps finding errors quickly led to reduce the number
of students to be affected by errors and it becomes very small.
As shown in Fig.16 the number of students affected by
Postback Evaluate Page is 4 students from total 1200.
IX.

DISCUSSION:

From the previous study, the results can be summed up,
which displaying the role of DevOps to enhance and improve
Lean Software Development as shown in Fig. 17 and 18.
Rapid feedback provides accurate expectations for
customer needs that lead to lower levels of deployment pains
and lower change fail rates. The percentage of students who
were affected by specific issue through using lean software
development was greater than the percentage of students who
were affected by the DevOps.
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Fig. 17. Summarizes up the results of using both lean software development and DevOps.

Chart Title
100%
50%
0%
Presentage of Predictability Delivery Time
affected
Lean

DevOps

Fig. 18. Summarizes up the results of using both lean software development and DevOps.

Improve the company’s time and market potentially from
months and weeks to days and hours in addition to faster time
to value through reduced cycle times. Consequently, the
predictability percentage of problems that may occur or know
and follow what the user is doing through DevOps is much
higher than the lean software development.

In the light of that, it is suggested as future works: The
field of software engineering is changing very quickly so more
studies will help the companies to apply this framework in
other large environments and to use DevOps Practices to
enhance other process methods as Scrum or XP.

Changing business needs always required to provide
products for faster time to market due to Competition among
software companies puts an increasing pressure to produce
new features extremely fast. Consequently, DevOps increases
the rate of software delivery more than lean software
development.
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Abstract—Analyzing and evaluating the sensitivity of
embedded systems to soft-errors have always been a challenge
for aerospace or safety equipment designer. Different automated
fault-injection methods have been developed for evaluating the
sensitivity of integrated circuit. Also many techniques have been
developed to get a fault tolerant architecture in order to mask
and mitigate fault injection in a circuit. Fault injection mitigation
and repair techniques are applied together on LEON3 processor
in goal to study the reliability of a soft-core. The so-called
NETlist Fault Injection (NETFI+) tool is a fault injection
techniques used in this paper. The prediction of Single Event
Upset (SEU) error-rates between radiation ground testing and
FPGA implementation have been done with good and accurate
result. But no functional simulations have been performed. A
Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) is used in this paper as a
repair technique versus fault injection. This paper analyses the
effectiveness of fault tolerant method on LEON3 soft-core
running a benchmark. It starts by evaluating the behavior of
LEON3’s program counter against Single Event Upset error-rate
accuracy between the functional simulation and the FPGA
emulation and an analysis of the LEON3 reliability in presence of
fault tolerant technique. The objective is to offer, through the
new version of NETFI+ with introducing a fault tolerant
technique, the possibility to designers to evaluate the benefits of
SEUs mitigation for the LEON3 processor on the program
counter.
Keywords—NETFI+ ; fault injection;
simulation; emulation; reliability; TMR

I.

SEUs;

LEON3;

INTRODUCTION

Embedded system undergoes several changes across the
years, starting from simple mono CPU running applications to
a complex system including co-processor, memory, input and
output models. Using embedded systems in special
applications, safety-critical or mission-critical, allows
evaluating their dependability in presence of faults on the
circuit or in the implemented application.

are represented by a single or multiple nodes upset directly
attributable to excess charge carriers created by an external
source of radiation. Soft errors are defined by the impact of a
transient fault that can be propagated beyond one clock cycle
[2]. It flips one or more bits, modifying the data store of a
memory cell, register, flip-flop and latch. SEU and Single
Event Transient (SET) are soft errors that affect only one bit,
other type of faults are used to modify more than one bit, and
it‟s a Multiple Bit Upset (MBU) [3].
Areoflex Gaisler LEON3 processor has become more used
in a critical and safety application, such as in automotive,
multimedia system, wireless and more applications which
require reliability. Fault injection in LEON3 soft-core is done
in many works classified according to the type of faults, the
methods used, the block under test, etc. LEON3 is
characterized by its complexity and size. It‟s a reason to be a
good design for evaluating the benefits of fault tolerant
techniques [4].
In [5], injection of SEU, SET and MBU faults have been
done in many components of LEON3, showing that integer
unit and multiplier unit are more susceptible against SEU and
MBU fault injection.
Emulation-based fault injection in LEON3 is done in [6],
allowing a reduction in the experimental time.
In [7], SEU fault injection by FPGA emulation is made by
applying an exhaustive fault injection in internal memory of
LEON3. The results obtained show that the memory cell
containing the data is the most sensitive to SEU.

Fault injection can be used to evaluate embedded system
running its own application [1].

In [8], a new methodology is proposed to evaluate the real
cache sensitivity for a given application, and to calculate a
more accurate SER. The methodology, based on monitoring
the memory accesses, is applied to the LEON3 with several
benchmarks showing that their proposed tool predicted all real
errors with little over-estimation. Fault injection is done by
radiation and emulation. The result shows that all the cache
addresses are sensitive to SEU injection.

Transient faults and soft errors lead to faults in a system
without damaging the system under evaluation. Transient faults

In [9], evaluating the effects of single bit errors at the
memory and register locations is done using a high level error
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injection technique. The results obtained show that this method
is inaccurate in comparison with the techniques using a flipflop error injection.

 Logical fault injection using debugging facilities: This
type of injection allows to the processor logic resources
to access their internal blocks and to add bit-flips.

SEU fault injection, called bit-flip, upset or soft-error
propagates in the design depending on the application [10] and
it can cause a data corruption or a circuit malfunction. SEUs
are random in space and time, they can modify any element on
memory location also at any instant time. In [11], the
application of a new methodology to attack a Program Counter
(PC) of ARM is done by modifying the load-instruction of the
PC.

 Physical fault injection: this method is accomplished
using laser beams, electromagnetic interferences or a
radiation in goal to induce faults in integrated circuits.
This method offers actual hardware faults on real
systems. It requires expensive material and the number
of faults injected is limited, also a deep knowledge of
the actual layout of the circuit [14].

In previous works, the PC of LEON3 was not evaluated in
point of sensitivity because to its important function in system
security, in addition, based on the work in [5] avowed that the
integer unit is the most critical block of LEON3 to SEU and
MBU fault injection. The principal goal in this paper is to give
the benefits of SEU mitigation for the LEON3 processor on the
PC by adding a repair technique of fault tolerant like a TMR in
this work.
A new methodology is improved for fault attacks, NETFI+,
in order to evaluate the behavior of LEON3 soft-core, the SEU
error-rate reliability between the functional simulation and
FPGA emulation is done by injecting an SEU fault on the flipflop of LEON3‟s IU block precisely on the program counter
register according to its importance in the instruction execution
process. The principal goal in this paper is to present fault
injection approach and analyze countermeasure effectiveness
in circuit security.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II a
description of the NETFI+ principle will be done, overview of
LEON3‟s integer unit is presented in Section III. Next section
presents the NETFI+ flow, the analysis of the reliability of the
LEON3‟s program counter by evaluating the SEU error-rate
reliability between simulation and FPGA emulation is
presented in Section V. Section VI provides a presentation of a
repair technique used in order to evaluate the SEU mitigation
for the LEON3 soft processor on the program counter. A
conclusions and perspectives will be presented in the last
section.
II.

NETLIST FAULT INJECTION PRINCIPLE

Fault injection approaches are based on injecting
faults that can induce errors. Many researches separate between
the methods of fault injection, it can be classified depending on
two techniques based on hardware and software fault injection.
A software fault injection is presented by using a software
program to inject faults in a physical model. Simulated fault
injection can be observed and controlled while the system is
simulated using HDL simulator.
A hardware fault injection allows evaluating a behavior of a
system based on Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) processor
[12]. It‟s widely used and it can be classified on three
categories [13]:

 Logical fault injection: it can be made by circuit
simulation using hardware description languages (HDL
models) simulator or by circuit emulation using
hardware emulation platforms. In simulation-based fault
injection, the system under test is simulated in another
system, while the emulation-based fault injection
facilitates the injection on complex models by reducing
time spent by a simulation-based fault injection.
The fault injection type used in this paper is the last one:
Logical fault injection. Simulation-based fault injection allows
the fault injection in high level models. In general, fault
injection is presented by a bit-flip fault model when the content
of a memory cell is inverted. It permits to evaluate the behavior
of fault tolerance mechanisms [14].
The principle idea of the logical fault injection is the
injection at the bit-flip model by inverting the content of a
memory cell at the instant injection. Studying the reliability of
an embedded system is a principal goal to define the capability
of the system to run its function in abnormal condition for a
given period of time [15]. Soft errors disturbing memory cells
and registers in embedded system are called SEU was analyzed
to evaluate the soft error-rate [13].
Sensitivity of the LEON3‟s integer unit against soft errors
was estimated through two fault-injection campaigns. A first
one was performed in a simulation in order to analyse a
random SEU injection. A second one was performed in FPGA
emulation to accelerate the fault injection campaign and mainly
to evaluate the SEU error-rate reliability in the simulation
campaign also the validation of a NETFI+ tool.
The NETFI+ tool used in this paper is based on netlist fault
injection. It allows to inject SEU, MBU and SET faults in
circuits at Register Transfer Level implemented on FPGA. This
method enables to inject faults in all memory cell and at any
clock cycle, exhaustive or randomly in time and location. In
this paper, the principle idea is to study the reliability of
LEON3‟s PC against SEU fault injection.
The HDL source code of the circuit is synthesized to get the
correspondent netlist [16]. In next step, a MODNET (MODify
NETlist) tool, described in [17], will be used to choose the type
of faults which can be injected and give a modified netlist.
A NETFI+ tool in this work is improved to inject faults in
all the memory cell of LEON3 also to inject all type of faults
SEU, MBU and SET.
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Fig. 1. The micro-architecture of the LEON3‟s Integer Unit [18].

III.

OVERVIEW OF LEON3‟S INTEGER UNIT

The LEON3 Integer Unit (IU) is fully compliant with the
SPARC V8 standards. SPARC is a CPU instruction set
architecture derived from RISC. It comprises an integer unit
(IU), an optional Floating-point unit (FPU) and a coprocessor
(CP).
The IU executes the arithmetic instructions, computes
memory addresses (load/store), maintains the Program Counter
(PC) and controls the instruction execution for the FPU and the
CP. “Fig. 1” shows the pipeline of the IU which consists of
seven-stages with Harvard architecture.
IU integrates seven stage of pipeline, the FE stage (FEtch)
fetches the instruction from the instruction cache through its
address given by a PC. DE stage (DEcode) decodes the
instruction. In the RA stage (Register Access), all operands are
read from the register file or from the internal data bypasses
and stored in EX stage (EXecute). ME stage (MEmory) stores
the results and communication between IU and the other
peripherals components which can be done. In XC stage
(eXCeption) all traps and interrupts are resolved. In WR stage
(WRite), a data not sent to the register file will be stored [19],
[9].
Integer Unit controls, in general, all the operation of the
processor and it includes two types of register: general-purpose
registers and control/status registers. Whose General-purpose
registers is a 32-bit registers, called r register.

An instruction can access the 8 global registers and a 24
registers window into r register. The register window contains
8 in and 8 local registers of a particular register set. The 8 in
registers are addressable from the current window, the out
registers.
The IU control/status registers include Processor State
Register (PSR), Window Invalid Mask (WIM), Trap Base
Register (TBR), Multiply/divide Register (Y), Program
Counters (PC), Implementation-dependent Ancillary State
Registers (ASRs) and Implementation-dependent IU DeferredTrap Queue.
IV.

FAULT INJECTION FLOW

The emulation of SEU faults is done in the PC which is the
overall security of any embedded system, in this case the
LEON3 processor. PC gives the address of the instruction
currently being executed by the IU.
Only 30-bit of PC will be used in the six stages of pipeline
(FE, DE, RA, EX, ME, XC) because the LSB two bits of the
PC are not used in the configuration, its implementation will
cause a debug of the HDL model and an area waste in
synthesis. A NETFI+ method allows injecting SEUs faults in a
Flip-Flop of PC in all the stage of pipeline, in total 180 FF will
be used to control the PC. “Fig. 2” illustrates the workflow
adopted in the NETFI+.
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Initially, a Hardware Description Language (HDL) of the
LEON3 is synthesized by Synplify tools to get the Verilog
netlist in Step 1. This first step does not require any
modification to the original design.
In Step 2, the first netlist resulting will be used as input for
the MODNET tools, which adds a new signal “INJ” to all the
Flip-Flop (FD and FDE) components used in the block of IU.
After that, the new netlist obtained is then synthesized, by
Synplify tools, in Electronic Design Interchange Format
(EDIF) using a modified version of the sensitive components,
which includes “INJ” signals to access them to fault injection.
“Fig. 3” exhibits the addition of the „INJ‟ signal in the design.
In Step 2, two possibilities of test injection can be applied,
the first one is by FPGA emulation, steps 3 and 4, and the
second one is by a simulation campaign, steps 5 and 6.

Fig. 2. Fault injection flowchart.

The FPGA emulation campaign is performed in Steps 3 and
4. In Step 3, the EDIF file obtained in Step 2 is then attached to
the soft-core processor and the last synthesis is performed to
generate a bitstream based on the target FPGA. Finally, in
Step 4 the experiment is executed in hardware-based FPGA
platform.

Fig. 3. Architecture of LEON3 blog diagram which includes “INJ” signal.

In this work, a Nexys4 board, equipped with Xilinx Artix-7
XC7A100T-CS324, is used which is a complete circuit board.
As shown in “Fig. 4”, the board is occupied by a diverse I/O,
development connectors that allows a connection with the
LEON3 implemented.
The setup and control of the fault injection experiments are
performed by a Soft-Core Fault Injection Processor (SCFIP),
embedded in the FPGA, and by a Tool Command Language
(TCL) script in a personal computer, as can be seen in “Fig. 5”.
The SCFIP is used as the controller in charge of randomly
selecting the time and in which registers will inject the faults.
The results of LEON3 execution are sent to a personal
computer connected through the UART interface.
Fig. 4. The Nexys4 board.
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TABLE I.

SEU FAULT INJECTION ANALYSIS
Stages of pipeline

Type of Result

Fig. 5. FPGA fault injection strategy.

The simulation fault injection campaign following Step 5
and 6 of “Fig. 2”. In Step 5, the files obtained in step 2 are then
attached to the Xilinx modified library in the ModelSim
Mentor Tool [20]. Finally, in Step 6 the simulation, setup and
the control of the fault injection campaign are performed by a
TestBench in a dedicated server equipped with two Intel Xeon
CPU E5-2620 and 64GB of RAM memory.
V.

PROGRAM COUNTER RELIABILITY

The NETFI+ tool described on Section 2 will create a
variety of SEU influence on LEON3. The first campaign of
injection is done by a simulation fault injection. A benchmark,
MulMatrix (Matrix product), is used to execute a simulation
and to compare the results obtained with the standard results
(Golden Results).
The benchmark used in this test is selected because it does
not take enough time in RTL simulation also the number of
repetitive instructions involved by its execution enables to
guarantee a wrong behavior in presence of fault injection.
A random SEU fault injection in the PC register at the
stages of pipeline is done. In total, 1080000 faults are injected
in sensible FF of LEON3‟s PC during one period, 100% of the
flip-flop of FE and DE stage are sensitive to SEU, the FF of the
other stages are non-sensitive.
The results obtained can be classified in four categories
shows in “Table 1”: overwritten Faults, Failure results,
Timeout and Stopped Execution.
The faults can be overwritten in some cases, it explains that
the error is masked and cannot modify the result, this explains
that at the moment of the injection, the PC does not point to the
instruction used at the instant of simulation (about 100% faults
undetected in RA, EX, ME and XC stage).
Failure results is procured when the simulation is done but
giving a false result, this explains that at the moment of SEU
injection, the PC does not point in the correct address of the
currently instruction used in simulation (6.66% in FE stage and
3.33% in DE stage).

FE

DE

RA

EX

ME

XC

%Overwritten

-

-

100

100

100

100

%Failure result

6.66

3.33

-

-

-

-

%Timeout

3.33

-

-

-

-

-

%Stopped execution

90

96.66

-

-

-

-

The simulation can exceed the approximate time of
simulation (4365 us in this case) like a 3.33% in FE stage, this
type of faults is named Timeout, the PC in this case stop
incrementing and this explains a cause an infinite loop in
simulation. Also the execution can be stopped (90% in FE
stage and 96.66% in DE stage). In another way, the simulation
cannot be finished normally, and the execution stops just after
the moment of injection. In other words, the PC does not
contain any address to be pointed.
The benefits of the simulation-based fault injection that it
allows a fine-grained analysis through the assembly code of
fault injection campaign. The assembly code contains all the
instructions of simulation. SEU injection in PC occur some
traps.
The results obtained are resumed in “Table 2”. The traps
can be more detailed [21]:
 Illegal instruction:
When the simulation ends before a normal time of
execution, an attempt is made to execute the instruction with an
unimplemented opcode or an UNIMP instruction (Assembly
code: unimp (trapped)). Other reason can be responsible for the
stopped execution that the instruction would result an illegal
processor state at the decode stage (Assembly code: save %sp,
-0x0060, %sp (trapped)).
 Privileged instruction:
At the fetch stage, the PC stops to increment and remains
constant and in another case, the PC does not contain any
address to be pointed. The assembly code shows that an
attempt was made to execute a privileged instruction
(Assembly code: ldub [%o4], %o5 [0x0000XXXX]).
 Window overflows:
A SAVE instruction is responsible for this trap because at
this instant the Current Window Pointer (CWP) will point to a
window marked not valid in the WIM.
 Window underflows:
It‟s caused by a RETT or a RESTORE instruction
attempted in this case when the CWP would point to a window
marked invalid in the WIM. In fact, RESTORE instruction has
the same role of ADD instruction, it allows to increment by „1‟
the CWP and to compare it with WIM, if the WIM bit
corresponding to the new CMP is „1‟, a window underflow trap
is then generated.
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TABLE II.

TRAPS ANALYSIS

The NETFI+ tool applied in fault injection by simulation
takes a lot of time, an FPGA implementation based fault
injection is done to validate a NETFI+ tool and to evaluate the
results obtained by simulation.

Stages of pipeline

Type of Trap

FE

DE

Illegal_instruction

49.5%

51.33%

privileged_instruction

14.4%

6.33%

Window_overflow

12.5%

-

Window_underflow

23.5%

42.33%

The simulation based fault injection offers the analysis of
the reliability of any circuit, such as a microprocessor pipeline
or cache memory using all the types of faults. The term
exhaustiveness can be done only by this technique, but it
consumes a long time. Emulation based fault injection allows
to inject a high number of faults by winning the time of the
fault injection process.

Fig. 6. NETFI+ analysis simulation versus FPGA emulation.

A NETFI+ tool is validated by simulation and FPGA
implementation when a FF of FE and DE stage are 100%
sensitive to SEU (“Fig. 6”). For the flip-flop non-sensitive of
the other stages, the result remains the same except for the flipflop of the XC stage when 0.02% is sensible to SEU.
The NETFI+ tool is limited in number of faults injected in
FPGA emulation but it is faster than the fault injection by
simulation. The analysis of the results obtained in simulation
shows the benefits of the NETFI+ tool in simulation in its
accuracy and the large number of faults which can be injected.
VI.

LEON3 SEU MITIGATION EVALUATION

A. Principle of TMR
TMR is the most commonly used as a mitigation technique
against SEUs for FPGA designs, used in radiation
environments. The principle of TMR technique is done by
triplicating a design and voting on the outputs of the three
modules triplicated. TMR can be implemented on the latest
commercial FPGA technologies, but it is costly in terms of area
and power. It makes the circuit fault tolerant by masking and
reducing the faults. It protects the design from errors
propagated in LUT, internal state and control signals. “Fig. 7”
shows the principle idea of the integer unit redundant with
single voter.
The single voter with the triplicated logic will mask logic
and errors created by SEUs. While two or three redundant
copies of the design work correctly, errors will be masked and
the output of the block will be correct [4].

Fig. 7. TMR flow.

In [22], many approaches are used to detect a laser SEU
faults for LEON3 on SRAM-based FPGA with the integration
of several fault countermeasure techniques, the results obtained
show that the modular triplication with single voter is the best
one to mask errors. In [23], authors announced that a TMR
presents a portable and robust solution.
TMR is generally used as a mitigation technique against a
radiation fault injection. In [4], diverse repair techniques have
been used to improve the SEUs mitigation for the LEON3
processor using two different approaches: Fault injection and
Neutron radiation test. The results evince that using TMR with
both CRAM (configuration memory) scrubbing and BRAM
(internal block memory) scrubbing demonstrates that the
reliability improvement is about 51.30x which used fault
injection, and about 48.85x using Neutron radiation test.
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TABLE III.

Description

SEUS FAULT INJECTION RESULTS WHICH INCLUDES TMR

Unmitigated

One
copy of
IU
affected

Two
copies of
IU
affected

Three
copies of
IU
affected

#faults injected

#18000

#18000

#36000

#108000

%sensitivity

100%

0%

0.1%

0.06%

#sensitive bits

#9000

#0

#2700

#3450

Improvement

1.00x

-

3.33x

2.60x

The principal idea of TMR used in this work is by
triplicating the integer unit of LEON3 and comparing the
outputs with the golden operation (without countermeasure
techniques) by voting the results of three redundant copies of
the design to mask SEUs.

While the injection in three copies of IU demonstrates
about 2.60x improvement over the injection within two copies
of IU, the SEU mitigation technique used in this work, TMR,
provides an important improvement in design sensitivity over
the unmitigated baseline design. The percentage of sensitive
bits within three copies of IU is about 3.19%, this is significant
that the SEUs mitigation attained reaches about 96.81%.

The voter is the important element in TMR technique. The
importance of reliability in a majority voter is attributed to its
application in both conventional fault-tolerant design and new
Nano-electronic systems.

The results reveal that using TMR in SRAM-based FPGA
without scrubbing [5], the percentage of the sensitive bits is
about 4.65% while in this paper using a TMR in IU, the
sensitive bits represent 3.19% of the total bits.

“Fig. 8” shows the logic bloc of the voter that masks faults
in a single block of IU, such as A1, A2 and A3 which represent
the output of the first, the second and the third copy of IU,
respectively.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

Fig. 8. Logic bloc of the voter.

B. Analysis of SEU mitigation on LEON3’s Program Counter
In order to evaluate the behavior of LEON3 facing SEUs,
fault injection is performed in the Program Counter register of
the IU over its stage of pipeline. The proposed strategy of fault
injection campaign NETFI+ is used and validated using two
different campaign methods: simulation and FPGA emulation.
The result obtained shows that 100% of FF in Fetch and
Decode stage are sensitive to random SEUs fault injection by
simulation and FPGA emulation. In goal to mitigate SEUs
faults in the PC of LEON3, hardware integration of TMR fault
tolerant technique in LEON3, by redundant the integer unit, is
done. Only the bits of the PC register of Fetch and Decode
stage will be used to mitigate de SEUs faults.
This section summarizes the TMR fault tolerant testing on
LEON3 for SEUs fault injection. The SEU mitigation for the
LEON3 processor on the program counter is shown in
“Table 3”, two LEON3 design variations is shown in a table,
the first design without TMR fault tolerant technique
(unmitigated) and the second design with TMR.
The simulation of the design with TMR is made with
success. Improvement is represented by a terms of sensitivity
mitigation for fault injection.
The improvement in design sensitivity, according to the
baseline design is enhanced when integrated a TMR module
and injecting SEUs faults in one copy of IU, whose the TMR
mitigates all the SEU injected to given about 100% of faults
undetected.

In this paper, an extensive fault injection campaigns are
done to evaluate the robustness of soft-core LEON3 processor
against Single Event Upset. A new fault injection approach
was improved in order to evaluate the susceptibility to soft
errors, SEU, in LEON3‟s program counter.
Two approaches to evaluate the sensitivity of integrated
circuits to Single Event Upsets provoked by energetic particles
present in the environment (space, Earth‟s atmosphere) were
explored. The first one is based on RTL simulations allowing
evaluating IC sensitivity against SEU at early design phases,
while the second one focuses on FPGA emulation which
enables to obtain results closer to the ones of the hardware IC.
The accuracy/limitations of both approaches are studied by
the analysis of experimental results. Fault injection based RTL
simulation can be applied at early design phase, allowing finegrained analysis also efficient local solution but it requires very
important simulation time. For the fault injection based FPGA
emulation is faster than fault injection based RTL simulation
but it does not give detail information on reporting.
The results in this work put in evidence the importance of
increasing the robustness of LEON3‟s Program Counter
register against soft-errors for critical applications. A hardware
integration of a countermeasure unit is done in this work to
give back the design fault tolerant. Analyzing the results shows
that SEUs mitigation on the PC at the sensitive stage of
pipeline, Fetch and Decode stages is improved about 99.979%
using a repair technique, TMR.
Future work must be addressed to other types of faults like
SET in the principal unit of LEON3, the integer unit, which
including a SETs mitigation technique, TMR module.
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Abstract—In this paper, a framework has been presented by
using a combination of deep Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) with Support Vector Machine (SVM). Proposed method
first perform preprocessing to resize the image so that it can be
suitable for CNN and perform enhancement quality of the
images can be enhanced. Deep Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) has been used for features extraction and classification
with Support Vector Machine (SVM). Standard dataset MIAS
and DDMS has been employed for testing the proposed
framework by generating new images from these datasets by the
process of augmentation. Different performance measures like
Accuracy, Sensitivity, Specificity and area under the curve
(AUC) has been employed as a quantitative measure and
compared with state of the art existing methods. Results shows
that proposed framework has attained accuracy 93.35% and
93% sensitivity.
Keywords—Classification; breast mammograms; computer
aided diagnosis; deep learning

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cancer is the utmost precarious and foremost source of
death in the entire world. It can effect different organs of
human very badly and very fast. With the passage of time, it
went to the stage where it is not possible to diagnose. It is
possible to handle it at initial stages. Breast cancer is one of the
conspicuous causes for deaths of women, and according to a
survey and report published in 2016 statistics shows [1], that
61,000 new circumstances of breast cancer are prophesied. It
has been well established and well reported in the literature that
if breast cancer [2] is perceived at early stages by
mammographic screening process then there are many chances
to survive for these types of cancerous patients and even
survival rate can be increased more than 90%. Therefore, for
analysis and identification of breast cancer, the digital
screening mammography [3] is broadly employed by
radiologists. Computer aided diagnosis (CAD) is a process to
diagnose automatically by using digital process by using some
intelligent methods. In the literature, it has been reported that
CAD systems has been used successfully for different types of
cancer to diagnose at initial stages [4], [5]. It is very important
to diagnose initially at early stages otherwise it is very difficult
to handle it. Second the radiologist is very expensive in the
whole world wide. Cancer is very dangerous disease so it is
very important to have different opinions from different
experts. It is very difficult for common person to consult more
than one radiologist. Thus CAD can be used with radiologist as
a second opinion [6]. Different intelligent techniques have

been used in the literature for CAD. Mostly existing methods
used features extraction by extracting different types of
features [7], [8]. These features include texture, statistical,
shape or gradient based approaches. After extracting features,
intelligent classifiers have been used. But the basic problem
with these type of features is not robust. There is no standard
way to check which features are most suitable for CAD and
which classifier is most suitable. Thus features extraction is a
big problem. To handle such type of issues, deep learning
based methods has been proposed that used raw images as
input [9], [10]. These deep learning approaches used raw
images as input and extract and learn features directly from
images. Then these features can be used for training and testing
by fully connected deep layers of neural network. There are
different models of deep learning are available like
convolutional neural network (CNN) and deep belief network
(DBN) [11], [12]. It has been presented in the literature that
deep learning based methods perform well to solve pattern
recognition problems specially in medical domain. Fig. 1
shows some images from DDMS dataset to show benign and
malignant samples [13]. Table 1 show all abbreviation
employed in this paper.
In the literature, it has been shown that in the previous
decades, most of the researchers focus on some preprocessing
and post-processing operation like segmentation, background
removal, pectoral removal and some other methods for CAD
[14]-[16]. These old techniques are now old and even required
more processing time as well as some expert knowledge also
required to highlight that which part is breast part and which
part is not. Similarly, for post-processing some features
extraction methods have been performed like texture features,
some geometrical features, statistical features or some other
features to classify images. Again there is no rule that which
features are most suitable. Classification has been performed
by using some old classifiers like artificial neural network,
KNN, Bayesian [17], [18]. But most of the times, these
features extraction and classifiers are not suitable. Even best
features selection and classifiers selection is also a difficult
task. With the concept of new advanced concept of deep
learning, all these preprocessing and post-processing steps has
been removed. Deep learning used original images as input,
extract features automatically and learn it from direct pixels
[19], [20]. It has been used in may real time applications and
to solve complex problem. Basically, deep learning converts
the original input images to features representation at different
layers [21], [22]. These layers’ work based upon some filters
like edge detection filters or line detection. Most of the studies
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in literature shows that the most suitable model is deep
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) that works just like
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) with some modifications. So in
this paper, CNN has been used with SVM to extract features
automatically and then classify by using deep concepts
learning. Some preprocessing has been performed to resize the
images. Most of the time the images used in mammography are
1024x1024 so it is very difficult to process it directly on such
huge size of the image [23]. Therefore, resizing has been
applied first. Then to smooth the images while retaining the
edges preserved Bilateral filter has been employed with log
transformation process. It enhances the quality of the images as
shown in Fig. 2 and 3. The major contribution of the proposed
method is to utilize the enhancement process by using hybrid
bilateral filter with log transformation. Another one is to use
deep convolutional neural network for the features extraction
and classification.

Benign Masses

Malignant Masses
Fig. 1. Benign and Malignant Masses from DDMS dataset.

II.

PROPOSED METHOD

Deep convolutional neural network (CNN) has been
employed in the proposed framework. The proposed
framework used preprocessing step to enhance the quality of
the images. Fig. 1 shows sample image taken from DDMS
dataset and it clearly shows that this mammogram images are
not high contrast. Some images are not clearly visible and good
quality due to low resolution and sometimes due to conversion.
To improve the quality of the images, enhancement process is
required so that it can be improved and enhanced for good
quality. Enhancement also improve quality so it can be more
feasible for features extraction. Then, then extracted features
are required to classify those regions. Deep CNN has been used
with SVM for features extraction and classification. Details of
all these phases has been given below in detail
A. Dataset Description
We have used two standard datasets MIAS-mini [20] and
DDMS [21] that are mostly used in the literature for breast
mammograms classification and also augmented the images to

generate a large dataset that is suitable for deep convolutional
neural network. Augmentation process has been explained in
the preprocessing step in detail. In These both datasets are
supervised that mean class labels of both datasets are given
with data information. From MIAS dataset 322 images and
from DDMS 1800 images has been selected to use in this
study. Third dataset has been created artificially by
augmentation process. For data augmentation rotation has been
performed on both MIAS and DDMS images by 0, 45, 90, 135,
180, 225, 270, 315 and 360 degrees to generate huge dataset.
TABLE I.

L IST OF ABBREVIATION USED IN THIS P APER

Abbreviation

Complete Name

Log Transformation

Logarithmic
Transformation

SVM

Support Vector Machine

Max Pooling

Maximum Pooling

CNN

Convolutional Neural
Network

CAD

Computer Aided Diagnosis

MIAS

Mammographic image
analysis society

DDMS

Digital database for
screening mammography

AUC

Area under the receiver
operating curve

ReLU

Rectified Liner Unit

B. Preprocessing
After taking images from these datasets, it is required to
enhance the visual quality of mammogram images. So a
framework or procedure is required so that quality and
visibility of the images can be enhanced. There are different
enhancement methods available in the literature but most
suitable enhancement method for mammograms is to improve
the breast part in such a way that it also preserves the edges
information. First, to decrease the size of mammograms,
resizing has been applied so that it can be suitable for
convolution neural network. So mammogram images are
resized to suitable size 96x96 using a special technique bicubic
interpolation. After resizing to proper size, bilateral filter
employed on the images. Bilateral filter enhances the images
but also preserve edges. We have tried many other methods
based upon histogram but bilateral filter performs well as
compare to other methods. So first original images processed
to enhance the quality by incorporating bilateral filter [7]. This
filter improves the image quality and make it smooth. Then
logarithm transformation [8] employed on the filtered images
returned by bilateral filter processed images. The resultant
images displayed in Fig. 2. It improves the dynamic range
especially for dark portion in the images as shown in Fig. 3.
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Bilateral Filter Processed Image
Original Mammogram Image

Bilateral Filter Processed Image

Log transformation processed
image result

Fig. 3. Log Transformation processed images results.

Results of Bilateral filter and log transformation has been
shown in Fig. 2 and 3. These images show clearly
improvement by applying this process. At the end, to increase
the training data, we created many images from existing data
available in the datasets so that it can be suitable for
convolutional neural network. For this purpose, rotation has
been performed on all existing images at different angles by 0,
45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270, 315 and 360. So in this way, a large
training dataset has been created Finally, we augmented the
images to have a bigger training set. For data augmentation we
rotated the images by 0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270, 315 and
360 degrees. After creating all these images, horizontal flip
operation has been performed on all these artificially created
images by rotation.

Original Mammogram Image

Bilateral Filter Processed Image

Fig. 2. Bilateral filter processed images results.

C. Deep Convolutional Neural Network
For classification, feed-forward convolutional neural
network has been applied for the classification of mammogram
images. The network used in this paper has been shown in
Fig. 4. Three convolution layers has been used for
experimentation. Three layers has three filters 46, 128 and 256
respectively and each filter has a size of 5x5. Rectified Liner
Unit (ReLU) has been used after these filters as activation
functions. After using two convolutional layers at first two
layers, max pooling has been employed at the third layer and
after third layer, quadrant pooling has been applied. After that,
fully connected layers has been used with 400 hidden neurons
and at the end softmax layer has been used for classification.
Max pooling concept has been used for filtering the process at
each layer as shown in Fig. 5 and this figure has been
download from internet. Biases has not been used during
experimentation. The major advantage of not using biases is
that it increases the speed of the network so that it can be
trained very efficiently and it also decreases the total amount of
parameters that required learning during training [10].
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receiver operating curve (AUC) [23] has been employed to
check the output of the proposed framework. These are the
standard measures used for classification and specially AUC is
the most common to assess the overall discrimination. Greater
value of AUC shows good performance that should be close to
1. Proposed method has been compared with state-of-the-art
methods that used the same concept like deep learning
classification algorithms. The most common method used in
this area are DeepCAD [17], CNN-Max-CAD-Qiu [15] and
CNN-CAD-Jiao [16] by using same parameters and datasets.
Table 2 shows results of the proposed method on different
datasets like MIAS-mini, DDMS, combination set of MIASmini and DDMS and combination of MIAS-mini, DDMS and
artificially generated datasets. This table shows the if CNN has
been trained on large dataset then it also enhances the
performance of the proposed method. It clearly shows that on
new artificially generated dataset the accuracy is 93.72 percent
that is maximum against all other datasets. Even other
measures like sensitivity is 94.19, specificity is 92.24 and AUC
is 0.93. All these values shows that it performs well on big
dataset that contains approximately 19000 images.

Fig. 4. Deep convolutional neural network model.

TABLE II.

D IFFERENT C LASSIFIERS R ESULTS WITHOUT
E NHANCEMENT

Fig. 5. Process of Max Pooling applied in CNN.

For training the network, stochastic gradient descent
method has been used. Batch size for this stochastic gradient
descent set to 64 with momentum 0.8. And decay parameter set
to 1e-5. Dropout mechanism also used to the fully-connected
layer by setting probability to 0.5. Training has been performed
by using the model of Anna software library. After training and
features extraction along with corresponding labels of
mammograms, it is used to train the Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classifier. Training has been performed on different
classifiers for each network. Finally, at the end, average has
been used to calculate the average class score of all these
different classifiers for the classification result as output.
III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Different performance measures have been used for the
validation of proposed method. Classification results have been
shown in the form of accuracy in Table 2. To calculate
accuracy, a probability of 50% was used as threshold. For
experimentation and testing, laptop with NVIDIA GTX 840M
2GB, 6 GB installed memory and Intel Core i7-4500U 1.8 GHz
CPU has been used. MATLAB 2016b version has been for
implementation and MatConvNet framework has been used for
CNN. It takes around 120 minutes for training and for testing;
it takes only 7 minutes for all test images.
Proposed method has been tested on large number of
images taken from two standard datasets MIAS (322 images)
and DDMS (1800 images) and also generated artificially by
augmentation process explained in section 2.1 so total
approximately 19000 image dataset has been generated by
using this process. To generate the training and testing data,
10-fold cross validation process has been used with 50%
training and 50% testing. Four different measures have been
used to validate the results. Different performance measures
like Accuracy, Sensitivity, Specificity and area under the

Classifier

Accuracy
(%)

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

AU
C
(%)

MIASmini

92.85

93.25

90.56

0.92

DDMS

93.02

92.84

91.35

0.91

MIASmini +
DDMS

93.35

93.18

91.04

0.93

New
Artificiall
y
generated
dataset

93.72

94.19

92.24

0.93

TABLE III.

C OMPARISON 0 F PROPOSED M ETHOD WITH D IFFERENT
E XISTING M ETHODS

Methodology

Dataset

Ball et al. [21]

DDMS

Varela et al. [22]

DDMS
DDMS +
MIAS
DDMS +
MIAS
DDMS +
MIAS
DDMS +
MIAS

DeepCAD [17]
CNN-Max-CADQiu [15]
CNN-CAD-Jiao [16]
Proposed

Accuracy
%
87

AUC
%
NA

81

NA`

91

0.91

80

0.76

73

0.67

93.35

0.93
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Table 3 shows comparison of proposed method with other
existing methods available in the literature. All these results for
other methods has been taken reported in other research papers.
The obtained results are reported in Tables 2 and 3. Table 3
results have been taken from paper [17] for DeepCAD, CNNMAX-CAD-Qiu and CNN-CAD-Jiao and for Ball and Varela
has been taken from [18]. Ball shows 87% accuracy on DDMS
dataset, Varela shows 81% on DDMS dataset.
These methods have been not reported AUC in the paper
therefore, I did not show results for these methods. DeepCAD
has accuracy 91% and AUC 0.91 percent and author has tested
on 600 ROI images collected from MIAS and DDMS. Author
also shows results for other methods on the same collection of
MIAS + DDMS dataset that CNN-Max-CAD-Qiu shows 80%
and 0.76% accuracy and AUC accordingly and CNN-CAD-Jio
shows 73% and 0.67% on the same collection of
MIAS+DDMS dataset. Proposed method shows 93.35%
accuracy and 0.93% AUC on combination dataset of MIASmini + DDMS. These values shows that proposed method
works better as compare to all these existing methods. The
proposed system does some preprocessing to enhance the
performance of images like enhancement and resizing therefore
it also performs well. Second, it has been trained on large set of
images generated by artificially that is also helpful for good
performance.
IV.

[2]

[3]

[4]
[5]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

CONCLUSION

In this paper, I have proposed a computer aided diagnosis
system based upon deep convolutional neural network. There
are two different tasks that has been applied. In the first task,
breast preprocessing has been performed to make it suitable for
CNN. During preprocessing, resizing has been performed on
the images so that it can be suitable for CNN. Then dataset has
been increase so that it is suitable for CNN. Different rotations
have been used to generate artificially data by using the same
data available in MIAS and DDMS dataset. After that,
enhancement has been performed by using Bilateral filter and
log transformation so that images can be smooth while
preserving edges. After that CNN model has been used for
features extraction classification. Results shows that it has
improved the performance of CAD system by incorporating
CNN. Due to these contributions, proposed system perform
well. In the future, some other model of deep learning will be
explored.
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Abstract—CPU scheduling is defined as scheduling multiple
processes that are required to be executed in a specific time
period. A large number of scheduling algorithms have been
proposed to achieve maximum CPU utilization/throughput and
minimizing turn around, waiting and response time. Existing
studies claim that Round Robin (RR) is providing best results in
terms of above-mentioned factors. In RR, a process is assigned to
CPU for a fixed time quantum then the process starts its
execution, in case that assigned time quantum greater than
CPU’s capacity then remaining section of that process waits for
its next turn. Although RR schedules processes in an efficient
manner, however, it has certain limitations such as if time
quantum is too small or large, it causes frequent context
switching and response time can increase. To address these
identified problems, various improved versions of RR also exist.
The purpose of this paper is twofold: 1) a comparison between
different improved versions of RR; and 2) a new algorithm
named Ordering Divisional Scheduling Algorithm (ODSA) is also
proposed that combines various features of different algorithms
and is actually an improvement to RR. Our results show that
ODSA can schedule processes with less turn around and average
waiting time as compared to existing solutions.

context where multiple processes are available in the ready
state against only one CPU than OS has to decide which
process needs to be executed first. For this purpose, many
scheduling algorithms have been proposed and this
management of ordering processes is known as process
scheduling [1]. These proposed algorithms have been designed
with various goals such as better utilization of CPU’s
resources, less turnaround time, waiting and response time of
processes.

Keywords—CPU scheduling; round robin scheduling
algorithm; turnaround time; waiting time; context switching

 CPU Utilization – By keeping the CPU as busy as
possible.

I.

INTRODUCTION

CPU plays a vital role in the execution of processes as it
has to assign required resources by OS to a specific process. In
the case of multiple processes to be executed, scheduling of
processes requires a careful and must ensure fairness so that
process starvation is minimized [2]. Scheduling process can be
performed using software like scheduler or dispatcher [3].
Round Robin (RR) is most commonly known algorithm that
helps in scheduling processes for OS [1], [4], [5]. In RR, CPU
splits OS’s time into multiple slices that are known as time
quantum. Then these time intervals are assigned to processes
so that their execution over OS can be performed. RR
scheduler is mainly concerned with following dimensions.

 Throughput – Number of tasks completed in unit time.

Operating System (OS) is an essential part of a computer
system that acts as an intermediary between input commands
and hardware. Among various functions performed by OS, one
is processed scheduling, as Central Processing Unit (CPU) has
to manage concurrently executing processes. Some processes
are concerned with OS and others are originated by users. For
the execution, each process requires specific time duration of
CPU. Required execution time is totally dependent on the type
of process to be executed; it may fall into the category of
engaging CPU’s resources for a long time or either short. In the

 Turnaround – Time required completing a job after the
submission.
 Waiting Time – Time required waiting in a ready
queue.
 Response Time – Time required to response a
particular job after the submission.
 Fairness – Time is given by CPU to each thread.
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Fig. 1. Process creation and allocation in OS.

Another scheduling algorithm is First-come, first served
(FCFS) [4]. In FCFS scheduling algorithm, the process request
the CPU and CPU in return execute the process in same order.
A single queue is maintained for ready processes in this
algorithm. It’s a non-preemptive scheduling algorithm i.e. once
the CPU has been allocated to a process, that process keeps the
CPU until it releases the CPU, either by terminating or by
requesting I/O. The next algorithm is SJF [5]. In Shortest Job
First (SJF), advanced knowledge of time taken by the processes
is required. The process having less time is executed by CPU
prior to that having a large amount of time. Another is priority
based algorithm [6] . In priority based algorithm, every process
is assigned a fixed priority by OS and the scheduler arranges
the processes in the ready queue in order of their priority. Fig. 1
briefly explains the process creation and allocation procedure
for all the above-mentioned algorithms.
Although
these
scheduling
algorithms
consider
performance parameters very well but still have definite
problems. In FCFS, when one process is completed than CPU
switches to another process, therefore, scheduling overhead is
minimal and no reorganization of the process queue is required
[6], [7]. The FCFS algorithm has low throughput as the process
executes in the same order as they come and there is a
possibility that long processes hold the CPU for a long
duration. Resultantly turnaround time, waiting time and
response time can be high [7], [8]. In SJF there is an additional
context switching if a shorter process arrives during another
process execution. This halts the currently running process,
execute the shortest job and then resume the previous one. This
creates additional overhead. The algorithm is giving maximum
throughput [4], [9]. The major flaw is starvation which occurs
when there are a large number of processes are being run by
CPU. In priority based algorithm, overhead is not minimal.
Waiting and response time is interlinked with priority. Higher
priority processes have smaller waiting and response times. In
[5] the starvation problem also exists. In RR scheduling
algorithm, if time quantum is too small it gives extensive
overhead. In addition, average response time, waiting time is
dependent on a number of processes, its length and value of

time quantum. Starvation has been reduced almost to zero [2],
[10].
As mentioned earlier that RR is considered as one the most
commonly used algorithm. In order to overcome its concerned
problems, various improvements have been made in RR
algorithm [7]. However, which algorithm is giving maximum
result is still questionable. In this paper, we provide an
overview of improvements made up till now in RR using
simulations. We also propose new algorithm Ordering
Divisional Scheduling Algorithm (ODSA) to achieve
maximum performance in terms of scheduling criteria.
Rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
provides a detailed discussion about existing similar works
done in this field like PBDRR [11], Time quantum using fuzzy
logic [10], an improved RR algorithm [12] and dynamic
quantum [5], [13]. Section III presents the analysis &
experiment discussion along with results. Section IV contains
the detail of proposed algorithm. In section V, comparison
results are discussed with rest of the algorithms. Section VI
provides conclusion and future implications.
II.

RELATED WORK

Round Robin has become one of the most important and
widely used scheduling algorithms, despite its problems such
as fixed quantum size [2], [14]. As Round Robin (RR) is used
almost in all like in Windows, UNIX, BSD etc., So, to
overcome its shortcomings, many types of research have been
carried out [2], [12], [13], [15].
Mohanty et al. [3] proposed priority based Dynamic Round
Robin algorithm to combine the dynamic time quantum and
priority based selection of processes. In this way, time slice for
each process is calculated and it changes after every round of
execution. In [7], an algorithm was designed which take input
sequence and assign priority, and then it sets the value of
original time slice (OTS). The components of priority are
calculated using short components [8]. In first round for
processes having SC as 1, assign time quantum same as
intelligent time slice whereas the processes having SC as 0
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given the time quantum equal to the ceiling of the half of the
intelligent time slice. In next round, the processes having SC as
1 assign double the time slice of its previous round whereas the
processes with SC equal to 0 given the time quantum equal to
the sum of the previous time quantum and ceiling of the half of
the previous time quantum. After various examples, it reflected
that as time quantum is dynamic therefore reducing no of
context switching, average waiting and response time [3].
Alam et al., [1] used the concept of fuzzy logic to determine
time quantum. Fuzzy logic is basically an extension of Boolean
logic dealing with the concept of partial truth that denotes the
degree of truth. In real everything, it can be expressed in
binary terms. He used fuzzy interface system for finding the
time quantum [16]. The fuzzy inference system accepts two
numbers as input and produce only single number as output.
The input numbers specify as the total number of processes
resides in the ready queue and average burst time of processes
[17]. Time quantum is the fixed output value generated by that
system. The advantage of fuzzy logic is that each process in
the system assigned a fixed time quantum according to average
burst time. In addition, the performance of the system is not
declined due to gratuitously context switches[1].
Mohanty et al., [18] proposed new algorithm as a
combination of the shortest job first (SJF) and RR. In the first
process, it is assigned to CPU using Round Robin scheduling
algorithm. In a second step, it selects the shortest job from the
waiting queue and it shortest job assign to the CPU [9]-[14],
[19]. The process will be terminated after the successful
execution of all the processes. Another improvement is the
combination of SJF and RR algorithms [1]. This algorithm runs
as normal RR in the first cycle and then selects the SJF from
waiting for the queue and so on. From a number of experiments
present in this paper, it is obvious that total waiting time and
average turnaround time both are reduced [16], [17], [20] . The
reduction of total waiting time and turnaround time shows
maximum CPU utilization and minimum response time [18].
Noon et. al [2] proposed the new concept of time quantum
which is based on dynamic allocation of time to processes. The
given time quantum allocated to process on their burst time. To
solve the problem of time quantum, AN algorithm is proposed
that adjusts the time quantum of processes which resides in
ready queue. Experimental evaluations claimed that the
efficiency of AN algorithm is higher than the existing RR
algorithm[10], [16]. In context of efficiency, the dynamic
scheduling algorithm is reliable and scalable for wide variety of
OS’s as it provides the support of self- adaptation OS. The selfadaptation property automatically fills the requirement of end
user [17].
Above discussion can be summarized as many
improvements to RR have been already proposed. One question
that is important yet not answered is which algorithm provides
better results in terms of CPU performance. To answer this
question, we have performed simulations of various algorithms.
Further discussion about experimental setup, selected
algorithms and criterion for declaring best algorithm is part of
section III and results of our simulation are discussed in key
findings section.

TABLE I.

PROCESSES ALONG WITH BURST TIME AND PRIORITY
PROCESS ID

BURST TIME (ms)

P0

12

P1

49

P2

20

P3

60

P4

30

P5

9

TABLE II.

PROCESSES ALONG WITH BURST TIME AND PRIORITY

PROCESS ID

BURST TIME (ms)

P0

10

P1

2

P2

1

P3

15

III.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND ANALYSIS

In this section of the paper, different improved versions of
RR are compared to answer the question of the best scheduling
algorithm. Three most common known algorithms (2, 3, and 4)
are selected and best performance criterion is based on
turnaround and average waiting time. Turnaround time of a
process is defined as the time a process has to wait for getting
its turn so that its remaining execution can be completed and
the waiting time of a process is the time it has to wait in queue
before going into execution mode. To perform the simulations,
we have taken two examples. Details about processes included
in examples along with burst time are presented in Tables 1 and
2 and fixed time quantum respectively and simulation results
according to already selected algorithms are as follows.
We have tested three algorithms on the above two
examples. Each algorithm has the output in term of average
Turnaround time and the average waiting time. In these
examples, the overall waiting time for a process is too high in
such away the process has to wait for a log until its execution
time. To overcome these problems, we have proposed a new
algorithm named a novel: Ordering Divisional Scheduling
Algorithm (ODSA), in which we have achieved very low
throughput time as well as very low waiting time for a process
to be executed. In the following section IV, detailed
information ODSA is provided.
IV.

ORDERING DIVISIONAL SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
(ODSA)

A new algorithm Ordering Divisional Scheduling
Algorithm (ODSA) is designed providing better efficiency as
compared to all discussed algorithms and also overcoming the
problems mentioned in introduction part. As the name depicts it
first arrange the processes in ascending order based on their
burst time and then divide the processes into two halves.
Complete steps involved in this algorithm are as follows:
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 First, arrange the processes as per ascending order of
burst time.
 Then divide the processes into two halves (In case of
odd values use ceiling in first half).
 First, run the process from second half having shortest
burst time.
 Then run all the first half processes using SJF algorithm.
 At the end run all the remaining processes of second
half using RR algorithm.

 Then run all the first half processes using SJF algorithm.
 At the end run the remaining process of second half
using RR algorithm.
Results of example 3 after scheduling processes according
to ODSA are as following:
3) Step – I & II
 Arrange the processes as per ascending order of burst
time and divide into two halves as presented in Table 4.
TABLE IV.

After dividing when we run the process from second half
then using two different algorithms i.e. SJF and RR this will
reduce the processes waiting time and response time hence
improving the efficiency.

PROCESSES AFTER ORDERING AND DIVIDING

PROCESS ID

BURST TIME(ms)

P2

1

P1

2

P0

10

P3

15

4) Step – III, IV & V
 First, run the process from second half having shortest
burst time i.e. P0.
 Then run all the first half processes using SJF algorithm.
 At the end run the remaining process of second half
using RR algorithm.
V.

RESULTS – COMPARISON

Results obtained from simulations are compared with
existing algorithms are available in Tables 5 and 6.
It reveals that newly designed algorithm has less turnaround
as well as waiting time as compared to all the improvements
made in RR algorithm up till now. The number of context
switches is also less hence ODSA improves the efficiency and
throughput.
A. Verification of ODSA
To validate our proposed algorithm, we have again used
example 1 and 2. This time these examples are scheduled
according to newly proposed ODSA algorithm. Results are
presented as follows.
1) Step – I & II:
Arrange the processes as per ascending order of burst time
and divide into two halves as presented in Table 3.
TABLE III.

PROCESSES AFTER ORDERING AND DIVIDING

TABLE V.

COMPARISONS OF ODSA WITH EXISTING ALGORITHM USING
EXAMPLE 3

Scheduling
Criteria
Turnaround
time
Waiting time
Context
Switching
TABLE VI.

An Improved
RR
algorithm

AN
algorithm

PBDRR

ODSA

99.33

119.33

106.16

85.1

69.33

89.33

76.16

55.1

11

10

11

8

COMPARISONS OF ODSA WITH EXISTING ALGORITHM USING
EXAMPLE 4
An Improved
RR algorithm

AN
algorithm

PBDRR

ODSA

12

Scheduling
Criteria
Turnaround
time

17.5

17.25

23

15.5

P2

20

Waiting time

10.5

10.25

18

8.5

P4

30

P1

49

Context
Switching

6

6

6

5

P3

60

PROCESS ID
P5

BURST TIME (ms)
9

P0

2) Step – III, IV & V:
 First, run the process from second half having shortest
burst time i.e. P4.

ODSA is showing less turnaround / waiting time and also
less number of context switching. Graphical comparison of
ODSA with all discussed algorithm is shown in Fig. 2.
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Example 1
An improved RR algorithm [4]

P0
0

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P4

P1

P1

P3

P3

12
32
52
72
92
101
111
131
140
160
180
Fixed Time Quantum = 20, Average Turnaround Time = 99.33ms, Average Waiting Time = 69.33ms

A New Round Robin Algorithm [2]

P0

P1

0

12

P2
46

P3

P4

66

95

P5
117

P1
126

P3

141

P4
161

P3
171

180

Fixed Time Quantum = 20, Average Turnaround Time = 119.33ms, Average Waiting Time = 89.33ms
PBDRR algorithm [3]

P0
0

P1

P2

6

16

P3
36

P4

P5

46

76

P0
85

P1
91

P3

106

P1

121

P3
145

180

Fixed Time Quantum = 20, Average Turnaround Time = 106.16ms, Average Waiting Time = 76.16ms

Example 2:
An improved RR algorithm [4]

P0
0

P1
8

P2
10

P3

11

P0
19

P3
21

28

Fixed Time Quantum = 8, Average Turnaround Time = 17.5ms, Average Waiting Time = 10.5ms
A New Round Robin algorithm [2]

P0

P1

P2

P3

P0

P3

0
7
9
10
19
22
28
Fixed Time Quantum = 8, Average Turnaround Time = 17.25ms, Average Waiting Time = 10.25ms
PBDRR algorithm [3]

P0

P1

P2

P3

P0

P3

0
5
7
8
16
21
28
Fixed Time Quantum = 8, Average Turnaround Time = 23ms, Average Waiting Time = 18ms

Example 3:

P4
0

P5
30

P0

39

P2
51

P1
71

P3
9

P1
111

Average Turnaround Time = 85.1ms, Average Waiting Time

P3
140

180

= 55.1ms

Example 4:

P0

P2

P1

P3

P3

0
10
11
13
21
28
Average Turnaround Time = 15.5ms, Average Waiting Time

= 8.5ms
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25
20
15
Turnaround time

10

Waiting time

5
0
An Improved RR
algorithm [4]

AN algorithm [2]

PBDRR [3]

ODSA

Fig. 2. Comparison of proposed and existing algorithms.

VI.

[8]

CONCLUSION

Process scheduling is important in a multiprogramming
environment. Various algorithms have been designed so far for
better process management. Different researchers have made
improvements in RR algorithm to overcome the problems like
starvation, context switching etc. ODSA has been proposed in
this paper which fairly allocates the resources to CPU. This
algorithm is improving the CPU scheduling criteria and
processes turnaround time is very less. It is also improved the
efficiency in terms of response time and no of context
switches. Deficiencies in existing algorithms like context
switching, starvation, convoy effect etc. have also overcome by
ODSA. Therefore, we can say efficiency of proposed scheme
in terms of CPU scheduling criteria is better than all the
existing improvements made till now in RR algorithm. In
future, we are interested to enhance ODSA by considering
more performance parameters. Comparing ODSA with other
scheduling algorithms in terms of energy utilization and
management of hardware resources are future implications.
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Abstract—Recently, real-time object detection systems have
become a major challenge in the smart vehicle. In this work, we
aim to increase both pedestrian and driver safety through
improving their recognition rate in the vehicle’s embedded vision
systems. Based on the Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG)
descriptor, an optimized object detection system is presented in
order to achieve an efficient recognition system for several
obstacles. The main idea is to customize the weight of each bin in
the HOG-feature vector according to its contribution in the
description process of the extracted relevant features.
Performance studies using a linear SVM classifier prove the
efficiency of our approach. Indeed, based on the INRIA datasets,
we have improved the sensitivity rate of the pedestrian detection
by 11% and the vehicle detection by 5%.
Keywords—ADAS; customized HOG; linear SVM; obstacle
detection

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, pattern recognition has become an interesting
task in several applications such as Advanced Driver
Assistance System (ADAS) specifically for pedestrian and
vehicle detection. The need for such system is motivated,
unfortunately, by the number of pedestrians killed in road
accidents each year. With 1.25 million deaths, each year [1],
the World Health Organization describes traffic accidents as
one of the major causes of death and injuries around the world.
To enhance pedestrian’s safety and prevent vehicles
collision, several pairs of sensors were used in ADAS
applications such as, camera and RADAR [2], camera and
LIDAR [3], thermal camera [4], stereovision [5], [6], etc.
Most of the ADAS are based on one vision sensor with
generally another active sensor. Currently, the recent advances

Hassen Maaref
Laboratory of Micro-Optoelectronics and Nanostructures
(LMON), University of Monastir
Monastir, Tunisia

in image resolution and power computing platforms, computer
vision systems are becoming increasingly available for ADAS.
Some new high-end cars are already equipped with several onvehicle sensors to prevent danger cases. In this context, our
application is integrated in order to detect and recognize
different obstacles in an urban environment and aimed at
helping drivers to see the road environment and reduce traffic
accidents with an automotive monocular camera.
Pedestrian and vehicle detection tasks have dominated the
recent works in ADAS. They represent the most complex
objects, since they have a significant inter-variability in the
shape, size, color, and appearance found in typical driving
scenarios. This type of obstacle has made the detection
process a major challenge so far. Consequently, it is necessary
to investigate more powerful feature extraction methods to
address the obstacle recognition challenge. The main idea in
this work is to build a dedicated descriptor for each type of
obstacle without changing the process of recognition.
Personalizing the parameters of single descriptor to extract
features and recognizing several type of objects, makes it
possible to gain in speed and area consumed by
implementation process.
The structure of the detection task for typical computer
vision systems using a monocular camera is illustrated in
Fig. 1. In the obstacle detection chain, images are acquired
through a camera: a sliding window function scans the entire
image and generates several sub-windows named Regions of
Interest (ROIs). First, the descriptor extracts the significant
features, namely shape, local distribution of gradient intensity
and edge directions presented in each sub-window. Second, it
supplies the classifier to decide whether the desired obstacle is
present or not for each ROI.
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the detection of pedestrians, vehicles, road signs or other
objects that can be presented in a road scene. But, only a few
of them considered the detection of various obstacles at once
by the same technique, specifically for a pedestrian and
vehicle detection tasks. In this work, we will focus on the
pedestrian and vehicle detection problem simultaneously,
something that has not been explored enough in recent works
on computer vision systems.
Fig. 1. Obstacle detection chain for typical computer vision systems.

Our obstacle detection process is included in the
conventional passive supervised machine learning. Supervised
learning method takes a known dataset (images in our case)
and known responses to the data named labels (positive
examples/negative examples), and tries to build a predictive
system which can be used for mapping a new unknown image.
In literature, various combinations of descriptor/classifier
pairs are commonly used to recognize a special obstacle.
Furthermore, we find some descriptors that are more suitable
to characterize an object among others. We mention for
examples, the HOG descriptor developed by N. Dalal and B.
Triggs [7] for pedestrian detection, Haar wavelets by viola et
al.[8]for face detection, the LBP descriptor T. Ojala et al. [9]
characterized by their low computational cost, and finally the
combination between several descriptors as in [10]-[12].
According to the state of the art, the two best known
classifiers are Adaboost and Support Vector Machine (SVM).
Several weak classifiers are combined into a stronger one to
define an Adaboost classifier, while the SVM constructs one
or a set of hyperplanes in a high dimensional space in order to
achieve a good separation (the largest margin) between the
positive and negative training dataset. In more general
overviews, most of the proposed works that focus on an
obstacle detection system (based on supervised learning
machine) combine the HOG descriptor with the SVM
classifier [13]-[17] and the Haar features with AdaBoost
classifier [18]-[20]. These combinations achieve a better result
owing to the logarithmic adaptation between the constituents
of every pair. In this paper, we will be interested by the
pedestrian and vehicle detection at once; something that is not
enough developed in recent works. We will use a modified
HOG [21] with a linear SVM as a descriptor / classifier pair to
detect and identify the desired obstacles.
This paper, present an analyzing and customizing of the
HOG model presented by N. Dalal et al. [7] in order to create
a dedicated descriptor for each type of obstacle without
changing the process of recognition. The remaining of this
paper is organized as follows: in the next two sections, we
summarize some related works and describe briefly the
computation steps of the standard HOG descriptor. The
proposed customized HOG for each obstacle will be presented
and discussed in Section 4. Experimental results for pedestrian
and vehicle recognition are given and discussed in section 5.
Finally, Section 6 will conclude this work.
II.

RELATED WORK

Numerous studies have been conducted in order to address

Over the past few years, several feature extraction
processes have been done. We will mention a few of them
based on the HOG descriptor for pedestrian and vehicle
detection. The HOG descriptor has been initiated by N. Dalal
et al. [10], it is a powerful feature extraction method dedicated
for the human shape. A modified approach proposed by G.
Ballesteros et al. [22] yielded a reduced set of HOG features.
In this way, the dimensionality of the feature vector was
decreased significantly. The mechanism proposed by Zhang et
al. [23] adapts the cell size in the descriptor entry by a limiting
ratio (length / width = 2), then each image is divided in 8 × 16
cells per average. Jia et al. [24] integrated the HOG descriptor
in the Viola’s face detection Framework (viola et al. [8] at the
end to achieve the descriptor effectiveness and the Framework
speed. X. Wang et al. [25] combined a Local Binary Patterns
descriptor (LBP) with the HOG algorithm to define a new
descriptor called HOG-LBP. The performance of their
algorithm for the pedestrian detection exceeds that of standard
HOG. Q. Zhu et al. [26] developed a real-time system by
integrating a cascade of rejectors with HOG features to
achieve a fast and accurate human detection system. In [27] a
new descriptor called Scale Space Histogram of Oriented
Gradients (SS- HOG) was considered. The authors have used
the multiple scale property to describe an object.
Influenced by the high performance reported by the HOG
descriptor, some other research have considered the
advantages and extracted features for other objects like face,
head, bicycle, car, etc. Some works related to vehicle
detection are mentioned below. A typical preceding system for
vehicle detection using a standard HOG descriptor and SVM
classifier has been presented by M. Ling et al. [28] and X. Li
et al. [29]. While, Arróspide et al. [30] have proposed an
HOG-like gradient-based descriptor for vehicle verification
with an exploitation of the known rectangular shape of vehicle
rears. To detect vehicles in videos, a combination of Haarfeatures and HOG-features has been presented by H. Youpan
et al. [31]. The authors have expressed that their method can
classify and detect the vehicles in multi-orientations with good
classification results. The same procedure was proposed by P.
Negri et al [32], but with a comparative study between the
Haar-like features, the HOG features and their fusion. The
results show that the fusion combines the advantages of the
first two detectors. Known that the standard parameters of
HOG are optimized for human recognition, a re-optimization
of the HOG parameters for vehicle detection has been
presented by G. Ballesteros et al. [22]. They have tested
various combinations in their experiments, and the results
show that [-π, π] as orientation range, (n=4) as the number of
cells, (p=16) as the number of orientation bins and a nonlinear
kernel on SVMs are the most suitable choice for vehicle
detection.
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In this paper, an innovative technique is proposed to
customize the standard HOG for each obstacle and then a
comparison between our approach and other works will be
presented.
III.

OVERVIEW OF HOG FEATURES DESCRIPTOR

The HOG-features extraction approach could be used to
describe a specific gradient orientation in local parts of the
image. Such algorithm calculates the gradient direction in
small areas of an image, then it assembles the information
obtained from all regions into a single vector. N. Dalal et al. [7]
have subdivided the image into regions of 8 × 8 pixels that are
named cells. Indeed, the HOG feature extraction method
consists of calculating the cell-histogram vectors (each vector
contains 9 bins and represent the histogram of orientated
gradients in one cell), then concatenating them in a single
vector. To increase immunity against light variations and
lighting conditions, the authors in [7] have normalized all 2 ×2
neighboring cells (which were called a block) to an L2-norm
using the following equation:

v

V 
v

2

A. Gradients and oriented gradients computation
Gradient computation is the first step to extract the HOG
features. To calculate the pixel gradients, several techniques
have been previously presented. Among these techniques, the
use of a centered derivative mask [-1, 0, 1] turns out to be the
best result [7]. The application of the selected gradient
operator provides the edge intensity and orientation value for
each pixel. The horizontal gradient dx(x,y) and vertical
gradient dy(x,y) of the pixel I(x,y) are calculated through
equations (2) and (3), while the magnitude M(x,y) is
calculated through equation (4).

The final HOG feature vector is the collection of the
normalized vectors for all the blocks, with an overlapping of
50% per cell. Considering a sliding window of 64 × 128 pixels
presented in Fig. 2, it contains 7 ×15 blocks. The assembly of
normalized vectors for all blocks into a single 1-D vector then
gives 3780 components (36 × 7 × 15 = 3780). The first
observation reveals that this feature extraction is a dense
representation that maps local image regions to highdimensional feature spaces. They will be used to train a linear
SVM classifier.

dy( x, y)   1, 0, 1'  I ( x, y)






Furthermore, the gradient orientation θ(x,y)is given by
equation (5):

 ( x, y )  arctan(

2

where V is the normalized vector, v is the non-normalized
vector and  is a very small constant.



M ( x, y)  dx( x, y)2  dy( x, y)2 





dx( x, y )   1, 0, 1 I ( x, y )

dx( x, y )
)
dy ( x, y )



B. Spatial / Orientation Binning
The histograms show the partition of the orientated
gradient elements over the cells. In [7], authors have divided
the gradients orientation [0°-180°] “unsigned gradient” into 9
intervals with the same range (20° for everyone) as showing in
Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Orientation range of each bin.

Each interval will be represented by a bin that codes the
occurrence’s frequency of the gradients orientation in a cell. In
practice, each pixel in the cell contributes with a vote to the
two closest histogram channels, weighted according to the
gradient magnitude at the location (x, y). To summarize, the
histogram of oriented gradients is a histogram of
neighborhood pixels according to their gradient orientation
and is weighted by their gradient magnitude.

Fig. 2. Overview of HOG feature configuration: window, blocks and cells
configuration.

C. SVM classifier
By using Supervised Learning Machine in obstacle
detection systems, the common characteristics of the samples
belong to the same class (training phase) can be determined,
which allows the system to subsequently recognize the class
of a new unknown sample (decision phase). The SVM
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classifier belongs to the class of Supervised Learning
Machines. . Such algorithm tries to build an optimal hyperplane in order to separate the examples of two different classes
during the learning phase (B.E. Boseret al [33] and V. Vapnik
[34]. Thus, the decision is made using the previously
constructed hyper-plane.

characterize the desired object features. Finally, we amplify
the selected bins in the new customized HOG algorithm that
will be included in the main chain of the vision system. A
general overview of the complete framework can be seen in
Fig. 3. More explanations for each phase are presented in the
following subsection (Fig. 4).

Considering the following set of learning examples and
associated class labels X k , Yk





Wher,e X k denote the HOG vectors and
class labels.

Yk   1,1 the

Initially, the method ensures the transformation of

Xk

in

a larger space using a kernel function  (x) . Then it tries to
find a decision function which is given by equation (6):

f ( x)  w *  ( x)  b



Where, the decision function f (x) is optimal in the sense
that it maximizes the distance between the nearest point
 ( xi ) and the hyper-plane. The class label of the HOG vector
is then obtained by considering the sign of f (x) . Solving the
optimization problem is obtained by using the following
equations:

1
2
w  c  im 1 i
2
subject to the constraints:
min w

y (wT x  b)  1
Where, the variables are 
i

i

(7)
Fig. 4. Whole system of the customized HOG approach.

(8)

i

known as slack variables. The
i

regularization parameter C is a positive constant that controls
the relative influence of the two competing terms. In our
experiments, we will use the linear SVM as our binary
classifier due first to the large number of HOG features (one
may not need to map data to a higher dimensional space) and
second to its faster computation.
IV.

IMPROVEDHOG APPROACH

In the following subsections, we describe in depth the
complete framework of the proposed detection system. The
main goal of our approach is to increase the accuracy of the
road-obstacle detection system. Our study has presented an
improvement for the two most common obstacles in the road
(pedestrian and car), but not only limited to these two types. In
fact, the method can be applied to other road obstacles such as;
buses, bikes, animals (dogs, cats, antelope…) or to recognize
the traffic signs. Pedestrians and cars are the most complex
obstacles for the detection and identification task, due to their
change in appearance and position previously mentioned. The
steps involved in the proposed approach are the following.
Firstly, we modified the histogram building method of the
standard HOG algorithm to get an average histogram of
oriented gradients for each selected eigenvector. Secondly, we
apply a new procedure to extract the bins that better

A. Modified computational method
The histograms that better characterize the desired object
are selected by adding all the obtained cell-histogram vectors
instead of its concatenation as in the original HOG algorithm.
This process gives an average vector that containing 9 bins in
the whole image instead of 3780 components. Based on the
adopted Dalal’s approach [10], the local normalization block
was maintained in order to guarantee the immunity against
lighting conditions. Nevertheless, the overlap of the cells was
removed, having negligible effect in this stage.
Therefore, the first phase provides 9-components mean
vector X1, characterizing the image of the object to be
detected. Regarding the large inter-variety between
pedestrians, we must now generalize this vector through
averaging it in the whole dataset that contains n pedestrian
images. This step can be obtained through equation (9).


X 

n
k 1

n

Xk

(9)

where represents the mean vector of the whole positive
database,
represents the vector for the image number k and
n is the total number of the positive examples in the dataset.
MIT CBCL and INRIA pedestrian datasets are the two
most commonly used databases in the field of computer vision
machine for the pedestrian recognition task. All of them can
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be publicly accessed. In our experiments, the mean vectors
were obtained by averaging all the pedestrian images of the
entire INRIA and MIT datasets. The same procedure was
performed for the calculation of the average vector for the
negative examples (not pedestrian images) in the INRIA
dataset (all training and test negative examples). Fig. 5
illustrates the mean vectors calculated for the two datasets
(pedestrian and non-pedestrian images).
B. Extraction of the significant bins
At present, we have two main vectors that define a
pedestrian image and a random image through 9 bins for each
one. Thereafter, we calculated the difference between the two
histograms in order to extract the most frequent orientations
presented in pedestrian images. The result vector is
represented in Fig. 6.

As shown in Fig. 6, the subtraction between the mean
vectors gives two special bins (2 and 7) whose values are
reversed when compared to other bins. Indeed, these bins have
larger gradient density in a pedestrian image than a random
image in traffic environments. In other words, these bins
encode the edge orientations that describe the shape of the
human bodies. Thus, we called them the most significant bins.
On the other hand, the bin numbers 5 and 9 represent the
highest values in this histogram. These bins encode the least
frequent oriented gradients for pedestrian images. Then, we
called them the less significant bins. In the last phase of our
proposed algorithm, a modification will take place in the vote
partition of the oriented gradient elements that may be very
promising.
C. Amplifying the extracted bins
The main idea is to amplify the most significant bins using
an alpha parameter (α > 1) in the cell-histograms building step.
The physical significance of this amplification is to highlight
the contrast of the contour for some specific orientations that
describes the shape of the human body. Actually, the different
bins of the HOG-feature vector will not share the same weight,
and an amplification factor will be distributed for each bin in
order to increase the weight bins that describe the relevant
obstacle features.
V.

EXPERIMENTALRESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to well assess the measures performance, the
experimental results are evaluated based on the three statistical
measures test of a binary classification: Accuracy, sensitivity
and specificity. Accuracy measures the proportion of actual
positives and negatives samples which are correctly identified.
Sensitivity measures the proportion of actual positive samples
which are correctly identified (e.g. the percentage of
pedestrian images which are identified as a true pedestrian
image). Specificity measures the proportion of negative
samples which are correctly identified (e.g. the percentage of
non-pedestrian images that are identified as a true nonpedestrian image). Their expressions are:

(a)

TP  TN
(10)
TP  TN  FP  FN
TP  TN
Sensitivity 
(11)
TP  FN
TP  TN
Specificity 
(12)
TP  FP
where TP is the number of true positives; number of
pedestrian images correctly classified; TN is the number of
true negatives; number of non-pedestrian images correctly
classified; FP is the number of false positives; number of
pedestrian images classified as non-pedestrian; FN is the
number of false negatives: number of non-pedestrian images
classified as pedestrian.
Accuracy 

(b)
Fig. 5. Mean vectors of the used dataset: (a) Mean vector of the pedestrian
images, (b) Mean vector of the random images.

Fig. 6. Difference between the two mean vectors of the used datasets.

A. Pedestrian detection
In this section, the impact of the proposed algorithm is
analyzed. The used datasets to evaluate our approach are
INRIA [35] and MIT [36]. The first dataset contains 2416
positive examples (1208 pictures with their reflections of
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horizontal axis) and 1218 negative examples. It contains
pedestrians in various postures, clothing as well as wide
variety of backgrounds and lighting condition. This makes it
one of the most complex databases for pedestrian detection.
The MIT dataset contains only positive examples (709
images). The bodies of pedestrians are centered and they have
almost the same size in the image. Additionally, a pedestrian
is shown alone in a front or rear position. Therefore, these
characteristics make the MIT dataset less complicated than the
INRIA dataset. Fig. 7 shows some images from the datasets.

100

Detection rate (%)

99

The fusion of the two databases in our learning system
provides a greater efficiency in the general detection system,
which is assessed in terms of 2% increase in the recognition
rate of the system.
1) Alpha parameter study
The system has been trained with INRIA and MIT training
datasets and tested with INRIA Test Dataset. The global
recognition system, presented in Fig. 8, was increased by
amplifying the most significant bins extracted in the first
phase (bin No 2 and 7). This comes as expected due to the
amplification of the characteristics concerning the pedestrian
shape in the image. By varying the value of the amplification
factor α, the sensitivity rate changes significantly, while the
specificity still globally unaffected.
On the other hand, the amplification and the attenuation of
the least significant bins (bin No 5 and 9) reduce respectively
the recognition rate by
%. Therefore, we have
maintained their values without modifications.

98
97
96

Bins (2,7)
Pedestrian detection rate
Gauss fit

95
94

2
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Amplification Factor

Fig. 8. The system performance according to α value.

2) Experimental results
The details of the used database for learning and testing
the performance of the pedestrian detection system are
presented in Table 1.
A comparison between the results of our approach and
further works based on HOG descriptor is shown in Table 2.
TABLE I.

DETAILS OF THE USED DATABASE

Learning

Test

Data set

Positive
Examples

Negative
Examples

Positive
Examples

Negative
Examples

INRIA

2416
(128×64)

1218
(320×240)

1126
(128×64)

453(different)

MIT

709
(128×64)

--

214
(128×64)

--

3125
(128×64)

Used
(a)

TABLE II.

6090
(128×64)

MIT214
(128×64)
INRIA 1126
(128×64)

INRIA
2265
(128×64)

COMPARISON OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Datasets

Descriptor
HOG
N. Dalal et
al. (2005)
Optimized
HOG
G. Zhang et
al. (2010)
Integral
HOG
Y. Said et al.
(2012)

(b)

This work
(c)
Fig. 7. Image examples from datasets (a) Positive examples of INRIA
Dataset, (b) Negative examples of INRIA Dataset and (c) Positive examples
of MIT Dataset.

Sensitivity
MIT

Sensitivity
INRIA

Specificity
INRIA

Accuracy
MIT + INRIA

81.39%

85.9%

99.10%

88.79 %

100%

99.07%

98.89%

99.32%

---

94.48%

97.56%

96.02%

100%

97.42%

100%

99.14%

It can be concluded from Table 2 that a perfect recognition
rate (100%) for the Negative INRIA dataset and the MIT
dataset is obtained, together with a respectable percentage for
the Positive INRIA dataset. As a conclusion, the proposed
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system yields a significant performance in the characterization
of pedestrian features, when compared to the other works [7],
[40].
B. Vehicle detection
1) Database
To build a vehicle recognition system in the conventional
supervised learning, the positive training examples consist of
vehicles, and the negative training examples consist of random
non-vehicles. The datasets used in our system are MIT cars
[37], INRIA cars [38] and Markus cars [39] as positive
examples and non-pedestrians INRIA datasets as negative
examples. Fig. 9 shows some positive and negative examples.
We manually delete the images for non-pedestrian examples
that contain cars in order to use them as negative examples for
learning. We have obtained 988 car images with their
reflections (1 976 samples in total) as positive examples and 4
236 samples extracted from 1 059 not-car images as negative
examples. 1/3 of each database was intended for test and 2/3
were intended for learning the system.
2) Re-optimizing the HOG parameters for vehicle
detection
After the validation of our approach in pedestrian detection
system by increasing the system’s accuracy, we will now
generalize the proposed approach through the detection of
other various obstacles in an urban environment. Based on the
same principle (increase of significant bins of each specific
obstacle), we will be interested in detecting and identifying the
vehicle obstacles. In an image, pedestrian and car have various
different characteristics. The HOG descriptor is primarily built
for pedestrian detection. Therefore, we need to re-optimize
several parameters of the standard HOG descriptor to get the
best results for the car detection. Then we added the process of
our approach.

cars in images. Finally, vertical orientations for a car are
characterized by an acute and accurate angle, which does not
change within its movement at variance with the pedestrians.
That leads to minimizing the scale of bins by increasing her
number in [0 Π] plan. The simulation results for different
values of bin’s number are shown in Table 3.
The simulation provides the best result for 60 bins through
an accuracy rate equal to 97.3% with an enhancement of
1.47%. However, it represents the most complex and greedy
simulation: resource intensive, memory consuming, execution
time... Since such application target an automotive embedded
system, working with higher feature-dimension will slow the
learning step and may be risking the over-fitting of the SVM
classifier in the hardware implementation. Therefore, in the
following, we will apply our approach for a number of bins
equal to 18; first, in order to save simulation time, second to
target an efficient hardware implementation of real time
vehicle detection and finally to demonstrate the efficiency of
our approach since this case represents the lower sensitivity.
The sample size used in our experiment is a window of
128 × 128 pixels that define the car and non-car images. The
HOG-feature extraction process based on 18 bins gives a
features vector of 16200 dimensions as shown Fig. 10.
TABLE III.

RECOGNITION RATE ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF BINS IN
THE HISTOGRAMS

Number
of bins

6

9

18

24

36

60

72

HOG
Feature
length

5400

8100

16200

21600

32400

54000

64800

Sensitivit
y rate (%)

93.44

93.88

91.26

93.8865

96.94

97.4

96.3

97.50

97.78

99.12

98.32

97.58

97.2

96.7

95.47

95.83

95.19

96.1

97.26

97.3

96.5

Specificit
y rate (%)
Accuracy
rate (%)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 9. Image examples from datasets: (a) Negative examples, (b) Positive
examples.

Primary, most of the vehicles have rectangular shapes and
they have a larger size then a pedestrian, justifying the choice
of (128×128) pixels per window in the learning system.
Second, changing the number of pixels per cell, the number of
cells per block and the overlapping ratio does not affect the
system’s performance.
Then we will keep the same parameter’s values (8 × 8
Pixels per cell, 2×2 Cells per block) proposed in the standard
HOG, that turns out to be effective to express the features of

Fig. 10. Overview of the HOG features configuration for the vehicle
detection: window, blocks and cells.

3) Experimental results
To better extract the car features, we have applied our
approach on the whole datasets through these three steps:
 Select the significant bins that better describe a car
feature from other obstacles
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 Optimize the amplification factor for each selected bin
 Inject the proposed change in the standard HOG
algorithm

HOG-feature extraction method goes well with several types
of obstacles. In addition, a tracking technique can be
introduced to supply missing and false detection.

The results of each step are presented below.
100

4) Extraction of significant bins
As shown in Fig. 11, the subtraction between the two mean
vectors of the negative and positive examples for the car
datasets used in our experiments (INRIA, MIT, MARKUS)
give four bins (2,7,15 and 17) whose values are reversed
compared to the others bins. By the same logic we explain that
these bins have larger gradients orientation density in a car
image than a random image in traffic environments. On the
other hand, the bin numbers (6, 10 and 14) represent the
highest values in this histogram. These bins encode the least
frequent oriented gradients for a car image.

98
96

Detection rate (%)

94
92
90
88
86

Bins (7,15, 10, 14)

84

Not-vehicle detection rate
Vehicle detection rate

82
80
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Amplification Factor

Afterwards, we will amplify several combinations between
the most significant bins, the least significant bins and their
mixture, in the purpose of extracting the best possible
system’s accuracy.

(a)

100
98

Detection rate (%)

96
94
92
90
88
86

Bins (10, 14)

84

Not-vehicle detection rate
Vehicle detection rate

82
80

2

4

6

8

10

12

Amplification Factor

Fig. 11. Most significant bins for a car features extraction based on 18 bins.

Through the whole experimentation of the pedestrian and
the vehicle detection, we have observed that the customized

100
98
96
94
Detection rate (%)

5) Select the amplification factor
In Fig. 12, we represent the best three combinations of the
different significant bins. Equally to the case of the pedestrian
detection system, we swept the amplification factor at the end
to get the best recognition rate for the car detection. Through
experimentations, we can reveal that the significant bins are
sensitive to the amplification process. The best sensitivity rate
has reached 98.69%, by amplifying the bins 10 and 14 with a
factor equal to 5. However, we note a clear degradation for the
specificity rate that attains 92.76%. The amplification of bins
2,7,15 and 17 has achieved the accuracy in all simulations; in
fact, we attain a sensitivity non-vehicle recognition system.
The amplification factor getting the highest rate is equal to
3.A comparison between our results and other ones (presented
in Table 4), shows that the proposed approach outperforms
recent works [28], [30], [31], [41]. However, we cannot rely
on this comparison because we do not share the same database,
seeing that a growing number of on-road equal to 98.25% and
a specificity equal to 95.43% for the vehicle studies are
reporting results from private video datasets.

(b)

92
90
88
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Bins (2,7,15,17)
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Not vehicle detection rate
Vehicle detection rate
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80
1
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Amplification Factor

(c)
Fig. 12. Detection rate of the best three combinations for the different
significant bins: (a) Amplification process for bins (7, 15, 10, 14), (b)
Amplification process for bins (10, 14), (c) Amplification process for bins
(2,7,15,17).
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TABLE IV.

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Methods

Sensitivity
rate

Specificity
rate

Accuracy
rate

HOG-Like Gradient
J. Arrospide et al.(2012)

92.48%

--

--

Haar-features and HOGfeatures
H. Youpan et al. (2013)

97.2%

96.8%

97%

[10]

[11]

[12]
Standard HOG
Ling Mao et al. (2010)

96.87%

97.33%

97.1%

HOG-HCT
S. Li et al. (2012)

85.2%%

--

--

This work

98.25%

96.32%

97.28%

[13]

[14]

VI.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed an improved version of
the HOG feature extraction called Customized HOG. The
main contribution is to extract and amplify the most
significant bins that describe particularly the desired object.
This technique presents a potential solution to the emerging
problems related to the obstacle detection for ADAS as well as
other applications. The performance evaluation shows that the
proposed approach yields significant improvements for the
characterization of pedestrians and vehicles features compared
to other approaches. Future research works will focus on realtime object detection and its implementation on Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) using the proposed
customized HOG and some techniques to reduce the feature
dimensionality.
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Abstract—Interval-Based Parametric Temporal Database
Model (IBPTDM) captures the historical changes of database
object in single tuple. Such data model violates 1NF and it is
difficult to be implemented on top of conventional Database
Management Systems (DBMS). The reason behind that,
IBPTDM cannot directly use relational storage structure or
query evaluation technique that depends on atomic attribute
values as well as it is unfixed attribute size. 1NF model with its
features can be used to solve such challenge. Modeling timevarying data in 1NF model raise a question about memory
storage efficiency and ease of use. A novel approach for
representing temporal data in 1NF model and compare it with
other main approaches in literature is the main goal of this
research. To this end, a mathematical model for comparing a
three different storage models is demonstrated to illustrate that
the proposed model is more efficient than other approaches
under certain conditions. The simulation results showed that the
proposed model overcomes the needless redundancy of data,
achieves saving in memory storage, and it is easy to be
implemented in relational data model or to be adapted with a
production systems that need to track temporal aspects of
functioning database Systems.
Keywords—Valid-time data model; N1NF; tnterval-based
timestamping; temporal data model; 1NF

I.

INTRODUCTION

Modeling temporal database is considered a vital and
highly demanding problem. That is why varieties of techniques
have been proposed to address this problem from different
viewpoints [1]-[3]. Modeling temporal database in relational
framework differs in many dimensions [4]-[11]. The most
frequently stated approaches are tuple timestamping with First
Normal Form (1NF), and attribute timestamping with NonFirst Normal Form (N1NF). Based on the timestamp of the
data, the first approach (1NF) has two distinctions namely,
Tuple Timestamping Single Relation (TTSR), and Tuple
Timestamping Multiple Relations (TTMR).

Models under TTSR approach are discussed by [1], [4], [5],
[12]-[14]. An example of some of these temporal data models
are LEGOL 2.0 by Jones [15], Temporally Oriented Data
Model by Ariav [16], HSQL by Sarda [17], and TQuel by
Snodgrass [18]. TTSR approach introduces redundancy, where
attribute values that change at different time are repeated in
multiple tuples. Furthermore, Steiner in [19] stated that, the
main disadvantage of this approach is that the fact about a real
world entity is spread over several tuples, where each tuple
represents a state during a certain time period in the real world.
Models under TTMR approach have solved the problem of
data redundancy in TTSR by decomposing the temporal
relation as follows: time-varying attributes are distributed over
multiple relations, and time-invariant attributes are gathered
into separates relation. Many temporal data model discussed in
literature are categorized under this approach [5]. An example
of some of these temporal data models are Temporal Relational
Model by Navathe and Ahmed [20], Snodgrass [18], Tansel
[10], and Kvet [14]. The data models under this approach need
a variation of join -known as temporal intersection join- that is
used for combining the information for an object. Temporal
intersection join is generally expensive to be implemented.
The second approach (N1NF) violates the atomicity of
single data representations and based on the timestamp, the
data can be timestamped in the level of tuple or in the level of
attributes [5], [8]-[10]. An example of this approach is the
parametric temporal data model that is based on attributestimestamping and that uses a temporal element as a timestamp
[21]. The bitemporal conceptual data model (BCDM) is
another example of such approach that forms the basis for the
temporal structured query language (TSQL) proposed by
Jensen [5]. BCDM is based on tuple-timestamping and it uses
interval-based timestamping [2].
Due to the needless redundancy of data in TTSR approach,
expensive implementation in TTMR approach, and the
implementation difficulty in parametric temporal data model in
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top of relational data model, a new approach to model,
implements, and query TDB in relational framework is
proposed. The proposed approach is referenced as Tuple
Timestamp Historical Relation (TTHR) [22]. This temporal
data model (TTHR) is based on a tuple timestamping for the
lifespan time of database objects, and it is also based on
attributes timestamping for the historical valid time changes of
time varying attributes. TTHR is in 1NF and it is an extension
and reducible of Snodgrass (Tquel) temporal data model [14,
19]. TTHR mimics the features of TTSR and TTMR as well as
the most common temporal database models discussed in
literature.
Storage efficiency of temporal database systems has a
direct impact to the system performance; therefore, in this
study we will compare the three approaches (TTSR, TTMR,
and TTHR) in terms of memory storage point of view. To
measure the storage costs, we will establish mathematical
model (formulas) for the three approaches. It can give us a
reasonable judgment to determine whether TTHR is suitable
for the implementation of the parametric temporal data model
in top of conventional DBMS. Throughout our investigations
into storage efficiency, we will show that the TTHR approach
is comparable to the other approaches and it is even better
under certain conditions. A similar study for calculating the
efficiency of memory storage has been done by Atya in [2],
this study compared the Snodgrass model (which is under
TTMR-based approach in our study) with Tansel N1NF
relational nested model. A study by Noh in [23] has introduced
a new platform for modeling temporal database under XMLbased platform. He compared the relational model as he named
it (which is under TTSR-based approach in our study) with
XML-based, and object-oriented based approach.
II.

Fig. 1. Emp relation in interval-based parametric temporal data model.

The three data model (TTSR, TTMR, and TTHR) are based
on schema extension approach of conventional relational data
model and it can be implemented in conventional RDBMS.
III.

TEMPORAL DATA REPRESENTATIONS IN THREE
APPROACHES

In this section, the Emp relation shown in Fig. 1 is going to
be mapped to TTSR approach, TTMR, and TTHR approach
(proposed model), respectively.
A. TTSR data representation approach
In TTSR, temporal database relations are in 1NF model
with snapshot relations. To model Emp relation using TTSR
representation, let RTTSR represents the relation in TTSR
representation
that
has
the
schema
structure
RTTSR  ( AK , AU , AC , Tls , Tle , Tvs , Tve ) .

INTERVAL-BASED PARAMETRIC TEMPORAL DATABASE
MODEL

Interval-based parametric temporal database model uses
N1NF and attribute-timestamping data model with intervalbased timestamps. The time interval [t 1 , t 2 ] consists of finite
time

points

between

t1

and

t2

such

that

t  [t1 , t 2 ]  {t T | t1  t  t 2 } , where T is defined as a
2
1

set of time points in the domain D . Interval start point t 1 and
interval end point and t 2 are the minimum and maximum
boundary of the interval, both belong to the interval. Intervals
can be defined as open, half-closed, or closed. In this study,
Left-Right bounded (closed) representation for periods of
validity is considered. Intervals can be compared to show their
relative positions using Allen's interval logic [24], [25]. Fig. 1
shows Emp relation which represents the historical changes of
employees' time-varying data with Address, Tel_no, Supervssn,
Dno (department number), Salary, and Rank. SSN, name, and
Birth_date is considered as time invariant attributes. It can be
shown in Fig. 1 that the information about database object is
modeled in one tuple and each time-varying attribute is
timestamped by one or more time interval. An example of time
intervals is [0 4] and [5 10] which timestamp the valid
change time of address of employee Nashwan. The single time
instance can be represented in interval-based, as an example
time instance 10 has [10 10] representation.

Fig. 2. Emp relation in TTSR approach.

Fig. 2 demonstrates the Emp relation after transformation
form parametric interval-based representation shown in Fig. 1.
The evolution of data in Emp relation represented in TTSR
approach is shown in Fig. 2. The semantic of update operation
follows the temporal update operation introduced in literature
[2], [3], [26]. The consequence of updating any time-varying
attribute results in inserting a new tuple with the new updated
values and new time points as shown in Fig. 2. Deleting any
tuple is accomplished by updating T ls to instant time point. The
highlighted tuple with red color in Fig. 2 is an example of
logical delete.
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B. TTMR data representation approach
In TTMR, the relations are represented by: snapshot
relation RTTMR  (A K , AU ,T ls ,T le ) , for each time varying
attribute
there
are
separate
relations
R AC  (A K , AC1 ,Tvs ,Tve ) … R AC  (A K , AC i ,Tvs ,Tve ) ,

The purpose of this representation is to keep the latest
(current snapshot data) updated data in one relation RT , and
the historical changes of the validity of the time-varying data in
the auxiliary relation RT _V T [22, 29]. A relation instance is
denoted by rt , and rt _ vt , where rt ( RT ) means rt is an

and R LS  (A K ,T ls ,T le ) for the lifespan time that are all in
1NF relations [3], [18], [21], [27], [28]. The relations in Fig. 3
show the representation of Emp relation in Fig. 1 using TTMR
representation.

instance of RT , and vt _ r

1

i

t

 RT

_V T



means rt _ vt is

an instance of RT _V T . For tuples the symbols x, y and z
can be used, thus a tuple, T ls and T le of that particular object
(tuple),
whilst
the
tuple(s)
rt _ vt [x]  aK , Att _ index ,  , aT  in the relation
instance rt _ vt  RT _VT  is/are referencing to tuple

x in

rt .

The tuple(s) in rt _ vt consist of the primary key of x , the
identity(Att_index) of the time-varying attribute in x , the
updated time-varying attributes value  in x , and the time
validity of the updated attribute Tvs and T ve . A subset of the
domain of lifespan time is associated with each tuple in RT
shows that the existence of the object recorded by the tuple is
true in the modeled reality during each lifespan chronon in that
subset. A subset of domain of valid times is associated with
each tuple in RT _V T , represents the fact that the tuple

rt _ vt [x] records the change of the validity of aC m in x .
Fig. 3. Emp relation in TTMR approach.

The temporal relation schema (Emp) in Fig. 3 that is
corresponding to RTTMR in TTSR, is decomposed into i  2
relations, where i (number of time-varying attributes) is equal
to 6 and the 2 other relations are the lifespan relation and the
relation that holds the time-invariant attributes. The 6 relations
corresponding to each time-varying attribute that will be used
to record the valid-time of the time-varying attributes in Emp.
The lifespan relation will be used to track the changes of the
lifespan of the objects in Emp. Finally, the non-temporal
database relation is used to record the data of non-time-varying
attributes.

This fact is considered true in the modeled reality, such that the
time of validity strictly contained in the time of the lifespan of
x . Thus, the associated time with a tuple in TTHR is intervalbased temporal timestamp. The tuples in rt are timestamped by
the lifespan time of the object denoted by t ls , whereas the
tuples in vt _ rt are timestamped by the valid-time denoted by
t v , both consisting of a temporal chronon in the time
dimension spanned by lifespan and valid time.

C. TTHR data representation approach
In TTHR the general representation of RT (temporal
relational schema) is accomplished as two relations namely,
RT and RT _V T , Where RT  (A K , AU , AC , AT ) , and
RT _V T is a new auxiliary relation schema that is created as

RT _VT  (A K , Att _ index , ,Tvs ,Tve ) . Semantically
the attributes of RT _V T have the following meaning,
Att_index: is a variable to identify the time-varying attribute
AC m which begins updated such that 1  m  j .  is a new
attribute that corresponds to attribute Updated_V as shown in
Fig. 4. This attribute stores the updated value of any attribute in
AC set. Tvs : represents the Valid Start Time (VST ). T ve :
represents the Valid End Time (VET ).

Fig. 4. Emp relation in TTHR approach.

The example in the Fig. 4 uses two relations: Emp,
describing employees information, such that, this relation is
corresponding to RT in TTHR, and the auxiliary relation
Emp_VT that is used to record the changes of the validity of the
time-varying attributes in Emp as well as the changes of the
lifespan of the objects in Emp. The different types of attributes
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of Emp and Emp_VT are: Emp relation: A K  SSN  , i = 1;

AU  Name , Birth _ date  , n = 2;

AC  Address,Tel_no, Supervssn, D_no, Salary, Rank 
AT  T ls ,Tle 

,j=6;

and

Emp_VT

relation:

Employees _V T  {SSN , Att _ index ,Updated _V ,Tvs ,Tve }
As shown in Fig. 4,  is equivalent to Updated_V that
stores the old value of the updated time-varying attributes.
Att _ index attribute stores the position of time-varying
attributes location in the main relation Employees, such that the
domain ( Att _ index ) = {0,3, 4,5, 6, 7,8} , where 0 is
used to index the object’s lifespan time and 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,and 8
are used to index the time-varying attributes as shown in Fig. 4.
Granularity of chronon is assumed one month for both lifespan
time and valid time. Integers are used as timestamp
components that can be thought as dates, for example the
integer 7 represents the date of 'April 2012'.
IV.

Thus the schema of temporal relation can be redefined as
AK , AU , AC , AT , where







AK  AK1 , AK 2 ,

, AK j

AU  AU 1 , AU 2 ,

, AU n

AC

, AC i


 A , A ,
 A , A 
C1

T1

C2



RT

A temporal relational schema with an arbitrary set of
attributes AK , AU , AC , AT 

AK

Set of key attributes

AU

Set of Time-invariant attributes(Unchangeable)

AC

Set of Time-varying attributes (Changeable)

AT

The interval-based timestamp attribute.

J

total number of key attributes  AK 

N
I

total number of Time-invariant attributes
total number of Time-varying attributes  AC 
Update frequency of m-th time-varying attribute.
Such that AC {AC , AC ,.........AC } and
m
1
2
i

 

f AC

m

1 m  i
A function to be defined on all the attributes in

  returns the size of attribute

where S A

 

RT

A

in

  K , U , C , T  and   1,2,..., j
(key attributes),   1,2,..., n (time-invariant
attributes),   1,2,..., i (time-varying attributes)
or   1,2 (timestamping attributes)
A function to be defined on the subset attributes  ,
where   K , U , C , T  and return the size of the

 

Cost A

attributes group in byte.
The cost of a tuple(row)

z

in relation instance rt

is the summation of the cost of all subsets attributes
equals
to

Cost z 

cost  AK   cost  AU   cost  AC   cost  AT 

.
Cost of key attributes
Cost of Time-invariant attributes(Unchangeable)
Cost of Time-varying attributes (Changeable)
Cost of Timestamps (temporal) attributes
A tuple in a temporal relation
A tuple in a temporal relation

K
U
C
T

A. TTSR data representation approach
The temporal relation in TTSR can be represented as:
RTTSR ( A k , , A k , AU , , AU , AC , , AC , AT ),
1

T2

Definition 1: The cost of different attribute types are defined
as:
j
(1)
cost  A k    i 1 cos t (A k i )  K byte

j

1

n

1

m

To calculate the memory storage efficiency of interval-based
temporal database relation represented by TTHR approach, a
general formula is constructed for calculating the size of a
single tuple in a temporal relation. The cost of representing one
tuple x in relation instance r RTTSR  is calculated as:

cos t  AU    i 1 cos t (AU i )  U byte

(2)

cost  Ac    m 1 cos t (AC m )  C byte

(3)

Cost  x   cost  A K   cost  AU   cost  AC   cost  AT 

(4)

 K  U  C  2T byte

n

i

cost  AT

   i 1 cos t (AT
2

i

)  T byte

Definition 2: The update frequency of time-varying attributes
AC m  AC1 , AC 2 , , AC i  in a period of time is
calculated as:
i
f  AC    m 1 f

,

bytes.

S A

x
z




NOTATIONS
Meaning

DISCUSSION OF MEMORY STORAGE COSTS

In this section, we will formalize the storage costs of the
three different approaches for representing the interval-based
temporal data models in relational framework. The notations
uses in this study are given in Table 1. Let RT be a temporal
relational schema with an arbitrary set of attributes
A1 , A2 , , An , T  , where these attributes can be classified
into 4 groups: key attributes, Time-invariant attributes
(Unchangeable), Time-varying attributes (Changeable), and
Timestamps (temporal) attributes. These groups can be
represented by K, U, C, and T respectively.

AT

TABLE I.
Symbol

 A    times
Cm

(5)

as stated in (1), (2), (3) and (4) cost  AT

(6)

  2T

,

because the tuple in TTSR will be timestamped by valid time
and lifespan time. The cost of storing the history of the changes
of AC with f  AC    times in a period (lifespan interval)
of time  is calculated as:
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   K  U  C  2T



(7)

An update in any AC requires the insertion of a new row
with all attributes. Using (6) and (7), the memory storage cost
of one object represented by TTSR approach can be defined as:

Cost TTSR    K  U  C  2T     K  U  C  2T



(8)



i
m 1

m  

becomes:

, as in Eqns. 5, then the equation

 m1 m S  Acm    K  T 
i

RTTMR ( Ak1, , Akj , Au1 , , Aun )

Using (9) and (10), the memory storage cost of one object
represented by TTMR approach can be defined as:

R Ac 2 ( Ak1, , Akj , Ac 2 , AT )

represented by RTTHR and

R Ac 3 ( Ak1, , Akj , Ac 3 , AT )

RTTHR ( A K 1 ,

R Ac 4 ( Ak1, , Akj , Ac 4 , AT )

RVT

………………………

R Aci ( Ak1 , , Akj , Aci , AT ).
To calculate the memory storage efficiency of intervalbased temporal database relation represented by TTHR
approach, a general formula is constructed for calculating the
size of a single tuple in a temporal relation. The cost of storing
one tuple x in relation instance r RTTMR  is calculated as
stated in (1), (2), (3) and (4), as follows:

Cost  x   Cost  A k   Cost  Au   Cost  AT  
i
 m 1 S Acm  Cost  Ak   Cost  AT 
i
i
i
 K  U T   m 1 S Acm   m 1 K   m 1T

 
i



 i  K T   C

m

  

  m 1 m S Ac m  K T
i

 

  m 1 m S Ac m   K T
i

  m 1 m
i

with





   K  1   T

f  AC   

times in a







, S AC i

,

let



(13)

Such that, Att_index: is an attribute to index the timevarying attributes with one byte size.  : is a new added
attribute of variant data type to hold data from different types.
Its size is assumed to be the same size of the largest field size

in
.
The
size
of
in
byte
is
AC
(9)

 







S     Max S AC1 , S AC 2 ,



, S AC i



, using

(12) and (13), the memory storage cost of one object
represented by TTHR approach can be defined as:

Cost TTHR    K U  C T     K  1   T
V.



AC

  S () , then

times in a period/interval of

time  can be calculated as:

). To

Cost  x   cost  A k   cost  A u   cost  Ac   cost  AT 
(12)
 K  U  C  T byte
As stated in (1), (2), (3) and (4), the cost of storing the

 

The variable i represents the total number of time varying
attributes AC .The cost of storing the history of the changes of
cm

AT

calculate the memory storage efficiency of interval-based
temporal database relation represented by TTHR approach, a
general formula is constructed for calculating the size of a
single tuple in a temporal relation. The cost of representing one
tuple x in relation instance r RTTHR  is calculated as:

S ()  Max S AC1 , S AC 2 ,

Costx  K  U  T  C  iK  T 

A   

, A K j , Att _ index ,  ,

, AT ),

of Att_index = 1, and

Then the Costx  can be represented as:

each Ac with f
m

, AC m

1

   K  S (Att _ index )  S () T  , since the size



 K i  1  U  C  T i  1 byte

, AU n , AC ,

1

( AK ,
1

as shown below:

period/interval (lifespan interval) of time  can be calculated
as:

 

Cost  AC   i  K T    m 1 S Ac m

RVT

, A K j , AU ,

history of changes of

 (K  U T )  i (K T )   m 1 S Acm
i

Since

(11)

C. TTHR data representation approach
In TTHR model, the temporal relation schema is

( Ak1, , Akj , Ac1 , AT )

 

(10)

Cost  TTMR   K  i  1  U  C  T  i  1 
i
 m1 mS  Acm     K  T 

B. TTMR data representation approach
The temporal relation in TTMR is represented as:

R Ac 1

Since



(14).

COMPARISONS OF MEMORY STORAGE COST AND
RESULT ANALYSIS OF THE THREE APPROACHES

In this section, we will mimic the storage cost of the three
models based on various settings of the parameters that have
direct impact to the temporal data storage. The Default values
are initiated with consideration of general cases as follows: K=
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9, U= 110, C=37, T=20,  =9. Fig. 5 shows the memory
storage cost for the initial values for the different parameters
that construct the temporal relation. For these values, TTSRbased approach shows worse storage costs comparing to
TTMR-based and TTHR-based approaches. However, the
graph shows a positive indication that TTHR can be used as an
efficient storage that is better than TTMR-based approach until
the value of  = 40. After this point it seems that both TTHR
and TTMR have the same storage efficiency.
Fig. 6 shows the storage costs of the temporal relational
approach after freezing all the parameters and varying the sizes
of the time-varying attributes ( C ). For these values, TTSRbased approach shows worse storage costs comparing to
TTMR-based and TTHR-based approaches. However, the
graph shows a positive indication that TTHR can be used as an
efficient storage that is better than TTMR-based approach until
the value of C = 150 byte. After this point it seems that both
TTHR and TTMR have the same storage efficiency.

Fig. 7. Storage Cost for the Key attributes' size (K) variations.

We increase K value from 9 to 300 bytes. As we can see,
the TTHR-based approach shows the best storage efficiency
than the others. However, it is shown that the difference of
storage efficiency is marginal between the TTHR-based
approach and the TTMR-based approach.
A similar study for calculating the efficiency of memory
storage has been done by Atya in [2], this study compared the
Snodgrass model (which is under TTMR-based approach in
our study) with Tansel N1NF relational nested model. A study
by Noh in [23] has introduced a new platform for modeling
temporal database under XML-based platform. He compared
the relational model as he named it (which is under TTSRbased approach in our study) with XML-based, and objectoriented based approach.
VI.

Fig. 5. Storage cost for the update frequency (  ) variations.

A new approach for representing temporal database in
relational data model has been demonstrated in this research
work. A comparison study of the proposed model (TTHR) with
the main models in literature (TTSR and TTMR) with respect
to the memory storage efficiency has been mathematically
illustrated. To measure the storage costs, we have established a
mathematical model (formulas) for the three approaches. The
measurement of the performance is represented by the size of
the whole stored temporal data as stated in [22], [29], [31]. It
has been proved that TTHR has achieved significant saving in
memory storage that ranges between 68%-81% over TTSR
approach, and 10%-32% over TTMR. The memory storage
save is based on the average change of the time varying
attributes [29], [30], [31]. A validation and verification study of
the correctness and the expressiveness of TTHR model has
been depicted in [32]. Finally, TTHR mimics TTMR in data
representation by removing the needless redundancy of data.
Moreover, TTHR mimics TTSR in representing the current
valid data in one relation, to benefit from querying the current
snapshot data which costs a lot in TTMR as stated in [22].
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Abstract—Data Integration has become the most prominent
aspect of data management applications, especially in scientific
domains like ecology, biology, and geosciences. Today’s complex
scientific applications and the rise of diverse data generating
devices in scientific domains (e.g. sensors) have made data
integration a challenging task. In response to these types of
challenges, data management applications are providing groundbreaking functionalities which come at the price of high
complexity. This paper presents a semantic data integration
framework which is based on the exploitation of ontologies.
Exploiting a Description Logics formalism and associated
reasoning procedures, the framework is able the handle
heterogeneous formats and different semantics. Besides an indepth discussion of the ontology-based integration capability, the
paper also discusses a brief overview of the system architecture
and its application in a real world scenario taken from ecological
research.
Keywords—Data integration; scientific workflows; ontology;
data semantics; data management

I.

INTRODUCTION

In order to understand complex scientific scenarios such as
the world climate or the impact of the decreasing number of
one species on others [1] lots of data are required. These data
are usually not coming from one institution only but from
many heterogeneous sources that need to be integrated [2].
Indeed the problem is not the availability of data but how to
relate and interpret data correctly. The rise of data generating
devices in scientific applications such as sensor networks has
also made integration tasks more challenging. These sensors
produce streams of unstructured raw data at different temporal
and spatial granularities. Thus, before being used in any
climatic application, these data need to undergo several
processing steps of transformation and integration since such
datasets are highly heterogeneous in terms of format, syntax,
structure and semantics.
In such type of scenarios, besides a powerful semantic data
integration capability, integration systems must provide
comprehensive data management solutions that handle assorted
formats and cares about data structures when data flow from a
source to a sink. Furthermore besides the detection and
resolution of conventional semantic conflicts [3] these systems
must deal with issues like:
 Information transformation – Based on discovered
mappings, information expected by the sink does not
correspond to the information provided by the source.
For instance, the source stores a deviceId while the sink

requires deviceName; then these data must be
transformed such that the same information is dealt with
by both source and sink.
 Missing and incomplete data – when the target requires
information which is not available in the source. For
instance the source contains only a deviceId whereas the
target also expects information about the location of
that device (locationId, locationName).
The integration of data is often implemented in two ways
which are sometimes overlapping. First, the use of standards is
facilitated. Examples of such standards are the ABCD schema
(Access to Biological Collection Data, [1]), the SEEK
observation ontology [4], and biomedical ontologies [5]. A
common pitfall of standards lies in the standardization process
itself. Many stakeholders try to reflect their interests which can
either cause the standard to be very general or very specific. In
the first case it is hard to apply standards to specific problems
because they are getting too complex (hundreds of elements),
in the second case many competing standards arise. But
standards – and this is their main benefit – fix semantics and
syntax of data to a very high extend in a specification.
A second approach towards the data integration issue is the
provision of handwritten wrappers which perform integration
tasks on their own. This kind of a solution is still widespread
even scientists start to realize that these wrappers are only
useful as long as the corresponding developers are still
available. Wrappers also fix the syntax and semantics of data,
but unlike standards syntax and especially semantics are not
directly accessible because they are hard-coded into the
application. Looking up the syntax is possible by examining
data provided from the wrapper. But the meaning of data is still
hidden.
Both presented approaches work and provide some kind of
a solution – however they share a common pitfall; the syntax
and even more the semantics of data often depend on the
application or the users‟ perception. Thus a method for data
integration must provide the freedom of choosing one specific
semantic and should not require the user to change standards or
adapt wrappers permanently.
It is widely recognized that ontologies play a central role in
modern scientific applications [5] [6] since their use is
considered a possible solution for semantic based integration
[2] [7]. Nevertheless a clear methodology for setting up the
data integration task (cf. Section 2.2) also plays a vital role
since usability and adaptability are determined by it.
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Fig. 1. POPM workflow model for the acquisition of sensor data within BayCEER Lab.

Workflow technology has also contributed a lot towards the
integration of scientific data. In recent years many scientific
workflow systems like Kepler [8], Taverna [9] and Triana [10]
have come up with the capability to integrate scientific data
based on ontologies. The lack of a clear method as well as the
inability to separate integration steps from domain specific
analysis steps (cf. Section 2.1) makes these systems hard to be
utilized by a normal domain user. Data integration is
implemented in these systems as an atomic step within a
workflow – even though it can comprise very complex actions.
The proposed system promises to offer an end-to-end
solution (i.e. from data source to data sink) for the data
management issues discussed above including powerful and
real semantic data integration through the exploitation of
ontologies. Furthermore, a well-structured methodology
facilitates normal users to manage their specific data
integration scenario in a better manner. The main contribution
in this paper is to present the semantic integration feature of
DaltOn system as well as the methodology for setting up
integration tasks.
The remainder of this contribution is structured as follows:
Section 2 introduces the overall method which is already
applied in several real-world use cases. Section 3 discusses the
core algorithm of the semantic integration component of
DaltOn together with its foundations. Section 4 relates the
work to other approaches and Section 5 finally summarizes and
concludes the contribution.
II.

METHOD AND ARCHITECTURE OF DALTON

In the following sections a method for data integration
within scientific workflows based on the DaltOn framework is
presented.
A. Overview and Motivating Scenario
POPM (Perspective Oriented Process Modelling) [11] is a
paradigm for modelling processes and/or workflows. Within
the POPM paradigm, each modelling construct comprises
several orthogonal building blocks, called perspectives. Thus, a
modelling construct can be specified by defining different

perspectives. There are five main perspectives (shown in Fig.
1) that provide a strong foundation for a process modelling
language. The Functional Perspective determines the existence
and purpose of a process step. The Operational Perspective is
used to specify the application, service or tool which is
required during enactment of a work step. The Behavioral
Perspective is a mean to determine the execution order of the
work steps. The Organizational Perspective is used to
introduce agents who are eligible or responsible for performing
certain work steps. The Data Perspective identifies data items
and their flow in a process. This latter perspective is of special
interest since all data management related issues are contained
within this perspective.
i>PM [12] is a graphical tool built upon the POPM
paradigm. It allows users to develop process / workflow
models by specifying the above discussed perspectives
A Motivating scenario is taken from meteorological
research and is currently carried out by The Data Group of the
Bayreuth Center of Ecology and Environmental Research [13].
The main purpose is to retrieve data from various sensor
devices, store it at an intermediate place for archival and finally
dump the data into a central database at the institute.
Fig. 1 shows a POPM-based workflow model composed by
a domain user for this scenario. The first two steps of the
workflow describe the generation of sensor data either in the
PWD (Present Weather Detector) or UA (Ultrasonic
Anemometer) format depending on the actual sensor. Then
these data are transmitted over a serial line to the archival step
Archive DataFile which is describing the process of storing
the sensor data in a file. After a successful data archival, data
are usually stored in the central database called EcoDB within
the Store Data work step. The work step Interpolation is
optional and manipulates data whenever needed. For
demonstrating the capabilities of the methodology, the main
focus would be on the management of data as it occurs in
between the two steps Archive DataFile and Store Data as
shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2. Classification of work steps in a scientific workflow.

Before storing data in the database, it needs to be passed
through some preparation operations since the raw sensor data
does not fit in the structure and semantics of the database –
sensor devices generate data in their own proprietary formats
(here “PWD” or “UA”) and also might use different
interpretations. Thus the scenario poses many data
management related issues:
 Physical data transport from a source (here: file server)
to a sink (here: database
 Management of data formats (here PWD and AU
 Validation of data: Sometimes files are truncated due to
an interruption in the file transfer from a sensor to the
file server.
 Data filtering: This challenge belongs to the process of
discarding unwanted values from data files during data
transmission.
 Data integration: This is a major challenge since data
coming from various devices have completely assorted
structures and give different data interpretations.
Separation of workflow steps
In Fig. 2, the upper layer (denoted as „AWSs‟) shows an
extract of the workflow model of Fig. 1 including only the two
work steps „Archive DataFile‟ and „Store Data‟.
As stated in the previous section, several steps are needed
in order to make the data of „Archive DataFile‟ compatible to
‟Store Data‟. Hence, an application consists of two categories
of work steps. First, steps which enact domain operations such
as data acquisition, data analysis or data storage. Second, steps
which are only used for data integration. Up to now these data
related work steps were specified explicitly in the workflow,
making it more complex. But separating the steps of a process
into two categories assures the productivity of the scientific
community since normal domain users (scientists) really do not
desire to involve into data specific tasks.
The first layer of the approach is called Application Work
Steps (AWSs) layer and contains only those steps of the

scientific workflow which are specific to the application but
whose nature is not related to pure data management.
Examples are „Archive DataFile‟ and „Store Data‟. The Data
Logistic Work Steps (DLWSs) layer instead contains solely
data preparation tasks (such as data integration and
conversion). DLWSs are defined in terms of operations
provided by DaltOn and incorporated into the scientific
workflow instead of being explicitly modelled into it. Together
both layers describe a (executable) scientific application. The
AWSs layer can be controlled by a normal workflow
management system (WfMS); the DaLo-WFs are – due to their
nature – also controlled by a WfMS but the execution of these
processes is heavily supported by the DaltOn framework.
The data flow perspective of POPM directly corresponds
with the definition of DaLo-WFs. It thus wraps up all data
management functionality and provides means to define where
data resides, where it must be transported to and how it is
transformed within scientific workflows.
B. A Methodology for Data Integration within Scientific
Workflows
The methodology is shown in Fig. 3. It is itself described
by a process model. Together, this process describes how a
scientific application consisting of AWSs and DLWSs has to
be developed. Further, the method assigns clear
responsibilities: the application workflow with the scientific
analysis is defined by scientists (generally: the domain user)
and the DaLo-WFs with data integration tasks are set up by
data experts. A short description of each step of the process is
given in the following.
Define Application Process: The aim of this step is to
define the domain application by developing a workflow which
includes only domain specific work steps (as AWSs layer).
Domain users, e.g. scientists, are responsible for enacting or at
least for supervising the execution of this step. In general every
workflow modelling tool can be used to describe an application
process; however, i>PM [12] has been used in this work. In the
example scenario, the output of this process step is the
workflow model shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3. POPM process of the methodology for the definition of scientific applications.

Define Semantics of Data: Data are described semantically
by developing ontologies. Ontologies for the use case are
shown in Section III. Both, domain users and data experts are
responsible for this step. Domain users because only they can
describe a common vocabulary and data experts because only
they know specific details about applications, data sources and
sinks. However, this step is optional since existing ontologies
can be re-used.
Specify IO Configuration: This step supports the generation
of DaLo-WFs taking place in the next step of the methodology.
The I/O specification may contain information about the exact
location and type of data sources/sinks, a description of data
formats for input and output data (for instance data schemata),
an assignment of the previously defined local ontologies to
steps, applications and agents and finally the definition of
criteria applied during extraction and insertion of data. Table 1
shows the specification of the „Weather Data‟ data container
for the example scenario.
Generate DaLo-WFs: In this step each data flow of the
application process is transformed into single DaLo-WFs that
specify single data integration tasks. A first version of a DaLoWF can automatically be derived by exploiting the
specifications provided in the previous step. The DaLo-WF
generation is supervised by a data expert and enacted by
DaltOn functions. As an output, this step delivers an executable
workflow containing both the AWSs and the DLWSs.

special integration scenarios. Therefore, the DaLo-WFs might
have to be adjusted accordingly. Review and modification are
again enacted by data experts.
Execute Workflow: Finally, the workflow can be executed
by a suitable execution environment [14] for a description of
such an execution environment). Both types of steps, AWSs
and DLWSs, are executed by the same environment. Involving
human actors is possible for both types of steps since some
applications might require the interaction of process and
scientists.
1.1 Architecture of the DaltOn Integration Framework
The architecture of the DaltOn Integration Framework
[15][16] follows the approach of separating concerns into
single and independent functions. Thus, DaltOn has three
major conceptual abstractions, namely Data Provision, Data
Operation and Data Integration.
Data Provision bundles components which are used for
enacting physical data exchange between data sources (data
producing steps) and data sinks (data consuming steps). Each
of the sub-components of the Data Provision fulfils a specific
task: Data Extraction and Selection (DES) cares about the
extraction of a (sub-) set of data from a source based on userand application-specific criteria, Data Transportation (DT)
handles physical data transport and Data Insertion (DI)
performs insertion of data.

Review DaLo-WFs and Modify DaLo-WFs: As stated
earlier, the generated DaLo-WFs may not be sufficient for
TABLE I.
Configuration

SPECIFICATION OF „WEATHER DATA‟ DATA CONTAINER

Mapping

Value
Source
<IP address>:<Path to the File>
Pwd
Null
URI to Eco1.xsd (schema1)
URI to LocOntoEco1.owl
(local ontology1)
URI to mapEco1.rdf (mapping1)

Reference Ontology

URI to RefOntoEco.owl

Location
Format
Criteria
Schema
Local Ontology

Sink
<DB Connect String>
Xml
Visibility=<2000
URI to Eco2.xsd (schema2)
URI to LocOntoEco2.owl
(local ontology2)
URI to mapEco2.rdf (mapping2)
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a) PWD Dataset
01.03.2008 00:30:08;PW 1;0;0;902;626;R-;61;61;62;1.10;89.77;287
29.02.2008 04:40:08;PW 1;0;0;2000;2000;C;0;0;0;0.00;86.40;287
29.02.2008 21:20:04;PW 1;0;0;2000;2000;R-;61;81;81;0.24;87.20;287

b) Schema of PWD data (schema1)
root records = (record)
elem record = (timeStamp, deviceCode, hardwareError,
visibilityAlarm, visibility, NWSCode,
PWCInstance, waterIntensity, …..)
elem timeStamp = xsd: string
elem deviceCode = xsd: int
elem hardwareError =xsd:int
elem visibilityAlarm = xsd:int
elem visibility = xsd:double
……..

d) EcoDB Schema (schema2)
root measurements = (measurement)
elem measurement = (timestamp, location, device, data)
elem location = (locationID, locationName)
elem device = (deviceID, deviceName)
elem data= (compartmentID, charactersiticID, value, status,
unitID)
elem timeStamp= xsd:string
elem locationID = xsd: int
elem locationName = xsd: string
elem deviceID = xsd: int
elem deviceName = xsd: string
…..

e) Transformed dataset (instance2)

c) PWD data in XML (instance1)
<records >
<record>
<timeStamp>01.03.2008 00:30:08</timeStamp>
<deviceCode>PW 1</deviceCode>
<hardwareError>1</hardwareError>
<visibilityAlarm>0</visibilityAlarm>
<visibility>902</visibility>
<NWSCode>R</NWSCode>
<PWCInstant>61</PWCInstant>
<PWCAt15Minutes>61</PWCAt15Minutes>
<PWCAtOneHour>62</PWCAtOneHour>
<waterIntensity>1.10</waterIntensity>
<cumulativeWater>89.77</cumulativeWater>
<cumulativeSnow>287</cumulativeSnow>
</record>
………..
</records>

<measurements>
<measurement>
<timeStamp>01.03.2008 00:30:08</timeStamp>
<location>
<locationID>6</locationID>
<locationName>Main Tower</locationName>
</location>
<device>
<deviceID>116363</deviceID>
<deviceName>Vaisala PWD11</deviceName>
</device>
<data>
<compartmentID>5</compartmentID>
<characteristicID>13</characteristicID>
<value>902</value>
<status>1</status>
<unitID>3</unitID>
</data>
<data>
…………………

Fig. 4. Excerpt of instance data and schemas for both sides along with actual PWD dataset.

Data Operation encompasses Format Conversion (FC) and
Data Preparation (DP); the FC sub-component is carrying out
syntactic transformations of data, for instance the conversion of
data given in CSV (comma separated values) into a XML
representation and back. DP contains functions which can be
applied to data such as unit conversions or simple arithmetic
operations but is not meant to replace scientific analysis steps.
Data Integration finally is the heart of the DaltOn system
[17] that aims at the semantic integration of data. It comprises
only one sub-component so far, the Semantic Integration (SI).
Beside these main three abstractions, DaltOn is using
wrappers for accessing data sources through a unified interface
(but not for executing data integration tasks) and a RDF based
(triple) data store as repository.

Fig. 5. The architecture of the SI component

III.

SEMANTIC BASED INTEGRATION

Schema mapping is a specification describing how data
from a source schema can be mapped to a sink (or target)
schema. This is usually considered an essential building block
of data exchange and integration solutions.
Schema mappings are usually discovered (semi-)
automatically using a match operation that can either
corresponds to a structure-based or a semantic-based approach.
The feasibility of later approach is supported by the design of
DLWSs which require that AWSs share a common domain of
discourse.
In DaltOn, this aspect is represented with
ontologies. A first issue is that several applications may
interpret elements of the same domain differently. In such
situations, an alignment between the different interpretations
needs to be discovered. Based on discovered mappings, DaltOn
solves related issues. One of these concerns is information
integration. That is, the information expected from the source
document does not correspond to the information the source is
able to provide. Another important issue deals with missing or
incomplete information in the source instance document. Both
situations generally prevent the fulfilment of the generation of
a source instance document. In order to pursue the integration,
the paper proposes a solution based on the exploitation of a
repository. The repository is a central place which stores and
proposes query facilities to retrieve information related to the
domain of discourse.
The example scenario is interesting as it exploits an
important set of functionalities available in the SI component,
e.g. different kinds of mapping correspondences and repository
exploitation.
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A. Basic Notions
Basically Ontologies are used to represent the knowledge
of a domain in a common way, enabling these to be shared
among machines and human beings [18]. Thus, an ontology
consists of concepts with relationships between them, which
provides a common vocabulary for knowledge to be exchanged
between machines and human beings. In order to support
reasoning within ontologies, a logical formalism is used, such
as Description Logics (DL) [19], as a mean to represent
ontologies. This family of formalisms allows the representation
and reasoning over domain knowledge in a formally and wellunderstood way. Central DL notions are concepts (unary
predicates) and relationships, also called properties or roles
(binary predicates). A key notion in DL is the separation of the
terminological (or intensional) knowledge, called TBox, from
the assertional (or extensional) knowledge, called ABox. The
TBox contains the descriptions of concepts and their
relationships in the following form:
Device⊑∀situatedAt.Location⊓
∃situatedAt.Location⊓
∀hasDeviceName.String⊓
∃hasDeviceName.String
This description states that the Device concept is defined as
being situated in at least one location, and locations only, and
has at least one name which must be string of characters (in an
OWL serialization this is supported by XML Schema data
types). In contrast, ABoxes contain assertions of concepts and
their roles in the following form:

Device(device_116366),
Location(location_3),
hasDeviceName(device_116366,
“Vaisala QLi50 2”)
situatedAt(device_116366, location_3)*

These assertions state that objects with identifiers
„device_116366‟ and „location_3‟ are instances of respectively
the 'Device' and 'Location' concepts. These two objects are
related by the 'situatedAt' object property. Finally, the
„device_116366‟ object is related to the value „Vaisala QLi50
2‟ via the „hasDeviceName‟ data type property.
A TBox and an ABox together denote a Knowledge Base
(KB), denoted as KB = < TBox, ABox >.
B. DaltOn SI Component Architecture
The main objective of SI is to generate a valid input
document for the target step of an Application Workflow. The
Fig. 5 presents the details of this component's architecture. This
architecture is based on the set of documents each DaLo-WF
application can access. This set comprises four kinds of
documents:
1) An instance document which corresponds to the output
document of Application1 (produced by the source step),
respectively the input document of Application2 (consumed
by the sink step).
2) A schema associated to each instance document.
3) A mapping between elements of the schema to
elements of a local ontology.
4) A local ontology which supports the particular
interpretation of each concept in an application.

Fig. 6. Concepts and roles of the reference ontology in the meteorological example.
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The upper part of Fig. 5 emphasizes two other components:
1) A reference ontology which provides a common
vocabulary to the local ontology. This approach makes the
local ontologies comparable and enables to process matches
between concepts.
2) The repository is responsible for the storage of the
knowledge bases associated to the application domain. It also
stores the mappings that are being discovered by the matching
solution.
The role of an application instance and schema document is
obvious in the context of a DaLo-WF. They are usually created
by the application developer and come at no extra cost. These
documents are expressed in XML and XML Schema
(henceforth XSD) respectively. Fig. 4 presents an extract from
instance1, instance2, schema1 and schema2.
The mappings, ontologies and ABox assertions contained
in the repository impose extra work from the application
designers. Nevertheless, the task of developing these
documents is limited due to the following: (i) generation of a
single reference ontology is generally sufficient, (ii) reuse of
local ontologies among several DaLo-WFs is generally
possible, (iii) low expressivity of the reference ontology, (iv)
use of adapted tools which simplify the creation of these
documents.
Concerning aspects (i) and (ii), as per experiences in using
DaltOn in medicine, biological and ecological domains
emphasize that usually one unique reference ontology is
sufficient for all DaLo-WFs of an application. The design of
this reference ontology can be facilitated by exploiting existing
domain ontologies. The reference ontology does not need all
the expressiveness proposed by some well-known ontologies in
scientific domains.
Concerning (iii), the expressive power of the local and
reference ontologies are not the same. The reference ontology
provides a common vocabulary on the domain of discourse.
This common vocabulary enables schema mapping to be
generated. Fig. 6 presents a graph of the reference ontology in

the meteorological use case, developed using Protégé tool [25].
This graph presents concepts as nodes, roles as labeled edges.
For readability reasons, subsumption relationships are not
depicted.
A local ontology implements the local interpretation to the
concepts of the reference ontology and also provides the way
to include new concepts defined with respect to the concepts
and roles of the reference ontology. Example 1 presents an
extract of the concept definitions of local ontology1 in the
meteorological use case.
Example 1 Concept definitions of local ontology1
loc1.HardwareErrorCode ⊑ Status
loc1.TimeStamp ≡ TimeStamp
loc1.PresentWeatherData ⊑ SensorData
loc1.SensorData ⊑ Data ⊓
∀recordedAt.TimeStamp ⊓
∃recordedAt.TimeStamp
⊓ ∀collectedThrough.Sensor ⊓
∃collectedThrough.Sensor
⊓ ∀hasStatus.Status ⊓ ∃hasStatus.Status
loc1.CumulativeSnow ⊑ Characteristic
loc1.Status ≡ Status
loc1.NWS ≡ NWS
loc1.Sensor ≡ Sensor

Concerning (iv), the design of the different ontologies
(reference and local ones) as well as the generation of reference
ontology concept and role assertions, stored in the repository,
are facilitated by the use of a Protégé plug-in named DBOM
[20], [21]. This plug-in eases the creation of knowledge bases
expressed in DL from relational databases. For instance, in the
meteorological use case, the meteorologists provided us with
databases containing domain specific information about
location of sensors, devices, units used by these devices, etc.
Using the DBOM plug-in the system is able to create a
reference ontology serialized in OWL and at the same time to
generate a valid ABox which was later integrated in the
repository.

Schema1_record
Schema1_deviceCode
mappedToConcept

mappedToConcept

mappedToProperty

Schema1_cumulativeSnow
mappedToConcept

mappedToProperty

loc1Eco_PresentWeatherData

refEco_Device

refEco_hasDeviceCode

refEco_Characteristic

refEco_hasValue
mappedToInstance

refEco_Characteristic3
Fig. 7. Excerpt of the graph of mapping1 in use case.
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C. Schema to Ontology Mapping
The mapping relates elements from schema1 (respectively
schema2) to concepts and roles of local ontology1 (resp.
ontology2). A schema mapping is generally represented as a
triple consisting of a schema, a local ontology, and a mapping
specifying relationships between them. The system uses this
representation and restricts the set of mapping relationships to:
 a mapping to an
'mappedToConcept')
 a mapping to
'mappedToRole')

an

ontology
ontology

concept

(denoted

role

(denoted

 a mapping to a concept instance which is stored in the
repository (denoted 'mappedToIndividual').
The syntax of the mapping solution is restricted such that
not all combinations of the mapping relationships are accepted.
The restrictions and their associated semantics are
characterized in Table 2.
The simplest abstraction of an XML document is a labeled
ordered tree, possibly with data values associated to the leaves.
But for the mapping approach, the system takes advantage of
the object model view which can also be applied to an XML
document. Starting from this view, the system assumes that any
XML element is at least mapped to a DL concept or DL
individual. This first assumption enables the system to disallow
the mapping #1 and #3 which do not inform about an
associated DL concept nor DL individual. The purpose of
mapping #4 is to inform the system about the absence of
mapping for a given XML element. In fact, this most
effectively and rapidly performed by users by omitting such a
mapping for this element.
In cases where an XML element is not empty, i.e. it
contains a data value, it is necessary to map it to a DL property.
This is the case of mapping #5, #7 and #8 in Table 2 Mapping
#8 is a specialization of mapping #5 where extra information
about an associated concept individual is provided. Mapping
#7 can be viewed as being equivalent to #8 where the type
instance is not specified. In cases of an empty XML element,
no DL property needs to be attached to the mapping. Hence, it
corresponds to mappings #2 or #6. The latter being a
specialization of the former where extra information about a
DL concept instance is provided.
TABLE II.
#

mappedTo
Concept

mappedTo
Role

mappedTo
Individual

X

D. Methodology and Heuristics
Generating the input document of a DaLo-WF's
Application2 is a multi-step process. These steps correspond to
(i) matching the local ontologies, (ii) matching the (XML)
schemata and (iii) generating the target instance document.
Matching local ontologies
This matching step searches for correspondences between
the DL concepts of both local ontologies. This operation is
supported by the existence of a common vocabulary, the
reference ontology. In order to discover as many matches as
possible, two techniques are considered to find
correspondences: DL-based and navigation-based mappings.

MAPPING POSSIBILITIES IN SI
Semantics

Empty XML element is mapped to an ontology concept
X

3
4
5

X

6

X

X

7
8

This figure emphasizes mappings related to mapping #2, #5
and #8 of Table 2. For instance, the mapping of the 'record'
XML element, which is empty and root of the document, is
mapped, via 'mappedToConcept' to the 'PresentWeatherData'
DL concept. The 'deviceCode' XML element is non-empty and
mapped to the 'Device' DL concept and its 'hasDeviceCode'
property. Finally the 'cumulativeSnow' element, again a nonempty element, is mapped to a concept ('Characteristic'), a
property ('hasValue') and a individual ('characteristic/3'). In
order to explain the integration methodology and present the
matching issues, it is necessary to present the mapping
associated to application2 as well (Fig. 8). Notably, only two
elements are mapped to a DL concept: 'measurement', the root
element of schema2 and 'data', an empty and nesting element.
All other elements are mapped to DL concepts and properties.
Finally, the mapping language is the same for the output and
input applications of a DaLo-WF.

Not accepted

1
2

Finally mapping #4 is considered as a shortcut of mapping
#6 where the DL concept is omitted. This kind of mapping is
supported if the processing of the DL realization reasoning
procedure, i.e. providing the most specific concept an
individual is an instance of, returns a single concept. Thus there
cannot be any ambiguities about the type of this individual.
Fig. 7 displays an extract of a graph representing the mapping
between the schema and the local ontology associated to
application1 in the meteorological use case. In this figure,
relations start from the XML element of a given schema
(pattern is “schemaName_elementName”) and points to an
ontology element, i.e. concept, property or individual, of a
given ontology (pattern is “ontologyName_elementName”).

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

Not accepted
Equivalence to a concept instance
Non empty XML element is mapped to a concept and a role
Empty XML element is mapped to an ontology concept and an
individual
Not empty XML element mapped to a role and a concept instance
Non empty XML element is mapped to a concept and role as well as a
concept instance
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The DL-based approach is performed using a DL reasoner
and particularly its concept subsumption inference procedure.

The system distinguishes between several navigation
approaches:
 L=1
and
the
'functionalNavigation'.

In the navigation-based approach, an ontology is taken in
terms of a directed acyclic graph where nodes correspond to
DL concepts and the edges correspond to DL properties.
Basically, it searches for navigation paths between two
concepts. This is performed by exploiting the (SPARQL) query
facilities of the (triple store) repository. The navigation-based
approach also exploits a DL reasoner with its concept
subsumption, instance checking and realization inference
procedures. This approach is non-deterministic and may return
several different paths. So it is important for the algorithm to
qualify paths and to select the most appropriate one. This
qualification is based on several factors: the length (L) of each
path (i.e. the number of properties along a path) and the
characteristics of the properties used along a path, i.e.
functionality, inverse functionality.

property

 L=1 and the property
'nonFunctionalNavigation'.

is

is

functional:

not

functional:

 L>1: 'pathNavigation'.
The match operator applied in the DaLo context is able to
find several correspondences, usually belonging to the two
presented categories, between a given pair of DL concepts. In
order to deal with this issue, the system propose a heuristic to
select a preferred correspondence. This heuristic is based on a
total order of the DL-based and navigation-based categories.
Definition: For a given pair of DL concepts C1 and C2,
respectively from local ontologies 1 and 2, if a set of
correspondences are found between these two concepts: the
system knows that there must be at most one DL-based
correspondence between C1 and C2 but several navigationbased mappings can coexist with it. For this reason, the system
ranks the navigation-based correspondences according to a
preference total order: functional Navigation > non-functional
Navigation > path Navigation.

As the implementation formalizes ontologies using
decidable species of OWL, i.e. OWL Lite and OWL DL, it is
possible to distinguish properties based on their functional
characteristics. As a functional property, denoted as „prop‟, is
defined as:
x, y1, y2 | ∃prop(x, y1) ∩
∃prop(x, y2) ⟹ y1 = y2
The decidability issue of DL reasoning tasks is a main
concern in the solution. For this reason, inverse functional
properties are not considered, which are supported in OWL,
but are only associated to decidable inferences for object
properties. Thus inverse functional properties on data type
properties yield an OWL Full ontology which is not decidable.

Concerning navigation-based relationships, setting a
property to be functional is an important commitment for the
knowledge engineer. The system thus considers that a
functionalNavigation
is
preferred
to
a
nonFunctionalNavigation. Finally the system considers that
navigation with a single edge is more trustable than a path
made of several edges.

Schema2_locationID

Schema2_location
mappedToConcept

mappedToProperty

mappedToConcept

Schema2_measurement
Schema2_device

mappedToConcept

mappedToConcept

Schema2_deviceName

mappedToConcept

refEco_hashasLoctionID
mappedToProperty

loc1Eco_Data
refEco_Device

loc2Eco_Location

refEco_hasDeviceName
Schema2_unitID

Schema2_data

Schema2_value

Schema2_charasteristicID

mappedToConcept

mappedToConcept

mappedToConcept

mappedToProperty

loc2Eco_Unit

mappedToProperty

loc2Eco_Data

refEco_hasValue

mappedToProperty

refEco_hasUnitID

loc2Eco_Characteristic
refEco_hasCharacteristicID
Fig. 8. Excerpt of the graph of mapping2 in the use case.
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Thus the system obtains a partial order on the total set of
discovered correspondences. On the use cases which are
implemented with DaltOn so far, a heuristic has been added,
stating that functionalNavigation is preferred to concept
generalization which is preferred to nonFunctionalNavigation,
thus obtaining a total order on correspondence preferences:
concept
equivalence
>
concept
specialization
>
functionalNavigation
>
concept
generalization
>
nonFunctionalNavigation > pathNavigation.
Other heuristics could also be applied, e.g. generalization >
functionalNavigation, and SI supports the definition of specific
preference orders.

document. Different forms of mappings are available, e.g.
relational queries, relational view definitions, XQuery queries
or XSLT transformations, to perform this task. The system
opted for XSLT transformation since it does not need the
expressiveness and complexity of relation queries and views.
By selecting XSLT, the system also benefits from
procedural attachment possibilities when performing
transformations. That is SI includes a set of procedures,
developed in the Java language, to enable the retrieval of
values stored in the repository at runtime. Most of these
procedures generate, from predefined templates, SPARQL
queries and execute them on the repository's ABox.

Matching schemata

IV.

The purpose of this step is to discover mappings between
Schema1 and Schema2 from the mappings discovered in the
previous step, i.e. between local ontology1 and Local
ontology2 [Fig. 5]. This step can be easily performed using the
schema to ontology mapping, i.e. from schema 1 to local
ontology 1, respectively schema 2 and local ontology 2.
Finally, due to the dual matching solution (logic-based and
navigational-based), the accuracy of data stored in the
repository and the possibilities to adjust heuristics. These false
matches generally occur when local ontologies are modified
due to replacement or configuration modifications at the
sensors. In these cases, the adjustments need to be performed
on the local ontologies and, possibly in non-monotonicity
situations of the local ontologies, to the reference ontology
[Fig. 6].
Target instance generation
Starting from these mappings, it is possible to consider the
generation of data values for (non-empty) target elements. For
navigation-based correspondences, the processing is relatively
obvious as it is sufficient to follow the selected paths between
two concepts. This navigation is performed starting from a
specific node of the ontology graph. For instance, in the case of
the location sink element, the mapped source element is
'deviceCode' and the 'hasDeviceCode' DL property (Fig. 7).
For a given source instance which has 'PW1' as a value for
'deviceCode', SI will use methods of reference reconciliation
[22] to identify the associated graph node. Starting from this
node, it is possible to follow the path to the searched value.
For DL-based correspondences, it is required to inspect the
DL properties associated to each mapping in order to detect
possible transformations. For instance in Table 3, the sink
element 'deviceName' is related, via Concept equivalence, to
the 'deviceCode'. But the 'deviceCode' element is mapped to
the property 'hasDeviceCode' (Fig. 7) while 'deviceName' is
mapped to 'hasDeviceName'. Thus a transformation needs to be
performed.
A final step consists in enabling the integration of data
from application1's instance onto application2's instance

RELATED WORK

Kepler [8] is an open-source scientific workflow system
which is evolved from Ptolemy system [23]. Kepler‟s data
integration approach is based on a semantic mediation system
and utilizes the automated integration services from a
middleware called SEEK [4]. SEEK exploits ontological
information to support structural data transformation for
scientific workflow composition. The prerequisite of the
system is to define the structural and semantic type of input
and output ports of actors and services they represent. A user
then defines registration mappings to associate contextual
paths on the ontologies to data objects generated in response
to the queries on the service input/output, named ports. Then
these input and output registration mapping rules are
composed to construct correspondence mappings between
structural types of the source and those of the target; DaltOn‟s
SI implementation also generates correspondence mappings
and stores them for future use as well. The approaches of
Kepler and DaltOn are quite similar as they both aim at
transforming data semantically based on a semantic mediation
system. Although the objectives are almost identical, the
design of the solution is different as Kepler does not use the
semantic of the ontologies to generate mappings. Another
notable difference between Kepler and DaltOn is that SEEK
does not consider format conversion (syntax incompatibility)
and data transportation implicitly – which is beneficial for the
normal scientific user.
Triana [10][24] is a workflow-based, graphical problem
solving environment. Like Kepler, Triana also provides a rich
library of pre-configured and built-in tools. As far as semantic
integration is concerned, unlike Kepler, Triana does not
support semantic data integration. In Triana, domain users
need some pre-developed tools which can perform schema
transformation, generate mappings and correspondences and
finally integrate data. Also the users need to know how such
tools are developed, how these tools are used and in which
sequence they must be applied. With the approach, a standard
schema (DaLo-WF) is provided must fits most use cases but
which can be adjusted in case it does not fit the requirements
of an application.
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TABLE III.

MAPPING POSSIBILITIES IN SI

Elements of XSD1

Elements of XSD2

Preferred correspondence

record

measurement

Concept specialization

deviceCode

device

Concept equivalence

deviceName

Concept equivalence

location

nonFunctionalNavigation

locationID

nonFunctionalNavigation

data

Concept generalization

value

Concept generalization

characteristicID

Concept generalization

cumulativeSnow

unitID

Taverna [9], a scientific workflow management system, is
part of the myGrid project. In order to convert data formats,
Taverna provides “Shims”, which are used as web services.
DaltOn differs from Taverna in the way that it handles format
conversions (syntactical conversions) dynamically. In Taverna,
the domain user required some sort of specialized services that
convert schemas and performs mappings as well. DaltOn
instead provides a transparent way to deal with semantic
integration issues.
V.

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

CONCLUSION

This contribution discussed in detail a method for
developing scientific applications. One of the main messages is
that separation of concerns can help to ease handling complex
application scenarios as they often occur in scientific domains.
This is achieved by applying POPM which already introduces a
separation of concerns and by further separating data
integration tasks from domain related tasks. Thus the
readability of a process is increased and domain users can
focus on their expertise – the scientific analysis.

[9]

The other main contribution is an ontology based data
integration framework called DaltOn; instead of fixing
transformation semantics in code, it is specified as a mapping
between ontologies. Since data transformation is specified on a
conceptual level, changing and adjusting these transformations
whenever schemas or ontologies evolve is rather easy.

[11]
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Abstract—Online rating systems serve as decision support
tool for choosing the right transactions on the internet.
Consumers usually rely on others’ experiences when do
transaction on the internet, therefore their feedbacks are helpful
in succeeding such transactions. One important form of such
feedbacks is the product ratings. Most online rating systems have
been proposed either by researchers or industry. But there is
much debate about their accuracies and stability. This paper
looks at the accuracy and stability of set of common online rating
systems over dense and sparse datasets. To accomplish that we
used three evaluation measures namely, Mean Absolute Errors
(MAE), Mean Balanced Relative Error (MBRE) and Mean
Inverse Balanced Relative Error (MIBRE), in addition to Borda
count to assess the stability of ranking among various rating
systems. The results showed that both median and Dirichlet are
the most accurate models for both sparse and dense datasets,
whereas the BetaDR model is the most stable model across
different evaluation measures. Therefore we recommend using
Dirichlet or BetaDR for the products with few number of ratings
and using the median model with products of large number of
ratings.

values work as discount factors to reflect different aspects of
users’ behavior such as their reliability, trustworthiness and
credibility in providing rating. One of the common problem
that faces rating systems is unfair ratings that biases aggregate
scores for some products.

Keywords—Online rating systems; reputation
comparative analysis; decision making; e-commerce

RQ3: Which group of methods is more appropriate for
sparse datasets?

I.

models;

INTRODUCTION

Online rating systems play a vital role in most ecommerce
applications. They help users to facilitate their decisions while
they perform internet transactions [1], [4]. The online rating
system is responsible for collecting, processing and
aggregating ratings given for a specific product. The main
challenge that faces the online rating systems is how to
aggregate the collected ratings for a specific product in way
that can reflect its real quality [13]. In practice, most of the
well-known ecommerce portals such as eBay, Amazon, etc. use
their own methods to compute the quality of product. But some
other portals use the simplest aggregation method which is the
Naïve average methods (i.e. mean, median and mode). In
contrast, many authors proposed different method to compute
product score based on statistical and machine learning
methods. The accuracy of such methods depends mainly on the
user satisfaction about the results achieved [14]. This
satisfaction is difficult to be measured because most
ecommerce application don’t provide a tool to evaluate the user
satisfaction, and whether the given aggregate rating help them
in performing the successful transaction. The rating
aggregation methods in literature can be divided into four
groups, Naïve models, weighted average models, Fuzzy
models and probabilistic models. The weighted average models
are the widely used among researchers, where the weights are
derived from historical user data or time factor. These weight

This paper attempts to look at the accuracy and stability of
the most common online rating systems over dense and sparse
datasets. Practically, not all methods perform well over dense
or sparse datasets. This fact has been confirmed by almost all
previous studies because each model attempts to treat a specific
limitation in previous rating systems. To best of our
knowledge, there is no systematic procedure has been
conducted to compare and evaluate different online rating
systems in terms of accuracy and stability. The proposed
research questions are:
RQ1: Is there any one method that can perform stably well
under all conditions?
RQ2: Which group of methods is more appropriate for
dense datasets?

This paper is structured as follows: section 2 presents the
literature and overview of existing online rating systems.
Section 3 introduces the experimental methodology and
comparison procedure. Section 4 presents the obtained results,
finally we end up with the conclusions in section 5.
II.

OVERVIEW

Online rating system receives ratings from users as input to
compute the aggregate score of product. Given a set of users
*
+ where each user rated at least one
*
+
product, also given a set of products
where each product received at least one rating, the intersection
between user and the product is the rating
such that
. k is the maximum rating level for rating system.
̅ is the ratings average of product , and ̅ is the average of
all ratings in the dataset. Indeed, Naïve methods such as
arithmetic mean (see Equation 1) and median are the most
common used methods. Garcin et al. [15] compared between
Naïve methods and other rating systems. They revealed that the
median is the most accurate method. In contrast, other studies
[8], [9] showed that the naïve methods are ineffective because
they are easily influenced by unfair and malicious ratings and
cannot discover trend emerging from recent ratings.
IMDb is another famous online rating system that uses true
Bayesian estimation to calculate the aggregate product score as
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shown in (2). The exact implementation of this model is still
unpublished in order to keep the policy effective.

̅

∑

advantage such that it can change its shape based on the rating
distribution. Therefore they controlled the shape of the function
by two variables and as shown in (6). Finally, the product
score is measured as shown in (7).

(1)
(5)

(

̅

)

(

)

̅

(2)
( )

Where n is the number of ratings received for product .
MinR is the minimum number of rating count required to
appear on the top 250. IMDb usually uses MinR=2500.
In literature, the weighted average models are the widely
used models, where the weights are computed based on either
time or user data. Josang and Haller [5] introduced the age of
rating as discount factor in computing and aggregating rating,
where old ratings receive less weight than recent ratings
because they are not informative. The main problem with this
model is which time unite (i.e. day, week, month, year) should
be considered with this function. Another time discount
function used is the number of past transactions instead of
using the ratings age [10]. Leberknight et al. [8] stated that the
naïve methods are good when there is clear trend of ratings
over time, but when the ratings do not have that trend one
should involve the volatility of ratings as discount factor to
compute the product score. They proposed discount function
based on rating volatility, but they ignored the importance of
other factors such as trustworthiness and credibility of users.
On the other hand, many online rating systems use users’ data
to measure their reliability, credibility and trustworthiness and
reflect that as weight during aggregation process [12]. In this
direction, Riggs et al. [11] defined the reliability of a user by
his ability to provide rating that is very close to the current
ratings average. They defined a measure to calculate that
closeness and use it with their weight average model. Lauw et
al. [7] studied the leniency of user while they rate products.
They proposed a function that can calculate the leniency and
strictness of user and reflect that as weight. They classified
users into two classes (lenient and strict) based on leniency
variable as shown in Equation 3, such that if
then
reviewer is strict, otherwise reviewer is lenient. This model is
called LQ.
| |

| |

∑

(

)

(3)

∑

| |

(

)

(

)

(

(6)

)

(7)

Where is the gamma function, and and are Beta
distribution parameters that are determined based on mean and
distribution of ratings. is rating level (i.e. 1, 2, … k).
is the
summation of normalized Beta weight for the target level.
Jøsang et al. [6] introduced a reputation model based on
Dirichlet probability distribution as shown in Equations 8 and
9. This model is a generalized form to their previous model and
takes the rating counts in calculation. The model works well
with good accuracy over sparse datasets because it involves
factors that can treat uncertainty in the data.
⃑⃑⃑⃑ (

()

()
∑

()
|
()

)

() ()

∑

()

(8)

(9)

where ⃑⃑⃑⃑ represents the score vector of each rating level,
( ) represents the probability that one agent gives rating i to
agent y. is a constant value, and ( ) is the base rate, which
equals to 1/k. ( ) is the number of ratings of the level i.
Bharadwaj et al. [2] used the ordered weighted averaging
method with fuzzy computation as part of their trust model to
aggregate rating as shown in Equations 10 to 12. According to
them, the reputation of a reviewer is defined as the accuracy of
his prediction to other reviewer’s ratings towards different
items. Recently, Liu et al. [9] proposed several factors to
identify unfair ratings. These factors are combined together
using Fuzzy Logic System based on human predefined rules.
The output of Fuzzy logic system is the discount weight of
rating.

| |

∑

(
)
( ) ( )

∑

(4)

Where is the initial quality of the item j which is usually
the average of ratings.
is the leniency of the reviewer.
, - is a compensation factor determined by expert.
Abdel-Hafez et al. [1], [16] used Beta distribution function to
compute ratings weights. Their model is called BetaDR. The
product ratings should be first sorted from smallest to largest
and scaled as shown in (5). The beta distribution function has

( )

( )

{

(10)

(

)

(11)

(12)
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III.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Datasets
Most authors used public datasets to validate their models
which allow them to generalize the extracted knowledge. In
this paper we continue that approach to facilitate the replication
studies in future. Two stable versions of MoviLens datasets
have been used namely, 100K and 1M [3]. Both datasets have
large number of ratings which are considered dense datasets as
shown n Table1. To compare online rating systems over sparse
datasets, we extracted new three datasets from the original 1M
dataset, where each new dataset contains randomly selected 4,
6 and 8 user ratings respectively. These datasets are called
1M4, 1M6 and 1M8. The characteristics of all datasets are
shown in Table 1.
TABLE I.

DATASETS CHARACTERISTICS

Dataset

#User

#Movies

#ratings

100K

943

1682

100,000

1M

6040

3706

1,000,209

1M4

6040

920

24,160

1M6

6040

1286

36,240

1M8

6040

1625

48,320

IV.

B. Evaluation measures
Evaluation measures are used to assess the accuracy and
stability of online rating systems. To measure the accuracy of a
model we used three measures, Mean Absolute Errors (MAE),
Mean Balanced Relative Error (MBRE) and Mean Inverse
Balanced Relative Error (MIBRE). These measures have been
selected as they are not biased. The MAE assesses, for each
product, the closeness of the generated score to the actual
ratings for a product as shown in Equation 13. Both MBRE and
MIBRE compute the relative accuracy of the generated scores
as shown in Equations 14 and 15.
∑

∑

This section presents the results of comparisons among
different online rating systems. Table 2 shows the MAE results
over all datasets. From the results we can notice that the
differences between all models are nearly negligible, except for
LQ model where it is extreme over both dense and sparse
datasets. It is interesting to know that Naïve models produce
accurate results in comparison to more sophisticated models
such as Bayesian and LQ. For the dense datasets (i.e. 100K and
1M) the median model produces the more accurate results,
while for sparse datasets the Dirichlet and BetaDR are more
accurate. This results confirmed previous findings that confirm
that both Dirichlet and BetaDR were originally proposed to
handle sparse datasets that contain very few ratings. In spite of
that, the median model still produces comparable accuracy to
Dirichlet model over all sparse datasets.

|

TABLE II.

MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR RESULTS

(13)

)

(15)

Where
is the aggregated score for product pj. m is
the number of products in the testing data.
C. Experimental procedure
As mentioned in the literature, there are many models have
been proposed to aggregate online ratings. In this study we
used eight state-of-art models are: Mean, Median, BetaDR [1],
Bayesian [6], Dirichlet [5], IMDb, Fuzzy rating [2] and LQ [7].
For comparison purpose we used 10-Fold cross validation. This
procedure divides the dataset into 10 groups of training and
testing data. Each group has 90% of the data as training data

LQ

)

Fuzzy

|
(

(14)

IMDb

)

Dirichle
t

|

)

Bayesia
n

(

BetaDR

|

Median

|

Mean

∑( ∑

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Dataset

∑( ∑

|

and 10% as testing data. The training data is used to build the
online rating system, while the testing data is used to evaluate
the model. The validation is running 10 times, one time for
each group. In each run we record the MAE, MBRE and
MIBRE for test ratings. The fundamental idea of using this
validation technique is that a reputation score that is produced
from training dataset is considered accurate if it is very close to
actual ratings in the testing dataset. To measure the stability for
each model across different evaluation measures, we rank all
models according to their accuracy in terms of MAE, MBRE
and MIBRE over all datasets. Then we run Borda count
method over all datasets, dense datasets and sparse datasets
respectively. Borda count is voting ranked method used to rank
various candidates based on the ranks provided by voters. This
method is simple and very common in decision making area.
First we evaluate the stability of all models over all datasets
across all evaluation measures. Then in the second round we
evaluate the stability over only dense datasets, then finally over
sparse datasets. In all cases the evaluation measure work as
voters.

100K
1M
1M4
1M6
1M8

0.905
0.841
0.877
0.911
0.907

0.886
0.810
0.876
0.907
0.897

0.892
0.832
0.872
0.906
0.901

0.902
0.844
0.882
0.926
0.902

0.892
0.841
0.883
0.886
0.883

0.906
0.855
0.909
0.908
0.909

0.919
0.848
0.887
0.916
0.921

1.021
0.962
0.982
1.023
1.007

To perform further investigations, we run the analysis using
MBRE and MIBRE evaluation measures. Table 3 shows the
results of MBRE over all datasets. Similar to Table 2, the
accuracy results are close. Generally, we can observe that the
Dirichlet model is the most accurate model over both dense
and sparse datasets. Table 4 suggests that the median model is
the most accurate model over all datasets. This variation in the
results confirm that both median and Dirichlet models are the
most accurate models for both sparse and dense datasets. Based
on above analysis we can recommend using the median model
because it has simple implementation than Dirichlet and can
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produce comparable to Dirichlet and better than many
sophisticated models.
TABLE III.

MBRE RESULTS

Dataset

Mean

Median

BetaDR

Bayesian

Dirichlet

IMDb

Fuzzy

LQ

RQ2: Which group of methods is more appropriate for
dense datasets?

100K
1M
1M4
1M6
1M8

0.477
0.418
0.409
0.428
0.421

0.491
0.422
0.425
0.439
0.430

0.476
0.419
0.414
0.428
0.425

0.480
0.429
0.418
0.445
0.425

0.464
0.416
0.395
0.395
0.394

0.478
0.430
0.416
0.410
0.411

0.495
0.431
0.426
0.434
0.438

0.549
0.463
0.457
0.487
0.506

TABLE IV.

MIBRE RESULTS

Dataset

Mean

Median

BetaDR

Bayesian

Dirichlet

IMDb

Fuzzy

LQ

100K
1M
1M4
1M6
1M8

0.251
0.233
0.221
0.228
0.228

0.240
0.218
0.216
0.223
0.220

0.246
0.229
0.218
0.225
0.225

0.248
0.231
0.218
0.229
0.225

0.248
0.233
0.225
0.226
0.224

0.249
0.235
0.228
0.228
0.229

0.250
0.231
0.220
0.226
0.228

0.288
0.268
0.250
0.261
0.258

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

All datasets
BetaDR
Dirichlet
median
mean
Bayesian
IMDB
Fuzzy
LQ

Ans. From Table 5 we can see that both BetaDR and
median models are the most stable and accurate models over
dense datasets.
RQ3: Which group of methods is more appropriate for
sparse datasets?
Ans. Similar to previous answer, we can observe that
Dirichlet and BetaDR are the most accurate and stable models
over sparse datasets. This is not surprising results because the
purpose of construction of both models was to treat the sparse
datasets. Also both models are good for new rating system that
has few numbers of ratings.
V.

To analyze the stability of all models over all datasets and
both sparse and dense datasets, we first rank all models over
each dataset individually and over each evaluation measure.
Then we apply the Borda count method. Table 5 presents the
ranking stability of all models over dense and sparse datasets.
From the results of ranking we can notice that the BetaDR is
the most stable model over all datasets and especially over
dense datasets across different evaluation measures, whereas
the Dirichlet model is the most accurate model over sparse
datasets. Generally, we can notice that the top three models in
the table (i.e. BetaDR, Dirichlet and median) are the most
stable models. The results obtained surprisingly suggest that
the BetaDR is better than both Dirichlet and median over all
datasets. In contrast, we can observe that the sophisticated
models such as Fuzzy and LQ are not accurate as they occupy
the last position over all datasets and across all evaluation
measures. Also the commonly used mean model occupies mid
positions with unstable ranking across all evaluation measures.
TABLE V.

difference among all models are negligible, but we can say that
median and Dirichlet models produce the most accurate results
as shown in Tables 2, 3 and 4.

Online rating system is a helpful tool to facilitate user
decision in conducting online transactions. However, the
accurate rating system can let user choose the correct product
which leads to better user satisfaction. Many models have been
proposed in literature, but their accuracy are subject to the
degree of helpfulness. In this paper we conducted a
comparative analysis for the widely used online rating systems
to investigate their accuracies and stability over dense and
sparse datasets. Three evaluation measures in addition to Borda
count method have been used to assess the stability and
accuracy of the employed models. From the obtained results
we found that both median and Dirichlet are the most accurate
models over dense and sparse datasets respectively. Also we
found that the BetaDR are most stable model across all
evaluation measures. Finally, the Fuzzy and LQ were the worst
models. From these results we can figure out that while the top
three ranked models: median, BetaDR and Dirichlet produce
relatively accurate and stable results we recommend using
median because it has the simplest implementation among
three models, and does not consume cost when running. On the
other hand, we recommend to use the median model for
products with many ratings and using the Dirichlet model when
the products have few number of ratings.

RANKING STABILITY
Dense datasets
BetaDR
median
Dirichlet
Bayesian
mean
IMDB
Fuzzy
LQ

CONCLUSIONS

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Sparse Datasets
Dirichlet
BetaDR
median
mean
IMDB
Bayesian
Fuzzy
LQ

Finally we revisit the proposed research questions in this
study:
RQ1: Is there any one method that can perform stably well
under all conditions?
Ans. Actually, there is no accurate answer because the
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Abstract—The requirements approval method is necessary to
ensure that the system requirements have been identified in right
way and the understanding between the contractor and the client
exist. During research conducted is identified that most of the
scholars have been working for the requirements definition
during the meeting with the client, even they started to initiate
the validation by checking whether the requirements captures
the needs of client but not the approval of the requirements.
Therefore, it is proposed the Joint Approval Requirements (JAR)
method based on identified gaps through literature review and
work experience. In this paper, this theoretical JAR method has
been developed further on, through the presentation of its details
about approval of the final version of the functional and nonfunctional requirements document and the integrated conceptual
model of the IS. The presented method is ready for the research
community in order to implement in different industries to
measure the effect of the JAR method in the system
requirements.
Keywords—Approval method; approve requirements; system
requirements; functional and non-functional requirements; joint
approval requirements

I.

INTRODUCTION

The information systems (IS) enable individuals,
businesses and society to achieve their goals through
information and communication technology components [5].
Considering this, it is very important to review and approve the
system requirements by the client in meeting with the
contractor. Therefore, is asked the research question, what the
scholars worked in this direction? Based on this, the focus is on
used methods and techniques during the system analysis and
design stage because they impact the successful rate of the
information system through the clarification of the
incompleteness and inconsistencies that may turn out [1], [2].
During the research conducted is identified that most of the
scholars have been working on requirements definition during
the meetings with the client, even if they have started to initiate
the issue about checking whether the requirements capture the
client`s need (requirements validations) but not approving the
final requirements in these meetings [3], [4]. Consequently, it
is proposed the Joint Approval Requirements (JAR) method to
be applied in the JAR meetings with the client for reviewing
and approving the created functional and non-functional
requirements document and the integrated conceptual model
based on proposed guides of the Integrated Framework for
Conceptual Modeling (IFCMod) [5]. As well, the conceptual
modeling plays the crucial role in the success of the
information system [7]-[9]. The focus of this paper is to present

Zamir Dika
Faculty of Contemporary Sciences and Technologies
South East European University
Tetovo, Macedonia

the details of reason behind the proposed Joint Approval
Requirements (JAR) method [1], through a state of the art
review for the identification of the research gap, as well as
presentation of details of the JAR method. This paper is
organized as follows: in Section 2 is state of the art; in the
Section 3 are presented identified research gaps; in Section 4 is
presented the Joint Approval Requirements (JAR) method; in
Section 5 is conclusion and future work; at the end, in
Section 6 are presented the references used in this paper.
II.

STATE OF THE ART

During the research conducted is identified the small
number of scholars who have been working for the
requirements definition during the meeting with the client,
even if they have started to initiate the issue about validation
requirements by checking whether the requirements captures
the client`s need but they do not treated the approval of the
requirements. The technique which started to initiate the
validation requirements as optional during the session with
client is Joint Requirements Planning (JRP) presented by
Bentley, L. D., & Jeffrey, L. (2007). This technique is for
problem identification, analysis and system requirements
definition during the JRP session. It includes also planning for
the JRP session, the way how to conduct the JRP Session, the
list of benefits from using this technique, the product of the
JRP Session [3].
As well, the Joint Application Development (JAD)
technique presented by Dennis, A., Wixom, B. H., & Roth, R.
M. (2012) is used for the requirements definition but in this
technique, is not mention the validation or approval of the
requirements, even if the client made a decision about which
type of requirements seems to be same [4]. This technique
allows project team, users, and management to work together
to identify requirements for the information system during the
JAD Session. It includes the way how selecting participants
and location for the JAD session, how to design the JAD
session, how to be prepared and conduct the JAD session, and
what will be the JAD post-session report. In the following
Table 1 is presented comparison of the summary of the JRP
and JAD technique.
Considering the identified gaps through literature review,
work experience and this comparison presented in Table 1, the
proposed Joint Approval Requirements (JAR) method has been
developed further on, through the presentation of its details
about reviewing and approving the created functional and nonfunctional requirements document and integrated conceptual
model based on the IFCMod guides [5], [6].
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TABLE I.

COMPARASION OF THE SUMMARY OF THE JRP AND JAD TECHNIQUE

Joint Requirements Planning (JRP)

Joint Application Development (JAD)

Technique usage

The JRP technique is used for the problem identification,
analysis and system requirements definition.

The JAD technique is used for the requirements definition.

Session planning

Planning for the JRP session contains following steps:
Selecting the location for the JRP session, Selecting JRP
participants (sponsor, facilitator, users and managers,
scribes and IT staff), Preparing the agenda to be followed
during JRP session.

Selecting participants for the JAD session is done by selecting
very best people in business units by providing broad mix of
organizational levels. While the participant which will be JAD
facilitator, will be a consultant external to the organization,
because as the author explains the organization may not have a
regular day-to-day need for JAD expertise.

The JRP technique actively involves management and users
in the development of the project; it decreases the time
spending for finding facts in planning and analysis phase; it
confirms requirements and approve prototypes if have,
because prototypes were optional in this technique only for
the functional requirements that needed to be validated

The JAD group meets for several hours, several days, or several
weeks until all of the issues have been discussed and the needed
information is collected. This technique is used in analysis and
design phase.

The product of the JRP session is a formal written
document created usually by JRP facilitator and scribes.
This document is for confirmation of the specifications
agreed on during the JRP session by users and managers.
The content and organization of the specifications depended
on the objectives of JRP session that were, the objective of
the session is not determined. This document is published
immediately following the meeting in order to maintain the
momentum of the JRP session.

The product of the JAD session shall be the post-session report.
This report is prepared and circulated among participants of the
session, it usually takes two or three weeks after JAD session to
be prepared.

Selected location shall be the Room Layout in the “U”
shape with additional tables for the IT professionals, other
observers and scribe; It presents which position is placed in
which part of the room; Also, the room layout includes the
dimension of the room and food & refreshments inside the
meeting room.).

This technique specifies: The location for the JAD session by
presenting the JAD Meeting Room in “U” shape. It doesn`t
present which position is placed in which part of the room;
How to design the JAD session. Most of the JAD sessions are
used to collect information from users, so it is required to
develop set of question before starting the meeting.

The room layout presents the way of the organization of the
meeting

The room layout does not present the way of the organization of
the meeting

Session conducting

Session product

Session Layout

III.

JOINT APPROVAL REQUIREMENTS (JAR) METHOD

The proposed method called Joint Approval Requirements
(JAR) used in the JAR meetings with clients allows reviewing
and approving the document of the functional requirements and
the non-functional requirements (FRs & NFRs DOC), and the
integrated conceptual model (ICM) which are created by using
guides of the Integrated Framework for Conceptual Modeling
(IFCMod) [5], [6]. In the following are presented two types of
JAR meetings including structure and facilitation.
Unit JAR meetings – in the Unit JAR meeting, the
participants from the client side shall be: Top Management,
Unit Manager, Unit users and IT Team or System Analyst. If it
does not have IT Team on the client side, it`s recommended to
employ the system analyst for this process. While, the
participants from the contractor side shall be: Top
Management, Managers and IT Team (System Analyst, System
Developer, Database Developer, System Administrator, and
System Network Engineer), JAR Scribes which shall be the
persons who written the functional and non-functional
requirements document (FRs & NFRs DOC) and modeled the
graphical representation of the integrated conceptual model
(ICM) and JAR Presenter (The system analyst) who present the
FRs & NFRs DOC and ICM. The number of Unit JAR
meetings depending on the number of units on the client side.
If the Unit JAR meeting is holding for the information system
which shall be developed in-house than the Top Management

and IT team shall be in the role of the contractor and the client,
whereas the Unit Managers and Unit users shall be in the role
of the client. Different from the other position of the IT Team,
the system analyst of the institution shall be in the role of the
JAR Facilitator, JAR Presenter, and JAR Scriber. In Fig. 1 is
presented the Unit JAR Meeting Room Layout and the way of
organization.
Final JAR meeting – in the Final JAR meeting, the
participants from the client side shall be: Top Management, all
Units` Managers, and IT Team or System Analyst. While, the
participants from the contractor side shall be: Top
Management, Managers and IT Team, JAR Scribes and JAR
Presenter. If the Final JAR meeting is holding for the
information system which shall be developed in-house than the
Top Management and IT team shall be in the role of the
contractor and the client, whereas the Unit Managers shall be
in the role of the client. Different from the other position of the
IT Team, the system analyst of the institution shall be in the
role of the contractor who represents JAR Facilitator, JAR
Presenter, and JAR Scriber.
In principle, shall be only one Final JAR meeting, but if the
number of Units in the client side is too big, then the Final JAR
meeting shall be in groups until all units shall be included.
Units shall be included in a group based on work dependency
on each other. In Fig. 2 is presented the Final JAR Meeting
Room Layout and the way of organization.
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The preparation of the Unit and Final JAR meeting shall be
done by JAR Facilitator based on the following duties:
Defining the objectives of the JAR meetings by explaining
the purpose which shall be the approval of the FRs & NFRs
DOC and ICM after reviewing by the client in JAR meeting
with the contractor: If the requirements document and the ICM

are for the information system which shall be developed inhouse than the client shall be the Top Management, Unit
Managers, Unit Users and IT Team except for system analyst
because s/he shall be in the role of the contractor. Also, the Top
Management shall be in the role of the contractor if it is
needed. Additional, the FRs & NFRs DOC and ICM shall be
provided from a system analyst on the contractor side.

Smart whiteboard & projector

Wireless Access Point

JAR Facilitator
JAR Presenter
JAR Scribes

Trapezoid table
Laptop
Name Cards
Chair
Name Cards

Name Cards

Name Cards

Name Cards

Name Cards

Managers

IT Team

Name Cards

Name Cards

Name Cards

Name Cards

Managers

Name Cards

FOOD &
REFRESHMENT
ROOM
Users

Name Cards

Name Cards

IT Team

Name Cards

JAR MEETING ROOM - UNITS

Name Cards

Contractor 'Top
Management

Name Cards

Name Cards

Client 'Top
Management

Shared printer

Fig. 1. The Unit JAR Meeting Room Layout.
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Name Cards
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IT Team

Name Cards
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Management

Name Cards

Client 'Top
Management
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Fig. 2. Final JAR meeting room layout.

Defining the list of the participants with the following
information:


Type of participants – the participants from client side
and contractor side.



Participant unit – the unit which the participant works.



Participant position – From the client side, shall be
selected one person for each position. All participants
from the client and contractor side shall be the
representative people in their position.



Participant name and surname.



Participant email.

 Participant phone number.
Defining the location by finding a place where the JAR
meeting shall be conducted. The JAR meeting should be
conducted outside of the workplace, while the launch time and
the coffee break should be in the same place with JAR meeting
but different rooms.
Defining the duration of the JAR meetings by setting date
and time: A Unit JAR meeting can be of more than one day
depending on the complexity of the information system. Also,
the Final JAR meeting can be more than one day per all units;
it depends on the complexity of the information system. Both
types of JAR meetings, Unit and Final, could have maximum 8
hours meeting per day, including one hour lunchtime and four
coffee breaks, five minutes per coffee break.
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Informing the participants by email at least ten days before
the JAR meeting: Inform all participants of the JAR meeting
and require confirmation from all of them at least five days
before the JAR meeting starts. Also, inform that the meeting
shall be held only if all invited participants shall confirm JAR
meeting. In this information email, should be attached the JAR
Meetings Agenda, the materials of the meeting which should
be FRs & NFRs DOC and ICM; In the JAR Meetings Agenda,
should be time for Welcome and Remembrance (meeting
objectives), Participant`s Check-in, Activity based on meeting
objectives, lunch time, coffee break time and closure.
The Role of the participants in the JAR meetings:
The Client participants shall review and approve the
functional and non-functional requirements document and the
integrated conceptual model during a presentation by JAR
Presenter. First, should be reviewed and approve the FRs &
NFRs DOC than the ICM.
The Contractor participants’ role is shown in the following:






The JAR Facilitator – shall open the JAR meetings by
explaining the objective of the meeting, present and
approve the JAR Meetings Agenda by participants and
share the materials of the meeting in the paper if it is
necessary otherwise all participants have materials in an
email when they are invited for JAR Meetings. The
JAR Facilitator also takes care for respecting the agenda
by all participants in the JAR meetings and close the
meetings. If the JAR meeting is holding for the
information system which shall be developed in-house
than the JAR Facilitator shall be the system analyst of
the institution (JAR Presenter).
The JAR Presenter (The system analyst) – shall present
the
prepared
functional
and
non-functional
requirements document and the integrated conceptual
model of the information system in the JAR meetings.
If the JAR meeting is holding for the information
system which shall be developed in-house than the JAR
Presenter shall be the system analyst of the institution
who prepared the requirements document and the
graphical representation (FRs & NFRs DOC and ICM).
The JAR Presenter shall also explain what type of
source (gathered requirements) is used to prepare the
requirements document and the integrated conceptual
model. During the gathered requirements, should have
in consideration what type of information the guides of
this Integrated Framework for Conceptual Modeling
require to create a requirements document (FRs &
NFRs DOC) and the graphical representation (ICM) of
the information system.
The other contractor `IT team, IT Managers and Top
Management – shall intervene during the presentation if
it is necessary. If the JAR meeting is holding for the
information system which shall be developed in-house
than the Top Management, IT team and IT Manager
shall be in the role of the contractor, whereas the Unit
Managers shall be in the role of the client.

 The JAR Scribes – shall make changes in the functional
and non-functional document and the integrated
conceptual model during the JAR meetings based on
the client participants` comments, after analyzing them
directly in the JAR meeting by the JAR Presenter (the
system analyst) and the other IT team members if it is
necessary and getting the solution to the client during
the JAR meeting, in order all client participants to
approve changes directly in the JAR meeting. If the
JAR meeting is holding for the information system
which shall be developed in-house than the JAR Scriber
shall be the system analyst of the institution (JAR
Presenter). Also, the JAR Scriber shall be responsible
for writing the Minutes of JAR Meetings.
Conducted JAR meetings:
Initially shall hold the Units JAR meetings, then the Final
JAR meeting. The Units JAR meetings shall be held one by
one, based on dependency they have in daily work showing
which is the first unit that does the job, which is second and so
on. Each Unit JAR meeting shall be held in a separate time
interval because Top Management, Managers, IT team and IT
Managers of the client and the contractor should participate in
each unit JAR meeting.
In the Unit JAR meeting shall be reviewed and approved
the functional and non-functional requirements document (FRs
& NFRs DOC) and the integrated conceptual model (ICM) by
the client participants. During the review process shall be made
changes in the FRs & NFRs DOC and ICM, while the approval
shall be made after final changes then sending it to the
participants at the end of Unit JAR meeting. After finishing
each Unit JAR meeting, the Final JAR meeting with the client
and the contractor participants shall be held to make the final
review and approval from the client participants.
The Product of the JAR meetings:
Product of the Unit JAR meetings is the Final version of the
functional and non-functional requirements document and the
integrated conceptual model of the units which should consider
during the Final JAR meeting. During this meeting shall be
created also the Minutes of JAR Meeting per each unit with
those information’s: date, time, main discussions, participants,
location, conclusions, and approvals. While, the product of the
Final JAR meeting is the Final version of the functional and
non-functional requirements document and the integrated
conceptual model which should consider during the
development of the information system from contractor side.
During this meeting shall be created also the Minutes of JAR
Meeting per Final JAR meeting with this information’s: date,
time, main discussions, participants, location, conclusions, and
approvals.
A. Joint Approval Requirements Meeting Room Layout
The JAR Meeting Room Layout presented in Fig. 1 and 2,
is used for Unit and Final JAR Meetings and it contains the
following components: A trapezoid table and chairs, Laptops
for every participant with adequate software’s for the JAR
meeting (doc software and Microsoft Visio Professional 2016),
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Name cards for every participant, Smart whiteboard and
projector in order to create a collaborative environment in JAR
meeting, A shared printer in network which is connected to
every participant in the JAR meetings, Wireless Access Point.
The arrangement of the trapezoid table based on the JAR
Method is presented in the following:


In the front of the trapezoid table shall be placed, smart
whiteboard and projector.



In the top-left side of the JAR meeting room shall be
placed a wireless access point.



In the bottom-right side of the JAR meeting room shall
be placed a shared printer.



In the beginning part of the trapezoid table shall be
placed a laptop for the JAR Facilitator, a laptop for the
JAR Presenter (the system analyst) which shall present
the Information System based on the functional and
non-functional requirements document and the
Integrated Conceptual Model, and two laptops for the
JAR scribes.







In the end part of the trapezoid table, in the right side
shall be placed two laptops for the client `Top
Management, while in the left side shall be placed two
laptops for the contractor `Top Management.
The right side of the trapezoid table is different for
Units JAR meetings and Final JAR meeting: In the right
side of the trapezoid table in Units JAR meetings shall
be placed laptops for the participants from the client
side; near of the top management shall be placed Users
than the IT team and in the end the Managers. If the
Unit JAR meeting is holding for the information system
which shall be developed in-house than in the end part
of the trapezoid table shall be placed two laptops for the
`Top Management who shall be in the role of the
contractor and client; near of the Top Management shall
be the Users than the Unit Managers whereas, the IT
Team and IT Managers shall be in the role of the
contractor. Whereas, in the right side of the trapezoid
table in Final JAR meetings shall be placed laptops for
the participants from the client side; near of the top
management shall be placed the IT team and IT
Managers shall be in the role of the contractor.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper is proposed a theoretical method Joint
Approval Requirements (JAR), which is for review and
approve the system requirements in the JAR meetings with
client. This JAR method is ready for scholars to validate during
the system analysis and design phase through Mixed Method
Case Study by using the Sequential Exploratory Design
(QUAL→ quan) [10], [11]. This design stand for qualitative
data collection and analyzing which are followed by the
quantitative data collection and analysis with the intention of
increasing the findings generalization (Peng, G. C., Nunes, J.
M. B., & Annansingh, F., 2011; Cameron, R., 2009) [11]-[13].
In continues of this study is working on the validation of
the JAR method used during the improvement of the eSchedule system at South East European University, In the end
of the JAR Meetings shall be conducted the Semi-Structured
Interviews with participants to assess their experience related
to this method and the Integrated Framework for Conceptual
Modeling (IFCMod).
[1]

[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

In the left side of the trapezoid table shall be placed
laptops for the participants from the contractor side;
near of the top management shall be placed IT team
than Managers of the IT team.

[9]



Food and Refreshment room shall be near of the JAR
meeting room, approximately 5 minutes by foot.

[11]



Both type of JAR meetings shall be hold in same JAR
meeting room as it is presented in Fig. 1 and 2 but only
participants in the right side of trapezoid table shall be
different for those two types of JAR meetings as it is
presented.

[12]

[10]

[13]
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Abstract—Nowadays, residential mobility (RM) is usually
interconnected with other urban phenomena to give more
realistic and effective to the simulation models in order to
support urban planners and decision makers. Recent RM
research works to describe models from a functional view;
however researchers do less focus in providing software modeling
of their RM applications. Based on this note, the article presents
an agent cellular automata based modeling for advanced RM
applications. The proposed modeling contains six models based
on UML 2.0 diagrams which models parts of the system from
different views. The work could be of interest for specialists
(researchers, designers and developers) when modeling advanced
RM applications.
Keywords—Residential mobility, multi agent systems, cellular
automata; urban modeling

I.

INTRODUCTION

Residential mobility (RM) is a very complex phenomenon
that had first been studied as an independent system. This
tendency is the classical point of view. However, the present
tendency is focusing on to interconnect residential mobility
with other urban phenomena with which it could give more
realistic and effectiveness to the based simulation computer
models in order to supporting urban planning and decision
making. For example, authors of [1]-[4] had developed
simulation’s models integrating residential mobility, housing
choice, population growth and land use change in order to
simulate residential mobility for different duration of years.
Such research works of residential mobility do describe
models from a functional view. They describe equations,
functions, algorithms that run and simulate models. However,
what could be noticed is that scholars do less focus on
providing software modeling of their residential mobility’
applications. Departing from this notice, this article propose a
novel agent cellular automata based modeling for advanced
residential mobility applications. This work gets benefit from
development and coding experiments and apprehension of
existent simulation models [1], [2], [5], [6].
Residential mobility, housing choice, population growth
and land use dynamics are urban processes to be modeled;
modeling such urban processes is not a simple task. Author of
[7] had reported that a great part of challenge is the modeling
of interconnections of urban processes that are resulting in a
complex spatial and dynamic behavior. To contribute in
overcoming this challenge, a novel modeling is proposed
which answers to how to model land use, population of an
urban area and their dynamics and how to interconnect the four

mentioned urban processes in order to keep track of the outputs
of the simulation over a calendar of time.
The paper is structured as follows: the work is put firstly
into its context by presenting some related conventional and
advanced RM models; secondly, it outlines specifications of
advanced RM models, justifies the use of agent cellular
automata approach and then presents the proposed novel
modeling with its sub-models. Finally, a conclusion is given to
highlight usefulness of this model for boosting modeling,
coding and development of residential mobility applications.
II.

CLASSICAL AND ADVANCED RM MODELS

Residential mobility is a topic of large concern to urban
researchers [8]-[14]. It concentrates on causes, effects and
statistic rates of households’ relocation decision of an urban
area. A good understanding of causes, effects and rates would
be of great help for urban planners and decisions makers.
Residential mobility models could be classified on two
categories conventional and advanced models. Conventional
models [9], [15]-[17] are concentrating on rates of mobility for
different households categories. It uses generally cross
sectional census data and tries to answer to questions such as
why an urban area is representing a big rate of mobility, why a
member or household category move frequently. These studies
are limited in goals, and focus only on understanding drivers
and effects of residential mobility for a given urban area.
With advancement in computer algorithms and GIS spatial
analysis, advanced residential mobility models are gradually
replacing conventional models. These models combine in
addition to residential mobility other urban processes such as
housing choice, urban growth, transport system, etc. [18], [19]
[3], [4]. Models of this category use series of socioeconomic
census data, households’ census data, demographic data and
spatial data. Models of these complex systems could be
constructed only if urban systems are considered as spatial,
dynamic, self-organizing and computational systems.
III.

SPECIFICATION OF ADVANCED RM MODELS

Residential mobility is a phenomenon that takes place in an
urban city over a calendar of years. Households could decide
yearly to move from one location to another. When they decide
to move, then subsequently they decide to choose a new
housing. Decision of relocation is an algorithm that uses
households’ learning census data and decides if a given
household desire to move to a new housing or not. After
decision of relocation comes Housing Choice which is also an
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algorithm that uses socioeconomic census data and urban
planning data such as properties and quality of housing and
neighborhood and give each household the capability to choose
from a selection of housings a better one. Structure of land use
of the City could change yearly e.g., new built-up area, new
industrial area etc. Change of infrastructure between two
successive years could be introduced manually using planned
infrastructure data or automatically using land use prediction
algorithms. Planned infrastructure data are generally plans of
new constructions of a City for a horizon of years e.g., 10
years. Land use prediction is an algorithm that uses series of
past aerial or satellite imagery and then predicts land use
change of next years. Population growth could be seen as an
engine for residential mobility. Population grows, in fact
households, for one reason or another (birth of a member,
death of a member, employment, marriage, departure etc.).
Population growth is also an algorithm that uses learning
statistic and demographic data of households of the City and
project next households’ generations. Based on this
description, the oncoming model has to give answers on how to
model the urban space, population and their dynamics over a
calendar of time. More specifically, the model has to keep track
of households’ movements, population growth, land use
dynamics. So it could for each given year computes statistics
data about mobility, population growth and urban expansion
etc. The City should be considered as a result of interaction of
individual smallest units i.e., households and spatial units
particularly housings. In fact, the oncoming model will be a
virtualization of the City where households interact with the
environment e.g., districts and make residential actions such as
relocation or housing choice. The interaction could not be done
with a top-down approach; the need for a bottom-up approach
is arisen. Next section will be devoted to discuss the utility of
Agent Based Modeling and Cellular Automata bottom-up
approaches.
IV.

WHY AGENT CELLULAR AUTOMATA APPROACH

The City where urban processes take place, could be
represented by two layers, one for individual households which
move and choose housings, and the other for infrastructure
units such as housings, transport segment, green space etc. to
model urban processes, researchers have used a number of
approaches which can be generally classified in two categories:
top-down and bottom-up models as mentioned in [12].
With the continuous development of computer model, the
bottom-up models have gradually replaced the top-down
models in modeling urban dynamics. In a bottom-up approach,
systems are considered as result of all smallest units’ actions.
Among these bottom-up approaches, cellular automata (CA)
have been widely used for modeling and simulating
infrastructure layer of urban areas [5], [20]-[23]. CA to project
spatial forms of an urban area, it abstracts land field using a
lattice of discrete cells, and presents the overall behavior from
simple local rules. However, “bottom-up” CA models cannot
incorporate decision of urban actors (e.g., households) and CA
cells cannot move in space. This is why Multi-Agent Systems
(MAS) are receiving currently much attention in urban
modeling [24]-[27]. MAS could analyze potential actors of
urban systems in the real world. MAS consist of a number of
“agents” able to model interaction between humans and their

environment, and can make choices and decisions in response
to this interaction. Individual behavior of these agents
determines the behavior of the entire system. None of these
approaches could solely represent the two layers (infrastructure
layer and layer of urban actors e.g., households). A good
modeling approach is a mixture of CA and MAS approaches.
CA will represent urban space and its smallest units e.g.,
housings, transport segment, green space etc. MAS will
represent actors of the urban space such as individual
households or organizations.
V.

THE PROPOSED MODELLING

The proposed modeling contains six models based UML
2.0 diagrams which model parts of the system from different
views. All models have designed using Entreprise architect
[28]. The first four models describe land use, population and
their dynamics. The fifth model describe how interconnection
of residential mobility, housing choice, land use change and
population growth processes is done. The last one describe the
structure of the main objects of the system which are the
composite’ objects responsible of tracking snapshots of the
system over time.
A. Land use representation
To represent land use, a Cellular automaton based model is
designed as in Fig. 1. Its basics elements are cells, states and
2D grid. Each cell will represent a spatial unit of the studied
land use. Each cell has a state that represents soil occupancy.
CA states number is finite and it is determined based on the
classification of the studied land area. Each cell which is
identified by geographic position (x and y) has neighbors
depending on the neighborhood’s type (e.g. Van Neumann,
Moore, etc.) or neighborhood’s range (e.g., range = 400 meter).
The method transitTo (States) describe how a cell transit from
a current state to another. The Grid class is a composition of
Cell class. After code generation, the Grid will contain a
LinkedList collection <Cell> to store all cells representing the
land use. The State Collection is a composite of CA states.
After code generation, State Collection will contain a
LinkedList collection <State> to store states of the studied
system. The CA model is generic and extensible, new derived
models could be created depending on specification of newly
studied land use in terms of CA states number, CA transition
rules and land use map format etc.
B. Population representation
To represent population of the studied, an agent based
model is designed as in Fig. 2. The central element of the MAS
model is the Household (HH). This later is composed of one
householder and many members. The HH lives in a Housing
that is located in a cell of the Grid. The MAS model reuses an
existent MAS framework (e.g., JADE). Thus, the HH extends a
MAS agent of an extern framework. As result, each HH of the
population is represented by a MAS agent which is
interconnected with its correspondent housing.
C. Population dynamics
To represent population dynamics, the following model in
Fig. 3 is proposed. The model describes how to track
population generations of a studied area over a calendar of
years in order to establish an observatory of population growth
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but also an observatory of population movements. Each
Household is stored with a unique identifier. Population class
is a composition of Household class. After code generation,
population class will contain a map collection
Map<id,Household> to store all Households of a given time
step.

means in other words that the PopulationArchive contains all
population
generations.
After
code
generation,
PopulationArchive
will
contain
a
collection
Map<iteration,Popuation> to store each population generation
with its specific iteration. Depending on models, first
population at time t0 comes from census data. Next generations
of populations are projected using projection algorithms and
learning demographic data.

Each Population is stored with a given iteration.
PopulationArchive is a composition of Population class which
class CA
«interface»
Cellable
+
+
+
+

getNeighbors(int): ArrayList<Cell>
getNeighbors(string): ArrayList<Cell>
getNeighbors(long): ArrayList<Cell>
transitTo(State): void

Grid

«realize»

Cell
-

-

heigh: int
width: int

+
+

load(File): int
save(): int

1

x: int
y: int

*

*
1
State Collection
State
-

code: int
color: int[3]
name: string

+
1 +

add(State): int
get(int): State s

File has a specific
format, it represents the
urban space using CA
state codes. We could
use know file format
e.g., ASCII, GeoTiff or
Raster format.

*

Fig. 1. CA model.
class Population
MAS agent

Household
-

id: int

live in
1
Housing

1

1

located in
1
1
Householder
Cell

*
Member

Fig. 2. MAS model.
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class PopulationDynamics
Population

MAS agent
Household
-

id: int

*

1

-

iteration: int

+
+
+

add(Household): int
get(int): Household
remove(int): int

PopulationArchive class could be used solely or
with coordination of
DBMS or with CSV file to stock reference'
Population and forecast Populations at different
iterations of a calendar of years

PopulationArchiv e
+
+
+

add(Population): int
populationAt(int): population
remove(int): int

Fig. 3. Population growth model.

class CADynamics
LUmap

Grid
-

heigh: int
width: int

+
+

load(File): int
save(): int

-

iteration: int

+
+

load(File): int
save(): int

*

PopulationArchive class could be used solely
or with coordination of
DBMS or with CSV file to stock reference'
Population and forecast Populations at
different iterations of a calendar of years

1
LUmapArchiv e
+
+
+

add(LUmap): int
get(int): LUmap
remove(int): int

Fig. 4. Land use dynamics model.

D. Land use dynamics
To represent land use dynamics, the model in Fig. 4 is
proposed. The model describes how to track land use dynamics
of a studied area over a calendar of years. LUmap class extends
Grid class. Thus LUmap will represent soil occupancy of the
studied area in a given iteration. LUmapCollection is a
composite of many LUmap. A Land use map at time ti will
change in ti+1. So to track evolution of land use for a calendar

of years, LUmapCollection will use a map collection of
LUmap instances Map<iteration, LUmap> to store LUmaps,
each one with its specific iteration. As result, dynamics of land
use is archived from its first year of simulation till last year.
Depending on models, first LUmaps that represents soil
occupancy of the studied area could be loaded from a file with
a specific or known format e.g. ASCII, GeoTIFF, Raster or
Vector format. Next LUmaps are forecasted using algorithms
and
learning
socioeconomic
and
spatial
data.
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act Processes' interconnection

initialize t=1,
tmax=Nyears

LUmap(t-1)

LUmap(t)

LUC module

LUmap(t+1)
Demographic data

HHs(t)

HH proj ection

HHs(t+1)
HHs(t+1)
«iterativ e»

Residential actions

Relocation

[no]
want
relocate ?

find ?
Housing choice

[yes]

[no]

[yes]

Effectiv e change of
Housing

t++

t<tmax ?
[yes]
[no]

Fig. 5. Process interconnection’s model.
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obj ect Composite obj ects' structure
:Cell
x=0
y=0
:LUmap
iteration = 1

:Cell
y=1
x=0

:LUmapArchiv e

:Cell

:LUmap

x = ...
y = ...

iteration = 2

:Cell
:LUmap

x = height-1
y = widht-1

iteration = ...

:LUmap
iteration = N

:Household
id = 1

:Population
iteration = 1
:Household
id = 2
:PopulationArchiv e
:Population
iteration = 2

:Household
id = ...

:Population
:Household
iteration = ...
id = M
:Population
iteration = N

Fig. 6. Structure of composite’ objects.

E. Processes’ interconnection
The model encapsulates four algorithms. To model their
interconnection, the model in Fig. 5 is proposed. It describes
object and control flow between algorithms which are
represented by action entities. It is assumed that maps at time t0
and t1, population at time t1, demographic data indexes and
census data are already loaded in the model. The model iterates
for number of years previously parametered. In each iteration ti
the model begins by LUC module then HH projection to
forecast HH at time ti+1. LUC module could predict structure of
next LUmaps from past LUmaps using prediction algorithms;
however, in case of simulation based scenarios, next LUmaps
could be parameterized manually in the model. The remaining
expansion region will be executed for each HH from the list of
HHs at time ti+1. Relocation algorithm computes for each

household relocation propensity. Housing choice algorithm
explores the neighborhood and look for the best suitable
housing. All HH agents are fed by these residential actions. If
a HH decide to relocate based on relocation propensity, and
found a suitable housing then it will effectively change its
housing.
F. Structure of composite’ objects
To represent objects’ structure of the system, the model in
the Fig. 6 is proposed, which depicts only composite objects.
The model of the system contains one LUmapArchive which
manage many LUmap objects. Each of which is a snapshot of
the Land use at a given time. Each LUmap object contains a
large number of Cell objects. Similarly, PopulationArchive
contains many population objects. Each of which is a snapshot
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of the population at a precise time. Each population object
contains a large number of Household objects.
VI.

[10]

CONCLUSION

The paper presented related research works of residential
mobility, which are classified on two main categories: the
classical residential mobility models which are limited in goals
in contrast to advanced residential mobility models that are
more realistic and effective thanks to the integration of many
urban processes. It outlined also specifications of advanced
residential mobility applications which should be capable
firstly of tracking households’ mobility, households’ growth,
households’ housing’ choice and land use dynamics over a
calendar of years and secondly of interconnecting urban
processes on a bottom-up approach that give the model its
power of micro simulation.
After that, the paper exposed the new advanced residential
mobility modeling and depicted its way to handle space,
population, and residential actions of individual households.
What is interesting about the model is that it used a bottom-up
mixed approach. The City, in which urban phenomena take
place, is considered as an emerging and auto-organized system
where the global system dynamics are a set of individual
behavior of smallest units i.e., households and housing. The
proposed modeling is of significance and it could be used to
give insights on residential mobility modeling and to boost
modeling, development and coding of ulterior advanced
residential mobility applications. Further works are planned.
The proposed modeling could be improved in a way to support
more the Model View Controller (MVC) architecture. The
proposed modeling is also planned to be the core of a future
residential mobility simulation Framework.
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Abstract—Recently, image mining has opened new
bottlenecks in the field of biomedical discoveries and machine
leaning techniques have brought significant revolution in medical
diagnosis. Especially, classification problem of human cancerous
tissues would assume to be one of the really challenging problems
since it requires very high optimized algorithms to select the
appropriate features from histopathological images of welldifferentiated thyroid cancers. For instance prediction of initial
changes in neoplasm such as hidden patterns of nuclei
overlapping sequences, variations in nuclei structures, distortion
in chromatin distributions and identification of other microarchitectural behaviors would provide more meticulous
assistance to doctors in early diagnosis of cancer. In-order to
mitigate all above stated problems this paper proposes a novel
methodology so called “Intelligent Diagnostic System for Nuclei
Structural Classification of Thyroid Cancerous and NonCancerous Tissues” which classifies nuclei structures and
cancerous behaviors from medical images by using proposed
algorithm Auto_Tissue_Analysis. Overall methodology of
approach is comprised of four layers. In first layer noise
reduction techniques are used. In second layer feature selection
techniques are used. In third layer decision model is constructed
by using random forest (tree based) algorithm. Finally result
visualization and performance evaluation is done by using
confusion matrix, precision and recall measures. The overall
classification accuracy is measured about 74% with 10-k fold
cross validation.
Keywords—Machine learning; decision
clustering; classification; cancer cells

I.

support

system;

INTRODUCTION

Recently Image mining has become one of the wellestablished research area(s) of (ML) machine learning and
(AI) artificial intelligence based techniques are vastly used in
healthcare industry to facilitate doctors during the diagnostic
and prognostic process of various kinds of malignant diseases
such as breast cancer, lung cancer, thyroid cancer and so on.
This paper addresses the classification problem of welldifferentiated thyroid cancerous and non-cancerous cells of
human tissues, which are carefully and systematically
acquired from DICOM (Digital Communication in Medicine)
images (Fig. 1). As per general observation, the misdiagnosis
is one of the leading causes for rapid proliferation of cancer
incidences among the world population and various related

research approaches [1], [2] and [4] have been seen to reduce
the chances of miss-diagnosis. All above stated approaches are
providing very nice services to solve the classification
problem of thyroid cancer. Since the prediction of initial
changes in neoplasm, such as hidden patterns of nuclei
overlapping sequences, variations in nuclei structures,
distortion in chromatin distribution of human cells and other
micro- architectural behaviours would provide more
meticulous assistance to doctors in early diagnosis cancer. By
considering above stated problems, this paper proposes a data
preparation algorithm so called Auto_Tissue_Analysis which
has to perform three task (1) NSA (Nuclei Seed
Approximation) because gradient base techniques generate
multiple seeds due to existence of high intensities at multiple
places between single object. (2) TSA (Tissue Structure
Approximation) function that helps to find out the minimum
mean distances between the nuclei seed points on a distance
matrix where particular arrangement of nuclei specifies a
particular point based sequences to declare a thyroid cancer
type. For example, anaplast cancers [Fig. 1(d)] are most
aggressive cancers and consists upon the defused set of nuclei
having varying distances at nuclei structural level and
papillary carcinoma nuclei structures are likely to be found as
finger like shapes, but it become more confused [Fig. 1(b)]
when these features are presented with thyroid insular
carcinoma. Every cancer is treated with different therapies,
since it is very essential to know the cancer type for proper
prognosis of cancer and restoration of human health. (3) NFST
(Nuclei Feature Selection Tray) function avoids manual object
cropping and it helps to selects the appropriate behaviours
from every DICOM image. In-order to mitigate all above
stated issues this paper offers a CAD (Computer Added
Diagnostic) system so called “Intelligent Diagnostic System
for Nuclei Structural Classification of Thyroid Cancerous and
Non-Cancerous Tissues” to provide assistance to doctors by
recommending a second systematic opinion. The system
classifies cancerous and non-cancerous nuclei by considering
a system generated decision variable used as sub-class label
attribute in every observation. Since the system generated
recommendations provides more precise assistance to doctors
to understand the hidden behaviours of cytological material
which may enable the doctors to address the all types of
thyroid cancer as stated above.
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Fig. 1. Complex nuclei structures (a) Follicular (b) mixed papillary (c) papillary (d) anaplast cancers.

The methodology of proposed system comprises upon four
layers and each layer is responsible to interact with each other.
First two layers are responsible for data preparation. In first
layer; noise reduction and classification of nuclei sequences
are performed, in second layer auto-feature selection and autofeature extraction are done, in third layer classification model
have been constructed by using random forest tree based
algorithm and in fourth layer the classification accuracy have
been shown.
This paper is organized in several sections. Section one is
used to describe introduction of this paper, related works are
presented in section two, methodology is defined in section
three, results are presented in section four and discussion
&conclusion is discussed in section five whereas future work
is presented in section six.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Classification of histopathological DICOM (Digital
Communication in Medicine) images is of one the active
research area(s) of ML (Machine Learning) and many
approaches have been proposed to solve the classification
problem of malignant diseases. This paper proposes an
approach which is considered as productive modelling for
thyroid disease classification in the domain of machine
learning. Some of the related works have been presented as
bellow.
A Comparison of different three ML (Machine Learning)
algorithm [1] such like artificial neural network, decision tree
and logistic regression were proposed to classify follicular
thyroid cancer. This paper proposes an algorithm
[Auto_Tissue_Analysis] to decide about the sub- class label
attribute and used as decision variable and it is capable to
identify all the types of thyroid cancer nuclei groves /
structures, since DICOM structure identification at microarchitectural level would provide more refine results. Random
forest tree base machine learning technique is used to classify
cancerous and non-cancerous nuclei systematically with
support of fully automated phenomena. A system [2] was
proposed to classify cancerous thyroid disease tissues.
Convolutional neural network based machine learning
technique was used. In every DICOM image nuclei is key
building block component and we approximate overlapped

nuclei octo-edge distance value analysis compared with the
equal to the size of neighbour set of nuclei. In most of
approaches gradient base techniques have been used in
segmentation stages, such kind of process would generate
more than one centroids for each nuclei due to high intensity
levels of pixels in nuclei regions. Proposed pre-processing
algorithm selects the coordinates by considering size of each
nuclei as per minimal set of edges between the set of
neighbouring nuclei, if more than one edges are detected
because of overlapping, regions are broken by measuring the
historical data existing in the same DICOM image.
A comparison [3] of three machine learning techniques
was proposed to classify the thyroid papillary cancer such as
K-NN, Naive Bayesian and VPRS-CMR. In segmentation
phase Otsu method is used and global level features were
acquired. Micro-architectural level of nuclei detection would
enhance the results and it provides more assistance to
construct an unsupervised classification model for structure
analysis.
A system [4] for thyroid cancer classification was
presented and decision model was constructed by using
support vector machine. As per their shown results malignant
lesions lies between 0.97-80, P<.0001. In proposed preprocessing algorithm, the size of every nuclei is quantified
with central location and compared with the nearer location by
using unsupervised classification of nuclei structural states
kwon as decision variable.
Using ultrasound images thyroid disease classification
system [5] was proposed. Local binary patterns (LBP) base
features were acquired through ROI (region of interest) feature
selection was performed. There are certain limitations are
associated with pixel base manual ROIs since the user may
lose the important information of the content due human
handling movements.
A system [6] was proposed for thyroid cancer and Otsu
threshold was used to segment the nuclei from DICOM
images. Using proposed method nuclei objects were detected
by considering the nuclei rings and decision model is
constructed for identification of set of nuclei grooves and use
different levels of feature with the assistance of colour
movements in DICOM image.
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In an approach [7] six support vector machines were used
to acquire ROI based features for thyroid disease using
ultrasound images. All above stated approaches are providing
very nice services but most of them consider thyroid cancer
classification problem [8]-[13] at abstract levels, since thyroid
disease classification may be more efficiently solved by
considering the nuclei seed analysis, tissue structure analysis
and nuclei feature selection tray, because structure
identification needs special technique to understand nuclear
grooves and arrangement of nuclei sequences, overlapping and
other behaviours have significant importance in cancerous cell
diagnosis. In literature thyroid follicular, medullary, papillary
cancers have been classified. This paper proposes a novel
technique which offers generalize algorithms for diagnosis of
all thyroid cancers by proposing [Auto_Tissue_Analysis]
algorithm which identifies all types of nuclei structures and
other behaviours as stated above. Thus it is necessary to
acquire the unsupervised classification by considering the
nuclei regions / manual cropping with automated procedure,
because manual cropping may select extra or less features
from the regions DICOM [8]-[10] image. Secondly, follicular
[14], [15], medullary, papillary sub cancer types have been
classified in literature, whereas our proposed approach also
classifies anaplastic and benign cancerous cells and tissues.
III.

METHODOLOGY

The proposed approach is basically a predictive modelling
in machine learning and deals with the classification problem
of the histopathological cancerous cells and tissues that are
taken from the DICOM images of FNAB [17], [18], and [19].
Using proposed methodology; thyroid papillary, follicular,
anaplast and benign cancerous cells have been quantified. Due
to the complexities of different nuclei staining materials (such
as H, E, Biomarkers and so on) that are being used by
cytologists to label the nuclei and to observe the heterogynous
behaviours of nuclei such as different shapes, sizes, colour
schemes, structures because micro architectural structures are
observed always with dissimilar patterns. The methodology of
proposed system (Fig. 2) is divided into four interconnected
layers where each layer is assigned several inputs to interact
with each other. In first layer; edges of nuclei are detected
with support of noise reduction techniques and regions are
formed, in second layer unsupervised classification of nuclei
structures is performed by using seed analysis and auto-feature
selection is done by NFST (Nuclei Feature Selection Tray). A
decision variable S is derived from the nuclei sequences by
using our proposed algorithm so called Auto_Tissue_Analysis
[Algorithm 1]. In third layer classification model is
constructed by using random forest tree based algorithm and
in fourth layer the classification accuracy have been measured.
Proposed pre-processing algorithm [Auto_Tissue_Analysis] is
fully automated algorithm and it classifies the cancerous and
non-cancerous nuclei derived from mimic, mix and confused
pattern of DICOM images of FNAB. since these microarchitectural components produces lots of confusions related
to nuclei structures, because nuclei sequences have significant
importance to declare specific anatomical class of thyroid
cancers such as well-differentiated, un-differentiated, poorly
differentiated and benign as a global ontology of cancers.

Layer 1: Noise Reduction & formation of regions

For example well differentiated cancer class consists upon
the follicular, papillary and other types of cancers. Papillary
class can be further subdivided into papillary tall cell
carcinoma, glass ground appearance of cells [Fig. 1(c)] and so
on.
A. Noise Reduction
Set of Nuclei groves contain sufficient information to
classify despite of having heterogynous behaviours and
shapes. In literature lots of noise reduction techniques have
been proposed. Some of them use image segmentation
techniques (such as Watershed, Graph-cut, Super pixels and so
on) meanwhile our technique is motivated from the graph-cut
segmentation because colour information found in DICOM
images is really important for doctors during the diagnostic
process traditionally. For example in [Fig. 1(a-d)] lots of noise
is persisting and nuclei sequences are heterogynous,
especially; [Fig. 1(b)] is very difficult to interpret traditionally
either it is belonging to papillary cancer class or other classes.
Evidently; on applying of graph-cut segmentation algorithm,
we observed that most significant object were detected as
fore-ground and the remaining objects were removed as background (Fig. 3). This phenomena is not only supporting to
reduce the noise but also efficient to saved time and space
complexities.
B. Grey Scale Conversion
For further image analysis [20], [21], DICOM images were
converted into binary form, we use adaptive threshold
algorithm as shown in [Fig. 4(a)] to covert the image into
binary format. Since the Otsu method has several advantages
in binary representation of medical image [22] because
clustering base unsupervised classification of each pixel p=
{
+ have to be represented as an object known
The method follows the weighted pixels corresponding to
either one or zero class as presented in (1) and (2).
( )

∑

()

(1)
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Fig. 2. Intelligent diagnostic system for nuclei structural classification of thyroid cancerous and non-cancerous tissues workflow.

∑
()
(6)
Canny edge detection algorithm was used to find out the
edges of all nuclei, since geometrical and morphological
features have great importance in machine learning to let the
classifier learn about the possible shapes of different objects
as shown in [Fig. 4(b)] where each object is considered as
region. Since the pixel base orientation is not enough to
represent a medical component, therefore regions [Fig. 4(b)]
are useful tool to apply further operations such as extracted
centroid may be used for further operations as per Fig. 6.

Fig. 3. Noise Reduction using graph-cut segmentation

Layer 2: Structure identification and feature selection
Appropriate Nuclei seed approximation is required to find
out the spatial coordinates such as x and y but at pixel level
the energy of the pixel may be found from 0 to 255. If we fix
some of the ranges of DICOM images intensities we may find
more the one point for each class, since our algorithm
considers every nuclei as a region, detected by using canny
edge detection algorithm in following way.

(3)

1) Nuclei Seed Approximation (NSA)
Proposed nuclei separation technique is inspired from the
LBP (Linear Binary Patterns) at regional levels because there
are several limitations associated with gradient base
techniques because due to same intensity threshold may detect
multiple cancroids for same nuclei such as DNA feature
measuring algorithm. Let’s consider a ring is created around
the nuclei using canny edge detection so called region of
interest and we have to acquire the radius of all regions [Fig.
5].

So two regions may be constructed for classification of
pixels and some regions would be appeared with the pixels
having the value 1 whereas others may be represented with 0
quantity as shown in (4), (5) and (6)] where mean values are
potted to visualize the w 0+ w 1 =
and w0+w1=1

Above expression is plotted with eight points on the
detected edges [23] region ROI= {
+
where radius of each nuclei is the result of cross correlation
and division of opposite points as per following equations [(7),
(8) and (9)].

Fig. 4. (a) image banalization using adaptive threshold (b) Canny edge
detection (c) Nuclei clusters

( )

∑

()

(2)

The covariance of these corresponding pixel classes would
be represented as per (3), where each label has significant
impact upon the generated pixels.
( )

( )
( )

( )

∑
∑

( )

()
()

( )

( )

(4)
(5)

∑

(

)

(7)
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Fig. 5. Seeds extraction process.

*

+

(8)

+
Where Radius= *
*
+
8
(9)
*
+
*
+
The father analysis on these seeds is performed in
(Section 3.4) to visualize the probabilities of different cancer
sequences.
2) Tissue Structure Approximation (TSA)
DICOM distance matrix (Fig. 6) is very useful tool to
measure the pixel coordinates where individual distances of
each nuclei are considered by using dot product of spatial
location x and y. By summarizing all the distances of nuclei
and constructing a decision model to find out the nuclei
sequences designated as S would assist to find the optimal
sequences of nuclei. Since the optimal values of ( ) may be
quantified which lies between
*
+
distances of pixels of each object by considering edges of each
nuclei. The ideal central location of each nuclei in DICOM
dataset D is lying between the
locations of ( ), which
may be detected by considering the mean pixel values on
gradient of every geometrical shape of nuclei. After acquiring
the K values of each location the same may be separated by
considering every nuclei as a partition. For example DICOM
datasets with
number of nuclei could be considered in
same group lies between locations 1….n but the central point
is more significant to separate piece of medical image in an
automated process. We may analyse k values of n objects
designated as spatial location as decision variable and that
may consider the clustering points by the adjustment of k
clusters. Since the DICOM nuclei structures is an study of
nuclei connected components could be used as decision
variable S and central points would be assumed as following
notation eq(12), where sk deviation of distances could
achieved as global impact of clusters.
∑

(10)

The global impact of all clusters’ distortions is given by
the quantity
∑
(11)
The function of f (k) becomes optimal for DICOM
structure as per following notation eq. (12).

(12)

( )
{

Fig. 6. Distance matrix by using x, y location of nuclei.

In the above equation
are the number of attributes in
decision matrix where is the weighted distance points such
as papillary structures with mean distances of <0.30, follicular
with <0.40, anaplastic cancers <0.40 and benign with <0.50
>0.70. Above 0.70 values were eliminated due to no
significant set of object could be considered for partition as a
DICOM structure class. In results section [Fig. 8] is shown to
represent the distance matrix and [Fig. 9] is visualized to show
the optimum percentage of split for each DICOM decision
variable.
3) Nuclei Feature Selection Tray (NFST) algorithm
Manual selection of ROI (region of interest) and cropping
image into sub-images as feature selection is labours work and
there are number of limitations are associated with manual
cropping / ROIs because user may select reduce set of features
or human handling may not crop properly. Thus there are fare
chances for the loss of useful information. NFST (Nuclei
Feature Selection Tray) algorithm avoids manual cropping and
ROI (region of interest) of nuclei selection, thus lots of
laborious work of feature selection is saved in terms of time
and complexity. Besides we have presented results of our
approach from the perspective of feature selection in Fig. 6 so
called Nuclei Feature Selection Tray (NFST) algorithm. Let’s
consider every DICOM image is consisting upon the several
number of nuclei where
*
+ on
feature vector space. The spatial coordinates at this stage are
really challenging to separate because overlapping of nuclei
does not allow finding individual nuclei from a set of nuclei.
At this stage we recorded sizes of each object and
approximated the overlapped nuclei size by constructing
spatial boundaries between the nuclei to count them as closed
individual object. After acquiring the individual set of nuclei
as objects we recorded colour movements with RGB mean
values. Due to in-availability of such datasets for DICOM
images of FNAB, we prepared our own datasets for training
and testing purposes. The datasets comprise upon RGB
movements [24]-[26] of nuclei, sizes, shapes and sub-class
(SC) decision derived from (Section 3.3), which provides
second opinion to doctors that what is the structure of
particular DICOM image.
Therefore central point p of nuclei in a DICOM image is
unique location containing x, y may be represented by using
distance matrix (Fig. 6) where distance of each nuclei may be
measured by using the [(13) and (14)] where height (h) and
width (w) may be cropped with by considering the central
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point known as seed.

IV.
∑
(

( )
( )

)

*

( (

)

)

(13)
(14)

Fig. 7. Auto Nuclei Feature Selection Tray (NFST) for diagnosis.

Layer 3: Classification of nuclei
A wide variety of machine learning algorithms is available
since the feature engineering needs special contributions to
select the related observations from the medical images. This
research uses random forest machine learning algorithm for
classification of cancerous disease because tree base
algorithms have been found with higher rank relationships and
deep decision advantages.
Let’s suppose medical image dataset D contains a number
)+
of significant class instances designated as
*(
to construct a decision model by using the aggregated
measured variables fitted values during the training phase by
considering the
feature in terms of deep decision trees
based upon the aggregated permutation functions since the out
of bag errors have been used to represent overall trees.
*(
̂

∑

(

)+
́)

RESULTS

Fig. 7 is plotted to present the results of fully automated
object separation process where each nuclei is fully cropped
without human interaction. In Fig. 8, Column 4 is describing
the presentation of distance matrix quantities in a leaner set of
nuclei sequences, where each nearer colour have been plotted
in blue spectrum to form the identity matrix whereas deviated
values on an identity matrix are presented with different
colour scales ranging from 120-540 colour schemes where
most blue colour is object value. Pre-process method have
been illustrated in Fig. 8 where column 1 is showing input
image and column 2 demonstrates TSA estimation where each
most probable centre of normal and abnormal nuclei is
detected. Further pre-processing of initial guess about the
spatial locations have been depicted in column 3 where group
of nuclei / nuclei grooves have been captured with the
assistance of NSA algorithm. Column 4 presents the results of
extracted nuclei for measuring the nuclei grooves and
sequences to determine the class label of particular image.
Four type of object threshold have been observed deeply by
the proposed algorithm to determine the structure of nuclei
sequences such as Papillary class <0.30 with k-distances and
finger like structure, Follicular class <0.40 with k-distances
having random distances, Anaplast class <0.50 with kdistances with random vector spaces and values of <0.60
having k-distances shows un-known class in Dataset D.

(15)
(16)

In (16) and (17) ̂ variable is used to represent the
cancerous and non-cancerous disease where x is the collection
of formulized weighted and associated variables designated as
W. the rest of function have assigned several number of class
label attributes to classify by considering the highest level of
tree base ranks.
̂

∑

∑

(

́)

∑

( ∑

(

́ ))

(17)

Layer 4: Performance Evaluation
In performance evaluation we use confusion matrix
(Table 1). The classifier was trained by parsing total number
of 602 observations, we selected 60% for training and 40% for
testing purposes, where (Table 2) 218 instances were
classified as true positive out of 301 and 813 instances were
classifies as true positive out of 857 instances. The precision
(18) and recall (19) was recorded for cancerous classes 83.2%,
73.2% and 91.00%, 94.90% was measured for non-cancerous
classes.
(18)
(19)
(20)

Fig. 8. Pre-process results, Column 1 shows input image, column 2
represents TSA estimation, Column 3 demonstrates group of nuclei / nuclei
grooves, column 4 shows distance matrix estimation developed to determine
the structure of nuclei and column 5 is represents the summary of finding with
class label attribute.
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TABLE. I.

Papillary
Follicular
Anaplast
Benign

CONFUSION MATRIX

Papillary

Follicular

Anaplast

Benign

158
27
25
24

20
145
15
23

25
30
258
24

16
17
26
215

TABLE. II.

CONFUSION MATRIX

CANCEROUS NUCLEI =YES
217
202

CANCEROUS NUCLEI= YES
CANCEROUS NUCLEI = NO

CANCEROUS NUCLEI = NO
70
559

OVERALL ESTIMATED ACCURACY = 74%
TABLE. III.
Raw DICOM
images
20
20
20
20

Papillary
Follicular
Anaplast
Benign

OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

No of Extracted
No of classified
No of missnuclei
Nuclei
classified Nuclei
219
158
61
219
145
74
324
258
66
286
215
71
Overall estimated accuracy = 74%
TABLE. IV.

Approaches
1
2
3
4
5
Our Proposed approach

Precession

Recall

67.52%
71.42%
76.55%
87.46%

72.14%
66.21%
79.63%
75.15%

COMPARISON OF OUR SYSTEM WITH LITERATURE

Image Type
Ultrasound Image
FNAC Images

Cancer Type
Follicular
Follicular

Technique
SVM
SVM

Accuracy
97.50 %
91.00 %

FNAC Images
FNAB Images
FNAC Images
FNAB Images

Medullary
Papillary
Papillary
All Thyroid Cancers

Decision Tree
SVM
SVM
Random forest

98.00%
93.30%
95.00%
74.00%

Fig. 9. Estimated ROC Curve for proposed system.

Confusion matrix (Table 1) show that 158 observations
have been classified for papillary class label attribute and 145
instance have been classified for follicular class whereas 258
instance have been classified for anaplast class label attribute
and 215 observation have been classified for benign class
label attribute. The malignant and non-malignant observations
have been presented in (Table 2) where 217 number of nuclei
observation have been classified as cancerous cells yes and
559 instances of cancerous cells No have been classified by
the classifier. The precision measure for each class such as
papillary, follicular, anaplast and benign were recorded

respectively 67.52%, 71.42, 76.55% and 87.46% whereas
recall measure was approximated, respectively 72.14%,
66.21%, 89.63% and 75.15%. ROC Curve have been shown
in Fig. 9 for overall system performance and measured
classification accuracy (Table 3) of our system is about 74%
with 10-k fold cross validation. Table 4 is presented for
comparison with literature which shows that our proposed
approach classifies all the classes of well-differentiated
thyroid cancers. Overall performance of the pre-process
method have been described in Fig. 8 which show decision
variable after examining the number of detected nuclei,
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number of nucleolus, number of overlaps, number of nuclei
grooves / sequences determined by the algorithm and type of
sequence as P for papillary, F for follicular, A for anaplast
and B for benign class label attribute.
V.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

[2]

Due to the heterogeneous and complex nature of microarchitectural components of histopathological DICOM
(Digital Communication in Medicine) images, automated
nuclei structure identification is one of the significant
problems. Since follicular, medullary, papillary classification
approaches are reported in literature and automated
segmentation with classification of thyroid disease structure is
yet not reported, thus it is direly needed to propose a system to
detect the nuclei groves by considering micro-architectural
component analysis as a decision output or sub-class label
attribute (such as well differentiated, poorly differentiated and
benign cancers) followed by constructing a classification
model for thyroid cancer variants. This paper proposes an
automated computer based decision support system as second
opinion to doctors which may enrich the assistance during the
diagnostic process of cancer. Finally reproducibility of results
would assume to be one of the convinced advantages to save
the precious time and finance of the patients. This paper
proposes a novel methodology for nuclei structure
identification which selects the most significant DICOM
(Digital Communication in Medicine) image behaviours from
thyroid papillary, follicular carcinoma and anaplast cancers by
using our algorithm Auto_Tissue_Analysis which is
combination of our three proposed jobs (1) NSA (Nuclei Seed
Approximation), (2) TSA (Tissue Structure Approximation)
and NFST (Nuclei Feature Selection Tray). Over all
methodology of our approach is comprising upon four layers,
In first layer; noise reduction is by grey scale segmentation,
edges of nuclei are detected, regions are transformed and
nuclei seeds are extracted with respect to edges of every
nuclei, in second layer unsupervised classification of tissue
structures are performed by using the seed analysis and autofeature selection is done. A decision variable is derived from
the nuclei sequences which generates sub-class label attribute
for every cancerous and non-cancerous class. In third layer we
construct the decision model by using random forest (tree
based) algorithm to extract the decision variable dependencies.
Finally result visualization and performance evaluation is
conducted by using confusion matrix, precision and recall
measures respectively. The overall classification accuracy is
measured about 74% with 10-k fold cross validation.
VI.
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FUTURE WORK

There are several types of histopathological DICOM
(Digital Communication in Medicine) images each have its
own properties and behaviours. This research work addresses
the classification problem of thyroid cancer. As a future work;
the different real-world datasets will be trained and tested for
various types of histopathological images of cancers such as
classification of lung cancer, breast cancer, brain cancer,
blood cancer, skin cancers and others. In skin cancer
especially zero derma pigmentosa will be one of the important
dimension because of heterogynous images may contain the
same intensity of nuclei representation.
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Abstract—Sensor nodes located in the vicinity of a static sink
drain rapidly their batteries since they have to carry more traffic
burden. This situation results in network partition, holes as well
as data losses. To mitigate this issue, many research proposed the
use of mobile sink in data collection as a potential solution.
However, due to its speed, the mobile sink has very short
communication time to pick up all data from the sensor nodes
within the network, therefore the sink is forced to return back to
gather the remaining data. In this paper, we propose a new data
collection scheme that aims to decrease the latency and enlarge
the staying time between the mobile sink and the meeting points
that buffer data originated from the other sensor nodes. We have
also handled the case of urgent data so that they can be delivered
without any delay. Our proposed scheme is validated via
extensive simulations using NS2 simulator. Our approach
significantly decreases the latency and prolongs the contact time
between the mobile sink and sensor nodes.
Keywords—Contact time; mobile
networks; meeting point; data gathering

I.

sink;

wireless

sensor

INTRODUCTION

The growth of the micro-electro-mechanical systems
(MEMS) technology as well as wireless communications have
resulted to the development of low-cost, low-power,
multifunctional sensor nodes which are characterized by their
small size and that communicate untethered over short
distances. A wireless sensor network (WSN) is composed of
hundreds of sensor nodes that are distributed over a large area
to monitor and track physical phenomenon like humidity,
temperature, sound and so forth. WSNs have a wide range of
applications such as traffic monitoring [1], patient healthcare
monitoring [2], target tracking [3], indoor living monitoring
[4], localization [5], and many other interesting applications.
In traditional wireless sensor networks, collected data is
forwarded by sensor nodes to a static base station via multihop routing. Nodes located near the static sink bear more
traffic burden, consequently they drain their energy faster than
the other nodes causing the hot spot problem [6], [7] (Fig. 1).
The death of these nodes causes network disconnections, holes
and data losses since the sink will be no more in connection
with the rest of the network.
Sink mobility has been introduced in several works as a
potential solution to overcome the issues cited above. The sink
motion improves the network’s performances such as energy,

connectivity, reliability, security in data collection and many
others benefits.
The remainder of this paper will be organized as follows:
Section 2 presents some advantages and challenges of using
sink mobility, Section 3 presents some related work, Section 4
describes the proposed scheme, Section 5 depicts the results of
our scheme, conclusion and future works are presented in
Section 6.
II.

ADVANTAGES AND CHALLENGES OF SINK
MOBILITY IN DATA GATHERING

A. Enhancement of Network Lifetime
Typical wireless sensor networks use multi-hop routing to
transfer data toward the base station. Nonetheless, sensor
nodes located in the sink’s vicinity deplete their energy
rapidly than the other nodes, leading to network degradation,
disconnection as well as holes. Mobility was introduced to
balance the energy consumption and minimize failures. The
mobile sink moves in the network and pulls data buffered in
sensor nodes that are within its communication range. By
doing so, the multi-hop communication is reduced, and the
traffic forwarding load is spread in the whole network. Several
works have been conducted to decrease the network energy
consumption by using sink mobility. For example, Shrivastava
et al. [8] proposed a technique that consists on repositioning
multiple mobile sinks towards regions with heavy traffic.
Another work was introduced in [9], in which the authors
examined how the mobility of sensor nodes operates in the
wireless sensor network. They concluded that using mobile
sensors results in better energy saving.
B. Reliability
As the number of hops increases, the probability of
transmission errors as well as data losses increases too. A
reliable data transmission is ensured by the use of mobile sink,
this is because sensor nodes located near the sink’s trajectory
upload their data directly through fewer hops.
C. Security
Since the mobile sink keeps on changing its location
around the sensor field, the chances of being attacked by
external adversaries, and overhearing the collected
information is decreased. In an attempt to avoid the injection
of fake data, authors [10] proposed a random data collection
scheme to protect the mobile sink from being tracked and
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becoming the target of attacks. The random motion of the sink
keeps its location private and hard to track or predict. The
mobile sink moves randomly around the network, and collects
the sensed data stored in sensor nodes.
D. Coverage and Connectivity
Coverage has a great impact on WSN performances. It is
one of the most important measurements in quality of service
(Qos). Random deployment of sensor nodes, environmental
disasters, presence of obstacles and power depletion of nodes
all result in coverage holes. These holes may cause network
dysfunction and interruption, which disturb the data collection
process. Mobile sinks are used to overcome this problem;
they visit disconnected regions where sensor nodes cannot
operate to gather data. A tracking mechanism and a repairing
robot algorithm were introduced in [11] to solve the coverage
issue in the network. The moving robot carries a set of sensor
nodes and performs hole-healing and repairs failure regions
whenever it receives a request. In the same time, the mobile
robot performs patrolling tasks to collect data.
Despite the various advantages that a mobile sink has
nevertheless, many challenges may arise.
E. Data Dissemination
The communication overhead increases since the mobile
sink has to broadcast each time its location within the
network. Overhead causes energy wastage, that is why, it is
important while designing data collection schemes to deal
with this issue since sensor nodes have constrained resources.
F. Obstacles
The presence of obstacles inhibits the sink’s movement in
the network and degrades the communication quality between
the sink and the sensor nodes.
G. Data Delivery Latency and Packet Losses
The data collection process depends on the contact time
between the mobile sink and sensor nodes. When the sink
moves at a high speed, it has very short time to pull data.
Thus, sensor nodes have to wait for the sink to return, which
prolong the delay of delivery. Moreover, an important packet
losses and communication errors may occur due to the
instability of the signal strength. Furthermore, since sensor
nodes have limited buffer space, they may experience data
losses, because they have to wait long time before the mobile
sink comes in their vicinity again.

Fig. 2. Communication time between nodes and the sink.

H. Communication Time
Due to the high speed of the sink, the data collection
process may be affected because of the short communication
time between sensor nodes and the sink. As a consequence,
only a small amount of data packets will be delivered to the
mobile sink. So, nodes have to wait the return of the sink to
complete the delivery of the rest of data. Fig. 2 shows the
contact time between the mobile sink and the sensor nodes.
Node 1 and 2 as instance can communicate with the sink from
instant T1 to T2. However, node 2, which is located near the
trajectory of the mobile sink, has relatively long contact time
in comparison with node 1.
Aiming to decrease the latency while collecting a large
amount of data, a data collection scheme is proposed in which
a mobile sink travels the sensor network to pull data from
Meeting points when it gets closer to them. These meeting
points are special nodes that are elected according to some
criteria, and have the ability to move when the mobile sink is
within their range. Since we try to improve latency, we also
took into consideration the case of urgent data that should be
delivered in a fast manner.
Through this article, several questions will be answered:
 How to deliver maximum amount of data knowing
beforehand that the communication time between the
sensor nodes and the mobile sink is very limited? And
in the same time avoid delays while collecting data.
 How to deliver urgent data effectively and without
latency?
III.

RELATED WORK

This section exposes some related works having used the
mobility of the sink for an efficient data collection.
The use of mobile sinks (MSs) has been investigated in
much research. Authors in [12], [13] have classified the MS
motion according to three different types of mobility patterns,
which are: Predictable, Random and Controlled.

Fig. 1. The hotspot problem.

In random mobility pattern, the base station is attached to
entities that move in a random manner such as animals or
people moving in a certain area. In this type of pattern, the
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mobile sink makes random movements in terms of direction
and velocity. The controlled mobility refers to mobile devices
that are guided in the network to accomplish specific tasks
such as healing coverage, decreasing the energy consumption
or repairing network failures. In the last type of mobility i.e.
predictable that is used in our approach, the sink’s movement
can be predicted. In general, in this mobility pattern, the sink
can be mounted on a public transportation such as busses,
trains or vehicles, and follow a predetermined fixed path. By
using this type of mobility, sensor nodes can anticipate the
time of the sink’s visit, and thus they can switch to sleep mode
to save energy until the sink comes in their range.

the region agent, it constructs an energy efficient path from
itself to that region; the path is established by analyzing the
sink’s movement angles and eliminating the footprints on
detours by comparing adjacent movement angles.

In [14] authors studied the tradeoff between the energy
conservation and data collection latency in wireless sensor
networks. The approach’s main concept consists in finding a
set of special sensor nodes called polling points (PP) in such a
way that all sensor nodes can send their data through a certain
number of relay hops. The approach has demonstrated its
effectiveness in shortening the tour length of the mobile
collector.

Wang et al. [20] used several mobile sinks that move along
the periphery of the network with a constant speed and sojourn
at some particular parking positions for a certain time to
gather data sensed from the sensor nodes. The next sojourn
locations P1… Pn are picked from a PP_Table that stores all
the parking positions. When the mobile sink is on its way to a
parking position, it broadcasts a notification message to
inform about its coming. Upon the movement of the mobile
sink from a parking position Pi to Pj it will not collect data.

Xu et al. [15] used a mobile sink travelling along a fixed
trajectory to gather data without stopping. The sink, moving at
a constant speed, collects data from gateway nodes that are
located nearby its trajectory. These gateway nodes are relay
nodes for the other sensors. Since the communication time
with the gateway nodes is limited, the mobile sink cannot
upload all the data sensed by nodes. To overcome this issue,
data originated from only a subset of sensor nodes referred as
packet nodes are collected by the sink and used to estimate
those of the others. The maximum packet nodes are allocated
to gateways having a large intersection time with the mobile
sink.
A proactive data reporting protocol called SinkTrail was
proposed by Liu et al. [16] in which the mobile sink moves in
the field with a low speed, sojourns at some positions for a
short time to collect data, and then moves to another location.
Each position visited by the sink is viewed as a footprint.
These footprints represent the logical coordinate of the sink in
the network; they are used to guide the sensor nodes to report
their data without knowing the physical locations as well as
speed of the mobile sink. However, in a large scale network,
huge delay may be induced especially for sensor located far
away from the mobile sink.
A mobile sink based routing protocol “MSRP” was
introduced in [17] in which the mobile sink visits locations of
ClusterHeads having high residual energy to gather data.
However, the approach may experience significant delays
since the mobile sink favors zones of network that are rich in
terms of resources, and overlook the other regions.
Authors in [18] proposed a Detour-Aware Mobile Sink
Tracking (DAMST) for collecting data in a low overhead and
in an energy efficient way. The mobile sink, while crossing a
region, nominates a specific sensor node as a region agent
called RA, which is in charge of gathering data around. In the
same time, the sink records the location of nodes near its
trajectory as footprints. When the sink needs information from

Different from the approaches cited above, authors in [19]
used a flying mobile sink that hover above a set of terrestrial
sensors to collect data. The mobile sink is carried by a
quadcopter because it is more flexible to move, descent and
lift. Authors studied the speed, time of sojourning, flying
trajectory, height of the sink as well as the amount of data to
be transmitted to it.

Authors in [21] used three mobile sinks to mitigate the
problem of hot spots during data collection. The network is
divided into two parts, an inner concentric circular region of
radius r called area A and an outer circular region called
region B that is divided into 8 portions B1, B2 … B8. One of
the mobile sinks will span along the diameter of the circle,
while the two others will travel along the arc line. These
mobile sinks will move back and forth along their determined
trajectories and sojourn at some fixed points to pick data.
In an attempt to collect the maximum amount of data,
authors in [22] proposed a biased sink mobility scheme with
adaptive pauses time for efficient data collection. When
moving, the sink visits each region to gather data and
adaptively stops for a time interval, which is proportional to
the local data traffic. The introduction of pauses time increases
the delivery success rate; however in large scale networks this
scheme will incur important latencies while delivering data
because of the large pauses made by the mobile sink.
Furthermore, sensor nodes located in far regions will have to
wait for a long time before the mobile sink comes again into
their vicinity. This situation may cause buffer overflows since
these nodes may not be able to hold all the generated data
during this lapse of time.
Clearly by decreasing the mobile sink’s velocity or by
introducing the concept of stop times or favoring regions with
high traffic density, the total amount of data collected will be
improved, however the problem of latency will occur
especially in large scale networks. In our approach, we do not
need to lower the speed of the mobile sink or introduce pauses
to collect large amount of data, or even visit regions having
high density. We exploit the mobility of the sink as well as the
meeting points so as to provide an efficient data collection
without latency. We also take into account the priority of data
when a set of nodes detects some alarming events. Our
algorithm aims at optimizing the total amount of data
collected and in the same time lowering the latency.
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IV.

PROPOSED SOLUTION

I. System model
Our sensor network as shown in Fig. 3 is composed of a
set of sensor nodes deployed in a grid and a mobile sink that
moves along a straight line.






A set of sensor nodes denoted as SN deployed within
the region of interest. These nodes generate data and
relay it towards special nodes called meeting points
according to multi-hop communication.
Nodes located near the trajectory of the mobile sink
(black dots) are called meeting points (MPs). In
addition to sensing tasks, they are also responsible of
delivering data at the mobile sink when this latter
comes within range. MP nodes are used to enable the
sink to collect a large amount of data without having to
visit the whole network; this will minimize the delay
caused by the long-distance that the sink travels.
A mobile sink referred as MS, moves back and forth
along a straight line at a constant speed. Its motion
follows a predictable mobility model [23], which is
used in various applications such as public
transportation: buses and trains. We also assume that
there are no obstacles that hinder the sink’s movement.

The mobile sink is aware of its speed and trajectory, and
all the sensor nodes within the network have the same
communication range, and aware of their positions. Each
sensor node generates the same amount of data.
The mobile sink has unlimited energy, memory and strong
computational capacity. So, all the computations will be
performed by the mobile sink.


Proposed approach

The proposed data collection process is divided into
several phases described below:


First trip of the mobile sink

In its first trip, the mobile sink moves along the network
and broadcasts periodically beacon messages to inform about
its presence. Sensor nodes having received the broadcast send
a message to the sink to express their candidacy to be meeting
points. During this round, the mobile sink also records its
communication duration with each sensor node.
 Second trip (Election of meeting points)
In this trip, the mobile sink travels the trajectory for a
second time to broadcast results about the elected meeting
points. The computation of the most suitable nodes to be
nominated as MPs is done by the mobile sink since it has very
strong power computations. In fact, the meeting points
guarantee the non-disconnection of the network since they act
like a bridge between the mobile sink and the other sensors
within the network. They buffer incoming data until the sink
passes by to collect it.
The mobile sink elects the most convenient nodes to be
meeting points; they should have a high energy level, and
located near the sink’s trajectory to deliver data reliably and
within one hop, and finally they must have a large intersection
time with the mobile sink so as to transfer important amount
of data as shown in Fig. 4.
// executed code in sensor nodes
Initialize TfirstBeacon = TlastBeacon = 0, Eresid=0, Distances [],
shortestDistance = 0;
// Waiting until a beacon message is received
If (beacon is received) {
d = estimated distance between MS and CurrentNode;
Distances[i] = d;
Eresid= CurrentNode.getResidualEnergy();
If ( is first beacon) {
// record the time when the first beacon has been received
TlastBeacon = TfirstBeacon = beacon.timestamp ;
shortestDistance = d;
}
else {
TlastBeacon = beaconi.Timestamp;
If(shortestDistance > d) {
shortestDistance = d;
}} }
SendCandidacy (TfirstBeacon, TlastBeacon, ∑Distances [i], Eresid);
// executed code in Mobile sink
While (MS is still in the first trip) {
If ( a candidacy message is received) {
nodeID = extractNodeIdFromCandidacyMessage();
If (MS has already received a candidacy msg from nodeID )
{
updateCandidacyInformationOfNode (nodeID);
}
else {
storeCandidacyInformationOfNode (nodeID);
}
}
For all candidate nodes
ΔT = TlastBeacon - TfirstBeacon ;
Score = x* (1/(∑Distances [i] / Distances. Length)) + y * Eresid + z *
ΔT;

Fig. 3. Diagram of the wireless sensor network.

Fig. 4. Depicts the algorithm of meeting points’ election.
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The parameters of choosing the meeting points are based
on [24]. After the reception of candidacies, the mobile sink
calculates the cost value of each candidate node according to
the algorithm below and sorts it in an increasing order. Elected
nodes are those who have the highest cost value. Finally, the
sink informs each chosen node through a message about its
election. Once elected, each meeting point builds the shortest
path rooted from them. That way, each sensor node can relay
its collected data towards the meeting point to which it is
attached.
X, Y and Z are coefficients of the distance, energy level
and time of communication, respectively.


Data collection

After the meeting points’ election, the data collection
process begins. The meeting points are used because they
enable the mobile sink to pull data without having to visit the
entire network. They serve as data collection points for many
sensor nodes. Furthermore they play a major role in
decreasing the data collection delay.
Each sensor node forwards its sensed data, using multi-hop
communication to its attached meeting point, this latter stores
data until the arrival of the mobile sink to fetch it. Since the
mobile sink has a very short time to communicate with the
meeting points due to its speed, so only few amounts of data
will be collected. Besides, when the size of data is important
that it cannot be entirely delivered during the contact time, the
MPs have to wait for the sink to return again which induces
large latencies. In an attempt to find a compromise between
collecting a large volume of data, and in the same time
avoiding long delays in data gathering, our proposal consists
on moving the meeting points for a definite distance with the
mobile sink to remain the longest possible in contact so as to
deliver maximum quantity of data.
Upon its movement back and forth along the path, the
mobile sink sends periodically a Notification_Message that
contains information about its speed, position as well as its
direction (forth or back) to announce its presence. As the
mobile sink enters the communication range of the meeting
point, the data collection process begins (Fig. 5(a)).

When the signal strength (shortest Distance) between the
mobile sink and the meeting point reaches its peak, the
meeting point starts moving for a certain distance parallel to
the sink (Fig. 5(b)) with the aim to prolong the staying time
between each other.
The distance travelled by the meeting point is equal to 2/3
* d where d is the distance between two consecutive sensor
nodes within the grid. In fact, the choice of such distance is to
avoid collisions and the overlap that may occur between the
meeting points that try to deliver data simultaneously to the
mobile sink.
After crossing the specified distance, the meeting point
stops and wait for the sink to come back. When the latter
returns, the MP will move again another 2/3 * d to return back
to its initial position (start position). By doing so, we ensure
that more packets are delivered to the mobile sink without
having to make stops.
 Priority of data
We considered two types of data, the normal ones
(temperature) and high-priority ones (detection of a critical
event) that must be sent within a shorter delay. All along the
data collection, each meeting point filters the received data
packets according to a flag to distinguish between sensitive
and normal ones.
When the mobile sink enters within range, the urgent data
are first delivered then the normal ones. In case, the size of the
priority data is big enough and cannot be gathered completely
by the sink within the contact time, the meeting point forwards
the rest of it toward the future location of the mobile sink to
avoid any delays.
To do so, the current MP (the meeting point that possesses
the priority data) looks for a near meeting point according to
the sink’s direction movement (forward or backward). If the
meeting point is located within its communication range, the
rest of priority data is sent directly to it, otherwise multi-hop
communication via relay nodes is used to relay the remaining
data as depicted in Fig. 6. By doing so, it is guaranteed that
data that has priority reaches the sink in a timely manner.
Fig. 7 depicts the algorithm of the data collection process.

Fig. 5. Meeting point movement.
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Fig. 6. Priority of data diagram.
Initialize V_MP, V_MS, Pr, isMoving = false;
// the variables are respectively: velocity of MP, MS,
priority and a Boolean to check whether the MP is moving
or not
While (First NotificationMsg has not been received yet) {
MP waits in its actual position;
MP collects data from sensor nodes;
MP performs filter based on data priority flag;
}
// First Notification message is received
V_MP = V_MS // set the velocity of the MPs
While (MS is still within range of MP) {
D = estimatedDistanceBetweenMP_And_MS ();
If (D <= shortestDistance - µ) {
If (!isMoving) {
Start moving 2/3*d;
isMoving = true;
}}
If (Pr)
// priority data exists.
Transfer Priority data ();
Else
Transfer non-priority data ();
}
If (Still Pr data) { // MS is out of range (timeout expired)
Send remain priority data to the Next MP (cf. figure 6)
}
isMoving = false;

V.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To further evaluate the efficiency of the proposed
approach, we have used NS-2.35 which is a discrete event
simulator.
A. Simulation setup
We have considered a 200 * 200 network area; the number
of sensor nodes is 300. All the sensor nodes have the same
communication range R= 15 m. Each sensor node generates at
random times about 1 message per 10 seconds and sends it to
its parent. The simulation time is 2500 seconds. The approach
is evaluated by considering different speeds of the mobile sink
which are 4, 10 and 20 m/s.
Number of mobile sinks: 1 mobile sink.
Number of nodes: 300.
Simulation area: 200*200 m
Speed of the mobile sink: 4, 10 and 20 m/s.
Communication range: 15m
Simulation runtime: 2500 s
Mac protocol 802.15.4

Fig. 7. Data collection algorithm.
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We have considered three parameters for evaluation which
are data latency, packet delivery ratio and contact time
duration.


Packet delivery ratio represents the ratio of packets
which are successfully delivered to the sink compared
to the total packets that have been generated.



Data latency: the time elapsed between the creation of
the message and its delivery to the sink.



Contact time duration: The communication time
between the mobile sink and the meeting points.

The simulation was run several times; we took the average
of the runs to show the results.
B. Findings
1) Duration of the communication: Fig. 8 shows how the
mobility of the meeting points increases the contact time
duration while gathering data.
As discussed above, the limited communication time
between sensor nodes and the mobile sink impacts the data
collection process since only small amount of data will be
gathered.

Conversely, the latency is very high in the case of static
meeting points. This goes back to the fact that the
communication time between the mobile sink and the meeting
points is very short, thereby data is not fully collected. So, the
sink is forced to make several trips back and forth to gather
the rest of packets. This situation obviously increases the
latency.
It is also noticed that latency is slightly high when the
sink’ velocity is 4m/s or 20m/s. With a speed of 4m/s, the MS
moves slowly and takes a long time to collect data within the
network. With a speed of 20m/s, the sink moves at a high
speed which reduces the contact time. The sink is forced to
return repeatedly to collect data buffered in the meeting
points. Conversely, the mobile sink takes less time to visit all
the meeting points when it moves with 10m/s. The speed of
10m/s balances between latency and quantity of collected
data.
3) Packet delivery ratio (%): In Fig. 10 the number of
collected data using static meeting points is almost equal to
the case of mobile meeting points.

We notice from the graph that when the meeting points are
static the contact duration with the sink is relatively very
short, therefore the MPs upload only few amount of data
packets and have to wait until the sink returns back to upload
the rest of data. However, when the meeting points are mobile
the communication time is enlarged, so in one hand more data
is collected and in the other hand the latency will be
minimized as shown in the next graph (Fig. 9).
2) Latency: Fig. 9 shows the latency of the network for
different speeds of the mobile sink. As expected, when
moving the meeting points, our scheme achieves a much better
performance in terms of latency in all cases of sink’s velocity
{4, 10 and 20m/s}.
Fig. 9. Latency.

Fig. 8. Communication time.
Fig. 10. Packet delivery ratio.
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We used the mobility of meeting points to ensure a
maximum contact time with the sink which increase the
quantity of collected data. The plus in our approach is that we
have achieved a balance between how to have a high packet
delivery ratio while reducing the latency. From the figure
below, the number of collected packets is high regardless of
the sink’s speed. When the mobile sink spans the network at a
speed of 20m/s, the success rate is slightly low in comparison
with the speed of 4m/s and 10m/s. The high speed of the sink
causes packet drops which subsequently impact the ratio of
delivered packets.
VI.
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[10]
[11]

[12]

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, an efficient data collection using the
mobility of both the mobile sink and the meeting points was
proposed. Our approach aims to collect large amount of data
in a very short time without having to travel the whole
network or make pauses time. Urgent data are also handled
while collecting data, they are delivered without any delay.
Simulation results have shown that we achieve a high
success rate without delays. Our future work will focus on the
energy aspect; the frequent mobility of meeting points
consumes much energy, as well as the retransmission of
packets.
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Abstract—Forecasting accuracy is very important in revenue
management. Improved forecast accuracy, improves the decision
made about inventory and this lead to a greater revenue. In the
airline’s revenue management systems, the inventory is
controlled by changing the product availability. As a
consequence of changing availability, the recorded sales become
a censored observation of underlying demand, so could not depict
the true demand, and the accuracy of forecasting is affected by
this censored data. This paper proposed a method to estimate
true demand from censored data. In the literature, this process is
referred to as unconstraining or uncensoring. Multinomial Logit
model is used to model the customer choice behaviour. A simple
algorithm is proposed to estimate the parameters (customers’
preference) of the model by using historical sales data, product
availability info and the market share. The proposed method is
evaluated using different simulated datasets and the results are
compared with three benchmark models that are used commonly
in airline revenue management practice. The experiments show
that proposed method outperforms the others in terms of
execution time and accuracy. A 47.64% improvement is reported
in root mean square error between simulated and estimated
demand in contrast to the benchmark models.
Keywords—Demand
estimation;
forecasting;
revenue
management;
unconstraining; uncensoring

I.

demand
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inventory
control;

INTRODUCTION

After airline deregulation in 1978, many low cost airlines
were born. They started to offer much cheaper tickets than the
major airlines, nevertheless they had benefit, because they had
lower operation cost [1]. The major airlines were not able to
price their seats below or at least near to the new born airlines.
Although they did not lose all of their customers, because some
customers are price sensitive while the others are sensitive to
quality of service and brands, they loosed a significant amount
of revenue. In result, they offered their seats with different
prices and features to capture all types of customers, and the
problem changed to how to optimally price the seats and
controlling seat inventory? To find the optimal solution for this
problem, airlines should know the exact amount of demands
for each offered seat. Knowing the exact amount of demand is
impossible because it is something that will happen in future,
so by looking at historical sales data, they try to estimate
demand.
In the airline’s revenue management systems, the inventory
is controlled by means of setting booking limits for each

product. The goal of setting these booking limits is to protect a
specific amount of seat for higher profit customers. Although
the booking limits cause more revenue, it censors the true
demand, which is needed for accurate demand forecasting. In
most cases the observed sales data do not reflect the true
demand because no sales are recorded after a product has been
sold out, or in other word if a product’s booking limit has been
reached. Therefore, transactional sales data are usually denoted
as censored demand [2]. Using the censored data, as true
demand has two consequences: 1) under estimation of true
demand, which causes a spiral down effect over time; 2) over
estimation of true demands [3]–[5]. In both situations the
companies lose revenue. Although ignoring the censorship
results in significant reductions in revenue, observing demand
after its booking limit reached is impractical. So,
unconstraining methods are used to estimate the true demand
[6]. In addition to censorship, ignoring the correlation of
demand between related products leads to inefficient estimates
of the true demand [7], [8]. Empirical studies show that
between 45% and 84% of demand can be substituted [9]–[12].
Nevertheless, measuring true demands using the available sales
data is not an easy task [13]. If the accuracy of forecasting
grows about 20%, the resulting revenue will improve about 1%
[14]. In a research conducted by Weatherford, it was found that
if there is a negative bias in forecast, up to 3% of the potential
profit may be lost [15]. So it is rational to look forward to
methods measuring the true demands from the available data
and use these data for forecasting and managing seats [16].
This paper proposed an unconstraining algorithm to
estimate true demand using censored sales transaction data in a
fast, accurate, and very simple manner. The proposed
algorithm is an extension of MSEGD algorithm which is an
iterative demand estimation algorithm for airline sales
transactions data [17]. MSEGD is actually a minimum square
error algorithm which runs iteratively and in each iteration tries
to reduce the amount of error between estimated and observed
sales data, until a minimum error is reached or a certain
iteration is elapsed. Gradient descent is used to minimize the
error function, and in each iteration, to approach the minimum,
it moves toward the opposite of the gradient vector with a
small step size L
Unlike MSEGD, in the proposed method the objective
function is changed to convex form and the optimal solution is
founded easily by a simple derivative. As MSEGD, our method
needs transactional sales data and product availability, plus
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market share which were optional in MSEGD. In the proposed
method, customer arrival is estimated using a simple heuristic
instead of assuming a priori distribution, so the risk of
misspecification of distribution is resolved and it benefit the
advantages of not requiring any assumption on the form of the
distribution function. To model the demand, the multinomial
logit choice model is employed and the proposed algorithm
estimates the choice model parameters. The proposed method
is evaluated using two types of datasets: 1) dataset with full
observation of demand occurrences; and 2) dataset with
censored observation of demands. The dataset 1 which contains
unconstrained observation is served as a benchmark to evaluate
our work. The results were compared with the other
unconstraining methods which are applied commonly in
revenue management practice, such as projection de truncation
(PD), expectation maximization (EM) and another version of
EM proposed by Vulcano et al. in 2012 [18]. The rest of the
paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, similar works have
been reviewed and Section 3 discusses the problem description.
Section 4 describes how the demand is modelled. Section 5 is
dedicated to the solution and algorithm. In Section 6, the
simulation process and the datasets are described. The results
are demonstrated in Section 7, and finally, Section 8 concludes
the paper.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Since 1990 in the context of demand unconstraining, there
is a vast literature that address the issue of estimating true
demand using historical sales data [19]. Choice modelling
attempts to model the decision process of customers. The
theory of choice modelling assume customers are rational
agents who intelligently make decisions when, what, and how
much to purchase to achieve the maximum benefit. An
important aspect of this rationality assumption is that customer
behaviour can be predicted [1]. Multinomial logit model
(MNL) is the most popular approaches to choice modelling.
The MNL is a discrete customer choice model which presumes
customers are rational utility maximizers, and predicts the
customer’s behaviour [20].
Andersson, Algers, and Beser, presented a customer choice
based method for optimal seat allocation and the parameters of
choice model are captured from interview with experts and
historical sales data. In the proposed model they considered
recapture and buy-up [21], [22]. Ratliff devised a customer
choice model-based heuristic to estimate demand, spill and
recapture. His heuristic needs sales data and market share to do
unconstraining. It is capable of computing recapture alongside
different flights and products, and its main advantage is that by
taking into account the portion of substitution between
products or flights, due to the fact that some products are not
available, it prevents double counting of demands [23].
Many researchers in their works, employed expectation
maximization (EM) to find the customer choice model
parameters. Talluri and Van Ryzin applied a discrete choice
model to model customer behaviour and found the related
parameters using EM method. In their proposed method, they
assumed a distribution function for demand and then tried to
find its parameters from the observed data, indicating that their
methods perform well [1]. In other work, they developed an

estimation method based on the expectation maximization
which is able to jointly estimate arrival rates and choice model
parameters when no-purchase outcomes are unobservable [24].
Haensel and Koole utilized the idea of customer choice set to
model the buying behaviour of customers. They applied EM
algorithm to unconstrain the censored data, not assuming a
fixed arrival rate for customers as regularly done. Instead, they
estimated a demand function for each group of customers by
analysing observed data [2], [25]. Newman et al. presented a
parameter estimation method for multinomial logit model in
which one alternative is never observed. Their method is based
on decomposing the log-likelihood function into marginal and
conditional components. They showed that their proposed
method is computationally efficient and provides consistent
parameter estimates. Simulations based on industry data set
demonstrate their method computationally outperform the
other alternative estimation methods [26]. Vulcano et al.
developed a maximum likelihood estimation algorithm that
uses a variation of the EM method to account for unobservable
data. With simulation study, they showed that revenue
improves about 1%–5% using choice based revenue
management [27]. Vulcano et al. proposed an EM-based
method estimating spilled and substitute demands. Their
method only needs the observed sales data, product
availability, and company market share. Their main idea is to
consider the problem as primary demand or customer first
choice. They supposed that each customer has a set of choices
with a primary or first choice. Each customer could buy his/her
first choice, and if the first choice is not available, the next
choice is substituted or leaves the system without purchasing
anything. Then they tried to estimate primary demands,
substitute demands, and no purchase count, using EM [18].
Agrawal et al. modeled the consumer choice behavior using the
multinomial logit model for assortment selection problem and
dynamically estimated the model parameters [28].
Modelling customer choice is a high dimensional problem
and it is difficult to dealing with it, so to deal with its difficulty,
many researchers prefer to assume a priori distribution and
parametric model which they think is able to adequately
capture choice model behaviour [29]. The side effects of all
parametric approaches are misspecification of the model and
overestimation or underestimation true demand. Van Ryzin and
Vulcano proposed a nonparametric choice model approach to
estimate, customer preferences for a set of substitutable
products. With the numerical experiments on a real dataset,
they showed that their method perform well and improves root
mean square error between predicted and observed sales about
67% [19]. Farias et al. presented an approach to predict the
expected sales from historical data. They used a nonparametric
approach to model the customer choice. With empirical study
using simulated and real dataset, they showed that their method
is able to produce accurate revenue forecast without over/under
fitting [29]. For a detail review on choice modelling you can
refer to: [1], [30], [31]. A good categorization and review of
the majority of demand unconstraining methods is presented in
[32].
In the context of demand estimation and forecasting in
airline revenue management systems, our paper brings three
main contributions to the literature. First, this work contributes
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to the literature by introducing an easy-to-implement nonparametric estimation algorithm for estimating multinomial
logit choice model parameters in a reasonable computation
time and accuracy. Second, the objective function is perturbed
to a convex form by devising a simple heuristic which,
shortens the execution time and guarantees the convergence.
Third, a simple method proposed to estimate the customer
arrival and no purchase in each period, without considering any
a priori distribution, and just by the means of looking at the
aggregated sale and market share in each period.
III.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Airlines start to sell their flights about a year before
departure. To analyse the customer behaviour this long selling
time horizon is divided to some periods and discretized. These
periods may differ in length, for example a period may be a
week while the other may be a month. Then the aggregated
sales of each offered product (seats with different conditions)
are observed and recorded in each period. So the available
dataset, consisting of aggregated sales for each product in each
period. Table 1, shows a sample of such a dataset which is
from an airline that offers 4 classes (C1 to C4) in 10 periods
before flights. As you can see in this table, the aggregated sales
of each product are recorded in each period.
TABLE. I.
A SAMPLE OF AGGREGATED RECORDED SALES IN DIFFERENT
PERIODS BEFORE FLIGHT. N MEANS THE PRODUCT IS NOT AVAILABLE IN
THAT PERIOD. PERIOD 0IIS THE DEPARTURE DAY
Products

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

C1

13 15 13

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

C2

11 6

7

9

10 N

N

N

N

N

C3

1

8

3

5

8

4

9

N

N

N

C4

4

9

4

7

7

3

9

6

7

5

TABLE. II.

9

8

Here if these recorded sale is used as true demand, it is
obvious that the true demand of C4 is under estimated while
the true demand of C3 is over estimated. If these data are used
as true demands and are fed into the forecasting module, a
spiral down effect will occur in estimation, and the total
revenue begins to decrease [3]. In this paper our goal is to find
that how the customers prioritize the offered products and
choose among them. Hence it is important to model the
customer’s buying behaviour. In this paper, it is supposed that
the customers behave like in the customer choice model. The
next section describes the approach to model the demand based
on a discrete customer choice model.
IV.

CLASSES AND THEIR FEATURES OFFERED BY AN AIRLINE

C1

Miles
Earned
100%

Charge 0%

Charge 0%

600

C2

100%

Charge 10%

Charge 20%

400

C3

50%

Charge 40%

Charge 50%

300

C4

30%

NO

NO

240

Classes

capacity. Suppose that 35 customers arrive. The observed sales
for product C1 to C4 is (0, 0, 10, 15). The current information
systems just register the successful sales and do not record any
information about unsuccessful requests. Therefore, in such
cases, the sales data could not show the true demands; for
example, the sales data here shows 15 requests for class C4
(the observed demand), but due to C4 booking limit of 15, if
the requests for this class were more than 15, system just able
to record 15 successful sales and the other requests is not
recorded. So this number of sales does not show the true
amount of customer’s request for C4. The observed sales for
product C3 are 10. Although it is lower than its booking limit,
this number does not show the true demand, because some of
customers, whose first choice was C4, prefer to buy C3 instead
of leaving the system without purchase. So this number of sales
for class C3 is the mixture of customers whose their first
choice are C3 and those whom their first choice are C4 but
substitute to C3.

Change

Cancelation

Price $

As it alluded to above, based on the theory of choice model
the customers are rational utility maximizer and when they face
with a choice list, they try to choose the choice which has the
most benefit for them. If their first choice was not available,
they may choose the second choice to buy in lieu to their first
choice (this action is called substitution) or leave the system
without purchase. Table 2 presents a sample of offered classes
by an airline, along with their features.
To illustrate the problem, suppose that an airline offers 4
classes, C1 to C4 (see Table 2) in an aircraft with the capacity
of 100, and the nested booking limits are set to 100, 80, 45 and
15. This could be translated to protecting 20 seats for class C1,
55 seats for classes C1 and C2 and 85 seats for classes C1, C2
and C3. There is no protection for class C4 as like as there is
no limitation to sale class C1 except maximum aircraft

DEMAND MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

Discrete choice model is the theoretical basis of customer
behaviour. In 2000, the Nobel prize in economics has been
awarded to American economists James Heckman and Daniel
McFadden. Daniel McFadden proposed the discrete choice
model, which is the basis for the development of the customer
choice behaviour [33], [34]. The MNL model of McFadden
was the primary basis for analysis of multinomial choice for
many years. MNL assumes consumers have homogeneous
tastes for observed product attributes, and that the random
(unobserved) part of utility is iid. In other word all customers
use the following equation to calculate the product j’s utility
with the same parameters.
i.

(1)

Here in (1), is a vector of parameters and is a vector of
attribute values for product j which could include factors such
as prices, rewards, time of departure, length of flight,
cancellation and change policy and etc.
is the random
component. In the MNL model, the probability that an
alternative j is chosen from a set of offered products S, which
contains product j is given by:
( )

∑
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The MNL possesses a restrictive property known as the
independence from irrelevant alternatives (IIA) property [1].
For a famous example which describes IIA (red bus/blue bus
paradox) please refer to [35].As a result of IIA, the MNL
model must be used with caution. It should be restricted to
choice sets that contain alternatives that are dissimilar. Despite
this deficiency, the MNL model is widely used in estimating
travel demand. The popularity of MNL goes back to being
analytically tractable, relatively accurate, and can be estimated
easily using standard statistical techniques. The product utility
is needed to calculate the probability of selecting an item from
choice set. The product utility could be estimated from the
sales data. For simplicity, the product preference weight is
defined same as in [18]:




And the probability of choosing product j from choice set S
is become:
( )



∑



But in the real world application the number of arrival is
not visible, so it should be estimated. Suppose the preference
weights are known. As an estimate, consider that the
aggregated number of sales in period t (qt) is equal to the
aggregated number of estimated sales in period t (Et), so the
number of arrival could be found using:
⇒

(

)



∑



The probability of choosing class j which is not available in
period t is: P(j,t)=0.
Based on no purchase preference weight or v0 =1 the no
purchase probability is defined as:
(

)

∑

∑





Suppose that the number of arrivals in each period t is
known to be At , and if all classes were available in period t
then, the probable number of sales of class j in the period t or
true demand, is:


(

)



∑



The number of customers who could not buy their first
choice in period t is estimated by using:

∑



∑

The number of requests which choose class k as a substitute
in period t, could be estimated using:
)



∑

The number of observed sales of class j in period t or ojt
consists of two components: 1) the number of customers
interested in class j as their first choice (true demand or djt);
2) the number of customers buying j because their first choice
was not available (recapture or rjt) [21], [37]. Thus, the demand
mass balance equation is as follows:


ojt = djt + rjt



It supposed that the preference weights is known, but the
fact is that, the values of preference vector is not known, so at
first the preference vector V is needed to compute arrival in
each period, spill and recapture. Therefore, first the preference
vector is estimated, and then by using it and applying foregoing
equations the number of true demands, recaptures, and spills
are estimated.
V.

ALGORITHM

The Airline’s true demand estimation algorithm is an
iterative algorithm which starts with an initial value for
preference vector and tries to make a better estimate for
preference vector in each iteration by minimizing an error
function which is the gap between estimated and observed
sales in each period:




ejt = ojt – ( djt + rjt)

The objective function which should be minimized is a
quadratic error function (Least Square Error):
(

∑



∑

The total sale in period t is:
∑

⇒

∑
∑

(
Now, assume that an airline offers n classes to its
customers. The selling time horizon before departure, is
divided into T periods: t=1…T. In each period t, a set of
classes (Ct) is offered. The number of observed sales of class j
in the period t is ojt, and Ot is the observed sale vector in
interval t: Ot= (o1t, o2t, …, ont). The customers may decide to
not purchase anything when facing with the offered choices, so
c0 is added to the choice set as no purchase alternative. The
utility of no purchase is zero, so, the preference weight of no
purchase is
. Using these preference weights the MNL
choice probability is written as in [36], the probability of
choosing class j in period t:

∑

∑

∑

∑

)
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A. Analysis of Objective Function
To analysis the objective function, the selling time horizon
is divided into two parts: 1) periods which all classes are
available; and 2) periods which some classes are not available.
In the first part, since all classes are available the spill and
recapture is zero, so the observed sales are equal to true
demand. Using (7), (9) and (14) the objective function is
rewritten as:
∑

(

∑

(

∑

) )



Because of the fractional term, the objective function is not
convex, also the Hessian matrix is not positive definite. To
illustrate its non-convexity, assume a company offers two
classes A and B in 10 periods. At the first 6 periods both of the
classes were available, but in the rest of periods, just class B
was available. Based on (15) the error function in the first 6
periods which all classes were available (so no spill and
recapture exist) becomes:
( [
( [

[

∑

]

∑

]

[

Fig. 2. Plot of error function in the second part of periods that some
products are not available, for a company with two offered products A and B
in 10 periods.

]

)

]

)

(16)

( [

The 3D plot of (16) is shown in Fig. 1. In the second part,
which some classes are not available, some of the arrived
customers prefer to buy substitute classes (recapture) or leave
the system without purchase (spill). Using (7), (9), (13) and
(14) the objective function is rewritten as:
(


∑

∑

∑

(

∑

∑

)

∑



In above foregoing airline company example, class A is not
available in the last 4 periods. So, because of spilled and
recaptured demands, the error function is like:

]

[





]

(

[

)

]

)

(18)

The value of v1 is not updated as class A is not available,
so it assumed that, the value of v1 is set to its optimal value,
then the error function with fixing v1 at its optimal value is
plotted. The plot is shown in Fig. 2 and obviously is ill
structured and not convex.
B. Convexification Process
Because of the fractional term in the demand (7), arrival (9)
and the recapture (11), the objective function is not convex. A
simple heuristic is devised to make that function convex. As it
said before, the nonconvexity is because of the existence of the
fractional term in the demand function, so if the denominator
(∑
) is replaced with a fixed value, the objective
function becomes convex. This value could be extracted from
market share. The market share (M) is considered same as that
in [38]:
∑
∑

→

∑

(



)

Fig. 3 shows the error function after convexification.
The proposed method initiated the values of preference
weights equally using (19). For example, the product j’s initial
preference weight is:
Fig. 1. The 3D plot of error function in the periods that all products are
available, for a company with two offered classes A and B in 10 periods.

(

) (

)

(20)
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2) In the simulation process, the product availability info
is set exogenously. The product availability info is in matrix
format, with the number of columns equal to the number of
periods and the number of rows is equal to the number of
products. For example AVLi,j = 1 means that the product i is
available in period j and vice versa. This information also
could be generated randomly.
3) The number of periods which the aggregated sales of
each class are observed is considered different for each
dataset. For example, assume 10 periods for selling the seats
before the flight.
4) In the simulation process, it assumed that, customers
arrive based on a poison process. The mean of poison
distribution is different for each dataset. Here for 10 periods, 4
classes example, a poison arrival process with the mean of 60
is considered.
5) To simulate the customer’s buying behaviour, a
customer choice model is used. This is a predefined model
with predefined products and their preference weights. This
model may pick from real-world data or synthetic datasets.
For example, consider a model with offered classes, c1 to c4
and the preference vector of V = (0.85, 0.68, 0.33, 0.14).
6) The market share of the company is considered
different for each dataset. In our example, the market share is
considered 67%.
7) To simulate the demands, the selected model is used to
simulate the customer’s request to buy the products in each
period. By having the simulated number of arrivals in each
period, the number of sales for each product and the number
of no purchase could be simulated using foregoing equations.
This generated dataset, which contains the unconstrained
demands is served as a benchmark to evaluate the accuracy
and performance of the proposed method.
8) By applying the product availability info on simulated
sales from previous step a censored observation of the dataset
is achieved. For example, if the product i was not available on
period j (i.e. AVLi,j=0) the simulated sales of that product on
foregoing period reset to zero (ie. d i,j = 0). This dataset is used
as input to our unconstraining algorithm.
9) By executing the proposed algorithm on the generated
dataset in step viii, the preference vector is estimated.
10) Using estimated preference vector, the true demand,
spill and recapture could be calculated.

Fig. 3. 3D plot of error function after convexification.

Pseudo Code of the algorithm:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ct: Set of available classes in period t.
V: Preference weight vector.
At: The number of arrival in period t.
Ot: The vector of purchases in period t.
M: The market Share
n: the number of offered classes
Initialize :
Estimating vj
For each class j in [1..n]

8.

For each period t in [1..T]

(

)
∑

Compute At based on Vjs:

∑

Compute no purchase:
For each class j in [1..n]
∑

if ( cjt not available)
Vj_new=Vj_old
S = S + dj

else
∑

(

VI.

( ⁄∑

) ( ⁄∑

)

)

DATA AND SIMULATION PROCESS

This section describes the simulation process and the data
which is used for evaluating proposed algorithm. To have a
dataset of customer sales, 6 types of information are needed:
1) offered product set; 2) product availability information
during the selling time horizon; 3) the number of periods
before flight; 4) the customer arrival process; 5) the customer
buying behaviour; 6) the market share of the company. So the
simulation process is as follows:
1) It is considered that an airline company offers a set of
products in each flight. So for example, it is assumed that the
company offers 4 classes in 10 periods. Then 100 flight data
are generated.

A sample of simulated dataset is available in Table 3. The
number of arrivals and no purchase is not visible in real-world
application; thus, these values are separated in two rows
entitled Hidden Data.
Each dataset contains 100 instances of flights, which each
instance contains a set of classes and the number of sales of
each class on every period. For example, in the 4X10 dataset
which contains a set of 4 offered classes and 10 intervals, 00
instances of flight exists. This means totally 100*10 intervals
that 4 products is offered so 4000 sales data records is
generated in this dataset.
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TABLE. III. A SAMPLE OF SIMULATED SALES DURING PERIODS BEFORE
DEPARTURE. N MEANS THE CLASS IS NOT AVAILABLE IN THAT PERIOD
Classes

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

C1

13 15 13

N

N

N

N

N

N N

C2

11 6

7

9

10 N

N

N

N N

C3

1

8

3

5

8

4

9

N

N N

C4

4

9

4

7

7

3

9

6

7 5

↓ Hidden Data ↓
No Purchases 47 42 46

72

58 76 75 68

8379

76 80 73

93

83 83 93 74

9084

#Arrivals

VII.

RESULTS

To evaluate the performance and the accuracy of the
proposed algorithm, the algorithm is executed on the observed
sales of all simulated datasets. As a result of applying the
proposed algorithm on simulated dataset, preference values are
estimated for each dataset. Table 4 shows a sample of
estimated preference vector in contrast to the true value of
preference vector which is used to generate the simulated
dataset. There are two favourable attributes for an estimator:
accuracy and precision. Accuracy is lack of bias and precision
is small variance. If an estimator is unbiased, then its variance
is investigated. If it is biased, it is good to look at the mean
squared error. As the Table 4 shows, the proposed estimator
has a negative bias on estimated values and this is because of
perturbing the objective function to a convex form and the new
convex function is always below the true values.
Table 5 shows the mean, variance, mean square error,
accuracy and precision of the proposed algorithm for estimated
values of preference vector. As Table 5 shows the values of
MSE and Variance are almost equal and this is because of the
mean of the estimated preference vector is almost equal to the
true value of preference vector. Here in Fig. 4, the box plot of
estimated preference values for 100 executions of the
algorithm over simulated datasets is shown. The line in the
middle of the box is the median. The box itself represents the
middle 50% of the data. The box edges are the 25th and 75th
percentiles. There is some disk visible below or above of some
boxes which is shown in some cases the simulated sales were
far from the regular values. So, the estimated preference of that
simulated dataset is far from the median.
TABLE. IV.
Classes
C1
C2
C3
C4

ESTIMATED PREFERENCE VECTOR

Preference
Vector
V1
V2
V3
V4

True
Value
0.85
0.68
0.33
0.14

Estimated
Value
0.822
0.659
0.327
0.139

TABLE. VI. ROOT MEAN SQUARE ERROR BETWEEN ESTIMATED TRUE
DEMAND AND SIMULATED TRUE DEMAND IN CONTRAST TO EM AND PD.
Methods
Our Method
RMSE
EM
RMSE
PD
RMSE
Vulcano EM
RMSE

C1

C2

C3

C4

3.39

2.49

1.29

0.59

2.34

3.68

3.9

2.34

2.20

3.59

3.78

2.34

3.57

2.61

1.39

0.66

Figure 5 shows the cumulative sum of simulated demand,
estimated demand, observed sales and estimated sales over 30
periods for products c1 to c4. It is obvious that always
estimated sales is close, but a bit upper than observed sales.
One of the important aspect of the simulation is that even the
hidden data which are not observable in the real world are
generated, hence it is easy to measure the accuracy of the
estimation process. Here, the estimated true demand is
compared with simulated true demand data. In this way, we
have the ablility to show how much accurate the forecasting is,
and this will indicate the accuracy of estimated preference
vector. To have a better insight about the results and the
accuracy of proposed method, the results are compared to three
other methods which are usually applied in practice: 1Expectation Maximization or EM, 2-Projection Detruncation or
PD methods and 3-EM method that proposed by Vulcano et al
in 2012 [18],[39]–[41]. To compare the results, three above
methods are applied on a dataset for 1000 times, then the mean
of root mean square error for each method is calculated. The
result of the comparison is depicted in table VI. The product
C4 which is the most expensive product, is always available in
all periods. The EM and PD methods, assume that the observed
sales of product 4 is equal to true demand because these
methods do not consider the substitution. The value of 2.34
which is seen in the table VI for the root mean square error of
product c4 in EM and PD methods shows that the true demand
is differ from observed sales. Here the observed sales are a
mixture of true demand and recaptured demand, hence, the
observed sales are greater than the true demand. Our proposed
method and the EM method which is presented by Vulcano et
al. are able to compute the spill and recapture from observed
sales data and so, they are more accurate than EM and PD. If
there is no substitution, the EM and PD methods are also
accurate, even more accurate than our method or the Vulcano’s
EM method.

Estimator
Bias
-0.028
- 0.020
- 0.002
- 0.0009

TABLE. V.
MEAN, VARIANCE AND MEAN SQUARE ERROR OF
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ESTIMATED AND TRUE VALUES OF PREFERENCES.
Classes
C1
C2
C3
C4

Mean
Variance
-0.028
0.0023
- 0.020
0.0020
- 0.002
0.0014
- 0.0009 0.0004

MSE Accuracy%
0.0031 97.16
0.0024 97.91
0.0014 99.73
0.0004 99.90

Precision%
99.7
99.8
99.8
99.9
Fig. 4. The Boxplot of preference values.
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Fig. 5. The cumulative sum of simulated and estimated demand, observed sales and estimated sales over 30 periods for classes c1(a), c2(b), c3(c) and c4(d)
TABLE. VII. EXECUTION TIME FOR DIFFERENT DATASETS
Dataset

Execution Time for 100 flights (sec)

5X15

2.01

4X30

3.61

5X30

3.72

10X30

4.70

10X60

9.12

20X60

12.77

This could be deduced by looking at column C1 of Table 6.
As you can see in this column the root mean square error of
EM and PD are smaller than the others, because product C1 is
the least expensive and more favourable product in the choice
set and in the periods that this product is available, all of the
other classes are available too. So the observed sales of product
C1 are always equal to its true demand. The results show that
our proposed method out performs the other three, and also has
up to 47.64% improvement in root mean square error in
contrast to the other mentioned methods.
Different size datasets used to show the efficiency and
speed of the proposed algorithm. At first it is evaluated with a
rather small dataset with 5 products and 15 periods, in this case
the algorithm lasts 2.01 seconds to estimate 100 instances of
flights. The second dataset is composed of observed sales from
a flight with 4 classes and 30 periods. The third dataset is for a
flight having 5 classes sold in 30 intervals. Finally, in the last
dataset which is our biggest dataset, there exist 20 classes in a
flight with 60 time intervals. For the last datasets algorithm
takes about 12.77 seconds to solve 100 instances, which is very
good for this size of dataset in contrast to current demand

unconstraining methods. Table 7 shows the execution time for
all six datasets. R revision 3.2.2 used to implement the
algorithm on a computer with an Intel core2 Quad Q8300 and 4
GB of internal memory. Code execution time is measured by
proc.time() in R[42]. Column 1 of Table 7 shows the datasets
and column 2 is the mean convergence time.
VIII.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new approach for demand unconstraining is
proposed. Multinomial logit model is used to model the
customer choice behaviour. Transactional sales data, product
availability and market share are the only data used to estimate
the choice model parameters. Spilled and recaptured demands
are estimated alongside with true demand. The problem of
double counting demands in available classes is resolved by
considering spill and recapture. The customer arrival is
estimated using a simple heuristic. In this heuristic method, the
customer arrival count is assumed to be a fraction of
aggregated sales in each period (see (9)).
Unlike the proposed method, most of current in practice
choice based methods, assume a priori distribution to estimate,
customer arrival rate in each period, so suffer from
misspecification of the distribution function and its parameters.
Numerical experiments prove that proposed method performs
well in terms of the speed and the accuracy of estimation.
Based on the simulation results, our method improved root
mean square error between simulated and estimated demands
by 47.64%, in contrast to other methods such as PD, EM and
another version of EM proposed by Vulcano et al. It is
observed that if there is no substitution in the datasets, the EM
and PD methods perform well and even better than the other
methods. But in most cases the substitution exists between
classes and this affects the true demand. So the EM and PD
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methods are not able to perform well in these kind of datasets.
For a rather large dataset of size 20 products and 60 periods, it
takes 0.127 seconds to estimate the true demand, spill and
recapture, which is fast in this context.
Based on the experiment’s result, we believe that the
proposed method would be a good replacement for current
demand unconstraining methods in airline revenue
management systems.
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Abstract—In this paper, a fully automatic 2.5D facial
technique for forensic applications is presented. Feature
extraction and classification are fundamental processes in any
face identification technique. Two methods for feature extraction
and classification are proposed in this paper subsequently. Active
Appearance Model (AAM) is one of the familiar feature
extraction methods but it has weaknesses in its fitting process.
Artificial bee colony (ABC) is a fitting solution due to its fast
search ability. However, it has drawback in its neighborhood
search. On the other hand, PSO-SVM is one of the most recent
classification approaches. However, its performance is weakened
by the usage of random values for calculating velocity. To solve
the problems, this research is conducted in three phases as
follows: the first phase is to propose Maximum Resource
Neighborhood Search (MRNS) which is an enhanced ABC
algorithm to improve the fitting process in current AAM. Then,
Adaptively Accelerated PSO-SVM (AAPSO-SVM) classification
technique is proposed, by which the selection of the acceleration
coefficient values is done using particle fitness values in finding
the optimal parameters of SVM. The proposed methods AAMMRNS, AAPSO-SVM and the whole 2.5D facial technique are
evaluated by comparing them with the other methods using new
2.5D face image data set. Further, a sample of Malaysian
criminal real case of CCTV facial investigation suspect has been
tested in the proposed technique. Results from the experiment
shows that the proposed techniques outperformed the
conventional techniques. Furthermore, the 2.5D facial technique
is able to recognize a sample of Malaysian criminal case called
“Tepuk Bahu” using CCTV facial investigation.
Keywords—Face recognition; active appearance model; ant bee
colony; particle swarm optimization; support vector machine

I.

INTRODUCTION

The reliability of evidence in a court of law is dependent
upon how the evidence is handled, how it is interpreted, and
how it is presented. The fundamental principle behind digital
forensics is maintaining integrity and provenance of media
upon seizure, and throughout the analysis and handling
process [1]. The evidence has to undergo a number of
processes to ensure its integrity and admissibility into the
court of law. In the past, a number of models have been
considered as the best practices for conducting digital
forensics and the common processes in those models are
evidence identification, analysis and interpretation of the
result and finally presentation of the findings [2]. In forensics,
evidence can be explained with Locard’s Exchange Principle,
which holds that the perpetrator of a crime will bring
something into the crime scene and leave something from it
[3]. This principle is the foundation of forensic sciences and
this extends to the digital forensics, and video forensic is no
exception. The role of forensic science is to uncover the traces
left behind from a crime scene, whether it is physically,
chemically or digitally.
Facial recognition is the application of biometrics [4], and
in video exhibit, it is an essential forensic analysis in order to
improve the clarity of the face for a human observer. The
facial clarified is said to be important, as it will be used to
assist law enforcement agency in their investigation, litigation
or legal process. The challenges faced by this particular
discipline of forensics contributed mostly by the quality of the
exhibit itself. For example, surveillance video from CCTV
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system is always backed up with down-sampled resolution.
The surveillance video stored inside the CCTV’s Digital
Video Recorder (DVR) is normally kept at resolution 720
pixels wide with H.264 compression. After a certain period of
time, the video resolution is down-sampled at lower size to
accommodate more space for the recording. The qualities of
the recording were found to be low with signal noise, color
noise, compression artefacts, illumination problems and many
kinds of blurring. Further, the people are usually walking free,
and it is impossible to always keep faces frontal to the
cameras. Hence, face images captured by the CCTV are nonideal due to many factors: pose, illumination, expression,
distance and weather [5]. These degradations have caused
many dead ends to video forensic analysis. Consequently, the
forensic investigation reports were challenged or rejected by
court due to inefficient evidence presented by the reports.
The paper highlights on the methodology of 2.5 D Facial
Analysis via Bio-Inspired Active Appearance Model and
Support Vector Machine. It is organized as follows: In
Section 2, the discussion on the application of face recognition
in digital forensics will be outlined. In Section 3, the state of
the art for face recognition is highlighted. Then it continues
with the proposed model in Section 4 and the result is
discussed in Section 5. Finally, the overall work of this paper
is summarized in the last section.
II.

APPLICATION OF FACE RECOGNITION IN DIGITAL
FORENSICS

Forensics facial identification system is a biometric system
that analyses face-matching result for investigation or for
litigation process. In other variation, this can also be defined
as a face recognition system for the forensics purposes. As the
term identification is being used, therefore it emphasizes the
1: N matching.

Fig. 1. The paradigm of forensics face recognition system

The aim of the analysis is to find the top N matches for a
probe, in which is extracted from a photo or video exhibit. For
the database of IDs, two types of IDs are prepared- 1) the
population face enrolment IDs and 2) a gallery of suspect IDs
face photos. The matches will look into the top N matches
result and see if the suspect IDs comes up at the top or not.

The analysis would also examine on the matching accuracy
and the numbers of false matches. The overall work flow for
face recognition is shown in Fig. 1.
There are four applications of facial identification in
digital forensics such as:
 Criminal justice: The facial identification system is
used to ensure that the database does not contain
multiple records for a single individual.
 Identity checks in the field: To get automated decisions
without requiring expert analysis.
 Criminal investigation and information: Analysing
surveillance videos, witness’ camera, Internet sites or
smartphones.
 Prevention: Background check to prevent people with
criminal history. The technology can also be used for
passport control’s watch list.
III.

STATE OF THE ART

From the point of forensic analysis view: The first
attempt of face recognition by humans was reported in a
British court in 1871 where the suspect was identified by
comparing a pair of facial photographs [6]. Then, the forensic
tool for face recognition is introduced by Bertillon’s work
where in the practice, two photographs of a subject are
captured, one from the front and one in profile. The same
approach is still being used in law enforcement’s mug shots
[7]. The application of face recognition for forensic is at an
advantage if the evidence is presented – whether it is a still
image or a video. The image and video can be from both
analogue and digital camera, provided the original storage or
the negative are also seized. Furthermore, face recognition is a
good modality for forensic as the biometric is not intrusive
and non-contact [8]. Another advantage of face modality in
forensic is that the evidence and the reference that contain the
modality is at abundance. Face image is already in existence
in any country’s civil and criminal files. In addition to mug
shots, face images are recorded and digitized for citizens’
identity, licenses, passport and visas [9]-[11]. There is also a
potential wealth of facial images recorded by alert observers
using smartphones, and ever growing number of websites,
blogs and social medias. Just like the old Bertillon’s system,
face recognition is used to establish the identity of the person
inside, as evidence to identity which is a reference, for
example, inside a surveillance video footage of a robbery. The
video can be tended to court as primary evidence against
apprehended suspects. To verify the men inside the video
footage is the men apprehended face recognition is used.
From the point of image processing view: In verifying
the evidence in the forensic work related to image and CCTV,
the digital forensic analysts perform manual operations to
match facial images with huge databases of mug-shots, which
are most challenging and consumes huge time [12].
Nevertheless, a number of studies have focused on 2D and 3D
face recognition. However, using 2D images for face
recognition is sensitive to various factors, such as,
illumination, pose variations, and facial expressions [5] [13].
On the other hand, using 3D image has been adversely
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impacted by changes in facial expressions [14]. Furthermore,
3D techniques also encounter few other restrictions, including,
costly gadgets, and computational complication [15]. In
contrast, earlier studies have highlighted that 2.5D face image
is capable to address the limitations of using 2D and 3D face
image recognition [16]-[18]. One of the essential processes in
face recognition is the feature extraction. Previously, the
Active Appearance Model (AAM) is frequently used for the
facial extraction. Although it is a popular method for the facial
identification, this model has weaknesses in terms of fitting
process [19].
From the perspective of Bio-inspired machine learning
algorithms: Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) is an effective
fitting solution and has been extensively used in many fields,
owing to its rapid search potential [20]. The ABC has also
been effectively applied to address challenging optimization
problems [21]. However, this approach has a setback in terms
of their neighborhood search, where it randomly generates
new food sources. Classification is another crucial part in any
face recognition technique. Previously, most of classification
techniques use Particle Swam Optimization with Support
Vector Machine (PSO-SVM) [22] which employs PSO to find
the optimal parameters for SVM, even though its performance
has deteriorated by the usage of random values for calculating
velocity.
IV.

PROPOSED MODEL

The proposed face recognition technique is performed in
two main phases, feature extraction and classification. The
feature extraction stage uses the proposed active appearance
model approach based on Maximum Resource Neighborhood
Search (MRNS) which is an enhanced ABC algorithm (AAMMNRS), and the classification stage is based on the proposed
AAPSO-SVM [23]. These two phases are performed
repeatedly on the input database face images, and thus the face
images are recognized more effectively. The basic structure of
the proposed 2.5D facial technique is shown in Fig. 2.

(B)
Fig. 2. The main components of the proposed 2.5D facial forensic
technique; (A) for training, (B) for enrolment.

The proposed feature extraction technique utilizes AAM
for extracting the shape and appearance features from the
database images. In addition, it is crucial to have appropriate
fitting for extracting AAM based features. Consequently, the
fitting performance has been enhanced by presenting a new
maximum resource neighborhood search (MNRS) algorithm,
where the searching performance has been accelerated by
considering the quality of the best food source. Depending on
the quality of best food source, the new food sources are
generated by the neighborhood search of the algorithm. The
proposed feature extraction method is mainly comprised of
1) Feature Extraction using AAM Modeling; 2) the proposed
MRNS Algorithm; 3) fitting using MRNS algorithm.
The standard PSO method has been utilized in many
research works to obtain optimal problem solutions. The
major drawback of the PSO is the random value selection
during new particle generation; that is, in the velocity
computation, the acceleration coefficients are generated
randomly. The random value selection in the velocity process
means that the generated particles will also be random.
Random populations do not produce more accurate results.
Hence, to acquire a more accurate result and to reduce this
PSO drawback, adaptive acceleration particle swarm
optimization (AAPSO) is proposed. In order to obtain more
accurate classification results, the SVM parameters will be
optimized by our AAPSO. The utilization of AAPSO in the
SVM parameter optimization will reduce the PSO drawback
and improve the classification result accuracy.
V.

(A)

EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

This section presented the experimental results and
performance of the proposed 2.5D facial forensic technique
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which depends on the proposed AAM-MRNS and AAPSOSVM methods. The performances have been evaluated based
on the fitting error in feature extraction and accuracy rate of
the whole classification process in this technique. The
experiment has been conducted using the property 2.5D face
dataset and a sample of Malaysian real case of CCTV facial
investigation. Two evaluation steps have been used to analyze
the final 2.5D facial forensic technique. The first step has
evaluated the proposed 2.5D technique using fitting errors
based on the performance of the proposed AAM-MRNS
method; while the second step has evaluated the 2.5D
technique using recognition accuracy rate based on the
performance of proposed AAPSO-SVM method.

Fig. 3. Ten sample images from 2.5D face dataset prepared by UKMCybersecurity Digital Forensic Lab.

The performance of the proposed 2.5D technique has been
evaluated by UKM property dataset namely 2.5D face images
dataset. This dataset has been divided to training and testing
images. 18 images have been utilized for training and 6
images have been used for testing. The performance of the
proposed technique has been analyzed and compared to the
conventional methods like, conventional AAM and Adaptive
AAM [24]. The samples of 2.5D images utilized in the
recognition process are shown in Fig. 3.

TABLE. I.
FITTING ERROR FOR PROPOSED AND CONVENTIONAL
RECOGNITION TECHNIQUES ON FACIAL DATASET
Fitting Error
Exp
Conventional AAM

Adaptive AAM
[24]

Proposed AAMMRNS

1

7

5.93

3

2

6.8

7.43

4

3

8

6.93

5

4

8.8

4.45

5.8

5

7

5

6

6

5.7

5.54

4

7

8

7

2.58

8

6

5

3

9

5.9

6.92

4

10

7

6

3

Average

7.02

6.02

4.038

In the accurate rate evaluation, the performance of
proposed 2.5D technique has been evaluated by the accuracy
rate based on AAM.MRNS+AAPSO.SVM. The recognition
performance has been analyzed and compared with AAM
ABC + OPSO.SVM, AAM.MRNS + OPSO-SVM,
AAM.ABC + AAPSO-SVM methods, and with PSO-SVM
which is one of the most recently developed face recognition
approaches. Table 2 and Fig. 5 illustrate the accuracy of face
images recognition of the proposed technique and others.

During the analysis of the performance, 10 rounds of
experiments have been conducted with the 2.5 D face and iris
images. Table 1 and Fig. 4 illustrate the results of fitting error
values for the proposed and conventional techniques, acquired
in 10 rounds of experiments. Based on the result in Table 1
and Fig. 4 the proposed 2.5D technique has achieved
minimum fitting error as average as compared to the
conventional AAM and adaptive AAM. The results reflect the
stability in different datasets not only 2D datasets.
Fig. 5. Accuracy performance of the proposed 2.5 technique against the
other techniques.

Based on the Table 2 and Fig. 4, it is evident that the
proposed 2.5D technique that used AAM-MRNS for feature
extraction and AAPSO-SVM for recognition, has given higher
face image recognition accuracy, than the other techniques.
The high-performance results show that, the proposed
2.5D face identification technique is capable of more
accurately recognizing the face images.
Fig. 4. Fitting error values of the proposed AAM-MRNS and conventional
AAM techniques.
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TABLE. II.

PERFORMANCE OF PROPOSED 2.5D TECHNIQUES AND OTHER
RECOGNITION TECHNIQUES FOR FACE DATASET.
Accuracy (%)

PSO.SVM

AAM.ABC
+
OPSO.SV
M

1

83

75

2

82

3

74

4

75

5

80

6

76

7

75

8

74

9

74

10

77

Ave

77%

Exp

AAM.M
RNS +
OPSO.S
VM

AAM.A
BC +
AAPSO.
SVM

75

85

70

75

82

79

88

75

81

78

87

80

85

88

90

78

82

80

83

81

79

83

85

72

70

89

87

71

70

81

85

75

81

79

82

75.6%

79%

82.5%

85%

80

Proposed
AAM.MRNS
+
AAPSO.SVM
80

85
86

Fig. 6. Examples of (above) life incident dated 8 April 2010 timed 15:30 and
(below) extracted face images with annotated landmarks Malaysian real case
from CCTV.

In addition, a sample of Malaysian real case of CCTV
facial investigation has been tested on the proposed 2.5D
technique. Several images taken from camera at different
crime scene but related to single stealing case namely “Tepuk
bahu” case had been observed to be matched. The suspects
(Fig. 6) conducted a serial of stealing crimes at various ATM
banks in different states in Malaysia. Three Bolivian suspects
conducted the crime by setting a plot with one person
observing the pin number of a victim, then another person
would steal the victim’s ATM card by bowing after clapping
the victim’s shoulder and informing her of her fallen money
on the floor. Another suspect would then withdraw the money
using stolen ATM card after receiving all details. The source
video image has been extracted to tiff image with
image size. We cropped all suspects’ face, resizing them
and evaluated by using cross validation approach. We
conducted two evaluations based on fitting error and precision
recall. The result showed that the proposed 2.5D technique
was able to recognize the suspect from CCTV sample.
VI.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a fully automatic 2.5D facial technique for
forensic applications had demonstrated its performance on the
new property 2.5D data set as well as Malaysian real case of
CCTV facial investigation sample.

A number of contributions were presented while
addressing major problems in the area of face recognition. Our
contributions include: a modified feature extraction method
using AAM based on new algorithm called MRNS (AAMMRNS), classification method named as Adaptively
Accelerated Particle Swarm Optimization based on SVM
(AAPSO-SVM) and fully automatic 2.5D facial technique
based on AAM-MRNS and AAPSO-SVM methods.
In the experimental results, the comparisons were done
with the conventional AAM and adaptive AAM in feature
extraction part; and with the PSO-SVM as well as the other
techniques for the recognition part. The average error rate for
the proposed 2.5D technique based on (AAM-MRNS) on the
2.5D face dataset was 4.038% and 7.02%, 6.02% for
conventional AAM and adaptive AAM respectively. On the
other hand, the accuracy rate was used to evaluate the
recognition performance for the final proposed 2.5D
technique. In the recognition stage, the proposed 2.5D
technique (AAM.MRNS+AAPSO.SVM) technique was
compared with (AAM.ABC+ OPSO.SVM), (AAM.MRNS +
OPSO.SVM), (AAM.ABC + AAPSO.SVM), and with PSOSVM methods. The average accuracy rate for the proposed
2.5D technique on 2.5D face images were 85% and 77% for
PSO-SVM; while 75.6, 79, 82.5 for (AAM.ABC+
OPSO.SVM), (AAM.MRNS + OPSO.SVM), (AAM.ABC +
AAPSO.SVM) correspondingly. Furthermore, the 2.5D
technique was able to recognize the suspect of Malaysian real
case of CCTV investigation.
For the future work, the research will look into several
fields to ensure the methodology can assist in helping the
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current video forensics problem. Further, the research is
currently exploring in the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) to
enhance and optimize the algorithm performance.
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Abstract—The paper introduces a novel feature selection
algorithm for labeling identical products collected from online
web resources. Product labeling is important for clustering
similar or same products. Products blindly crawled over the web
sources, such as online sellers, have unstructured data due to
having features expressed in different representations and
formats. Such data result in feature vectors whose representation
is unknown and non-uniform in length. Thus, product labeling,
as a challenging problem, needs efficient selection of features that
best describe the products. In this paper, an efficient feature
selection algorithm is proposed for product labeling problem.
Hierarchical clustering is used with the state of the art similarity
metrics to assess the performance of the proposed algorithm. The
results show that the proposed algorithm increases the
performance of product labeling significantly. Furthermore, the
method can be applied to any clustering algorithm that works on
unstructured data.
Keywords—Product labeling; product clustering; feature
selection; similarity metrics; hierarchical clustering

I.

INTRODUCTION

With recent developments in web technologies, online
shopping sites are changing to powerful product search engines
to integrate various attractive services for sellers and customers
such as product recommendation and comparison systems [1][3]. These web platforms can get data from online
marketplaces, unify them, and provide e-commerce services
using this data for their customers as in online comparison
shopping engines [2]-[3].
One general concern in these search platforms is the
product labeling problem for clustering identical products [4],
generally referred to as record linkage [2]. Usually, customers
want to compare the same products from different sellers, e.g.
to see their prices. The product labeling requires assigning
labels to those products that have identical features. However,
one product is commonly described in different ways by
different online web sources. Moreover, in order to describe
the structure of the product information, each web source
should have its own schema. Currently, ontology mapping
approaches [5]-[6] are used to unify the product information
from various resources. Ontology mapping is the schema
matching approach in order for the web sources to learn their
structure description of product information. However, a
separate ontology should be developed manually for each web
source, and importantly the ontology mapping may not provide
perfect data collection. That is, the collected product data may

still include unstructured or incomplete features. To address the
problem of unstructured or imperfect data, new decision
methods, apart from ontology matching approaches, are
required in product clustering and labeling.
Formally, product labeling can be considered as a
clustering problem to group the identical products into the
same category using some similarity metrics. Each product is
described by a feature vector and the similarity metrics define
the degree of similarity between any pair of feature vectors. If
these vectors contain only descriptive and relevant features that
contribute much to its identification, the performance of
clustering identical products will be improved significantly.
However, with unstructured vectors where no vector metadata
is available, selecting most descriptive and important features
becomes crucial and challenging for product labeling. Thus,
product labeling requires efficient feature selection methods to
cope with unstructured nature of product data. In this paper, a
web crawler is implemented to blindly collect products‟
features in many categories. Then product labeling is
demonstrated using hierarchical clustering algorithms of
various types with the proposed feature selection method
applied.
The paper is organized as follows: Related works are
investigated in the second section. The third section provides
the system model and the proposed algorithm. The fourth
section demonstrates the experimental results of the proposed
methods. Finally, conclusion and future directions are given.
II.

RELATED WORK

Most works related to product clustering usually focus on
analysis of customer behaviors [7] to cluster recommended
products of interest [1] or analysis of product reviews [8]-[9] to
study human opinions about the products features. These works
usually use sentiment analyses or opinion mining [9]-[16]
where human subjects are involved for assessment of the
product features. For example, the authors in [15] cluster the
similar features and try to find the correlation between the
human opinions and set of features of the products. Commonly,
feature selections of the products are also studied with respect
to opinion mining or human behaviors. In [9], [12]-[14],
information extraction systems are introduced, which extracts
fine features with respect to associated opinions. However,
none of the works in the literature studied feature selection for
product labeling for unstructured web crawled over product
dataset.
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In literature, the problem of categorizing identical products,
referred to here as product labeling, is expressed using different
terminologies such as record linkage, entity resolution,
duplicate detection [17], clustering of identical products [4],
and product normalization [2], [18]. To the best of our
knowledge, only few works [2], [4], [19] addressed the record
linkage problem for ecommerce products. In [2] the record
linkage problem is addressed by using supervised-learning of a
similarity function, which is costly and not practical due to
continuous need of training. Also, in [4] clustering algorithm is
used to label identical ecommerce products where new
similarity and performance metrics for clustering of identical
products are proposed. Moreover in [19], an incremental
hierarchical clustering system for record linkage in ecommerce
domain is proposed. Although there are many works related to
record linkage, almost none of them consider product labeling
or product identification for web crawled products taking
feature selection into account.
III.

SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, the proposed feature selection algorithm and
its application to hierarchical clustering is described for
product labeling problem. Hierarchical clustering is used, as
described in [4], to solve the product labeling problem where
the feature vectors are formed using the proposed feature
selection algorithm. The dataset containing the product features
are obtained from [4] where each line represents feature
vectors, some samples are shown in Table 1. The proposed
method selects important product features and removes the
others that don‟t contribute to identification of the product,
which results in final feature vectors.
TABLE. I.
'intel'

'core'

'core'

'i5' '2300' '80ghz' '6mb' 'vga' '1155p'

'i5' '2300' '80' 'ghz'

'core'

VS ={ Vi | i =1..N } represents feature vector space where
Vi represents the feature vector of the ith product among N
products.
Ci represents ith cluster which contains indices of the
vectors in VS that are similar to Vi according to similarity
metric and the threshold as system parameters, and formulated
in (1).
Ci ={ j  1..N| similarity(Vi , Vj)>= threshold }
where similarity (V , V ) 
i
j

'i5' '2300' '80ghz'

Vi  V j



min Vi , V j





ADi represents the average dimension of the vectors in Ci ,
and formulated in (2).


  Vk
ADi   kCi
 Ci












FR(f, C) denotes the frequency of feature f in vectors of
cluster C, and formulated at (3).
1, If f  Vk 
FR( f , C )   

Otherwise 
kC 0,



AL(f, C) denotes the average length of the vectors in cluster
C that includes feature f and formulated in (4) and (5). This is
used for the first criterion in (7).

'lga1155' 'i?lemci'

'intel' 'ci5' '2300' '80ghz' 'mb' 'vga'
'i?lemci'
'intel'

In order to present the proposed algorithm, let‟s define the
following terminology.

SAMPLES OF INITIAL FEATURE VECTORS

'bx80623i52300' 'intel' 'lga1155' 'core'
'6mb' 'cache'
'intel'

overlapped vectors can be seen by other clusters and this
causes information flow among clusters achieving better
identification of informative features.

 V , If f Vk 
SL( f , C )    k

, Otherwise 
kC 0

'1155p' 'core' 'i5'

(4)

'i5' '2300'

A. Proposed Feature Selection Algorithm
The proposed feature selection algorithm has 3 phases. In
the first phase, it divides the feature space into overlapping
clusters where same vectors might be referred to in different
clusters. In the second phase, most informative features of the
vectors in each cluster are selected and ordered using a weight
function which adopts two criteria: 1) Vector length: The
vector with smaller length carries more descriptive information
than the longer one. That is, the information load per feature is
high. 2) Feature position: Features early positioned in the
vector are possibly more informative than the late ones. People
usually tend to refer to important features at the earliest while
describing products. So at the second phase, features in each
vector ordered according to their weights and vector lengths
are trimmed to cluster average so that features not contributing
to the products identification are eliminated. In the final phase
the vectors are just trimmed to target-dimension. The key
property of the algorithm is that any modification to

AL( f , C ) 

SL( f , C )
FR( f , C )

(5)

where SL(f, C) denotes the summation of the vector lengths
in cluster C that includes feature f.
ML(f, C) denotes the minimum length of the vectors in
cluster C that includes feature f and is formulated in (6). This is
used for the first criterion in (7).
ML( f , C )  min  Vk

k  C and f  Vk 

(6)

WL(f, C) denotes the weight of the feature f in C according
to the first criterion (vector length criterion), and is formulated
in (7). Once a feature is found in a minimum length vector
(ML), this should be highly emphasized (most informative
state). The more the feature f repeats in cluster C, the more the
weight approaches to its most informative value (ML). The less
the feature f repeats in cluster C, the more the weight
approaches to cluster average (AL).
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WL( f , C )  ML( f , C ) 

AL ( f , C )  ML( f , C )
FR( f , C ) 2

(7)

AP(f, C) denotes the average position of the feature f in
vectors of cluster C, and is formulated in (8). This is used for
the second criterion at (9).

AP ( f , C ) 

 pos( f ,V )
kC

k

(8)

FR( f , C )

where pos(f, V) returns the position (index) of feature f in
vector V, or return zero when f is absent in V.
WP(f, C) denotes the weight of the feature f in C according
to the second criterion (feature position criterion), and is
formulated at (9) to give a little bit more significance to the
second criterion than the first criterion and also to escape from
zero division when they are combined in (10).

WP( f , C )  log e2  AP( f , C )  1

(9)

Weight(f, C) denotes the overall weight of the feature f in C
according to our two criteria for vector length and feature
position, and is formulated in (10).

Weight( f , C ) 

1
WP( f , C ) *WL( f , C )

(10)

The proposed algorithm sorts the vector V in each cluster C
in descending order of Weight(f, C) where f scans the features
of vector V and then attempts to reduce the dimension of V to
cluster average if possible or to target dimension otherwise.
The proposed feature selection algorithm is shown below:
Feature Selection Algorithm
Input: initial vector space (VS), threshold, target_dimension
Output: resulted vector space
For i=1 to N
Ci  create cluster Ci according to (1)
For i=1 to N
CSextract all distinct features in vectors of Ci
ADi  compute average dimension of Ci according to (2)
If ADi < target_dimension Then ADi =target_dimension
For each feature f in CS
Weight(f, Ci)calculate weight according to (10)
For each k in Ci
Vk sort Vk in descending order of Weight(f, Ci)
where f scans features of Vk
If |Vk| ≥ ADi Then
Vk select the first ADi number of features of Vk
For i=1 to N
If |Vi| ≥ target_dimension Then
Vi  select the first target_dimension number
of features of Vi

B. Clustering Model and Performance Metrics
In this section, we describe the clustering model for product
labeling on which we applied our proposed feature selection
algorithm. We have considered hierarchical types of clustering
to demonstrate how our feature selection algorithm achieves
well in labeling identical products. Hierarchical clustering
algorithms use similarity metrics and linkage metrics. The
similarity metric determines the degree of similarity between
any pair of vectors. This paper considers the similarity metrics
recently proposed in [4] for non-uniform feature vectors. So we
demonstrate the performance of our algorithm using four
similarity metrics proposed in [4], namely minimallynormalized intersection similarity (MNI), globally-normalized
locally weighted similarity (GNLW), globally-normalizedindexed similarity (GNI) and globally-normalized globally
weighted similarity (GNGW).
Hierarchical clustering algorithm needs also linkage
metrics, which use the underlying similarity metrics to measure
the similarity among sub clusters to merge them to form a
bigger cluster in the hierarchy. With the four similarity metrics
mentioned earlier and the five following linkage metrics,
different clustering algorithms are considered in the paper.
These linkage metrics are single (nearest distance), complete
(furthest distance), average (unweighted average distance),
weighted (weighted average distance), and median (weighted
center of mass distance) linkage clustering. The single method
considers the smallest distance between the points in two
clusters for the decision of merging whereas the complete
method considers the furthest distance between two clusters.
The other methods behaves similarly as their names indicate.
We used the performance measurement metrics recently
proposed in [4] where three metrics, namely False-Positive
(FP), False-Negative (FN), and Total Error (TE) are defined to
assess the performance of the product labeling when the
original cluster labels are available.
The metric considers a space of product pairs where the
labels of pairs that are detected as identical or non-identical by
the algorithm are compared with the original true labels that are
priori available. The metrics are defined in [4] as follows:
1) False-Negative (FN) indicates the number of the
product pairs that are classified as non-identical by the
algorithm, although they are actually identical.
2) False-Positive (FP) indicates the number of the product
pairs that are classified as identical by the algorithm, although
they are actually non-identical.
3) Total Error (TE) indicates the total number of decision
errors caused by either False-Negatives or False-Positives.
IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Datasets
The dataset is acquired as two text files from [4] where one
file is for product description (product-file) and the other is for
error-free product labels (label-file).
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Each line of the product-file describes one product without
using any predefined structure (see Table 1) and the
corresponding product label is given at the same line of the
label-file. The dataset includes one thousand products, selected
randomly from one million products, which are blindly crawled
from 20 most popular online Turkish sellers (see Table 2). The
products are from many different categories including
computers, home appliance, smart phones, etc. So each line of
the product-file serves as initial feature vector and our
proposed feature selection algorithm generates final feature
vectors that are input to the hierarchical clustering algorithms.
TABLE. II.

TABLE. III.
'seagate' 'barracuda' 'green'
'sabit' 'disk' 'st1500dl003'

'5tb' '5900rpm' 'sata' 'gb' 'sn' 'ncq'

'seagate'

'barracuda' 'green'

'st1500dl003' '5tb' 'sata' 'sabit' 'disk'

'seagate'

'5tb'

Number of Products Crawled

hepsiburada.com

177.310

Number of Pages
Crawled
313.946

hizlial.com

84.046

166.197

webdenal.com

69.979

121.853

ereyon.com.tr

68.960

92.076

pratikev.com

63.170

69.275

netsiparis.com

40.525

59.294

'6gb' 'barracuda' 'green'

TABLE. IV.

RESULTED SET 1 WITH THRESHOLD=0.74,
TARGET_DIMENSION = 3

'seagate'

'st1500dl003' '5tb'

'seagate'

'st1500dl003' '5tb'

'seagate'

'st1500dl003' '5tb'

'seagate'

'st1500dl003' '5tb'
TABLE. V.

ORIGINAL SET 2

'kingston' '16' 'gb' 'usb' 'memory'

B. Experimental Results
In this section, the results of the proposed feature selection
algorithm are shown and the performance of its success in
product labeling problem is demonstrated using the
hierarchical clustering algorithms where four similarity metrics
(MNI, GNLW, GNI, GNGW) and five linkage metrics (single,
complete, average, weighted, median) are used. Exhaustive
experiments are conducted and optimum values of performance
metrics are provided in tables. All the algorithms in this paper
are implemented using MATLAB©. The results of the
proposed method are given in Tables 3 to 8 for different target
dimensions where the optimum threshold is given at the table
title. These tables only provide some example sets for
demonstration purposes.
The results in Tables 4, 6 and 8 show that the algorithm
selects and orders the informative features successfully in
general. For example, the feature „st1500dl003‟ as an
informative word isn‟t initially contained in top 3 features in
Table 3; however our algorithm succeeds in bringing it to the
second position as shown in Table 4. Similarly, in Table 5, the
most descriptive features „kingston‟, „16‟, „gb‟, „dtig3‟ are
successfully selected in top 4 features in Table 6. Similar
success can be seen in Table 8 where the most 6 informative
features are selected. These results are qualitative examples
where one must further analyze the selected features.
In order to demonstrate the success of the proposed feature
selection algorithm quantitatively we can compare the product
labeling performance of the hierarchical clustering algorithm
with and without applying the proposed feature selection. The
evaluation of each clustering experiment is done by the
performance metrics proposed in [4].

'st1500dl003'

'seagate' 'st1500dl003' '5tb' '5900rpm' '64mb' 'sata3' '6gb'
'barracuda' 'green'

SOME ONLINE SELLERS THAT ARE CRAWLED TO COLLECT
PRODUCT INFORMATION [4]

Web Site

ORIGINAL SET 1

'dtig3' '16gb'

'16' 'gb' 'usb' 'dtig3' 'kingston'
'kingston' 'datatraveler'
'kingston'
'disk'

'dtig3'

'g3' '16' 'gb' 'usb' 'bellek'

'16gbz'

TABLE. VI.

'16gb'

'datatraveler'

'dtig3' '16gbz'

'g3'

'usb'

'flash'

RESULTED SET 2 WITH THRESHOLD=0.72,
TARGET_DIMENSION = 4

'kingston' '16' 'gb' 'dtig3'
'kingston' '16' 'gb' 'dtig3'
'kingston' '16' 'dtig3' 'usb'
'kingston' 'dtig3' '16gb' 'usb'
TABLE. VII. ORIGINAL SET 3
'samsung' 'intel' 'atom' 'n570' '66ghz' '2gb' '320gb' '10' 'beyaz'
'netbook' 'n150' 'jp0xtr'
'samsung' 'np' 'n150' 'jp0xtr' 'beyaz' 'atom' 'n570' '2gb' '320gb'
'payla??ml?' 'vga' 'gma3150' '10' 'win' 'starter'
'samsung' 'n150' 'jp0xtr' 'atom' 'n570' '66ghz' '2gb' '320gb' '10'
'netbook' 'w7s' 'beyaz'
'samsung' '320gb' 'beyaz'
'n150'

'n570' 'netbook' '10' '2gb' 'jp0xtr'

TABLE. VIII. RESULTED SET 3 WITH THRESHOLD=0.61,
TARGET_DIMENSION = 6
'samsung' 'n150' 'jp0xtr' 'n570' '2gb' '320gb'
'samsung' 'n150' 'jp0xtr' 'np' 'n570' '2gb'
'samsung' 'n150' 'jp0xtr' 'n570' '2gb' '320gb'
'samsung' 'n150' 'jp0xtr' 'n570' '2gb' '320gb'
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TABLE. IX.
Similarity

PRODUCT LABELING PERFORMANCE WITHOUT THE PROPOSED FEATURE SELECTION (LEGACY METHOD)

MNI

GNLW

GNI

GNGW

Linkage

FN

FP

TE

FN

FP

TE

FN

FP

TE

FN

FP

TE

single

0.29

0.26

0.28

0.26

0.09

0.19

0.39

0.42

0.40

0.21

0.18

0.20

complete

0.58

0.00

0.44

0.57

0.00

0.43

0.35

0.16

0.27

0.54

0.03

0.41

average

0.48

0.11

0.35

0.43

0.20

0.35

0.23

0.20

0.22

0.40

0.24

0.33

weighted

0.52

0.05

0.38

0.46

0.13

0.34

0.25

0.22

0.24

0.37

0.13

0.28

median

0.54

0.16

0.43

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.55

0.13

0.43

0.35

0.36

0.35

TABLE. X.
Similarity

PRODUCT LABELING PERFORMANCE WITH THE PROPOSED FEATURE SELECTION WITH TARGET_DIMENSION=3

MNI

GNLW

GNI

GNGW

Linkage

FN

FP

TE

FN

FP

TE

FN

FP

TE

FN

FP

TE

single

0.27

0.02

0.17

0.23

0.03

0.15

0.13

0.08

0.10

0.12

0.10

0.11

complete

0.37

0.07

0.26

0.36

0.08

0.26

0.15

0.07

0.11

0.29

0.17

0.23

average

0.31

0.09

0.27

0.33

0.09

0.23

0.11

0.16

0.13

0.20

0.12

0.16

weighted

0.36

0.07

0.26

0.36

0.07

0.26

0.11

0.13

0.12

0.21

0.11

0.17

median

0.33

0.06

0.23

0.32

0.07

0.22

0.09

0.19

0.14

0.27

0.07

0.19

The results are given in Tables 9 and 10 for target
dimension = 3 and summarized in Fig. 1 to 3 for target
dimension of 3, 4 and 6. Tables 9 and 10 show the performance
of our feature selection algorithm in product labeling is almost
50% better than the legacy approach when the best TE of the
legacy (0.19) and the best of the proposed method (0.10) are
compared. Furthermore, our feature selection algorithm
performs better than the legacy one at all linkage and similarity
metrics when best TEs of each metric, denoted in bold in
Tables 9 and 10, are compared.

is favorable. Similarly, tolerance to decision errors is also
dependent on the problem domain. For instance, some
problems may have tolerance to the FN errors but not to the
FPs. The results show that product labeling with the proposed
feature selection method has more tolerance to FPs in general.
That is, FNs errors contribute more to the total decision errors
than FPs. The only exception is the GNGW where the total
errors are mainly caused by both FNs and FPs errors.

Generally, single linkage performs better than the other
linkages. Thus, we analyzed the single linkage further for other
dimensions (dimension = 4 and 6) and the results are
summarized in Fig. 1 to 3. Figures show that our proposed
method improves the success of the product labeling for all
dimensions. The success of the product labeling with the
proposed feature selection is better for smaller dimensions.
That is, the proposed method successfully selects the
informative features. As the dimension increases the
performance of all methods gets worse due to the fact that
resulting feature vectors tend towards original feature vectors.
That is, the more features are selected, the more unnecessary
details are taken into account. As the dimension increases the
GNGW performs better than the other metrics whereas GNI
gets worse. For small dimensions GNI and GNGW are
preferable. Thus, GNGW provides better performance for the
average dimension.

0.3

Depending on the problem domain, some linkage or
similarity metrics could be preferable. A hierarchical clustering
algorithm with a particular linkage and a similarity metric
defines the behavior of the algorithm. For product labeling
considered here the results show that single linkage

0

Total Error

0.4

Legacy

0.2

Proposed

0.1
0

MNI

GNLW

GNI

GNGW

0.4
0.3
0.2

Total Error

Fig. 1. Performance comparison in terms of TEs for the legacy and the
proposed methods with single linkage and target_dimension = 3.

Legacy
Proposed

0.1

MNI

GNLW

GNI

GNGW

Fig. 2. Performance comparison in terms of TEs for the legacy and the
proposed methods with single linkage and target_dimension = 4.
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0.4

Total Error

[3]

Legacy

0.3

Proposed

0.2

[4]

[5]

0.1
0

MNI

GNLW

GNI

[6]

GNGW

Fig. 3. Performance comparison in terms of TEs for the legacy and the
proposed methods with single linkage and target_dimension = 6.

[7]

The proposed feature selection algorithm improves the
performance of the product labeling by reducing the total error
for all possible cases of linkage, similarity and dimension. The
proposed algorithm can also be used in product clustering
generally to enhance the clustering performance. However, the
algorithm is tested on only available dataset due to absence of
such datasets in the internet. Further study is still needed to test
and improve the algorithm according to its success in new
datasets.

[8]

V.

[2]

[10]

[11]

CONCLUSION

A new feature selection algorithm is introduced for
unstructured product data. The performance of the proposed
algorithm is demonstrated by applying it into the product
labeling problem where our algorithm selects most informative
features before product labeling. The proposed algorithm can
be used in feature selection phase of any product clustering
algorithms. The performance comparison of the proposed
algorithm is done by the state of the art performance metrics
recently developed for the product labeling problem. The
results show that the proposed algorithm provides almost 50%
better performance in term of total error when compared to the
legacy approach. The proposed algorithm successfully selects
the brand names and major descriptive words such as category
and model names. However, future works are needed to test the
success of the feature selection algorithm on different datasets
and improve the algorithm to cope with imperfect nature of
data, such as using natural language processing, which is not
addressed here.
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Abstract—Recently; medical image mining has become one of
the well-recognized research area(s) of machine learning and
artificial intelligence techniques have been vastly used in various
computer added diagnostic systems. Specifically; breast cancer
classification problem is considered as one of the most significant
problems. For instance, complex, diverse and heterogamous
malignant features of micro-calcification in DICOM (Digital
Communication in Medicine) images of mammography are very
difficult to classify because the persistence of noise in
mammogram images creates lots of confusions for doctors. In
order to reduce the chances of misdiagnosis and to discernment
the difference between malignant and benign lesions of microcalcification this paper proposes a system so called “Intelligent
System For Detection of Micro-Calcification in Breast Cancer”
by considering all above stated problems. Overall our system
comprises over three main stages. In first stage, adaptive
threshold algorithm is used to reduce the noise, and canny edge
detection algorithm is used to detect the edges of every macro or
micro classification. In second stage, deginated as feature
selection is done by using auto-crop algorithm, which crops all
types of calcifications and lesions by proposed algorithm so called
CFEDNN (Calcification Feature Extraction Deep Neural
Networks) which is designed to avoid the manual ROIs (Region
of Interest). Decision model is constructed by using DNN (Deep
Neural Networks) and the best classification accuracy is
measured as 95.6%.
Keywords—Medical image mining; machine learning; feature
extraction; classification; Digital Communication in Medicine
(DICOM)

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently artificial intelligence (AI) techniques have been
frequently applied in healthcare industry and computer added
diagnostics systems have been witnessed with significant
impact to mold the traditional procedures into computerized
DSS (decision support systems) for diagnosis and prognosis of
various diseases such as colorectal cancer, lung cancer, breast
cancer and so on. According to recent statics [1]-[3] breast
cancer accounts for 1.7 million yearly deaths in world
population and many people are badly suffering from such
type of cancers. Breast cancer is one of the common diseases
found in female gender but male gender is also facing
casualties related to the breast cancer. Traditionally
mammography [4]-[6] is one of the non-invasive techniques
used to diagnose the breast cancer but there are some
limitations associated with X-Ray based technologies. It is
really challenging to differentiate between the malignant and
non-malignant behaviors from the film base masses, lesions,
micro and macro calcifications of human breast tissues due to

some cultural, regional and socio-economic problems which
are likely to be found to form the dense and tender tissues
because race, gender, occupation, geographic conditions,
social system and other contributing factors create [7], [8] lots
of variations in the composition of human breast tissues. On
the other side there are lots of limitations associated with
mammogram image accusation process due to improper
acquisition processes caused by unavoidable technological
noise seen in medical images [9], [10]. This create lots of
confusions for radiologist to interpret the particular type of
malignant behaviors and sometime ultrasound guided biopsies
are recommended for deep analysis of the disease and results
may reveal no malignancy. In recent past some of the related
works [11], [13], [15] have been seen and these approaches
have attempted to resolve the classification problem of
mammograms but some of approaches consider the malignant
masses accumulatively set of pixels, since detection of microcalcification in massive masses may enhance the diagnostic
accuracy of breast cancer. For example micro-calcifications
may exists between the dense or soft margins of breast but due
to diffuse shapes, sizes and malfunctioning of mammogram xray technology, there are several chances of miss-diagnosis
because fibro adenoma cancer persists with complex patterns
of massive masses along with set of calcifications. In-order to
reduce the chances of misdiagnosis and to identify the
difference between malignant and benign lesions of connected
micro-calcifications, this paper proposes a system so called
“Intelligent System for Detection of Micro-Calcification in
Breast Cancer” by considering all above stated problems.
Overall proposed system comprises over three main stages. In
first stage noise reduction techniques are applied and each
macro or micro calcification is detected by using canny edge
detection algorithm. In second stage feature selection is done
by using proposed algorithm so called CFEDNNs
(Calcification Feature Extraction Deep Neural Networks)
which is designed to avoid the manual ROIs (Region of
Interest). Classification model is built by using the DNNs
(Deep Neural Networks) and best epochs were measured as
95.60%.
The paper is organized in several sections. Firstly
introduction is presented, secondly literature review is
described, thirdly methodology is explained, fourthly results
are shown and finally conclusion & discussion with future
dimensions is described.
II.

RELATED WORKS

Basically this paper proposes an approach, which deals as
predictive modeling in the domain of machine learning and
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proposed system consider the detection of malignant
behaviors of breast cancer masses, lesions and macro or micro
classifications. Some of the related works have been seen in
recent past are cited as below.

cancer. Reported best accuracy for AdaBoost measured as
87.42%. Since the proposed system of this paper detects micro
calcifications in the environment of complex and diffuse shape
of masses at any sight of mammogram images.

A system [11] was proposed to detect the abnormalities of
breast cancer using mammograms. AI base Swarm Optimized
Wavelet Neural Network algorithms were used and the
reported classification accuracy is 92.10%. This paper
proposes a system to classify the malignant and benign
behaviors by selecting the automated ROIs (Region of
Interest) features, which helps to avoid the manual feature
selection from breast images.

A comparison [14] different machine learning techniques
was proposed and best accuracy was measured 95.34% for
breast cancer detection using cellular tissues RBF. ConvNet
layers provide better feature extraction because final layer is
fully connected with all previous layers.

A system [12] was proposed to classify malignant and
benign images of mammograms. The extracted statistical
features were classified by using ANN (Artificial Neural
Networks) and reported classification accuracy of the system
is 94%. Proposed algorithm so called CFEDNN to select the
features from several parts of breast neighbored regions such
as axilla and breast regions.
A comparison [13] of various machine learning techniques
(SVM, AdaBoost) was proposed for classification of breast

A system [15] for diagnosis of breast cancer was proposed
by using machine learning techniques. The reported
classification accuracy using SVM was measured as 95.23%.
Proposed approach of this paper offers contributions from two
perspectives. Firstly from the image preprocessing
perspective, in which an algorithm is proposed to reduce the
noise by considering unnecessary noise and selects the most
significant set of regions such as margins of axilla and breast
along with the malignant behaviors consideration at pixel
levels. Secondly building of ConvNet layers are for
mammography lesions and classification of malignant/benign
behaviors. The classification accuracy of the system was
measured about 95.60%.

Fig. 1. Intelligent system for detection of micro-calcification in breast cancer workflow.

III.

METHODOLOGY

Basically proposed approach of this paper falls into the
category of predictive modeling and machine learning
techniques have been used to construct the decision model
based upon the deep learning techniques as per following
systematic procedure (Fig. 1). A mammogram consists upon
thickly populated set of pixels. This paper presents novel
algorithm so called CFEDNN (Calcification Feature
Extraction Deep Neural Networks) which deals with the object
detection, feature selection and classification. Since the
appropriate object detection and feature selection is highly

desirable for good results to solve the classification of
DICOM (Digital Communication in Medicine) of
mammography. The proposed system is divided into three
major phases and each phase is assigned interconnected tasks.
The first phase deals with the data preparation such as noise
reduction and feature selection, whereas second phase is
assigned the task to build the classification model where
associated quantities selected from the related pixels based
upon information in the form of tensor data type. The
classification model has to classify the micro and macro
classifications to assist the doctors during the diagnostic
phase.
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Algorithm 1: (CFEDNN)
Calsification_Feature_Extraction_Deep_Neural_Networks
Input: Mammogram image as D

Output: Axilla margins, breast tissues and Class Label Malignant =
Yes/No

∑

∑

Stage 1: Noise Reduction and Feature Selection:
A. Calcification feature extraction Deep Neural Networks
algorithm:
In DICOM (Digital communication in medicine) [16]
mammogram images have different contrasts and entropies at
each set of pixels in complex, dense and diffuse set of pixels
because mostly in all types of breast tissues are found with
varying behaviors from many perspectives in terms of shapes,
sizes and other properties (such as malignant masses, lesions,
macro and micro calcifications). Thus these types of
circumstances produce lots of confusions for the radiologists
during the interpretation of mammograms. Proposed system
comprises upon the main three stages. In first phase of image
preprocessing the noise reduction techniques are used, in
second phase a decision model is constructed. In third stage
performance evaluation and result visualization is shown.
Let’s consider a dataset D of mammogram images and the
digital information is scattered between
spatial
locations. The first object of our algorithm CFEDNN
(Calcification feature extraction + deep neural networks) is to
classify the breast cancer using mammogram images.
Adaptive threshold algorithm [17] is used to reduce the noise.
The technique calculates accumulated values of neighborhood
pixels that represent the small set of objects in medical images
by considering mean values of concerned regions and the
results of segmentation can be transformed into better
illumination despite of varying requirements of different
thresholds prerequisite for dissimilar regions of image
designated as objects such like malignant behaviors. Since
Otsu's algorithm tries to find a threshold value (t) which
minimizes the weighted within-class variance given by the
relation in a medical image.
The second objective of proposed algorithm is to avoid unnecessary information from the mammograms and to select
the most significant feature without using manual ROIs
(region of interest) [18]. ROI is a method to select the
different regions of image to measure the entropies and other
operations. This technique is also compatible to manual

cropping of various objects from image. The proposed
algorithm partition the image into three regions, in first step it
selects the regions of axilla, in second step different regions of
breast masses are detected and finally irrelevant regions such
as noise is determined and omitted (Fig. 2). Proposed system
creates the three layers using ConvNet based features [19][22] as observation collected from selected regions. Let’s
consider a dataset D of mammogram consisting upon the
MXN pixels scattered over the size of in
and the
regions of interest persist as
(Fig. 2). These regions
are also often known as several number of image partitions
based upon the clustering set of homogenous neighborhood
pixels. In human breast there are two partitions having most
significant importance number one any existence of nodular
quantity or breast is affected due to involvement of
calcifications.
B. ConvNet Architectures
Proposed preprocessing algorithm selects automated
regions as defined in Section 3. This paper uses Deep Neural
Networks and builds the dataset with three common layers, in
first two layers CONV and POOL layer are created as max
pool where each pixel value is represented into tensor data
type. In third layer which is fully-connected layer of related
pixel representation and a doctor defined class label attribute
for malignant and benign classes is included RELU activation
function into the training datasets of mammograms as layer.
C. Pooling Layer
The successive Conv Layer architecture includes a pooling
layer from time to time. The function is responsible
increasingly to reduce the spatial size of image pixel
interpretation. It not only controls the overfitting of
parameters but also regulates computation throughout the
computational activities of related layers and incorporates the
in-depth inputs received from the pooling layer operations by
applying consideration to the set of depth slice observations
during the interpretation of image interpreted inputs in Max
operations in such way that pooling filters consisting upon the
number of max over 4. Since the depth height and width can
be reduced up to 75% and builds small regions comprising
upon the 2 x 2 at the low levels of depth since these depth
features remain with constant quantities.
D. Fully-connected layer
In fully connected layer, the last layer (class label
attribute) is final output layer which fully connected set of
observations related to particular class along with the
consideration of biased and weighted values of all previous
activated connections exists between the different layers.
Stage 2: Classification using Deep Learning:
The DNN (Deep Neural Network) uses weighted matrix W
and bias vector b and the inputs of set of observation which
collects inter connected input quantities consisting upon the
image features as neurons. Hidden layers of neurons depend
upon the complexity of problem. Weighted and bias values
has to construct hyperplane to decrement the behaviors of
image data by considering vector
and variable Y
is a stochastic variable.
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ReLU (Rectified linear units) layer is used as activation
function
and receptive fields of
Convolution layer promotes to increase the properties related
to nonlinear decision by considering no effect to the above
stated layer. Since some other functions may also be used to
enhance into the incremental support for nonlinearity.
Hyperbolic tangent
and to
boost the training phase of neural network the sigmoid
function
offers very nice services at
ReLU layer. Since the
loss can be used to classify
the k classes by using the sigmoid cross entropy loss by
considering the prediction of class label k as independent
probability based quantities as [0,1] and to regress the real
label as Euclidean loss
.

supervised or unsupervised learning is applied specially is
multiclass problem can be learned with the functions of
softmax and cross entropies where

∑

is used to

denote the representation of the class probability as output by
considering the quantities of
and
. Since the cross
∑
entropies could be interpreted as
. A
binary mask can be bounded with deep neural networks based
regression to increase the localization precision and to learn
the features by using regression because some of the layers are
convolutional, pooling and fully connected where each object
has to be reflected linear unit for transformation perspectives
of nonlinear as well.
Stage 3:
visualization:

Deep Neural Networks performs well by using the
standard backpropagation algorithm and can be discriminated
as nested discrete connected networks. The efficiency could
also be find by using spars networks. Stochastic gradient
descent can be expressed in weighted backpropagation by this
equation
where hidden

Performance

Evaluation

and

result

Total number of 1273 images (Table 1) of mammogram
were used out of these 362 images were belonging to the
category of malignant and 911 were belonging to the benign
class. The 327 true positive and 35 true negative and 890
benign number of images were classified as false negative and
21 false positive. The comparison with literature is presented
in (Table 2) and the measured classification accuracy
(Table 3) is about 95.60%.

layers of neural network perform like human brain neurons.
Since learning rate is represented by cost function designated
as C and
term is derived as scholastic theorem. The
reinforcements refers to the choice of cost functions where

Fig. 2. Preprocess Method, Input image, Regional clusters, Distribution of clusters in grid, Auto detected ROI (1) Axilla (2) Breast, Existence of MacroCalcification, Existence of Micro - Calcification

TABLE. I.

CONFUSION MATRIX
MALIGNANT

NON-MALIGNANT

MALIGNANT

327

35

NON-MALIGNANT

21

890

MEASURED CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY

95.60%
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TABLE. II.

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED APPROACH WITH LITERATURE

APPROACH

TECHNIQUE

ACCURACY

DHEEBA, J (2014)

SWARM OPTIMIZED WAVELET NEURAL NETWORK

92.10%

LASHKARI (2016)

ANN (ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS)

94.00%

RAJESH
KUMAR(2014)
HAMID H (2016)

SVM, ADABOOST

87.42%

RBF

95.34%

GRAHAM (2005)

SVM

95.23%

OUR APPROACH

CFENNS (CALCIFICATION FEATURE EXTRACTION
CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS)

95.60%

TABLE. III.
RAW IMAGES

OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
NO OF
EXTRACTED

NO OF MISSCLASSIFIED
NUCLEI

PRECESSION

RECALL

NUCLEI

NO OF
CLASSIFIED
NUCLEI

MALIGNANT

10

362

327

35

90.33%

93.96%

NON-MALIGNANT

10

911

890

21

97.69%

96.21%

IV.

RESULTS

Overall proposed method for preprocessing is shown in
(Fig. 2) and first input image have been shown than its
regional clusters have been transformed. These clusters have
been further divided into further sub regions in a grid to
estimate the ROI (region of interest) where two level regions
have been selected, firstly the axilla margins and secondly
breast regions. The involvement of axilla margins helps
doctors to investigate about the potential presence of lymph
nodes, since these nodes may be removed in case of applying
surgical procedures such mastectomy or lumpectomy to cure
the life of breast cancer patients. High contrast levels have
been used by increasing the green color spectrum where
massive malignant masses exist and micro-calcification level
features have been recorded with the assistance of top edge
level behaviors of classifications which would become more
useful features to diagnose the fibro adenoma. In Fig. 3, ROC
is plotted and measured classification accuracy of the system
is approximated about 95.60%.
V.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION WITH FUTURE
DIMENSIONS

Mammogram X-Rays are very difficult to interpret
because complex, diverse and heterogynous malignant
behaviors of micro-calcifications are very difficult to visualize
without using machine learning techniques. Since presence of
massive masses accumulated as huge noise in DICOM
(Digital Communication in Medicine) images of
mammography and micro calcifications may be hidden
between these masses and the persistence of non-palpable
lumps and nodular structure in breast is an alarming situation
which may assist the radiologist because initial changes of
malignant and benign diagnosis may enhance the survival rate
of life. This paper proposes a system so called “Intelligent
System for Detection of Micro-Calcification in Breast Cancer”

to differentiate the malignant and benign calcifications.
Proposed system overall comprises over three main stages. In
first stage noise reduction techniques are used by using
adaptive threshold algorithm and detection of each macro and
micro classification is done. In second stage of feature
selection auto-crop technique have been used to crop the axilla
margins and breast lesions by using proposed algorithm
CFEDNN (Calcification Feature Extraction Deep Neural
Networks) which is designed to avoid the manual ROIs
(Region of Interest). Decision model is constructed by using
the DNNs (Deep Neural Networks) and best classification
accuracy was measured as 95.6%. As a future work there are
some very important dimensions have been observed: How to
measure the size of breast malignant masses? How to classify
the histopathological images by correlating the mammogram?
Another very significant problem is to estimate the growth
pattern of malignant and non-malignant masses because it
would provide more precise assistance to doctors to assess the
survival rate of patients.
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Abstract—Financial decisions are among the most significant
life-changing decisions that individuals make. There is a strong
correlation between financial decision making and human
behavior. In this research the relationship between what people
think and how stock market moves is investigated. The data from
2010 to 2015 of some of business, political and financial events
which directly impact the local stock market in Pakistan is
analyzed. The data was collected from search engine Google via
Google trends. The association between internet searches
regarding the political or business events and how the subsequent
stock market moves is established. It was found that increase in
search of these topics may lead to stock market fall or rise. The
overall objective of this research is to predict Karachi Stock
Exchange (now known as Pakistan stock exchange) 100 index by
quantifying the semantics of international market. In addition to
that, the relation between what an individual thinks while
searching on Google which affects the local market is also
investigated. The collected data has been mined by Multiclass
Neural Network and Multiclass Decision Trees. The result shows
that Multiclass Decision Trees performed best with an accuracy
of 94%.
Keywords—Google trends; financial market; stock market;
Karachi stock market; multiclass neural network; multiclass
decision trees

I.

INTRODUCTION

We are living in a world where data is generated from all
domains of life. For example, from every social media
interaction do, from every computer, every mobile, every
sensor and now even from watches and other wearable
gadgets. The real question is how we can convert this data into
meaningful information for decision making such as to predict
stock market behavior. Stock market prediction is a domain of
challenging factors which is based on many important aspects
and collective thinking of the financial experts. Stock Market
data can be acquired from different sources. Its impact has
generated considerable scientific attention due to its
complexity and size. Despite its huge size, such data sets
capture only the final action taken at the end of a decisionmaking process. No insight is provided into earlier stages of
this process, where traders may use this information to

Muhammad Muzammil
Research Student, Department of Computer Science &
Software Engineering
NED University of Engineering & Technology, Karachi,
Pakistan, 75270

determine what consequences of various actions and factors
may be.
The aim of this study is to predict the behavior of local
stock market in Pakistan based on available historical data and
International market factors such as International Gold Rates,
US dollar Rates, International stock markets and foreign
exchange reserves etc. For today's world, data gathering
frequently comprises of seeking on the web sources. Few
years back Google has given access to cumulative information
on the volume of queries for different search terms and how
these volumes change over time, via publicly available service
named Google Trends [1]. The gathered data was preprocessed using data cleaning and data filtering. The
preprocessed data was than analyzed using Machine learning
algorithms.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The advent of Internet has seen people have used it as a
main source of Information gathering and search engines like
Google have become a gateway to this information. This fine
grained data available on internet has opened up new options
for researchers. Studies have found that large volumes of
search queries for a specific word can linked up to real life
events, such as forecasting the housing prices and sales [2];
popularity of films, games, and music on their release [3];
unemployment rate [4]; This openly available digital data also
help researchers to find how the stock market moves, a recent
study has found that increase in search volumes of some topics
tends to precede stock market falls [5]. Some researchers have
successfully found the relationship between behavior of
people through social media (like twitter) and prediction of the
stock market [6].
Karachi Stock Market (KSM) is one of the top 10 markets
in the world. There are dozens of factors which impacts stock
exchange directly or indirectly. That’s why this research was
intended to work on unique factors which impacts stock
exchange. The objective of this research was to predict
complex behavior of Karachi stock market (KSM) using
historical data of KSM in combination with International
economic factors such as US Dollar rates, gold prices, Oil
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price, NYE 100 index data; Shanghai 100 index data are few
factors which influence KSM.
III.

DATA GATHERING AND PREPARATION

A. Data Gathering
The datasets used in this study was gathered from different
sources. These sources are described below:
1) Data Generation from Google Trends Analytics
Research was primarily concentrated on gaining insight
knowledge of what is going through people’s mind and the
most right source for it is what they search on Google. As we
are aware of the fact that different events put a huge impact on
financial markets. Therefore, the focus is on finding out the
impact of these events via what people searched about it on
Google.
The first task was to collect data about major events in
Pakistan from 2010 to 2014. It includes finding major events
from Wikipedia and other sources. Then these events are
searched in Google trends and their csv files were
downloaded. The major events from 2010-2015 are listed in
Table 1.
TABLE. I.
Year
2010

YEAR WISE MAJOR EVENTS IN PAKISTAN
Major Events
Air blue airline crash, Imran Farooq murder,
Aman ki asha.

2011

Karachi bombing, Karachi target killing,
Lahore bomb blast, Salman Taseer assassination,
Osama bin laden killing, Raymond Davis
scandal, Resignation of Hussain haqani.

2012

Karachi Factory fire case, Malala Yousuf
Zai attempted killing, Memo gate scandal.

2013

Finance bill 2013, General Elections 2013,
IMF Loan 2013, Meer Hazar Khoso become
takecarer prime minister, Nawaz Shareef
becomes prime minister of Pakistan.

2014

Ban on Geo TV, Attack on Hamid Meer,
Karachi Airport Attack, Model Town Incident,
Peshawar School Attack, Imran Khan long
march, Operation Zarb-e-Azab.

2) KSM Dataset
The past 15 years of KSM data was collected. This
includes Date, Index points, Volume, High and Low. Data was
filtered from 2010 to March 2015 for research purposes.
3) Dollar Rate Dataset
According to financial analysts, the International Gold
Rate impacts KSM. Therefore, it was decided to put dollar rate
prices, up and down measure in dataset for predicting Stock
Market. The Dollar Rate data was obtained from Quandl [7]. It

includes Date, Rate on that date, highest and lowest price and
percent change in Rate. This data was obtained from year
2010 onwards.
4) Gold Rate Dataset
Gold rate is another factor which impacts stock markets.
Therefore, it was decided to put international market gold rate
in this research. It was obtained from Quandl from 2010 and
onwards. Parameters includes Date, Gold rate in USD and
change in percentage.
5) Newyork Stock Exchange Dataset
According to financial analysts, International stock
markets impact KSM greatly. Therefore it was decided to use
Newyork stock market index data set for building prediction
model. Data was obtained from Quandal which includes date,
volume, opening and closing index parameters. In addition to
that, US International Index, composite Index and 100 Index
were also used.
6) Shanghai Stock Exchange Dataset
Another international market which impact KSM
exchange according to financial analysts is the Shanghai Stock
Exchange. It was decided to also use shanghai stock exchange
parameters in the dataset. The data of Shanghai stock
exchange was obtained from year 2010 onwards. Parameters
includes data, opening, closing, volume and change in
percentage.
B. Data Pre-Processing/Cleaning
This section is focused on cleaning the data which was
obtained by the process described above. Data was cleaned by
going through series of steps each of which are illustrated
below. Trends data obtained from Google Trends was not in
proper format. Data was in three formats i.e weekly, daily and
monthly. But the desired final csv was intended to be in day
format from year 2010 to 2015. The data transformation was
done from weekly to daily basis and is described in the
following section.
1) Weekly/Monthly to Daily Transformation
Weekly/monthly data was binded by date index column.
Hence the string is aplitted in two parts that are start and end
date. Thus a range was developed and then this range is
converted into days by using DateTime library in python
pandas package. The repeating values for the whole
week/month generates a data file for each event .
2) Merging of Data
This includes the following steps:
 Gather all event files year wise.
 Calculate mean of each file and saving the results in
their respective year file. In this way, the five years of
trend data in five different files can be acquired.
a) Merging of Data other than Trend data.
This step includes merging the data of Karachi stock
exchange dataset, Newyork stock exchange dataset, Gold rates
data set, Dollar rate data set, and Shanghai stock exchange
data set.
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b) Developing the complete dataset
The final dataset was formed by merging Newyork stock
exchange dataset, Gold rates data set, Dollar rate data set,
Shanghai stock exchange data set, Karachi stock exchange
dataset and Trends dataset. The attributes of these datasets are
shown in Table 2.
TABLE. II.

ATTRIBUTES AND THEIR DATASET

Dataset

Attributes

Newyork stock
exchange dataset

NYSEInternational_100Index(O
pen),
NYSEInternational_100Index(High),
NYSEInternational_100Index(Low),
NYSEInternational_100Index(Close),
NYSEUS_100Index(Open),
NYSEUS_100Index(High),
NYSEUS_100Index(Low),
NYSEUS_100Index(Close),
NYSEComposite(Open),
NYSEComposite(High),
NYSEComposite(Low),
NYSEComposite(close)

Shanghai stock
exchange dataset

ShanghaiStockExchange(Open),
ShanghaiStockExchange(High),
ShanghaiStockExchange(Low),
ShanghaiStockExchange(Close)

Dollar Rates
dataset

Dollar Rates, Dollar (High),
Dollar ( Low )

Trends dataset
Karachi stock
exchange dataset

IV.

Trend
Index(KSE)

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A new column is added in the final dataset named IndexDifference-Class which is the label class. This label is
obtained by the difference of subsequent observation of Index
(KSE) column. If the difference is less than 100 observations
than the value for label class becomes -1 and if the difference
is greater than 100 observations than the value of label turns
out to be 1, and 0 if the difference is between

3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Meta data editor2.
Split data module2.
Training model module2.
Score model module2.
Evaluate model module2.

A. Applying Multiclass Neural Network
Multiclass Neural Network is constructed by using training
data and evaluated by using testing data. The trainer mode is
single parameter with 100 numbers of hidden rows and
learning rate of 0.1. The initial learning weight diameter was
set to be 0.1 with momentum 0.
The steps for applying Multiclass Neural Network for
training and testing data are as follows:
 Training Model Module is used for training data on
applied algorithm.
 Split Data module was connected with Multiclass
Neural Network module and Training Model Module.
 Score Model Module is used for testing a trained
classification or regression Module.

 Split data module and Training Data Module are
connected with Score Model.
The resultant confusion matrix for this experiment is
shown in Fig. 1.
B. Applying Multiclass Decision Forest
Secondly, the Multiclass Decision Forest is applied to the
final dataset for evaluating results. The Resampling method is
Replicate and trainer mode is single parameter. Number of
decision trees are 8 and minimum depth of decision trees are
set to be 8. Maximum depths of the decision trees are 32 and
number of random splits per node is set to be 128. The
minimum number of samples per leaf node is 100.
After applying all these settings, similar steps are executed
as performed in the previous experiment. The confusion
matrix for this experiment is shown in Fig. 2.

-100 and 100.
Once the label class is obtained, the final dataset is
uploaded in Azure Machine learning studio. The cleaning
missing data module is used in order to remove observations
which have missing data. After that Meta editor module is
used to define the label class, which is index-difference-class
in this case. Then split data module is used to divide data into
training and evaluating data. The default setting that is used
is70:30 in Azure machine learning studio 1. The training data
percentage was 70% of the real data and the testing data is
30% of the actual data.
The following modules of Azure machine learning studio
are used to obtain the results.
1) Cleaning Missing data module2.
2) Project column module2.
1
2

https://studio.azureml.net/
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/azure/dn906033.aspx

Fig. 1. Confusion matrix of multiclass neural network algorithm.
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V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The research was intended to predict KSM behavior by
quantifying the semantics of people with the help of Google
Trends Analytics. In addition to the datasets from Google
Trends, this work also involves international factors which
impact financial markets.
The research work can be expanded by introducing
additional features in dataset. Other factors like inflation rate,
interest rate, tax figures etc. can be used as supporting factors
for improving the overall accuracy of algorithms. Once a
stable model is established, work on a data product can be
done which will be beneficial for investors. The data available
on Google Trends or other resource can be utilized as an input
to web service and getting the analysis and the prediction
about how financial market moves.

Fig. 2. Confusion matrix of multiclass decision forest.

C. Evaluating the results.
The Precision, Recall and overall results of Multiclass
neural network and Multiclass decision forest are shown in
Table 3.
As it can see from Table 3, that multiclass decision forest
has a higher accuracy than multiclass neural network.
TABLE. III.
Algorithms

PREDICTING STOCK MARKET

Overall
Precision (%)

Multiclass
neural
network

85.3

Multiclass
decision
forest

89.3

Recall (%)

The product will directly analyze people behavior and it
will help investors in decision making process for buying or
selling stocks. Investors will know about the overall geo
political situation and will act upon it to get better financial
outcomes.
[1]

[2]

[3]

Average
Accuracy (%)
87.8

90.7

[4]
[5]

92.8

94.1

[6]
[7]
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Abstract—This paper presents a comparative review study on
ultra-wideband (UWB) antenna technology for Ground
Penetrating Radar (GPR) applications. The proposed antenna
designs for UWB ground penetrating radar include a bow-tie
antennas, Vivaldi antennas, horn antennas, planar antennas,
tapered slot antennas, dipole antennas, and spiral antennas.
Furthermore a comprehensive study in terms of operating
frequency range, gain and impedance bandwidth on each
antenna is performed in order to select a suitable antenna
structure to analyze it for GPR systems. Based on the design
comparison, the antenna with a significant gain and enhanced
bandwidth has been selected for future perspective to examine
the penetration depth and resolution imaging, simultaneously
suitable for GPR detection applications. Three different types of
antennas are chosen to be more suitable from the final
comparison which includes Vivaldi, horn and tapered slot
antennas. On further analysis a tapered slot antenna is a
promising candidate as it has the ability to address the problems
such as penetration depth and resolution imaging in GPR system
due to its directional property, high gain and greater bandwidth
operation, both in the lower and higher frequency range.
Keywords—Ultra-wideband antennas;
radar; antennas; antenna review

I.

ground

penetrating

testing of concrete and detection of trapped people underdebris or in opaque environment [6]. For the implementation of
UWB GPR systems, the performance of various antenna
designs, such as bow-tie antenna [7], [8], spiral antenna [7],
loaded dipole antenna [9], TEM horn antenna [10], [11],
tapered slot antenna [12], [13] and Vivaldi antenna [14], [15]
have been evaluated.
This paper examines the technical and methodological
aspects involved during the design of ultra-wideband antennas
for ground penetrating radar detection applications. The study
has been performed based on antenna gain, directivity,
complexity of the design as well as the frequency bandwidth.
Later the comparison of results to address the fundamentals of
GPR applications, such as penetration depth and resolution has
been performed. Finally one of the best suitable antenna design
is chosen for further research and future directions. The
organization of this paper is as follows: Section II discusses the
UWB antenna designs and methodologies suitable for GPR
application. Section III presents the results and analysis of the
antennas discussed in the previous section. Finally, the paper is
concluded in Section IV.
II.

INTRODUCTION

The research interest on ultra-wideband (UWB) systems
has gained popularity mainly after the year 2002 when the US
department of Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
allocated a license-free spectrum for Industrial and Scientific
purposes. This greater step of FCC has opened new doors of
researches for UWB in the field of wireless communications
and microwave imaging [1], [2]. The UWB covers a frequency
band ranges from 3.1 to 10.6 GHz that has foreseen the
applications in the field of Wireless Local Area Networks
(WLAN), Wireless Body Area Networks (WBAN), Wireless
Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), Wireless
Personal Area Networks (WPAN) and Ground Penetrating
Radar (GPR) technology where wide bandwidth is required [3],
[4].
GPR is one of the major applications of UWB technology,
which is widely used in military and civilian applications such
as the detection of land-mines [5]. In addition, GPR is also
used in remote sensing techniques such as nondestructive

ANTENNA DESIGN FOR GPR

A number of ultra-wideband antennas have been designed
for GPR applications. The study based on the lower frequency
band is conducted mainly to improve the penetration depth
while the designing in the higher frequency band is performed
to achieve better resolution imaging for GPR systems. Some of
the work focus on the entire UWB frequency range to further
enhance the bandwidth while other focused on gain
enhancement.
Based on these previously mentioned requirements,
different types of antennas such as bow-tie antennas, Vivaldi
antennas horn antennas and few more antenna designs have
been studied and implemented for GPR applications.
A. Bow-tie Antenna
A bow-tie UWB antenna is widely used in the design for
GPR applications, as it has the ability to reduce ground
susceptibility during GPR operations [16]. Fig. 1 shows a
simple bow-tie antenna design which consists of two flares
connected to a common feed.
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In [22], an elliptical shape of bow-tie antenna is proposed
to broaden the bandwidth. A semicircular slotted-tuned halfellipse antenna in a bow-tie formation is designed in [23]. The
proposed antenna has four semicircular slots in the bow-tie
ellipse to further improve its penetration properties for vital
signs detection.
Fig. 1. Bow-tie antenna design [24].

The length, l and width, w of the flares in bow-tie structure
can be determined by (1) and (2) [16-19]:
1.6o
(1)
l

r
0.5o
w
r

(2)

Where λo is the wavelength of the low frequency range in
free space. The flare angle is totally dependent on impedance
[19].
In [17], a monolithic bow-tie UWB antenna for GPR
applications is designed by using a total geometric morphing
approach with small pads to form an array. The antenna has
been fabricated on a glass epoxy FR-4 substrate with a
dielectric constant value, Ԑr of 20 and it is fed by a coaxial
cable for impedance matching to the balanced current balun.
A slot and reflector have been introduced into the antenna
structure to achieve a wide beam width and unidirectional
radiation pattern [18]. The antenna is fed by a coplanar
waveguide (CPW).
Furthermore, a modified bow-tie antenna with a shielded
back cavity for omnidirectional radiation pattern is also
proposed for GPR application [19]. The antenna is fabricated
on a FR-4 substrate with a dielectric constant, Ԑr of 4.6 and
centered at 900 MHz. The edge of the antenna is cut to make
the antenna to be more compact and study the effect of edges
on reflection coefficient.
As the research progresses, new designs have been
developed with modifications in the shapes and dimensions of
the bow-tie antenna. In addition, one of the antennas has been
designed by using the finite difference time domain approach
[20]. CPW is used as the feeding method while metal stubs is
introduced for impedance matching. The work in [7] introduces
the structure of a bow-tie antenna into its dipole antenna to
improve the gain for GPR. The ideal performance of a bow-tie
dipole antenna can be achieved by feeding the antenna with
100-200 ohm impedance. In [8], a resistive-loaded UWB bowtie antenna is proposed to improve the forward gain from the
employment of metamaterial lens.

A low cost UWB bow-tie antenna for GPR is presented in
[24]. A reflector cavity design technique is used where the
model is initially tested with only a bottom reflector followed
by a side reflector and both reflectors at the same time. There is
also a gap between both flares of the bow-tie where a balun is
deployed to match the impedance. Finally, the antenna is
equipped with a four-sided reflector to study the gain
parameters.
B. Vivaldi Antenna
Vivaldi antennas are commonly used for the applications
such as GPR which require a greater bandwidth usually with a
ratio 10:1 [16]. Therefore, various designs of Vivaldi antennas
have been studied and discussed. Fig. 2 shows the design of a
Vivaldi antenna.
A Vivaldi antenna consists of a radiating and ground planes
of a similar shape placed in the opposite of each other
separated by a substrate. The exponential curves in the Vivaldi
antenna as shown in in the figure can be described by (3) and
(4) [15]:

x  0.14e0.27 y

0.1  y  11.4

(3)

0.425y  4.845

(4)
x  3.04e
11.5  y  14.2
In [14], a Vivaldi antenna array is designed for GPR
measurement application. An experiment is conducted to
observe the penetration through a concrete structure. Five array
elements are used in the receiving antenna to gather all the
information.
In order to achieve the compactness, small size, balanced
bandwidth and a reasonable gain for GPR applications, an
antipodal structure semi-empirical Vivaldi antenna is proposed
[25]. The antenna is fed by a microstrip line with PTFE board
as the substrate. The antenna is designed based on two aspects:
the transition aspect and radiation aspect, to meet the UWB
system requirements.

As the signal of the GPR system required propagating
through inhomogeneous media, the efficiency of the antenna
must also be taken into account. Thus, in order to enhance the
efficiency, a compact shape slotted bow-tie antenna is designed
[21]. The compactness in the shape of antenna is achieved by
rounding the sharp corners of the bow-tie structure and
triangular stubs with extended arms. The antenna is fed by a
CPW and a thin graphite sheet is used to reduce the end-fire
reflection of the UWB antenna for GPR application.

Fig. 2. A Vivaldi antenna [27].
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Another balanced antipodal Vivaldi antenna structure has
been proposed in which an L-shaped slot has been introduced
at the edge of a radiating patch [26]. In the design, a structural
increase in the radiating patch has increased the electrical
length of the antenna while the L-shaped slot has enabled a
radiation from the outer edge of the antenna. A comparison is
then made with a conventional Vivaldi antenna with various
substrates such as a FR-4, Rogers, PTFE and TP-2. In [27], two
antipodal-shaped Vivaldi antennas are proposed. The first
antenna consists of a simple antipodal shape to achieve
compactness and comparatively small in size with a wider
bandwidth and good gain. U shaped slots have been introduced
into the structure to enhance the gain.
A novel Vivaldi antenna with an exponentially tapered slot
edge (TSE) is designed in [15]. Seven pairs of electromagnetic
band gaps in either a loop or square shapes have been
introduced in the ground plane. The purpose of these band gaps
is to extend the lower end bandwidth of the UWB antenna and
improve the impedance matching over the same band. The
proposed antenna also helps in the electrical length reduction in
comparison with the original antenna without tapered slots.
A double-slot antenna structure is proposed in [28] to
further improve the gain and directivity of the Vivaldi antenna.
The antenna is also suitable for UWB GPR applications. The
slots are excited by using a T-junction power divider to
generate plane waves in the E-plane at the aperture of the
antenna and it is compared with a conventional Vivaldi antenna
that uses an exponentially tapered method. Another directional
Vivaldi antenna with eye-shaped slots is proposed in [29] to
reduce the side lobes and increase the efficiency to
approximately 80%. The proposed antenna also has a greater
gain which makes it suitable for GPR systems.
C. Horn Antenna
In a GPR system, better depth penetration and ease of
scanning the shallow targets often require elevated antennas
because the energy must radiates into the ground for detection.
Thus, it makes a horn antenna as one of the best candidates as
it is less susceptible to the effects of ground [16]. A typical
horn antenna can be seen in Fig. 3.
The construction of a horn antenna mainly consists of two
parts: An aperture and waveguide transition. The dimensions of
an aperture can be approximated by (5) and (6) [11]:



w2
8R

(5)

S







w2
8R

(6)

Where S is a dimensionless quantity, w is the distance
between the horn apertures, R is the length of aperture and λ is
the wavelength.
A double ridged horn (DRH) antenna is presented in [30].
The antenna has a wider bandwidth and is proposed for GPR
applications. The reduction in operating frequency will
compromise the size of the antenna. Thus, in order to achieve
a small size but with lower operating frequency, the ridges
have been extended from the aperture plane and the gap is
filled with dielectric material. In [7], another DRH antenna is
also designed to increase the bandwidth.
An UWB quad ridged horn (QRH) antenna is proposed in
GPR application for deep penetration by modifying a
conventional triangular transverse electromagnetic (TEM) horn
[11]. First modification is performed by tapering the horn
plates with a curvature and the second modification is the
addition of double ridges in between the horn aperture [30]. A
substrate with a high dielectric constant is used to fill the gap.
The substrate used is the Rogers RT-3010 with Ԑr of 10.2. The
fabricated antenna is then compared with the SH-68 Satimo
horn antenna that is commercially available.
There are some reflections and ringing effects in the
conventional TEM horn antenna that are not suitable in GPR
application. Therefore, an optimized design of TEM horn
antenna for UWB is proposed [10]. The antenna is designed by
carving an arc in the two exponentially tapered plates of horn
and perpendicular plates are connected at the lower end.
In [31], another TEM horn with a flare shape is designed
with a balun for proper current balancing. The design consists
of two flaring conductors constructed by cutting a brass sheet
for the top and bottom flare and combined together with a
triangular slab from Styrofoam to secure the conductor in a
flare. The antenna is experimentally tested with a concrete to
observe the gain when in contact with other materials.
In [9], an UWB horn antenna consists of a coaxial feed line
and a proper waveguide with a round and tapered-shaped
aperture. The antenna is designed by using the D-angle and Wangle methods for the waveguide. The aperture has rounded
corners to improve the performance.
Various feeding techniques are also discussed in [6] other
than proposing a new feeding technique. In order to realize the
new technique, the waveguide of the antenna is fixed and a
screw is added on the opposite side of the feeder to increase the
gain.
D. Planar Antenna
A planar antenna, as shown in Fig. 4, is a popular candidate
for UWB due to its simplicity, conformity in design, cost
effectiveness and light weight properties [32 ], [33].

Fig. 3. A horn antenna [30].

A planar antenna mainly consists of a radiating patch and
either a full or partial ground plane with a defected ground
structure (DGS) [15] which can be varied according to the
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design requirement. The length, L and width, W of the patch
can be determined from (7) and (8) [32], [37]:

c 
c 


2 f   r  1 
c
L
 L
2f

W

(7)
(8)

Where:

w

0.412  reff  0.3  0.264 
L
h



h


w


 reff  0.258  h  0.8 




(9)

1
 

h 2
(10)
 reff 

 1  12  
2
2 
w 


In [34], a hexagonal fractal patch antenna is proposed to
achieve a wideband characteristic. The design is modified by
iteration of hexagonal fractals with slits in the ground plane to
create a notch that affects the impedance bandwidth.
Hexagonal slots are also introduced in the patch and slots in the
ground plane alongside the slits.

 r  1  r  1 

A modified circular patch antenna for UWB GPR
applications is proposed in [35]. The conventional circular disc
is modified to produce a mickey-shaped patch radiator with a
CPW feed. The substrate used is FR-4 with Ԑr of 4.3. A
rectangular copper reflector is inserted below the antenna to
make it directional.
Another circular disc antenna is designed in [36] to
improve the impedance bandwidth and efficiency of the planar
antenna. A rectangular slot is introduced at the edge of the
ground.
A stepped feeding and two level notched stairs in the patch
with a partial ground plane over Rogers Duroid RT-5880 with
a dielectric constant, Ԑr of 2.2 are included in the design of an
UWB planar antenna in [37]. The antenna is tested in step-bystep basis. Firstly, the antenna is simulated and tested only with
a simple rectangular patch and a partial ground followed by a
stair patch and a partial ground. Finally, the stubs are
introduced in the stairs feed patch for band notch. A
multioctave frequency selective antenna with a reflector is
proposed in [38] to study the gain performance.

An UWB quasi-planar antenna in [39] is designed for gain
enhancement. The antenna consists of a CPW-fed semicircular
disc monopole antenna with a short horn. The shape of this
quasi antenna makes it a potential candidate for GPR
technology.
A quadruple-band planar antenna is developed in [40]. This
is a simple microstrip patch antenna with four slots of different
geometries namely, square, rectangle, circle and ellipse.
Similarly, another slotted monopole planar antenna with a key
shape is designed in [41] where the shape is achieved by
etching two symmetrical curved slots in the circular patch
which in return, increases the efficiency of the antenna. A
spanner-shaped antenna is proposed in [42] which is achieved
by cutting a rectangular slot on the upper side of minor axis in
an elliptical-shaped antenna to improve the gain and bandwidth
for GPR applications.
E. Tapered Slot Antenna
Gain is one important parameter that is required in a GPR
system as it can enhance the signal appearance which can be
affected by signal attenuation and other losses as well [43]. In
order to improve the gain factor in an antenna design, different
methods are used. One of them is the tapered slot method.
Fig. 5 shows the UWB tapered slot antenna which consists of a
coplanar patch and ground that is suitable for GPR
applications.
In [12], one of the tapered slot compact antennas with a
high gain for GPR applications is proposed. This compact
planar antenna is fed by a CPW with one slot line to
supplement the taper slot. A resistive loading is introduced
with some discontinuities in the design to avoid any strong
reflections. The antenna is designed by introducing two main
slots: one slot is represented by a Vivaldi shape and another
slot is a triangular slot.
A double exponentially tapered slot antenna (DETSA) is
designed in [13] in which the exponential arms of the antenna
are rolled back to improve the bandwidth. Another
modification in the design is the introduction of a coupled-strip
line (CPS) instead of a CPW for feeding purpose. The
measured losses of a CPS are less than that of a CPW. The
antenna is designed on a FR-4 dielectric material with Ԑr of
4.4.
In [44], another modified slotted antenna with a backed
absorber is investigated for broadband antennas. The proposed
design is modified by cutting a slot in the patch and then
tapering the slot edges so that the antenna can perform better in
GPR applications. This model is designed on a lossy TMM-10
substrate with Ԑr of 9.2.

Fig. 4. A planar antenna [37].

Fig. 5. Tapered slot antenna [12].
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A semicircular slotted antenna is introduced in [5] to
enhance the gain factor. In the design, semicircular slots are
introduced with tapered transitions for a CPW feed. A
frequency selective surface (FSS) method with a dual-layer
reflector is used which helps in the gain enhancement and
impedance matching. The distance between the antenna and
reflector can be approximated by (11) [45]:

FSS  2hFSS  2n;

n  .....,2,1,0,1,2,..... (11)

Where:

 FSS = Reflection phase
hFSS = Distance between reflector and antenna
 = Propagation constant of free space

Fig. 6. A dipole antenna [50].

Another high gain antenna with FSS has been designed by
etching two elliptical structures for the slot [45]. The gain of
the antenna without the FSS is very low and has been further
enhanced with the presence of FSS. A star-shaped antenna is
designed with an asymmetric slot in the ground plane with an
open ended CPW feed [46] for gain enhancement from the
employment of FSS which makes it suitable for GPR
applications.
F. Dipole, Cone, and Spiral Antenna
Dipole, canonical and spiral antennas are also the potential
candidates for GPR applications and are discussed in this
section. A dipole antenna can be constructed on either a planar
structure or from a wire [7]. Various dipole antennas have been
designed such as wired dipole, elliptical dipole and short dipole
[47] for UWB applications. The length, L of a dipole from a
simple wire can be calculated as follows [52]:
L

1
4

(12)

c
f

(13)

A magneto-electric dipole is investigated in [52]. In the
design, a greater bandwidth is achieved by introducing two
slots in the magneto-electric dipole by using a rectangular box
reflector to fix the broadside direction of main beam.
Other antenna designs for UWB GPR applications are
constructed from the cone and spiral shapes [7]. A cone
antenna, as shown in Fig. 7, is an elementary antenna in 3-D
structure to improve the impedance bandwidth for GPR
systems. The angle of the cone is always related to the
impedance, which can be calculated from (15) [49]:

   
(15)
Z  120 ln  cot k  
  2 
On the other hand, spiral antennas with two uniform width
arms with gain are also suitable for GPR applications. Fig. 8
shows the spiral antenna.

Where:



The advantage of using a wired dipole is that it ensures
high microwave power which is preferable in GPR technology
[7]. Similarly, cone and spiral antennas are also proposed for
UWB applications. To increase directivity, a radiation stub
cone or disk cone [48] has been introduced into the antenna
with a fractional bandwidth of 70-80% [7]. Spiral antennas are
also favorable as the antennas have a balanced feed over the
entire frequency band [49]. The arms of spiral antenna can be
defined by using a polar function which is given by (14) [16]:

Fig. 7. Cone antenna design [7].

r  Ro e a

(14)
Where Ro controls the radius of the spiral as it grows
exponentially, while a controls the flare rate.
In [50], an elliptical-shaped structure is introduced into
each of the dipole’s arm as shown in Fig. 6. The proposed
design is capable to improve the gain and reflection coefficient
for UWB applications. The elliptical slots are used for time
domain analysis. Another antenna consists of a 16-port sharedarm dipole array is proposed for radar imaging [51].

Fig. 8. A spiral antenna [7].
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III.

TABLE. II.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

PERFORMANCE OF VIVALDI ANTENNAS

Ultra-wideband antenna designs that are suitable for ground
penetrating radar applications mainly require greater frequency
bandwidth along with the parameter of high gain. Based on the
above mentioned parameters, results of antenna designs
discussed in Section 2 are presented for the analysis during this
section.

Ref.
#

Frequency
(GHz)

Percentage
Bandwidth (%)

Maximum Gain
(dB)

7

0.5 to 3

142

7.7

14

0.5 to 6

169

-

15

0.05 to 0.12

82

8

The operating frequency of the designed antenna, its
percentage bandwidth and the maximum value of obtained gain
over the entire UWB band are summarized in tabular form.
This summarization helps us to develop a better understanding
regarding antenna performance for GPR applications. The
measured results for bow-tie antennas are shown in Table 1.
From these results, it can be observed that the bow-tie antenna
designed by cutting edges has sufficient percentage bandwidth,
which is suitable for an UWB GPR system. But there are some
significant differences shown in the gain obtained for these
antennas. The results of a backed cavity bow-tie antenna
designed in [24] and bow-tie slotted antenna in [21] have a
comparatively better gain with the value around 7 dB. But the
bow-tie antenna designed using metamaterial lens has the
highest gain with the value of 11.52 dB. In addition to this,
these designed bow-tie antennas also have a sufficient flares
length which is preferable to match the lower frequency band.
Because of this reason these antennas are mainly capable of
targeting the penetration depth properties for the GPR
detection applications. However, the discussion about the
ability of these antennas to distinguish among different
detectable objects through imaging is difficult because of low
resolution properties, as lower frequencies are not suitable for
imaging characteristics.

25

3.1 to 10.6

109

5.03

26

3.7 to 18

131

6.9

27

4.1 to 20

132

9.6

27

1.3 to 12

161

15.2

28

2.5 to 15

142

10.8

29

3 to 12.8

124

8.3

In a similar manner, the measured gain and bandwidth
obtained for Vivaldi antenna designs are shown in Table 2. The
percentage bandwidth of all the proposed UWB antennas is
sufficient to consider Vivaldi shape design for GPR
applications. This is due to the fact that Vivaldi antennas offer
dimensionality as well as ground optimization to achieve the
desired bandwidth. The exponentially tapered slotted edge
antenna designed in [15] has the least percentage bandwidth
and the value of gain for this antenna is 8 dB, due to which this
design is also considerable for GPR systems. From the table, it
can be deduced that the gain of Vivaldi antennas have
considerable values and also they covered the complete UWB
frequency band defined from 3.1 to 10.6 GHz. The antipodal
Vivaldi antenna designed in [27] performs better with greater
bandwidth of approximately 15.9 GHz and the gain of 9.6 dB.
TABLE. I.
Ref.
#
7
8
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Frequency
(GHz)
0.5 to 3
0.3 to 3
0.3 to 1
0.8 to 2.3
0.4 to 1.2
0.4 to 1.5
0.4 to 4.8
0.012 to 0.143
0.01 to 0.9
0.2 to 0.7

PERFORMANCE OF BOW-TIE ANTENNAS
Percentage
Bandwidth (%)
142
163
107
96
100
115
169
169
195
111

Maximum Gain
(dB)
5.8
11.52
4
6
7
2.5
7.4154

Another antipodal antenna is also proposed in [27] with Ushaped slots and a mouth opening at the order of λ/4 also gives
significant results with a gain of 15.2 dB and a greater
bandwidth that covers UWB band. These results shown in
Table 2 provides a wider opportunity for the Vivaldi shape
antenna designs that makes it one of the suitable candidate for
GPR applications with deep penetration and better resolution
imaging.
Horn antenna designs, discussed in the earlier section
possess high gain value mainly because of its directional
properties. Measured results of horn antennas in the form of
gain and percentage bandwidth are shown in Table 3. From the
table, the performance of the antennas in terms of gain and
bandwidth is analyzed and the results showed a significant
increase in gain. As such, a TEM flare horn antenna designed
in [31] can be used in a GPR system for detection as it
addresses the requirements of deep wave penetration and better
resolution imaging to distinguish among the detected objects
due to its high gain as well as greater bandwidth compared to
remaining horn designs. While other designed antennas seemed
to target penetration depth as their operating bandwidth lies
within the lower frequency band. The horn antenna designed in
[6] has the least percentage of bandwidth even though its gain
value is significantly higher due to which it can penetrates up
to few feet under the ground. Nevertheless, a horn antenna
design is still one of the best suitable candidates for GPR
applications because of its highly directional properties,
suitable gain, proper impedance bandwidth and less
susceptibility to ground effect the performance of antenna.
TABLE. III.

PERFORMANCE OF HORN ANTENNAS

Ref.
#

Frequency
(GHz)

Percentage
Bandwidth (%)

Maximum Gain
(dB)

6

2.9 to 3.21

10

15

7

0.5 to 3

142

11.9

9

0.6 to 6

163

9.9

10

2 to 19

161

-

11

0.05 to 0.5

163

13

30

1 to 7

150

10

31

0.75 to 12

176

13
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The results obtained from planar antenna designs are shown
in Table 4. From the given table, printed circular patch
antennas with the slotted ground are designed in [36], [38].
These antenna have sufficient gain value which is
approximately 7.5 dB and also have greater bandwidth. This
significant increase in the bandwidth of planar antennas can be
attributed to the extra electromagnetic coupling between the
ground and the radiating patch [36]. The performance of a
circular patch antenna designed in [36], makes planar antenna a
suitable candidate for GPR applications. The performance of
the other designed planar antennas is also considerable only for
deep penetration as the bandwidth operates in lower
frequencies.
Tables 5 and 6 shows the results obtained from a tapered
slotted antennas, dipole, spiral and cone antennas. From the
results shown in Table 5, it can be observed that the tapered
slot antenna (TSA) designed in [12], double exponentially
tapered slot antenna (DETSA) designed in [13] and eye-shaped
slotted antenna designed in [45] have comparatively high gain
with greater percentage of bandwidth. The good performance
of tapered slot antennas is mainly due to the coplanar
properties of radiator and ground, and tapering characteristics,
which is helpful in order to improve the performance of the
antennas. Therefore, these tapered slot antennas have the
ability to address the problem of deep penetration properties
and high resolution imaging in GPR applications. From the
results obtained in Table 6, it can be observed that the
magneto-electric dipole antenna designed in [52] has
significantly high gain value over the entire operating
bandwidth. This magneto-electric antenna also cover the
complete UWB band which makes this antenna design as one
of the suitable antenna that can be designed for GPR detection
applications.
TABLE. IV.

PERFORMANCE OF PLANAR ANTENNAS

Ref.
#
7
27
35
36
37
38
39

Frequency
(GHz)
0.5 to 3
2.64 to 6.96
0.4 to 3
3.06 to 19.41
3.2 to 14
3 to 12
2.5 to 15

Percentage
Bandwidth (%)
142
90
152
145
125
120
143

Maximum Gain
(dB)
6.6
5.2
7.51
3.328
7.5
6.2

40

9.045 to 9.695

7

7.307

41

2.72 to 12.68

129

5.24

42

2.23 to 11.4

135

3.54

TABLE. VI.
Ref.
#

Frequency
(GHz)

Percentage
Bandwidth (%)

Maximum Gain
(dB)

7

0.5 to 3

142

5.5

7

0.5 to 3

142

4

50

1.1 to 11

163

5

51

1 to 3

100

-

52

2.95 to 10.73

113

9.3

From the results obtained for different types of antennas,
designed specifically for GPR applications for detection
purpose, it can be observed that the Vivaldi, horn and tapered
slot antenna designs have significantly better performance.
However, based on further comparison between these designed
antennas, a tapered slot antenna is the best suitable candidate
for UWB ground penetrating radar system and it has the
potential to be further developed due to significant gain and
greater bandwidth.
IV.

[1]

[2]

PERFORMANCE OF TAPERED SLOT ANTENNAS

Ref.
#

Frequency
(GHz)

Percentage
Bandwidth (%)

Maximum Gain
(dB)

5
12
13
44

3 to 11.6
0.64 to 6
0.2 to 6
0.3 to 3

117
161
187
163

9.5
14
12
5

45

3.6 to 12.6

111

12.5

46

2.5 to 14

139

8

CONCLUSION

A comparative review based study into a potential ultrawideband antenna for GPR applications has been performed in
this paper. The detailed summary of a bow-tie antenna, Vivaldi
antenna, horn antenna, planar antenna and tapered slot antenna
along with different design methodologies have been
presented. The demonstration of results and the discussion
about it, mainly focused on the gain as well as the bandwidth
because these two parameters shows a greatest interest to
design UWB antennas for GPR systems. Based on the
measured results, three different types of antennas have been
selected which includes Vivaldi, horn and tapered slot
antennas. But on further comparison it is concluded from the
study that a tapered slot antenna can be considered for future
research. These antennas have the potential to address the
issues of deep penetration under the surface of ground and
better resolution imaging for GPR systems mainly because of
its directional properties, high gain and greater operational
bandwidth, both in the lower as well as higher frequency range.
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Abstract—Incompletion of projects in time leads to project
failure which is the major dilemma of the software industry.
Different strategies are used to gain a competitive advantage over
competitors in business. In software perspective, time is an
incredibly critical factor, software products should be delivered
in time to gain competitive advantage. However, at a halt, there is
no such strategy that covers time perspective. In this paper, a
time-based strategy for software products is introduced. More
specifically, the importance of time-based strategy by analyzing
its associated factors is highlighted using simulations.
Keywords—Business strategy; competitive advantage; timebase; a competitor; simulation; software industry

I.

INTRODUCTION

A strategy is responsible for designing plan of actions and
assigning required resources to achieve long-term goals of an
organization [1]. The strategy is viewed as the process of
creating a unique and valuable position by means of a set of
activities in a way that creates synergistic pursuit of the
objectives of a firm [2]. In terms of its importance, strategy
helps to gain substantial advantages and it is considered as a
vital source for generating favorable situations between the
firm and its competitors [3], [4]. The strategy is a pattern
of resource allocation that enables firms to maintain or improve
their performances [5]. Identify trends and opportunities in the
future. The firm can strive to gain competitive advantage over
its competitors only when it maintains a difference with
competitors [3]. Entire visualization of the firm is created by
business strategy. The business strategy describes the internal
and external condition of firm required for competing with
competitors. It is crucial that goals and missions of
organization would be clear to everyone. The strategy provides
help to stable firm’s goal.
Since the 1980s, competitive advantage is the most
significant concerns of business administration. In a business
perspective, competitive advantage is described as an attribute
and unique features through which an organization outperforms
its competitors for the targeted market [6]. Researchers have

different opinions about the concept of competitive advantage
and widely studied in [3], [7]-[9] to analyze the firm’s
performance. Competitive advantages can take a number of
perspectives; these can include organizational structure and
process [10], knowledge and capital derived from employees
[11], all of which constitute resources residing internally within
the firm. There are three basic categories of competitive
strategies [12] that can be applied by companies in order to
achieve sustainable competitive advantages: low-cost
leadership, Differentiation, and focus. The differentiation and
cost leadership are two major strategies to compete with
opponent firms [6], [13]-[15]. Finally, by forming a business
strategy a firm can achieve competitive advantage competitive
advantage and eventually realize more about their current and
future situations.
In time-based competition, time is a critical source and
most important factor for gaining competitive advantage in a
worldwide context. “Time-based competition will be the rule
of the day” [16]. Strategic timing is the primary choice of the
firms, to become the first, second or last move to the market
[17]. The purpose of the time-based strategy is to trim down
the time for the completion of the task. “Time-based
Competitors are offering greater varieties of products and
services, at lower costs and in less time than are their more
pedestrian competitors” [18]. Researchers, practitioners, and
companies demonstrated through case studies, surveys and
empirical approaches that the business and IT (Information
Technology) performances are tightly coupled [19]-[27] and
enterprises cannot be competitive if their business and IT
strategies are not aligned. Time consideration in IT firms is
even more curious. According to the Chaos report, only 16.2%
projects can complete on time, remaining may fail due to the
delay in completion time [28]. As time is a very critical factor
in the production of software, in this paper, a time-based
strategy for software products is introduced. Multiple factors
associated with time perspective are identified and finally, the
positive and negative effects of these factors are analyzed using
simulations so that importance of time-based factors can be
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highlighted. Time base simulations will provide a systematic
view, when and how to launch a software product to get the
maximum competitive advantage either it should be in time,
pre-time or post time launch.
Remaining paper is structured as follows: Section II
comprises extensive background knowledge. Section III
discusses the importance of time-based competitive advantage.
Simulation results are described in Section IV. Section V offers
a conclusion and future work.
II.

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

Business competitive strategies were used to improve the
business performance and to gain a competitive advantage for
the firm. A survey of the literature was conducted comprising
business strategies, author and year along with their main
purpose as shown in Table 1.
The researchers proposed the different competitive
strategies that can be used globally in a different context of
business. There were three basic strategies introduced by Porter
in 1980 i.e. Cost leadership, Differentiation and Focus. With
the passage of time, some other strategies were added into and
derived from basics ones. Customer oriented and marketoriented strategies were used in 2006 for building strategies to
fulfill customer and market need. Market differentiation is a
sub-strategy of differentiation used in 2007 for producing a
unique product in term of marketing. Similarly, quality
differentiation,
service
differentiation,
innovation
differentiation was used in 2007, 2014, 2015 and onward for
building service wise and quality wise unique products. Then
in 2016, innovation strategy was further extended as product
innovation and process innovation for the introduction and
implementation of innovative product and process respectively.

Fig. 1. Trinity of time, cost, and differentiation to gain competitive
advantages.

Fig. 2 shows that individual competitive strategies have a
positive impact on competitive advantage for example if a
company used Differentiation as a business strategy, then it
will enhance the Competitive advantage for itself. Same is the
case for cost leadership (to minimize overall cost). If we talk
about Time leadership or time-based strategy then it will
impact on the competitive advantage positively by completing
product within planned time.
The introduction to the market of the product depends upon
competitor’s launch. This is because both competitors are
aware of each other’s commercialization, launching time and
features of the product by different means. The most common
way is to track the events of commercialization organized by
competitors to get updates about being a launching product.

Contemporary studies proved that time is a critical factor
but in existing studies, time-based factors are merged with
other strategies as sub factors. So, there is a need of timebased strategy for gaining a competitive advantage against
competitors.
III.

IMPORTANCE OF TIME-BASED COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE

Traditional business strategies i.e. Differentiation, Cost
leadership and/or focus consider “time” as a subfactor having
less influence in competitive advantage. It may or may not be a
subfactor in businesses other than IT but here it is a critical
one. Based on the literature, it is found that time is a critical
factor so a trinity of factors that can influence performance is
presented in Fig. 1. A company can gain its competitive
advantage against its competitor by focusing on differentiation,
time, and cost. A company can use a strategy to manage low
cost to get competitive advantage, it may invest more money to
make a unique product, if it is investing money to deliver a
unique product by utilizing Differentiation strategy and
launching it without focusing on time then there is a chance
that its competitor might take the competitive advantage by
launching a product in adequate time i.e. pre-time, in time or
post time.

Fig. 2. Relation of strategies with competitive advantage.

Competitors add more features if needed to make the
product more ideal to launch. If the features take more time
than post-time is focused otherwise pre-time is suitable. In time
product launch is ideal in the case of unique features are added
in the product or the competitor is not launching its product at
the same time.
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TABLE. I.

Author & Year
John et al. 2006 [29],
Amir et al. 2014 [30],
Johnny 2008 [31],
Audhesh et al. 2012 [32],
Nadia & Lassaad 2015[33],
Amir et al. 2015 [34],
David et al. 2015 [35],
Bulent et al. 2007 [36].
John et al. 2006 [29],
Johnny 2008 [31],
Audhesh et al. 2012 [32],
Nadia & Lassaad 2015 [33],
Devakumar & Barani 2016 [37],
Jermias (2008) [38].
Audhesh et al. 2012 [32],
Devakumar & Barani 2016 [37].
Gaurav & Himanshu 2016 [39],
Wa’el 2015 [40].
John et al. 2006 [29]
Devakumar & Barani
2016 [37]
John et al. 2006 [29],
Bulent et al. 2007 [36]
Devakumar & Barani 2016 [37]

Strategy

John et al 2006 [39]

Staff Development

Jeffrey & Joohyung 2016 [31]

Family Owned

Daniel 2016 [41]

Process Innovation

Daniel 2016 [41],
Prajogo (2016) [42]
Amir et al.2014 [30],
Amir et al. 2015 [34],
David et al. 2015 [35],
Bulent et al. 2007 [36],
Martie & Denny 2011 [43].
Amir et al. 2014 [30],
Amir et al 2015 [34].
Amir et al. 2014 [30],
Amir et al 2015 [34].
David et al. 2015 [35],
Bulent et al. 2007 [36],
Martie & Denny 2011 [43].

STRATEGIES WITH THEIR MAIN PURPOSE

Main purpose

About reducing the cost to the organization of delivering products or services.
Cost Leadership

Making your products or services unique from or more striking than those of your rivals.
Differentiation
Focus
Customer Relation
Management (CRM)
Customer Oriented
Market Penetration
Marketing and
Market Oriented
Sale Service Support

Product Innovation

Focus on a narrow fragment and within that fragment try to accomplish either cost advantage or
differentiation.
Organizing a company's relations with existing and outlook customers for improving business
relationships and retaining customers
Concentrate on fulfilling a customer’s needs except only increasing profit.
Practical for successfully using your product, when company enters a new market
Helpful to increase product demand and raise market outline.
Focus on how you increase sales by getting and keeping customers. Focus on the needs of the
market.
Provide maintenance after delivering the services.
The Staff Development Strategy is an information strategy with supporting process documents
for Staff Development topics
In which two or more family members are concerned and the mainstream of rights or control lay
within a family. By using this strategy creativity, human resource efficiency, structural R&D
factors, and cost in form of return and business growth may increases.
Implementation of a new or considerably enhanced production or delivery processes (including
significant changes in techniques, equipment and/or software).
The introduction of a product or service that is innovative or considerably enhanced with respect
to its uniqueness or future uses.

Innovation
Differentiation

Finding ways to optimize a precise set of differentiators that are most relevant to a specific set of
needs.

Quality
Differentiation

Used to differentiate product in terms of quality

Service Differentiation

Used to differentiate product in terms of service

Marketing
Differentiation

Used to differentiate product in terms of marketing

Fig. 3. shows some common factors that affect all three
business strategies to gain competitive advantage. If all these
three strategies would apply to any product development than
the result will be an ideal product i.e. a unique product is
developing at low cost with minimum time.
A unique product with innovation will impact positively on
Differentiation but it will take the time to market, more

maintenance will require, time is important here because
uniqueness will take more time. A flexible process claims low
cost while commercialization will increase the cost. A more
suitable and concrete planning will aid time leadership along
with time to market and market needs those also impact
positively on it. Here, time to market has a positive impact on
time leadership; therefore, we cannot neglect individuality of
both.
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Fig. 3. Factors affecting strategies to gain competitive advantage.

IV.

SIMULATION RESULTS

We only present simulation for limited scenarios here.
Simulation results for more concrete and real scenarios will be
investigated in the upcoming paper. According to the
simulation results, right decision can be made by foreseeing the
impact of the result in the future. To investigate the factors that
have an impact on the competitive advantage with respect to
time, an extensive literature was carried out. Most influencing
factors are extracted and mapped with respect to time. Time-tomarket of own versus a competitor, resources, HR skills,
Project management, features of the own product, competitors
and maintenance were the factors that affect competitive
advantage.
The Likert scale was initially used for all factors to get the
idea of winning competitive advantage of company A against
its competitors more simply. Time to market was calculated for
2 companies to start the simulation; i.e. company A and its
competitor. Then the difference was analyzed. If the company
A has more week’s spare to launch than its competitor and
number of features it has built are more and/or unique than
company A has more chances of winning competitive
advantage by launching the product in time. On contrast, if it
has low features and then it has to apply a sub-strategy to
launch the product in post-time after completing the features,
adding some more features and improving the limitations
found in the recently launched product by the competitor. It is
obvious that all the competitors keep track of each other’s
products updated by different means. If the competitor has
more chances of launching the product in-time as it has a more
positive value of time to market as compared to company A
than company A has no other option unless it launches at posttime. Here, to apply another strategy of increasing resources,
by simulating time difference and features differences but it
will increase the cost. Now, let us simulate the impact of
competitive advantage dependency. After performing
simulations, generated results are presented in graphs to

represent the trends how different factors are influencing when
a time-based strategy is introduced. Fig. 4. shows, when the
time difference is greater than 0 and feature difference is equal
or greater than 0, then competitive advantage will be greater
than zero and product could be launched. Competitive
Advantage could be negative as well if the three differences go
overall negative. In that case, Time based sub-strategies are
applied as shown in Fig. 5.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We tried to highlight time-based competitive advantage
with more focusing on time to complete and launch the product
on pre-time, in time or post time to get the maximum
advantage from the competitor. In the literature, time is used as
a sub factor, however, intentions were to highlight its primary
importance for example, in Information Technology time, cost
and quality are most critical factors for a product to complete
and majority of the software does not meet deadline and hence,
their competitor take the advantage by launching the product at
adequate time. They attract the market towards them. The
simulation was performed to check the influence of different
factors on time to get a competitive advantage. Small strategies
were applied to get the competitive advantage with respect to
the competitors. Simple scaling and raw data were used which
will be replaced by the more concrete scale and empirical study
in coming paper. We are claiming on this result that time-based
competitive advantage needs primary importance as a strategy
along with cost leadership and differentiation. In future work,
we also intended to introduce time-based competitive
advantage strategy in local as well as in global software
development context (GSD). In GSD, time zone difference is
the main reason for increasing problem in synchronous
communication and not completing the project with-in time
that leads to the failure of the projects or causing a delay in the
launching of the product. By introducing time-based strategy in
global context, we may gain a competitive advantage in round
the clock development as compared to our competitors.
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Fig. 4. Dependency of competitive advantage.

Fig. 5. Sub-strategies for winning competitive advantage.
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Abstract—Deep learning system is used for solving many
problems in different domains but it gives an over-fitting risk
when richer representations are increased. In this paper, three
different models with different deep multiple kernel learning
architectures are proposed and evaluated for the breast cancer
classification problem. Discrete Wavelet transform and edge
histogram descriptor are used to extract the image features. For
image classification purpose, support vector machine with the
proposed deep multiple kernel models are used. Also, the span
bound is employed for optimizing these models over the dual
objective function. Furthermore, the comparison between the
performance of the traditional support vector machine which
uses only single kernel and the introduced models is worked out
that show the efficiency of the experimental results of the
proposed models.
Keywords—Deep learning; multiple kernel; support vector
machine; image classification

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, deep learning techniques are used for solving
many problems in different domains as a result of performing
well when training the regression model in high-dimensional
data. Deep learning techniques succeed in both, machine
learning and traditional computer vision. But, the identification
of the application condition is needed for the deep learning.
Many researchers make different studies to discover the pros
and cons of deep learning over other machine learning
methods. The most direct form is making a comparison
between deep learning architectures and support vector
machine (SVM) in processing audio, images and videos.
However, there are not enough studies to choose the
parameters once using deep learning technique for regression
and classification tasks [1]-[5].
In machine learning filed, kernel learning technique is an
active research subject [6], [7]. Kernel principal component
analysis (KPCA) and SVM are the most common methods
relay on kernel techniques. These kernel approaches have been
applied to different applications due to their good performance.
Unfortunately, the performance of those approaches depends
on the selected kernel [8-10]. Thus, different studies have been
introduced to learn the best kernel for these approaches [11],
[12].
Multiple kernel learning (MKL) has been suggested to state
the limits of single fixed kernel techniques. Bach et al.
introduced the first MKL formulation [11]. Recently, MKL has
been developed for automated kernel parameter tuning. Its goal

is to learn a linear or convex combination of multiple regular
kernels to define the best target kernel for the given application
[13], [14].
Many algorithms for extended MKL methods have been
introduced to enhance the performance of the regular MKL
method. In some real applications, MKL methods do not
always yield better experimental performance once they
compared with the regular techniques. Therefore, the deep
learning architectures [15]-[17] are very promising choices
than the shallow one. Furthermore, they can be used for feature
extraction and in kernel applications as classifier (multilayer of
multiple kernels learning (MLMKL)) [10].
The authors in [18] introduced a novel kernel which
mimics the deep learning structure. They obtained static
network where fixed kernels are used without learning the
optimal kernels combination. A general framework for
MLMKL is proposed in [10]. The authors had some problems
in network optimization beyond two layers. The second layer
only contains a single radial basis function (RBF) kernel.
The authors in [19] optimized the MLMKL with several
layers and they used the leave-one-out error estimation
algorithm. Unfortunately, their method is not evaluated over
the MKL. Furthermore, no enhancements were achieved when
using more than two layers.
In this paper, three models for deep kernel learning (DKL)
are proposed and evaluated in the breast cancer classification
problem. Additionally, span bound is exploited for the sake of
optimizing the proposed models over the dual objective
function. A comparison between the performance of the regular
SVM using single kernel and the proposed DKL models is
introduced.
The paper is organized as follows. The multi-layer multiple
kernel deep learning is briefly described in Section 2. While
Sections 3 and 4, introduce the methodology and the proposed
deep kernel models. The experimental results are explained in
Section 5. Section 6 concludes the work and presents the future
work.
II.

MULTI-LAYER MULTIPLE KERNEL DEEP LEARNING

A. Multiple Kernel Learning
)
Suppose that *(
(
)+ are m training samples
where ∈
is the feature vector of the sample and
is the
sample label. The problem of MKL is generally described as
the constrained optimization problem [10], [11]:
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Where
and
refer to the free parameters of the
polynomial kernel. The Gaussian RBF kernel can be
approximated as:

Where ℓ(·) refers to some loss function like ( )
(
) that used in SVM,
is the regularization
parameter,
represents the candidate kernels optimization
domain, and
is the reproducing kernel Hilbert space related
to the kernel.

The DKL has been suggested to use the deep learning idea
for improving the MKL task.

In (1), the decision function ( ) is in the form of linear
expansion of kernel evaluation on the training samples ,

A domain of
follows:
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( )
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∑

(

( )

)

(

∑

( )(
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where each candidate
is the summation of the base
kernels *
+, and is the coefficient of the
base
kernel. So, the decision function can be expanded with the
multiple kernels as:
(

)

∑∑

(

)

( )

and the last kernel will be a linear summation of
kernels.

base

B. Deep Kernel Learning
Recently, many studies show that there is a limitation in
conventional learning methods concerning their learning
structural design. The deep structural design is often better than
the shallow ones. The idea of deep learning of kernel methods
that introduced in [19], [20] can be applied either in shallow
structures such as SVM or in deep architectures.
The - layer kernel is the inner product after several feature
mapping of inputs:
()

(

Here

)

〈⏟( ( ( ( )))) ⏟( ( ( ( ))))〉

( )

is the essential feature mapping function of

and

⟨·, ·⟩ represents the inner product.
Polynomial kernel is considered as an example of two-layer
kernel, such as:
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- level multi-layer kernels is defined as

()

∈

III.

∑

( )(

Where
is a function to pool multiple (
) level
kernels that should guarantee the valid resulting kernel.

)

∑

( )

(

The optimization problem of - level MLMKL is described

In [10], the kernel is a set of convex combination of
predefined base kernels:
)

,

( )

)

()

are the coefficients referred to in [10].

{ (

( )(

)

‖ ‖

∑ (

( ))

( )

METHODOLOGY

The design of the image recognition system generally
involves collection data, feature extraction, model selection or
training, and evaluation. This part describes the design of the
recognition system for the breast cancer classification problem
in the digital image.
A. Data Collection
The breast cancer databases are sets of mammograms
images. This work used BCDR-F01 (Film Mammography
dataset number 1) which is the first dataset of BCDR. The
BCDR-F01 is a binary class dataset which composed by biopsy
(Benign vs. Malign) [21].
B. Features Extraction
Feature descriptors play an important role in recognition
system. Really, they permit a mapping from visual information
to a numerical vector which returns the semantic contents of
the images. Regarding features extraction, this work used
MPEG-7 edge histogram descriptor (EHD) [22] as input to
train, evaluate and compare the proposed models and the
traditional SVM classifier. EHD is used to refer the frequency
and directionality of edges within each image region. Initially,
simple edge detector operator is used for identifying edges and
grouping them into five categories: horizontal, vertical,
diagonal, anti-diagonal and non-edge. Then, global, local and
semi-local edge histograms are calculated. The EHD features
are represented by a vector of diminution 150.
Additionally, this work used discrete wavelet transform
(DWT) to decompose an input digital image into four subbands of different frequencies [23]. The four sub-bands are
generally denoted as approximation image (LL), horizontal
(HL), vertical (LH) and diagonal (HH) detail components. The
LL sub-band is used in this experiment to hold the most useful
information of the input image.

)
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C. Classification
This work employed SVM for breast cancer classification,
which is a two-class problem. SVM is a machine learning
method that involves training and testing steps. With the twoclass problem, training samples (
) are given, where ∈
is the feature vector of the given sample and is the label
of its class, (+1 and -1 point to the two classes which are
benign and
malign classes respectively). SVM builds an
optimal hyper-plane that maximizes the margin to classify the
samples [24].
Traditionally, the margin is maximized through the gradient
of the dual objective function with respect to the kernel hyperparameters. But, the structures of deep learning give an overfitting risk when richer representations are increased. So,
looking for a tight bound of the leave-one-out error is needed.
This paper used the span bound due to its promising results in
single layer multiple kernel learning. The span bound is
defined as:
((

)

(

))

∑

(

(

)

)

In the second model shown in Fig. 2, the first and the
) in the first layer and the first kernel
second kernels(
( ) in the second layer transform the given input data. On the
other hand, the second kernel ( ) in the second layer takes the
linear combination of the output of the first and second kernels
(
) in the first layer. The final kernel is learned as a linear
combination of the output of the two kernels in the second
).
layer (
In the third model shown in Fig. 3, the two kernels of the
first layer map the original given data. While the first kernel
( ) in the second layer map the output of the second kernel
( ) in the first layer. The second kernel ( ) in the second
layer maps the output of the first kernel ( ) in the first layer.
The first kernel ( ) in the third layer maps the combination of
) in the second layer.
the output of the two kernels (
While the second kernel ( ) in the third layer maps the
combination of the original data and the output of the first
kernel ( ) in the second layer. The final kernel is a
) in the third
combination of the output of the kernels (
layer.
V.

Where, L points to the leave-one-out error and
refers to
the distance between the support vector and the set
[25],
[26] where:
{

∑

IV.

( )|

∑

}

(

)

PROPOSED MODEL

It is usually agreed that SVM is highly depend on the
selected kernel function. In the regular SVM, the kernel
function maps the input data, and then, the SVM is trained
using this input data for the classification task. MKL is one
probable structure, which designs the multiple kernels as linear
combinations of base functions. Instead of using a single kernel
function, a set of kernel functions can be organized in a
particular structure to transform the original data over a
number of layers of kernels. Then, the final kernel is used to
learn the SVM decision function. The gradient descent
presented in [19] is adopted in this work for optimizing the
weights of the proposed deep kernels.
In this paper, three different models with different
framework are considered for deep kernel learning architecture
as shown in Fig. 1, 2 and 3 where the lines represent the
weights for each kernel. Every model tries to optimize the
weights of its architecture. The number of kernels in each layer
is two in the three models. The first and third models have
three layers, while the second model has only two layers.
The first model in Fig. 1 explores the combination of
multiple kernels (two kernels). The elementary kernels in the
first layer are computed from the given data and fed as input to
the deep structure. The final kernel is learned as a three-multilayered linear combination of functions where each one takes
in a combination of two basic or two intermediate functions on
multiple features.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed DKL system has been implemented in
MATLAB® 2015b with Windows 7 enterprise edition
environment. The BCDR-F01 dataset is used to test and
evaluate the performance of the DKL system in breast cancer
classification problem. BCDR-F01 is a binary class dataset
which composed by biopsy (Benign vs. Malign) [21].
The proposed models are tested on 86 images (29 benign
images and 57 malignant images). The label of the benign class
is +1 while the label of the malign class is -1. In the
classification operation, 50% of images are used for training
the classifier and 50% for testing the trained classifier; the
images are randomly selected for training and testing stages.
For the sake of comparing the performance of the proposed
DKL models and the regular SVM, the performance is given in
terms of accuracy which is the proportion of the correct
classified samples to the total number of samples.
(

)

Where, TP is the number of true positive, TN is the number
of true negative, and N is the total number of instances in the
test set.

Fig. 1. DKL architecture for three layers with two kernels in each layer.
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TABLE. I.

A COMPARISON AMONG OUR PROPOSED DKL MODELS AND
REGULAR SVM

Accuracy
Kernel
Type

Polynomial
Kernel

RBF Kernel

Fig. 2. DKL architecture for two layers with two kernels in each layer.

Fig. 3. DKL architecture for three layers with two kernels in each layer.

The same type of kernels in the architecture is used for
those models (either all are RBF kernels or polynomial
kernels). Multiple Kernels are considered for generating
diverse representation of the data with basic functions. Deep
learning structures present an over-fitting risk when richer
representations are increased [19]. The over-fitting can be
avoided by selecting a small number of base kernels. So, two
kernels are used in each layer. Furthermore, the span bound is
employed for finding a tight bound of the leave-one-out error.
Span bound, presented promising results in [19], [26] with
single layer multiple kernel learning over the dual objective
function. In this paper, the gradient descent is used on the span
bound for 100 iterations to DKL structure. The SVM penalty
constant is fixed to 10 and the value of the learning rate
is
Table 1 illustrates the accuracy of the proposed three DKL
models and the regular SVM, which uses only single kernel,
using the feature extraction methods (EHD and DWT). DWT
achieves better accuracy than EHD with the second and third
DKL models when RBF kernel is used. But, EHD descriptor
gives better accuracy than DWT with all models when
polynomial (POLY) kernel is used. The third model achieves
better results than other models with the two feature extraction
methods.
POLY kernel gives better accuracy than RBF kernel in all
models. When the DKL system has been tested with the POLY
kernel, the first kernel in each layer is the POLY kernel with
the degree of 2 while the second kernel is the POLY kernel
with the degree of 5. The POLY kernel with the degree of 2 is
already flexible to discriminate between the two classes with a
good margin. Also, the POLY kernel with the degree of 5
yields a similar decision boundary. Model 3 achieves the best
results among all models due to its deep architecture which can
help to boost accuracy as shown in shaded cell in Table 1
(88%).

Feature
Extraction

Classification Method
Model1

Model2

Model3

SVM

EHD

66.67

64.29

64.29

69.05

DWT

66.67

76.19

76.19

66.67

EHD

76.19

85.71

88.10

73.81

DWT

71.43

80.95

83.33

71.43

VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, three DKL models for breast cancer
classification problem are introduced. Span bound is used for
optimizing the proposed models over the dual objective
function. A comparison between the performance of the regular
SVM which uses only single kernel and the proposed models is
introduced. The experimental results show that the proposed
models overcome the traditional SVM. Furthermore, model 3
gives the best results among the other models due to its deep
architecture that can help boost accuracy.
New features sets with another deep kernel structures will
be explored on bigger dataset for the sake of determining
which features set is the most discriminative with respect to
breast cancer classification problem. Since the DKL has a
bigger adaptability to data (because it's based on the creation of
an optimal kernel to fit that data). These orientations will be the
ultimate subject of the future work.
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Abstract—Context-Based Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding
(CABAC) is a well-known bottleneck in H.264/AVC, owing to the
highly serialized calculation and high data dependency of the
binary arithmetic encoder. This work presents a hardware
architecture for the sub-module binary arithmetic encoder of the
CABAC. Moreover, a clock gating technique is inserted into our
design for power saving. An FPGA design of the proposed
architecture can work at a frequency up to 268 MHz on Virtex 5.
The suggested design can achieve 17% of power consumption
saving, which allows it to be applied for low power video coding
applications.
Keywords—H.264; Binary Arithmetic Encoder (BAE); Contextbased Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC); clock gating

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the H.264/AVC standard, two entropy encoders are
defined: Context-based Adaptive Variable Length Coding
(CAVLC) and Context-based Adaptive Binary Arithmetic
Coding (CABAC). The CAVLC is a low-complexity entropy
coding technique based on the use of switched contextadaptively sets of variable-length codes. Compared to CABAC,
The compression efficiency improvement is obtained at the
cost of an inevitable complexity overhead. Software-based
complexity analysis results show that switching from CAVLC
to CABAC usually leads to complexity increasing by 25–30%
for encoding and 12% for decoding. As an average, 30–40
cycles are required to encode a single bit on digital signal
processors, so it takes thousands of cycles to encode one
macroblock, which is unacceptable for real-time video coding
applications [2]. Therefore, a hardware implementation of
CABAC encoder is always required. However, the bit-serial
nature of the CABAC algorithm and the strong data
dependency between contiguous bits make it hard to improve
the throughput and to parallelize the encoding process.
Hence, a lot of work has been proposed to improve the
throughput of the CABAC by processing more than one bin in
a single cycle. Yuan Li et al. put forward in [3] a highthroughput low-latency arithmetic encoder (AE) design
suitable for HD real-time applications, utilizing a macroblock
level pipeline. This design could achieve a throughput of 2~4
bins per cycle sufficient for real-time encoding. In [4], a
software-hardware codesign for a whole entropy coder was

2

College of Education in Jubail,
University of Dammam,
Saudi Arabia

suggested, which took Binary Arithmetic Encoder (BAE)
module for the H.264/AVC CABAC entropy encoder as a
hardware accelerator. Vagner Rosa et al. presented in [5] a
hardware proposal of BAE. The throughput was improved by
developing three different architectures of the renormalization
step, presenting a processing rate from 0.68 to 1 bin per clock
cycle. An RDO-support CABAC encoder was given by [6]
and [7] to achieve the bit-rate saving of around 20 percent. In
[6], an FPGA-based RISC CPU extension was proposed to
accelerate the CABAC in a rate-distortion framework. This
design achieved a coding speed of 1 bin per cycle and a clock
frequency of 100 MHz. In [7], an efficient memory access was
suggested to reduce the access frequency of the context RAM.
Most studies have mainly focused on ameliorating the
throughput, but limited attention has been paid to reduce power
consumption. Therefore, this paper aims to design BAE
including a low-power technique. The main contributions of
this paper are outlined as follows:
1) We implement a hardware of the BAE, which is the
bottleneck of CABAC.
2) We further insert a low-power technique into the BAE
architecture. In fact,a clock-gating technique is added into the
design of a BAE sub-module, achieving reduced power
consumption at a minor implementation effort.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the CABAC encoding algorithm. Section III shows
both encoding processes of the binary arithmetic coder and
their corresponding proposed architecture .Section IV provides
the FPGA synthesis results, and section V concludes the paper.
II.

CABAC ENCODING ALGORITHM IN H.264

As presented in Fig. 1, CABAC encoding consists of three
main functions: binarization, context modeling, and binary
arithmetic coding. The binarization part permits mapping the
non-binary valued syntax elements into binary symbols, also
known as bins or a bin string. Then each bin is arithmetically
coded by a regular coding engine or a bypass coding engine. In
the regular coding engine, a context model is used to encode
each bin. In the bypass encoding engine, the context is not
needed due to the equivalent probability of the appearance of
these bins.
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the CABAC encoder.

A. Binarization
In the binarization process, each syntax element is
converted into a bin string. This step is done with different
schemes: unary, truncated unary, fixed length and
parameterized exp-Golomb. Each task is dedicated to some
types of syntax elements, as given in Table 1. The input and
output of the binarization process are the mapped syntax
elements and the Context Index (CtxIdx) information. The next
step is to use the CtxIdx information to fetch the context model
from the context table.
TABLE. I.

C. Arithmetic coding
The aim of the arithmetic encoding process is to generate a
bit stream from reading the bins and their context models, if the
latter exist. Its principle is based on the division of an initial
interval into two sub-intervals according to the context model
(Fig. 2). One of two sub-intervals corresponds to the MPS, and
the other refers to the Less Probable Symbol (LPS). After that,
one of the two intervals is selected asa new one according to
the bin value (MPS or LPS). Each interval is defined by two
values: range (the length of the interval) and low (the bottom of
the interval). These rules determine the updated value of the
interval as follows:
If bin =LPS
New range= rLPS (range of LPS)
New low= low
If bin= MPS
New range = range – rLPS=rMPS (range of MPS)
New low = low + rLPS
Where, the value of rLPS is indexed by pStateIdx, read
from context modeling.
For the bins that have the same probability, no context
model is needed; and the bins are coded by a simpler bypass
coding engine within a CABAC module.
Initial

SYNTAX ELEMENTS AND ASSOCIATED TYPES OF
BINARIZATION [1]

IF LPS

IF MPS

rLPS

Syntax element
mb_type
mb_skip_flag
Sub_mb
Ref_indx_10
Ref_indx_11
mvd_10
mvd_11
Intra4x4_pre_mode
rem_intra_4x4_pre-mode
Chroma_pre_mode
Coded_block_pattern
Mb_qp_delta
Coded_block_flag
Significant_coefficient_flag
Last_significant_flag
Coeff_abs_level_minus1
Coeff_sig_flag
End_slice_length

Binarization Method
Table mapping
Fixed length
Table mapping
Unary
Unary
Truncated unary and exp-Golomb
with =3 ,truncated value9
Truncated unary and exp-Golomb
with =3 ,truncated value9
Fixed_length
Fixed_length
Fixed_length
Fixed length and truncated
unary,truncated value 2
Unary and table mapiing
Fixed_length
Fixed length
Fixed length
Truncated unary , exp-Golomb with
=3 and truncated value 14
Fixed length
Fixed_length

B. Context modeling
A context model is a probabilistic model with a statistical
occurrence rate for each symbol, such that each type of syntax
elements has a set of 399 context models as defined by the
H.264 standard documentation [1]. Each context model
comprises 6-bits representing the Probability State Indices
(pStateIdx) and a 7th bit representing the value of the Most
Probable Symbol (MPS).

New range
rMPS

rLPS

New low
Range
rLPS

rMPS

New Range
rMPS

New low
low

Fig. 2. Interval subdivision process of CABAC.

III.

PROPOSED HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE OF BINARY
ARITHMETIC CODER

At the binarization process, the syntax element of each MB
can be treated in parallel. However, at the binary arithmetic
coding process, all bin strings should be encoded sequentially.
Thus, the binary arithmetic coder is the critical block that
affects the throughput. This section firstly presents the
processing flow of both regular and bypass BAE modes, and
then its provides their corresponding hardware architectures.
The clock gating technique is also presented in this section.
A. Regular BAE process and its proposed architecture
1) Regular BAE process
The regular BAE process is illustrated in Fig. 3. The chart
consists of three steps: interval subdivision, probability-model
updating and regular renormalization.
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In the interval subdivision, the interval value is updated
according to whether the current input bin (binval) is an MPS
or not. The probability model pStateIdx is updated through two
tables: TransIdxLPS and TransIdxMPS. The TransIdxMPS is
selected when the bin value is equal to an MPS. Otherwise, the
TransIdxLPS is used. The final update for low and range
values is done by the regular renormalization process, which is
needed to keep the interval range between 256 and 512. Fig. 4
shows the flowchart of the regular renormalization.

Regular Renormalization

Range<256

Yes

Low<256

No

No

Low>=512

Yes

2) Regular arithmetic coder architecture
The hardware design of a regular BAE is depected in
Fig. 5. It consists of three main modules: probability-model
updating, interval subdivision module, and regular
renormalization.

Low=Low-256
bitsOutstanding=bitsOutstanding-1

Yes

Low=Low-512

No

The module of probability-model updating is constituted
by three principal steps: context model read, context model
update, and context read. When the context is read out, the
context model will be updated according to bin value through
the ROM of either TransIdxLPS or TransIdxMPS. Next, the
new context model will be written back to the context table.

PutBit(0)

PutBit(1)

Range = Range<<1
Low=Low<<1

Encode(ctxIdx,binVal)

Done

Fig. 4. Regular renormalization flowchart [1].
qRangIdx=(Rang>>6)&3
RangeLPS=rangeTABLPS[pStateIdx][qRangIdx]

The module of interval subdivision will be performed
when the context model pStateIdx is read from the RAM of the
context table. Both pStateIdx[5:0] and range[7:6] are used to
index the rLPS value from the rLPStable. After that, the
interval values (range and low) are calculated by using a ten-bit
adder and ten-bit subtractor. According to the bin value, the
two top and low multiplexers will select the appropriate value
of low and range, respectively.

RangeMPS=range-RangeLPS

Interval
subdivision
Yes

binVal!=valMPS

No

The module of regular renormalization will be carried
after encoding each bin, when the range value is decreased to
less than 256. This module is implemented by a finite state
machine.

Low=Low+Range
Range=rangeLPS

pStateIdx!=0

Updating of
probability
estimation

No

Yes

pStateIdx=TransIdxMPS[pStateIdx]

pStateIdx=TransIdxLPS[pStateIdx]

No

Regular
renormalization

IV.

valMPS=! valMPS

R<256

Yes
Regular
renaormalization

Done

Fig. 3. Regular arithmetic encoding flowchart (from [1] with some
modifications).

BYPASS BAE PROCESS AND ITS PROPOSED
ARCHITECTURE

A. Bypass BAE process
For the bypass mode, the bin is coded using a coding
decision process. The context modeling is skipped as the bins
show almost an equiprobable behavior. This encoding mode is
a much simpler encoding process compared to the regular
mode. Fig. 6 illustrates the bypass process, including the
interval subdivision stage and the renormalization stage. There
is no iteration loop in the renormalization process in the bypass
mode unlike the renormalization in the regular coding mode.
B. Bypass BAE architecture
A hardware design of the bypass BAE is depicted in Fig. 7.
Bypass coding generates valid coding states that conform to
equations shown in the flowchart of Fig. 6. This mode is faster
than the regular mode since there is no context modeling
process. In addition, it is to note that the there is no loop
presented in bypass renormalization module. This latter is
implemented by a simple finite state machine.
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New_Context
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TransIdxLPS
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(ROM)

i_W i_R

Module of probability-model
updating

New_MPS
calculator

=

Fig. 5. Architecture representation of regular BAE.

V.

Coding decision process

Clock gating is among the techniques that are used for
reducing dynamic power dissipation. This technique saves
power by taking the enable conditions attached to registers and
uses them to gate the clock.

Low=Low<<1

Yes

Interval
subdivion

CLOCK-GATING TECHNIQUE

At each input bin coming from the binarizer, one of the two
coding modes (regular or bypass) is selected. The clock gating
technique is inserted to prune the clock either for a regular
arithmetic engine or for a bypass coder (i.e. by disabling the
flip-flop registers in them).

binVAl !=0

Low=Low + Range

Low<1024

Low<512

Bypass
renormalization

The practical approach to insert the clock-gating technique
in our proposed arithmetic coder is shown in Fig. 8. To avoid
the glitch problem caused by clock switching, we use a latchbased clock-gating style.

PutBit(1)

PutBit(0)

Low=Low-1024

VI.

Low=Low-512
bitsOutstanding=bitsOutstanding+1

IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

Our design is synthesized and simulated by using the
XILINX ISE and ModelSim tools, respectively. The synthesized
circuit area of each component of the encoder is listed in
Table 2. Synthesis results demonstrate that the BAE can work
properly at a clock frequency of 268.5 MHz.

Done

Fig. 6. Bypass BAE flowchart [1].

The design occupies 300 slices of which a regular BAE unit
occupied 82%. It is to clear that the bypass BAE operates at a
higher clock frequency compared to the regular mode.

Bin value
Range
Low
Shift register

+
Bypass
Renormalizer
(FSM)

BitOutStanding
End_renor

Fig. 7. Architecture representation of bypass BAE.

Table 3 presents a comparison with previous work. Our
design uses a higher frequency compared to the work [5],
which was implemented in the same FPGA technology.
Moreover, it is evident that the proposed architecture will
achieve the lowest power consumption relative to power
consumption of [7] when it is designed on ASIC-based
technology. Indeed, as explained in [9], [10] and [11], the
power consumption of ASIC designs was observed as being
between 3 to 10 times greater than FPGA designs.
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Context
modeler
context model

D

Enable_arithmetic
coder

update context model

Regular arithmetic
engine

Q
Gated clock for regular
arithmetic engine

Coded bits

clock

Bitstream
Gated clock for regular
arithmetic engine

Bypass arithmetic
engine

Coded bits

Binary arithmetic coder
Clock gating technique

Fig. 8. Diagram of BAE with clock-gating technique.
TABLE. II.

SYNTHESIS RESULTS OF EACH BAE UNITS ON VIRTEX 5

Regular BAE
Bypass BAE

Area
(slices)
247
51

Frequency
(MHz)
268.516
417.81

Total BAE (without clock gating)

298

268.516

Total BAE(with clock gating)

300

268.516

Unit Name

TABLE. III.

Clock
frequency
(MHz)

[5]

Virtex 5

189

Circuit
Area
(LUT
slices)
436

[6]

Startix II

130

603

Na

[7]

Virtex4 FPGA
ASIC 0.13 µm

145
200

Na
26.6

[8]

ASIC 0.15 µm

333

Proposed

Virtex4 FPGA
Virtex5 FPGA

219.479
268.516

2559
Na
13.3K
gates
298
300

BAE without clock-gating
technique

Total
power
(mW)
Na

Na
43
17.77

Design
parts
BAE
Total
CABAC
Total
CABAC
Total
CABAC
BAE

BAE without clock-gating
technique

Fig. 9. Diagram of dynamic power consumption of our proposed BAE

Fig. 9 shows the power consumption for both designs (BAE
without clock gating and BAE with clock gating). With the
insertion of a clock-gating technique, there is about 17% of
dynamic power consumption reduction.
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COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE RESULTS

Process
technology

clock-gating technique has been employed to reduce the power
consumption. As a result, power consumption can be reduced
by about 17%. Therefore, our design can be suitable for low
power video coding applications. The synthesis results on
Virtex 5 have indicated that the design is capable of operating
at 268.516 MHz. Finally, it is important to mention that our
BAE can fit both H.264/AVC and HEVC formats.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, our design has focused on the BAE that
presents the critical sub-block of the CABAC. Furthermore, a
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Abstract—The Internet of Things (IoT) is now destroying the
barriers between the real and digital worlds. However, one of the
huge problems that can slow down the development of this global
wave, or even stop it, concerns security and privacy
requirements. The criticality of these latter comes especially from
the fact that the smart objects may contain very intimate
information or even may be responsible for protecting people’s
lives. In this paper, the focus is on access control in the IoT
context by proposing a dynamic and fully distributed security
policy. Our proposal will be based, on one hand, on the concept
of the blockchain to ensure the distributed aspect strongly
recommended in the IoT; and on the other hand on machine
learning algorithms, particularly on reinforcement learning
category, in order to provide a dynamic, optimized and selfadjusted security policy.
Keywords—Internet of Things; security; access control;
dynamic policy; security policy; blockchain; machine learning;
reinforcement learning

I.

INTRODUCTION

Several works have dealt with the access control (AC) in
the literature. Meanwhile, in constrained environments as the
case in IoT, those concerns are not yet mature enough. This
section is about introducing the IoT paradigm, basically from
an AC point of view, and then will present how security
policies are managed in the existing AC models.
A. Internet of things paradigm
The Internet of things (IoT) is now a reality that surrounds
us covering several parts of our lives, and will become more so
in the future. Indeed, many researches consider IoT as one of
the main technological revolutions of this century [1] and have
moved from being a futuristic vision to an increasing market
and research reality. It was in 2008 that the world passed the
barrier of a single connected object per person and the statistics
are now talking about numbers around 26 smart objects for
every human being on earth by 2020 [2].
However, the Internet of Things, and despite all what has
been said, is still maturing, in particular due to numerous
challenges which slow down the full exploitation of the IoT,
namely the computation constraints of the IoT devices,
heterogeneity,
identification,
power
supply,
data
storage/processing, etc. Meanwhile, one of the most crucial of
these challenges concerns security and privacy, especially
given the ubiquity of the smart objects in every corner of
human life.

Unfortunately, what makes things worse; the traditional
security solutions are not applicable in general in the context of
IoT environments given the constraints of the IoT components
which are characterized by low capabilities in terms of both
energy and computing resources and thus, they cannot
implement complex schemes supporting security. The OWASP
Internet of Things Project has listed the most common IoT
attacks and vulnerabilities [3]. According to this project, the
risk arises because of the lack of adoption of well-known
security techniques, such as encryption, authentication, access
control and role-based access control. A reason for this lack of
adoption is that existing security techniques, tools, and
products may not be easily applied to IoT devices and systems.
To mitigate these risks, the deployed IoT services have to
be “smart” and function in an open, dynamic and completely
distributed environment. This requires that they gain a greater
degree of autonomy and decision making.
B. IoT and Access control
Authentication and access control technologies are known
as the main elements to address the security issues in the
Internet of Things. Actually, any effective access control
system should satisfy the main security properties of the CIA
triad: Confidentiality, integrity and availability. Note that one
should not confuse AC with identification and authentication
notions. Fig. 1 shows the boundaries of the access control
process.

Fig. 1. Boundaries of access control.

Many access control models have been proposed in the
literature to address security issues in IoT, but almost all of
them are based on a centralized architecture, static security
policy whose limitations in IoT context will be explained later.
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As in the case of security mechanisms in general, applying
current access control solutions on the device‟s side is not
trivial. It requires intensive and computational capabilities
which are not available in the most used IoT constrained
devices. However, outsourcing the management of access
control to non-constrained nodes presents serious security and
privacy problems (e.g. break end-to-end security) and
necessitates a high level of trust between the stakeholders.
Furthermore, all interactions between them must be secured
and mutually authenticated. To remedy what we have just
cited, IoT needs an access control framework suitable to its
distributed nature, where users may control their own privacy
and, rather than being controlled by a centralized authority, and
at the same time, the need arise for centralized entity handling
authorization function to hardly constrained IoT devices.
C. Security policy management
The Common Criteria defines an organizational security
policy as: a set of security rules, procedures, or guidelines
imposed (or presumed to be imposed) now and/or in the future
by an actual or hypothetical organization in the operational
environment [4].
Access-control policies have developed from trivial
matrices to extremely complex representation expressed in
sophisticated and advanced languages. It is then clear that this
expansion and complexity require consequently robust
automatic techniques to understand and manage them [5].
In traditional access control models access control policies
are a set of rules stored somewhere in a server or, at best,
distributed on several nodes in the network. In the case of the
internet of the things it is necessary to have, in one hand a
distributed policy that goes with the decentralized aspect of IoT
and that is why (and for other reasons detailed later) we have
chosen the blockchain technology as the basis of the proposed
framework, and in the other hand a dynamic policy which takes
into consideration the context in which the smart devices are,
but also which can be improved over time, this improvement
obviously does not, and cannot, be managed by a human being
given the enormous and heterogeneous amount of data that the
IoT generates. We therefore think in this paper to use the
power of artificial intelligence algorithms, especially those of
machine learning, to ensure this task.
II.

BACKGROUND

This section gives an overview of the basic concepts
necessary to understand the proposed framework whether in
terms of architecture or functioning.
A. IoT and Machine learning algorithms
The internet of things is basically composed of various selfdirected and low power devices. These nodes are able to collect
information about their entourage with sensors, act on that
environment (by using actuators) and communicate with each
other and even with other entities like the Cloud.
The concept of machine learning (ML) was first treated as
an artificial intelligence (AI) technique [6] then focused more
and more in the complex algorithms that are difficult to
manage by humans [7]. Nowadays, ML techniques are used in
different domains and tasks including regression, classification,

speech recognition, fraud detection, and many others. Machine
learning algorithms and techniques are inspired from several
realms namely mathematics, neuroscience, statistics and
computer science.
In general, machine learning algorithms are divided into
two main steps: a training phase: the algorithm tries to learn
based on the data; and a verification phase: the algorithm tests
and tries to apply what is learnt.
The majority of the existing ML algorithms could be
categorized in three classes: supervised, unsupervised and
reinforcement learning [8]. The first class necessitates a labeled
data set for the training phase in order to build a representation
of the relations connecting the studied parameters. Unlike the
first class, the unsupervised learning algorithms are not
provided with input/output pairs. The emphasis here is mainly
on classifying the data in different sets (clusters) by finding the
connections between the given information. The third category,
also known as the online learning, refers to process of handling
the problems that an agent opposes when he must learn
behavior via trial-and-error exchanges with an active
environment [9].
Of course, some machine learning algorithms do not
automatically fit into exactly one of these categories, there are
some algorithms sharing features of both supervised and
unsupervised learning approaches. The goal of these hybrid
algorithms is mainly to benefit from the strengths of these two
categories without inheriting their drawbacks [10].
Developing efficient algorithms that are suitable for many
different application scenarios is a challenging task.
Nevertheless, using reinforcement learning algorithms is the
most suitable choice to solve the problem of static and noncontextual AC policies. Indeed, in our case it is sought that the
algorithm must detect, progressively while accesses are made
to resources and while the security policy is executing, the
access control rules which are not optimal and even which
present or lead to generate security problems. It is therefore an
online learning.
B. Blockchain concept
Originally introduced by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 [11] to
underpin the Bitcoin cryptocurrency network, the blockchain is
a computational paradigm that consists of a distributed ledger
which contains all transactions ever executed within its
network, enforced with cryptography and carried out
collectively by a peer-to-peer nodes. Blockchains allow us to
have a distributed peer-to-peer network where non-trusting
members can interact with each other without a trusted
intermediary, in a cryptographically verifiable manner.
Beyond the cryptocurrency field, blockchain is spreading
over several other realms: Identity management [12],
reputation system [13], storing system [14], IoT [15], access
control [16], etc. Moreover, the continued integration of
blockchains in the IoT domain will have a considerable impact
on industry, home automation, healthcare, and so on.
Blockchain is a distributed database for transaction
processing. All transactions in a blockchain are stored into a
single ledger. The blockchain technology is built on top of four
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fundamental building blocks, each building block has key
properties, and each property is achieved through specific
mechanisms:
1) Identifying the source and destination of a transaction:
in a blockchain based ecosystem, users serve from digital
identities called “addresses” to send and receive transactions.
These addresses should be self-generated (independent from
any given authority) and anonymous (reveal nothing about the
real identity of its owner).
2) Transactions: A transaction records the transfer of a
value (altcoin) from some source address to destination
addresses. Transactions are generated by the sender and
broadcasted the network of peers. Transactions are invalid
unless they have been recorded in the public history of
transactions, the blockchain. Note that these transactions are
publically verifiable, furthermore, once a transaction is
recorded in the blockchain it cannot be altered without
that alteration being detected and rejected by the other nodes in
the network.
3) Condition for auto-processing a transaction: The
transfer of any value (e.g. altcoins, tokens) with the blockchain
or the execution of any function through the blockchain should
be locked by a logic conditions (e.g. low, contract) that have to
be written as a code and automatically executed by nodes in the
network. This condition should be self-executed.
4) Consensus: Every user or node in the network relies on
algorithmically enforced rules to process transactions with no
human interaction required to verify in an independent way the
correct execution of the protocol, and obtains the same results.
Each node has exactly the same ledger as all of the other users
or nodes in the network. This ensures a complete consensus
from all users or nodes in the corresponding currencies
blockchain.
Fig. 2 shows the process of adding a transaction to the
blockchain network. It gives an overview of the logic behind
this technology in a five steps.

Fig. 2. Overall functioning of the blockchain concept

C. AC and blockchain
An access control model is often used to rigorously specify
and reason on the access control policy.

Providing an adequate access control model for IoT
services is a vital but challenging topic. Actually,
authentication and authorization concepts have been treated in
numerous works. However in constrained environments, there
is no considerable advancement. Moreover, IoT platforms need
more and more dynamic, intelligent and fully distributed access
control mechanism to be compatible with its nature.
The Blockchain applied to IoT provide a new world of
promise and fascinating possibilities. Actually, the
decentralization, automation, and trustless features of
blockchain make it an ideal candidate to become a foundational
element of IoT solutions.
One integration of the blockchain technology in the IoT is
presented in [17] which consider that all the IoT devices of an
organization work on the same blockchain network. The
organization (or the device owner) deploys a smart contract
that allows them to store the hash of the latest firmware update
on the network. The devices can then query the contract, find
out about the new firmware, and request it by its hash via a
distributed peer-to-peer file system such as IPFS. Another
approach to integrate the blockchain in the IoT is presented in
the framework FairAccess [4] which will be detailed in section
III.
In short, blockchain or distributed ledger technologies
combined with IoT as underlying infrastructure can provide the
next wave of innovation that streamlines the way business
operates, the same way the web did, giving birth to a new
collaborative economy [18].
D. The need for a distributed AC architecture in IoT
environments
The centralized approach consists in relieving smart device
from the burden of handling a vast amount of access controlrelated information by outsourcing these functionalities to a
back-end server or gateway which is responsible for security
tasks. This approach presents many advantages: 1) possibility
to reuse existing solutions and technologies; 2) authentication
and access control policies are easier to manage in centralized
IoT architectures. However, this approach presents several
drawbacks: 1) prevent end to end security; 2) present single
point of failure; 3) require trust foreign entities.
In distributed architecture, the access control process is
carried out by the end component. This means that each device
must be capable of handling authorization processes and have
adequate resources to do so. In this proposal work, the concept
of a distributed IoT is fundamental as a promising approach to
release IoT. First of all, as devices increase their computational
capacity, there are more opportunities to bring intelligence on
the devices themselves. Moreover, this approach presents the
following advantages: 1) end-devices act smartly, and are
autonomous; 2) users have more control over the granularity of
the data they produce as they are more enabled to define their
own access control policies; 3) cost: it is less expensive than
providing a cloud back end for each connected smart object;
especially those that might need a connection for a decade;
4) trust could be supported in a better way with the
decentralized approach than the centralized one because
policies can be defined at the edge of the networks and there
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will be no need to introduce any central entity; 5) This
approach allows real time contextual information to become
central to the authorization decision. However, the need to
extend the constrained device with access control logic makes
the implementation of this approach unfeasible in resourceconstrained devices, and that is why going on with the totally
distributed blockchain technology is strongly recommended.
III.

RELATED WORKS

Many access control models have been proposed in the
literature to address security issues in IoT. Below is a summary
of the most recent and relevant ones.
A. Role Based Access Control (RBAC)
RBAC (Role-Based Access Control) [19] refers to an
access control model for governing user accesses to a system‟s
resources, based on the notion roles. This model relies on four
main blocks and each one of them provides RBAC with a
number of features. These blocks are the core RBAC, the
hierarchical RBAC, the static separation of duty relations and
the dynamic separation of duty relations. The first block is
composed of five components (users, roles, permissions,
operations and objects). Roles and permissions are assigned,
respectively, to users and roles. Moreover, there are two
separate stages in RBAC: The design phase, where the
administrator of the system or the security officer can describe
a number of assignments between the system‟s components.
The second phase (the run-time phase), that consists of
enforcing the assignments in the system by the model as it is
specified by the security policy, which was approved
throughout the first phase.
B. Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC)
In ABAC model, accesses are allowed based on the notion
of attributes. In fact, these later characterize every subject and
object and identify them inside the system [20]. There is two
parts that compose ABAC: The policy model and the
architecture model which enforce this policy. ABAC model
proclaims in his standard version that access are allowed
according to the subject‟s attributes. Moreover, it is in the
policy rules that conditions under which access is granted or
rejected are defined. In ABAC model, the attributes are linked
with the subject and the object features. Consequently, the user
is given appropriate access control permissions suitable to his
attributes at the time when he sends his access request to a
given object. In the literature, several works using ABAC
model have treated the AC from an IoT perspective: In 2014,
Ye et al. [21] have proposed an authentication and access
control model for the perception layer of the Internet of Things.
The designed protocol provides low storage and
communication overheads to deal with the constraints in
resources of the IoT context, basically in perception layer.
Furthermore, the fact that the model allows accessing the data
according to user attribute guarantees fine-grained access
control. Though, it necessitates on the other side complex
management and slows down (even block) its large

deployment to constrained devices. Therefore, they only offer
abstract outcomes of the proposed model.
C. Usage control (UCON)
Another famous AC model is the usage control (UCON)
proposed in [22], it is considered as the next generation of
access control models for the reason that it presents several
novelties unavailable in traditional access control models such
as RBAC and ABAC. It deals with the problems generated in
the authorization phase, before the access execution, after the
access execution, or even during the execution. In addition, it
has the capability of supporting attribute‟s mutability; in other
words, if a problem is produced in the security policy (during
the execution) due to an alteration of some access attributes,
the allowed access is canceled and the usage became invalid.
Further information about UCON model is detailed in [23].
Many researches (like in [24]) have also applied UCON in
collaborative system.
Before concluding this section, it is important to note that,
in the state of the art level, there is a work that has stressed the
particularity of UCON over usual AC models such as MAC,
DAC and RBAC, and also that makes UCON more appropriate
to the dynamic aspect of IoT, this work is exposed in [25].
D. Organization Based Access Control (OrBAC)
The OrBAC [26] model is one of the richest AC models in
terms of components and applicability to many realistic
situations; it was conceived to handle remaining issues in the
extensions of RBAC. It presents an original dimension, namely
the organizational concept; also it makes a clear distinction
between the abstract level (roles, views, activities) and the
concrete level (subject, object, action). In the decision making
process, OrBAC takes into consideration various context
information which can be temporal, spatial or declared by the
subject (user). However, one of the big drawbacks of this
model, especially when talking about IoT environments, is that
it is based on a totally centralized architecture and does not
provide or support the distribution, collaboration and
interoperability requirements. That said, several works have
done in order to extend OrBAC to overcome these limitation:
PolyOrBAC [27] deals with this problem by using the OrBAC
model to manage the internal policies of each organization, but
to ensure the collaboration aspect between organizations, web
services technology was. Nevertheless, such technologies that
PolyOrBAC uses (e.g. SOA-based web services) are not
systematically supported by IoT constrained nodes. To fix that,
SmartOrBAC [28] and [29] objectives are to adapt OrBAC
model to IoT situations. The major contribution of this
proposition is the fact that it improves the notion of context
(present in OrBAC) to respond to the IoT requirements.
Unfortunately, SmartOrBAC does not precise any lightweight
mechanisms to reduce the OrBAC complexity in order to be
supported by IoT constraints devices.
The layers and components of OrBAC are shown in a
simplified manner in the following Fig. 3.
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B. IoT-OrBAC
IoT-OrBAC access model, like SmartOrBAC [28], is
specially conceived for the IoT context and it is designed
through an abstraction layers‟ perspective that makes use of a
deep comprehension of the IoT paradigm as it is presented in
the physical world. In the IoT that uses smart services as well
as smart devices, contextual information is a key component in
the decision making process, and only a real-time consideration
of this information will reach smartness. In order to handle
that, the authors improved the “context” concept (originally
exposed in OrBAC) to fit the IoT needs. IoT-OrBAC separates
the problem into several layers and then distributes processing
charges between constrained devices and less constrained ones
and at the same time addresses the collaborative aspect with a
specific solution.

Fig. 3. Simplified presentation of OrBAC layers

IV.

THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

In this section the focus is on the proposed framework that
aims to solve the static and centralized problems of access
control policy. This solution will be based on two essential
concepts highlighted in the previous sections of this paper:
Blockchain technology and machine learning algorithms.

The layers IoT-OrBAC presented are shown in a simplified
manner in the following Fig. 4.

A. Problem statement and research questions
Actually, most access control solutions today provide the
ability for centralized authorities, whether governments,
manufacturers or service providers to gain unauthorized access
to and control devices by collecting and analyzing user‟s data.
That may cause ethical and privacy problems.
Section II-D has dealt with the problems coming from the
centralized architecture. However, in IoT environments, a big
obstacle blocks us from adopting a distributed architecture:
The constrained devices generally used in the IoT do not have
the capacity of calculation nor of storage to deal with a full
distributed access control process where there is no central
entity responsible for managing this latter. Therefore it is
necessary to make a tradeoff between the two architectures or
adopt a hybrid one as in SmartOrBAC. Except that fortunately
the blockchain can respond with efficiency to this problem.
Another problem encountered by access control in the
context of IoT is the difficulty of managing the security policy
according to the contexts especially with the colossal number
of smart devices supposed to be managed in IoT situations.
This leads to adopt static policies where the manager or the
security officer writes all the security or access control rules in
a static manner. The major disadvantage of this approach is
that this policy never detects if it contains rules that lead to
security problems, which create conflicts or which are not
optimal. This approach never takes into consideration feedback
from the results of its operation. Moreover, given the number
of the increasing number of smart objects, it is almost
impossible to manage this policy manually in an efficient and
totally personalized way.
This new framework responds to these problems, it gives
people what properly belongs to them and also present an
automatically-improved and dynamic security policy.

Fig. 4. Simplified presentation of IoT-OrBAC layers.

C. Fair Access
To explain how FairAccess works, let us take the following
use case: Suppose that a subject (e.g., a requester device A,
known with its address rq) wants to execute an action (e.g.,
read or alter) on a protected object (e.g., resource B, identified
with its address rs). First, the subject must send this request to
the authorization management point (AMP (AMP = wallet)
which plays the role of a Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) that
protects the requested object. The PEP formulates the received
request to a GetAcess transaction. Then, the PEP broadcasts
this transaction to the hole network of nodes with the aim of
reaching miners , those later act as distributed Policy Decision
Point (PDP), and accept or reject the transaction. The PDP
evaluate the request and then it executes a SmartContract
already deployed in the blockchain via a previous transaction
called GrantAccess. The execution of SmartContract leads to
decide whether the request should be permitted or not. Finally,
if it is allowed, the SmartContract provide the requester with an
access Token by sending it to his address through an
AllowAccess transaction. After that, the Token will appear in
the requester‟s token database.
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To summarize, and as it is shown in Fig. 5, authorization
process in FairAccess framework consists of: 1) registration of
a new resource with a corresponding address; 2) definition of
an access control policies in the form of SmartContract
deployed in the blockchain by a GrantAccess transaction;
3) access request; 4) access allowed; 5) access
revoked/updated.

Fig. 6. Typical Reinforcement Learning (RL) scenario.

Moreover, it is important to emphasize that RL, generally,
the fields of work of RL and the supervised learning (SL) are
not the same (Fig. 6). Indeed, unlike SL, RL responds to
problems where there is no arrangement of input/output
information. Instead, the agent receives a reward (technically
feedback information) after picking an action in a given state.
It is indispensable that the agent passes several experiences to
gather the maximum of rewards in order to know the best his
environment and so he can make the right and optimal actions.

Fig. 5. Reload access control policies process in FairAccess.

D. Improve/upgrade security policy with ML algorithms
This framework uses the concept of SmartContract as a
representation of an access control policy defined by a resource
owner (RO), to manage access over one of his resources. It is a
scripts stored on the blockchain. Since it resides on the chain, it
has a unique address. This SmartContract is triggered by
addressing a RequestAccess transaction type to it. It then
executes independently and automatically in a prescribed
manner on every node in the network, according to the data
that was included in the triggering transaction. If the data fulfill
access control policies, the PolicyContract will be correctly
executed and then generates and assigns an Authorization
Token to the sender of the RequestAccess transaction. For each
end device, the RO defines one PolicyContract which is
responsible for managing it access control functions.
Typically, the process of a classic reinforcement learning
model begins by connecting an agent to its environment. Then,
and in every interaction the agent receives some information
(called feedback in this paper) about the present state of the
environment; the agent then picks an action to make (output).
The executed actions, obviously, updates the environment state
and the value of this latter is transferred to the agent as a
feedback. Note that the agent‟s behavior has to select actions in
order to improve the situation of the environment especially in
long term.
Formally, a typical RL model contains:


A group of environment states, S;



A group of agent actions, A; and



A group of scalar reinforcement signals or weights if
needed.

This proposed work relies on a fully distributed
infrastructure based on blockchain technology as has been
done in the work [4] of FairAccess. That said, it will use, as a
cited before, the concept of SmartContract to distribute the
security policy in the chain. Requesting access to an object will
thus be managed by the detailed procedure of Fig. 5.
Once the IoT environment, now presented by the
blockchain infrastructure, begins to function, it will send
feedback information after each successful or unsuccessful
transaction to the two entities involved in the communication,
namely the subject (or requester) and the object (or resource).
This information will be used as an evaluation of the
transaction and its participants and will be taken into account to
update the stakeholder data (e.g. update the trust, credibility or
integrity levels of the participants) and also to update access
control rules that allowed this transaction to be done.
E. Architecture
The procedure of this framework is detailed in the
following organogram presented in Fig. 7.
Note that even if the feedback information are sent only to
A and B, these information are spread to the blockchain after
the update of SmartContract for example, so they become
public.
Using Reinforcement Learning (RL) algorithms, the policy
(the smart devices also) is trained to make particular decisions.
It works this way: the SmartContract (which presents the
access control policy of the smart object) is exposed to an
environment where it trains itself continually using trial and
error. Consequently, this SmartContract learns from past
experience and tries to capture the best possible knowledge to
make accurate business decisions.
The feedback information is represented by a vector with n
number of components. These later may be binary represented
(0 or 1) or with a level or weight of satisfaction (trust, integrity
…) between 0 and 1.
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A: The requester how wants to access the resource
B: The resource or the object
Req(A, B): Requester A sends a request access to Target B
SmartContract(B, A, S): The target B redirects the subject
A to SmartContract S
GrantAccess(A, B, T): Complete the remaining steps to get
access (get, send and check the validity of the token) and then
Allows A to access B. Also create a transaction T.
AddBC(T): Add the transaction T to the blockchain
feed(A, B, T): send feedback information of the transaction
T to A and B
update(B): Update A knowledge (SmartContract, level of
credibility, trust, integrity, …)
Reject(A, B, R): Reject the request henceforth named R,
deny the access of A to B
Fig. 7. Process organogram of our framework.

Let's take the very basic example: an organization H has
some smart objects (O_1, ..., O_n), it adds them to its security
policy, it creates then and publishes their SmartContracts in the
network of the blockchain. Suppose that the subjects S_1, ...,
S_m have access to the objects O_1, ..., O_n based on the rules
contained in the SmartContracts.

In the beginning an access request to resource B is sent by
A. The output of this step is a SmartContract S. In case of
failure, the result is a Reject(A, B, R) plus the feedback;
otherwise the remaining steps to get access are executed:
allowing A to access B and then generating a transaction T
which can be added to the blockchain, without forgetting to
send the feedback. After the feedback A‟s and B‟s knowledge
are updated.

Let us suppose that after each use of an object O_i by the
subject S_1 (which is a legitimate user), a breakdown is noticed
in the object O_i, the feedback of O_i will be zero or a low
note in the credibility scale given to S_1. The algorithm will
determine, especially if it is repeated, that S_1 will have to be
removed from authorized users, and the security policy will
update.
Another case, which does not concern the credibility/trust
level of users is: Let us imagine that an object O_1 frequently
encounters problems when used in a given context C_i. The
low notes coming from several transitions under the C_i
context lead to detect the source of the problems and thus
update the SmartContract by prohibiting the use of the object
O_1 under the context C_i.
Note that this framework is not limited to a specific access
control model, that is why the components of the feedback
vector are left open, they can include the context as seen before
(e.g. OrBAC, SmartOrBAC), but also The attributes (ABAC),
the level of credibility (I-OrBAC [30]).
Note also the choice of a category of algorithms
(Reinforcement Learning) and not a single algorithm
considering that the interest here is in the online learning aspect
of this category which fits with the discussed requirements.
That said, each smart-object owner or organization can choose
the algorithms to implement according to their needs and their
objectives.
F. Algorithm & inference system
In order to present the inference system of the proposed
framework, hereafter the definitions of its components:

Fig. 8. Inference system of the proposed framework.

V.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

Today, IoT is surrounding us and its aptitudes of sensing,
actuation, communication, and control become ever more
sophisticated and ubiquitous; however these advantageous
features are also examples of security and privacy (trust among
users and things [31]) threats that are already nowadays
slowing down the growth and expansion of the Internet of
Things when not fulfilled properly.
This work has focused on the access control in the Internet
of things environments. It proposed a framework that aims to
solve two problems: 1) Problems that come with the
centralized architecture, without being forced to transmit the
management of the access control from a central entity to the
nodes of the network. Indeed, the constrained devices
generally used in the IoT do not have the capacity of
calculation nor of storage to deal with a full distributed access
control. 2) Problems of handling the access control policies
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especially with the colossal number of smart devices supposed
to be managed in IoT situations. This commonly leads to
adopt static policies where the manager or the security officer
writes all the security or access control rules in a static
manner. The new framework proposed in this paper responds
to these problems, it gives people total control of their IoT
devices without being forced to trust in an outside entity and
also present an automatically-improved and dynamic security
policy.
The proposition presented in this article is based, on one
hand, on the concept of the blockchain to ensure a totally
distributed infrastructure to ensure an access control without
trusting external central entities. This distributed aspect is
strongly recommended in the Internet of things environments
as well as privacy and unlinkability. On the other, the
framework relies on an “online learning” mechanism of
machine learning algorithms (Reinforcement Learning) in
order to provide a dynamic, optimized and self-adjusted
security policy.
In this paper, we presented an introduction of the internet of
things paradigm, and how the access control and security
policy management are among the IoT's priorities, both at the
technological and research level. We then gave more details of
some fundamental notions in this work namely the concepts of
blockchain, machine learning and distributed architecture.
Then section III was concentrated on previous/related works
done in this domain. After that a presentation of the proposed
framework was given by, first, mentioning the problem
statement and research questions, then by explaining the
contribution of this paper to improve/upgrade security policy
using machine learning algorithms. Furthermore an explication
of the architecture and algorithm that operate the framework
was exposed. Finally, we conclude the paper with an explicit
inference system for a better understanding of this work.
However, this contribution still has some limitations on
which we intend to work in our future paper. Indeed,
blockchain technology presents some intrinsic drawbacks
especially when talking about privacy, required time for block
validation, and so on. We also pretend to complete this
framework with integrating the notion of collective intelligence
which will respond to privacy concerns. As a final point, this
model needs also a thorough case study as well as an
implementation as a concrete proof of concept.
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Abstract—Physically impaired and disabled people are an
integral part of human society. Devices providing assistance to
such individuals can help them contribute to the society in a
more productive way. The situation is even worse for patients
with locked-in syndrome who cannot move their body at all.
These problems were the motivation to develop an eye controlled
robot to facilitate such patients. Readily available commercial
headset is used to record electroencephalogram (EEG) signals for
classification and processing. Classification based control signals
were then transmitted to robot for navigation. The robot mimics
a brain controlled wheelchair with eye movements. The robot is
based on shared control which is safe and robust. The analysis of
robot navigation for patients showed promising results.
Keywords—Locked-in syndrome; EEG; shared contol; eye
controlled robot

I.

INTRODUCTION

Brain Computer Interface (BCI) provides direct
communication between computer and human brain by
detecting electromagnetic brain signals and converting them
into appropriate command signals[1]. The recorded brain
activity can be used for assistive devices, gaming, and
robotics. Signal recorded by brain is categorized as invasive or
noninvasive. In Invasive BCIs electrical signals are recorded
directly on or inside the cortex which require surgery to
implant these electrodes. Different methods are used for
recording these signals. Electrocorticogram (ECoG) signals
are recorded which involves electrical signals for its
subsequent analysis[2]. Another method uses an array of
multiunit electrode placed in the cortex to record the natural
activity for small population of neurons[3]. Both methods
have greater signal-to-noise ratio, but require very less
training of the user and are suitable for restoring the damaged
neurons of the patients[4]. In non-invasive BCIs electrical
activity of brain is recorded by placing the electrodes on the
scalp so it does not require surgery[5]. Non-invasive BCIs use
various types of signals form brain as inputs, such as
electroencephalograms (EEG), blood-oxygen-level-dependent
(BOLD),
deoxyhemoglobin
concentrations,
and
magnetoencephalograms (MEG) which detects weak magnetic
fields due to the current flow in the cortex[6]. EEG signals are

most popular among all of them due to their low cost and
convenient to use[7].
Recently robots are not only used in industry but also in
daily life activities to provide assistance especially for the
people suffering from disabilities like locked-in syndrome
which is a neurodegenerative disorder [8]. In this syndrome
person is fully aware of the environment but is not able to
convey his/her commands so brain computer interface helps in
providing a promising means to regain their mobility. Lockedin syndrome which leads to amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(ALS)[9] effects the motor neurons of the patients so the
conventional EEG signal from motor imagery is not enough to
control the robot which requires a lot of training and can be a
tiring and stressful process. EEG signals from eye movements
can provide aid for people suffering from such disorders. In
previous work, electrooculogram (EOG) was used to detect
eye movements which captures the corneal-retinal potential
(CRP)[10]. The EOG varies from 0.05 to 3.5 mV and is
proportional to eye movements. Electrodes are placed near the
frontal part of brain near the eyes to measure
electrooculographic potential (EOG), which is a function of
eye position with respect to the head[11]. The strength of
signal captured by this method is good but it causes
discomfort for the user.
BCI robots based on EEG signals are most widely used in
robotics and in assistive devices. The objective of BCI-robots
is to convert the human intentions into appropriate commands
so robots can perform various complex tasks which allows
user to control robots naturally without any external signal.
BCI robots are categorized into two main classes as mobile
robots and brain-controlled manipulators[12]. Recently due to
the development in brain computer interface mobile robots
have gain the attention of most researchers due to their ability
to transport disabled people [13] [14] but at the same time
these mobile robots require higher safety as they are designed
to provide transportation for disabled people. To implement
these robots in real life much higher accuracy is required.
In this proposed method EEG based non-invasive BCI is
used to detect the eye movement. Instead of using
conventional high cost multiple channel EEG systems, low
cost non-invasive EEG system is presented. On the basis of
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the signals received by the physical movements of eye, the
decisions are taken and hence the robot navigates accordingly.
The paper is organized in a way that related work
discusses the previous methodologies used for brain signal
extraction and shared control implementation. System model
explains the overall proposed system and robot setup.
Methodology section discusses the signal acquisition and its
processing for the detection of eye movements and also the
shared control implementation.
Robot movement under different scenarios explains the
robot navigation under various situations. Experiments and
results section describes the experiments designed to evaluate
its performance and results are also shown. The conclusion
section summarizes the results and discussions made in the
paper. Finally the future works explains the future aspects of
this work.

to autonomous navigation system. It helps user to navigate in
an unknown environment with the help of sensors. Once the
destination is selected, user can relax which reduce the mental
workload. Rebsamen and Cuntai Guan [33] also presented
autonomous approach where paths are already defined and
user can select only from these paths. This method require
continuous update in the predefined paths in case of any
change in environment. It is only suitable for a room equipped
with webcams and not suitable for real time environment.
Autonomous approach has a serious drawback that the user
has no control on the robot and it does not work well in the
situation where the environment stochastic so under these
circumstances it is better to control the robot by the user and
use semi-autonomous approach instead of autonomous
approach.

BCI is most widely used in real time applications like
gaming [15], [16], virtual reality [17] and in robotics [18],
[19], [20]. Apart from these applications BCI can provide
assistance for the individuals suffering from severe mobility
disorders such as brain controlled wheelchairs for people
suffering from disabilities [21], [22] , telepresence robots to
provide aid for disabled persons[23], and exoskeletons
[24],[25].

Leeb and Robert [23] used semi-autonomous approach in
which user control high level commands (turn left, right)
while low level commands (avoiding obstacle) are
implemented by the robot. Only two classes are used and the
default behavior of the robot is to move forward with a
constant speed. In case of repellers or attractors (representing
obstacle and target) the motion of device changes in order to
avoid them. In this proposed shared control semi-autonomous
approach is implemented. Instead of using two classes, four
classes (forward, backward, left, right) are used to give
maximum control to the user. The default behavior of the
robot is to stop in order to avoid any dangerous situations.

In the past image processing techniques were used to
detect the eye movements [26]. Eye gaze tracking technique
which consist of camera and computer, by computing the
distance traveled by pupil, the movement of eye is tracked[27]
videooculography systems (VOG)[28] or infrared oculography
(IROG) [29] based on position of eye were also used. These
previous techniques increase the complexity of the system but
with the recent advancement in the brain computer interface
researchers are now working on brain signals to capture the
desire brain signal for BCI applications[30].

In this paper EEG is used to capture brain signal
corresponding to the eye movements. Four classes are used for
the movement of robot. Forward command is executed when
the user lift his eyebrows. Left and right movement is
implemented by the pupils movements to the left and right
receptively. Eye blink is used to stop the robot. In order to
differentiate from normal blinking of eye user have to blink
three times. In this proposed shared control method semiautonomous approach is implemented to give the maximum
control of robot to the user.

II.

RELATED WORK

Apart from the signal extraction shared control anatomy is
very important for all the assistive devices. It is very essential
to develop such a design in which system is aware of the
environment and capable of deciding that when to give control
to human, machine or both[7]. Research work is being done to
establish a shared control that can be implemented in real time
environment. A key feature in these shared control design is
the use of several assistance modes[23]. Most researchers
[31], [32], [33] used autonomous approach in which the user
only specify the destination and the navigation system plans a
short and safe path.
Zhang[31] presented autonomous navigation in which user
selects the destination by using P300 based BCI. Obstacle map
is constructed in 2D with the help of webcam and laser range
finder sensor and the way-points are generated using
generalized Voronoi diagram. The research work [32]
presented the autonomous approach in which user selects the
destination point from the screen which displays real time
scenarios constructed by a laser scanner which is transmitted

III.

SYSTEM MODEL

The proposed BCI system consists of three main
components: Signal acquisition unit which records electrical
signals corresponding to the eye movements; the control unit
which decides the desired motion commands on the basis of
EEG signal received from EPOC headset; and the shared
control unit ensuring the safety of user by avoiding obstacles.
The block diagram of the system is shown in the figure 1.
A. Robot Setup
The test robot is made from readily available and open
source equipment to demonstrate the proof of concept. Short
range ultrasonic sensors are used to detect the obstacles in
front of robot. Each sensor covers a 15⁰ of range in front of it
so to cover more range in front of the robot, three sensors have
been used. While only one sensor has been used on rest of the
three sides. To control the motor an H-Bridge is implemented
in between the motors and microcontroller. The
communication of the robot and control unit is done using
Bluetooth.
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wireless

Signal Acquisition Unit

Control Unit

Shared control Unit

EEG signal from EPOC
headset

Eye movements
from EPOC

Input from
Ultrasonic sensors

Arduino

If distance <
threshold

Commands sent to
Robot

STOP

Signal processing

Fig. 1. Proposed Shared Control System Model

All the above mentioned setup is implemented using cheap
and readily available components. An image of the developed
robot is shown in figure 2. The robot has custom made wheels
which are developed in order to make it very stable and
aligned to move in a straight path. The wheels are also light
weight and already have an O ring which has reduced its
surface friction.

Fig. 2. Eye Controlled Mobile Robot

IV.

METHODOLOGY

The proposed system provides a method to detect the
muscle activity of eyes through EEG signals which filtered the
acquired signal for identifying eye movements. Emotiv API
processes the acquired signals and performs classification.
Once classified the control signals are transmitted to the robot.
A high level system perspective is shown in the figure 3.

Fig. 3. System overview

A. Signal Acquisition and Processing
A widely used and commercially available wireless EEG
headset Emotiv EPOC 1 with 14 channels is used for BCI
application. Software Development Kit (SDK) from Emotiv is
also used for signal acquisition and classification. The
application consists of three emotiv suites which are named as
affectiv, cognitiv, and expressiv suite. These suites are
developed to recognize the user’s emotional state, thoughts
and facial expressions respectively.
This experiment focuses on expressive suit which filters
out the facial expression and hence eye blinks. The specific
signals related to eye movement are classified from a wide
range of facial expressions. This classification mainly uses the
electroencephalogram (EEG) for eye blink and for the
detection of muscle movements for looking right and left.
Since all the users have same facial expressions so it does not
need training. Sensitivity of the signal can be changed through
the classifier. Certain facial expressions for some users are
weak to detect so the sensitivity was tuned accordingly. Since
every expression is a different expression so the sensitivity of
each and every action was also fine-tuned accordingly.
B. Shared Control and Robot Movement
One of the most important and tedious task of controlling
through BCI is its accuracy and high latency in processing the
signals which can be tedious for the user some times. Also
user’s safety is very important. To ensure the user safety and
to reduce the mental work load from user shared control is
implemented. Shared control takes over the user in case of any
obstacle is critically close. To implement the shared control,
signal received from brain is classified into 4 classes (forward,
left, right, and stop). The shared control implements the lower
level control like obstacle avoiding, critical distance handling
and collision prevention while the user controls the high level
commands. The default behavior of the robot is to stop. To
move the robot from its position either the obstacle has to be
moving and the robot will counter for it accordingly or the
robot must receive a signal from brain. As the robot receives
signal, it keeps on moving in the respective direction until the
user sends a signal again or an obstacle is detected. The flow
chart of the algorithm implemented on the robot is also shown
in the figure 4.

1

https://www.emotiv.com/epoc/.
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Start

Obstacle
aproaching
robot

Move backward/
forward to
maintain safe
distance

Data Avialable

Read serial
Data

Stop

again
forward
signal
received
Move forward till
danger range is
reached

Move Forward/
backward/ left/
right

Fig. 6. Robot movement in case of external signal received

An important feature of the robot is to differentiate
between the obstacle and target if the user wants to move
towards target the robot will move further after reaching safe
range till danger range is reached which is very small distance
as compared to the safe range.

If distance >
safe range

Fig. 4. Flow chart of the shard control algorithm.

V.

ROBOT MOVEMENT UNDER DIFFERENT SCENARIOS

The shared control along with safety and other very
promising features also comes with difficult control and
working situations under different circumstances. The basic
obstacle avoidance of the robot is shown is shown in figure 5.

Fig. 7. When obstacle is moving towards robot

Fig. 5. Obstacle detection through ultrasonic sensor

The robot in presented work also behaves on different
scenarios which are explained as follows:
A. External Signal
The robot moves forward as soon as the forward command
is received from BCI. Whenever an object comes within the
safe range the robot stops so that the safety of the user is
maintained.

After danger range robot will not move any further
irrespective of forward signal received. It is also demonstrated
in figure 6. When left signal is received from BCI the robot
turns left at some radius and continue to move in circle unless
next signal is received and when an object comes in safe range
the robot stops. As soon as the safe range is reached robot
stops irrespective of the signal received from the user. Similar
is the case when the right command or signal is received.
B. Moving Obstacle
In the case when no external signal from the user is
received, robot does not move at all, if un-disturbed it behaves
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like an obstacle avoiding robot. If the obstacle is coming
towards BCI robot front sensor detects the obstacle and robot
starts moving backwards and maintains a safe range from the
obstacle similarly if obstacle is following the robot it will
move forward and maintains a proper distance from the
obstacle which is shown in figure 7.
VI.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In order to test the effectiveness of proposed system two
experiments were designed. For this, two different paths were
designed which differ on the basis of their path complexity.
Each experiment had 3 trials. User is directed to go to the
specified goal in the described path in the specified time
period. Before the actual experiment randomized list of task
was designed which included 20 trials of eye movements in
order to test the correctness of BCI. The performance is
evaluated on the basis of time delay between the eye
movements and the execution of command. Workload as well
as stress level on the user is also studied by the user feedback
at the end of each experiment.

Performance evaluation
150
100
50
0
1

2

3

experiment 1

4

experiment 2

Fig. 9. Performance evaluation
TABLE. I.

COMPARISON OF BOTH EXPERIIMENTS
Time to
reach
goal (1)

Control
of robot
(2)

No. of
commands
issued by
user(3)

No. of
collisions
(4)

Experiment 1

50%

99%

30%

0

Experiment 2

80%

80%

60%

0

The comparative analysis of both experiments is shown in
table 1. The results showed that user was able to reach the
specified destination with 80% accuracy and the time to reach
the goal was very high although there were no collisions with
the obstacles. The feedback of the user showed that this was a
bit tiring and requires more attention of the user. This
experiment also showed that this was very safe there were no
collision due to the obstacles which suggest that this system
can be implemented on wheelchair without any safety issues.
VII.

Fig. 8. (a) Path designed for experiment 1 (b) Path designed for experiment 2

The extent of control of user over robot is another
important parameter for the evaluation of proposed system.
Speed of the robot has no effect on the BCI but it affects the
user in terms of mental workload. At high speed it was
difficult for the user to control the robot effectively and it was
very tiring and stressful for the user. So the speed of robot was
kept low which decreased the workload as well as enabled
user to completely control the robot.
In the first experiment only few obstacles were added. The
user has to reach the goal by avoiding obstacles. The results
showed that the user was fully able to control the robot
without any mental workload. While in second experiment a
complex path was designed which includes sharp turns and
user has to issue more commands in order to reach the goal.
Both of the path scenarios are also shown in the figure 8 and
the performance evaluation which is on the basis of path 1
versus path 2 is also shown in figure 9.

CONCLUSION

As prototype of brain controlled wheelchair, brain
controlled robot was developed. The experiments were
conducted in order to test whether the robot moves in
accordance with the provided command and the system
accuracy was tested by letting a person to control the robot in
different path scenarios of variable complexity. The results
demonstrated that the robot was successfully controlled by the
person using EEG signals from eye movement without a
single collision. The shared control is very crucial in this
regard and helps the user to avoid any obstacle coming its
way. The mental work load from the user is reduced by
making the robot autonomous on the basis of last received
command which was confirmed by the feedback from the
user. However the workload also depends upon the navigation
path complexity. The proposed strategy can also be used on
industrial robots which are controlled by physically impaired
people.
VIII.

FUTURE WORK

Authors are working on controlling the robot with different
methods which include gestures, muscle activity and other
brain signals. Further improvements in this work can also be
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done by implementing a manual control for a third person
along with the brain and shared control.
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Abstract—Recently, the approaches based on source
separation are increasingly adopted for the fault diagnosis in
several industrial applications. In particular, Independent
Component Analysis (ICA) method is attractive, thanks to its
simplicity of implementation. In the context of electrical rotating
machinery with a variable speed, namely the wind turbine type,
the interaction between the electrical and mechanical parts along
with the fault is complex. Therefore, the essential system
variables are affected and it thereby requires to be analyzed in
order to detect the presence of certain faults. In this paper, the
target system is the classical association of a doubly-fed induction
motor to a two stage gearbox for wind energy application system.
The investigated mechanical fault is a uniform wear of two gear
wheels for the same stage. The idea behind the proposed
technique is to consider the fault detection and identification as a
source separation problem. Based on the analysis into
independent components, Fast–ICA algorithm is adopted to
separate and identify the sources of the gear faults. Afterwards, a
spectral analysis is applied on the signals resulting from the
separation in order to identify the fault components related to the
damaged wheels. The efficiency of the proposed technique for the
separation and identification of the fault components is evaluated
by numerical simulations.
Keywords—Source separation; fault diagnosis; independent
component analysis; fast–ICA; spectral analysis

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wind power increasingly gain ground, thanks to its
characteristics as an inexhaustible and clean source of energy,
which has made it a privileged field of scientific research and
technological development in the world. A recent report shows
the large-scale expansion of the installation of wind farms in
the world [1]. Yet, an electric machine, whether running as a
motor or as a generator, is rather sized in torque.
In small powers, the speed is relatively high, however in
the case of large powers, (several hundred KW to a few MW),
the low speeds lead to very high torques and prohibitive
generator masses. For this reason, a gearbox is typically
interposed between the turbine and the generator.
Consequently, the fast shaft of the gearbox is coupled to the
shaft of the electric generator [2], [3], [4]. A recent study of
faults in the wind energy conversion systems revealed that

Mohamed Benrejeb
Department of Electrical
Engineering, University of Tunis El
Manar, LA.R.A. Automatique,
National Engineering School of
Tunis, BP 37, 1002 Tunis,Tunisia

about 10% of the identified defects are related to the gearbox
[5], [6]. Although this proportion is apparently low, this type of
fault often leads to prohibitive production stops. That's from
where comes the need to continuously monitor the proper
functioning of this essential component in the energy
conversion chain. That is why, several diagnostic techniques
for the fault detection in these speed multipliers have been
developed. These techniques include: Analysis of acoustic
emissions [7], [8], oil analysis [9], [11] and specifically
vibratory analysis. In particular, the investigation of vibratory
signals has been proposed in different works, using different
approaches: statistical analysis [10]-[11], temporal and/or
frequency domain [7], [12], [13].
In reality, the vibratory signals collected during operation
contain relevant informations which reflect several sources of
faults relating to the speed multiplier itself and to those
associated with the machine coupled with it. This is clearly
justified in the references [14], [15], where the characterization
of bar breaking faults, as well as the unbalance was based on
the time-frequency analysis of the vibratory signals.
However, the measured observations are often mixtures of
the vibrations of the defects mentioned before. This makes the
diagnosis of defects a very difficult task. To solve this problem,
several techniques have been used to identify the sources of
defects from the spectral mixtures resulting from vibratory
signals [16], [17], [18].
In the literature, Independent Component Analysis (ICA)
has been widely applied for the separation of sources in
different
domains,
including
medical
imagery,
telecommunications, and more recently for the diagnosis of
faults in electromechanical systems [19], [20], [21], [22].
More recently, new ICA-based techniques have been
proposed for fault diagnosis in the electromechanical systems.
In fact, the most used algorithms of the (ICA) can be classified
as follows
 The InfoMax algorithm [23] solves the ICA problem by
maximizing the differential entropy of the output of an
invertible non-linear transformation of the whitened
observations;
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 JADE [24]-[25] consists in jointly diagonalizing the set
of the eigen-matrices constructed from the eigenvectors
associated to the P greatest eigenvalues of the
covariance matrix of the whitened observations;

∑

, for all i=1,…,m

Then, PCA centers each point relatively to

II.

A. Preprocessing step
Let n sources of faults sj denoted by [s1, ..., sn]T, and mixed
before being retrieved by the sensors. Thus, m mixtures xi of
length N, are represented as rows of a mxN matrix denoted X =
[x1, ..., xm]T.

)

Therefore, the resulting matrix denoted X‟ has as rows the
centered mixtures.
(

)

Afterwards, the covariance matrix
follows

(5)

of X’ is computed as
(6)

matrix is diagonalized as follows
(7)

The Fast–ICA algorithm is an advanced version of the
ICA, characterized mainly by a very fast convergence, whose
separation into independent components takes place in a
whitened space [27],[28]. In fact, instantaneous linear mixtures
(signals from sensors) are preprocessed. This consists in their
projection into a whitened space. Then, they are separated by
the Fast–ICA algorithm itself. The details of these two
preprocessing steps and the Fast–ICA processing are described
in the following. Furthermore, several nonlinearity functions
are presented because of their impact on the performance of
Fast–ICA algorithm.

(

for all j=1,…., N (4)

Then, the

FORMULATION OF THE FAST–ICA FOR FAULT
DIAGNOSIS

as follows:
,

 Fast–ICA [26] tries, after the whitening step, to
maximize a contrast function based on negentropy.
In the present work, the fast temporal algorithm, known as
Fast–ICA , has been adopted for the identification of gear
faults because of its appealing characteristics: high
convergence speed and low computational cost. Moreover, this
technique is interesting since it is relatively insensitive to the
increase in the number of sources. This paper is organized as
follows: Fast-ICA is formulated for fault diagnosis in the
second section. Then, the gear vibration data is described in the
third section. Afterwards, the fourth section is dedicated for the
spectral analysis. Finally, the paper ends with a conclusion.

(3)

(1)

Therefore, two matrices are obtained
 a diagonal matrix denoted D composed of decreasingly
sorted eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of X’.
 a matrix denoted E whose columns are the eigenvectors
of the covariance matrix of X’. These eigenvectors are
pairwise orthogonal.
Once PCA achieved, the whitening matrix denoted U
is calculated by the following expression
(8)
Finally, this steps results in the matrix composed of
whitened mixtures, denoted V, is obtained by
(9)
B. Processing Step: Implementation of the "Fast–ICA " fixed
point algorithm
The ICA method defines a separation model in order to
estimate the sources ̂ given the whitened mixtures
̂

Moreover, it can be represented by a linear model as
(2)
where is an m×n mixing matrix, is the additive noise
with the corresponding Gaussian weight vector given by b =
[b1,..., bn]T.
In order to apply Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to
the mixtures, they should be considered differently. Indeed, the
mixtures X should be seen as a set of N m-dimensional points.
Now, each column of X is interpreted as the coordinates of a
point in the space
.
First of all, PCA computes the mean of the N points,
denoted
, as follows

(10)
Therefore, the goal of the ICA subsequently is to estimate
WT, called the whitened separation matrix.In particular, the
Fast–ICA estimates the independent components by
maximizing the non-gaussianity, defined as the opposite of the
deviation of this signal distribution relatively to a gaussian
signal distribution of the same power. It is thus possible to
separate the sources of a linear mixture by maximizing the
non-gaussianity of the obtained output signal by a linear
combination of the observations.
There are multiple approaches to measure the nongaussianity. After several trials with different approaches,
mainly: normalized kurtosis, negentropy, [26], [29], the authors
in the literature opted for negentropy. Next, the steps of the
Fast–ICA algorithm are described, represented by the
flowchart of Figure 1.
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(e1)

Choose threshold (ɛ)

(e2)

Randomly build W(0)

(e3)

 finally, at the end of each iteration, the algorithm checks
in step (e6) whether it has reached a maximum of the
negentropy, which is based on the thresholding process
given by
‖



‖

C. Choice of the nonlinearity:
The function of equation (11) is the non-linearity of Fast–
ICA, which can be, as shown in the literature

Orthogonalize W(0)

 tangent-hyperbolic noted
type of situation

k ← k-1

which is effective for any


 kurtosis noted
which is used only in the case of
subgaussian variables

(e4)

Update W(k)

(e5)

Orthogonalize W(k)


 exponential or Gauss noted
which is more suitable in
the case of supergaussian variables

 skewness noted
is the third level moment which
measures the asymmetry of the data

(e6)

Convergence ?


The choice of the function has a direct impact on the
updating of as indicated in equation (12), and consequently
on the overall performance of the algorithm.

False

III.

True

A. System Description
In order to evaluate the efficiency of the method described
above, the asynchronous double-feed machine-speed multiplier
combination of Figure 2 has been considered.

Estimated sources
Fig. 1. Flowchart of FastICA.

Indeed, the application of the Fast–ICA algorithm starts
with
step (e1) which assigns a positive and infinitely small value
to a parameter, called convergence threshold and denoted ε.
The next initialization step denoted (e2) consists in
constructing W(k), as well as its zero-order orthogonalization in
step (e3). Thereafter, the algorithm iteratively performs the
following two steps
 step (e4) of updating the matrix W to the order k is
performed by the following equation of the fixed point
of the negentropy
{

}

{

} (11)

where the function g is representing the non-linearity of the
Fast–ICA algorithm, which will be detailed later.
 the orthogonalization step (e5) based on the symmetric
method, which does not favor any vector w, consists of
starting directly from any matrix W, orthogonalizing it
by the Gram-Schmidt approach, as follows
(

)

PRESENTATION OF GEAR VIBRATION DATA

(12)

More precisely, the defects relating to the gear- A twostage speed multiplier are interesting. Indeed, the gear in
question is composed of four toothed wheels (R1, R2, R3 and
R4). The system under consideration is assumed to operate at
nominal speed of 1012 rpm on the side of the generator (Wheel
R4) and 46 rpm on the turbine side (Wheel R1).
In fact, the vibrations resulting from the gearbox operation
are due to the forces of mutual contact between the teeth of the
wheels in contact. For two wheels, of the same stage, making
contact, a meshing frequency is given by

where the fr,i and fr,i+1 are the rotational frequencies of the
wheels for the same considered stage. The numbers of teeth
relative to each wheel are denoted Zi and Zi+1.
Under healthy gear, the vibration spectrum typically shows
the harmonic chain in (19) with small amplitudes.

On the other hand, in presence of a uniform wear fault on
all the teeth of the same wheel, the amplitude of the harmonics
in (19) shows a noticeable increase, making it possible to
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identify the wheel affected by the fault. In the considered
system, the wheels R1 and R2 have the same meshing
frequency fmesh1,2 and have respectively different lateral
frequencies (fl1,fr1) and (fl2,fr2).
Likewise, the wheels R3 and R4 have the same meshing
frequency feng3,4 and have respectively different lateral
frequencies (fg3,fd3) and (fg4,fd4), as detailed in Table I.
Gearbox

The temporal representation of the mixtures makes it
possible to distinguish the healthy mode from the faulty mode.
Indeed, the amplitudes in the faulty mode shown in Figure 4
are generally greater than the amplitudes in the healthy mode
illustrated in Figure 3. However, the problem is that the
temporal representation does not make possible to display
exactly which wheels are affected by the fault. For this
purpose, it is preferred to use the spectral representation instead
of the temporal representation.
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Fig. 2. Simplified representation of the generator association with doublefed multiplier of speed composed of two stages.
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Fig. 3. Mixtures used for the separation under healthy condition.
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Fig. 4. Mixtures used for the separation under a uniform wear of R1 and R2.

 the adopted mixture matrix A is chosen as
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0
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 the vector b, of dimension 4×1, for the weighting of
noise in the mixtures
 0.3 
 
 0.5 
b 
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B. Description of mixtures
The mixtures are linear combinations of the sources as
indicated in equation (2), where matrix A and vector b must be
specified
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On the other hand, a mixture can be represented either in
the temporal space or in the spectral space. Nevertheless, the
choice of the appropriate representation is required. It allows to
know whether a mixture is in healthy mode or in faulty mode.
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Fig. 5. Spectrum of mixture 1, in healthy mode.
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In Figure 7 and 8, only the three eigenvectors ⃗⃗⃗⃗ , ⃗⃗⃗⃗ and ⃗⃗⃗⃗
are displayed.
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And, then, the obtained whitening matrix U expressed in
(8) based on D and E
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Fig. 6. Spectrum of mixture 1, under a uniform wear of R1 and R2.

For instance, for the frequency-band centered at fmesh34, the
spectrum of mixture 1 in the faulty mode, presented in Figure
6, is similar to the spectrum of this mixture in the healthy
mode, in Figure 5. This result shows that the wheels R3 and R4
are healthy.
On the other hand, for the frequency-band centered in
fmesh12, the spectrum of mixture 1 in the fault mode, in Figure 6,
is different from the spectrum of the same mixture in the
healthy mode, in Figure 5. This proves that the wheels R1 and
R2 are affected by the uniform wear fault.
C. Study of the whitening preprocessing
The mixtures are firstly whitened using Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) technique.

Therefore, the whitened mixtures V is the projection of X
into U, as shown in equation (9). These resulting mixtures V
are more appropriate for the source separation than the original
mixtures X. Indeed, the sample v composed of the points
belonging to V, shown in Figure 8, has the following appealing
characteristics
 the zero arithmetic mean:
(27)
 the identity covariance matrix
(

)

(28)

 the orthonormal basis composed by the eigenvectors
corresponding to the columns of E.

Let x be the sample composed of points in
extracted
from the mixtures X in the faulty mode, Figure 7. PCA
computes the two following moments of x
 the arithmetic mean

z
(22)

 the covariance matrix
(

)

(23)
y
x

The points of x are centered relatively to µ. It comes the
two matrices

Fig. 7. Dispersity of points from mixtures before Whitening.
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z
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Fig. 8. Dispersity of points from mixtures after Whitening
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D. Study of the source separation processing
In this section, the performance of the Fast–ICA algorithm
is evaluated for the source separation task.
1) Performance measures
In the context of the separation of vibratory signal sources,
performance measurement is an essential task for assessing
separation quality. Therefore, the following measures are
adopted [30]
 the Signal-to-Distortion Ratio (SDR)
2

S tj arg et

SDR  10 log 10 
 e int er  e artif
j
 j

2







(29)

 source-to-Interference Ratio (SIR)

 t arget 2 
 Sj

SIR  10 log 10 
2 
er
 e int

 j


(30)

 the Souce-to-Artifact Ratio (SAR)

 t arg et
erf
 e int
 Sj
j
SAR  10 log 10 
2

e artif
j


2







(31)

where




( ) is a version of the original source
modified using an allowed distortion
, such that
encompasses several time-invariant gains distortions,
and
are, respectively, the error terms
relative to interferences and artifacts.

2) Results and discussion
Our goal in this section is to identify the non-linearity
results in the best performance of source separation using Fast–
ICA algorithm. Furthermore, the experiments are conducted
with healthy and faulty gears.
In the case of healthy mode, the results of table II are
obtained. It is obvious that the tanh outperforms the other nonlinearities. Indeed, it gives rise to the highest average values of
SIR: 69.3 and SDR: 41.47.
Kurtosis gives the second best performance in terms of SIR:
65.87 and SDR: 38.02. The gauss non-linearity gives
significantly lower average values of SIR: 27.23 and SDR:
21.95.
The worse performance is obtained by Skew non-linearity.
It gives very low average value of SIR: 3.96 and SDR: 3.97. All
the non-linearities result in close high SAR values between 41
and 44. Therefore, Fast–ICA leads to low overlap artifact in the
estimated sources. In the case of faulty mixtures, the results of
table III are obtained. Particularly, Fast–ICA performs the best
separation using tanh non-linearity. It results in SIR average
value 81.27 and SDR average value 48.15.

What is interesting in this faulty mode is that the sources of
the damaged gear wheels R1 and R2 have been well separated
based on tanh. Indeed, tanh gives rise the highest values of SIR:
88.67 and SDR: 59 for the estimated source of damaged wheel
R1. Similarly, tanh gives the highest values of SIR: 75.75 and
SDR: 38.85 for the estimated source of damaged wheel R2.
Moreover, the obtained average SAR values are between 45
and 48 for all the non-linearities. These values are higher than
average SAR values obtained in the case of healthy mode.
Therefore, Fast–ICA results in less overlap artifact in the faulty
mode.
TABLE II.

PERFORMANCE MEASURE OF SOURCE SEPARATION IN
HEALTHY MODE

Nb of iterations
R1
R2
R3
SIR
R4
(dB)
Average
R1
R2
R3
SDR
(dB)
R4
Average
R1
R2
SAR
R3
(dB)
R4
Average
TABLE III.

Tanh
5
70.4
64.3
65.9
76.6
69.3
37.69
45
38.8
44.4
41.47
37.69
45
38.8
44.4
41.47

Kurtosis
5
70,1
61,4
62
70
65.87
35.8
42.23
40.39
33.69
38.02
38.8
45.26
44.41
37.69
41.54

Gauss
7
60.8
3.86
40.4
3.86
27.23
44.3
3.8
35.9
3.8
21.95
44.4
56.6
37.7
37.9
44.15

Skew
15
5.7
1.98
2.4
5.77
3.96
5.7
1.98
2.44
5.77
3.97
47.63
40.19
36.34
46.86
42.75

PERFORMANCE MEASURE OF SOURCE SEPARATION IN FAULT
MODE

Nb of iterations
R1
R2
R3
SIR
R4
(dB)
Average
R1
R2
R3
SDR
(dB)
R4
Average
R1
R2
SAR
R3
(dB)
R4
Average

IV.

Tanh
5
88.67
75.75
73
87.67
81.27
59
38.85
37
57.75
48.15
59
38.85
37.68
57.75
48.32

Kurtosis
5
71.94
72.01
71.07
86.5
75.38
37.68
36.7
38.8
59
43.04
37.68
57.75
38.85
59
48.32

Gauss
7
84.7
71.5
70.3
66.4
73.22
55
37.7
38.8
37.68
42.29
59
57.7
38.8
37.6
48.27

Skew
15
2.39
-4.1
1.3
3.5
0.77
2.39
-4.13
1.37
3.5
0.78
41.54
37.89
61.29
41.6
45.58

SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

In this section, the results obtained by the Fast–ICA
algorithm are studied. First, Fast–ICA converges quickly in up
to 15 iterations, which confirms that this algorithm is a fast
variant of the ICA. On the other hand, in our experiments,
Fast–ICA is applied on two types of mixing: healthy mode and
fault mode. Therefore, two questions that arise: Is the Fast–
ICA able to separate the gear signals associated to the four
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wheels R1, R2, R3 and R4? And, in the case of a fault mode,
can it distinguish between damaged wheels and healthy wheels
?
Amplitude [dB]

By observing the spectrums of the estimated sources, Fast–
ICA succeeded in separating the gear signals corresponding to
each wheel. The spectrum presented in Figure 9 is composed of
a fundamental frequency fmesh,12 and two lateral frequencies fl,1
and fr,1. Thus, the source 1 corresponds to the wheel R1. The
second spectrum illustrated in Figure 10 is composed of a
fundamental frequency fmesh,12 and two lateral frequencies fl,2
and fr,2. Thus, the source 2 identifies the wheel R2. The third
spectrum shown in Figure 11 is composed of a fundamental
frequency fmesh,34 and two lateral frequencies fl,3 and fr,3, leading
to a clear identification of wheel R3. Finally, the spectrum
given in Figure 12 is composed of a fundamental frequency
fmesh,34 and two lateral frequencies fl,4 and fr,4. Thus, the source
4, corresponding to the wheel R4, is clearly identified.
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Fig. 9. Spectrum of signal resulting from the estimation of component
relative to the wheel R1, in healthy mode.
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 On the other hand, the other two wheels R3 and R4 are
healthy. Indeed, each of these two wheels keeps almost
the same spectrum in the healthy mode and in the fault
mode, as shown in Figures (15, 11) and Figures (16, 12)
respectively.
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Fig. 10. Spectrum of signal resulting from the estimation of component
relative to the wheel R2 in healthy mode.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a diagnostic technique is presented for
separating and identifying uniform wear in two-stage gearbox,
classically associated to a double-fed induction machine in
modern wind energy conversion systems. Based on Fast–ICA,
the main contribution of the proposed technique is its ability to
isolate the fault frequency components, representative of a
uniform wear for each pinion or gear of the gearbox.
The obtained results show also clearly the ability of the
Fast–ICA for separating the characteristic frequency
components of the gears from noisy mixtures. Moreover, the
spectral analysis allows us to distinguish for each estimated
source associated to a gear whether it is healthy or faulty. As a
perspective, further faults than gear fault would be taken into
account in a future work.
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 The wheel R2 has two slightly different spectrums.
Indeed, the spectrum of the wheel R2 mentioned in
Figure 14 is slightly different from the spectrum of R2
in Figure 10 which is in a healthy mode.
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By comparing the results obtained in fault mode with the
results obtained in healthy mode, Fast–ICA distinguishes
between the faulty sources and the healthy sources of the gears
 The wheel R1 has two slightly different spectrums.
Indeed, the spectrum of the wheel R1 mentioned in
Figure 13 is slightly different from the spectrum of R1
in Figure 9 which is in a healthy mode.
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Fig. 11. Spectrum of signal resulting from the estimation of component
relative to the wheel R3, in healthy mode.
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Fig. 12. Spectrum of signal resulting from the estimation of component
relative to the wheel R4, in healthy mode.
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Fig. 16. Spectrum of signal resulting from the estimation of component
relative to the wheel R4, in fault mode with uniform wear of R1 and R2.
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Fig. 13. Spectrum of signal resulting from the estimation of component
relative to the wheel R1, in fault mode with uniform wear of R1 and R2.
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Abstract—The paper presents approaches for nodule detection
and extraction in axial lung computed tomography. The goal is
to detect correctly pulmonary nodule to recognize and screen
lung cancer patients. The pulmonary nodule detection is very
challenging problem. The proposed model developed a hybrid
efficient model based on affine-invariant representation and shape
of segmented nodule. Due to large number of extracted features
for all slices on patient, feature selection is an important step
to select the most important feature for classification. We apply
forward stepwise least squares regression that maximizes the Rsquared value, this criterion provides a fast preprocessing feature
selection assessment for systems with huge volumes of features
based on a linear models framework. Moreover, gradient boosting
have been suggested to select the relevant features based on
boosting approach. Classification of patients has been done by
support vector machine. Kaggle DSB dataset is used to test the
accuracy of our model. The results show major improvement in
accuracy and the features are reduced.
Keywords—Lung cancer; computed tomography; affine invariant moments; pulmonary nodules; R2; feature selection; support
vector machine

I.

I NTRODUCTION

useful for diagnosis, treatment and progress of medication. Recently, helical or multi-slice scanning is introduced that almost
eliminated gaps in the collection of slides [2]. The radiologists
miss detecting lung nodules in early stage due to dramatic
expanding in number of image slices in high resolution images.
A lung Cancer screening computer-aided detection/diagnosis
(CAD) system can reduce cost and speed up screening. CAD
systems help radiologists in building decisions and enhance
process of detection and observation of diseases in screening.
CAD can enhance nodule detection step by detecting missed
nodules, reduce reading time so that the screening process
is made possible and helps differentiate between benign and
malignant lesions.
In this paper, we introduce an efficient model to detect and diagnose lung cancer patients. Based on watershed
segmentation, nodules are detected and shape features are
applied to describe the nodules using affine moments. Gradient
boosting is used which can identify a robust feature selection
through ensemble learning by combining weak classifiers to
yield strong, robust and accurate classifier. The variations in
the target classes are identified by the best selected features
through R-Squared regression criterion.

Lung cancer has the second highest incidence of cancers
worldwide for both the male and female population, and
remains the cancer with the highest mortality. This is because
it remains asymptomatic for a long time, and is therefore
diagnosed mostly at such a late stage that treatment outcome
is poor. Despite this, most countries currently do not have a
lung cancer screening programme for early detection of lung
cancer. This is not only due to the high costs involved if
applied to a large proportion of the population, but also the lack
of a sufficiently sensitive diagnostic test, including imaging.
Current research in screening for lung cancer is therefore
limited to patients identified at high risk of developing lung
cancer, such as smokers or patients with COPD (or both), but
it is anticipated that this research could form an important
foundation for a future national screening programme [1].

The paper’s arrangement is describes as follows: Related
work is summarized briefly in Section II. The model architecture is presented in Section III. The nodule segmentation is
introduced in Section IV based on watershed algorithm. The
feature extraction process based on affine moments and shape
features are presented in Section V. Section VI presents feature
selection models based on ensemble-based feature selection
models which include Gradient Boosting and regression-based
feature selection using R-squared model. The classification
process using SVM is mentioned in Section VII. Our discussion and results are described in details in Section VIII. Section
IX summarizes the conclusion of paper.

CT scan is an extended version of X-ray in which computer
is attached to the X-ray machine. Pictures that are taken
from angles and distances are processed in the computer and
presented in the 3-dimensional, cross-sectional (tomographic)
and in slices form. In this way, bones, tissues, blood vessels,
and organs are shown up clearly. The imaging of CT scan is

Recent research tries to encourage developing an imagebased model that is able to improve, as a second opinion,
in conjunction with the radiologist, the detection accuracy of
a radiologist,and reduce mistakes related to false positives.
A CAD system generally consists of several steps when
processing medical images. Images are preprocessed to remove

II.
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noise and enhance quality. Then Region of Interest is segmented from other structures. Features are extracted from these
ROIs ,such as geometrical, textural, and statistical features.
Accordingly, a classification step is done, to decide if the image
contains malignant nodule. There has been exhastive efforts on
computer aided diagnosis for lung images.
In [3], [4], Hamada et al. evaluated their system on the
Japanese Society of Radiological Technology (JSRT) standard
dataset of chest radiographs. The two preprocessing techniques
were histogram equalization and Laplacian filter. Contrast
was enhanced and the rapid intensity change was examined.
Wavelet transform was used for feature extraction. To select
the most important features the proposed model calculated
the variance and the energy. The dimensions of the overall
features is then reduced. For classification K-nearest neighbor
classifier was employed. The proposed model was tested on
154 nodule regions with 100 malignant and 54 benign nodules.
The Accuracy was 99.15% for normal versus abnormal and
98.70% for benign and versus malignant.
In [5] many techniques were applied for lung region detection. Bit plane slicing algorithm is used to generate different
binary slices which then were enhanced by erosion algorithm
and dilation and median filters. After detection of lung region,
segmentation was applied to identify the lung nodules. Fuzzy
Possibilistic C Mean (FPCM), which is a clustering algorithm
that combines the characteristics of a fuzzy and possibility
c-means, was applied for segmentation. Area and the mean
intensity value of the candidate region are the features that
were used to classify the nodule on. Support Vector Machine
was used for binary classification. The proposed model was
tested on experimentation data consists of 1000 lung images
obtained from the reputed hospital.

the slice of DICOM Lung CT images. For preprocessing step
K Nearest Neighbors and Weiner filters were used. Sobel
Methods was suggested for segmentation. The set of texture
features that were used for diagnosis are area of the interest,
Calcification, Shape, Size of nodule and Contrast Enhancement. Artificial neural network was used for classification.
This CAD system neglects all the false positive cancer regions
and detects the cancer regions. The used dataset was obtained
from NIH/NCI Lung Image Database Consortium (LIDC).
There were about 1000 lung images. This approach showed
sensitivity of 90% with 0.05 false positives per image.
In [11], Hashemi et al. proposed a system based on fuzzy
inference. Starting with image enhancement and noise removal,
Linear-Filtering was used. A region growing based technique
was used for segmentation. A Fuzzy Inference System was
implemented to determine the type of the mass diagnosed. The
system was 95% accurate. Features such as area and color were
used. This method was tested on 1000-tumor contained 10000
CT slices from 1000 lung tumor patients. The accuracy of the
proposed systems was 95%.
III.

P ROPOSED M ETHODOLOGY

The suggested framework of Lung cancer detection and
classification is composed of four stages: Nodule segmentation,
feature extraction, feature selection and patient classification.
As shown in Fig. 1, the overall architecture is drawn. Watershed segmentation is used to detect the nodule in lung cancer
slices in CT scan as feature detection. Then, shape features and
invariant affine moments are applied to describe the extracted
nodules. For feature selection, we developed ensemble models
and regression model to select the best important and relevant
features to avoid the over-fitting problems. Finally, patient is
classified by SVM. The main tasks of our model are presented
in details through the next sections.

In [6], Ada and Rajneet K. proposed a hybrid approach on
feature extraction and Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
Histogram Equalization is used for preprocessing of the images. Features were Extracted using Binarization and Masking
Approach. A Grey Level Co-occurrence Method was created to
make different combinations of pixel brightness. The features
used in this approach were entropy, contrast, energy, and
maximum probability. The exact output and results were not
clearly specified.

One of the main tasks in medical diagnosis is the segmentation, especially in lung cancer using CT scans. Segmentation
is a commonly preprocessing step for more enhancement in
anomalies and lung structures, such as nodules.

In [7], FFT, Auto enhancement and Gabor filtering were
used for image enhancement step. Topology surface and watershed algorithm were applied to the marker location and segmentation progress. The features that were extracted from ROI
were area, perimeter, eccentricity and average intensity. In [8]
Kamil Dimililer et al. used many image processing techniques:
grayscale conversion, thresholding, erosion, median filtering
and image subtraction.

The watershed algorithm is a common segmentation technique based on morphology mathematics. It depends on an
intensity based topographical representation. The higher altitudes (hills) are represented by brighter pixels and the valleys
are represented by dark pixels to determine the path of a falling
raindrop would follow. The different regions are separated
by watershed lines in watershed algorithm. Fig. 2 shows the
resulted nodules extracted using watershed.

In [9], many filters were applied in the preprocessing
step, such as low pass filters, contrast stretching histogram
equalization, negativity and power law transformation. For
segmentation modified thresholding, labeling algorithm and
edge detection were taken off. Features such as geometric
properties, textural properties and mathematical properties
were calculated. Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM)
is a used to examine relationship of image pixels.
In [10] a computer aided diagnosing system was proposed
to detect lung cancer based on texture features take out from

IV.

N ODULE D ETECTION AND S EGMENTATION

V.

F EATURE E XTRACTION

A. Moments Invariant Features
Moments are applied in many applications. Many of these
techniques are essentially based on the general moment theory
widely known and applied in research in several areas of statistics and mechanics. In particular, geometric moments have vast
practical applications in many area of computer vision and
invariant pattern recognition, ranging from lower-level recognition such as pose estimation to higher-level recognition such as
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Figure 1: Pipline of the proposed model

(a)

(b)

specific basis function results in some constraints, such as to
restrict the range of the image coordinates, x and y, enable the
image and its descriptors to be translated to other coordinates
(e.g., polar coordinates), etc. In [12], Hu stated that the 2-D
Cartesian moment of order (p + q) for an m × n discretized
image, I(x, y) can be defined by taking the basis function in
(1) as a monomial of power p + q (product of powers of the
variables x and y, i.e., ϕpq (x, y) = xp y q as follows:

(c)

Mpq =

n−1
X m−1
X

xp y q I(x, y), p, q = 0, 1, 2, ..., ∞

(2)

y=0 x=0

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 2: An axial slices of CT scans for Three Different Patients 2a, 2b, 2c and Segmented Nodules Based on Watershed
Algorithm for Each Patient 2d, 2e, and 2f

activity recognition and analysis. When applied to images, they
were identified to be most descriptive of the image contents
(i.e., intensity distribution) with respect to its axes. Once
such moments are properly defined, both global and detailed
geometric information of image contents can be reasonably
expected to be detected robustly. In such a scenario, moments
would be able to characterize various image objects such that
the properties with analogies in statistics or mechanics are
extracted, and thus the shape of all objects of interest can
be described well. Formally speaking, in continuous domain,
an image is viewed as a 2-D Cartesian density distribution
function f(x, y). The general form of the geometric moments
of order (p + q) for the function f(x, y), evaluated over the
entire plane Ω is defined by the following discrete form:
Mpq =

XX
y

ϕpq (x, y)I(x, y), p, q = 0, 1, 2, ..., ∞

(1)

The full moment set of order k that includes all moments,
Mpq , such that p+q ≥ k compromises of exactly 21 (k +1)(k +
2) elements. Ever since the pioneering work of Hu [12] on
moment functions that has explored quite thoroughly the use of
moments for image analysis and object representation, a broad
range of new applications utilizing moment invariants in image
analysis and pattern recognition fields has started to evolve.
It is clear that the Cartesian moments given by (2) are not
invariant to geometric transformations. To achieve invariance
under translation, these moments are calculated with respect
the center of mass as follows:

µpq =

n−1
X m−1
X

(x − x̄)p (y − ȳ)q I(x, y), p, q = 0, 1, 2, ..., ∞

y=0 x=0

(3)
Where, x and y are the coordinates of the centroid and
given by:

x̄ =

M10
,
M00

ȳ =

M01
M00

(4)

After a bit tedious but straightforward manipulation, (2)
and (3) lead to the following relation between the Cartesian
and centralized moments:

x

Where, ϕpq is a basis function or weighting kernel by
which a weighted description for the image function f(x, y)
across the entire plane Ω is generated. It is perhaps worthwhile
to point out here that the choice of above basis functions ϕpq
greatly depends on the application of use, and on the invariant
properties desired. Furthermore, it is expected that choosing a

µpq =

p X
q   
X
p q
i

j

i

j

(−x̄)p−i (−ȳ)q−j Mij

(5)

However, it should be emphasized that the expression in
(3) suggests that the centralized moments are only invariant
to translation. To enable invariance under scale changes, the
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Explained versus Unexplained Variability

2-D centralized moments µpq need to be normalized to obtain
scale-normalized centralized moments ηpq as follows:
ηpq

µpq
= γ
µ00

Total
Explained

(6)

^ ^ ^
Y = β0 + β1X

*

Ȳ

Where, the exponent γ is given in terms of p and q as
follows:
Unexplained

γ=

p+q
+ 1, p + q ≥ 2
2

32

Strictly speaking, the moments present the shape properties
for appearance of a nodule. Affine moments are invariant under
six transform and derived based on central moments [13] as
follows:

I1 =
I2 =

I3 =

I4 =

I5 =
I6 =

1
2
4 [η20 η02 − η11 ],
η00
1 2 2
3
10 [η03 η30 − 6η30 η21 η12 η03 + 4η30 η12
η00
3
2 2
+ 4η03 η21
− 3η21
η12 ],
1
2
7 [η20 (η21 η03 η21 − η12 ) − η11 (η30 η03 − η21 η12 )
η00
2
+ η02 (η03 η12 − η21
)],
1 3 2
2
2
11 [η20 η03 − 6η20 η11 η12 η03 − 6η20 η02 η21 η03
η00
2
2
2
+ 9η20
η02 η12
+ 12η20 η11
η21 η03 + 6η20 η11 η02 η30 η03
3
2
+ 18η20 η11 η02 η30 η12 − 8η11
η30 η03 − 6η20 η02
η30 η12
2 2
2
3 3
+ 9η20 η02 η21 + 12η11 η02 η30 η12 + η02 η30 ],
1
2
6 [η40 η04 − 4η31 η13 + 3η22 ],
η00
1
2
2
2
9 [η40 η04 η22 − 4η31 η13 η22 − η40 η13 − η04 η13 − η22 ]
η00
(7)

B. Shape Features
After segmentation, the nodule candidate is selected and
two different types of features are extracted, namely, 2-D
geometric, 3-D geometric. A median slice IN C,m is extracted
from 2-D features because the area of the segmented object is
the largest. The shape of nodule candidates are worthy features
to recognize the objects in Lung. The shape of nodules are
described as 2-D and 3-D geometric features. Area, Perimeter,
and Eccentricity are the most common used in our paper to
describe the segmented regions in lung cancer slices.
VI.

F EATURE S ELECTION

Feature selection is a worthy stage in medical diagnosis
to choose the best features that enhance the model accuracy.
Furthermore, the models can be simpler and faster in understanding and building with the least number of features. In
our paper, we applied two approaches: regression-based feature
selection and tree-based feature selection.

Figure 3: Explained vs. Unexplained variability.

To determine whether a simple linear regression model is better than the baseline model, co
explained variability to the unexplained variability.
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to the difference between the regression line and the m
A. Regression-Based
Selection
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measure
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variable. The corrected total sum of squares is the sum
the calculations of otherresponse
features
called
squared
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explained and unexplained variability. The corrected total sum
2
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 that
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shows aand
seemingly
relationship
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In lung cancer
recognition,
the calculated
squared
and total
variability. Contribution
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variability. Remember
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linear regression
for all input
total=unexplained + explained holds for sums of squares over all observations and n
that are interval
is mentioned as follows:
necessarily for any individual observation.

Y = β0 + β1 X + ε

(8)

where
X: input feature,
Y: response variable or target,
β0 : intercept parameter,
β1 : slope parameter
ε: error deviation of Y about β0 + β1 X.
The feature that explains the target is a worthy feature, thus
it is selected in simple linear regression. In a baseline model,
the target class and the input features have not a relationship.
thus, any feature value does not improve predictions of the
target class over simply using the mean of the target class for
everyone.
R-Squared the ratio of variations explained via regression
line in the observed data. The R-Squared is equal to R2 =
SSM
SSE
SST = 1 − SST , where SSM indicates sum square of model.
It is the total variations
explained by regression model and
P
equal to SSM = (Ŷi − Ȳ )2 , SSE indicates to sum square of
error. It is the total variations unexplained by regression
model
P
which means the error, and equal to SSE = (Yi − Ŷi )2 .
Finally, SST
P indicates to total sum of square and equal to
SST = (Yi − Ȳ )2 . It is the correct total variations in the
target class. Fig. 3 describes visually the relationships between
the data, baseline model, total variability, explained variability
and unexplained variability. A comparison between the squared
correlation coefficient and the default Minimum R-Square of
0.005 is calculated and the feature is rejected if its value is
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less than the cut-off criterion. The feature is selected if its Rsquare is greater than than the cut-off criterion. The sequential
process of feature selection starts by choosing the feature that
explains the large amount of changes in the target class. The
stepwise process terminates when no remaining input feature
can meet the Stop R-Square criterion.
B. Ensemble Based Feature Selection
Tree algorithms (decision trees, random forest, and gradient
boosting) are powerful predictive models. They are the most
widely used supervised learning due to their stability, high
accuracy and ease of interpretation, considered to be one
of the best and mostly used supervised learning methods.
Decision tree is a type of supervised learning algorithm that
is mostly used in classification problems. As shown in Fig.
4, a decision tree separates the data into segments, and a
target value is assigned to each identical segment. A greedy,
top-down recursive separating method is used. It employs
exhaustive search at each phase by attempting all compositions
of features and partition values to gain the maximum decrease
in impurity. Subsequently, feature selection can be identified
in tree building process. The process of selecting a specific
feature based on its relative importance to split in impurity
reduction can consider as a kind of feature selection. In our

Gini(t) =

X

pti ptj

(10)

i6=j

Where, pti is the percentage of observations in t with
class target equalPi (y=i) and i,j run through target class.
The Entropy= − i pti log(pti ) is similar to Gini index which
evaluates impurity at a node t and its value is zero when node
has observations from one class. When node has observations
from mixture of classes, then entropy value is maximum.
Gradient boosting is a boosting approach that divides the
dataset several times using random sampling to create outputs
that form a weighted average of the re-sampled data set. Tree
boosting generates a series of decision trees which together
form a single predictive model. A tree in the series is fit to the
residual of the prediction from the earlier trees in the series.
The residual is defined in terms of the derivative of a loss
function. For the stochastic tree ensemble (Gradient Boosting)
of M trees, the generalized importance measure is calculated
over the trees:

M (xi ) =

M
1 X
V I(xi , Tj )
M j=1

(11)

In Gradient Boosting, separate models fk (x) are built to
classify every k classes.

Fk (x) =

M
X

Tkj (x)

(12)

j=1

The general ((11)) is calculated as:

M (xi , k) =
Figure 4: Decision Tree Diagram

M
1 X
V I(xi , Tkj )
M j=1

(13)

The total importance of xi can be calculated with all classes
model, the measures for feature importance or selection is
based on the following metrics: count, surrogate count, residual
sum square (RSS), and relative importance. The count-based
feature importance simply counts the number of times in the
tree that a particular feature is used in a split. Similarly, the
surrogate count calculates the number of times that a variable
is used in a surrogate splitting rule.

as:

M (xi ) =

V I(xi , T ) =

4I(xi , t)

(9)

t∈T

Where, 4I(xi , t) = I(t) − pL I(tL ) − pR I(tR ) is the
reduction in impurity on feature xi in tree T at a node t during
split. pL is the percentage of left observations by xi and pR
for right. Gini index is calculated for classification of node t
as:

(14)

k=1

The proposed methodology for feature selection using
gradient boosting is described in Algorithm 1 as:

Feature importance measure is calculated for a single
decision tree as:
X

K
1 X
M (xi , k)
K

VII.

S UPPORT V ECTOR M ACHINE

Lung Cancer detection and recognition is formulated by
binary classification problem. Each patient is classified as
normal or abnormal. The goal is labeling a patient to detect
the cancer and do the required steps. Many supervised learning
methods are learned as computer aided system. In this section,
we describe Support Vector Machines (SVMs) as an activity
classifier we used in most of the experimental work presented
in this field. SVMs are seen as relatively new supervised ML
methodology developed by Cortes & Vapnik [14], which were
first applied as an alternative to multi-layer neural networks.
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−4

×10
begin
5
2
Compute variable importance
for a single decision
P
tree as:0 V I(xi , T ) = t∈T 4I(xi , t)
3
Compute the reduction in impurity on feature xi in
−5
tree T as: 4I(xi , t) = I(t) − pL I(tL ) − pR I(tR )
4
For M−10trees, the generalized importance measure is:
P
Wave
Clap
Walk
Box
Wave
Clap
1 Jog M Run
M (xi ) = M
j=1 V I(xi , Tj )
0.1
5
For every class, the generalized importance measure
PM
0
1
is: M (xi , k) = M
j=1 V I(xi , Tkj )
−0.1
6
The total
importance of xi can be calculated with
PK
1
−0.2
all classes
as: M (xi ) = K
k=1 M (xi , k)
−0.3
7 end
Clap
Walk
Jog
Run
Box
Wave
Wave
Clap
Algorithm 0.02
1: P ROPOSED G RADIENT B OOSTING F EA TURE S ELECTION A LGORITHM

Where, αi > 0 are the lagrangian multipliers. Since (17)
describes a Quadratic Programming (QP) problem, and a
global maximum always exists for αi , ω can be deduced as:

I2

1

I4

Box

Box

0.015

0.01

To obtain the0.005optimum decision boundary, SVM attempts to
maximize the minimal distance from the decision boundary
0
to the Clap
labeled Walk
data. Once
this
boundary
un
Box
Wave
Jog
Run decision
Box
Wave
Clap is decided,
unseenon activity
can ofbewalking,
checked
on which
ment invariants (𝐼𝑖 , 𝑖 a= given
1, . . . , 6) computed
the average images
jogging, running,
boxing,side of the
decision boundary it lies (Fig. 5).

dynamic affine invariants with
uted on the average images of

xi

ω=
VIII.

α i yi xi

(18)

S IMULATION R ESULTS

The experiments are applied on kaggle DSB dataset. In
this dataset, a thousand low-dose CT images from high-risk
patients in DICOM format is given. The DSB database consists
of 1397 CT scans and 248580 slices. Each scan contains a
series with multiple axial slices of the chest cavity. Each scan
has a variable number of 2D slices (Fig. 6), which can vary
based on the machine taking the scan and patient. The DICOM
files have a header that contains the necessary information
about the patient ID, as well as scan parameters such as
the slice thickness. It is publicly available in the Kaggle1 .
DICOM is the defacto file standard in medical imaging. This
pixel size/coarseness of the scan differs from scan to scan
(e.g. the distance between slices may differ), which can hurt
performance of our model.
Number of Slices for each Patient

𝜉i

600

g SVM. In this section, we fortask as a multiclass learning
class for each action, and the
1
o an individual in each video
=+
+ 𝛽0
ious supervised learning algo𝛽x
𝜉j
=0
nizer can be trained. Support
+ 𝛽0
1
𝛽x
=−
used in this work due to their
𝛽0
+
𝛽x
apability and reputation of a
xj
0]. SVMs that provide a best
Figure 4: Generalized optimal separating hyperplane.
n neural networks are based
Figure 5: Support Vector Machine
zation principle from compuVMs were designed to handle
addressed by allowing some examples to violate the margin
er dimensional space where a
constraints. These potential violations are formulated with
ne is created. On each side of
𝐶 ≥{−1, +1}}
somelet
positive
variables
𝜉n
𝑖 and a
Formally,
S =slack
{{x
| penalty
xi ∈ parameter
<d , yi ∈
hyperplanes are conducted.
i , yi }i=1
0 that penalize the margin violations.
Thus, the generalized
he separating hyperplane
that
be the training
(i.e., feature
vectors
of patients),
and
optimalsamples
separating hyperplane
is determined
by solving
the
en the two parallel hyperplanes
following
problem:
yi ∈ {−1,
+1}} quadratic
be theprogramming
class label
of xi , thus two parallel
ood separation is achieved
by
est distance. Hence,
the larger
separating
hyperplanes can 1be
such that:
2
 formed
min 𝛽 + 𝐶∑𝜉𝑖
(7)
ralization error of the classifier.
𝛽,𝛽0 2
𝑖
𝑑
x𝑖 ∈ R , 𝑦𝑖 ∈ {−1, +1}} be a

+ 𝛽0 ) ≥w
1T
− 𝜉x
∧ (𝜉
≥ 01
∀𝑖).
subject to (𝑦𝑖 (⟨x𝑖 , 𝛽⟩
shows that the problem is best
+1,
b𝑖 >
𝑖 ∀𝑖)
i+
yi =
(15)
T
−1, w xi + b 6 −1

Where, T denotes the transpose operator, w is a perpendicular vector to the two hyperplanes and b is the bias, as
shown in Fig. 5. Thus, the separating decision boundary (i.e.
the optimal hyperplane) that maximizes the margin between
the two classes is created by solving the following constrained
optimization problem:
1
2
M inimize :
2 kw k
T
subject to yi (w xi + b) > 1 ∀i

n
X
i=1

(16)

By Lagrange duality, after some lengthy but straightforward calculations, the dual problem of the primal problem in
(16) is given as:
Pn
Pn
1
T
M aximize : W(α) = i=1 αi − P
i,j=1 αi αj yi yj xi xj
2
n
subject to
αi > 0,
i=1 αi yi = 0
(17)
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Figure 6: Number of slices per patient in data science bowl
dataset.

The experiments are implemented on computer and its
properties are described as follows: CPU i7, 2.6 GHz, 16
RAM, Matlab 2016b, R-Studio, and Python. Initially speaking, The nodules in Kaggle DSB dataset are detected and
segmented using the watershed algorithm. The diameters of
the nodules range from 3 to 30 mm. Each slice has 512 × 512
pixels and 4096 gray level values in Hounsfield Unit (HU),
which is a measure of radiodensity.
After segmentation process, binarization process is done.
In the screening setting, the annual low-dose CT study is
one of the most difficult decisions whether CT or another
investigation is needed. The nodule is very complex to be
guided using current clinical guidelines due to its size and
appearance. Moreover, the most important features of lung
cancer are the size, number of nodules, location of the nodule,
1 https://www.kaggle.com/c/data-science-bowl-2017/data
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and type. The shape features are extracted which describe the
shape of extracted nodules. Also, six moments are extracted
for each slice of CT lung cancer that has a nodule. The
concatenated features are selected based on forward stepwise least squared regression and gradient boosting to select
the most important/relevant features and avoid the irrelevant,
redundant features, and over-fitting problems.
Gradient Boosting builds a sequential decision tree to form
a predictive model. Each iteration, the residuals of classification are updated using loss function derivatives from previous
decision trees. The number of iterations in the boosting series
is 50 iterations with 60% train proportion. In feature selection
algorithm using R-square step-wise regression, the minimum
R-square is 0.005 which is the cut-off threshold of a feature
to be selected for R-square model selection and other features
are irrelevant or redundant.
To evaluate the effectiveness of discrimination subset of
features, we apply SVM with a linear kernel using 30%
split for testing. Kaggle DSB dataset is divided into 60% for
training, 10% for validation and 30% for testing. The accuracy
of our proposed model is shown in Table I. As shown from
Table I, the best accuracy is 88.07% with gradient boosting,
watershed segmentation, and combination of moments and
shape features.

medical images with hundreds of CT slices, feature selection
is an important step to remove the irrelevant or redundant
features. Also, the accuracy of models may be degraded with
large number of features if there are not enough training
observations to learn all parameters in model activities. In
this paper, the features of CT scan for patients are extracted
from simple and advanced discriminating method called shape
and moments features, then feature selection methods are
applied. The gradient boosting and regression models achieved
the best accuracy compared to original features and state
of the art. Also, ensemble-based or regression-based feature
selection methods using random forest, gradient boosting, and
R2 reduced the size of features which contribute to avoid
over-fitting problems. In the future, we plan to investigate
the problem of high dimensional data with different features,
different datasets and different approaches like deep learning.
Three dimensional convolution neural network (3D CNN) can
improve the accuracy of model but it has more powerful
machines to run with GPU.
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Abstract—This paper presents a survey of methods which have
been recently proposed for recognizing static hand gestures. These
approaches are first summarized and then are assessed based on
a common dataset. Because mentioned methods employ different
types of input, the survey focuses on stages of feature extraction
and classification. Other former steps, such as pre-processing
and hand segmentation, are slightly modified. In experiments,
this work does not only consider the recognition accuracy but
also suggests suitable scenarios for each method according to its
advantages and limitations.
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I NTRODUCTION

Hand gesture recognition is one of the important problems
in vision-related fields such as human-machine interaction,
communication, and robotic. There are two gesture types
including static and dynamic ones. The application of each
gesture type depends on the system objective and gesture
definition. Static hand gestures are usually identified based on
the hand appearance, e.g. contour and shape, while gestures of
the other type are mostly recognized according to the change
of hand pose and motion trajectory. In this paper, we focus
on some recent methods that recognize static hand gestures.
The survey considers four approaches proposed in [1]–[4].
These methods are selected because they used different inputs,
described gestures by various features, and employed typical
classifiers. Each of such approaches can thus be extended
to be appropriate with a wide variation of practical gesture
collections.
The work [1] aimed to identify static gestures representing
the Vietnamese alphabet, in which a character may be represented by either a single gesture or a combination of two
hands. The researchers decomposed this task into a problem
of static gesture recognition and a combination based on the
alphabetic rules. In this survey, we consider the former task.
The input image of the method [1] is a depth map captured by
a Kinect 1 at 30 fps and resolution of 640 × 480. In [2], the
authors introduced a system identifying Arabic alphabet and
number sign language that helps the communication between
hard-of-hearing people. A color camera was employed for data
acquisition. The gestures are distinguished according to the
hand silhouette and hidden Markov model (HMM) technique.
The study [3] also captured input images via a RGB color camera. Differently from [2], the feature extraction was performed
in frequency domain, and the stage of classification employed
Bayesian techniques. The last considered work [4] combined
both spatial and frequency domains for describing the hand
characteristics before identifying each input gesture by the

?
Recognition result
Fig. 1. System overview of the study [1]. The input of the system is a depth
map captured by a Kinect 1.

simple nearest neighbor method. Details of these methods are
presented in the next section.
II.

L ITERATURE R EVIEW

Since mentioned studies in this survey employed stateof-the-art classification techniques, the features describing the
hand are emphasized. However, the overall processing of each
method is also presented.
A. Rank-order Correlation Matrix
The flowchart of the approach [1] is shown in Fig. 1. Since
the input is a depth map which directly captures the scene, the
hand segmentation is necessary. The authors introduced two
methods for isolating the hand from the background and other
body parts according to the fact that hand is the object which
is nearest to the camera. The difference between these two
methods is the definition of the depth range of interest. The
first one sets this range at a fixed distance from the camera,
thus a user has to remember it and stand in a suitable region
when performing the gestures. The second method is more
flexible since it defines the range based on the nearest part.
This is also the general segmentation for the object of interest
in a depth map in some other studies. The segmentation results
a depth map of only the hand. A step of normalization is then
applied to synchronize the image size of segmented hands.
Instead of using a regular resizing method, the researchers pad
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black regions to some borders in order to keep the dimensional
ratio of the hand while the image has a square shape. These
padded depth maps are finally resized into a fixed size (e.g.
100 × 100 pixels).

Input color image
?
Skin detection

In order to extract characteristics describing the considering
hand, the normalized depth image is divided into square
blocks. The hand of interest is thus represented as a square
matrix, in which each element is estimated from a block at
the corresponding position. Two matrices are proposed, i.e.
there are two values that are extracted from each block. They
are statistical descriptions including the mean

?
Removing background
?
Face and hands isolating

n

µ=

1X
xi
n i=1

(1)

?
Observation detection

and standard deviation
r Pn
σ=

i=1 (xi

− µ)2

?
HMM classifier

(2)

n
of n pixel’s depths xi inside the considering block. In summary, a normalized depth hand gives two matrices, in which
the first one contains d2 values of µ and the other one has d2
elements of σ where d is the number of blocks corresponding
to each image dimension. The values of these two matrices
are not directly employed in the task of classification. Instead,
each one is converted into a rank matrix, i.e. each element is
replaced by its order after sorting all values. The order is in
the range [0, d − 1].
Such rank matrices are then transformed into vectors
according to a specific rule, in which two adjacent vector’s
elements correspond to two adjacent blocks in the hand image.
Each vector is finally converted into correlation vector that
describes the relation between two continuous elements. The
combination of two correlation vectors is used as the feature
of the considering hand. This feature is called Rank-order
correlation matrix (ROCM) though the final representation is a
vector. The stage of classification is performed by the support
vector machine with the one-vs-one strategy [5].
B. Sorted Block-Histogram
Differently from the work [1], a normal color camera was
employed in the study [2]. The overall of this work is presented
in Fig. 2.
Since the input is a color image, the authors first detect
body parts by applying a skin detection [6]. The image is
converted into YCbCr color space in order to separate color
channels from the intensity one. To reduce the computational
cost, only the chrominance channel (Cr) is then considered.
The binary mask of skin-filter result Si,j is formed by applying
a checking on pixel’s values of the Cri,j image as

0, 10 < Cri,j < 45
Si,j =
(3)
1, otherwise
The noise removal is then performed to reduce possible noises
in the obtained binary image. In details, the mask is decomposed into blocks of 5 × 5 pixels. Each block is fully filled
by white or black pixels according to the ratio of white pixels
inside the block. In normal situations, the filtered body parts
usually consist of the face and hand. Therefore, the possible
face is detected and discarded using a face detector.

?
Recognition result
Fig. 2.
Main stages of the work [2]. The principal tasks are hand
segmentation, feature extraction, and classification.

In the next stage, the segmented hand is processed to
provide a feature vector. Similarly to [1], the hand silhouette
is also divided into blocks. However, instead of employing
statistical descriptions, each block is represented by a simple
value which corresponds to the number of white pixels inside
it. Every block position is assigned a label, and the feature is
formed as a sequence of such labels, in which the label’s order
is determined based on the sorted pixel-count values.
In order to perform the classification, HMM with discrete
observations is employed. The number of observations is the
same with the number of blocks (and labels). Many HMMs
are built corresponding to the number of gestures. Given
the feature vector representing a unknown hand gesture, the
returned class is determined as the HMM providing the highest
likelihood.

C. Gabor Filtering
The pipeline of the study [3] is shown in Fig. 3. Similarly
to the study described in Section II-B, a skin filter is also
applied to detect the hand region. Instead of YCbCr, the L.A.B
color space is used for representing the input image. The mask
corresponding to skin regions is formed by thresholding automatically the channel B. The noise removal is then performed
on the resulted binary image using morphological operations
such as erosion and dilation, in which the structure element
has the size of 5 × 5 pixels.
In the stage of feature extracting, a collection Gabor filters
is employed to emphasize hand characteristics in different
orientations. A Gabor filter can be considered as a Gaussian
kernel function that is modulated by a sinusoidal wave. It
provides two components representing orthogonal directions
that include the real and imaginary parts which are respectively
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Input RGB image

Input depth map

?
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Hand Segmentation
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?
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?
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?
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Fig. 3. Pipeline of the work [3]. The stage of feature extraction is performed
in frequency domain.

Fig. 4.

calculated as

x02 + γ 2 y 02 
x0
cos
2π
+ψ
2σ 2
λ
(4)

x02 + γ 2 y 02 
x0
gi (x, y; λ, θ, ψ, σ, γ) = exp −
sin 2π + ψ
2
2σ
λ
(5)
in which
 0
x = xcos(θ) + ysin(θ)
(6)
y 0 = ycos(θ) − xsin(θ)
gr (x, y; λ, θ, ψ, σ, γ) = exp −

where λ is the sinusoidal factor of the wavelength, θ is the
orientation characterizing the Gabor filter, ψ is the phase offset,
σ is the standard deviation, and γ is the spatial aspect ratio.
These parameters are assigned by the collections of values
presented in Table I.
TABLE I.
Parameter
Orientation
Wavelength
Phase
Aspect ratio

?
Recognition result

PARAMETER VALUES D EFINING G ABOR F ILTERS
Notation
θ
λ
ψ
γ

Values
{0,

π 2π 3π 4π 5π 6π 7π
8, 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 }
1/4
1/8

{4, 2

, 8, 2
{0, π
2}
γ=λ

, 16}

After applying the defined Gabor filters on the segmented
hand, a classifier is used to determine the corresponding class
of the input gesture. The Bayesian techniques was employed
in this work.
D. Centroid Distance Signature
In the final considered approach [4], the spatial and frequency domains are continuously employed for feature extraction. Similarly to the study [1], the input is a depth map
captured by a Kinect 1 at 30 fps with resolution of 640 × 480
pixels. The overall of the system is presented in Fig. 4. In order
to segment the hand from input depth image, the researchers
first employ a functionality in the Kinect SDK to isolate the
human body from the background. Possible hands are then
determined and separated by applying a threshold on depth

The gesture recognition approach proposed in [4].

layers representing the whole body. The k-mean clustering
technique is then performed to check the number of hands.
The number of clusters is thus assigned to 2. In the case that
there is only one hand, two clustered regions are combined.
This case is detected by comparing the distance between two
centroids with a predefined threshold. The next stages are to
recognize each hand gesture.
Instead of considering the entire pixels representing the
hand, only the contour is focused. The 8-connectivity algorithm [7] is applied to perform this task. The centroid of these
determined pixels is also estimated. In the next step, the feature
vector is formed as a sequence of distances between contour
pixels and the centroid. This vector is finally converted into
frequency domain using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [8].
However, the FFT requires that the input must have a powerof-two elements. Besides, the lengths of sequences of contour
points corresponding to different hands also need to be normalized for the classification stage. Therefore the researchers
converted feature vectors to 128-element ones based on equal
angle sampling. The recognition is finally performed based on
the nearest neighbor with Euclidean distance.
These described studies are summarized in Table II.
III.

E XPERIMENTS

The survey is performed on four different methods for
static hand gesture recognition. The selection of dataset is
thus important since it must be appropriate for all of these
approaches. We employ the dataset provided in the study [1].
This is the collection of segmented depth hands corresponding
to 23 static gestures. The dataset consists of 4637 images that
were captured by the depth sensor of a Microsoft Kinect 1
and segmented based on depth thresholds. A visualization of
these gestures is presented in Fig. 6. This dataset is suitable for
methods processing on depth images as well as hand silhouettes. Therefore the stage of hand segmentation in considering
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TABLE II.

Method
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

Input
Depth map
Color image
Color image
Depth map
TABLE III.

Hand segmentation
Depth thresholding
Skin filtering in YCbCr
Skin filtering in L.A.B
Body detection & Depth thresholding

Feature extraction
Block dividing & Statistical values
Block dividing & Sorted indices
Gabor filtering
Centroid distance signature & FFT

Classification
Support vector machine
Hidden Markov model
Bayesian technique
Nearest neighbor

G ESTURE R ECOGNITION ACCURACIES C ORRESPONDING TO F OUR C ONSIDERING M ETHODS
Approach
Recognition accuracy

Fig. 5.

S UMMARY OF FOUR STUDIES CONSIDERED IN THIS PAPER

Vo et al. [1]
94.22%

Abdo et al. [2]
87.71%

Ashfaq et al. [3]
86.98%

Gani et al. [4]
98.32%

Accuracies when recognizing each gesture of the benchmark dataset.

Fig. 6. Benchmark dataset including 23 static hand gestures which represent
23 letters in Vietnamese alphabet.

studies is not necessary to perform in these experiments. In
other words, this paper accesses only the combination of
feature extraction and classification. The overall accuracies of
considered methods in recognizing gestures corresponding to
23 classes are shown in Table III. The details are also presented
in Fig. 5.
According to Table III, the method proposed in [4] has
best ability in classifying 23 gestures in the benchmark dataset.
Frequency domain is thus an appropriate choice for improving
current works on hand gesture recognition. This method also
provides absolute accuracies when identifying many gestures
(see Fig. 5). Therefore the processing flow in [4] should be

applied at the beginning of a study on gesture recognition. The
approach gives the second highest accuracy is the study [1].
The partial recognition accuracies corresponding to 23 classes
are mostly similar. Therefore the statistical information extracted from regions and/or blocks of depth maps should also
be focused when dealing with the problem of gesture recognition. However, the work [1] requires a depth camera for data
acquisition while the study [4] does not. The accuracies of two
other methods are slightly different. However, the experimental
values corresponding to several gestures in [2] are quite low
(e.g. E and Q). It means that the simple feature proposed in [2]
may be significantly affected by the gesture selection. In other
words, the ability of gesture recognition may be very different
when applying the method on various collections of gestures.
A validation for each particular dataset is thus necessary. The
remaining study [3] employs a collection of Gabor filters for
feature extraction. This method thus requires a large number of
operations. In our experiments, the computational cost of [3] is
very high compared with the others. Therefore this approach is
only suitable for (1) systems with high strength of computation
and/or (2) low-resolution input images.
IV.

C ONCLUSION

This paper presents a survey on some recent methods
which perform the static hand gesture recognition. These
studies employ different input data types, extracted features,
and classification techniques. Details of each processing stage
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corresponding to each method are described. The experiments
are performed on a common dataset in order to provide a comparison on recognition ability of these approaches. According
to the obtained results, advantages and limitations of them are
also given.

[2]

In future works, a combination of these approaches and
some recent ones will be focused to improve the ability
of recognizing more complicated static gestures. In detail,
we attempt to estimate gesture scores based on a weighted
sum of likelihoods computed from each individual method.
Such classification fashion is expected to take advantage of
each approach. In addition, each considered method can be
extended, by employing more features and/or combining with
different weak classifiers, to be appropriate with a specific
practical gesture collection.

[3]
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Abstract—With the advancement in electronics technology,
number of pins under the ball grid array (BGA) are increasing on
reduced size components. In small size components, a challenging
task is to solve the escape routing problem where BGA pins
escape towards the component boundary. It is often desirable to
perform ordered simultaneous escape routing (SER) to facilitate
area routing and produce elegant Printed Circuit Board (PCB)
design. Some heuristic techniques help in finding the PCB
routing solution for SER but for larger problems these are
time consuming and produce sub-optimal results. This work
propose solution which divides the problem into two parts.
First, a novel net ordering algorithm for SER using network
theoretic approach and then linear optimization model for single
component ordered escape routing has been proposed. The model
routes maximum possible nets between two components of the
PCB by considering the design rules based on the given net
ordering. Comparative analysis shows that the proposed net
ordering algorithm and optimization model performs better than
the existing routing algorithms for SER in terms of number of
nets routed. Also the running time using proposed algorithm
reduces to O(2N E/2 ) + O(2N E/2 ) for ordered escape routing of
both components. This time is much lesser than O(2N E ) due to
exponential reduction.
Keywords—Net ordering; optimization model; ordered escape
routing; PCB routing; simultaneous escape routing

I.

I NTRODUCTION

With the advancement in technology, the demand for
small size electronic components with larger number of pins
increases [1]. These components can be Integrated Circuits
(ICs) or BGA type with hundreds of connectivity pins [2]–[4]
in the form of grid. Usage of such components necessitates
sophisticated design and advanced technologies for producing
small sized electronic circuit boards. Multiple BGAs need
to be connected on the PCB, which require connectivity of
pins by routing of nets. This kind of routing has two parts,
one is escape routing which is from pin to the boundary
of the component and the other is area routing which is
between the components as shown in Fig. 1. Presence of BGA
components on smaller sized PCBs significantly increases the

routing complexity.
Routing in PCBs is the problem of connecting the pins of
different components on the PCB to make it operational. The
circuit wire lying on the PCB, between the pins pair (that needs
to be connected) is called a net. Routing of nets becomes more
complex, if there are more number of nets and needs ordered
escape routing. Ideally, the routing algorithm shall connect all
nets as a planar graph (nets don’t cross each other) and the nets
shall be entirely contained within the area of the PCB. Given
the high density of components on smaller sizes PCBs, and
hundreds of nets to route. A single layer is not enough to route
all nets in a planar fashion particularly if ordered escaping is
required. Therefore, multiple routing layers are used to ensure
planarity as shown in Fig. 1.
PCB routing for given set of connectivity pins is similar
problem as constructing of planar graph for a given set of
nodes, which is known to be NP-Hard [5]. BGA components
have small size balls/pins under the surface, in the form of
a grid. This high density grid reduces the net escaping space
and make the routing more complex. Therefore, PCB routing is
divided into two parts: 1) escape routing where routing is to be
done from pin to the component boundary; and 2) area routing
where the net between one component to other component is
established as shown in Fig. 1. To facilitate the area routing,
escape routing is required in some particular order. Therefore
ordered escape routing is a major challenge in PCB routing,
which becomes even more challenging for simultaneous escape
routing (SER) [6]–[12]. In SER pin escaping for multiple
components is done simultaneously in a specific order to
reduce the complexity of area routing as shown in Fig. 2. To
reduce the complexity of SER, the problem has been divided
into two parts i.e. ordered escape routing of two components
separately. In this case, net order has necessarily required.
Focus of this research is to find the net order for simultaneous escape routing. In this paper, an algorithm to find the
net order has been proposed. This reduces the problem into
half and reduces the complexity of routing by many times. In
this way the area routing becomes very simple and it is just a
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idation and comparative evaluation of the proposed algorithm
has been performed. Section VI concludes this work.
II.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

R ELATED W ORK

Routing of nets on PCB, is divided into two main categories, one is area and the other is escape routing [7]. The
objective of escape routing is to establish the planar routes
by escaping the nets from pins to the component boundary
in an ordered or unordered way, based on constraints on
available capacity between adjacent pins. With the escape
routes established, the problem of PCB routing is reduced to
conventional PCB routing problem of area routing [13], [14].

PCB routing.

Simultaneous escape routing.

matter of connectivity of straight wires without any crossing to
maintain planarity. The proposed algorithm finds the net order
and do ordered escape routing for each component according to
that net order. For ordered escape routing optimization model
has been used, which helps in detailed routing from a connectivity pin to an escape boundary point. Comparative evaluation
shows that the proposed optimization model can connect more
number of nets in all tested examples when compared with
the well known commercial tools. The proposed optimization
model is a contribution towards enhancing the capabilities of
PCB designers and can be integrated into commercial software
for use. Following are the contributions of this work:
•

In the first step an algorithm to find the optimal net
order has been proposed. This algorithm helps by
converting the complex problem of simultaneous escape routing into simple and single component ordered
escape problem. Ultimately this exponentially reduces
the complexity of the problem.

•

In the second step ILP optimization model for ordered
escape routing has been modified, which helps in finding the ordered net escape from a single component.

Collectively these two contributions help in solving SER
problem in a much better way.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section
2, some basic techniques used for planar routing and advancements in this area with a review of the latest literature has been
discussed. Section 3 presents proposed algorithm to find a net
order. In Section 4, optimization model for ordered escape
routing under the constraints of planar routing and escape
capacity has been proposed. In Section 5, algorithm/model val-

Escape routing is of three types [15]: 1) Unordered escape
routing where there is no particular sequence of pin escaping
towards component boundary from a single component [15]–
[21]; 2) ordered escape routing where there is a particular
sequence (order) of pin escaping towards component boundary
from a single component [22] (one of the example of this type
of routing is Bus escape which is also called as maximum
disjoint subset problem [23]); and 3) simultaneous escape
routing where pins from multiple components escaped in the
same order. This problem relatively more complex as compare
to other escaping problems. To find the solution of SER is time
consuming process, particularly for larger problems. This time
can be reduced if the escape net order is known in advance.
Escape net order is a sequence of nets to escape from the
boundary of a component. This prior net ordering information
converts the problem of SER into ordered escape routing of a
single component. Focus of this work is to find the optimal net
order. The following subsections discuss the related literature
in detail.
A. Simultaneous Escape Routing
The initial research work proposed for SER consists of
two parts. Unordered escaping of pins proposed in the first
component whereas for the second component, ordered escape
routing proposed to match the pins of first component to get
SER solution. However, this approach might results in an
incomplete routing. Ozdal et al. [7] carried out the first well
known SER research. Graph based approach was used to find
maximal escape nets. This approach gives better results only if
the pins of both components are closely aligned to each other.
However, complex problems of SER cannot be solved using
fixed escape patterns used in this approach. Ozdal et al. [8]
also proposed randomized algorithm for large scale problems
in their extended work. However, proposed monotonic escape
of nets in one direction cannot produce optimal results and
also it limits its applications. For routing pattern generation,
Ozdal et al. [9] also used congestion driven router, however
for large scale SER problems the graph of escape patterns
becomes complicated.
Simultaneous Pin Escape [12] is a flow model based
approach. Authors show that for a particular probelm if
construction of planar graph is possible then this approach
guarantees planar routing. The existence of a solution can
be determined by the relation between maximum flow and
number of escape pins of the BGA component [12], [16]. This
approach must provide a planar solution if maximum flow is
greater or equal to the escape pins; however, for higher inter
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pin capacities ‘no net crossing’ cannot be ensured and exact
value of maximal flow is not known. A bus oriented escape
routing with consecutive constraints has been proposed for
SER on multiple layers [24]. The focus of this research is to
reduce the CPU time, however if the pins are randomly placed
on each component then its very difficult to form buses and
also unable to get optimal routing solution due to escaping of
nets in the form of buses.

OrthogonalCap : This capacity refers to the number of nets
that can pass through between two neighboring pins vertically
or horizontally.

B. Net Ordering Algorithms

BoundaryP insCi : Number of pins on Escape boundary
line which needs connectivity for the component Ci.

B-Escape is a routing algorithm proposed by Luo et al.
[10]. This algorithm uses dynamic net ordering approach and
performs well when compared with Allegro PCB router [10];
however it consumes significant time to find a suitable net
order and in reordering of nets again and again. Rout-ability
Driven Net Order proposed by Yan et al. [25] is a multi-step
approach. An important step is identification of a net ordering,
which is derived on the basis of planar bipartite graph theory.
A subsequent step uses global and detailed routing technique
under the constraints of planar routing and escape capacity.
This approach improves the computation time by 54.1% as
compared to Kong et al. [12]. The drawback is that the second
step is totally dependent on the output of the first step i.e. net
ordering. It does not explore all possible paths and may lead
to sub-optimal results in complex problem instances.
Escaped Boundary Pins Routing for High-Speed Boards
proposed by Chin et al. [26] is an algorithm for finding static
net ordering by dynamic pin sequence (DPS). Another work
proposed by Kumtong et al. [27] is based on set sequence
(SS) technique. While these algorithms can better utilize the
routing space and adapt to wire length and shape requirements,
their focus is on boundary pin routing and are not suitable
for BGA type of PCB components which need escaping from
inside the components; their use can also be more challenging,
particularly in case of SER.
Most of the research on SER is based on basic constraints
of capacity and construction of planar graph. Also most of
them are using heuristic approaches to get the routing solution. This research considers optimization theoretic approach.
Instead of solving the problem in parts to get sub-optimal
solution, this optimization approach is expected to produce
optimal results. This approach not only considers capacity
and planarity but also considers constraint of power-signal
integrity, net route length and net escape order altogether, to
solve the SER problem at the cost of higher computational
time. However, with high speed computing units, clustering
of computational resources to perform complex computational
tasks and using net ordering techniques, the drawback can easily be overcome. In this research an algorithm for optimal net
ordering has been proposed which reduces the computational
time and outperforms the existing algorithms.
III.

A LGORITHM FOR N ET O RDERING

This section, first define the terms used in the algorithm and
then discuss the tile model and net ordering algorithm in detail.
It is also assumed that there are only two components and only
one side escape is possible from the side of component, which
is facing towards the other component.
RowsCi : Number of rows of pins for component Ci.

DiagonalCap : It refers to the number of nets that can pass
through between two neighboring diagonal pins.
CapCi : Escape routing capacity for component Ci.
SERCap : Simultaneous Escape Routing capacity.

U RDF M obilityP i : Number of nets that can pass from
Up, Rear, Down and Front side of pin P i.
A. Net Ordering Algorithm
This proposed algorithm performs four basic
functions in sequence as discussed in Algorithm 1,
which
are
SER Capacity(),
Initial N etOrder(),
U RDF M obility V alues()
and
F inal N etOrder()
respectively. This algorithm produces the optimal net order
for SER, if it exists. Then escape routing for each component
performed separately according to that net order with the help
of an optimization model.
Algorithm 1 Net Ordering Algorithm
1: procedure N ET O RDERING ()
2:
Routable ⇐ SER Capacity()
3:
if !Routable then
4:
print ’Complete Routing not possible’ and exit
5:
P insC1 [n] ⇐ ’n’ Connectivity pins of component 1
6:
P insC2 [n] ⇐ ’n’ Connectivity pins of component 2
7:
I[n] ⇐ Initial N etOrder(P insC1 [n], P insC2 [n])
8:
M1 [n][4] ⇐ U RDF M obility V alues(P insC1 [n])
9:
M2 [n][4] ⇐ U RDF M obility V alues(P insC2 [n])
10:
F [n] ⇐ F inal N etOrder(I[n], M1 [n][4], M2 [n][4])
11:
if F [n] = N ull then
12:
print ’Complete Routing not possible’ and exit
13:
else
14:
return F [n]
1) SER Capacity Function: SER Capacity() function
has been discussed in Algorithm 2. First calculate the escape
capacity of each component. Here BoundaryP insCi has
been added in CapCi , because they can escape directly from
the component boundary without effecting the other nets or
orthogonal capacity. Obviously the SER capacity must be the
minimum escape capacity of both components. Then it is also
verified whether the routing with the required number of nets
0 0
n is possible or not.
Consider an example instance of two BGA components of
size 6x4, having 5 connectivity pins as shown in Fig. 3. Also
consider left component as C1 and right component as C2.
RowsC1 and RowsC2 are 6, whereas OrthogonalCap is 1.
Since there is no boundary connectivity pin, therefore CapC1
is 5 and CapC2 is also 5. According to Algorithm 2, SERCap
is also 5. There are 5 pins which need connectivity (escape
routing) and these are less than or equal to the SERCap ,
therefore the Algorithm 2 returns true and move on the next
step of the main Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 2 SER Capacity Algorithm
1: procedure SER C APACITY ()
2:
CapC1 = (RowsC1 − 1)xOrthogonalCap +
BoundaryP insC1
3:
CapC2 = (RowsC2 − 1)xOrthogonalCap +
BoundaryP insC2
4:
SERCap = min(CapC1 , CapC2 )
5:
if SERCap >= n then
6:
return true
7:
else
8:
return f alse

Fig. 3.

BGA component of size 6x4.

2) Initial Net Order: To find the initial net order according to the position of pins in the grid of the component,
Initial N etOrder() function in Algorithm 3 has been discussed. Also some rules for rearrangement of the initial net
order has been defined.
In the first step, convert each row in a vertex for both
components as shown in Fig. 4. Then for the rows having
multiple connectivity pins apply the rules defined in Step 2 to
Step 13 of Algorithm 3. In this example there is Pin-3 on nonescape boundary of left component and also there is one pin
above that row whereas there are two escape boundary points
above that row. Therefore select Pin-3, first in order. Similarly
select Pin-1, first in order in the right component. In the third
step connect all pins to their corresponding pins with edges,
as shown in Fig. 4.
3) URDF Mobility Values: In the third basic function
of Algorithm 1, find the U RDF mobility values of a pin
according to the position of pin in the component as shown in
Fig. 5.

Fig. 4.

Three step process to find initial net order.

Algorithm 3 Initial NetOrder Algorithm
1: procedure I NITIAL N ET O RDER (P insC1 [n], P insC2 [n])
2:
Read row wise all pins from top to bottom and put
them in column form, separately for each component.
3:
if there are multiple pins in a single row then
4:
if there are multiple pins in the first row then
5:
order must be from the escape side to nonescape side.
6:
else if there are multiple pins in a last row then
7:
order must be from the non-escape side to the
escape side.
8:
else if there is a pin on the non-escape boundary
column and the number of escape boundary points are
greater than the number of pins above that row then
9:
select this pin first and name it as prioritized
rear boundary pin.
10:
else if In cases, where the same multiple pins are
in a single row in both components then
11:
select from the escape side to the non-escape
side.
12:
else
13:
For all other rows order should be according
to the row number of the corresponding pin in the other
component.
14:
Now there are two separate columns having number of
rows equals to the number of pins. This is called initial net
ordering that facilitates in finding the final net ordering.
Connect pin in the left column with its corresponding pin
in the right column with edges as shown in the last step
of Fig. 4.
Algorithm 4 URDF Mobility Values Algorithm
1: procedure URDF M OBILITY VALUES (P insCi [n])
2:
Find the Up, Rear, Down and Front (U RDF ) mobility
values of a pin by identifying its position in the grid.
3:
U = i, R = j, D = k and F = l implies that there are
(i/OrthogonalCap ) number of rows on the up side of the
connectivity pin, (i/OrthogonalCap ) number of columns
on the rear side, (k/OrthogonalCap ) number of rows on
the down side and (l/OrthogonalCap ) number of columns
on the front side (escape side) of the pin respectively, in
a component. These values help in finding the number of
nets that can possibly be passed through, from that side
of the pin.

According to the example of Fig. 3, Pin-1 is in second row
and third column of the left component, which implies that
there are one row on the upside of the pin, four rows on the
down side, two columns on the rear side and one column on
the front side. Since OrthogonalCap = 1 is being considered,
therefore the U RDF values are U = (No. of rows on Up side
*OrthogonalCap ) = 1, R = 2, D = 4 and F = 1 respectively
as shown in Fig. 5. Furthermore, U = 1 implies that only one
net can pass through the upside of Pin-1 and similarly for the
other values.
4) Final Net Order: The last function of Algorithm 1finds
the final net order as shown in Fig. 6, by eliminating a
crossing of edges among two columns. To eliminate the cross,
there are four possibilities. For example, consider the first
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Fig. 5.

Finding the URDF mobility values.

crossing between Pin-1 and Pin-5, as shown in Fig. 5. The
first possibility is to move the Pin-5 in left column to the
top of the Pin-1 in the left column. Second possibility is to
move Pin-1 in the left column to the bottom of the Pin-5 in
the same column. Similarly, the third possibility is to move
the Pin-1 in the right column to the top of Pin-5 of the right
column and finally the fourth possibility is to move Pin-5 of
the right column to the bottom of Pin-1 in the same column.
Try all the four possibilities in some order, till selection of one,
which is allowed by U RDF values as discussed in Algorithm
5. Failure of all the possibilities shows that routing of both
nets is not possible in this scenario.
In final net ordering process, initially considers first pin of
each column, which is Pin-1 and Pin-5 as shown in Fig. 6.
Since the row of Pin-5 in its component is higher (smaller
row number), therefore select Pin-5 and try to move its
corresponding pin from left component towards upside. But
on the way there is Pin-3, which has rear value, R = 0.
This implies that Pin-5 cannot route from rear side of Pin-3.
Therefore, first move Pin-3 towards downside of Pin-5. Since
the rear and down values of Pin-5 are greater than zero, hence
route Pin-3 from the rear side of Pin-5. After the routing of
Pin-3, route Pin-5 towards upside at the level of selected Pin-5
of right component as shown in Fig. 6. In this way eliminate
all the crossings and get the final nets order if exists. The
proposed algorithm not only converts the SER problem into
much simplified ordered escape routing problem by providing
the net order, but also provides the global routing of each net.
In the next section optimization model for detailed routing is
being used.
IV.

O PTIMIZATION M ODEL FOR O RDERED E SCAPE

Optimization models are very helpful to solve real life
problems [28], [29]. These models provide optimal solution by
considering all constraints. This section presents the modified
Integer linear program based optimization model proposed in

Algorithm 5 Final NetOrder Algorithm
1: procedure F INAL N ET O RDER (I[n], M1 [n][4], M2 [n][4])
2:
Consider a current variable, which initially points to
the first pin of each column. In each iteration, the current
variable moves to the next row. Let Pin-A be from left
column and Pin-B be from the right column.
3:
Select the pin according to the following rules:
4:
if Escape boundary connectivity pins are already fixed
with their escape boundary points then
5:
select it first and arrange its counter pin.
6:
else if A and B both have the same position in the
corresponding ordering of pins of the two components and
no other pin is being blocked by routing this net then
7:
these pins are already in order. Only need to update
the mobility values of the left over unordered pins. If, by
this choice, any pin is being blocked then reselect that pin
first.
8:
else if A or B is a prioritized rear boundary pin then
9:
select that pin first. If, by this choice, any pin is
being blocked then reselect that pin first.
10:
else if If A or B is not in the component’s first row
and the next row pin (w.r.t current row) of both columns
are the same i.e C then
11:
select C
12:
else
13:
select the pin whose row number is lesser.
14:
Route the selected pin (e.g A) by moving its counter
Pin-A’ (or both in case C is selected) towards upside in a
column to reach at current row level by these rules:
15:
if First pin to move upward then
16:
move the counter Pin-A’ (both in case of C) upward
from the rear side of all the pins, till reaching at current
row level to eliminate the edge crossing.
17:
else if on the way any pin have R=0 or U=0 then
18:
first move that pin below the counter pin A’
(counter pin must have R>0 and D>0). If there is more
than 1 pin which faces this situation then order of moving
down pins is from escape side to non-escape side.
19:
if routing is not possible by selecting Pin-A and still
Pin-B remians then
20:
select Pin-B and goto Step 15
21:
if routing is not possible by selecting any pin A or B
then
22:
return false
23:
else
24:
update the mobility values. The value in each
direction will be either the distance between the pin and
the net passing through in that direction or connected pin
whichever is lesser. Move the current variable to the next
row and goto Step 3.
25:
if eliminate all crossings by reordering pins then
26:
this is our final net order and the function returns
true.
27:
else
28:
return false
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max .

X X

X(na ,eaj ) (1)

na ∈N eaj ∈E

subject to:
X

X(na ,eij ) ≤ 1

∀na ∈ N (2)

eij ∈E & i=a

X

X(na ,eij ) =

eij ∈E

X

X(na ,ejk )

∀na ∈ N, ∀j ∈ I (3)

ejk ∈E

X(na ,eij ) + X(na ,eji ) ≤ 1
X X

∀na ∈ N, ∀eij , eji ∈ E (4)
X(na ,eij ) ≤ 1

∀j ∈ I (5)

na ∈N eij ∈E

X
eij ∈BE

Fig. 6.

our earlier work [30]. System constraints from the model has
been removed because these are useless once net order has
been finalized. The graph G(V, E) serves as input to this
model, where V is a set of vertices. This set consists of
boundary points, intermediate points and connecting pins. All
the possible edges are in set E and the nets use these edges
for escape towards the boundary of the component.
Based on the given constraints, the proposed model returns
another graph G0 (V 0 , E 0 ) , which shows the maximum number
of possible escaped nets, with G0 (V 0 , E 0 ) ≤ G(V, E), which
also implies that V 0 ≤ V and E 0 ≤ E. Linear programming
model has been formulated that can perform escape routing
of nets from a component according to the given net order
identified in the previous section. These are the sets used as
input in the proposed model:
N = Set of required nets.
I = All intermediate and boundary points.
V = All intermediate points, boundary points and connecting
pins.
BE= All edges at the component’s boundary.
E = All possible edges of a BGA. The proposed model contains decision variable X(na ,eij ) , which is a Boolean variable
for all nets na ∈ N and for all edges eij ∈ E. If the solver
assign true or 1 to the decision variable then that edge eij for
a particular net na for escape routing is being used, otherwise
the solver assigns false or zero value to the decision variable.

X(na ,eij ) =

1 if eij edge is being used for net na
0 if eij is not being used for na



By using this optimization model, routing is constrained
by the constraints of connectivity, planar graph, net order and
system constraint. Each constraint is important in terms of
achieving error free routing designs [30]. The following set
of equations (1)-(6), completely represents the optimization
model.

X(na+1 ,ekl ) .l

∀na ∈ N (6)

ekl ∈BE

V.

Finding the final net order.



X

X(na ,eij ) .j ≤

E VALUATION

Proposed net ordering algorithm has been implemented in
C++ and for detailed routing, optimization model has been
implemented in AMPL language [31]. Initially, the proposed
algorithm and optimization model has been validated in Subsection V-A and V-B, respectively. Subsequently the performance is being evaluated in Sub-section V-C.
A. Algorithm Validation
This section verify that the algorithm proposed in Section
III, gives the optimal net order if SER has a valid routing
solution. Furthermore if a particular scenario has no complete
routable solution then it return false. Algorithm validated for
this purpose on BGA component as shown in Fig. 3. Both
components C1 and C2 have 6 rows from A to F and 4
columns from 1 to 4. There are 5 connectivity pins in each
component that needs escape routing to connect with each
other. To simplify the explanation, in this example assume
OrthogonalCap = 1 and DiagonalCap = 2. Twelve (12)
scenarios has been considered with randomly selected 5 escape
pins in each component. In the first scenario, first pin is
at location B4 in C1 and location E2 in C2. Similarly see
the location of other pins in Fig. 7. The net order obtained
by our proposed algorithm is 1,3,2,4 and 5. Then run the
same scenario in commercially available Proteus auto router
by Labcenter Electronics Ltd. The result obtained by Proteus
is exactly in the same order as obtained by our algorithm as
shown in Fig. 7.
Complete validation results can be seen in Table I. First
column is the scenario number, second and third columns are
the pin positions in each component respectively from Pin1 to 5. Fourth column is the net order obtained by the C++
program for the proposed algorithm and the fifth column is the
net order obtained by the Proteus router. Results validate the
algorithm for all scenarios. In some cases the algorithm returns
false, which implies that complete routing for all the nets is
not possible as shown in Scenario 7 of Table I. Running the
same scenario in Proteus, resulted in the un-routable solution
as shown in Fig. 8. Routing of Pin-1 from B3 of component
1 to F2 of component 2 is not possible, which validates the
results.
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TABLE I.
S.No.

1

2

3

Fig. 7.

SER in BGA 24 1.5.
4

5

6

Fig. 8.

7

Proteus incomplete routing.

B. Model Validation

8

Consider Scenario 1 of Table I for the validation of model.
The net order obtained by the proposed algorithm is 1, 3,
2, 4, and 5. This net order converts the SER problem into
two single components ordered escape routing problems. This
example clearly shows that the optimization model efficiently
performs ordered escape routing for PCB components based
on BGA, as shown in Fig. 9. There are maximum 5 boundary
points in the BGA component and model chooses to route all
five nets by escaping in a given order. It is evident that this
solution ensures planarity by not selecting any vertex or edge
twice. The routing of nets is exactly the same as obtained by
Proteus auto router as shown in Fig. 7. This example performs
comprehensive validation of proposed optimization model and
ensures all constraints of connectivity, net order and planar
graph.

9

10

11

12

VALIDATION R ESULTS AND C OMPARISON W ITH P ROTEUS
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C. Performance Analysis

Fig. 9.

Ordered escape routing with proposed model.

The performance comparison in this section is to find the
optimal net order by comparing the results of our proposed
mobility based net ordering (MBNO) algorithm with the
routability driven net ordering (RDNO) algorithm [25]. Consider three different scenarios of the same examples discussed
in [25] for the purpose of evaluation. In this example there
are 9 rows and 10 columns for both components, having 90
pins in total. There are 14 nets, which need connectivity and
escaping of pins for SER. Also single side escape is permitted
with OrthogonalCap equal to 2 and the DiagonalCap equal
to 3. Each scenario highlights different aspect of the proposed
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Fig. 10.

Routability driven Net ordering [25].

Fig. 13.

MBNO routing for swap pin scenario.

Fig. 11.

Proposed Mobility based Net ordering.

Fig. 14.

RDNO routing for back boundary pin scenario.

algorithm as explained in respective sub-section.
1) BGA 9x10 Default case Scenario-1: To validate, results
obtained by our proposed MBNO algorithm has been compared with the results obtained by RDNO algorithm. For the
default example discussed in [25] both provided the optimal
net order. Fig. 10 shows the output of RDNO algorithm and the
net order is: 14, 6, 2, 5, 3, 10, 11, 4, 1, 9, 7, 8, 12, 13. Whereas
Fig. 11 shows the output of the proposed algorithm and the
net order is: 14, 6, 2, 5, 3, 10, 4, 11, 12, 9, 1, 13, 7, 8. Results
show that proposed algorithm not only provides optimal net
order but also provides more compaction to the escaping nets
by utilizing all escape boundary points in a sequence, which
can accommodate more nets within the limits of SERCap .
2) BGA 9x10 Swap pin Scenario-II: In this scenario swap
the pin number 6 and 14 with each other in right component
of Fig. 10, whereas rest of the things remain exactly the same.
The net order remains the same using RDNO algorithm but
after placing net number 14 as a first net, it blocks pin number
6 of the right component as shown in Fig. 12 and ends with
incomplete routing. However our proposed MBNO algorithm
provides a complete routing as shown in Fig. 13, with the
following net order: 6, 14, 2, 5, 3, 10, 4, 11, 12, 9, 1, 13, 7,
8.
3) BGA 9x10 Back boundary pin Scenario-III: This scenario place the pin number 3 at the back boundary of left

Fig. 12.

RDNO routing for swap pin scenario.

component of Fig. 10, whereas rest of the settings remain
exactly the same in both components. The net order remains
the same using RDNO algorithm but after placing net number
14 and 6 as a first and second net respectively, it blocks pin
number 3 of the left component as shown in Fig. 14 and ends
with an incomplete routing. However our proposed MBNO
algorithm first provides the partial routing to the blocked pin
i.e. pin number 3, as shown in Fig. 15. Then the algorithm
does routing for the pin number 14 and ultimately provides
optimal net order for complete routing: 14, 6, 2, 5, 10, 4, 11,
1, 9, 12, 3, 13, 8, 7.
Detailed routing for the given net order is shown in Fig. 16.
Results show that how efficiently proposed algorithm solves
the SER problem based on the mobility values for each pin.

Fig. 15.

MBNO partial routing for back boundary pin scenario.

Fig. 16.

MBNO complete routing for back boundary pin scenario.
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Fig. 17.

MBNO results for varying size BGA0 s scenario.

TABLE II.

E XPERIMENT R ESULTS AND C OMPARISON WITH RDNO
A LGORITHM

Scenario
No.
I
II
III
IV

C1
Pins
9x10
9x10
9x10
18x9

C2
Pins
9x10
9x10
9x10
17x6

No. of
Nets
14
14
14
18

Net Routing
RDNO
MBNO
14/14
14/14
Incomplete
14/14
Incomplete
14/14
Incomplete
18/18

4) Varying Size BGA’s Scenario-IV: The scenarios discuss
so far are variations of the same example having two BGA
components of the same size. Now consider another example
having different size BGA0 s. Component 1 is of size 18x9
and component 2 is of size 17x6. There are 18 nets that
need SER connectivity. Again assume single side escape with
OrthogonalCap equals to 1 and the DiagonalCap is 2. Fig.
17 shows, that the proposed algorithm generates the optimal
net order for successful completion of SER for all the nets.
Here, results have been compared by different methods
discussed so far. Proposed MBNO algorithm performed 100%
routing in all of the four scenarios by generating optimal net
order, however RDNO [25] could not route all nets in ScenarioII, Scenario-III and Scenario-IV as shown in Table II. It is
important to note that manual routing of even single net left
out by an automated method is very difficult to route and is
a very time consuming process requiring rearranging of all
the routed nets. It is also clear from the results that based on
the mobility values of each pin there are better routing results
because it avoids any connectivity pin blockage while finding
out the next net in the optimal net order.
VI.

“connectivity pins” escape from each component, according
to the net order obtained by the proposed algorithm, then
area routing becomes quite simple by connecting nets of both
components in an order preserving way. Net order obtained
by proposed algorithm for 12 representative and randomly
generated scenarios has been validated and compared it with
the net order obtained by Proteus auto router. Proposed ILP
optimization model has been updated to get the detail routing
results. The detailed routing results are similar with the results
obtained by Proteus auto router. The time for SER optimization
model is exponential, i.e., O(2N E ). Where N is the number
of nets that needs to be routed and E is the set of all type of
edges. This means addition of only one more variable (net
or edge), doubles the computation time due to exponential
behaviour, i.e., O(2N E+1 ). Similarly by decreasing the edges
results in exponential reduction in time. In this case, edges are
being reduced to almost half (assuming both components have
equal edges). Therefore the new time is O(2N E/2 )+O(2N E/2 )
for ordered escape routing of both components. This time
is much lesser than O(2N E ) due to exponential reduction.
Results shows that proposed algorithm finds routable net order
for all scenarios whereas previous algorithm fails to route all
nets according to their derived net order.
Now a days, there are different types of BGA components
based on their pin arrays. These types include, square pin
array, triangle pin array, diamond pin array and hexagonal pin
array. The proposed models in this research focus only on
BGA pins forming square shape grids, in future we can apply
this research on other available BGA grid shapes like triangle,
diamond and hexagonal to see the increase in capacity for the
same size of components. Also in future we are extending the
algorithm for higher number of components.
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Abstract—Interaction with the machines and computers is
achieved using user interfaces. Nowadays, with the tremendous
growth of technology, the interaction is made more simple and
flexible. The study of user interfaces for human-computers and
machines interaction is the main focus of this paper. In particular,
an extensive overview of different user interfaces available so
far is provided. The review covers text-based, graphical-based,
and new class of emerging user interfaces to interact with the
machines and computers. This work will be helpful for the
development of new user interfaces.

this paper, an overview of the existing and future interfaces. We
have categorized the user interfaces into text-based, graphical
based and emerging user interfaces.

Keywords—Command line interface (CLI); graphical user interface (GUI); user interface (UI); sixth sense device; natural language interface; brain-computer interface; emerging user interfaces

I.

Fig. 1.

Example of human machine interaction.

Fig. 2.

HMI of sugar industry machine.

I NTRODUCTION

Human Machine Interaction (HMI) and Human Computer
Interaction (HCI) are used for effective control of machines
(e.g., automobiles, control panels to operate industrial machines), and computers.1 Other technologies used in the industry are Operator Interface Terminal (OIT) and Operator
Interface Console (OIC). The interaction is achieved using user
interfaces to control the input and output. The user interface
(UI) is considered as prime ingredient of computer user
satisfaction. The UI consists of both hardware and software.
The design of an user in UI affects the amount of effort
the user must spend to provide input for the system and
to interpret the output of the system. Fig. 1 shows a nice
example of human-machine interaction using input and output
controls. The output interface is used to assist the users by
displaying the feedback from the system. HMI is an interface
between the human (user) and the machine (or equipment)
and it is typically local to one machine or piece of equipment
e.g., UI of a mechanical system, a vehicle or an industrial
installation (see Fig. 2). Currently, various user interfaces exist
to interact with machines and computers [1]. The equipment
manufacturing companies are competing with each other by
introducing innovative user interfaces to capture large market
shares. Seeing the importance of user interfaces, we provide in
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User

interface

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sections II,
III and IV discuss different categories of user interfaces in
detail and finally, the paper is concluded in Section V.
II.

T EXT- BASED I NTERFACES

A. Batch Interfaces
It is the non-interactive interface extensively used in the
past during the period 1945 to 1968. In batch interfaces, all
jobs or commands are combined in a single batch by the user
and executed once instead of executing commands separately.
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All jobs are performed step by step in a given order without
any intermediate interaction with the user. The main advantage
of this interface is time saving during the interaction period.
On the other hand, it is difficult to terminate the execution of
running batches until the user completes a job.

natural English language is an example of NLI, where the
sentence is translated into Structured Query Language (SQL)
query using joins, nesting, and aggregation. The SQL query is
then entered in relational database management systems and
finally, the response is presented to the user. It is convenient
for a layman with no knowledge of SQL [2].

B. Command Line Interface (CLI)
This interface was first time introduced in 1969 and still
used by expert programmers. The examples are UNIX, MSDOS application in Windows operating systems, etc. In CLI,
the user enters commands on a prompt line through the
terminal to interact with the operating system. The response
messages from the system are shown on the display screen.
It is very tedious to remember different commands as well as
command line switches (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3.

III.

G RAPHICAL I NTERFACES

A. Graphical User Interface (GUI)
The first GUI or WIMP (Windows, icons, mouse pointer)
was designed by Xerox Corporations Palo Alto Research
Centre in the 1970s, but unfortunately, it did not get popularity
till 1980. It was popularized for the first time by the Apple
company and then extensively used by the Microsoft Windows
(see Fig. 5). Using a well-designed GUI, the user can get
benefits in terms of fast learning and ease to use. Examples
are Microsoft Windows, Apple Macintosh, and Ubuntu operating systems. For UNIX-based systems, both CLI and GUI
interfaces are used.

Example of CLI.
Fig. 5.

Example of GUI.

C. Non-Command User Interface
In this interface, the computer observes the requirement to
understand the user without typing of commands. The interface
just shows the alphabet options to type instead of typing
complete commands (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4.

Example non-command user interface.

B. Attentive User Interface (AUI)
In AUI, the notifications or messages are shown to the user
and asked to enter the same information to ensure his presence
for security purposes before generating related information [3].
The examples are Captcha entry, session expiry, etc. (see Fig.
6).

Fig. 6. Example CAPTCHA: The user is asked to type the printed words
before proceeding.

D. Natural Language Interface (NLI)
This type of interface usually used in the search engines.
When the user enters a question using verbs, clauses, and
phrases, the response is given to the user after searching the
web. In the latest research of relational databases, a query in

C. Crossing-Based Interface
In this interface, the cursor or pointer is moved in or out
from a graphical object area e.g., hyperlink on mouse hover.
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D. Intelligent User Interface (IUI)

I. Multi-Screen Interface

This interface deals with artificial intelligence having domain knowledge based on reasoning to assist the users [4], [5].
It has the capability “to adapt the user, communicate with the
user, and solve problems for the user”, e.g., office assistant or
wizard, etc.

To provide more flexible interaction with the user, multiple
screens are used. It is normally used in hand-held markets and
computer games to show different statistics at multiple displays
of stock markets, etc. (Fig. 8).

E. Reflexive User Interfaces
In this interface, the user controls the whole system and can
redefine its commands or define new commands by performing
actual actions using a rich graphical interface.
F. Touch User Interface (TUI)
The TUI is a special kind of GUI using a touch-pad or a
touch-screen display as a combined input and output device.
In TUI, the display screen is pressure sensitive where the user
interacts with the machine by tapping the screen surface using
fingers or stylus. On tapping, the system compares the actions
stored in the database and executes appropriate commands.
Fig. 7 shows an example of TUI. Currently, the TUI is widely
used in mobile devices, point of sales, industrial processes, and
self-service machines, etc.

Fig. 8.

Examples of multiscreen user interface.

J. Keyboard Driven Modeless User Interface
In this interface, keyboard shortcuts are used instead of
typing command or clicking the options on toolbar or menu
bar. Using keyboard shortcuts, the input speed is tremendously
increased.3
K. Zooming User Interfaces (ZUI)
The ZUI is pronounced as zoo-ee in a graphical environment, in which user can zoom in or zoom out to view more
or fewer details (see Fig. 9).

Fig. 7.

Example of touch screen user interface.

G. Tangible User Interface
In this interface, the user interacts with the digital information using the physical environment [6]. In this way,
physical movements are translated into digital information. The
simplest example is the mouse movement to control arrow
pointer on the display screen. Microsoft has also introduced
a tangible user interface-based Windows platform, Microsoft
Surface (new name is Microsoft PixelSense) in the year 2000.
H. Conversational Interface Agents
In this interface, messages, voices, chatbots with plain
English text are presented to the user with the help of animated
character, robot or person just like Microsoft Clippy for
emulating human to human conversation.2
2 http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/toronto-chatbots-1.3581791

Fig. 9.

Examples of Zooming UI.

3 https://blog.mozilla.org/labs/2007/07/the-graphical-keyboard-userinterface/
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L. Menu Driven Interface
It is a subtype of GUI in which applications have a menu
bar with different menu items. By clicking the menu items or
by moving the Mouse on these menu items, commands are
executed (Fig. 10).
In the next section, we discuss all kinds of latest devices
and interfaces where user interactions are not possible using
commands or menus, icons, etc.

Fig. 11.

Examples of gesture-based interaction.

D. Motion Tracking Interfaces
In this interface, human body movements are captured
and translated into commands. It was first time introduced by
Apple and the latest one uses a camera for this purpose [9].
E. Voice User Interface

Fig. 10.

Example of menu driven interface.

IV.

E MERGING U SER I NTERFACES (EUI)

There exist situations where the interaction with computers
and machines is achieved by observing the user’s body relative
movements, direction of gaze, or gestures and respond to
the specific human action accordingly without executing of
commands or mouse clicks. It is achieved with the help of
sensors for tracking the positions of body parts. The examples
are Sixth Sense device, Google Glass, and gestures of tracking
pad, magic mouse.

In this interface, the audio voice input is given to the system
and after voice recognition, appropriate action is performed
followed by voice prompts (Fig. 12). The examples are Siri
application (APP) in Apple mobile phone, Google Glass, Cortana, Amazon Echo (Alexa), Google Now, Jibo Assistant.ai,
and Ubi. Fig. 13 shows examples of interaction with the
computer or machine using voice signals coming from the
microphone.
(a)

(b)

A. Eye Movement-based Interface
In this interface, natural eyes are used as input for HCI. It is
not using windows icon, menus and is highly interactive. It is
natural and needs little conscious efforts. “What You Look At
is What You Get”. But it needs efficient recognition algorithms
for eye-movements.
Fig. 12.

Examples of voice user interfaces.

B. Brain-Computer Interface
The use of mouse and keyboard for HCI is not suitable
for disabled users. It uses brain signals similar to the eyemovements based interaction to communicate with the machines and computers.

F. Zero-Input Interfaces (ZII)
This interface is used for direct input to electronic circuits
from sensors for HCI interaction rather than typing commands
by the user.

C. Gesture User Interface
Gestures are already being used in human conversations
along with the speech for better understanding the conversation. Similarly, to interact with the computers or machines,
gestures are also used. In this type of interaction, the input is
accepted through human gestures like hand gestures, or mouse
gestures received using a computer mouse/stylus [7] (Fig. 11).
Gestures are captured with the help of cameras and stored in
the database. When gestures are captured using input devices
such as scanners or cameras, the processor inside these devices
compares with the database and performs action accordingly
[8].

G. The SixthSense Device
The SixthSense device is developed by Pranav Mistryis,
a PhD student in the Fluid Interfaces Group at MITs Media
Lab. The SixthSense device is used to interact with physical
objects using human gestures.4 If we consider inside the
computer as a digital world and outside the computer as a
physical world, the interface between the physical and digital
worlds provides connections between objects and gestures. The
4 https://tedsummaries.com/2014/03/18/pranav-mistry-the-thrillingpotential-of-sixthsense-technology/
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The Google Glass helps in internet surfing and searching
data by sending verbal messages. It also records the daily activities of the user wearing it, and assist in various circumstances
such as suggesting alternate routes in case of traffic congestion
on a road. The communication with different languages is also
possible using Google translate feature supported in Google
Glass.
(a)

Fig. 13.
signals.

(b)

Examples of interaction with the computer or machine using voice

communication with the computer is achieved in a supernatural
manner using gestures. The keyboard amazingly appears on
hand and touching the figures on hand, the user can access
the computer system (see Fig. 14(a)). Amazingly, a person is
recognized by its profession as he appeared before the system
(see Fig. 14(b)). Observing the time is amazingly achieved
by drawing gesture of watch on the forehand and the watch
appears (see Fig. 14(c)).
The idea was to combine both physical and digital worlds
together. The device is always connected to the internet.
Whenever user holds a book, the book’s audio version is
searched on the internet and the user can listen the audio of
the book. Amazingly, playing the live talk of former American
President Mr. Obama, just by reading the online news from the
internet with the help of SixthSense device. Another interesting
idea is playing games on paper (rotating or moving the paper
control the car movements) and displaying some pictures on
paper as well as printing the hard copy of pictures by touching
the print button on paper (see Fig. 15).
(a)

(b)

Fig. 16. Example Google Glass User Interface (a) Google Glass Gadget (b)
Wearing Google Glass and display the output in front of the eyes.

I. Muse Headband
The Muse Headband is a mind reading device containing
four sensors to read and extract information from mind waves.5
The aim is to apply the human thinking in a computer such
as changing the text font, playing games, printing documents
on computers without physical interactions [12]. This interface may result in reducing the brain stress to remember or
executing different commands. Fig. 17 shows the brain waves
captured with the help of headband (right side). The text font
is changed automatically, the moment, the idea of changing
the font comes to the user’s mind (left side).
(b)

(a)

Fig. 15. Example SixthSense device (a) playing games and displaying on
paper (b) printing from paper.

Fig. 17. Example (a) Muse Head Band (b) Muse Head User Interface to
change the text font due to thinking only.

H. Google Glass

V.

The Google Glass is an amazing wearable small gadget
connected with the internet and interacts with the computer
without commands or graphical objects. It is head mounted
and shows information to the user without touching with hands
[10], [11]. It contains a built-in camera, touchpad, and voice
recognition software. It can take photographs and record videos
as well as displaying to the users in front of their eyes. It has
built-in Wi-Fi for surfing the internet and sending emails. It
has built-in memory to store media files and messages. Fig. 16
shows an example of wearing Google Glass where the output
is displayed in front of the eyes.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, an overview of existing user interfaces is
provided. The user interfaces are grouped into three broad categories i.e., text-based, graphical, and emerging user interfaces.
Among different user interfaces, the most commonly used ones
are the CLI and the GUI. The CLI requires user training and
it is tedious and laborious. Whereas, the GUI is simple and
it requires minimal training. Recently, some new devices are
invented which do not use the conventional user interfaces
5 http://edition.cnn.com/2012/12/06/tech/ariel-garten-muse-interaxon/index.
html?iref=allsearch
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(a)

Fig. 14.

(b)

(c)

Example SixthSense device (a) displaying keypad on palm (b) A person coming before this system recognized as student (c) watch on hand.

to interact with the machines and computers. Text based
interfaces still being enhanced like Natural language interfaces.
Touch screens have played an important role in mobile phone
market. Gesture based interfaces have also important impact in
the gaming industry. The Emerging user interfaces have a big
share in the market of tablets, smartphones, television, gaming
consoles, Google Glass, sixth sense devices, etc. In future,
it is most likely the EUI may become famous just like the
GUI. Using EUI, the integration of information with various
devices will help human to be more connected to the physical
world. It will eventually help in staying for a long time in
front of machines. The survey will be helpful in designing new
interfaces for interaction between the machines and computers.

[4]

[5]
[6]
[7]

[8]

[9]
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Abstract—Routing is difficult in enterprise networks because
a packet might have to traverse many intermediary nodes to
reach the final destination. The selection of an appropriate routing
protocol for a large network is difficult task. The focus of this
work is to select and identify the best routing technique for
a computer network. In this study, the performance of OSPF
and EIGRP routing protocols with respect to CPU utilization
is analyzed using OPNET simulator. The results depict EIGRP
acquires redundant information which effect CPU utilization.
Keywords—Network protocols; topology; OPNET; interior gateway protocols (IGPs); OSPF;

I.

I NTRODUCTION

In this present era, computer networks are growing rapidly
day by day. Communication technologies provide user convenient services such as file sharing/transferring, printer sharing,
video streaming and video/voice conferencing. Internet is the
global network of interconnected computers. Internet plays an
important role in todays communication networks which are
based on technology that provides the technical infrastructure.
In this technical infrastructure routing protocols are used to
find an efficient route to transmit packets across the internet.
In WAN, IP packets are being forwarded by the routers.
For this purpose the routing devices use the routing protocols
which determine and then select the best path to forward the
packets [1]. Communication among different routing protocols
depends on routing algorithms which base on the nodes to
determine the route to forward the packet over networks [2].
Routing in internet plays an important role so it is the
heartbeat of the internet. Routing protocols are comprised
into two diverse categories: Interior gateway protocols (IGPs)
and Exterior gateway protocols (EGPs). The IGPs such as
OSPF and EIGRP work in an autonomous system routing
whereas the EGPs (such as BGP) work for routing among
multiple autonomous systems. Our effort in this research is to
investigate the IGPs so the purpose of this investigation is to
examine the OSPF and EIGRP regarding traffic-load and CPU
utilization by nodes.
As the use of internet growing day by day, ISPs are trying
to encounter the traffic demands with new technologies and
enhanced existing resources. Network utilization depends on
routing of data packets on a network because a packet follows
a path to reach its destination. Intra-domain internet routing
protocol mostly uses the OSPF to determine the best path for
packets [3].

OSPF uses a topology to determine the short path. For this
purpose it produces the link-state packets from each router in a
network and these packets contain the updated information for
routers. So OSPF uses this information to determine the path.
If any change occurs in a network then recalculation process
occurs [4].
Extended IGRP is an improved form of IGRP (interior
gateway routing protocol). This improvement is the resultant
of changes in routing and changes in demands of internet
works. In this improvement, abilities of link-state protocols
have been integrated into distance-vector protocols. Extended
IGRP also consists of some vital protocols that increase its
working competence than other different routing protocols.
It uses DUAL that enables it to find whether the advertised
path by a neighbor router is looped or loop-free. DUAL also
permits the EIGRP to determine another route without waiting
for updated routing information from other routers [5].
The objective of this work is to find routing protocol which
has better CPU utilization and enhanced performance. Network
administrators can use this study to select a protocol for
computer network. In this work, protocols are analyzed with
respect to the CPU utilization and link-state advertisements
by considering various scenarios. The reminder of the paper
is organized in different sections. Section II discusses related
work. Section III describes the research methodology. The
results are presented in Section IV. Section V concludes the
outcomes.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Agarwal et al. examined the effect of CPU utilization
of Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) from multiple routers
in the Sprint IP network. They correlated BGP with SNMP
data to measure the CPU Utilization of 200 routers. The
results showed BGP uses the majority of CPU cycles for
short time slice. This is due to increased size of BGP routing
table [6]. Shah and Rana analyzed the convergence and traffic
for RIP and OSPF within network using OPNET simulator.
Convergence time of OSPF single area is greater than OSPF
multi area and OSPF multi stub area [7]. Nazumudeen and
Mahendran compared the OSPF, EIGRP, RIPv1 and RIPv2
routing protocols to determine which protocol is suitable for
a network. EIGRP performs better than RIP and OSPF due
to speedy convergence process, great handling, and improved
scalability of routing loops [8].
Kudtarkar et al. compared IGPs protocols using WFQ
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technique by establishing dissimilar scenarios in OPNET.
EIGRP perform better for non-real time applications while
OSPF and IGRP have better performance for real time applications [9]. Vetriselvan et al. analyzed IGRP, EIGRP, RIP, and
OSPF protocols to evaluate the performance for slip8 gateway
routers. Simulations showed OSPF has minimum transmission
cost and IGRP has maximum overhead. Moreover, OSPF and
EIGRP has better for maximum throughput and link utilization,
respectively [10].
Patel and Pandey discussed the necessity to advertise route
among routers for multiple routing protocols and autonomous
systems in hybrid network. Moreover, they analyzed the the
route summarization and redistribution for OSPF and EIGRP
protocols. The route distribution and summarization reduces
the memory, CPU utilization, and network traffic [11]. Masood
et al. compared OSPF, EIGRP, and RIP using NSFnet topology
over 14 nodes. OSPF showed better convergence while RIP has
low CPU Utilization [12]. Stankoska et al. studied OSPF and
EIGRP with respect to the convergence time, end-to-end delay,
packet loss, jitter and throughput for video streaming and voice
conferencing. EIGRP achieved better convergence, throughput
and less packet loss. Researchers have not evaluated the routing
protocols for spoke-to-hub topology. In this work, we study the
OSPF and EIGRP for spoke-to-hub topology [13].
III.

Fig. 1.

EIGRP scenario.

Fig. 2.

OSPF scenario.

Fig. 3.

Spoke Site A.

M ETHODOLOGY

Different network scenarios were designed for spoke-tohub topology to analyze the impact of CPU utilization for
OSPF and EIGRP protocols. OPNET simulator was used to
design the network scenarios and investigate the performance
of these protocols over the designed scenarios. Spoke-to-hub
network topology was designed using Cisco 2600, 7500 routers
and switches. Within this topology, Local Area Networks
(LAN), 100 Base T Ethernet link and Point to Point T1 link
are used. The single area OSPF is used for this study.
Fig. 1 and 2 shows the scenarios where the EIGRP and
OSPF protocols are deployed and configured. The scenario for
this work has five spoke sites and one central hub to connect
these sites. Ping request sent by one spoke site to other is
represented by dotted line. Sample scenario for ping request
from one spoke site to another can be as follows:
•

Node 15 of site A sending a ping request to node 15
of site B.

•

Node 3 sending a ping request to the core hub.

•

Node 15 of site E sending the ping request to the node
15 of site D.

OSPF and EIGRP protocols are deployed on all routers
in the network. The autonomous system number used for
this network is 150. Each spoke site has multiple routers
and switches. Multiple LANs exist in each spoke site which
are connected with routers. Routers are linked to a central
router through the switch. All spoke sites have same network
structure. Eleven routers and one core switch are used at each
spoke site which are directly linked to the central hub. Each
spoke site consists of 10 LANs and multiple nodes. Fig. 3
shows a sample spoke site configured in this study.

Central hub behaves like an intermediary among all spokes
sites of network. Spoke sites are connected through this central
hub (Fig. 4). Cisco 7500 series router is used as a central hub.
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Fig. 4.

Fig. 7.

Core Hub.

Results browser for CPU utilization of Spoke Site A.

with packet streams and statistics. This connection among
different modules allows packets and status to be exchanged.
The modules in this connection serve for a specific purpose like
producing packets, line up the produced packets, processing
on packets and exchanging these packets. In our topology we
use router 7609 as a core hub. The other nodes used in our
topology are Cisco router 7513 and switch 3000.
IV.
Fig. 5.

Spoke Site E (EIGRP).

A. EIGRP Scenario
Fig. 5 shows that EIGRP is deployed on the routers of
designed network. After the deployment of EIGRP the DES
statistics are selected to examine the working of EIGRP.

R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

The graphs in this section are the resultant of simulation.
We compared the graphs of CPU Utilization for node 0 for
each of the spoke sites. The resultant full window of CPU
Utilization of node 0 of spoke site A is shown in Fig. 7. As
shown in the figure, the CPU Utilization for both EIGRP and
OSPF are checked in the window’s left side. Then the right
side shows the graph for both protocols. The result browsers
for all the spoke sites are same as shown for spoke site A but
the resultant graphs are different those are explained in this
section.

B. OSPF Scenario

The axis description for all the graphs is as follows:

Fig. 6 shows a network that uses the OSPF in all of its
routers. After the deployment of OSPF in this network the
DES statistics are selected to evaluate the working of OSPF.

•

Time duration for CPU Utilization is represented on
X-axis.

•

Percentage for CPU Utilization at some specific time
is represented on Y-axis.

C. Node Description
Node models are created using Node Editor and then these
node models are used for creating instances of node existing
in network. A node is defined by connecting different modules

A. CPU Utilization of Node 0 in all Spoke Sites
Fig. 8 shows graph for CPU Utilization of Node 0 in all
of the Spoke Sites. As shown in the figure the EIGRP curve
in all sub figures changes its behavior along y-axis and then
after some time the curve goes parallel along x-axis. But on the
other hand the OSPF curve goes parallel along x-axis from the
start of the simulation. As shown in the graph the behavior of
OSPF curve is better than the EIGRP curve. This performance
of OSPF is because of exchanging less routing updates than
EIGRP. EIGRP needs the same information again and again
so EIGRP wastes time and resources more than OSPF.

Fig. 6.

Spoke Site C (OSPF).

As shown in the graphs the behavior of the OSPF is better
than the behavior of the EIGRP because the EIGRP is less
intelligent than OSPF. The curve for EIGRP is illustrating the
different behavior in each graph but the curve for OSPF is
same in behavior.
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again and OSPF relies on previous information so the repeated
steps in OSPF are reduced. The resultant investigation of
our research describes that EIGRP acquires same information
again and again so being less intellectual than OSPF it wastes
time and resources like CPU.
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Abstract—Social Networks have been widely used in the
society. Most of the people are connected to one another,
communicated with each other and share the information in
different forms. The information gathered from different social
networking sites is growing tremendously in large volumes of
various research, marketing and other purposes which is creating
security and privacy concerns. The gathered information contains
some sensitive and private information about an individual, such
as the relationship of an individual or group information. So,
to protect the data from unauthorized users the data should
be anonymized before publishing. In this paper, we study how
the k-degree and k-NMF anonymized methods preserve the
existing communities of the original social networks. We use an
existing heuristic algorithm called Louvian method to identify
the communities in social networks. We conduct the experiments
on real data sets and compare the performances of the two
anonymized social networks for preservation of communities of
the original social networks.
Keywords—Community; anonymity; degree; social network

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Social networks are ubiquitous these days and are widely
used for communication. The people are connected, whether
near or far, anyone can be connected through social networks
to anyone they want to and share the information like images,
videos and text, etc. This data is published for various research
purposes. Facebook, Twitter, Goggle are the best examples
of social media where people share their information. These
social networks must provide the privacy to their members
and a privacy policy regarding how the collected data is used
and published for various purposes. To protect the privacy of
individuals the data must be anonymized before publishing
the data. There are different anonymization algorithms which
anonymizes the data. Most of the social network data are
represented by graphs so there is no standard anonymization
method which protects the privacy of individuals. In general,
the privacy protection either identity of individuals, the relationship of individuals and the node content of their network.
There are different anonymization methods and are applicable
for appropriate privacy risks like anonymization via modification of the original graph, anonymization via clustering and
differential privacy, etc. In this paper, we study how well the
anonymized networks preserve the existing communities of the
initial networks.
The communities of a social network mean groups of
nodes which have similar characteristics or properties. There

are different community detection algorithms presented in the
paper [1]. In this paper, we use a heuristic algorithm called
a Louvian method [2] based on modularity optimization. The
modularity function has two values either positive or negative.
The positive values indicate the presence of community structure possibilities. We follow a two steps to study how well the
anonymized networks preserve the communities of the initial
social networks. First, the initial network is anonymized by
the two approaches, i.e k-degree anonymization and k-NMF
anonymization. Second, we apply Louvian method to detect
the communities from the anonymized networks and compare
the two methods of preservation of communities of the initial
networks by conducting experiments on real data sets.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Several studies address the need of anonymizing the social
networks to protect the privacy of individuals. Most of the prior
work focus on preserving the structural properties between the
original and anonymized social networks. The complete survey
of existing social networks anonymization methods and the
other privacy issues of the social networks is covered in [3].
An another important study of social networks is that of identifying communities in the network. Generally, communities
are groups where we can identify the groups of interacting
the nodes and the relationship between them like the friends
group who studied in the same school or working in the same
company, etc. There are so many papers which discussed how
to detect the communities from the social networks. There are
different algorithms are used to detect the communities. In
Moradi and Olovsson et al. [4] used large e-mail networks to
experimentally evaluate the qualitative performance of several
community detection algorithms. In Malliaros and Vazirgiannis
[5] suggested a methodology-based taxonomy to classify the
different community detection approaches for directed graphs.
The Ruan and Zhang [6] proposed a modularity measure to
assess the quality of community structures. To compare the
different community structures the modularity measure is well
used. A larger modularity value means stronger community
structures. The optimization of modularity measure is proposed
in Newman [7], Duch and Arenas [8].
In this paper, we study the two graph modification approaches (k-degree and k-NMF anonymizations) and we focus
on how these methods preserve communities of the original
social network. To conduct experiments we consider the publicly available data sets and compare the results for the both
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Fig. 1.

Initial social network(G1 ).

0

Fig. 2.

k-Degree anonymized social network(G2 ).

Fig. 3.

k-NMF anonymized social network(G3 ).

anonymized methods.
III.

MODELS FOR SOCIAL NETWORK
ANONYMITY

In this section we present the two anonymization techniques k-degree anonymity and k-NMF anonymity and we
focus on the preservation of communities based on the structure of social networks. The process of anonymization is also
based on the social network structural properties. Generally, a
social networks are modelled as a graph G = (V, E) where
V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges which
represents the relationship between these vertices. In this paper,
we consider the social network G as a simple undirected graph
and the intruder knows the structure of the network and able
to identify the individuals along the sensitive information due
to the unique structure of the social network data. Fig. 1 shows
the example of a social network which has 12 nodes and 15
edges.
A. k-degree anonymity
k-degree anonymity is the extension of well-known
k-anonymity model where the intruder has the knowledge
of the vertex degree to breach the identity of vertices. This
method is a vertex based anonymization technique where
there is at least k − 1 other vertices have the same degree.
Liu, K.Terzi et al.[9] created an initial algorithm and proposed
a k-degree anonymous network based on the degree property
of the network. In this paper, we consider a Fast k-degree
Anonymization Algorithm (FKDA) which is proposed by Lu
et al.[10].
FKDA is a greedy algorithm in which the social network is
anonymized by edge addition to the network until the network
is k-degree anonymous. FKDA is a two step process, in Step
1 the vertices of original network is separated into several
groups. Step 2, select each group and anonymize by adding
edges to the vertices of the same group until all the vertices
have the same degree in that group. If the group does not
achieve the anonymization by edge creation, then it adds
the edges by the relaxed edge addition method in which the
vertices in that group are anonymized by connecting to other
vertices in the graph rather than the same group. But the relax

0

edge addition method may destroy the previously anonymized
groups and the whole process will be restarted. The worst case
time complexity of performing this approach is O(V 2 ) where
V is the total number of vertices in the network.
The Fig.
0
2 shows the anonymization of the graph G 1 using FKDA
technique. The dashed edges represent the newly added edges
by FKDA algorithm. The network has 3 nodes has degree 5, 2
nodes have degree 4 and 7 nodes has degree 3 so the network
satisfies the 2-degree anonymity where k = 2. The details of
the algorithm are specified in [10].
B. k-NMF anonymity
In this method, we anonymize the original graph only by
edge addition. The intruder has the background knowledge of
the number of common vertices of an edge. This method is
an edge based anonymization technique where there are at
least k edges in a group has the same count of the number
of common vertices. In k-NMF anonymization [11] first, we
group the more than k edges and second, each edge of this
group is anonymized by the breadth first search method. The
edges are updated dynamically in the edge list because some
new edges are added into the network. Therefore,when adding
one edge will affect the count of the number of common
friends of another edge or more edges. So it has to follow
the anonymized triangle preservation principle which aims
to preserve the already anonymized edges neither creating
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some additional anonymized triangles by edge addition or
destroy by the edge deletion. This preservation leads to avoid
repeatedly anonymizing the same edges. The Fig. 3 shows
an example of k-NMF anonymization process for the graph G1 .
The k-NMF anonymization problem can be seen as a
parallel of k-degree anonymization problem. As in k-degree
anonymization process needs more number of edge additions
than k-NMF anonymity so most of the structural properties
of a graph will be preserved by the k-NMF anonymization
algorithm. This significant difference in the privacy protection
of individuals between the two methods leads us to the kNMF anonymity will preserve the communities of the original
social networks than the k-degree anonymity model. This can
be explained by conducting experiments on real data sets.

TABLE I.

P RESERVATION AT C OMMUNITY L EVEL (k-D EGREE
A NONYMITY )
Communities

Communities

in G1

in G2

Community(%)

1

{1,5,6,11}

{1,5,6,9,10}

33%

2

{4,8,12}

{2,3,4,8}

66%

3

{2,3,7,9,10}

{7,11,12}

20%

Community

TABLE II.

Community

0

Preservation of

P RESERVATION AT C OMMUNITY L EVEL (k-NMF
A NONYMITY )
Communities

Communities

in G1

in G2

Community(%)

0

Preservation of

1

{1,5,6,11}

{1,5,6,11}

100%

2

{4,8,12}

{2,3,4,7,8,12}

100%

3

{2,3,7,9,10}

{9,10}

40%

A. Community Preservation
IV.

C OMMUNITY D ETECTION

In this paper, we focus on preserving communities by
anonymized social networks. Generally, identifying a community in complex networks is a universal problem and has
consequently been raised in many domains, leading to different
solutions. Most of the community detection methods rely on
Newmans modularity to assess the quality of their results. The
community detection algorithms are grouped as hierarchical,
optimization and others. In hierarchical approach the result is a
tree of the communities which is represented as a dendrogram.
The hierarchical method consists of two approaches, i.e Agglomerative and Divisive. The optimization-based approaches
use a Newmans modularity measure to calculate the quality
of a network partition. The algorithm consists of two steps.
In Step 1, processing several partitions of the network either
randomly or by a fitting function and in Step 2 based on quality
measure choose the best nodes and this algorithm is modified
to get the better quality. Most of the optimization algorithms
have used a modularity measure because it is a costly measure
to process [12], [13], [14]. Other algorithms use a clustering
principle [15] [16] and also find the overlapping communities,
i.e. one node may be a part of several communities at once
[17]. In Derneyi et al. [18] used the latent space approach to
process the probability for a node to belong to a community. In
this paper, we use a Louvain community detection method for
detecting the communities from the original and anonymized
social networks. In this method each node is assigned to one
community. Then the modularity gain of each community is
maximized by moving nodes between those communities. This
step is stopped when there is no change in modularity gain
with the movement of nodes. After this process the network
obtained from the first step is used and a weighted network
is created. In this weighted network, one node represents
a community from the original network, and weights are
added to edges to represent the number of original edges
that are collapsed into a super edge. After the completion
of this step again the first step is implemented. This process
repeated iteratively until the modularity gain is maximized.
Communities obtained by the Louvain method for a graph
G1 are shown in Fig. 1. The color of a vertex represents the
community they belong.

In this section, we estimate the preservation of communities
by the anonymizaed social networks and compare with the
communities of the original social networks. We compute the
communities of the anonymized social networks and original
networks using Louvian method and compare the results
between the anonymized and original networks using two
different approaches.
1) Preservation at Community Level (PCL): In this,
we count how many vertices have remained in the same
community after the anonymization process. The preservation
of communities by two anonymization methods is shown
in Table I and Table II. The percentage of preservation of
communities is calculated for each community of the graph
0
G1 with the corresponding community of Graphs G2 or
0
G3 that contain the maximum number of vertices from the
original community. The PCL value for a network will be
calculated by the average of the results for the percentage of
preservation of each community.
The percentage of preservation of each community in
the initial social network and anonymized social networks
is shown in Tables I and II. For example the percentage
preservation for the second community from Table I i.e.
{4,8,12}, the best match is the community {2,3,4,8} and the
percentage of preservation is 32 . To measure the percentage
of preservation for the network is the sum of all results of
the percentage of preservation of communities divided by the
total number of communities. The PCL values for the two
anonymized social networks is given below:
0

•

P CL(G1 , G2 ) = 39.66%

•

P CL(G1 , G3 ) = 80%

0

2) Preservation of Community at Node Level (PCNL): In
this section, we estimate the preservation of communities at
each node individually. We compare the community of each
node at original network and anonymized network. Consider
the initial social network as G = (V, E) and the anonymized
social networks as G0 = (V, E 0 ). The set of nodes V =
v1 , v2 , . . . vn and the Com(vi ) and Com0 (vi ) represent the
node community at original and anonymized social networks
respectively. The community preservation for each node vi is
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TABLE III.

P RESERVATION OF C OMMUNITY AT N ODE L EVEL
(k-D EGREE A NONYMITY )

Node

Com(vi )

Com0 (vi )

1

{1,5,6,11}

{1,5,6,9,10}

50%

2

{2,3,7,9,10}

{2,3,4,8}

28.57%

3

{2,3,7,9,10}

{2,3,4,8}

28.57%

4

{4,8,12}

{2,3,4,8}

40%

5

{1,5,6,11}

{1,5,6,9,10}

50%

6

{1,5,6,11}

{1,5,6,9,10}

50%

7

{2,3,7,9,10}

{7,11,12}

14.28%

P CN L(vi )

8

{4,8,12}

{2,3,4,8}

40%

9

{2,3,7,9,10}

{1,5,6,9,10}

25%

10

{2,3,7,9,10}

{1,5,6,9,10}

25%

11

{1,5,6,11}

{7,11,12}

16.66%

12

{4,8,12}

{7,11,12}

20%

TABLE IV.

The preservation of community at node level for the two
anonymized networks of Fig. 2 & 3. is shown in Tables
III & IV. To illustrate this computation, let us consider the
node 4 from Table III. The initial community for the node
4 is {4,8,12} and the k-degree anonymized community is
{2,3,4,8}. By observation, there are two nodes common in
these two sets i.e., {4,8} and 5 nodes in their union of sets i.e
{2,3,4,8,12}. So the PCNL value for node 5 is 52 . The final
preservation of community at node level for each anonymized
social network with respect to original network is shown
below:
0

•

P CN L(G1 , G2 ) = 32.34%

•

P CN L(G1 , G3 ) = 61.87%

0

P RESERVATION OF C OMMUNITY AT N ODE L EVEL (k-NMF
A NONYMITY )
Node

Com(vi )

Com0 (vi )

{1,5,6,11}

{1,5,6,11}

100%

2

{2,3,7,9,10}

{2,3,4,7,8,12}

37.5%

3

{2,3,7,9,10}

{2,3,4,7,8,12}

37.5%

4

{4,8,12}

{2,3,4,7,8,12}

50%

5

{1,5,6,11}

{1,5,6,11}

100%

6

{1,5,6,11}

{1,5,6,11}

100%

7

{2,3,7,9,10}

{2,3,4,7,8,12}

37.5%

8

{4,8,12}

{2,3,4,7,8,12}

50%
40%

9

{2,3,7,9,10}

{9,10}

10

{2,3,7,9,10}

{9,10}

40%

11

{1,5,6,11}

{1,5,6,11}

100%

12

{4,8,12}

{2,3,4,7,8,12}

50%

the number of nodes common in both Com(vi ) and Com0 (vi )
divided by the at least one of these two communities.
P CN L(vi ) =

|Com(vi ) ∩ Com0 (vi )|
|Com(vi ) ∪ Com0 (vi )|

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

In this section, the following publicly available data sets
are used for the preservation of communities between original
and anonymized social networks.

P CN L(vi )

1

V.

(1)

Where |V | represents the number of elements in set V. The
final PCNL value is calculated as the sum of all individual
preservation of community node values divided by the total
number of nodes in the network is shown below:
Pn
P CN L(vi )
(2)
P CN L(G, G0 ) = i=1
n

•

Zacharys karate club is a small undirected friendship
relation social network. It has 34 nodes, 78 edges and
4 communities.

•

A Power grid is an undirected, unweighted network
representing the topology of the western states power
grid of the united states. This network consists of
4,941 nodes, 6,594 edges and 40 communities.

We performed different steps to measure the preservation
of communities. In step1, first we consider the above
initial networks, and anonymize these networks by the
two anonymization methods (FKDA,k-NMF) using several
anonymity values of k i.e 5, 10, 15, 20 and 50. Next we
calculated the communities of the initial networks, and
each anonymized network using a Louvian method in R
programming. Finally, we compute the preservation of
communities using PCL and PCNL approaches and plot
the average results of PCL and PCNL values for the above
networks.
Fig. 4 represents the percentage of preservation of communities of karate and power grid social networks. In both
the networks, a k-NMF method preserves the communities
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social networks preserve the communities of the original social
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the adversary identifies a vertex based on the degree of a vertex
as a background knowledge, whereas a k-NMF model, the
adversary identifies an edge, based on the number of common
friends of the connected edge as a background knowledge.
Our results show that the k-NMF model preserves the very
well communities than the k-degree model. However, there are
several future directions have to be considered. First, while
anonymizing the social networks if the number of vertices
are increased, then how well the anonymized networks will
preserve the communities of the original network. Second,
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Abstract—The development of FPGA-based digital signal
processing devices has been gaining attention. Researchers seek
to reduce power consumption and enhance signal processing
quality in these devices with given resources and spatial limits.
Hence, there is a need to investigate both the capability and the
power consumption associated with the various digital filtering
schemes commonly used in FPGA-based devices. We carry out
a set of performance and power consumption measurements
of interpolation filters using an FPGA and other basic signal
processing building blocks. We compare the signal processing
performance with theoretical prediction, and measure the power
consumed by the filters. Our experimental measurements also
confirm the accuracy of the numerical tools used for predicting
FPGA power consumption. This paper is aimed at providing a
framework to accurately test basic signal processing across various interpolation schemes and compare the respective schemes’
software-side contributions to power consumption and filtering
quality.
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Fig. 1. Depiction of digital interpolation. (a) Original signal with (b) its
spectral representation; (c) zeros are added between sampled data and (d)
the effective sampling rate increases; (e) interpolation is performed and new
data are created (red) and (f) low frequency sampling images are eliminated
(significantly attenuated).

I NTRODUCTION

FPGA filters are widely used in broad applications, including radio-frequency sensors [1]–[3], imaging [4]–[7] and
wearable medical devices [8]–[14], due to its flexible programmability. Although versatile, the FPGA-based filters are
known to consume considerable power as a draw-back. Previously, researchers have looked into the performance and power
estimates of FPGA-based digital filters [15], [16] and these
are still relevant issues as consequence of the growing demand
for quality signal processing with low power consumption. It
is therefore of great interest to understand how the capability
of such devices are influenced by the nature of the energy constrained environment in which they operate. In the industry, the
effort to optimize power consumption in FPGA-based devices
heavily extends to a hardware side such as clock gating [17]
and word-length [18]. And power estimation methodology was
developed [19] to identify high-power-consuming groups and
improve on FPGA power dynamic models.
Taking wearable medical devices as an example, consider
how in [20]–[22] remote devices for monitoring a patient’s
brain-wave were developed and assessed for their efficiency
and power consumption. The intra-body sensor in [2] showed
clear trade-offs between power consumption and signal processing quality. Likewise, the increasing digital signal processing (DSP) capability of portable heart monitoring devices [23],
[24] must be accounted for as part of the available energy
budget. Overall, a big challenge biomedical researchers face is
to make devices such as these comfortable for patients so as not
to compromise their daily activities while still implementing
the advanced signal processing algorithms. That is, the design

of a comfortable device for patients is at odds with the large
(heavy) battery needed to meet the power requirements of such
a device.
In addition, we note that numerous devices utilize hybridfilter configurations to optimize performance and reduce power
consumption. Most hearing aids contain filter-banks for certain frequency components of sound to serve an individual’s
hearing needs [8]–[12]. A novel electrocardiogram (ECG)
design [14] by Hong et al. contains high-pass FIR filter followed by linear interpolation for quality signal processing with
low power. An FPGA-based accelerometer [25] by Ramaesh
et al. has FIR filters with cascaded-integrator comb (CIC)
filters for highly efficient filtering. In addition, an ultrasound
digital transcranial Doppler system (digiTDS) [7] monitors
intracranial vessels and update the structure profile in the
continuous time domain. Various FPGA-based filters in this
system, including the CIC and FIR filters, serve different
purposes at the expense of varying degrees of computation
resources. These issues motivate us to examine several different digital interpolating filters to compare ideal (theoretical)
performance and actual measurements. More specifically, different approaches for the interpolation (upsampling) of signals
covering the human audible range have been implemented.
Although applicable to wearable medical devices in its own
right [26]–[29], the multirate filters used here also serve as a
prototypical example for the general study of comparing signal
processing performance and digital filter power consumption.
This work considers the power consumption and filter
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A. Interpolation Overview
The well-known sampling theorem states that a continuous
band-limited signal can be perfectly reconstructed from its
samples, given a sufficiently high sampling rate. This is
accomplished by passing the samples through an ideal lowpass filter; the frequency domain transfer function of which
has an infinitely sharp cut-off characteristic as in (1).
 
f
H(f ) = rect
(1)
fs
Here, fs is the sampling frequency and rect(x) is a unit
function that becomes 1 when the absolute value of x is less
than 1/2 and 0 when the absolute value of x is greater than
1/2. The corresponding time domain impulse response is a
sinc function as in (2). Thus, convolving a sampled signal
with (2) reconstructs the original continuous signal.
 
t
h(t) = sinc
(2)
T
where T is the sampling period.
In order to change the sampling rate of a signal digitally,
one must evaluate the result of the convolution of a sampled signal with (2) at the new sampling interval [30]. Of
course, (2) cannot be evaluated perfectly, on account of its
infinite duration. Thus, the problem of sample rate conversion
- or upsampling/interpolation as is the primary concern here becomes a problem of approximating (1) through filter design.
Fig. 1 illustrates how interpolation can be used to reduce the
performance requirements of a post-DAC analog reconstruction filter - spacing out the sampling images allows for a looser
approximation of (1) to be used as the reconstruction filter.
1 https://github.com/tdonnelly92/FPGA
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T HEORY

In the following sub-sections, we cover the theory behind
several different types of interpolation filters.
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performance for a range of filter designs, including First Order
Hold (FOH), Finite Impulse Response (FIR), and Cascaded
Integrator-Comb (CIC). Mathematical analysis of the various
interpolation schemes is provided and our empirical results are
in good agreement with the analytical solutions. The power
and FPGA resource utilization for each interpolation scheme
is detailed. The measured power consumptions were also in
great agreement with the values predicted by the simulation
tools. Our designs outlined in the block diagram in Fig. 2
along with the experimental setup described in Section III-A
provides a framework for graduate students and researchers to
accurately test signal processing theories. For this purpose, we
have also uploaded our HDL files with detailed documentation
to an online1 repository.

Amplitude [V]

Block diagram for our measurement setup. See text for more details.

Amplitude [V]

Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. Various sinusoidal waves at (a) 2 KHz, (b) 4 KHz, (c) 8 KHz, and (d)
16 KHz. The blue curves are the original signals and the red curves represent
signals reconstructed via zero-order hold (ZOH) from the sampling at 44.1
KHz of the original signals.

B. Zero-order Hold (ZOH)
It is common for digital-to-analog converters (DAC) to
inherently perform a zero-order hold (ZOH) operation on
sampled inputs. That is, DAC’s typically hold an analog
equivalent output of the previous digital input until a new value
is presented. Thus, no digital signal processing is required for
this simple interpolation scheme. The transfer function of the
ZOH operation has the form of a sinc function. This can be
shown by considering a ZOH impulse response, as in (3).
h0 (t) = u(t) − u(t − T ).

(3)

Here, u is the step function and T represents the sampling
period of the discrete signal. The Fourier transform is thus:
H0 (f ) = e−jπf T sinc (f T )

(4)

Comparing the frequency domain transfer functions, one finds
the sinc function of (4) only loosely approximates the rect
function, (1), needed for perfect reconstruction.
A more detailed look at the ZOH operation can be found by
considering the case of a sinusoidal input. As shown in Fig. 3,
the ZOH scheme is characterized by a stair-case like profile,
which becomes more evident as the frequency of the signal
increases. Using MATLAB, we evaluated (4) for a sine wave
with f ' 5 KHz. In Fig. 4(a), we show the sampled signal
reconstructed via ZOH scheme. In Fig. 4(b), we show the
fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the reconstructed signal, and
verified that the frequency spectrum of the reconstructed signal
matches well with the coefficients obtained from evaluation of
(4).
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Fig. 4.
The original signal (blue) is a 5.5 KHz cosine wave. (a) The
reconstructed signal (red) and (b) the FFT spectral representation.
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Fig. 5. The block diagram for the linear interpolation scheme. Its structure
is relatively simple due to the lack of multiplication operations.

C. Linear Interpolation
Linear interpolation, or first order hold (FOH), is a familiar
operation, even outside the realm of digital signal processing.
The impulse response of a FOH filter is a triangle (or tent)
function [30].
 
1
t
h1 (t) = tri
(5)
T
T
The function tri(t) is defined as when t is zero, the function
becomes 1. As t increases (decreases), the function slopes
towards the t axis with unity slope until they intersect at ±1.
The corresponding transfer function is thus of the form sinc
squared as shown in (6).
2

H1 (f ) = sinc (fT)

(6)

While h1 (t) as a continuous impulse response would yield
perfect linear interpolation, a digital interpolating filter must
operate with discrete samples. This is accomplished by first
sampling the impulse response h1 (t) at a rate corresponding
to the up-sample factor, then using this now discrete impulse
response to convolve a ‘zero-stuffed’ (formally, upsampled)
input signal. This is the same method behind any general
finite impulse response (FIR) upsampling filter, which we
shall discuss later in more detail. Unlike FIR interpolation,
which requires multiplication and coefficient storage (see Section II-D), the linear interpolation scheme requires far less
computational resources and its architecture is depicted in
the block diagram in Fig. 5. Recall that the DAC inherently
applies a zero-order-hold between samples, so the discrete
linearly interpolated signal is converted into a continuous
signal through this operation.
Fig. 6 shows a few examples of signals upsampled 16
times via linear interpolation. With the original signal at
relatively low frequencies, 2 KHz and 4 KHz in Fig. 6(a) and
(b), respectively, the interpolated signal matches the original
reasonably well. At higher frequencies, 8 KHz and 16 KHz in
Fig. 6(c) and (d), respectively, there is a noticeable mismatch
between the interpolated and original signals. In Fig. 7(a),
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Fig. 6. Various sinusoidal waves at (a) 2 KHz, (b) 4 KHz, (c) 8 KHz, and
(d) 16 KHz. The (orange) markers represent the original signals and the black
curves represent signals reconstructed via linear interpolation at a 16 time
upsampling frequency (i.e. 16 × 44.1 KHz).
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Fig. 7.
The original signal (blue) is a 5.5 KHz cosine wave. (a) The
interpolated signal (red) obtained via linear interpolation with a upsampling
factor of 16 (b) The FFT results of the sampled signal and the Fourier
coefficients for the Fourier expansion of the sampled signal.

we plotted linearly interpolated signal using a sine wave of
frequency (f ' 5 KHz). As with ZOH, the FFT routine was
performed and is shown in Fig. 7(b). We validate the spectrum
with the exact Fourier coefficients obtained by evaluating (6).
D. Finite Impulse Response (FIR) Interpolation
The structure of the finite impulse response scheme is
shown in Fig. 8. Here, x[n] represents data samples, which
are strung together via unit delays so as to create a sequence
of previous values. These samples are then multiplied by
coefficients and summed. The coefficients b0 , b1 , ... ,bn for
a low-pass filter are samples of a sinc function. As mentioned,
since (2) is infinite, for it to be used as a basis for the FIR filter
coefficients it must first be truncated. One method to truncate
it is to apply a window such that it has nonzero only in a
certain range, as in (7) and (8) for which n ≤ N and N is
the FIR filter length and corresponds to the number of the bn
coefficients.
h[n] = hsinc (nT )w[n] =

sin(ωc (n − N 2−1 ))
 ,
π n − N 2−1

H(ω) = Hsinc (ω) ∗ W (ω)

(7)
(8)

Here, w[n] represents a rectangular window that truncates the
sinc function to a length of N and W (ω) is the Fourier
Transform of said window: |W (ω)| = |sin(ωN/2)|
|sin(ω/2)| . Other
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The block diagram for the polyphase multi-rate signal processing.

truncating windows, such as Hamming, Hanning, or Blackman
could alternatively be used for a trade-off between transition
width and stop-band ripple (peak sidelobe). The rectangular
window has the sharpest transition band - but considerable
stopband ripple; whereas the other windows mentioned have
wider main lobes in exchange for reduced peak sidelobes.
An alternative to applying a window as a means of
truncation is to derive optimal coefficients constrained to a
given number of terms [31]. That is, for a given filter length,
coefficients can be determined such that the approximation
error between the desired frequency response and the actual
frequency response is minimized in a least squared error (LSE)
fashion. This particular method will be referred to as an LSE
FIR scheme.
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Block Diagram for (a) N integrator stages and (b) N comb stages.

ing, since many of the samples are known to be zero (and
thus multiplication by a coefficient is also zero and would
not contribute to the summation tree), the FIR filter can be
divided into sub-filters as in Fig. 9. Fig. 10(a) and (c) show,
respectively, the time domain interpolation and frequency
domain match between the FFT and analytical coefficients
(obtained by evaluating (8) with a sine input) for a FIR filter
with N = 21. Fig. 10(b) and (d) shows the same for a FIR
filter with N = 201.
E. Cascaded Integrator-Comb (CIC)
An efficient interpolation low-pass filter due to lack of
multiplication and coefficient storage can be constructed with a
Cascaded Integrator Comb (CIC) Filter [32]. In this section, we
apply the Z-transform, where discrete samples are converted
to the z-domain. A comb has a transfer function of the form
Hcomb (z) = 1 − z −RM .

where M is the differential delay per comb stage (M = 1
is used throughout) and R is the rate change factor. For an
interpolating filter, the comb stage at fs are followed by the
integrator at a higher frequency R×fs . N sequential integrator
and comb stages can be represented as
HCIC (z) = Hcomb (z)Hinteg (z) =
III.

(c)
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Fig. 10. 9 KHz sine wave sampled at 44.1 KHz with (a) ZOH reconstruction
(black), FIR upsampling with the filter length L = 21 and (c) its spectral
analysis and (b) ZOH reconstruction (black), FIR upsampling with the filter
length L = 201 with (d) its spectral analysis. Both cases have the upsampling
factor v = 16.

(9)

The CIC filter integrator stage has a transfer function that
can be defined as:
1
Hinteg (z) =
(10)
1 − z −1

0
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z –1

Comb
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An interpolation filter can be optimized by using a
polyphase structure where sub-filters are multiplexed together.
Instead of actually performing upsampling followed by filter-
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The block diagram for the finite impulse response (FIR) scheme.
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.
(1 − z −1 )N

(11)

R ESULTS

In this section, we first compare the transfer function
measurements with the analytical expressions. We then discuss
the power and FPGA resource utilization for each interpolation
scheme.
A. Filter Measurements
Our measurement setup is represented in the block diagram
in Fig. 2. To measure the transfer functions, we generated
uniformly distributed white noise from the desktop computer
and obtained the frequency spectrum of the interpolated white
noise using the FFT capability of the oscilloscope. A printed
circuit board (PCB) was produced that incorporated the Texas
Instrument PCM 2706 and PCM 1702 ICs The USB interface
chip (PCM 2706) connects to a desktop computer, which is
responsible for streaming the audio data, and produces a digital
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data output in the form of I 2 S. An FPGA development board
(featuring the Xilinx 7 series Artix FPGA) receives this I 2 S
output and performs the signal processing (interpolation). The
signals are then sent to the digital-to-analog converter (PCM
1702) output of which (after being passed through a transimpedance amplifier) is measured with a Keysight 3000 Xseries oscilloscope.
The transfer functions shown in Fig. 12 illustrate how
digital interpolation can be used to reduce the performance
requirements of analog reconstruction filters. If no upsampling
is performed, as in Fig. 12(a), the analog reconstruction filter
must compensate for attenuation in the passband as well as
have a steep transition band to remove sampling images. On
the other hand, when digital interpolation is used the analog
reconstruction filter is only responsible for removing sampling
images that appear far away from the passband, centered
around the new sampling frequency.
For the FOH scheme in Fig. 12(b), while it has a steeper
transition band compared to the ZOH scheme, it too suffers
from attenuation in the passband and in general does a poor
job of removing the sampling image near the cutoff frequency.
However, the computational cost can be quite small.
Fig. 12(c) shows the transfer function of an FIR scheme
that used a rectangular window to truncate the ideal low
pass filter impulse response. As expected, the transition band
appears rather steep but ripples in both the passband and
stop band are prominent. In Fig. 12(d) a more preferred
transfer function was observed using the least squared error
FIR scheme discussed in Section. II-D. In this case, the same
computational resources were required as in the rectangularly
windowed FIR scheme (i.e., the two schemes have the same
filter length). The measured transfer function is rather noisy in
the stopband region. After analysis of the setup, we concluded
that the noise floor of the DAC on the PCB contributes
significantly to the deviation between the measurement and
the theoretical yield. This is evident when the filter length is
reduced to L = 64 in Fig. 12(e). The noise floor no longer
appears to affect the interpolation performance, thus producing
a transfer function in good agreement with the analytical
solution.
Lastly, Fig. 12(f) shows the measured transfer function of
the CIC interpolation scheme. The three stage, 16x upsampling
CIC filter (R = 16, N = 3) used here has the benefit of
relatively small computational cost (see III-C). However, it
suffers from attenuation in the passband, much like as was
the case in the ZOH and FOH interpolation schemes, as well
as a slow transition band such that low frequency sampling
image content is not fully eliminated.
B. FPGA Implementation
For the FOH scheme a single 16 bit full adder was synthesized, along with three 16 bit registers to store intermediate
values. No explicit multiplication resources were required,
since the scaling block shown in Fig. 5 was implemented
by bit-shifting (which was possible in this case because the
upsampling factor was a power of two).
In the polyphase FIR implementations, Fig. 8 and 9,
multiplication blocks needed to be synthesized. In order to
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Fig. 13. The power measurement setup consists of a DC power supply, an
oscilloscope and the resistor R1 = 20 mΩ.

meet timing constraints, pipeline registers were also used. It
should be noted that the number of multiplications needed to
implement the polyphase scheme is L/R, where L is the filter
order (length) and R is the interpolation factor and thus 4
multipliers are needed in the case for L = 64, R = 16 while
20 multiplications are needed for the case L = 200, R = 10.
Longer filter lengths require a more-than-proportional length
adder tree. The adder tree and coefficient storage detail are not
shown explicitly in Fig. 8, but a similar implementation was
used to what is detailed in [33].
Lastly, the CIC scheme uses six 28 bit adders, three
for addition and three for subtraction, and 12 similar width
registers. Six of these registers are for the storing previous
values for the integrator and comb stages as in Fig. 11, and
the remaining six are for pipelining each arithmetic operation
(not shown in figure). The adders and registers are wider than
the input data (16 bits), to account for bit growth as described
in [32].
C. FPGA Resource Usage
In this section, we discuss FPGA resource requirements for
each interpolation scheme. The FPGA resources consumed by
the interpolation filter designs are of two types: lookup tables
(LUT) and flip-flops. Taken together, the power consumed
by the FPGA was both predicted and measured. Although
total power consumption, including other FPGA resources
and external analog circuitry, is an important aspect of signal
processing, we omit this measure from the results since all
interpolation schemes are equivalent in this regard. Fig. 13
shows the schematic diagram for power measurements. We first
isolated all peripherals that may consume power and therefore
our measurement is due only to the digital filters in the
FPGA. The voltage across a current sensing resistor (∼20 mΩ)
was monitored using the oscilloscope. Since one interpolation
filter consumes very little power and its measurement would
therefore be sensitive to noise, we implemented a number of
filters in parallel inside the FPGA and derived an average
power for a single filter from this measurement. We set the
clocking frequency and other parameters of the FPGA constant
for all filters so that differences in power consumption would
be purely due to the complexity of the filters. We used the
Xilinx software package Vivado to estimate circuit current and
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TABLE I.

FPGA L OGIC AND P OWER U TILIZATION

ZOH
FOH
CIC
FIR (L=64)
FIR (L=200)

LUT
101
71
267
761
2670

Flip-flops
73
88
315
293
1336

PE [mW]
N/A
0.66
1.36
6.64
10.18

PM [mW]
N/A
0.63
1.34
6.79
9.65

PE represents the estimated power consumption and PM represents the actual
measurements.

E4
M4

IV.

Fig. 14.
The estimated (orange) and measured (blue) current for each
interpolation scheme. The horizontal axis is the number of filters that are
run in parallel in the FPGA.

our measured data shows good agreement with this estimation.
Fig. 14 shows the predicted values of FPGA current draw
compared to the measurements.

Table I summarizes the FPGA resource requirements for
each interpolation scheme. Due to the varying complexity
of each scheme, some filters draw considerably more power
than others. In the case of the ZOH scheme, all logic LUTs
and flip-flops are used to perform data flow control from
the input source (I 2 S from PCM 2706) to the DAC (PCM
1702). Since resources utilized in this way do not contribute
to the signal processing operation, they are not included in the
power measurements. All other interpolation schemes require
additional resources on top of those required by the ZOH
scheme; the FPGA resources and power consumption results
listed in Table I only account for these additional resources.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

We have studied various digital signal interpolation
schemes using an FPGA. Our measurements were in good
agreement with analytical expressions, although noise effects
contributed to a slight mismatch for some cases. The power
measurement confirms the power consumption rate predicted
by the simulation tools. We emphasize that studies of power
consumption and filter performance across a wide range of
FPGA-based devices and applications, are crucial. This paper
presents implementation details of various filtering schemes
to test digital filter theory in a compact system for graduate
students and researchers in the digital signal processing fields.
In addition, our work covers some basic hardware-side contributions to power consumption in the digital filtering schemes.
In the future, we plan to incorporate more hardware-oriented
FPGA performance into the filter designs. This will allow us to
explore optimization of filter quality while minimizing power
consumption and other resources. Specifically, we will study
applications with portable digital signal processing units such
as wearable medical devices. Such devices may often hamper
patients’ daily activity due to the physical dimensions and
available battery life. More in-depth work on the hardware
contributions to the FPGA-based filter performance will complement our current software-side evaluation in designing the
optimization scheme for wearable medical devices.
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Abstract—The massively ever increasing amount of textual
and linked biomedical data available online poses many challenges for information seekers. So, the focus of information
retrieval community has shifted to precise information retrieval,
i.e. providing exact answer to a user question. In recent years,
many datasets related to Biomedical Question Answering (BioQA)
have emerged which the researchers can use to evaluate the
performance of their systems. We reviewed these biomedical
datasets and analyzed their characteristics. The survey in this
paper covers these datasets for BioQA and has a two fold purpose:
to provide an overview of the available datasets in this domain
and to help researchers select the most suitable dataset for
benchmarking their system.
Keywords—Biomedical; QA system; review; survey

I.

Linked biomedical data is one of the most important types of
data in linked data world as around one-tenth of all linked
data available online is biomedical data [10]. It may include
drugs, compounds, diseases, genomics, proteomics or other
nomenclature/lexical ontologies. Fig. 1 depicts the general
categorization of available biomedical data. Biomedical experts
usually publish their research both in the form of research
articles and submit their experimental results to linked data
repositories. To validate their hypothesis during any further
experimentation, biomedical experts need to consult both textual and linked data sources manually. Biomedical question
answering systems should be able to derive such answer
automatically by combining evidence from both textual and
linked data sources.

I NTRODUCTION

Types of Biomedical Data

The massive amount of textual data on web makes finding
information a challenging task. Although Information Retrieval
(IR) systems are developed to cater this problem, such systems
just provide a list of documents instead of precise information
[1]. The information seeker thus needs to process the provided
document list to filter the required information. To overcome
this problem, the research and development in the area of question answering is in progress [2]–[4]. To accelerate research
in this area, many research initiatives including Text Retrieval
Conference(TREC)1 have been taken to develop benchmark
datasets for open domain question answering [5]–[12]. Early
research focused on heuristic based methods such as patterns
for specific question types or redundancy of data over web to
answer questions mostly from textual documents [13], [14].
The current focus in question answering systems is to use
statistical learning approaches and neural networks to answer
questions [15]–[19] both in textual and linked data. Moreover,
the trend in question answering is changing from open domain
to restricted domains such as biomedical [20], [21]. Focusing
on restricted domains makes finding solution to specific answer
types easy as different patterns can be used to determine
question and answer types and domain knowledge can be
incorporated [22].
The biomedical data on web can be broadly divided into
two main categories i.e. textual data and linked data [23].
Textual data includes scientific literature published by biomedical journals and may include other authentic websites on
biomedical domain. Linked data provides information about
how different biomedical entities are related to each other and
provides mechanism to inference and derive new knowledge.
1 http://trec.nist.gov/data/qa.html

Textual Data

Scientific Articles

Fig. 1.

Authentic Websites

Linked Data

Drug

Compound

Drugbank

CHEMBL

Disease

SNOMED CT

Other ...

Disease Ontology

Information sources in biomedical domain.

To tap the real potential of this heterogeneous data,
techniques need to be developed and biomedical question
answering datasets play an important role in this process
as researchers can use it to evaluate the performance of
their systems. Question answering datasets usually contain
two main components: 1) Information Need or question in
natural language and 2) the corpus or linked data which will
help in answering the questions to fulfill some information
need. Questions may also have additional information such as
question types such as passage, factoid, list or summary. The
focus of passage type question is to return relevant passages.
The factoid type questions deal with single entity such as
genes, proteins, disease, symptoms etc. List questions typically
return list of factoids. The answer of yes/no type question is
either yes or no. Finally, the aim of the summary question
is to provide answer in a summarized form and may include
definitional questions. Such questions typically start with What
is phrase. There are also datasets available where question type
is multiple choice question. The focus of such type of questions
is to improve the passage comprehension and inferencing
capabilities of question answering systems. Question types
may help a QA system to focus on one particular answer
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strategy [24] and following are some typical questions asked
in biomedical domain:
•

Passage Question

•

Factoid Question

•

List Question

•

Multiple Choice Question

•

Yes/No Question

•

Summary Question

Biomedical experts have certain information needs. They
might be interested in knowing how genes interact with organ functions or what role some genes play in a particular
disease.They might be further interested in proteins, proteinprotein interactions, mutations, drugs, adverse effects, cell or
tissue types and signs or symptoms. Other entities of interest
might be chemicals, species, pathways, genetic variations, and
patient characteristics. Heterogeneous biomedical sources are
normally required to fulfill an information need as shown
in Fig. 2. Identifying them early in the question answering
pipeline helps narrow down candidate answers in later stages
[24].
Information Needs

Information Sources

Gene-Disease Relation

Scientific Articles

Drug Discovery

Authentic Websites

Protein-Protien Interaction

Drug Ontology

Molecular Function

Lexical Ontologies

Mutation

Proteomics Ontologies

Proteins

Genomics Ontologies

Adverse Effect

Disease Ontologies

Cell or Tissue Type

Compounds Ontologies

Fig. 2.

Mapping biomedical information needs to sources.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
different biomedical question answering datasets and their
specific characteristics. A comparative study of such datasets is
presented in the next section and finally the paper is concluded
in the last section.
II.

DATASETS FOR B IOMEDIAL Q UESTION A NSWERING

This section enlists the biomedical question answering
datasets in chronological order.
A. TREC Genomics Track
Genomics corpus provided by TREC was one of the pioneer datasets developed for Biomedical Question Answering.
The dataset was prepared for TREC Genomics track held

in 2006 and 2007 [20], [21]. The challenge was to retrieve
relevant passages against a topic question from a corpus of
162,259 documents. The corpus was collected by crawling 49
biomedical journals and covered various biomedical categories.
A set of 28 and 36 topic questions was assembled in 2006
and 2007 respectively. Some example questions from both
collections are shown in Tables I and II. The biomedical
entities covered in these two years included: genes, proteins
and gene mutations in 2006; and antibodies, cell or tissue type,
disease, drug, gene, molecular function, mutations, pathways,
proteins, symptoms, toxicities, and tumor types in 2007.
TABLE I.

TREC 2006 G ENOMICS T RACK T OPIC Q UESTIONS

Example Questions
How does L2 interact with L1 to form HPV11 viral capside?
How does p53 affect apoptosis?
How do mutations in the Pes gene affect cell growth?
TABLE II.

TREC 2007 G ENOMICS T RACK T OPIC Q UESTIONS

Questions
What serum [PROTEINS] change expression in association with high disease activity
in lupus?
What [MUTATIONS] in the Raf gene are associated with cancer?
What [DRUGS] are associated with lysosomal abnormalities in the nervous system?

The dataset was focused on scientific articles only and
limited number of questions were not sufficient to evaluate
the performance of large-scale QA system. Moreover, no
annotations were provided with the corpus or questions so
machine learning algorithms could not be effectively used.
B. Question Answering for Machine Reading Evaluation
(QA4MRE): Biomedical Text about Alzheimer’s Disease
QA4MRE2 for biomedical data [25] differs from TREC
datasets because the focus of the dataset is on passage comprehension and multiple answers are already provided with
each question. Corpus is used as a background knowledge i.e.
it is used to acquire knowledge instead of directly answering
the question. Collection developed as a background knowledge
for the task was named Alzheimer’s Disease Literature Corpus
(ADLC corpus) was collected from different sources: 66,222
pubmed abstracts were from PubMed, 8249 open access full
articles from pubmed central, 1041 full text articles from
pubmed central in HTML and text format. Moreover, 379 full
text articles and 103 abstracts were added in this collection
from a list of popular articles on Alzheimer disease. The
test set is composed of four reading tests where each test
consists of one document and 10 questions related to that
document and five answer choices per question. Table III
shows some sample questions from the collection. The systems
had to either select answer from the given list of possible
answers or leave the question unanswered. The background
collection, test documents and questions were annotated with
word, lemma, chunk, part of speech, named entity, parent node
in the dependency tree, dependency syntax label, UMLS entity
name, and named entity.
2 http://celct.fbk.eu/QA4MRE/
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TABLE III.

QA4MR ABOUT B IOMEDICAL T EXT ON A LZHEIMER ’ S
D ISEASE

Questions

Which CLU isoform has a consistently higher gene expression?

Which hormone can control the expression of CLU isoforms?

What effect do androgens have on CLU2 gene expression?

TABLE IV.

Questions

Options
CLU2
ribosomal protein L13A
CLU1
allele
PNGase
real-time PCR
cDNA
AD
rs11136000
androgen
association
repression
inhibition
activation
expression

These annotations were performed automatically using
state of the art tools such as GDep parser, CLiPS NE Tagger,
and ABNER tagger. The named entities considered for the task
were genes and gene products, chemicals, drugs, symptoms,
experimental methods, species, pathway, cellular, genetic variation, adverse effect, dose, timing, patient characteristics etc.
The challenge was more about checking the inferencing capabilities of the system and multiple choice question proposed a
new dimension of research. Moreover background collection
was also different in the perspective. There was no retrieval
sub-system and linked data was not used as a source in the
dataset.

Which genes are associated with Endothelin receptor type B?
Which genes are associated with subtypes of rickets?
Which drug has the highest number of side-effects?
List drugs that lead to strokes and arthrosis.
Which drugs have a water solubility of 2.78e-01 mg/mL?

D. BioASQ large-scale Biomedical Semantic Indexing and
Question Answering
The focus of BioASQ challenge has been to assemble
information from multiple heterogeneous sources in order to
answer real-life biomedical experts’ questions. The competition is being held every year since 2013. The challenge
consists of two tasks 1) Biomedical semantic indexing; and 2)
Semantic question answering: semantic answering is further
divided into two tasks i.e. retrieval of relevant documents,
snippets and triplets (Phase A) and finding the precise answer
of the question (Phase B). The focus of the challenge is on
drugs, targets, disease and covers both textual and linked data.
The selected sources for these categories are shown in Table
V.
TABLE V.

C. QALD-4: Biomedical Question Answering over Interlinked
Data
Question Answering over linked data (QALD)3 started in
2011 viewing the wide spread of linked data over the web and
focused on converting information need into standard semantic
query processing and inferencing. The objective of the dataset
is to establish a standard against which question answering
systems over structured data can be evaluated and compared.
The fourth year competition had three tracks i.e. multilingual
question answering, biomedical question answering over interlinked data, and hybrid question answering. Biomedical data
was selected as there are many structured datasets available in
this domain and answer to information need can be satisfied
only if evidence is combined from multiple sources. Three
biomedical datasets were combined for this competition i.e.
1) SIDER, which describes drugs and it’s side effects; 2)
diseasome, which provides information about diseases and
genetic disorders; and 3) drugbank, which provides FDAapproved active compounds of medication. There were a total
of 25 training questions and 25 similar test questions. Some
example questions from the dataset are shown in Table IV.
There are very limited number of test and training questions
and the only target of dataset is on three ontology sources.
The questions were prepared in a manner that multiple sources
needed to be inquired to find answer to a question. The systems
using this dataset should address the problem of converting
natural language questions to SPARQL queries efficiently.
3 http://qald.sebastianwalter.org/index.php?x=home&q=1

S OME Q UESTIONS FROM QALD-4 B IOMEDICAL DATASET

T HE RESOURCES THAT WERE INCLUDED IN B IOASQ
C HALLENGE
Focus

Resources

Drugs
Targets
Diseases
General Purpose
Document Sources
Linked Data

Joche
Gene Ontology, UniProt
Disease Ontology
MeSH
PubMed, PubMed Central
LinkedLifeData

The challenge involves text/passage retrieval, RDF triplet
retrieval, QA for exact answer, multi document summarization
and natural language generation. The answer of any question
may be factoid or passage depending on the type of question.
The system could provide exact answer or ideal answer where
ideal answer is paragraph-sized summary of the answer. The
dataset contained development and test questions. There are
four type of questions in dataset 1) Yes/No; 2) factoid; 3) list;
and 4) summary. All questions expect exact and ideal answer
except summary question where only ideal answer is expected.
Table VI shows example questions for each type. The training
and test questions for each year are: 29, 282 in 2013; 310, 500
in 2014; 810, 500 in 2015; 1307, 500 in 2016; and 1799, 500
in 2017 [26].
TABLE VI.

Q UESTIONS TYPES IN B IOASQ DATASET

Question Type

Example Question

Yes/No
Factoid
List
Summary

Is miR-21 related to carcinogenesis?
Which is the most common disease attributed to malfunction or absence of primary cilia?
Which human genes are more commonly related to craniosynostosis?
What is the mechanism of action of abiraterone?

III.

D ISCUSSION

Biomedical data is available in both textual and linked
formats. Therefore, the question answering datasets should
also provide good coverage of both of these sources. Fig. 3
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Test Questions
Training Set
1,500

1,000

500

Fig. 4.

◦
◦
◦
◦

2
1
Linked

Textual

Heterogeneous

Datasets with respect to type of data.

The number of questions provided with each dataset have
increased over years. Initially, only 28 questions were provided in TREC Genomics track with no training set. Training
question were first introduced in QALD-4 with 25 training
questions. The trend from then has only increased and current
year’s BioASQ track contained 1307 training questions. This
increase in information needs of real world biomedical experts’
needs is essential to build practically usable QA systems. More
training data may greatly aid in building machine learning
based algorithms. Fig. 4 shows the number of training and
test questions in all presented datasets.
Table VII shows a comparative table comparing all the
datasets presented in this paper. Each dataset’s strength and
weakness are also mentioned to help researchers select appropriate dataset for their research. To summarize:
•

If the QA system is to be built upon IR system, TREC
dataset for 2006 and 2007 with a total of 64 questions
provide a good starting point.

•

To build and test a QA system which queries multiple
linked data sources, QALD dataset can be used.

•

State-of-the-art dataset is provided by the recent
BioASQ challenge. The dataset can be used to evaluate:

BioASQ 2017

BioASQ 2016

BioASQ 2015

BioASQ 2014

QALD-4

BioASQ 2013

Performance of system on heterogeneous data
sources.
Inferencing capabilities of a QA system.
Ability to generate natural language answer.
The quality of summarized answers.
IV.

4
3

QA4MRE

Datasets - training vs test questions.

5

Fig. 3.

TREC 2007

0
TREC 2006

shows the number of datasets which provide linked, textual
and heterogeneous biomedical data. Only one dataset provides
linked data source. Three datasets provide textual data out
of which two use the same corpus with different question
sets. The third textual dataset uses background collection as
data source. The four datasets provided by BioASQ provide
heterogeneous data. The dataset mostly targets open and
publicly available textual and linked datasets and provides
good number of training examples. Textual datasets can be
searched using keywords based IR techniques. Linked data
requires specific query format conversion supported by linked
data repositories known as SPARQL. Heterogeneous datasets
require both keyword based queries and linked data specific
query formats. Moreover, to produce answer in natural language, answers from linked data are normally required to
pass through natural language generation module. The datasets
providing heterogeneous sources are most effective as both
sources are equally important in the context of biomedical
domain.

C ONCLUSION

Question answering aims to provide a practical solution to
the information overload problem. The availability of biomedical dataset highlights both the challenges and opportunities
present in this domain. The availability of training data provides the opportunity to tailor systems in learning from examples. Moreover, the initiatives from BioASQ on heterogeneous
dataset is paving the way towards better datasets to evaluate
the effectiveness of biomedical QA systems on a larger scale.
BioASQ provides the opportunity to exploit heterogeneous
sources, perform inference, and produce summary for ideal
answers. All the datasets have their strengths and weakness
but overall BioASQ provides heterogeneous sources and more
training data. In future, we shall investigate the systems (and
their characteristics) which work best for each dataset.
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C OMPARING B IOMEDICAL Q UESTION A NSWERING DATASETS
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TREC 2006 Genomics
TREC 2007 Genomics
QA4MRE about Alzheimer’s disease
QALD-4
BioASQ 2013
BioASQ 2014
BioASQ 2015
BioASQ 2016
BioASQ 2017

28
36
40
25+25
29+282
310+500
810+500
1307+500
1799+500

Textual Data

Linked Data

Factoid

List
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Yes/No

No. of Entities
4
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3
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
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Abstract—Internet of Things referred as a pervasive network
architecture which provides services to the physical world by
processing and analyzing data. In this modern era Internet of
Things has been shown much significance and rapidly developing
by connecting heterogeneous devices with various technologies. By
this way interconnectivity of large number of electronic devices
connected with the IoT network leads the risk of security and
confidentiality of data. This paper analyzes different security
issues, their counter measures and discusses the future directions
of security in IoT. Furthermore, this paper also discusses essential
technologies of security like encryption in the scenario of IoT for
the prevention of harmful threats in the light of latest research.
Keywords—Internet of things; security threats; countermeasures; privacy

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The term Internet of things (IoT) was firstly used by Kevin
Ashton in 1999 [1] in the term of supply chain management
but now it is used in a general perspective. We only do not get
information from the internet but it follows the protocols the
internet use to store information. It is estimates that in 2020
there will be 50 billion smart objects and devices as shown
in Figure 2 so each person will have 6.6 physical devices
which are very large in number [2]. Due to use of modern
technology like RFID and Greenhouse monitoring etc a very
rapid development arises in IOT but there is issue regarding
privacy and security in different layers. Figure 1 gives an
overview of IoT with its connectivity.
The enhancements of wireless sensor network are widely
popular by some of its prospects and new discoveries. IOT
refers to the communication between physical devices like
smart phones and some other smart objects that exchange data
and give useful services via internet [3]. Some applications
(For Example: Greenhouse monitoring, Smart meter and grids)
evolve much popularity through IoT. Mainly IoT is generated
by some of its important components that contain sensing,
varied access, processing of information (RFID, GPS etc) and
some other components like its security.

The objective of IoT is to make interconnection between
machines. Thus IoT surrounds and connects the real world
through these physical devices which are embedded with
different types of sensors [4]. The word “things” in IoT cover
a wide range of physical objects and also includes several
electronic devices including RFIDs, GPS and NFC etc.
The security of essential information on IoT should incorporate into different features such as identification, data
privacy and confidentiality etc. So with the rapid development
and a mixture of heterogeneous devices, it formulates very
large scale of IoT infrastructure [5]. So it is predicted that
IoT is feared to be under threats on its versatile technology
and future capabilities [6]. The security threat to IoT such as
Denial of Service, Brute Force, Man in the middle attacks
and many other attacks are envisaged in the interconnected
network. These attacks occurs because of weak password, no
encryption, personal information leakage etc so storage of such
confidential data on cloud in quite alarming.
If such security attacks are not solved to some safe level
then this weak security services can be harmful for the market
of IoT. It not only involves such security issues but also have
some access control issues, authentication of various network
and some information store problems [7]. This problem needs
to have a well defined security infrastructure that can address
these problems and reduce the security challenges [8].
A. Physical Layer
Physical layer deals with the physical environment and
collects all the data obtained from real world with the help
of sensor nodes and other physical devices. This layer is
responsible for communication between various physical devices. The objective of this layer is to provide services to the
network and authentication of devices. The main devices [9] in
physical layer includes Arduino, ZigBee, Barcodes, RFID and
all other type of sensors. Each device in IoT system must have
a unique tag which allows strong connection to the network
and mostly Universally Unique identifiers (UUID) are used in
the whole network by various devices. Uniformly a device can
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Fig. 1.

be connected with many sensor nodes with unique ID because
of uniquely identification of objects. Network layer carries the
collection of transmitted information and transferred to central
processing system.

IoT Diagram

is initial technology in this layer, so future technologies of this
layer will more suitable for IoT. For this reason, the innovation
of future technologies of this layer will be helpful for evolution
of IoT system.

B. Network Layer
Network layer is responsible for communication between
different physical devices, management of network and also
for maintenance of information through many communication
protocols in an IoT system. There is not yet any fix protocol
for IoT but most common protocol now a day used is MQTT
3.1 and CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol). With the
help of Wireless Sensors, the main objective of the network
layer is that it gathers information which is obtained from
physical layer which is further transferred to information
processing unit. Every device in the IoT network sends its
private information with the help of wireless sensors [10].
The network layer carried transferring of information on the
network of IoT. Hence reliable and secure transfer of data is
done by this layer from physical layer to other layers.
C. Processing Layer
The working of processing layer is to combine the network
and physical layer. Due to large amount of data it is very
essential to store and process this data by associating with
database for storage capabilities. Processing layer can automatically evaluate information and process data onto the basis of
intelligent computing. Hence all the ubiquitous computing and
intelligent processing function performed in this layer which

Fig. 2. Year Wise Growth in IoT Devices

D. Application Layer
The application layer is service oriented layer which provides context-aware services between connected devices in a
pervasive way for end users. The processed information on
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processing layer gives a platform to application of IoT which
facilitates the user needs in various ways like transportation,
communication and smart hospitals etc
This paper aims to discuss security of four layered architecture of IoT as shown in Figure 4. This paper also discusses different security features, security challenges of these layers and
on the bases of former research different security aspects has
discuss like cryptography, communication security, protecting
sensor data and outline the challenges briefly. Rest of the paper
is organized as follows. Section II provides a brief overview
of the security threats to each layer and their countermeasure.
Section III describes the countermeasures against each attack.
Section IV provides the performance evaluation is done on the
basis of the literature and in Section V gives the description
work done in the paper is concluded.

2) Jamming of node in Wireless Sensor Network: Node
Jamming is much more popular in wireless sensor networks
and is similar as in RF Interference attack explained above.
This type of attacker gets involved in radio frequencies of
wireless sensor nodes [13] and then afterwards it blocks the
signals which stop the communication of nodes. When attacker
successfully handles the blockage in key sensor nodes then it
can stop service to IoT [14]. DoS attack can disturb RF signals
by sending a large number of noisy signals which disrupt the
network which in turn causes RF jamming.
3) RF interface on RFID: Dos attack can be impose
on any tag of RFID. Denial of service attack implemented
by sending noisy signal across radio frequency signal [15]
when these noisy signals implemented on RFID then it stops
communication.
4) Malicious Node Injection: This type of attack is also
known as man in the middle attack. The attacker can actually
set up a new malicious node between the sender and receiver
node by this mechanism it controlled all the data [16] from
one end to another in IoT system.
5) Physical Damage: The attacker can damage the network
of IoT by attacking on the devices for its own purpose. This
type of attack deals with the security that hosts by IoT system.
This type of attack is different from Node Tempering attack
[17] because in this attack attacker tries to directly damage the
IoT services.
6) Social Engineering: In this type of attack the adversary
can exploit the user of IoT system, to get useful and secret
information and to achieve task by extracting that type of
private information [18]. This type of attack is categorized into
physical attack because the attacker physically communicates
with the network of IoT to serve his task.

Fig. 3.

II.

IoT Layered Achitecture [86]

ATTACKS AT DIFFERENT LAYERS

In this section various security threats which threaten the
confidentiality of data and their possible countermeasures on
each layer which are suggested recently are briefly discussed
as shown in figure 3.

7) Sleep Deprivation Attack: Many sensor nodes are activated and perform its functions by replaceable batteries in
IoT system and these sensor nodes are programmed to follow
some functions such as sleep routines for the enhancement
of their battery lifetime. This type of attack keeps the sensor
nodes busy all the time [19] and will result in more battery
consumption.

A. Physical Layer

8) Malicious Code Injection: In this attack the adversary
can physically insert a malicious program into a node and by
implementing this attack into a node it would get access of
the whole IoT system [20]. For Example: An attacker inserts
any plug and play device into a node with harmful virus then
it would gain full access of that node and control all the IoT
system.

Physical layer composed of various enabling sensor technologies such as Bluetooth, GPS and Zigbee which are unprotected to different types of attacks. This type of attack is
implemented [11] on the hardware parts of the IoT network
and the adversary needs to be close to the IoT systems. Table
1 analyzes briefly on physical layer attacks.

9) Unauthorized Access to the Tags: In this type of attack
the adversary can get access to any of the tag without any
authorization. This can be done due to the inadequacy of
proper authentication procedure in RFID system [21]. The
attacker cannot only access the data but can modify or even
delete the complete information or data.

1) Node Tempering: This type of attack may destroy the
sensor node or cause damages by physically sending and
receiving complete node or component of hardware or even
electronically examine the nodes to get access and change
sensitive information [12]. For Example:-shared cryptographic
keys or influence the process of higher communication layer.

10)Tag Cloning: In IoT system, tags are deployed on
various physical objects which are visible and thus data can be
read and also modified [22] by some hacking techniques. So
the crucial data can be easily accessed by any cybercriminal
that can discover duplicate tag and hence the user cannot
distinguish between duplicate and original data.
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11)Eavesdropping: In this type of attack the attacker can
easily get confidential information such as password or some
other data which are flowing from tag to user or user to tag
[23]. This type of attack can happen because RFID has wireless
characteristics.
12)Spoofing: In spoofing the adversary spreads false information on the RFID system and assumes this as original
and makes that the data is appearing from original source
[24]. Hence by this the attacker captures information and gets
complete access to network.
13)Timing Attack: Another threatening attack of the confidentiality of the system is timing attack in which the attacker
can get access of encryption key by analyzing the time which
is required to do the [25] encryption task. Side Channel is
also type of timing attack in which the adversary attacks on
the encryption devices when there is leakage of information on
the duration of device operation [26] like power consumption,
processing or electromagnetic radiation etc.
14)Node Capture Attack: In node capture the attacker
captures all private data and information by completely controls the node [27]. The adversary can add duplicate node to
the network and by sending malicious data it threatens the
confidentiality of the data.
15)Replay Attack: The privacy of the perception layer can
be easily exploited by this type of attack. The adversary alters
or replays the node by spoofs the information like identity and
location etc of the node in the IoT system [28].
16)Routing Threats: The attacker can generate routing
loops by altering and false routing information, [29] blocks
the transmission of network and enlarge the network path by
sending lot of error messages hence it increase point to point
delay etc.
B. Network Layer Attacks
In the network attack the adversary needs to concentrate on
the network of the IoT system and the attacker does not need
to be close to the network of IoT. Table 2 analyzes briefly on
the network layer attacks.
1) Traffic Analysis Attack: Traffic analysis attack is the
main security attack on the network layer when using any
web browser. The adversary can access secret information and
other useful data which are from RFID technology because of
its wireless attribute. Before applying this attack the attacker
initially captures information and data about the connected
network [30]. This work is accomplishing by using some
sniffing operations such port scanning applications, packet
sniffer applications etc.
2) RFID Cloning: In this type of attack the adversary
can access of useful data by mimic RFID and copying data
from valid RFID to another RFID tag [31]. This type of
technique does not physically simulate an original RFID tag
and differentiate between composed and original, dissimilar in
the case of spoofing attack on RFID.
3) Malicious Code Injection: This type of attack causes
severe effect to the network of IoT or even may block the
complete network. In this attack, [30] the adversary injects a
malicious code in to a system by comprising a node. So the
attacker gains full control on IoT network.

4) Sleep Deprivation Attack: In Wireless sensor network
the sensor nodes are charged with batteries which are not
compatible because life time of such batteries is not so efficient
so sleep routine procedure is used to the nodes to enhance
the lifetime of battery [32]. In sleep deprivation attack the
adversary keep battery awake which result in more battery
consumption and at last it shut down the sensor nodes.
5) RFID Spoofing: In this attack the adversary captures the
transmission of data by spoofing the signals of an RFID. Then
making it to be authentic the attacker transmits his own data
which have original ID [33] of RFID tag, hence by showing
to be the actual source the attacker can access the IoT system.
6) RFID Unauthorized Access: In RFID systems, getting
access of tags is very easy for anyone because mostly in the
RFID system it lacks the established procedure or any system
of authentication [34]. Thus it clearly means that attacker can
change, read or delete the information of sensor nodes.
7) Sinkhole Attack: The attacker generates a sinkhole and
tempts all traffic which is from the nodes of wireless sensor
network. In the sinkhole attack it harms the confidentiality and
privacy of data and by stopping the transmission of packets
[35] rather than sending to its destination it denies the resource
to the network.
8) Man In the Middle Attack: The adversary can have
access to confidential data, breaching the privacy between
nodes by controlling, monitoring [36] the network and cause
interference in the communication between two sensor nodes.
Dissimilar to the types of physical attack, the attacker not need
to be physically close but in network layer it must concentrate
on the communication of network protocol between one node
to another in an IoT system.
9) Denial of Service: In denial of service attack the adversary can attack on the network of IoT by sending much
traffic data. It controls all the data leads to well settle denial
of attack. In this type of attack the user is unable to utilize its
resource over the network [37].
10)Routing Information Attack: In this type of attack the
attacker spoofs and changes the information about routing.
Arise complexity of the network build a routing loops, sending
false messages, sending errors, separate the network and drop
traffic signals which result failure of sending data onto its
destination [38]. Hello Attack is the example of such type of
routing information attack.
11)Sybil Attack: It is a type of malicious attack in which
a neighboring node in wireless sensor network accepts false
information. This type of network layer [33] attack (Sybil
Attack), it claims to hold the identification of large number
of nodes. For Example: A Sybil node voted by many nodes
rather than one node in the wireless sensor network.
12)Wormhole attack: Relocation of bits can be done from
the original place of bits in network [39]. The mechanism of
relocation is done from that channel of bits where there is link
with low latency.
13)Hello flood attack: In hello flood attack the attacker
sends useless messages from one node and causes a traffic
jamming and block the channel in the network. Only a single
malicious [40] node can do this and cause blockage of entire
network by creating large number of traffic.
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14)Selective forwarding: In selective forwarding only compromised node can transmit data onto its destination. The
attacker selects and restricts the nodes to achieve his malicious
purpose and hence some nodes cannot forward the data packet
[41].

C. Processing Layer Attacks
The processing layer consists of different type of technologies like data storage and data processing. Cloud attack
is the most significant kind of attack in IoT system and the
security threats in this layer which makes network vulnerable
are analyzed in Table 3

1) Unauthorized Access: Processing layer provides data
storage and various functionalities in applications processing
task [42]. In this attack, the adversary can easily access
services of the system in authorizing manner and deleting
the crucial data which can cause lots of damage to the IoT
network.
2) Malicious Insider: This is insider attack in which the
attacker from inside the [43] organization attacks by altering
the data because of his own purpose. In this attack the data can
be easily modified and extracted from purpose of the inside
user.
3) Application security: In context of application security,
Software as a service (SAAS) provides available software and
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data on cloud through internet. The adversary in IoT system
can easily steal data [44] and can operate malicious activities
by using internet. Their security problems are much different
than normal network security problems. Open Web Application
Security Project (OWASP) has identified many web services
and security issues in SAAS.
4) Data security: To provide and ensure data security to
the user is a major responsibility for SAAS provider. Many
security problems occur to the backup of data onto the service
provider [45] because data backup is performed by other party
which can cause data theft.
5) Underlying infrastructure security: In Platform as a
Service (PaaS), the developers cannot access the lower layer
and the security of this layer is the responsibility for service

providers [46]. The objective of developer is to maintain a
secure application of IoT but security of the lower layer
remains unprotected and cause vulnerability.
6) Third-party relationships: PaaS can also provide many
third party components like mushups [47]. There is combination of many sources of mushups so it increases security issues
of data and network.
7) Virtualization threats: Security of virtual machine is
very important as other machines and the occurrence of any
damage to machine affects the other. In this layer virtualization
is very insecure about many kind of attacks [48].
8) Shared Resources: Same resource sharing and utilization in virtual machine can cause a various security threats
in IoT network [49]. The adversary controls all the resources
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which are shared between virtual machine by using covert
channels. So sharing of data might threaten by data theft.
D. Software Layer Attacks
Software attacks are the major challenges arises in the
IoT system. Software attacks are used to damage the system
resources by using harmful viruses and attacks such as Trojan
horse, worms, spyware etc that can breaches [50] the confidential data, altering data, damage the IoT devices and get access
to useful information. Table 4 discussed its effects on IoT.
1) Phishing Attack: In this type of attack the adversary
can capture useful information [51] and access of private data
by spoofing authentication authorization of user. These attacks
used to steal login credentials, information of credit card etc.
2) Virus, Worms, Trojan Horse and Spyware: The attacker
affects the system of IoT by injecting malicious software in the
system [52] which results in varying outcomes. These types of
attacks harm the system by denying its services, altering data
and get access to confidential data.
3) Malicious Scripts: In the IoT system usually devices are
connected and communicating with each other via internet.
The system occurs to a complete shutdown [53] when user
monitors the gateway and runs the active-X script. This type
of scripting occurs to web applications and is use to control
the access and theft of data.

4) Denial of Service: The adversary can affect all users in
a network of IoT system by injecting denial of service attack
of the network of IoT by application layer hence unauthorized
user can get access to systems information [50]. This type
of attack also blocks the authorized users for communication
with application layer. The attacker can get full access to the
application layer.
5) Data Protection and Recovery: Privacy of user is involved in the communication with data. By improper procedure
and algorithm of data processing the confidential data can be
lost or may even cause a catastrophic damage [54].
E. Encryption Attacks
In IoT system these types of attacks is entirely using for
breaking the procedure of encryption techniques.
1) Cryptanalysis Attack: The purpose of this type of attack is to retrieve the encryption key which is being used
for breaking the mechanism of encryption in IoT system
[55]. Cryptanalysis Attacks let the possession of plaintext.
Chosen-plaintext attack, Known-plaintext attack, Ciphertextonly attack and Chosen Ciphertext attack are some examples
of cryptanalysis attack.
2) Side channel Attack: In this type of attack, the attacker
can find the encryption key which is used for the purpose of
decrypting and encrypting data [56]. By this way the adversary
can get access to hacked data by using some particular
techniques such as Electromagnetic analysis and power..
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3) Man In the Middle Attack: During a mechanism of
challenge-response when two authorized users in an IoT network establishing a secure communication [57], then this time
an attacker position himself and intercepting the signals. The
adversary can also interfere in the communication between the
users by exchanging the keys and then the attacker will able
to perform encryption or decryption.
III.

COUNTERMEASURESAT DIFFERENT LAYERS

In this section countermeasure of the above mention attacks
are discussed.
A. Physical Layer Security
Physical Layer is the bottom most layer of IoT network
which provides different features of security to the hardware.
Security at physical layer is discussed in four various types as
discussed below:
1) Secure Physical Design: In Physical Layer most of
the threats are resolved by designing the devices which are
physically secure. Designing of such component [58] like
acquisition unit, radio frequency circuits etc should not be
changeable and not be of high quality. In WSN the design of
antenna is physically secure and has ability to communicate
over long distance.
2) Device authentication: When a new physical device
enters in to the IoT network, then before sending and receiving
of data the device should authenticate itself [59]. When the
device has accurately identified then the system always keeps
the malicious devices out of the network.
3) Secure Booting: Authenticity and originality of the
software can be checked by applying cryptographic hash
algorithm. This algorithm verifies the software on the devices
by digital signature [60]. Many cryptographic hash algorithms
cannot be implemented because of low processing capability
on many devices. Some cryptographic hash algorithm such as
NH and WH cryptographic algorithm are suitable for some
devices which has low utilization of power.
4) Data Confidentiality: In data confidentiality all tags and
data of each physical device should be encrypted before sending the data to provide confidentiality [61]. Strong technique
of cryptographic encryption such as AES cannot be applied
because power consumption is low. So Blowfish or RSA can
be applied on these devices because these techniques have low
processing power.
5) Data integrity: To avoid the tempering of sensitive
data, the technique of error detection [62] is provided at
each physical device. Better error detection techniques can be
applied such as WH cryptographic hash method but it refers
to that type of mechanism which have ability to utilize low
power such as Cyclic Redundancy Checks (CRC) and parity
bit.
6) Data Privacy: Symmetric and asymmetric encryption
function like DSA, RSA, BLOWFISH and DES etc guaranteed
data privacy by preventing the attacker to unauthorized access
of essential data when data is sending to the destination. These
encryption algorithms can be easily applied because of their
less consumption of power.

7) Risk Assessment: Dynamical Risk Assessment technique
provides confidentiality of data and avoiding security breaches
in an IoT network [63]. It is essential for security perspective
of IoT by discovering different types of threats to the network.
When an error is discovered with such security strategies than
RFID runs an automatic kill command of tags of RFID which
stops unauthorized access to data.
8) Privacy of sensitive information: Privacy of sensitive
information is the most crucial concept for providing security
to the data onto the system. With the help K-anonymity
[64] technique it provides mechanism to hide the sensitive
information on the system hence anonymity of identity is
achieved by providing protection for the information such as
location and identity etc.
9) Anonymity: Identification of nodes and hiding of private
information like data address and location are very important
for confidentiality. Zero-Knowledge technique [65] would be
the best solution for anonymity but it has a drawback that
having a large processing power because of strong algorithm
it cannot be implemented on the devices which have less
consumption power. So K-anonymity is a best approach for
less power physical devices in IoT network [66].
10)IPSec Security channel: IPSec Security channel has
two types of secure functionalities, encryption and authentication which provides security [67]. Node tempering and
eavesdropping can be stopped by encryption which ensures
confidentiality of data. The receiver can identify that the sender
of the data onto IP is fake or real.
B. Network Layer Security
The network layer is threatening by many types of attacks.
Due to the observance of the many wireless channels, attacker
can easily control the communication between devices. The
security of network layer is splits in four types which are
described below.
1) Data privacy: The safety control procedure control the
network of any type of error occurs and hence integrity of
data has applied to justified that data received to the user is
similar to the original [68] like encryption of point to point.
Authentication mechanism is used to avoid illegal access to
data onto sensor node.
2) Security aware ad hoc routing: Security aware ad hoc
routing (SAR) protocol prevents from inside attacks of the
network [69] of IoT. Some security measurements are added
to the packets and the adversary is dropped from the network
after the analysis of received data.
3) Authentication: Illegal access of the nodes can be
avoided with the help of proper authentication technique and
encryption process [70]. In network layer the most common
type of attack is DoS attack which can affect the network by
spreading useless information.
4) Routing security: In many applications secure routing is
essential for the sensor network. Due to the insecure routing
protocols, different routing algorithms are applied to secure
the confidentiality of data transferring towards various sensor
nodes in IoT system [71]. However, multiple paths provide
secure routing which fixed errors in the network and increase
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performance of the system. For routing purpose source routing
is a technique in which transmitted data is stored in packets
after the analysis of data it then sent to the processing.

C. Processing Layer Security

5) GPS location system: GPS system encountered the
spoofing attack from network layer of the IoT system [72]. S.
Daneshmand et al. describe and implemented the GPS location
technique which is the best solution proposed yet.

1) Web application scanners: This application is using for
identification of different threats [76] which is present in the
front end of web. Other web firewall applications are also
detecting the attacks of potential attacker.

6) Routing protocol: Ad hoc On demand Multipath Distance Vector (AOMDV) is a routing protocol which encountered the wormhole attack [73]. Amish et al. propose this
technique by producing multiple paths between the sender and
receiver in every discovery of rout. In this technique route table
is checked by the sender that for two nodes communication,
route is available or not. If the rout is available then it provides
information about routing rather it transmits the packet.
7) Hello flood Detection cum Prevention: Virendra et al.
propose a technique to prevent hello flood attack in IoT. In this
technique a node sends hello message to check the strength of
signal if strength is similar as in radio range then receiver
accepts the message and information about routing is sent to
the rout [74].
8) Data Integrity: A cryptographic hash mechanism is used
to for the integrity of data [75]. This function is used to check
the transmission of data onto the other node. When tempering
of data is proved error correction process can also be used.

There are some concepts of security measures in processing
layer which is discussed below:

2) Fragmentation redundancy scattering (FRS): In FRS
the essential data onto cloud [77] is splits and allocates in
to various fragments of storage in servers. The fragment has
not any useful information about the data so risk of data theft
is minimized in this scenario.
3) Homomorphic encryption: This technique is based on
entire mechanism of homomorphic encryption. In this technique [78] cipher text is allowed to compute immediately without decryption. High computation requires for data security in
this method.
4) Encryption: Encryption technique is used to ensure the
data confidentiality in IoT. Data is firstly encrypted and then
sent to the cloud. Encryption helps to overcome against side
channel attacks [79]. There are various kinds of encryption
such as Advanced Encryption Standard etc.
5) Hyper Safe: Hyper safe provides protection for the
memory pages from being altered and also allows restriction
of pointing index that changes monitored data onto the pointer
indexes [80].
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D. Application Layer Security
The categorization of security mechanism in application
layer is discussed below:
1) Data security: For securing the confidentiality of data
and privacy of entire IoT system Encryption, Authentication
and Integrity are the most essential procedure at this level. It
avoids any unauthorized access to the data and protecting data
to be hacked or theft.
2) Access Control Lists (ACLs): Setting up the rules and
allows request for the access and monitoring of the network
is the important part which ensures the confidentiality of the
system and data privacy [81]. ACL can manage by stopping
or allowing incoming or outgoing traffic and monitors access
requests from many users in the IoT system.
3) Intrusion Detection: Intrusion Detection process [82]
provides security solutions to many threats by producing an
alarm when any uncertain action is performed in the system
because of continuous controlling a log of intruder’s activity.
Intrusion detection can be done by various detection techniques
such as anomaly detection in data mining [83].
4) Risk Assessment: The risk assessment produces effective
security approaches and gives enhancement of [84] already
existing architectures and planning of security.
5) Firewalls: When encryption, authentication and ACLs
process failed to block the unauthorized user then firewall
comes in process [85] for the blockage. When weak password
was chosen then encryption and authentication process can be
failed. In firewall, filtration of packets is done hence unwanted
packets are blocked by this process.
6) Anti-virus, Anti-spyware and Anti-adware: Software
which provides security such as anti-virus, anti-spyware and
anti-adware is essential for the confidentiality, reliability and
integrity of the IoT network. IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION Evaluation of security threats on the network of IoT
are done in this section and discuss their countermeasures.
Furthermore, this paper mentions the effects of these attacks
on IoT network and also presents separate countermeasures
for which it reduces the damage of the IoT and prevention of
vulnerability. Detail of our performance analysis is discussed
in table.1 in which detailed analysis has been done on the basis
of each attack.
IV.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Evaluation of security threats and their countermeasures to
the network of IoT is discussed in this section. Furthermore,
this paper mentions the effects of these attacks of IoT network and also presents separate countermeasures for which it
reduces the damage to the IoT and prevention of vulnerability.
Detail of our performance analysis is discussed in table.1 in
which detailed analysis has been done on the basis of each
attack.
V.

CONCLUSION

IoT has been considered as an important research topic for
the last few years where physical objects would communicate
by using various network technologies. The vast advancement
of the services of IoT requires the authentic and factual security

mechanism. This paper gives a broad overview of IoT by
describing the working of layers and then discusses different
security loopholes on different layers of IoT (Physical Layer,
Network Layer, Processing Layer and Application Layer).
Furthermore it presents the countermeasures against security
threats from the prevention of any damage to IoT network.As
IoT is going to be an essential part of our life, steps should
be taken to ensure security and privacy of the user.
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Abstract—Advancement in deep unsupervised learning are
finally bringing machine learning close to natural learning,
which happens with as few as one labeled instance. Ladder
Networks are the newest deep learning architecture that proposes
semi-supervised learning at scale. This work discusses how the
ladder network model successfully combines supervised and
unsupervised learning taking it beyond the pre-training realm.
The model learns from the structure, rather than the labels alone
transforming it from a label learner to a structural observer. We
extend the previously-reported results by lowering the number
of labels, and report an error of 1.27 on 40 labels only, on the
MNIST dataset that in a fully supervised setting, uses 60000
labeled training instances.

of unlabeled data concurrently [2]. This makes the machine
learning process narrowly closer to natural learning.

Keywords—Ladder networks; semi-supervised learning; deep
learning; structure observer

Unsupervised learning forms a class of machine learning techniques of deducing a function to disentangle hidden structure
from unlabeled data. What clearly distinguishes unsupervised
learning from supervised learning is unlabeled samples are
used during training so there is no error or reward signal
to evaluate a potential solution. As unsupervised learning
attempts to draw inferences from datasets consisting of input
data without labeled responses it is closely related to the
problem of density estimation in statistics [3].

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Over the past decades, there has been an effort in machine
learning theoretical research to move from supervised to unsupervised methods, for the reasons of 1. arduous effort in
labeling data, and 2. the inherent aptitude of unsupervised
approaches to discover the latent structure of data without the
guiding (or misguiding) external influence of labels.
The paper discusses the opportunities and strengths in deep
unsupervised learning and its implications towards unsupervised and weekly supervised learning in general. The model
selected for this purpose is the recently-introduced ladder
network designed by Valpola [1]. This work modifies the
model configuration and reports an error on the extremely
popular MNIST benchmark of 1.27 using 40 labels only. This
is 10 labels fewer than previously reported results.
Ladder networks successfully combine supervised learning
with unsupervised learning in deep neural networks models.
Prior to this unsupervised learning was used for specialized
pre-training task, followed by supervised learning. However
ladder networks, are trained to simultaneously minimize the
sum of supervised and unsupervised cost functions using
backpropagation, thus eliminating the need for layer-wise pretraining.
The model has the distinctive feature of learning from the
structure in the data instead of solely from the labels alone.
This novelty results in minimizing the amount of labelled data
required for training the network. As most of the data are
unlabeled, the model learns principal features from the small
set of labelled data and correlated features from the large set

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II ‘Deep Unsupervised Learning’ discusses the models namely
RBM and Auto encoders. Section III - ‘Semi Supervised
Learning’ discusses the Ladder Networks model followed
by the experiments and results. Section IV - ‘Conclusion’
concludes the paper and discusses future research directions.
II.

D EEP U NSUPERVISED L EARNING

A. Relaxing Supervision

Hinton and Salakudinov [4] proposed the idea of the
stochastic RBM; symmetrical arrangement of binary stochastic
neurons in a Boltzmann Machine where the two layers of
the model for a bipartite graph. Later works by [5] suggested
Auto Encoders for pre training; pre train each successive layers
using unsupervised measure thus producing an enriched useful
higher-level representation from the lower-level representation
output. State of the art generalization can later be achieved by
running Gradient descent on supervised format. Transitioning
probability to unsupervised learning looks promising based
on the fact - natural learning is unsupervised; we learn the
structure around us by observing not by the names of the
associated objects.
B. Greedy Unsupervised Pre-training
The year 2006 marks the breakthrough in training deep
architectures as RBM were proposed followed by stacked
autoencoders (SAEs) (Fig. 1). Both approaches used the notion
of Greedy layer-wise unsupervised pre-training followed by
supervised fine-tuning. The concepts Greedy layer wise pre
training and Supervised fine tuning have profound impacts on
Unsupervised Learning. Unsupervised pre-training leads to
•

Pre-conditioning the model, whereby arranging the
parameter values in suitable ranges later to be used in
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This model uses the sigmoid non-linearity, thus be called
nonlinear generalization of the PCA. The model has outperformed the Linear PCA producing outstanding results, [8].
Trials confirm that weight optimization is challenging in
Deep Non Linear Auto Encoders. Initialization with Large
weight values leads to poor local minima problem, while
initializing with small weights leads to very small gradients.
However if an Auto Encoder initialized is with good calibrated
weights, Gradient Descent performs well, but this initialization
requires a novel algorithm which learns one layer of feature
at a time. Each layer captures strong, high-order correlations
b/w activities of units in layer below it.

Fig. 1.

RBM and Autoencoder architectures [6].

supervised training. This is completely different than
a generic random initialization.
•

D. Free Energy
Model initialization to an already close to optimal
configuration in parameter space leads to an optimization of the optimization process. The appropriate
range increases backpropagation efficiency and error
minimization.

Greedy layer-wise unsupervised pre-training introduces a
useful prior to the supervised fine-tuning training [7].
•

The RBM model defines a distribution over x with latent
variables via an energy function E. The function gives the
probability distribution P (v, h) where:

E(v, h) = −

X
ipixels

bi v i −

X
jf eatures

bj v j −

X

vi hj wi j

i,j

(1)
Unsupervised learning is used to draw inferences
from datasets consisting of input data without labeled
responses, this makes it different from the supervised
counterpart.

•

Only use the inputs x(t) for learning.

•

Auto extracting meaningful features from data. This
distinctive feature extraction capability without utilization of labels, makes unsupervised learning a prime
candidate simulating near to human learning behavior.

•

Leverage the availability of unlabeled data. Most data
being unlabeled and natural intelligence deals with
analyzing the bulk of objects via structures rather than
labels, therefore unsupervised learning can utilize this
massive data in training deep models exhibiting the
distinction of learning via structures and not simply
labels.

Two popular neural models for unsupervised learning are:
1)
2)

As examples of unsupervised learning, RBM are used for
pre-training phase extensively. The phase consists of learning a
stacked RBM each having only one layer of feature detectors.
The learned feature activations of one RBM are used as data
for training the next RBM in the stack. After pre training these
RBM are unfolded to create a deep auto encoder, which is later
fine-tuned using back propagation.

Restricted Boltzmann Machines
Autoencoders

C. Restriced Boltzmann Machines
Restricted Boltzmann Machines are autoencoder models that
have the distinctive capability of transforming and reducing
high dimensional data to low dimension. These use an effective
way to initialize the weights of the model with calibrated
values followed by gradient descent for fine tuning.

If w is negative it leads to high energy and the probability
decreases, if w is positive it leads to low energy and the
probability increases. The challenge here: the function is
divided by the partition function Z, the sum over all values
of v and h. As v, h are binary, so Z can take many values
leading to an exponential sum over the numerator, thus making
computing it intractable. To overcome this challenge Hinton et
al. proposed contrastive divergence.
E. Contrastive Divergence: The Negative Sample
Contrastive divergence [9] was proposed by Hinton. It uses
Gibbs sampling to approximate joint distribution when direct
sampling is difficult. Alternating between layers, given one
unit in visible layer, all units are independent in hidden layer,
values in one layer be sampled given a value in another layer
(Fig. 2). Using contrastive Divergence we get the following
interesting relations between Energy and Probability.
•

Increase probability of observing xt at hidden layer,
decrease the energy

•

Decrease probability of observing x t at hidden layer
increase the energy.

•

Increase probability of observing digits from training
set.

•

Decrease probability of observing noise.

•

Decreasing energy of things that looks like what is in
training set.
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TABLE I.

R ESTRICTED B OLTZMANN M ACHINE AND AUTO E NCODERS

RBM
Stochastic model setting with
symmetric connectivity b/w
the visible and hidden layers.

Energy based models.
Trained using contrastive
divergence that performs
Gibbs sampling and is
used inside a gradient
descent procedure.
Preferred in High Noise
Scenarios & Speech
Recognition.

Fig. 2.

Preferred in Low Noise
Scenarios.

Negative sample.

•
•

Increase energy of things that are hallucinated or
sampled by the model

•

Ultimately model spits out things similar to the what
in the model i.e. after a series of cycles x becomes
closer to x t

F. Auto Encoders
An autoencoder model [10] attempts to regenerate its input.
It has a hidden layer that describes a code used to represent the
input. The model network comprises of an encoder function
h = f (x) and a decoder that produces a reconstruction r =
g(h). Auto encoders are designed to be unable to learn to copy
perfectly. As the model is forced to prioritize which aspects
of the input should be copied, it often learns useful properties
of the data [11].
As discussed above the model has two parts namely the
encoder and the decoder. Encoder takes an input and encodes it
in a linear representation. Encoder is sigmoid of a linear transformation. Decoder takes latent representation h(x), passes it
to non-linearity, generating the output. As the Auto encoder
attempts to minimize the reconstruction error between actual
and generated value during training, a typical Loss function
is:
2

2

L(x, x0 ) = kx − x0 k = kx − σ2(W 0 (σ1(W x + b) + b0 ))k
(2)
For deep autoencoders, their representational power, layer
size and depth can be elaborated as:
•

Auto encoder
Deterministic model with
two weight matrices w1
and w2 representing the
flow of data from the
visible-to-hidden and
hidden-to-visible layers.
Achieved considerable
success via de-noising
the input.
Trained to perform optimal
reconstruction of the visible
layer by minimizing the
mean-squared error in a
reconstruction task.

Universal Approximation Theorem [12] says feed forward network with a linear output layer and one hidden layer with non-linearity based squashing function
can approximates any function. However the hidden
layer may be large leading to generalization failure.

•

Reduction in number of units can happen in deep
models to represent the desired function get a better
and generalization error.

•

Exponential Reduction in Computational cost of representing a function and training data needed to learn
can be done by increasing the depth of the model.

Deep auto encoders yield better compression than
shallow or linear auto encoders [13].

G. RBM and Auto Encoders
Restricted Boltzmann Machines and Auto encoder models;
both are used for training deep architectures using an unsupervised greedy layer wise pre training followed by supervised
fine tuning. Table I compares these two models.
III.

S EMI - SUPERVISED LEARNING

Semi-supervised learning a class of machine learning techniques that has the capability of utilizing small volume of
labeled data with a large volume of unlabeled data; leading
to substantial improvement in learning precision. Thus it
therefore falls between unsupervised learning and supervised
learning realm. As the acquisition and labelling cost of labeled
data for a specific learning problem is high making the
dataset set infeasible, whereas acquisition of unlabeled data
is relatively inexpensive. These settings make semi-supervised
learning of great technical and practical value.
It is worth noting that supervised learning has achieved
good results as opposed to unsupervised learning. The reason
being that implementations of unsupervised learning are not
are incompatible with supervised learning. Supervised Learning processes filter out non relevant information preserving
only the important features where as unsupervised learning
methods try retain and represent as much information about
the original data as possible. This is where semi-supervised
learning comes into play, integrating both supervised and
unsupervised learning together in a novel architecture - The
Ladder Networks.
A. Ladder Network An Autoencoder with shortcut connections
The Ladder Network model is an autoencoder with adjacent
shortcut connections from the encoder to decoder at each layer.
These connections let the higher layers to focus on abstract
invariant and consistent features. Comparatively standard auto
encoders are equivalent to latent variable models with a
single layer of stochastic variables only; however the ladder
network is equivalent in strength to hierarchically ranked latent
variables models [14].
Ladder networks combine supervised learning with unsupervised learning in deep neural networks. As stated before, in
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classical setting, unsupervised learning was used only for pretraining the network this was followed by supervised learning.
However ladder networks integrates the two together. Similar
to feedforward networks, learning occurs via minimizing the
relevant cost function. Another important aspect is higher
layers can focus on consistent features only leaving the details
for the lower layers to represent. Classically unsupervised
learning has been used for pre-training prior to supervised
learning. However here, it continues to work after Supervised
Learning has commenced. Relevant features are selected via
supervised learning using labelled samples while unsupervised
learning selects correlated features using bulk of unlabeled
data. This improves generalization to new samples.
It is important to note that in this integrated model,
once supervised learning starts selecting significant features,
unsupervised learning only focuses on and selects co-related
features which are useful for supervised learning. This characteristic is completely in contrast with the classic pre-training
approach where unsupervised learning selected all the features
via which input could be re generated.
B. Stochastic Latent Variable Models and Deterministic Autoencoders
Unsupervised learning methods where latent variables generate
observed data are called Latent variable models. These have
the capability of forecasting the mean of the observations.
Minimizing the mismatch between the observed data and
its reconstruction results in inference of the unknown latent
variables.
Single layer latent models do not discard information and
represent everything about the data; discarding information
in a single layer model would increase the reconstruction
error. For better reconstruction error management, subsidiary
information along with the abstract consistent features is also
required. The solution being using latent variables in a multilayer hierarchy. This leads to higher layer levels to focus on
abstract consistent features and leaving the details to lower
levels. Finally higher-level latent variable models can easily
represent the mean of the lower-level variables. This hierarchical arrangement provides stochasticity to latent variables
but with a forewarning. Computing the posterior probability
of the latent variables and their parameters is mathematically
inflexible. Another problem with these models is the extensive
usage of variational Bayesian probabilistic methods or training
leading to a significant compromise in their performance.
Autoencoders are equivalent in representational power to
single-layer latent variable models. Learning is based on
minimizing the difference between the observation and its
reconstruction. Similar to latent variable models, auto encoders
have the capability of being stacked together. Training follows
a layer wise approach as new layers are added to the previously trained network. After this, training later continues in
a supervised manner, [15]. An important point to be noted
is a hierarchical/stacked auto encoder is not equivalent in
representational power to the hierarchical latent variable model
counterpart. The difference being that the middle layers in an
auto encoder are strongly deterministic while the hierarchical
latent variable model has complete stochasticity. To elaborate
more, regardless of whatever the priors are, stochastic variables

Fig. 3.

A two layer ladder network [15].

have independent representational aptitude and thus can add
information at the time of reconstruction. In stark contrast,
deterministic variables cannot add any information at reconstruction time [16].
This clearly shows that both autoencoders and latent variable models have their pros and cons. This paves way for a
more robust model that has the capability of combining the
strengths of the two models making it an ideal candidate for
deep semi-supervised learning.
C. The Ladder model
The ladder network attempts to combine best of the breed
from both Latent Variable Models and Stacked Auto encoder
models. As is evident from the equations, h(t) in an auto
encoder depends only on top-down information and cannot add
any new information to the representation because it does not
receive information from the bottom-up path. On the contrary
inference of s(l)(t) in the latent model combines information
from top-down priors and bottom-up likelihood.
The Hierarchical Latent Variable Model can therefore be
expressed as:
p(sl (t)|sl+1 (t), ξ l )

(3)

The Stacked Auto encoder can be expressed as:
hl−1 (t) = g l (h0l (t))

(4)

Likewise the Ladder Network can be expressed as:
hl−1 (t) = g l (h0l (t)), h(l−1) (t))

(5)

Transformation of an Autoencoder into a Latent Model
when shortcut adjacent connections are added from the bottomup encoder path to the modified top-down decoder path. This
empowers the hidden layer to recover information which is
missing from the higher layers, thus relieving higher layers to
represent all the details. The mapping function g in the Ladder
Model combines abstract information from higher layers with
detailed information from lower layers (Fig. 3).
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unsupervised cost is the sum of denoising cost of all
layers scaled by a hyper parameter. The final cost is
the sum of supervised and unsupervised cost.
Train the whole network in a semi-supervised arrangement using standard optimization techniques.

D. Distributed Layer-wise Learning
Deep networks have error functions only at the output layer.
Keeping this in mind if similar training procedure is adopted
for Ladder Networks as with Auto encoders; this leads to a
considerable increase in the reconstruction error as the lateral
connections also contributes to the reconstruction, leaving minimum error contribution from the higher layers which are the
custodians of most consistent information. Auto encoder model
has the inherent capability of routing all the signals through
all layers and making learning difficult and slow. However
latent variable models have cost functions for all stochastic
variables. As the ladder network combines its structure from
both these models, it introduces training signals at each level
of the hierarchy exhibiting the novel feature of distributed
learning.

4)

F. Experiments and Results
TABLE II.

E RROR REPORTED WITH 40 LABELS ON (S ET 1)

Models/ No of Labels
Full Model
Sigma (Top) Model
Bottom Model

Initial Learning rate = 0.002
Annealed linearly to zero
Decay Rate = 0.67
Layers 784-1000-500-250-250-250-10
Epochs = 150 / Dataset = MNIST
40
100
1000
All
1.27
1.07
0.71
0.6
3.9
3.4
1.9
0.9
1.30
1.09
1.0
0.71

The cost Function of the ladder network can be expressed
as:

TABLE III.

C=

1
T

T
X

2

ks(t) − s0 (t)k =

t=1

Cl =

1
T

T
X

f 1 x(t) − s0 (t)

2

(6)

t=1

T
1X l
h (t) − h0l (t)
T t=1

2

D ENOISING VALUES FOR 6 LAYERS (S ET 1)
Denoising Cost configured on Layer wise basis

(7)

Models/
No of Labels

100

1000

All

Full Model

1000,10,0.1,
0.1,0.1,0.1,
0.1

2000,20,0.1,
0.1,0.1,0.1,
0.1

1000,1,0.01,
0.01,0.01,0.01,
0.01

Sigma (Top)
Model

0,0,0,0,0,0,0.5

0,0,0,0,0,0,10

0,0,0,0,0,0,2

Bottom Model

5000,0,0,0,0,
0,0

2000,0,0,0,0,
0,0

2000,0,0,0,0,
0,0

TABLE IV.

E RROR REPORTED WITH 100 LABELS (S ET 2)

The first cost function of the ladder network expressed as
(6) does not directly refer to the input but only to the latent
variable and its corrupted counterpart. This leads to the fact
that each layer in the hierarchical model contributes to the
cost function, bringing the basis of training signals close to the
parameters on the relevant layer. The 2nd function expressed
as (7) shows that error term can be used at each layer, thus
leading to Layered Learning novelty. Layer wise denoising is
also used in the Model. The idea taken from [13] corrupting
the input of auto encoders with noise and let the network
attempt to reconstruct the original uncorrupted inputs. This
forces the auto encoder to learn how to denoise the corrupted
inputs. Bengio stated denoising not only the inputs but on
all levels of the encoder path in a hierarchical model results
in efficient sampling; and called such networks generative
stochastic networks (GSN) [17]. Another important aspect is
that a model with reconstruction capability of missing data can
be turned into a probability density estimator.

The Tables II, III, IV summarize the results of the experiments conducted in this research. Table II shows the results
obtained using a 6 layers model while Table IV shows the
results obtained using a 4 layers model. The Table III shows
the layer wise denoising values used. These results are further
elaborated in the Inferences section below.

E. Implementation

G. Inferences

A typical implementation of the ladder network include:
1)
2)

3)

A feedforward model which serves supervised learning with 2 encoder - clean and corrupted. The corrupted encoder adds Gaussian noise at all layers.
A decoder which has the capability to invert the
mappings on each encoder layer and provisions unsupervised learning. Decoder uses a denoising function
to reconstruct the activations of each layer. The target
at each layer is the clean version of the activation
where as the difference between the reconstruction
and the clean version serves as the denoising cost of
that layer.
The supervised cost is calculated from the output
of the corrupted encoder and the output target. The

Initial Learning rate = 0.002,
Annealed linearly to zero
Decay Rate = 0.67
Layers 784-1000-500-250-10
Epochs = 150 / Dataset = MNIST
Models/
No of Labels
Full Model
Sigma (Top)
Model
Bottom Model

1)
2)

3)
4)
5)

www.ijacsa.thesai.org

100

1000

All

1.22

0.852

0.72

4.08

1.28

1.08

1.308

1.23

0.852

Table II shows, with 60000 labels the error rate is
around 0.6, while with 1000 labels its 0.71, with 100
labels it is 1.06 and with merely 40 labels its 1.27.
The Top Model in Table II has also impressive results
of 3.4 with 100 labels. It has cost function at only top
layer, thus most of its denoising part can be bypassed.
It has the capability of being plugged in any neural
network.
Reducing the number of layers from 6 (Table II) to
4 (Table IV), increases the error by around 21
Top and bottom models have denoising cost at the
top and bottom layer only as shown in Table III.
Applying noise to each layer and specifically to the
first layer leads to regularization thus minimizing the
generalization error as shown in Table III.
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IV.

C ONCLUSION

[4]

This exploratory research highlights the impact ladder
networks has brought upon deep unsupervised learning by
alleviating pre-training and successfully synthesizing the two
forms of learning which are usually considered under exclusivity. As for semi-supervised learning, it can be concluded that
the most important contribution is made by the lateral adjacent
connections. These connections being a vital component to
the level that removing them declines the performance for all
of the semi supervised tasks. The second important contribution is introduction of noise at each layer. As the number
of labeled examples increases, the adjacent connections and
the re construction criterion become less significant and the
generalization enhancement coming from the induction of
noise in each layer and vice versa [18]. Ladder networks have
transformed the neural network model from a label learner to
a structural observer, thus narrowing the gap between machine
learning and machine intelligence.
In our opinion, the ladder network could be applied in these
future directions: data generated in high velocity environments
are unlabeled, which makes training models difficult; we
envisage to use the Ladder model exhibiting-semi supervised
learning in these settings. Semi-supervised models require
large training time, optimizing it is a potential challenge.
Ladder Networks have shown promising results with low
dimensional data sets, so their use on high dimensional data
sets is a possibility for exploration.
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[6]
[7]
[8]
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Abstract—Visually impaired people is a big community all
over the world. They usually seek help to perform their daily
activities such as reading the expired date of food cans or
medicine, reading out PIN of a certain ATM Visa, identifying
the color of clothes or differentiate between the money notes
and other objects with the same shape. A number of IT-based
solutions have been proposed to help and assist blind and/or
visually impaired people. Generally speaking, these solutions,
however, do not support Arabic languages nor protect blind
users’ privacy. In this paper, Trusted Blind Society (TBS) mobile
application is proposed. It is an android application which allows
blind users to recognize their unknown surroundings by utilizing
two concepts: social networks sites and friendsourcing. These two
concepts were employed by allowing family members and the
trusted friends, who are registered on Twitter, to answer blind
users’ questions on a real time. The solution is also bilingual,
supports (Arabic/English) and allows screen reader using Android
talk-back service. The performance of the TBS system was
evaluated using loader.io to check its stability under the heavy
load and it was tested by a number of blind volunteers and
the results showed good performance comparing to most related
work.
Keywords—Human powered technology; blind people; visually
impaired people; user’s privacy; IT-based solution; social networks;
friend-sourcing; crowd-sourcing; accessibility; low vision; bilingual; screen reader

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The World Health Organization (WHO) reported that 285
million people around the world are visually impaired (39
million are blind and 246 have low vision) [1]. The huge
number of the blind people and the evolution of technology
encourage the researchers to introduce solutions to assist
blind/visually impaired people to normally practice their daily
activities. In the other hand, the social network sites such as
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, are widely used nowadays
and the users of them are growing rapidly. Social networking
sites (SNSs) are sites that asset people to communicate together
in many ways via the Internet. The target of these websites are
not only to interact with each others and making friends but
also to gather the information and getting help from known
people and share the experiences with them [2].
Arab Social Media Report (ASMR) reported that there
are 3.7 million Arab Twitter users [2]. As there are huge
number of people in using SNSs and the increase of the
Arabic visual impaired, these two important facts motivate
us to design and introduce an Arabic application supported

by human powered technology while assisting the visually
impaired users in identifying the unknown surrounding objects.
Recent solutions are proposed using human-powered technology for assisting the blind such as VizWiz [3]. The VizWiz
App allows users to capture an unknown object only one shot
to then send to crowd worker who should response with the
name of this object. However, using only one shot is not
enough because the blind user can’t determine the dimensions
of the image needed to be recognize. In addition, it is not
easy for the blind to capture a clear picture of the unknown
object. Other solutions such as Chorus [4], Third Eye [5], they
use video to address the limitation of VizWiz but they do not
support consumer’s privacy as they employ crowd-sourcing
concept. In other words, they enable the blind to send the
video over Internet and any anonymous helper will get it and
help him. Thus, the user shouldn’t send any private data to
save his privacy.
Human powered technology (friend-sourcing) is the major
part of our solution as it considered the identification process
while supporting privacy protection to the bind users as well
as providing accurate responses to the blind people. Indeed,
they can ask anyone for the unknown object but there were
some confidential data and situations that he can’t share with
any strangers except close friend or a family’s member [6].
In this paper, Trusted Blind Society (TBS) application
is proposed. The TBS is Android-based mobile application
enabling blind users to recognize their unknown surroundings
by utilizing two concepts: online social networks and friendsourcing. These two concepts were employed by allowing the
family members and the trusted friends who are registered on
Twitter to answer the blind’s private questions on a real-time
while other Twitter friends could answer any other questions.
The solution also supports two languages (Arabic/English).
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
the related works while Section III provides the details about
the proposed solution. Section IV reports the evaluation of
the proposed solution, and Section V presents the discussion.
Finally, Section VI gives the conclusion and future work.
II.

R ELATED WORK

Technology trend aims to found the full automated solutions. However the advances in the technology can’t stands
alone in facing blind needs such as identification of unknown
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objects supporting their daily activities. For example, OCR
failed to read the text on a road sign that captured by mobile
phone 1 , object recognition technique worked well with sighted
people. However it dosen’t work effectively with the blind
users. This is because the captured area often isn’t clear for the
camera [3, 7, 8]. Moreover, screen reader software use some
techniques to deliver the content of the screen to the blind, the
content is always confusing or unreliable for the blind [9, 10].
Instead of automated solutions, disabled people depend
on a wide network of friends, volunteers or strangers. An
example of that, the volunteer can perform a given task
(reading a book for blind) for a certain time of the day but
not all the time. Technology evolution engaged the human
intelligence and introduces new solutions to assist blind in
their daily situations instead of the physically proximate for
the helper with the blind. Human-powered access technology
[11] has introduced as technology solutions that facilitate
the human assistant to help disabled people remotely with
flexible support rather than the fully automated solutions that
almost not complete or inadequate in daily real situations [12].
Expansion of the human powered solution makes it widely
used, therefor researchers deeply study it and classified it into
two major concepts: crowd-sourcing and friend-sourcing. The
crowd-sourcing enables users to get help from anonymous
helpers while friend-sourcing allows the users to get help from
known friends.
Indeed, many solutions are proposed to help blind. These
include ThirdEye [5], VIZWIZ [3] and LendAnEye [13], and
others [6, 13–15]. These solutions make use of the integration
between human resource and the information technology. An
overview of these solutions is given below.
•

•

VizWiz
Bigham et al. [3] introduced an application to address
the challenges that faced blinds in their everyday
activities (the ability to see food products expired date,
recognize ATM ID, etc.). Therefore, they presented
an iPhone application called VizWiz that allows blind
users to send a picture along with a recorded question
about their the unknown object to workers then receive
quick answers which are read to the blind users by
converting the text to speech. However, VizWiz is not
a time efficient solution as sometimes the picture is
not clear, thus the helper asks the blind to recapture
the image, and repeat the processing again. Moreover,
a helper sometimes explains the image content without
listening to the question carefully, so the blind would
need to repeat the questions again. In addition to the
lack of workers available during some time a day.
Also, the malicious workers are considered one of the
most limitation in this approach [15].
Third Eye
Lamya et al. [5] discussed the problem for the visually
impaired as they faced challenges when practicing
their daily tasks. Then, they proposed an mobile
application which provides descriptions of all the pictures or videos captured by visually impaired people.
The blind can capture an image or record a video

1 Twitter

statistics.
2014,http://www.statisticbrain.
statistics/(accessed May 2015

com/twitter-

Fig. 1.

Data flow of the proposed solution.

about the unknown object then sends it through the
server and the volunteer will view and then send
his/her feedback as speech to the blind user again.
This proposed application presents good performance
in recognition as it depends on crowd-sourcing for
serving visual impaired requests. However, the privacy
factor is not covered as the blind user doesn’t know
who is going to answer his/her request as it could be
stranger volunteers. If the object contains confidential
data, such as credit card PIN, it will be known to this
strangers.
•

LendAnEye
LendAnEye [5] is proposed to introduce a solution for
blinds in their daily activates to identify environment
surround them. It’s a mobile application that has two
interfaces one for volunteers and the other one for
low-vision user. Unsighted users can contact helpers
by double click the screen then a live video call is
started, and helper can communicate with the blind
via a continuous video call that enhances reality and
highly response time. However, the privacy of blind
is not guaranteed because helpers are anonymous
strangers people the privacy of his request is not
achieve. Also this require involving video call service
which could be expensive to most of the blind users
in the developing countries.
III.

P ROPOSED SOLUTION

Mobile Application called: Trust Blind Society (TBS) is
proposed which is an android mobile application that assists
the blind in identifying the confidential data. As shown in
Fig. ??, the idea of this application is based on the friendsourcing concept while providing help. The user can record a
video about the unknown object that he needs to recognize and
then sends it over the social network (Twitter) to his selected
friend’s list. Once the helper identifies the unknown object,
he will reply by a message through Twitter, then the TBS
will read out the content of the message to the user (using
talk back). TBS will access the message of the user Twitter’s
account through (Twitter API). TBS offers video recording
because it’s more effective and accurate than the image as the
video recording guarantee that the whole range of the unknown
object is recorded besides the image may be blurred so the
identification process will consume time [3].
TBS is based on friend-sourcing (family members and
close friends) which provides the protection of the blind users’
privacy as only family members or close friends could see
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will give their feedback about the proposed solution through
our questionnaire which consists of the following questions:

Fig. 2.

•

Questionnaire
1 Name, Age
2 Education level
3 Experience with android
4 Is the solution easy to use?
5 Do you think the Application is useful in your
daily activities?
6 What do you think is more helpful photo or
video?
7 Give some examples in which situations you
could use our solution.
8 Rate the solution.
9 Addition ideas to enhance any solution needs
more ideas and maintained of it , so this
question will assist us in the future work to
enhance and present well functional solution.

•

Responses
The results of the survey are shown in Fig. ??. Eleven
blind users reported that they strongly agree that the
application is easy to use and user friendly, while
Seven of them agree with this. Only two users are
disagree with it because they aren’t connected to
twitter in addition they suggested to supply them with
image recognition technique which would be better for
them as they don’t want to depend on human factor. In
another hand, all of the blind testers agreed that TBS
is very secure and save their privacy. So, it could be
said that almost 90% find that TBS is easy to use.
Moreover, all of them agree that this application will
assist them in their daily activities as they have tested
our applications with different examples such as:
◦ Money identification.
◦ Password identification.
◦ Is the makeup matched with the girl?
◦ Differentiating between colors and paper money.
◦ If the blind’s hit himself he can ask his close
friend if it’s ok or not).
◦ Differentiating between boxes that have similar
shapes and sizes, like soft drink cans and juice
boxes.
◦ Differentiating between medicine containers
and eye drops.
◦ Checking the expiration dates of different products.
The following is screen shots from videos that recorded via the blind testers (Fig. 3).
In addition, all of the respondents reported that recording a video is useful for them as the video give wide
range of the target and they can say all their detailed
question while recording (Fig. 5).

•

Performance evaluation
Stress test is used to check the performance of our
solution under the heavy load of users. We applied
it using loader.io software. Stress testing aims to
achieve the best performance for websites such as setup static caching servers such as Varnish that enables
the software to serve much more users with the same

TBS screen shots.

blind users’ private data such as credit card numbers, emails
passwords, accounts, private situations that may embarrass
him and any private data in his surrounding environment.
In other words, TBS integrates the features of (a) Android
OS (i.e. Talkback that considered the screen reader), (b)
Twitter (i.e. while broadcasting the video to helpers), and
(c) friend-sourcing (which is considered the helper side). The
implementation of the TBS is done using two main APIs:
•

PHP developed APIs: we developed our own APIs for
uploading the recorded video to a server.

•

Twitter APIs: we embedded twitter API into our application for the social communication while it passes
the requested video from the blind user to the helper
then get the response back through private message.

These are the main steps, also depicted in Fig. ??, showing
how TBS is working:
1
2
3
4

5
6

Login to the user Twitter account (through twitter
API), to enable the user to access his account data.
Select his preferred language (Arabic - English)
Select his prefer Twitter’s List/ Friends or family
members (helper side)
Select his featured friend from his phonebook that is
embedded in our solution so that when the user has
no response up to 30 seconds,a SMS will be sent to
his selected friend.
Record his video that includes the unknown object
and then send it out to the Twitter’s list.
Read messages for certain conversation as long as the
user is log into his account.
IV.

E VALUATION

The evaluation process for the proposed solution is held
to determine if TBS is useful and easy to use or not. The
evaluation is done in two ways: target users satisfaction
and performance test. Users satisfaction is done to test the
functionalities of the solution, the ease of use and accuracy.
The performance test is done by using a stress test called,
loader.io, to check the response time, evaluate the robustness
and availability under the heavy loads.
For the user’s satisfaction, 35 blind participants, 13 girls
and 22 male, are asked to join our evaluation questionnaire
while using our proposed solution. Blinds will access the
application trying to identify the unknown object then they
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Fig. 6.

Fig. 3.

Stress test simulation about TBS solution by Loader.io.

a new free software tool called Loader.io which is a
FREE load testing service that allows you to perform
stress test for your web-apps and APIs with thousands
of concurrent connections. It simulates connections to
our application for certain duration to Monitor and
test if the application will perform sufficiently under
the load on the application so that the response time
can be examined and the availability under the heavy
load of the connected people to the application [16].
In Addition, it can measure the response time of our
application. We examined if the application can be
maintained in a very good way to respond and work
well under all circumstances such as (the heavy load
of connected users) [17]. The result of applying the
stress test to our application is showing in Fig. ??:

All screen shots.

V.

Fig. 4.

D ISCUSSION

The successful results of using the TBS application by
blind users means that our TBS app is blind user friendly. This
achieved by using auto-focus camera allowing the blind users
to feel the vibrating of the mobile when the object is in the
camera focus. It was noticed that 30 persons were successfully
recorded a video stream about the desired object from the
first trial, and 3 of them were successfully completed this
cycle from the second trial and two blind users successfully
record a video after three trials. it could be said that that
the TBS application is easy to use and has friendly interface.
Choosing the android as mobile OS was to support the fact
that the majority of smart-phones is android-based and they are
cheap too. This fact was confirmed by the the volunteers who
appreciated the fact that the TBS is an android based smartphone as it is now available with low prices which support the
economic case of most blind peoples in Egypt and the Middle
East. Moreover, the proposed TBS application is supported
with Arabic. So, the TBS application will be much affordable
than related applications which are only working at iOS-based
smart-phones and only supporting English language.

Evaluation: All evaluation screen shots.

TABLE I.

C OMPARISON B ETWEEN F EATURES OF R ELATED
SOLUTIONS

Feature

VIZWIZ

Chrous-View

ScanSearch

ThirdEye

Legion

SmartEye

EasySnap

LendAnEye

TBS

X

3

3

3

X

X

X

3

3

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

3

Bilingual

X

X

X

3

X

X

X

X

3

Pre-defined known
helpers

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

3

Support Android

X

3

X

X

X

X

3

X

3

Free service

X

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Send SMS to predefined number

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

3

Add Video
Based on
sourcing

Fig. 5.

Evaluation: Video Vs Image.

hardware. Thus the optimization of the website can be
held via load testing. Stress testing can be held through

friend

A comparison with most related work is conducted and its
results are shown in Table ??. From these results, the following
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remarks can be drawn.
•

Privacy Privacy factor is not covered in all the previous
work. All these work are based on crowdsourcing
(anonymous helpers who are not trusted by the blind
users). So, they could not be comfortable and feel nonsecured in case of identifying confidential things.

•

Supporting offline mode All previous related work are
based on the availability of the Internet. However,
in the developing countries, the availability of the
internet isn’t guaranteed. In our solution, this problem
has be addressed through sending the video to a close
friend’s mobile phone using video message.
VI.

C ONCLUSION

IT-based solutions supporting the daily life activities of
visually impaired people are the most important due to a
large number of blind/visually impaired people all over the
world. However, most of the current solutions do not support
the user’s privacy. In this paper, we proposed an assisstive
Mobile solution called: Trust Blind Society (TBS), which is
an Android application that allows blind users to recognize
their unknown surroundings while protecting their privacy.
This solution utilized two concepts: online social networks
(i.e., Twitter) and friendsourcing. In this solution, the close
friend can answer the confidential questions (e.g, bank card
security question) while the public friend answers the other
questions (e.g., identifying currency notes or food cans). Thus,
by utilizing the friendsourcing (friends on Twitter), te privacy
of the blind user will be protected. This TBS solution has to be
implemented using built-in Android functionalities such as the
auto-focus camera for video recording and talk-back accessibility service to read out what is on the screen reader. It also
made us of Twitter APIs to handle the connection between the
blind users and his/her helpers who have accounts on Twitter.
The solution is evaluated in terms of its usability by 35 blind
testers. The results was very promising and acknowledged by
the testers. Also, the app performance was tested using stress
test (loader.io) and the results proved that TBS is stable under
the heavy loads and the average response time were 320 ms.
In the future, different features can be added to the TBS App
and these include: adding automated identification algorithm
for basic images, colors and money, supporting iOS version so
that the application will be compatible with the iPhone.
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Abstract—User authentication through textual passwords is
very common in computer systems due to its ease of use. However
textual passwords are vulnerable to different kinds of security
attacks, such as spyware and dictionary attacks. In order to
overcome the deficiencies of textual password scheme, many
graphical password schemes have been proposed. The proposed
schemes could not fully replace textual passwords, due to usability
and security issues. In this paper a text based user authentication
scheme is proposed which improves the security of textual
password scheme by modifying the password input method and
adding a password transformation layer. In the proposed scheme
alphanumeric password characters are represented by random
decimal numbers which resist online security attacks such as
shoulder surfing and key logger attacks. In the registration process password string is converted into a completely new string of
symbols or characters before encryption. This strategy improves
password security against offline attacks such as brute-force and
dictionary attacks. In the proposed scheme passwords consist
of alphanumeric characters therefore users are not required to
remember any new kind of passwords such as used in graphical
authentication. Hence password memorability burden has been
minimized. However mean authentication time of the proposed
scheme is higher than the textual password scheme due to the
security measures taken for the online attacks.
Keywords—Password security; security; usability; alphanumeric
passwords; authentication

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Despite of many weaknesses user authentication through
textual passwords is widely used since long time. In textual
password scheme credentials are directly inserted into login
fields, which results in easy capture of password through
spyware attack, and shoulder Surfing attack [1]. Other problem
with textual password scheme is that users tend to set short
and easy to remember passwords, such passwords are easy to
break through brute force or dictionary attack [2]. Therefore
users are restricted to add numbers or special characters in
their passwords but such policies make the passwords hard to
remember.

By recognizing the memorability and security issues in textual passwords, researchers proposed different graphical password techniques. In this category of authentication passwords
are consist of some pictures, lines or x, y coordinates inside
a picture. Generally graphical passwords have memorability
advantage over textual passwords because visual information
is easy to remember and recall than alphanumeric characters
[3] [4]. While security and usability of graphical password
techniques varies from one scheme to another.
Graphical password technique was first proposed by Blonder [5] in 1996, since then many graphical password techniques
are proposed but none has replaced textual password scheme.
Shoulder surfing and spyware attacks are common threat to
different graphical password schemes. Android unlock scheme
[6], is the only graphical password scheme being largely
used in smart phones because the scheme is easy to use.
Although this technique has many security weaknesses such
as shoulder surfing attack but due to nature of the device,
attackers have very little access to launch security attacks. Due
to security weaknesses Android unlock scheme is not used in
online systems for authentication. Secure graphical password
schemes have timing and adoptability issues. Such schemes
require large amount of physical and mental work to do for
authentication and users have to remember different kinds of
passwords that is why many usability issues arises.
User authentication can be made secure by biometric or
token based authentication techniques but they require special
hardware for processing. The other easy to use authentication
option remains the knowledge based technique. Authentication
through this technique is improved by two approaches. In first,
different graphical password schemes have been proposed,
while in second approach schemes are suggested by enhancing
or mixing text based and graphical password techniques.
In this paper second approach has been taken for improving the security of traditional textual passwords. Proposed
scheme provides enhancements in the login screen and the
way passwords are stored into the database. In the login
screen every time user inserts a new set of numbers which
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represent the password, therefore proposed scheme provides
resistance from spyware and man-in-the middle attacks. In the
proposed password storage technique, alphanumeric characters
of a user’s password are transformed to different alphanumeric
characters and symbols and then stored into database. This
password transformation makes harder to apply dictionary and
brute force attacks.
The remaining paper is divided into six sections. In section 2 literature review is given regarding the field of user
authentication. Proposed authentication scheme along with
technique to store passwords are explained in section 3. In
section 4 analysis of the proposed scheme is given with respect
to security, usability and memorability. Proposed scheme is
compared with famous authentication techniques in section 5.
Finally conclusion is given in section 6.
II.

L ITERATURE R EVIEW

User authentication works on the basis of something user
knows (Knowledge-based), something user has (token-based)
or something user are (Biometric). Focus of this research
is to design an efficient user authentication scheme under
the category of knowledge-based authentication. Therefore
literature review targets knowledge-based authentication. This
section has been divided into two parts in first, different
user authentication schemes are discussed which are related
with the research work. In the second part, problems in user
authentication schemes are briefly discussed.
A. Related work
Zhao and Li [7] proposed some changes in textual password scheme for adding resistance to shoulder surfing attack
and called the scheme as S3PAS. In this scheme registration
process is same as textual password scheme but the login process is different. In the login screen alphanumeric characters
are randomly shown in the image format and a user has to click
on the logical triangles formed by the password elements or
type characters which belong to each password triangle. S3PAS
scheme provides resistance from shoulder surfing, keystroke
logger and mouse logger attacks. Searching password triangles
is time consuming task, therefore this scheme is very difficult
to use. The scheme is also vulnerable to dictionary and brute
force attacks.
Ziran et.al [8] proposed a text-based password scheme. In
this scheme a user set password by drawing a shape inside a
registration screen. In the login screen a grid filed with 0s
and 1s are randomly shown, a user is required to insert a
list of 0s and 1s, such that they form the shape of password.
Proposed scheme provides resistance from spyware attacks but
the scheme is vulnerable to brute force, dictionary and shoulder
surfing attacks.
Chen et al. [9] proposed a mixed textual and graphical
password scheme for resisting shoulder surfing attack. In this
scheme passwords consist of some characters and numbers
along with a colour. In the login screen characters and numbers
are shown in circular format. Password is entered by rotating
password characters in front of the colour chosen during registration. Proposed scheme does not contain symbols therefore it
has small password space and password entry process requires
physically efforts.

Rao and Yalamanchili [10] proposed an authentication
scheme known as Pair Pass Char (PPC), in this scheme registration process is same as ordinary textual password scheme.
In the login screen all alphanumeric characters are shown in
10 * 10 grid. For password entry a user has to search logical
rectangles, formed by different pairs of password characters
and then click on the corner characters of the rectangles. The
scheme contain different rules for rectangle searching therefore
the scheme is difficult to learn. Average authentication time for
6 characters password is 47.4 seconds which is quite high.
First graphical password scheme was proposed by Blonder
[5]. He proposed a scheme where a password consists of
certain points inside a password picture. Blonder’s scheme has
many security issues such as shoulder surfing attack and mouse
logger attack. Wiedenbeck [11] proposed “PassPoint” scheme
based upon Blonder’s scheme. In PassPoint scheme users have
freedom to click on any point inside the password picture,
this freedom was not available in Blonders scheme. Passpoint
scheme is better than Blonders scheme with respect to brute
force and dictionary attacks but it is not resilient to shoulder
surfing and spyware attacks.
Wiedenbeck et al. [12] proposed a shoulder surfing resilient
graphical password scheme known as CHC (Convex Hull
Click). In this scheme users are given multiple challenges for
authentication. In each challenge users have to find out three
password images and then need to click inside an invisible
triangle formed by the password images. This scheme provides
resistant from shoulder surfing attack but authentication time
is 71.66 seconds which is quite high.
Lopez et al. [13] suggested a challenge response based
shoulder surfing and spyware attack resilient graphical password scheme. In this scheme three images per row are shown
in the login screen. A user has to identify whether number
of password images are even or odd in different rows. The
scheme is weak with respect to brute force attack because
small number of images are used in this scheme. Combined
screen scrapper and key logger attack become successful after
multiple rounds of recordings.
Weinshall [14] proposed a recognition based graphical
password scheme known as cognitive authentication scheme. It
provides resistance form key logger and mouse logger spyware
attacks. In the the scheme, 80 icons are presented into 8 *
10 grid based login screen. Password icons are selected by
computing a path generated by the icons. Learnability and high
authentication time are the issues with this scheme.
Google introduced android unlock scheme, in which nine
points are given into a 3 * 3 grid based login screen. Password
of the scheme consists of some lines inside the grid. This
scheme is very easy to use but the passwords can be captured
by shoulder surfing attack and the scheme also provides low
password space [6]. Microsoft introduced a graphical password
scheme in windows 8, in which passwords consist of some
points, lines or circles inside a picture. This scheme is also
very easy to use but it has Hot-Spot and shoulder surfing issues
[15].
Akpulat et al. [16] proposed a hybrid graphical password
scheme known as T&C. In hybrid schemes multiple user
authentication schemes are combined into single scheme. In
this scheme passwords are consist of alphanumeric characters
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and a location inside a picture. Users enter alphanumeric part
of a password in text field through keyboard while location
is identified through mouse. Usability is not a big issues in
T&C scheme but passwords can be captured by online attacks,
because they are directly inserted into the login screen. Another
hybrid graphical password scheme was proposed by Alsaiari et
al. [17], the scheme is known as Gotpass. GOTPass scheme is
designed by combining properties of Android unlick, Deja Vu
and textual password schemes. For authentication a user has
to draw password lines and insert some codes which represent
different password images. The scheme provide resistance
from key logger, mouse logger and dictionary attacks but
combined screen scrapper and key-mouse logger attacks can
reveal passwords. This scheme has many usability issues such
as high error rate and authentication time. This scheme also
requires large amount of information to memorize.
III.

P ROPOSED AUTHENTICATION S CHEME

In this research a user authentication scheme is proposed
which reduces the security weaknesses of textual password
scheme. The proposed scheme has two common authentication
phases which are registration and login. Registration phase is
same as ordinary textual password scheme but passwords are
saved with different methodology. In the login phase changes
are made in password entry screen and password verification
process. Both phases are explained here.
A. Registration Phase
In this phase authentication information of a new user is
registered. In the proposed scheme registration information is
taken in same way as in ordinary textual password scheme.
Therefore registration process is required to be executed in
a secure machine and environment, where no one should
be able to monitor the process. A secure channel should
be used during registration time such as SSL/TLS [18] [19]
for collecting password from a user. Generally registration
phase is consist of three layers, which are password collection,
password encryption and password storage into the database.
In order to improve the password security from offline guessing
attacks, transformation layer is added into the registration
phase. The transformation layer is described here.

Majority of the users create password from less than 13
alphanumeric characters [20], therefore effective password
space can be described with equation 2.
12
X

94
X
i=1

94i

(1)

(2)

i=1

In order to decrypt a password, attackers need to check all
the passwords belong to effective password space or in special
case theoretical password space. Password transformation layer
helps in increasing the size of theoretical and effective password space by adding symbols along with 94 alphanumeric
characters.
Password transformation can be static or dynamic. In static
transformation, same password of different users generate
same transformed string. While in dynamic transformation,
different transformed strings are generated from same password of different users. Password transformation can be carried
out with many techniques, for example one strategy for static
transformation is described using the following steps.
(i) Create a list of alphanumeric characters as shown in Table
I. The table contains all 94 alphanumeric characters.
(ii) Create a combined alphanumeric characters and symbols
list as shown in Table II. The list may be consist of more
than two hundred elements.
(iii) Find out the index number in Table I, which belongs to
first character of a password.
(iv) Get an element from Table II, which has same index
number generated from previous step. The element would
be transformed character or symbol.
(v) Fetch index number of next character of the password
from Table I.
(vi) Sum previous index and current index of the elements,
generated from Table I.
(vii) Fetch an element from Table II, which has the index
number generated after summation in step vi.
(viii) Step v to vii will continue until all password characters
are transformed.
TABLE I.

L IST OF ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS
index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
...
94

B. Password Transformation
In this layer alphanumeric characters of a password are
converted into different alphanumeric character or symbols.
Password transformation helps in resisting from brute force
and dictionary attacks. For resisting brute force attack, theoretical password space and effective password space need
to be high. Theoretical password space is the total number
of passwords available in an authentication scheme, while
effective password space is the total number of passwords
being used by the users inside a scheme. Theoretical Password
space and effective password space are increased by adding
password transformation layer into the proposed scheme. Standard keyboard contains 94 alphanumeric characters excluding
space key, therefore theoretical password space of textual
password can be described with equation 1.

94i

character
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
...
9

With the above transformation method the password “bdg”
will be transformed to “βYσ” through the following steps, if
the alphanumeric characters are stored in the form of Table I
and symbols are is stored in the form of Table II.
(i) System picks the index of first password character ‘b’
from Table I. The index of ‘b’ is ‘2’.
(ii) System gets an element from Table II which has index
‘2’ . In this case the element is ’β’.
(iii) System fetches index of second password character ‘d’
from Table I. The index of ‘d’ is ‘4’.
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TABLE II.

L IST OF SYMBOLS AND ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS
index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
...

character
α
β
X
δ
b
Y
λ
Θ
χ
g
σ
...

Through algorithm 1, every alphanumeric character is
assigned a random decimal number within the range of 0 to 9.
All alphanumeric characters and their corresponding decimal
numbers are saved into session variable for password matching.
Algorithm 1 Numbers to characters mapping
1: alphaNum = List of alphanumeric characters
2: counter = 0

(iv) System generates new index ‘6’ by adding current index
‘4’ with previous index ‘2’.
(v) System fetches an element from Table II which has the
index ‘6’. In this case the element is ‘Y’.
(vi) System picks the index of last password character ‘g’
from Table I. Here the index of ‘g’ is ‘7’.
(vii) System generates index “11” by adding current index ‘7’
with previous index ‘4’.
(viii) System fetches an element which has index “11” in Table
II. In this case the element is ‘σ’.
Dynamic password transformation is also achieved by different methods, one of the method is password concatenation.
In this method before applying password transformation steps,
some characters are added into the password of a user. For
example first three characters of user’s email address can
be concatenated with the password. Every user has different
email address, therefore same password of two users will have
different transformed string.
C. Login Phase
Authentication process of the proposed scheme is different
from ordinary textual password scheme. In the password field
users need to enter decimal numbers which represent the
alphanumeric character of their password. For authentication,
decimal numbers entered by a user are mapped into alphanumeric characters and then the characters are matched against
stored password. Login phase is further divided into three
parts, which are login screen generation, password entry and
password matching.
1) Login Screen Generation: Login screen is a medium
through which authentication information is collected and sent
to a server. Login screen of the proposed scheme contains all
alphanumeric characters along with some numbers as shown
in Figure 1.
The alphanumeric characters are represented by decimal
numbers from 0 to 9 (total 10 numbers). Each decimal number
is assigned to 9 or 10 alphanumeric characters, because 94
alphanumeric characters are shown in the login screen and
they are represented by 10 decimal numbers.
Each time a user opens the login page, the decimal numbers
are randomly assigned to the alphanumeric characters. For
example characters (g m x F G P X ) > ) are represented
by decimal number ‘4’ in the login screen as shown in Figure
1. While in another session the alphanumeric characters (f h r
y O X = [ ]) are assigned to the same decimal number ‘4’ as
shown in Figure 2.

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

comment: Each decimal number is stored 10 times
for i = 0 to 9 do
for j = 0 to 9 do
numbers[counter]=i
numbers++
end for
end for
CLength = 100

11:
12:
13:

comment: Rearranges elements of numbers array
for i = 0 to 100 do
tempElement = Null

14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

comment: A random index is generated
ind = Random(0,cLength)
tempElement = numbers[ind]
numbers[ind] = numbers[cLength]
numbers[cLength] = tempElement
cLength = cLength -1
end for
for i = 0 to 94 do
alphaNum[i][0] = numbers[i]
end for

2) Password Entry: Passwords of the proposed scheme
consists of alphanumeric characters but in the password field
some decimal numbers are entered, which represent the password characters. For example if a user’s password is “bdg”,
then the user has to enter “724” in the password field, if the
login screen is same as shown In Figure 1. Here first digit ‘7’
represents the password character ‘b’ next digit ‘2’ represents
the character ‘d’ and last digit ‘4’ represents the password
character ‘g’.
3) Password Matching: In the password matching phase,
authentication information provided by a user is compared against the stored authentication information. Password
matching is further divided into two steps, password retransformation and password numbers matching. Whole process of password matching is given in the flowchart as shown
in Figure 3.
a) Password re-transformation: In this step a password
is restored into its original form based upon the username
provided by the user. A password is first decrypted if encrypted
value is stored into a database and then the password is retransformed by the following steps.
(i) Index of first symbol or element is fetched from Table
II.
(ii) A password character is fetched from Table I, which
contains the index number generated from step i.
(iii) System fetches index of next element from Table II.
(iv) An index number is generated by subtracting the index
of Table I (belongs to previous password character) from
the index generated in step iii.
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Fig. 1.

Login screen

Fig. 2.

Login screen 2

(v) A password character is fetched from Table I which
belongs to the index number generated in step iv.
(vi) Steps iii to v will continue until all the password elements
are fetched.
In the current scenario saved symbols “βYσ”, are converted
to “bdg” through the following steps.
(i) System fetches the index of first symbol ’β’ from Table
II, in this case the index is ‘2’.
(ii) System fetches a character from Table I, which has same
index ‘2’ . In this case the system fetches character ‘b’,
which is the first element of the password.

(iii) System then fetches the index of next symbol which is
‘Y’ from Table II. The index of ‘Y’ is ‘6’ in the table.
(iv) System subtracts the index of ‘b’ which is ‘2’ from the
index of ‘Y’ which is ‘6’. The new index becomes ‘4’.
(v) System fetches a character from Table I which has index
position ‘4’. In this case the element is ‘d’ which is the
second character of the password.
(vi) System then fetches the index of ’σ’ from Table II, the
index is “11”.
(vii) An index number is generated by subtracting the index
of ‘d’ from Table I, with the symbol ’σ’ from Table II.
In this case the index of ‘d’ is ‘4’ and index of ’σ’ is
‘11’, therefore a new index ‘7’ is generated.
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number provided by the user.
(iv) System searches first character of re-transformed or original password within the list of 9 or 10 alphanumeric
characters.
(v) If system successfully finds the password element in the
list of alphanumeric characters, then system will repeat
step iii & iv for all password numbers.
(vi) If all re-transformed password characters successfully
matches with the corresponding list of password characters, then system will allow login, otherwise user will
not be authenticated.
4) Illustration of password matching: If password of a user
is “bdg” and the password numbers entered by the user are
“724”. Based upon the login screen shown in Figure 1 the
system matches the password with the following steps.
(i) System will fetch first decimal number, which is ‘7’.
(ii) Corresponding alphanumeric characters are fetched from
the session variable. In this case the characters belong to
decimal number ’7’ are (b z E G U 9 ; [ ˆ {) see login
screen as shown in Figure 1.
(iii) System successfully finds first character of the password,
which is ‘b’ within the set of ten elements (b z E G U
9 ; [ ˆ {).
(iv) System will fetch next decimal number, which is ‘2’ and
its corresponding alphanumeric characters, which are (d
e p w V ’ 6 . ´).
(v) System successfully finds second password character ‘d’
within the set (d e p w V ’ 6 . ´).
(vi) Finally the system will fetch last decimal number, which
is ‘4’ and its corresponding alphanumeric characters,
which are (g m x F G P X ) >).
(vii) Password character ‘g’ is also present in the set (g m x
F G P X ) >), therefore user will be authenticated.
IV.

A NALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME

This section consists of two parts, in first proposed scheme
is analyzed with respect to security. In second part, usability
analysis of the scheme is given.
A. Security Analysis

Fig. 3.

Flowchart of password matching

(viii) System fetches a character which has index number ‘7’
in the Table I. In this case the character is ‘g’, which is
the last character of the password.
b) Password numbers matching: In this step password
numbers given by the users and re-transformed password are
matched for authentication. Password numbers are matched
with the following steps.
(i) Server receive username and decimal numbers for authentication.
(ii) Based upon username, password is re-transformed as
described in password re-transformation process.
(iii) System fetches a list of 9 or 10 alphanumeric characters
from the session variable, which belong to first password

Proposed scheme improves the security of textual password
scheme, by taking measures in password entry and database
storage. Many security attacks are applied for password theft,
in this section different security attacks are discussed with
respect to the proposed scheme.
1) Brute Force Attack: In this attack all possible passwords exist in an authentication scheme are matched with
the encrypted password value, in order to get the original
password. Although proposed scheme uses same alphanumeric
characters for password creation, but the theoretical and effective password space of the scheme is increased by using
the transformation layer. Therefore brute force attack becomes
difficult to apply.
2) Dictionary Attack: This is the efficient form of brute
force attack, in which small number of passwords are tried to
guess a password. In this attack a list of passwords are generated which is called password dictionary and the passwords
are cracked by comparing every password of the dictionary
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with a user’s password. Password dictionary creation is very
difficult in the proposed scheme, because the sequence of
symbols generated after password transformation may not be
same within different implementations of the scheme.
3) Shoulder Surfing Attack: In shoulder surfing attack, authentication information is revealed through camera recording
or by directly observing login activity. This attack is not
possible in the proposed scheme, because user does not directly
enter the password characters but they enter some decimal
numbers which represent multiple alphanumeric characters.
4) Random Guessing Attack: In this attack an attacker
blindly try some passwords for authentication. The probability
of successful random guessing attack in the proposed scheme
is given by the equation 3
P (S) = (1/10)N

(3)

Here n is the length of a password and the number 10
shows the range of decimal numbers used inside the scheme.
If the length of a password is 8 alphanumeric characters
then the probability of successful random guessing attack is
0.00000001. This probability is very low that is why attacker
will not rely on this attack to break the password.
5) keystroke/mouse logger attack: keystroke/mouse logger
programs send information to attackers without the consent of
users. In textual password scheme keystroke logger can easily
send the password of a user. While in the proposed scheme
keystroke logger are not helpful for attacker, because they only
get some random numbers instead of a password.
6) Man-in-the-middle Attack: There are many form of
main-in-the-middle attack such as phishing and replay attacks.
In phishing attack a legitimate user is redirected to a fake
website, where the user enters the authentication information. From the fake website attacker gets the authentication
information. In replay attack, password is recorded from a
communication medium and then the recorded information is
used later for authentication. Both attacks are not possible in
the proposed scheme, because an attacker does not get exact
password characters.
7) Multiple Recording Attack: Passwords in knowledge
based authentication schemes can be captured by recording
information of multiple login sessions. The information may
be in the form of camera recordings or spyware data. Proposed
scheme also suffer from this attack but it requires recordings
of multiple login sessions. Equation 4 shows the condition
in which password of the scheme is captured by multiple
recording attack.
X ∩ Y = Z /|Z| = 1

(4)

Here X and Y are the set of alphanumeric characters of
two login sessions belongs to a password character and Z is
the intersection result. A password character is captured when
cardinality of set Z comes to 1 or single alphanumeric character
is generated after intersection. If cardinality of Z is not equals
to 1 then recursively intersection work has to be performed
until single element remains in Z. The recursion process is
given by the equation 5.

Zi−1 ∩ Yi = Zi

(5)

Here i is the count of login sessions, Zi-1 shows the
intersection result of previous two sets and Yi is the set of
alphanumeric characters related with current login session.
In the current scenario the password “bdg” is captured by
the following steps.
(i) Attacker gets the information of first login session, which
consists of password numbers “724” given by the user
and screen-shot of the login screen appeared in-front of
the user as shown in Figure 1.
(ii) Attacker gets the information of second login session,
which consists of password numbers “894” and screenshot of the login screen as shown in Figure 2.
(iii) Attacker gets the alphanumeric characters of first login
session, which are related with first password digit. The
password digit is ‘7’ and its corresponding characters are
(b z E G U 9 ; [ ˆ {), see Figure 1.
(iv) Attacker gets the alphanumeric characters of second login
session, which are related with first password digit. The
password digit is ‘8’ and its corresponding characters are
(b m p D H L M @ ), see Figure 2.
(v) After intersection of set (b z E G U 9 ; [ ˆ {) and (b m
p D H L M @ ), the attacker captures the character ‘b’
of the password.
(vi) Same process will be repeated for password characters
‘d’ and ‘g’ by utilizing second and third password digits
given by the user.
It is not necessary that a password character is cracked after
recording information of two login sessions. Multiple login
sessions may be required for capturing a password character,
because password numbers are randomly assigned to nine or
ten password characters.
B. Usability Analysis
Usability study was conducted in order to analyze password
entry time and input accuracy of the proposed scheme. A
web based application was developed in order to perform the
usability tests. The testing application was created through
PhP programming language and MySQL database. In the
application users performed registration and login activities.
Different processes were created inside the application for
storing password entropy and password entry time inside the
database. Information of successful and failure login attempts
were also stored inside the database for analysing the input
accuracy of the proposed scheme.
1) Procedure: In the experiment users were asked to register once and make three successful login attempts. Maximum
three attempts were allowed for a successful login. Each user
performed registration and login activities in single session
because memorability evaluation was not the objective of
the experiment. Users performed registration activity on a
traditional registration page, because password input method
in the registration screen of the proposed scheme is same
as textual password scheme. While graphical interface of the
login page was similar to Figure 1. Before starting the test, the
purpose of testing and how to perform registration and login
activities were explained to the users.
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2) Participant: Application was tested by 30 volunteer
users belong to Quaid-e-Awam University. From volunteers,
8 users were faculty members while remaining 22 users were
students of different departments. Both male and female users
participated in the experiment.
3) Experiment Results: Experiment data was collected
from the database of the application in order to analyse the
authentication time and input accuracy. Total 30 users made
123 login attempts, which were both fail and successful login
attempts. Average password length of the thirty users was 7.83
alphanumeric characters and average password entropy was
38.28 bits.
a) Password entry time: Table III shows the password
entry timings of the proposed scheme. Mean authentication
time of the proposed scheme is 16.73 seconds which is larger
than textual password scheme because users require extra time
for searching the alphanumeric password characters in the
login screen.
TABLE III.

PASSWORD ENTRY TIMINGS OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME IN
SECONDS

Mean
16.73

Lowest time
9

Largest Time
34.79

Standard Deviation
7.54

b) Input accuracy: Input accuracy of the proposed
scheme with respect to first login attempt and within three
login attempts is given in the table IV.
TABLE IV.

I NPUT ACCURACY

Accuracy
First Attempts
Within three attempts

Percentage
73.17 %
100%

Results show that the number of input errors are high in
first login attempt, which may be due to a new method of
password insertion. The users made less number of input errors
when they become familiar with the graphical interface of the
login screen.

in the paper. Proposed scheme also provides better security in
comparison to different commercial authentication schemes.
VI.

The idea of proposed scheme is not to replace textual
password scheme, but to enhance the scheme for improving
the security aspect. Users can easily shift towards the proposed
scheme from textual password scheme, because old textual
passwords can be used inside the scheme. The proposed
scheme is also easy to learn because a very simple approach
is used for login process.
Proposed scheme uses alphanumeric character based passwords, therefore memorability results would be same as textual
password scheme. The problem with alphanumeric passwords
is that easy to remember passwords are easy to guess through
dictionary attack [21]. However in the proposed scheme easy
to remember passwords are not easy to guess due to password
transformation layer. Proposed password transformation layer
can also be used for other knowledge based authentication
schemes for improving the security against dictionary and
brute force attacks.
Many security threats can be resisted when passwords
are indirectly inserted into an authentication scheme, but this
approach has usability cost [1]. Users may require more
mental or physical work to do in order to indirectly insert
the passwords. That is why login time of the proposed scheme
is higher than traditional textual password scheme, but this
usability disadvantage is less than security advantages provides
by the proposed scheme.
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Abstract—This paper studies the impact of Pulse Voltage as
Desulfator to recover weak automotive Lead Acid Battery
capacity which is caused by Sulfation. This technique is used to
overcome the premature loss of battery capacity and speed up
the process of charging and extend the lead acid battery life cycle
3 to 4 times compared with traditional charging methods using
constant current. Sulfation represents the accumulation of lead
sulfate on the electrodes (lead plates). This phenomenon appears
naturally at each discharge of the battery, and disappears during
a recharge. This is common with starter batteries in cars driven
in the city with a load-hungry accessory. A motor in idle or at low
speed cannot charge the battery sufficiently. Voltage pulse
decompose the sulfate (PbSO4) attached to the electrode which is
the main cause of the loss of capacity. In this paper, we study the
effects of the recovery capacity of a Lead Acid Battery. Voltage
pulses will be applied on a commercial automotive battery to
collect data, using a charger/Desulfator prototype based on a
PCDUINO. The experiment results show that there is
improvement of Cold Cranking Amps level, and charge time
duration of the Lead Acid Battery after using our prototype.
Keywords—Lead acid battery; desulfator; pulse charging; cold
cranking; sulfation

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the last few years there has been a growing interest in
batteries, they have revolutionized the way of storing
electrical energy. Its use is widespread and growing, it helps to
have a reserve of electrical energy autonomous and mobile
cell phones, photovoltaic systems, space equipment, laptops
and other devices to public or industrial use. Especially since
the battery is a power source that can partially replace the use
of internal combustion systems used in the new generation of
hybrid electric cars and this to reduce the emission of
greenhouse gases which is now the major concern of
humanity. To use a battery effectively, it is necessary to
understand its dynamics and discover the parameters which
may affect its performance. The problem with these types of
batteries is that they need to maintain their useful life capacity
as long as possible and to optimize the use of their energy [1],
[2].

Nomenclatures
PbSO4

Lead(II) Sulfate

H2SO4

Sulfuric Acid

Pb

Lead

PbO2

Lead dioxide

Abbreviations
PWM
LAB
SLI
CCA
DOD

Pulse-Width Modulation
Lead Acid Battery
Start, Lighting, Ignition
Cold Cranking APMS
Depth of Discharge

A. Research Purposes
The purpose of this study is:
 To examine the effect of a recovery made from lead
acid battery capacity using a pulse voltage charging
method on a battery that has a low storage capacity.
 Verify and validate the circuit prototype producing
voltage pulses that have been made previously.
B. Problem Formulation
How the method of “charge pulse” helps lead acid
batteries to recover their capacity, what is the effect of these
“impulsions” on batteries. To do so, we will take an interest in
the value of power starter/cold cranking amps and the duration
of charging a lead acid battery.
C. Scope of the Experiment
Study was conducted using commercial automotive
batteries on the market. The charging process is done by using
our prototype charger based on PCDUINO shown in Fig. 1
and an algorithm programmed with python language.
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Based on the above reaction PbSO4 will be formed at the
positive electrode and negative electrode during charging or
using the battery while in the process of charging the electrode
PbSO4 will decompose and become Pb, PbO2 and H2SO4 [7].
Lead acid battery construction can be seen in Fig. 2.
C. Desulfation
There is a way to reverse the sulfation process of a battery.
This consists of sending electrical pulses to the battery with a
resonance frequency (between 2 and 6 MHz). During this
process, the sulfur ions collide with the plates, which have the
effect of dissolving lead sulfate covering them. The shape of
the voltage pulse can be seen in Fig. 3.

Fig. 1. Desulfator programmable main board.

II.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Charging Process of a Lead Acid Battery
Lead acid battery have anode made of lead (Pb) and the
cathode made from lead dioxide (PbO2), H2SO4, and a
separator between the two electrodes. The chemical reaction
that occurs at the positive electrode and negative electrode of
the battery are as follows [3]:
discharge

 2 PbSO4  H 2O
PbO2  Pb  2 H 2 SO4 

positive
plate

negative
plate

charge

Fig. 3. Output pulse shape.

B. Sulfation
Sulfation represents the accumulation of lead sulfate on the
electrodes. This phenomenon arises naturally in every
discharge of the battery [4]-[6], and disappears when a refill.
However, under certain conditions (too deep or prolonged
discharge, large temperature, gasification of the electrolyte),
plates of stable lead sulfate appear and are not dissolved
during charging. Lead sulfate thus generated decreases battery
capacity by preventing the reactions on the electrode and its
low electrical conductivity.

D. Lead Acid Battery Capacity and Peukert Law
Understanding battery capacity refers to the amount of
energy that can be stored. Lead acid battery manufacturers
often use the specification known as Amp Hour to provide an
indication of the stored battery capacity. But lead acid battery
capacity will be determined by the amount of load current.
This means that greater the load on the battery, the less
realized capacity you will have. This phenomenon is called
Peukert law [8].
E. Lead Acid Battery Types
Based on the application, the LAB can be divided into
several types [9]:
 SLI (Start, Lighting, Ignition) which is used in
automotive.
 Stationary to support the power supply to generate and
store electrical energy used in telecommunications
systems, electric utilities centre, and computer systems.
 Traction, to power transportation equipment such as
forklifts, electric cars, and mining equipment.
 Battery specially meant for the use of aircraft,
submarines and military equipment.

Fig. 2. Construction of a lead acid battery.

F. Starter Power
World power industry uses standard automotive starter
with a size of Cold Cranking APMS (CCA). The number
indicates the current in ampere that the battery can deliver at –
18°C (0°F) for 30 seconds, while being able to provide a
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voltage of 1.2 volts per cell or higher. American and European
norms differ slightly.
G. Depth of Discharge
Depth of Discharge (DOD) is used to describe how deeply
the battery is discharged. If we say a battery is 100% fully
charged, it means the DOD of this battery is 0%, If we say the
battery have delivered 40% of its energy, here are 60% energy
reserved, we say the DOD of this battery is 40%. And if a
battery is 100% empty, the DOD of this battery is 100%. DOD
always can be treated as how much energy that the battery
delivered.
III.

RESEARCH METHODS

A. Stages of Research
Flowchart of this research can be seen in Fig. 4. The
research began with a literature study, followed by the
preparation of the batteries to be tested. Battery preparation is
intended to obtain a battery which has a weak storage
capacity, so that we can see the effects of the voltage pulse
charging technique on the capacity of the lead acid battery.
Battery preparation is done by charging with a constant
current for 30 cycles. After the battery is ready, treatment is
initiated by the load voltage impulsion, respecting the
manufacturer's specifications. Throughout the charge cycle the
battery data are collected and stored to analyse the effects of
this voltage pulses on the capacity of the lead acid battery.
B. Data and Sources
Data:
1) Results of voltage measurement.
2) The capacity and time.
3) Battery power starter.
Sources:
1) Instruments measurement of capacity.
2) Battery manufacturer specifications.
IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Battery Preparation
The lead acid battery used were NS60, that has been used
for 4-6 months on the vehicle, with the condition Voltage
12,29 Volt, 195 CCA starter power, according to standards
Issued by Yuasa, NS60 starter has a standard power of 325
CCA.1
Aside from the value of the starter power of the lead acid
battery, capacity can also be seen through the value of the
voltage, a battery which has a value voltage of 12.65 V is said
to have a capacity of 100%, 12.40 V is said to have a capacity
of 75% [10]-[13].

Fig. 4. Stages of research.

B. Experiment and Data Collection
The lead acid battery that has been used is measured by
Battery Analyzer BT 747 DHC, to know the initial conditions
of power starter / battery capacity. Furthermore, we charge the
measured battery with shock pulses with a frequency between
2 kHz and 6 MHz, the frequency is selected by the user
through a menu programmed in the PCDUINO until the
voltage reaches 13.5 V.

1

http://www.yuasa.com.tw/_english/02_automobile/01_list.php?CID=1
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After that, the battery rested for 60 minutes to obtain a
stable voltage to subsequently remeasure Battery Analyzer to
determine the value of starter of the battery, then discharged
for 60 minutes. The cycle is carried out repeatedly for 20
cycles so that the change in the value of Starter CCA each
cycle of charging and discharging can be known. Circuit
producing a voltage pulse can be seen in Fig. 5 and 6 while the
shape of the pulses generated can be seen in Fig. 3.
C. Pulse Voltage Effect on the Battery Capacity
A major increase can clearly be seen in the value of the
“CCA” during the first cycles. While in the subsequent cycles
we see an increase that was not significant Fig. 7. While Fig. 8
shows an increase in voltage on the lead acid battery.
D. Influence of the Charging Cycles on the Charging Time
For the first cycles, we needed a large amount of time to
obtain the required voltage 13.5V but faster one reaches this
value for subsequent cycles. This is due to the value of the
internal resistance of the battery which is caused by sulfation.

Fig. 6. 3D view of the pulse voltage generator.

With the passage of the charging cycle, lead sulfate
decreases so that the charging process becomes faster. Thus,
the battery regains the ability to store an electric charge. In
addition, it time to full charge is visually improved.

Fig. 7. Evolution of the CCA value.

Fig. 8. Voltage value after each charge-discharge cycle.

V.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the above experimental results, charging the lead
acid battery with the generated voltage pulses will increase
storage capacity, the battery will be getting better after
charging and discharging cycles.
Fig. 5. Circuit voltage Pulse generator.

At the beginning, the cycle of the charging process will
take longer because of the high value of internal resistance
which is due to sulfation, but with the declining value of the
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internal resistance the lead acid battery storage capacity will
be recovered and the charging time will be shorter. The
prototype generates a voltage pulse that can increase battery
capacity.
The use of voltage pulse charging technology is a highly
promising method to be applied to batteries made from lead
sulfate to extend the service life of the lead acid battery, other
than that, it would be good to reduce the environmental
pollution caused by the lead acid battery waste.
[1]
[2]

[3]

[4]
[5]
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Abstract—An interesting phenomenon that has received
limited attention in the extant literature is that of IT workaround
practices. Based on Ashby’s Law of Requisite Variety,
workarounds were found to be used to accomplish the basic task
of matching unmatched variety in the system. The Interaction
Effectiveness (IE) ratio of 1.4 was used as a baseline to uncover
potential sources of workarounds. The Echo method was used to
collect data from 42 users in a high-technology company (HTC).
Enablers of and barriers to workaround practices were divided
into four main categories: flexibility, reliability, ease of use, and
coordination whereas workarounds were divided into three
categories: using other tools, seeking help, and accepting. The
results of the case study indicate that “reliability” is the
dominant category for both helpful and non-helpful incidents,
whereas “coordination” was the least significant. Of the
workaround mechanisms, “using other tools” was the most
significant category for all users. The findings suggest cycles of
continuous improvement to the IE ratio to alleviate the need for
workarounds, but a more fundamental issue concerning the
source of workaround behaviors is a function of misfits between
input variety by users and variety handling capabilities of the
system.
Keywords—IT effectiveness; workarounds; cybernetics

I.

INTRODUCTION

Despite broad recognition of ERP systems for their
seamless integration of all information flows within
organizations and their ability to standardize the processes of
different departments [1], [2], substantial research has shown
that many ERP systems are unexpectedly complex to adopt,
and their ultimate benefits are uncertain, resulting in suboptimal operating practices [3], [4]. The challenges to ERP
system implementation and success include, but are not
limited to, inflexibility [5]; disturbance to organizational
culture [6]; the requirement of significant investments of
money, time, and expertise [7]; strain on the organization [4];
and inadequate training and support for end users [8].
Even with the implementation of ERP systems, which
were introduced as a means to enforce standardization and
control, the probability of external activity beyond the system
seems almost impossible to control. As [9] indicates,
enterprise or computing systems often replace other legacy
systems and processes, establishing “open systems” that are
incapable of including all contingencies. When IT systems are
perceived as a barrier, two distinct but related phenomena may
be observed: resistance to change and workaround practices.
Resistance to change is usually perceived as a negative
behavior in which users oppose the disturbance of a perceived

flaw in a system [10]. On the other hand, workaround
practices are seen as a positive behavior in which users adapt
in order to overcome the shortcomings of a system [10].
All workaround practices share common attributes.
Whenever a user attempts to bypass formal system processes
to overcome a barrier imposed by the system in order to
complete a task, he or she is engaging in a workaround
practice. Similarly, workaround practices occur at the postimplementation phase of any system, which may extend
beyond the formal systems [11], [12]. In [13], author offers a
broader and more inclusive definition of workaround as
follows:
A workaround is a goal-driven adaptation, improvisation,
or other change to one or more aspects of an existing work
system in order to overcome, bypass, or minimize the impact
of obstacles, exceptions, anomalies, mishaps, established
practices, management expectations, or structural constraints
that are perceived as preventing that work system or its
participants from achieving a desired level of efficiency,
effectiveness, or other organizational or personal goals
(p. 1044).
Although workaround as an activity is well recognized in
many fields such as nursery, project management, the military,
and budgeting, some researchers have asserted that
workaround theories remain somewhat understudied and
underdeveloped [13]. Building a theory of workarounds will
help to improve organizations, management, work practices,
standards, and technology design and adoption and will also
provide a unified view of workarounds and augment existing
definitions.
To date, very little research has examined IT workaround
practices from a qualitative perspective. The basic objective of
this study, therefore, is to develop an in-depth understanding
of workaround-related interactions and what governs such
interactions. To this end, this study encompasses two primary
objectives. First, this study presents a dynamic theory of
workaround-related interactions within complex social
networks. This study‟s theoretical development draws from
Ashby‟s Law of Requisite Variety – to formulate the social
and technical components of workaround practices as a
network of task-related social interactions within an
organizational context. Second, this study presents relevant
quantitative and qualitative results from a field study in which
the proposed theoretical framework is used. The data for this
study is extracted from a high-technology company (hereafter
referred to as HTC). Specifically, this study will uncover the
motivations and preconditions for the occurrence of a
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workaround, as well as the main types of workaround
strategies that users employ to overcome barriers to
accomplishing their goals.
The paper is structured as follows. The next section
reviews relevant literature on the subject of workaround
practices in various fields. The section that follows discusses
the study‟s methodology, which adopts a qualitative interview
method known as the Echo method [14] to allow the study‟s
participants to reflect on their unique interactions and
experiences with these systems. The remaining sections of the
paper present and discuss the findings of a case study for
which data was obtained from a company that has
implemented an ERP solution.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A workaround is a strategy of using a computer system in
a manner that it was not designed to be used for or using
alternative methods to accomplish a work task. A workaround
is a useful strategy to solve an immediate and pressing
problem [9]. In [15], author explained workaround by noting
that “when a path to goal is blocked, people use their
knowledge to create and execute an alternate path to that goal”
(p. 71). In addition, they defined such a path, or workaround,
as “a temporary fix that implies a genuine solution to the
problem is needed” [15]. When users are unable to collect data
they need from existing IT systems, they employ their own
unique methods to collect such data [16]. In [17], author has
defined a „workaround‟ as a practice that “involves (1) a
specific policy procedure or rule enforceable by bureaucratic
superiors (2) that constrains or impedes local implementation
and goal attainment and (3) prompts a local response that is
counter to the procedure or rule but responsive to the
underlying policy intent.” Similarly, [18] defines a
workaround as “the substitutive method that is used to
overcome a constraint in information interaction in CIS with a
specific motive to complete a work task” (p.381). They
analyze workarounds in terms of the process involving the
antecedent conditions, the actual workaround, and the
consequences. They concluded that a workaround is a
technical trick to interact with information systems,
representing an everyday strategy used by workers to obtain
better information in order to do their job [19], [20].
The workaround phenomenon has been discussed in many
areas of organizational studies, such as public administration,
healthcare, technology, finance, and accounting [21].
Workarounds have three forms: data adjustment, procedural
adjustment, and backup systems [9]. In [21], author considers
workarounds to be an essential expectation for those who rely
upon open systems. In order for workarounds to be effective,
some parameters should be established: educate employees
about workarounds and the possibility of positive or negative
impacts on the organization, observe the existing process of
work, and encourage discussion among employees to identify
the challenges [19], [21].
In [9], author identified three tactics users can adopt to
overcome barriers imposed by any system. The first is fitting,
which refers to any activity that attempts to modify the
computing structure of the work by adapting to the computing
error. Examples include adjusting work schedules and

commitments due to the backlog of information requests
demanded by users of the system. The second is augmenting,
which basically entails supplementing or expanding the
current system to cover for system discrepancies, such as
consolidating data resources from multiple sources that are
currently fragmented. Last are workarounds, which involve
the deliberate use of the system in ways not initially intended
to achieve a required target by utilizing other methods to
accomplish tasks. Common examples of workarounds are data
adjustment or data manipulation to arrive at the desired result.
One the other hand, [10] classified workarounds into three
types based upon their consequences to organizations. The
first is a hindrance workaround, which is the bypassing of the
formal system due to perceived time-consuming, tedious or
problematic procedures and/or processes. The second is a
harmless workaround, which basically does not significantly
interrupt the workflow or the accuracy of data. The last is an
essential workaround, which involves necessary actions to
complete the task at hand.
The reasons that lead to workaround practices include
barriers in workflow, additional demands for work, rigid
organizational rules, and poorly designed systems, which in
turn lead users to employ workaround tactics to overcome
such barriers imposed by the system‟s rigidity, which inhibits
users from fulfilling their work requirements [21], [22]. In
addition, workarounds are used when the information needed
to meet an external demand is limited or lacking [18]. Reasons
that lead to workarounds include a block in workflow,
additional demands for work, organizational rules, and poorly
designed systems; in general, users employ workarounds to
accomplish tasks when they perceive the system to be
inflexible and incompatible with their workflow [21].
Workaround practices may be inspired by an expert opinion or
website help page. Most often, however, they are discovered
by trial and error [15]. Interestingly, when a workaround is not
available, users may change their goal to conform to a work
process they already know the system is capable of executing.
For example, if sending a file through an email is not working,
a possible workaround is to put it on a web server.
Workarounds can occur not only because of software defects,
but also when software and environment requirements are
inadequate [15]. Technologies that are related to physical
structure, such as the lack of wireless connectivity, may also
lead to workarounds [21]. In addition, a lack of expert and
well-trained users leads to an increase in the existence of poor
conformance (i.e. workarounds) within the system [23].
Some researchers argue that workarounds have both
positive and negative consequences. Positive consequences
include increased awareness, the availability of better
information, and saved time [18]. Additionally, workarounds
help to identify defects that need to be addressed, and they can
be employed to speed up the processes of an organization and
help to avoid unnecessary barriers to quality service and care
[23]. In addition, a workaround is essential to the integration
of IS; otherwise, service and performance will decrease
dramatically. Thus, workaround practices are dependent upon
the relationships between users, specialists, and key actors [9].
In [18], author considers workaround practices to be an
innovative means of customizing IS in ways that will not
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affect the accuracy of data. Reference [13] asserts that
workaround practices are essential for performing everyday
work. Additionally, IT workarounds may provide benefits to
the individual and the organization as a whole, such as
through the identification of existing gaps in IS between what
centralized information systems offer and what users would
like to have [11], [16].
However, workarounds may also represent an obstacle to
improvements and result in decreased effectiveness [21].
Reference [13] argues that workaround practices might be
viewed as undesirable and unethical or illegal violations of
procedures. Workarounds may include some sophisticated
technological solutions, such as designing local databases that
are able to provide needed information. However, such
practices may result in significant costs related to the use of
workarounds [16], [22]. Along the same line, [12] has found
that some applications originally designed to reduce process
variations in healthcare settings (e.g., medication ordering and
dispensing systems) actually resulted in increased process
variations. This may obstruct the objectivity and reliability of
the system, generating inaccurate or inconsistent reports when
required by users.
Overall, review of the extant literature on workaround
practices indicates that the workaround phenomenon thus far
lacks theoretical elucidation necessary to provide a deeper
understanding and predictive explanations. In support of this
view, [13] asserts that there is no published comprehensive
theory of workarounds.
III.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The cybernetics theory, specifically, Ashby‟s Law of
Requisite Variety, is used to develop a theoretical approach to
modeling workaround practices. This model views the social
and technical component of workaround practices as a taskrelated social network within an organizational context. Such
a model helps in understanding Human-Computer
interactions, as well as what governs such interactions [26].
Ashby‟s Law is a part of the cybernetics theory that
advocates for the ability of any system to achieve its goals
while maintaining viability [24]. In other words, any open
system must adapt to its environment in order to survive.
Ashby‟s Law of Requisite Variety states, “Only variety can
destroy variety” [25], (p. 207). Reference [26] explained
Ashby‟s Law of Requisite Variety as follows:
A system survives to the extent that the range of responses
it is able to marshal – as it attempts to adapt to imposing
tensions – successfully matches the range of situations –
threats and opportunities – confronting it (p. 282).
Variety is defined as the number of different possible
states the system can assume and their relative probability of
occurring, which is indicative of the level of complexity a
system can handle [25]. Thus, the internal complexity of a
system must match the external complexity it provokes to
remain stable [25]. Input variety can be seen as a disturbance
to the system‟s stability. There are two sources of input
variety: external variety and internal variety. External variety
refers to variety generated by the organization‟s environment.
An example is variability in a supplier‟s behavior, such as late

deliveries and inconsistent quality. Internal variety, on the
other hand, refers to variety generated by the system itself that
affects its own performance, such as poorly designed systems,
machinery breakdowns, and human error.
In general, [27] suggested two approaches to maintain the
stability of any system: reducing variety at the source and/or
increasing the variety handling capability of the system. For
example, a manufacturing organization can cope with a certain
amount of raw material variability from suppliers by either
implementing policies to force suppliers to ship parts on time
(i.e. stimulus simplification) or increasing inventory levels as
a buffer against any future variability in shipment arrivals (i.e.
response complexification). Reference [26] summarized how a
system is capable of responding to its environment in adaptive
ways as follows:
1) Simplify the complexity of incoming stimuli so as to
economize on the resources that need to be expended in
responding.
2) Invest more resources in the response than they judge to
be strictly necessary so as to ensure some degree of adaptation
(p. 279).
On an abstract level, ERP systems may be viewed as a set
of predefined assumptions and preconditions about what
organizations are and how they should function. Such rulebased systems can become static and difficult to change, much
like organizational bureaucracy. In order to overcome such
rigidity in the system, users may engage in machine-like
behaviors and permit their behaviors to be formalized, or users
may engage in informal workaround practices to realign the
system with organizational requirements. In a way,
workaround practices enable ERP systems to be flexible
enough to adjust to dynamic changes in organizational
requirements and the environment.
In this context, any ERP system is originally designed to
effectively conform to organizational requirements by
handling input variety. That is, ERP systems are variety
regulating systems to the extent that input variety is
continuously absorbed (destroyed) in order to regulate the
output. However, while ERP systems produce this requisite
variety, it inevitably creates some unintended and undesirable
variety due to changes in organizational requirements or
environmental demands. Therefore, the effectiveness of the
system is dependent upon the fit between the input variety and
the variety handling capabilities of the system [28]. That is, as
the organization adapts to internal (e.g., business
requirements) and external (e.g., environmental demands)
changes, ERP systems are employed as a variety handling
mechanism to match new variety. However, amplified misfits
between variety and variety handling will result in the
generation of more unpredictable outputs and more unstable
systems.
IT misalignment, or IT misfit, within the organization will
result in excess variety, which must be addressed either by
reduced variety at the source (e.g., customization) or increased
variety handling (e.g., workarounds) to reduce such input
variety. On the one hand, IT fit needs to be managed on a
continuous basis. On the other hand, ERP systems are
complex system that are difficult to modify, even if needed,
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because of costs associated with the changes, lack of accurate
documentation, lack of highly skilled programmers, and the
risk of possible dysfunctional effects [29]. Thus, organizations
may instead employ micro-level informal mechanisms (i.e.
workarounds) to maintain IT‟s alignment with changing
organizational requirements. This is, in principle, matching
variety. From this viewpoint, workarounds address excesses
generated by the ERP system in order to maintain the stability
of the organization.
IV.

METHODOLOGY

This study was conducted at a leading high-technology
company (HTC) in the Middle East. The HTC‟s primary
business includes selling computer hardware, software,
electronics, semiconductors, and computer services. The
company has implemented an ERP solution in an attempt to
streamline current processes and improve business operations.
Semi- structured interviews based on the Echo method
originally developed by [14] were conducted. The Echo
method is designed to investigate users‟ task-related
interactions with an ERP system. Reference [30] defined the
Echo method as follows:
A way of observing, quantifying, and describing what
people value and believe is a way to describe the patterns of
value and influence that are felt, verbally expressed, and often
acted upon in groups or organizations (p. 4).
This method is a qualitative socio-technical interview
method that identifies positive and negative aspects of any
system by eliciting concrete examples of others‟ “helpful” and
“non-helpful” task-related interactions [31]. The use of
“helpful” and “non-helpful” incidents is a practical way of
representing the concept of “variety” to participants, since
helpful incidents from one node reduce variety on the part of
the recipient node, and non-helpful incidents increase variety
to the recipient node [32], [33]. That is, helpful and nonhelpful incidents are situational factors that can be associated
with workarounds performed within the enterprise system
environment. In addition, participants were asked about the
manner in which they handle each type of non-helpful
incident. Corrective actions available at the recipient node are
used to indicate variety handling mechanisms employed (i.e.,
workarounds). The purpose of this question is to find any
patterns of workarounds that are specific to ERP systems.

V.

After all of the interviews were transcribed, data were
coded systematically into three main categories in accordance
with the structure of the interview questions: helpful incidents,
non-helpful incidents, and corrective actions to non-helpful
incidents (i.e., workarounds). Summarizing data in this way is
essential to preparing the data for analysis and extracting
meaning. The following Table 2 summarizes the number of
examples provided by participants and presents a typical
example for each category.
TABLE. II.

FREQUENCY OF EXAMPLES PER QUALITATIVE CATEGORIES

Helpful

# of
Examples
229

Non-helpful

163

Workaround

161

Total

553

Category

Sales
Accounting
Marketing
Operations/ Planning
Production
IT
Total

Number of
Participants
6
5
4
13
4
10
42

Managers

Non-managers

6
1
2
6
2
17

4
2
7
4
8
25

User-friendly, easy to enter and modify data
Lack of integration between different
processes
Export the file and manually copy and paste
required records in MS Excel

B. Micro-level Analysis: Departmental-level IE Average
Ratio
At the departmental level of analysis, the range of IE ratios
(from 0.86 for the marketing department to 4.5 for the
production department) reflects variability in the relationships
between ERP and other nodes.

Sales
Accounting

Production

4.5

0.97

1

ERP
System
1.33

PARTICIPANTS BY DEPARTMENT AND MANAGERIAL POSITION

Department

Typical Example

A. Macro-level Analysis: Organizational IE Average Ratio
This study used a quantitative measure that indicates the
relative effectiveness of the link between nodes in the taskrelated social network. Reference [34] referred to this ratio as
the link‟s interaction effectiveness (IE) ratio. Mathematically,
IE ratio is calculated by dividing the total number of helpful
incidents by the total number of non-helpful incidents for all
nodes. In the HTC‟s case, the organizational IE average ratio
was estimated at 1.4. An IE ratio of 1.4 indicates that
approximately three helpful incidents exist for approximately
every two non-helpful incidents.

Forty-four employees from different departments and with
various hierarchal ranks in the HTC constituted the sample
frame of this study (see Table 1).
TABLE. I.

RESULTS

0.86
2.03

IT

Marketing
Operations/
Planning

Fig. 1. IE ratios for all departments.
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In Fig. 1, ratios of greater than 1.4 (indicating that
effectiveness is above the organizational average) are shown
as solid lines, while ratios of less than 1.4 (indicating that
effectiveness is below the organizational average) are shown
as dashed lines. Fig. 1 shows the IE ratio for all nodes within
the HTC‟s task-related social network in relation to the ERP
system.
C. Categorical Analysis of the Qualitative Data
Thematic analysis was used to identify, analyze, and report
patterns (themes) within data. Interview responses were
classified into categories that emerged from the data, rather
than relying upon predetermined categories imposed by the
researcher. The collected helpful and non-helpful examples
were found to cluster around four major categories: flexibility,
reliability, ease of use and coordination. In addition,
workaround mechanisms were found to have three common
forms: using other tools, seeking help and accepting. Table 3
shows the basic properties for each category.
TABLE. III.

SUBCATEGORIES FOR EACH QUALITATIVE CATEGORY AND
RELATED CONTENT PROPERTY

Qualitative Category
Helpful Category
Labels
Flexibility
Coordination
Reliability
Ease of use
Non-helpful Category
Labels
Inflexibility
Lack of coordination
Unreliability
Not easy to use
Workaround
Category Labels
Seeking help
Using other tools
Accepting

Properties of Messages

The ability of the system to be modified and to be
responsive to different types of requests
The ability to transfer information from one unit to
another, and the ability of different functions/parts
to work together
The quality of being dependable
Requiring little effort from the user

The inability of the system to be modified or to
respond to different types of requests
The inability to transfer information from one unit
to another or for different functions/parts to work
together
The quality of not being dependable
Requiring great effort from the user

Involving a third party to help solve the problem
The use of other means (manual or automated) to
fix the problem
Problems beyond the control of the recipient node

The collected data were presented under each category,
and the percentages of each category were calculated to
determine the category‟s importance, as well as how it affects
the interaction with the ERP system. Understanding these
incidents may uncover flaws in ERP system design or in the
implementation of ERP systems. In the following section,
categories of helpful and non-helpful incidents and
workaround mechanisms are discussed in more detail.
D. Enablers Alleviating Workaround Practices: Helpful
Categories
As a proportion of total helpful incidents, “Reliability”
(39.52%) received the highest number of favorable comments,

followed by “Ease of use” (26.66%) and “Flexibility”
(24.76%). “Coordination” (9.04%) was mentioned the least.
Table 4 shows the distribution of all helpful examples as
perceived by all departments.
TABLE. IV.

CATEGORIES OF HELPFUL EXAMPLES WITH PERCENTAGES

Helpful
Categories

%

Reliability

39.52%

Ease of use

26.66%

Flexibility

24.76%

Coordination

9.04%

Typical Example
The data produced by the system is accurate and
complete
Easy to monitor production information
Ability to upload all required documents directly
to the system
Customers are able to report their feedback about
product performance through the system

E. Barriers Elevating Workaround Practices: Non-helpful
Categories
As a proportion of total non-helpful behavioral examples,
“Unreliability” (42.26%) received the highest number of
unfavorable comments, followed by “Inflexibility” (30.35%)
and “Not easy to use” (18.45%). “Lack of Coordination”
(8.92%) received the fewest examples. The following Table 5
shows the distribution of all non-helpful examples as
perceived by all units.
TABLE. V.

CATEGORIES OF NON-HELPFUL EXAMPLES WITH
PERCENTAGES

Non-helpful
Categories

%

Unreliability

42.26%

Inflexibility

30.35%

Not easy to use

18.45%

Lack of
coordination

8.92%

Typical Example
Some of the data is not accurate (e.g.,
equipment descriptions)
Unable to see the subtotal in the cost field
The are no clear standards for end users to
follow
The system does not support tracking the
movement of the products between the
warehouse and the printing shop in order to
print the labels

F. Variety Handling Mechanisms: Types of Workaround
Practices
Each participant was asked about the manner in which
they address non-helpful incidents. As a proportion of total
workaround mechanism examples, “Using other tools”
(57.14%) received the highest number of comments, followed
by “Seeking help” (23.60%). On the other hand, the lowest
proportion of workaround mechanism examples fell into the
category of “Accepting” (19.25%). Table 6 presents the
distribution of all workaround mechanism examples as
perceived by all units.
TABLE. VI.
Workaround
Mechanisms
Categories
Using other
tools
Seeking help
Accepting

CATEGORIES OF WORKAROUND MECHANISMS WITH
PERCENTAGES
%
57.14%
23.60%
19.25%

Typical Example
Using Microsoft Excel application to store
and back up data
Asking the manager to intervene
It is beyond our control
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VI.

DISCUSSION

This study demonstrates that the interaction effectiveness
(IE) ratio can be used in several ways to assess the interaction
between users and ERP systems within organizations. One of
this study‟s most important findings relates to the estimated
organizational IE ratio (1.4), which is based on the total
number of helpful and non-helpful incidents identified by
respondents from all departments. The IE ratio can aid in
understanding the quality of interactions with the ERP system,
as well as potential sources of workarounds. This IE ratio is
very important, because it is often difficult to detect and
measure the quality of human-computer interactions.
In the HTC‟s case, the range of interaction effectiveness
ratios (from 0.86 to 4.5) reflects variability in the relationships
with the ERP system. Departments with an IE ratio below the
organizational average of 1.4 (sales, accounting, and
marketing) are considered to be ineffective, whereas nodes
above the organizational average (operations/planning and
production) are considered to be effective. The IT staff
department falls almost on the average. Ineffective links
indicate that the ERP system is perceived by users as a variety
generator and is therefore sending excess input variety beyond
the capacity of the users. Conceptually, the IE ratio may be
used as an indicator to assess the volume of workaround
practices within the organization.
One possible explanation for this wide range of IE ratios
may be linked to the organizational design of tasks in terms of
both personal elements (knowledge and skills the employee
should possess) and structural elements (job design and
requirements). For example, the skills, knowledge, and job
requirements for production are different from accounting or
sales job requirements. Thus, the design and the requirements
of the job may affect how a user will interact with the ERP
system. Moreover, the level of dependence on the technology
to deliver the required work may affect the volume of
interaction. For example, the production department, which
yielded the highest IE ratio, may not depend on the system as
much as other departments in all of its daily tasks; thus, it may
see the system as effective. On the other hand, the marketing,
sales, and accounting departments, whose IE ratios were less
than the average, are generally more dependent upon the
system to perform their daily tasks, which enables them to
realize the shortcomings of the system. Also, the non-helpful
incidents may have different impacts on different departments
based on the routine, structure, and complexity of the work.
During the interviews, one comment from production (IE 4.5)
that was related to the unreliability of the system was: “It is
totally dependent on the Internet; thus, if the Internet is slow
or shuts down, our work performance will suffer.” On the
other hand, a comment from the sales department (IE 0.97)
relevant to the same category was: “Delivery of items in the
invoices cannot be tracked.” These two comments reveal how
job tasks and requirements affect different departments‟
interactions with the system. Moreover, the comments
demonstrate the nature of the problems confronted by each
department. The production problem can be easily fixed by
providing a stable Internet connection, while the sales

department‟s problem requires more work and greater
customization to fix.
In terms of the qualitative data, “Reliability” (39.52%)
received the highest number of comments in the helpful
category, while “Coordination” (9.04%) received the lowest
number of comments. Conversely, “Unreliability” (42.26%)
received the highest number of comments in the non-helpful
category, whereas “Lack of coordination” (8.92%) received
the lowest number of comments. The high proportion of
comments pertaining to “Reliability” reflects the relative
importance of this factor in ERP systems.
These results indicate that users tend to have more
concerns about the reliability of the system (e.g., performance,
shutdown, speed, and accuracy of results), which has a direct
and high impact on the continuity of the work. Moreover,
coordination received less attention, because users seem to
focus more on their local goals in performing their tasks and
are less concerned about relationships with or the performance
of other departments. In the same way, [33] assert that
coordination difficulties are common, because each
department has its own goals and tends to speak its own
specialized language. According to the data collected, users
were less concerned about their interactions or coordination
with others inside or outside the organization.
In analyzing the workaround mechanisms, “Using other
tools” (57.14%) was found to be most commonly employed,
followed by “Seeking help” (23.60%) and, finally,
“Accepting” (19.25%). In other words, users tend to first seek
to solve problems by using other tools, such as manuals or
other technological solutions. If the problem is not solved by
this method, users tend to seek help from others (e.g.,
colleagues, superiors, IT staff, etc.). If the problem is still not
solved, users then tend to accept the hindrance of the system
[22]. These mechanisms seem to follow a logical order
depending on the cost of coordination. Seeking help involves
some costs, such as time, money, effort, and delay of work,
which may explain the tendency of users to employ other tools
before seeking help. Seeking help as a requisite variety
appears to be more difficult to execute and may create
additional undesirable variety. That is, reducing the input
variety is perceived as better than addressing it, and internal
input variety is easier to control than external input variety.
For example, undesirable variety may appear in the form of
favors in which one individual expects to gain the advantage
of benefiting from someone else based on a previous service.
In this context, favors themselves can take the form of
workaround behaviors, in which people use social
mechanisms to bend rules in order to reduce input variety on
the recipient end; hence resulting in reciprocal cycles of
favors.
VII.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

To summarize, Ashby‟s Law of Requisite Variety was
used to illustrate how workarounds serve to maintain stability
within an organization. According to Ashby‟s Law of
Requisite Variety, “Only variety can destroy variety” [25]
(p. 207). Organizational environments are becoming more
difficult to handle and predict, particularly with ongoing,
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dramatic changes in technology. These ongoing changes to
organizations may result in unforeseen variety that cannot be
handled by a formal system. Organizations must respond to
such dynamic changes with an increase in variety handling
capabilities. One possible way is to engage in informal
adjustments to address unmatched external variety generated
by ERP systems: namely, workarounds. Workaround practices
appear to be derived from misfits between input variety and
variety handling capabilities. Workaround practices were
found to be a useful mechanism to maintain a good fit
between IT and organizational requirements, thus ensuring
stability within the organization. Workarounds appear to play
a significant role in adding requisite variety to the
organization if implemented appropriately and communicated
effectively.

transform such temporary and localized solutions into planned
change. Knowledge management systems (KMS) will help to
spread localized workaround experiences across the
organization over longer time periods. Over time, this will
help users overcome barriers imposed by the formal or
centralized system, which is primarily due to the associated
less flexible capabilities inherent in such organization-wide
solutions (e.g., ERP systems). Establishing a knowledge
management system to share information and answer users‟
questions will increase helpful behaviors and decrease nonhelpful behaviors, and it will also offer users quick solutions
to the problems they confront, thereby reducing the cost of
seeking help.

The helpful and non-helpful examples provided by
interviewees were divided into four main categories:
flexibility, reliability, ease of use, and coordination.
“Reliability” and “flexibility” are the most important
categories from the users‟ point of view, and they received the
highest number of comments from users. In light of these
findings, they should be taken into account in the development
of ERP systems. All findings show that workarounds are
positively employed to eliminate interruptions and errors and
to maintain performance throughout day-to-day tasks. The
actions taken by users to solve the non-helpful behaviors were
divided into three categories: using other tools, seeking help,
and accepting. “Using other tools” appeared to be the best
workaround mechanism for all users in all positions within the
organization. Non-helpful incidents within the system
(Unreliability, Inflexibility, Not easy to use, and Lack of
coordination) appeared to be the main reasons that lead users
to employ workarounds. In addition, users differ in the way
that they interact with the ERP and in those workaround
mechanisms they choose to employ. These differences stem
from the nature of the tasks assigned to each department, the
nature of the problems confronting users, and the power
structure. These disparities lead to discrepancies in how users
view the system.

The author of the paper would like to acknowledge the
support brought by King Fahd University of Petroleum &
Minerals (KFUPM), Dhahran, Saudi Arabia.

Based on the analysis of the responses gathered through
the interviews, three recommendations are offered to improve
the usage of ERP systems. First, to increase the interaction
effectiveness (IE) between ERP systems and various
departments, non-helpful incidents noted in ERP systems
should be reduced. The results indicate that unreliability is the
major source of non-helpful incidents in terms of shutdown,
poor speed, and poor performance of such systems. These
problems can be solved by providing high-speed connections,
scheduling preventive maintenance, and so on.
Second, the interaction between users and ERP systems
should be enhanced by focusing on the helpful features and
increasing their frequency of occurrence. For example,
developers of ERP systems should invest more time and
money into enhancing the user interface so as to increase the
user-friendliness of such systems thus increasing positive
interactions between the user and the system.
Third, workaround practices appear to be temporal in
nature. Therefore, there is a need to provide a platform to help
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